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THE EARLIEST HISTORY OF THE CONSTELLATIONS
IN THE NEAR EAST AND THE MOTIF OF THE
LION-BULL COMBAT

WILLY HAMTNBEf Institut fur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften,

Johann Wolfgang Goethe- Universitdt, Frankfurt a. M,

To Benno Landsberger on Ms Severdy-fifth Birthday

I. The Problem

Ihe symplegma of the lion and

the bull m encountered in the monumental
sculptures decorating the Achaemenian

palaces of Persepolis is one of the oldest

motifs and undoubtedly the most tenacious

traceable in the history of Near Eastern

art. To witness this it will, suffice to com-

pare one of the typical Achaemenian

versions (PL I)'^ with a prehistoric-

Elamite seal impression dating from the

fourth millennium B.o. .(Fig. 1),^ a Sumer-

ian vase decoration (Fig. 2),® a tile from a

Sumerian gaming-board (Fig. 3).,^ and a

^ Wall sculpture at PeraepoHs, sixth century b,c,

® M. Femrd, “.iStude sur les intailles susionnes,’*

DeUgathn en Perm, Memovres (hereafter abbreviated

MDP, also for later volumes, where the title of the

work appears in modihed forms), XII (Paris, 1911),

98, Fig. 70.

Thirtieth century b.c., from Tello (fragment of a
goblet, seashcll, three inches high). From Bncyclo-

pidie photograph ique de Vart (Le Musee du Louvre), I,

Slditions “T©1’» (Paris, 1935), 186, Fig, A.
^ C. Leonard Woolley, The Development of

Sumermn Art (New York, 1935), PL 44; see second
til© in second row'.

Persian miniature from the Mogul period

(Fig. 4).^ Evidently, through five thousand

years, in spite of innumerable wars, the

downfall of dozens of old, and the ascent

of just as many new, states or kingdoms,

attended by changes of the dominant races

and languages, not only the symbolic

combination of two combatant animals,

but even some very characteristic details

in the mode of representation, were care-

fully preserved. This fact alone deserves

our attention and justifies the interest

which modern archeologists and historians

of art have been taking in the motif. As

to their different interpretations, those

attempts which are restricted to an inde-

pendent discussion of one isolated historical

phase, such as its appearance—however

impressive—in Achaemenian art, will

necessarily be far more dubious and con-

testable than the ones based on the assump-

tion that the age-old iconographical

traditibH was at least to a certain extent

® Page from a Persian illuminated manuscript in

the posae^ion of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

1
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paralleled by a similar semantic one owing

to which the original significance of the

motif may stiE have been remembered

even by the Achaemenian rulers who chose

it as the dominant emblem of their

palaces.

Nevertheless, in view of the circum-

stance that there is no literary evidence,

one might say that conjectures on the

basis of contemporary iconographic docu-

mentation are just as probable or im-

probable as any theory that takes into

account the pluri-millennial history of the

motif; in other words, that we shall never

be able to transgress the limits of mere

speculation. There is good reason, however,

for taking a less pessimistic attitude. It is

my aim to show this in the present sum-

mary of the pertinent part of rather

extensive studies, the very first beginnings

of which I had the pleasure to discuss,

about twenty-eight years ago, with the

late Professor Ernst Herzfeld (who told

me that he too had for a long time past

been convinced of the motif’s astronomical

significance)® and also to present in a

lecture at the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences in Boston. In the meantime,

the iconographic material collected by me
has grown, while my views, though slightly

revised in details, have stood the proof in

their main points. So far it was only in

some articles dealing with other subjects

that I have profited by the opportunity to

sketch out the chief features of my theory

and to publish some of the most striking

evidence.'^

® See W. Hartner and R. Ettinghausen, “The
Conquering Lion, the Life Cycle of a Symbol,” sched-
uled for publication in Oriens, XVII (1964),

W. Hartner, 1. “The Pseudoplanetary Nodes of
the Moon^s Orbit in Hindu and Islamic Iconograph-
ies,” in At8 Jslamica, V, Pt. 2 (Ann Arbor, 1938); 2.

“Studien zur SymbolikderfruhchinesischenBronzen,”
in Paideuma, III (1944/49), 279 ff., Tafel VIII and
IX, and Figs, la and lb (p. 285); 3. “Zur astrologischen

Symbolik des ‘Wade Cup,’” in der Welt der

islamischen Kunst; Festschrift fiir Ernst KAihnel
(Berlin, 1959).

What I am going to demonstrate here is

based on the following consideration:

owing to the efforts of T. G. Pinches,

F. X. Kugler, E. F. Weidner, L. W, King,

A. Kopff, F. Thureau-Dangin, 0. Neuge-

bauer, A. Sachs and, not least, B. L. van.

der Waerden, it has been possible to

identify with certainty the majority of the

consteEations mentioned not only in

Seleucid texts but also in the much older

’^“^APIN senes and in the so-called ‘"astro-

labes,” and—though with a somewhat

lesser certainty—also the rest of the

constellations occurring there. As Van
der Waerden has shown, the heliacal

risings of the “Thirty-six Stars” prove

accurate for the period between ca. 1400

and 900 b.c., but there can be no doubt

that the texts in question, by that time,

already had a long series of predecessors,

going back at least to Old Babylonian

times. Now the fact alone that by far most

of the star names are Sumerian, not

Akkadian, would seem to indicate the

Sumerian origin of all, or at least the

major part of those constellations (which,

on the other hand, were taken over

practically unchanged by the Greeks),

unless we make the very improbable

assumption that the Semitic Akkadians*

for purely archaistic reasons, should have

decided to invent those Sumerian names.

Evidently the latter alternative cannot be

taken seriously since it would imply that

the Sumerians themselves had not yet

proceeded to grouping stars and calling

them by names, or that in astronomy,

contrary to the other branches of human
inteEectual activity, the tradition should

have been discontinued after the decline of

the Sumerian civilization.

As will result from the following, it is

possible to establish a continuity of

tradition that can be traced back even

further than to Sumer: It had its origin

about or even some time before 4000 B.o.
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with the prehistoric settlers of Persia,

Elam, and Mesopotamia, and it was taken

over by the Sumerians and Akkadians,

from where it eventually passed over to

the Greeks.

To avoid misunderstandings, may I

insist here on one particular point: The

following demonstrations have nothing

whatever in common with the blooming

fantasies of the so-called Pan-Babylonists,

headed by Hugo Winckler, Alfred Jeremias,

and others, who claimed that the earliest

inhabitants of the Near East possessed a

developed astronomical system, made very

accurate observations, and knew, to

mention only the most fanciful of their

many assertions, the precession of the

equinoxes. Nothing of what I am present-

ing here is capable of supporting such a

claim and it is not my wish at all to enter

upon this question in the present context.

II. The Theory

The essence of my theory can be

summarized in a few words: The lion-bull

combat had originally an astronomical

meaning and symbolized a well-defined

calendrical event (a solar date)
;
for reasons

yet to be explained, the original astro-

nomical interpretation still made sense

in Achaemenian times; the motif, more-

over, had undoubtedly a' strong admixture

of mythological connotations about which

it will probably never be possible to make
any kind of well-founded statement. I

thus claim the identity of the two com-

bating animals with the zodiacal constel-

lations of Leo and Taurus, which together

with are the ones that are most

easily recognizable as the pictures of the

animals (whole or in part
)
after which they

are called. All three occur in the earliest

astronomical cuneiform texts with their

Sumerian names: ^'^^ur.gu.la {^^^ur.a) ==

^lion,” Leo; ^^^gu^.an.na = 'hull” or

= "the Jaw of the bull,” Taurus;

and ^'^^gir.tab = "scorpion,” Scorpius.^

All three, too, occur either separately or in

double or triple combinations on in-

numerable seals, vases, reliefs, as small-

sized sculptures, etc. To be sure, this

alone would not justify an astronomical

interpretation (and it is indeed far from

my mind to attribute astronomical signifi-

cance to all lions, bulls, and scorpions

found in Ancient Near Eastern art). But
where these animals are combined by two

or three (Figs. 5, 6, 7) ® or accompanied by
symbols (stars, dots, globes) which ex-

clude interpretations other than astro-

nomical, we seem to be on a safe ground.

Thus Fig. 8^® shows a lion from a seal

impression found in the lowest stratum of

Susa. The twenty-odd dots on its body
mark it as the celestial species and show
its kinship with the well-known lion from

the horoscope of King Antiochus of

Commagene (Fig. 9),^^ from which it is

® For a list of early Sumero-Akkadian star names
and their identification, see B. L. van der Waerden,
“Babylonian Astronomy II. The Thirty-Six Stars**

in JNES, VIII (1949), 6-26; see p. 20, Table 3, which
is based on the so-called “Astrolabe texts” (Pinches’

transcription, Berlin and Brussels texts) and on the
first tablet of the series {BM 86378), published

by L. W. King in Cuneiform Texts, Vol. XXXIII
(1913), Pis. 1-9.

^ L. Legrain, “The Culture of the Babylonians
from their Seals in the Collection of the Museum,”
University of Pennsylvania, The University Museum,
Publications of the Babylonian Section, Vol. XIV
(Philadelphia, 1925), PL III, No. 35 (= Fig. 5), PI.

IV, No. 51 (” Fig. 6), PI. V, No. 56 (
= Fig. 7).

^0 M. Pdzard, “Complement & I’etude sur les

intailles susiennes,” MDP, XII (1911), PI. 4, No. 172.

After F. Sarre, Die Kunst des alien Persiens

(Berlin, 1925), PL 55 (first published in K. Humann
und O. Puchstein, Denkmdler des Nemrud Dagh,
Reisen in Kleinasien und Nordsyrien (Berlin, 1890),

PL XXVI. Note that the star symbol found on the

shoulder of uncounted lions in Ancient Near and
Middle Eastern (Sumerian, Babylonian, Ras Shamra)
and Egyptian art down to the intertwined lions on a
Sasanian silver pitcher and lions on other Sasanian

silver objects evidently indicates the “celestial” Hon.

For a collection of such representations, cf. H. J.

Kantor, “The Shoulder Ornament of Near Eastern

Lions,” JNE/S', VI (1947), 250-74. Contrary to Miss

Kantor, I believe there is no doubt that the earliest

occurrence of the motif is not Egyptian but Sumerian;

thus already the six lions (two sitting, two standing.
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separated by 3000 years at tlie least.

Mgs. 10 and 11, 12^^ show a statuette: of

the celestial lion inlaid with precious

stones and two similar statuettes of the

celestial bull; both bodies are covered

with star-shaped rosettes and, to exclude

any doubt, w^e find on top of one of them

(Fig, 12) the symbols ofthe Sun, the Moon,

and probably Venus, represented, as in

the much later period of the' Babylonian

hudurrus (boundary stones—see Fig. 13)^^

as a carefully-designed pointed star.

Bemembering, moreover, that the con-

stellation of Taurus, according to Greek

tradition, does not show the whole bull

but only its forepart {^rotonfie) or even the

horned head alone, dominated by the

very bright star Aldebaran as the bulFs

eye, we will not be surprised to find

isolated bulFs heads (cf. is li-e = ‘"bull’s

jaw”) with star symbols (Figs 14/15),^^

furthermore bulls whose bodies are curi-

ously marked (“cut off”) by vertical lines

(Figs. 16, 17),^® and finally, heads with

grotesquely exaggerated triangular or

two running) supporting the throne of the goddess

Innina (Musee du Louvre, ca. 2500 b,c., erroneously

believed to represent the king of Susa, Puzur-Shush-

inak; see Fig. 9a, after JEnc, phot, de Part; cf. note 3, 1,

p. 225) are all adorned with the star-rosette; between
this and the Ras Shamra bowl quoted by Miss

Kantor on p. 255 numerous examples from the

Mesopotamian region can be found.

Fig, 10 after V. Christian, AUertumskunde des

Zweistrcmlandes, Vol. I (Tafeln) (Leipzig, 1940), PI.

100, 9; Fig. 11, ibid., PL 102; Fig. 12 after Woolley,
The Development of Sumerian Art (New York, 1935),

Fig. 56a.
'

13 iUDP, I, PI. XIV.
1^ Fig. 14 after Max Frh. v. Oppenheim, Tell

Halaf, yol. I, “Die prahistorischen Funde,” bearb.

von Hubert Schmidt (Berlin, 1943), Frontispiece,

Fig. 2; Fig. 15, ‘^Hittite’’ cylinder seal, after H. H.
von der Osten, Ancient Oriental Seals in the Collection

of Mr. E. T. Newell (“OIP,’^ Vol. XXII [Chicago,

1934], No. 359. This and a similar cylinder seal were
published first by W. H. Ward The Seal Cylinders of
Western Asia (Washington, 1910), p. 306, Fig. 956a,
and p. 316, Fig. 1000. A detailed analysis of the two
seals is given in W. Hartner, “Studien zur Symbolik
der friihchinesischen Bronzen” (see note 7), p. 285.

^3 Fig. 16 from L. Legrain, Empreintes de cachets

Uamites (Paris, 1921), in MDP, Vol. XVI, PI. V,
No. 93; Fig. 17, PL X, No. 161.

square eyes (Figs. 18, 19).^® On closer

inspection we now also recognize that the

Sumerian bull attacked by a lion, as

represented in Fig. 2, carries a star-

rosette in his horns and another lozenge

(or bud) shaped motif in front of them,

which we encounter in numerous varia-

tions (branches, tridents, corn ears, etc.)

(Figs 20--22) as a characteristic attribute

of the bull, the ibex, the deer, and the

goat. And it now seems open to discussion

whether in Fig. 1 the lack of the bull’s

hindpart is due to the artist’s remissness

or maladroitness, or rather to his pre-

meditation.

III. The Sphere of the Fixed Stars in

4000 B.c.

Of the twelve constellations of the

zodiac, Taurus is the second, Leo the fifth,

and Scorpius the eighth. Since each of

these constellations comprises ca. 30°

(the actual dimensions vary considerably,

and it was not before Seleucid astronomy

that the normalized signs of 30° sharp

were introduced), our three constellations

must lie roughly speaking 90° apart. A
glance at a star chart will corroborate

this. However, considering the fact that

the precession of the equinoxes (which,

contrary to what is often claimed, was

almost certainly not recognized as a

systematic, continuous variation before

Hellenistic times) over long periods causes

a very considerable change in the situation

of the celestial pole and of the equator in

regard to the ecliptic, we have to recon-

struct the starry heaven such as it looked

to the observer at the time of the first

Elamite and' Mesopotamian', settlements

{ca. 4000 B.c.),

13 Fig. 18, ibid., PL VI, No. 96; Fig. 19, ibid., PI

.

VI, No. 98.

1’’’ After Woolley, Zoc> (see note 4), Figs. 43a
and 55o.
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In Diagram 1,^® of the three concentric

circles about the north pole the middle one

marks the equator, the interior, the

northern, and the exterior, the southern,

tropic. The outer rim corresponds to a

declination of — 60°; since our considera-

tions are referred to the latitude of 30°, i.e.

Persepolis and approximately Ur (30°56')

this is the limit of visibility in the meridian

of the places mentioned. The ecliptic

intersects with the equator at 0 and 180°

and touches the tropics at 90° and 270°.

In the course of one year, the Sun

travels in the direction of the signs (i.e.

clockwise in our diagram) along the ecliptic.

In terms of the Gregorian calendar (to be

chosen here on account of its invariability

in respect of the seasons), it passes the

vernal point (0°) at Spring equinox,

reaches the northern tropic (90°) at

Summer solstice, the autumnal point

(180°) at Autumn equinox, and the

southern tropic (270°) at Winter solstice.

IV. CONJUHOTION VERSUS HeLIACAL

Eising.

As is seen, the three constellations,

Taurus, Leo, and Scorpius do not occupy,

as might perhaps be expected, the points

corresponding to the two equinoxes and
to Summer solstice, but precede them by

Only the brightest or else particularly import-
ant stars are marked. The projection is that commonly
used in modern planispheres (turnable star charts),

with equidistantly progressing circles of declination

(parallel circles).

For the constellations near the zodiac a change
in geographical latitude of some degrees would cause
no serious change in the phenomena to be described.

It must be remembered that only approximate
observations of groups of stars can have been made
at that remote date, though my demonstrations
operate for good reasons with the exact positions of
particular leading stars (ce Leonis — Regulus^ tj

Tauri Pleiades, a PcorpU = Antares, etc.). The
whole area considered stretches from ca. 30° to ca.

37° (Tope Gawra, ^ — 36° 30'). Only for stars with
a high northern declination, e.g., (a Lyrae,

8- 4000 = + 47° 23') ov Arcturus {a Bootis, S - 4000 =
•+•53° 45'') would the heliacal risings occur con-
siderably (three to four weeks) earlier in the North
than in the South.

ca. 10-25°. To us, being used to determin-

ing the Sun’s position according to its

conjunction with a star or a constellation

or else according to its longitude (“the

Sun stands in the constellation of Taurus,^’

or “the Sun has a longitude of 270°” etc.),

this seems baffling at first sight. But if we
think of the fact that the Sun’s con-

junction (contrary to that of the Moon and

of the planets) cannot be observed directly,

for the simple reason that stars are in-

visible at daytime, it is obvious that a

people that makes its first steps to get an

insight into and to systematize the

astronomical (calendrical) phenomena will

have to resort to a different kind of

observation. Now, fortunately, the later

phase of Mesopotamian (as well as

Egyptian and, mutatis mutandis, Chinese)

astronomy tells us exactly how this

problem used to be handled: Having once

observed that, in the course of one year,

the stars or constellations rising before

sunrise or setting after sunset are sub-

jected to a periodical change, in such a

way that either phenomenon (heliacal

risings or settings) can be taken as indica-

tors of the seasons, a calendar—be it

solar or, as most in antiquity, lunisolar

—

could over long periods of time be made
independent of direct observations of the

varying lengths of the day and based

exclusively on observations of such “helia-

cal” phenomena. In addition to, or

instead of, the heliacal risings and settings,

analogous phenomena such SoS apparent

acronychal risings (i.e. last visible risings at

evening twilight) and cosmical settings [i.t.

first visible settings at morning dawn) or

20 early illustration of a heliacal rising is seen
on Fig, 23, from Gautier and I^ampre, ‘‘Fouilles de
Moussian,” MDP, VIII, Fig. 266, p, 136 (“Grand
vase provenant d’une sepulture,” Tepe Ali Abad).
Similar vases are found represented ibid.. Figs. 285
and 286 and (unpublished) in the storerooms of the
Musee du Louvre. For an analysis of their icono-

graphie elements, see W. Hartner, “Studien zur
Symbplik der friihchinesischen Bronzen’’ (see note 7),

section 3, p. 286f.
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else ciilminations at dawn or twilight could

be used. The last-mentioned culminations

at twilight play an '

especially important

role in Chinese calendariography but were

also paid attention to in the West, From

the point of view of Hellenistic astrology,

in wdiich a planet or a star w^hen culmi-

nating (i.e. standing at Medium Caelum,

cusp of the tenth house, called ''Regnum”)

develops particular forces, this moment

assumes very great importance. We shall

see this bears directly on our subject.

V. The Ancieht Calendars

A few passages from a Greek calendar,

attributed originally to Geminos (first

half of first century b.o.), but dating

actually from ca, 200 b.o., will demonstrate

the principle of these heliacal phenomena.

A similar calendar, based on Egyptian

solar months, was composed by Ptolemy

one Spanish-Arabic dating from the tenth

century and referring to the signs of the

zodiac as well as to the Arabic lunar

mansions was published by R. Bozy.^^

The months are those of the Syrian

calendar, which is in principle identical

with the Julian calendar. The arrangement

is the same as in the preceding cases. To

give two examples only, the heliacal

setting and rising of the Pleiades (ah

Turayyd)^^ are listed on the 13th

November and 15th May respectively, the

First zodiacal month (starting with Summer solstice, ca. 23rd June)^^

1st day: Cancer starts rising heiiacally, according to Callippus. Summer solstice.

11th day: Complete heliacal rising of Orion, according to Eudoxus.

13th day : Complete heliacal rising of Orion, according to Euctemon.

16th day: Corona Borealis starts setting heiiacally, according to Dositheos.

23rd day: Sirius becomes visible in Egypt, according to Dositheos,

25th day: Heliacal rising of Sirius, according to Meton.

30th day: Leo starts rising heiiacally according to Callippus.

Tenth zodiacal month (starting ca. 21st March)

1st day: Heliacal rising of the Knot of the Fishes [Pisces), according to Callippus;

Vernal equinox.

3rd day: Aries starts rising heiiacally, according to Callippus.

10th day: Heliacal setting of Pleiades (tj Tauri), according to Eudoxus, and beginning of
heliacal setting of Orion, The Pleiades set heiiacally, according to Democritus,
whereupon they remain invisible for 40 days.

21st day: Heliacal setting of Hyades (Bulks head), according to Eudoxus.

Eleventh zodiacal month (starting ca. 23rd April)

11th day: Ncorpm^ starts setting heiiacally, according to Eudoxus.
13th day: Heliacal rising of Pleiades, according to Euctemon.

21 See A. Bouehe-Leclercq, Uastrohgie grecque Contained in Geminiis, Mementa Astrommiae,
(Paris, 1899), chap, ix (pp, 256-310) and W. Hartner, ed. K. Manitius (Leipzig, 1898), pp. 210-33.
^ ‘The Mercury Horoscope of Marcantonio Michiel of
Venice, P (ed. A. Beer), I (London 23 dates are expressed in the Gregorian
and New York, 1955), 84-138; see in part. p. 93ff. calendar.
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corresponding dates for Aldeharan (a

Tauri) being 26tb November and 28th

May.

As for Mesopotamia, a perfect analogon

to the Greek calendars, operating essen-

tially with the same constellations, is

contained in the first tablet of ^^^apin:^*^

VI. Conditions for First and Last

Visibility

In order that a star may become visible

when rising above the Eastern horizon or

setting below the Western horizon, it is

necessary that the Sun be a sufficient

I 1 : '^%un.ga {Aries) rises

20: gam (Capella) rises

II 1 : mul {Pleiades) rises

20: is li-e (the Bull’s jaw, i.e. Aldeharan and the Hyades) rises

V 5: han (the “Bow,” i.e., Sirius and neighboring stars in Ganis Major and
sarru {a Leonis = Regulus) rise

VIII 5: gir.tah {Scorpius) rises

15: uza {Vega) and gab gir,tab {a Scorpii = Antares) rise

XI 5: gf.la {a Aquarii)^^ and l-ihu {^ Pegasi) and lu4im (“the deer,” y Gassiop.)

rise

24 0acr€L^ aTrXavcov dcrrepcov in G. Ptolemaei Opera
Omniat Vol. II: Opera Astronomica Minora^ ed.

J. L. Heiberg (Leipzig, 1907), pp. 1-67.

25 Le Calendrier de Cordoue de Vann6e 961 (Leiden,

1873); nouvelle edition accompagnee d’une traduc-

tion fran9aise annotee par Ch. Pellat (Leiden, 1961).
25 As will be seen, the Pleiades since remote

antiquity played a most important role as indicators

of the beginning of the agricultural season. It is

hardly a coincidence, therefore, that their Arabic
name, Turayydj, is derived from the stem yry,

meaning “to be opulent, rich,” akin to trw, “to be
penetrated by humidity (of soil).” It seems not im-
possible that even the word for bull, Pawr^ is in

some way or other related to the other two stems.
27 note g. the examples are taken from Van

der Waerden’s article cited there, p. 15. As in the
early Greek calendar (see note 22), the year is divided
into twelve approximately equal parts (“solar

months”), its first day (I 1), for the probable time of
composition (1300-1000 b.c.), falling on a date near
the vernal equinox.

28 For the identification of ban, see Van der
Waerden, loc. ciL (see note 8), p. 16. This Babylonian
constellation is identical with the Chinese hu-shih
(Giles, Nos. 4955 and 9950), “the bow and the arrow,”
see G. Schlegel, Uranographie Ohinoise (La Haye-
Leiden, 1875), p. 434.

29 jsfot ^ Aquarii, as suggested by Van der
Waerden, Zoc. ciii5. (see note 8), p. 20, Table 3. By
substituting a for ^ Aquarii^ the discrepancy of ten
days listed in the last column disappears. As will be
shown later, in the case of GTj.nA, contrary to most of
the minor constellations, the leading star is not the
one which becomes visible first in the course of the
solar year. As for the major constellations, the usage
may vary: the leading stars of Leo and Scorpius too
are not the ones rising first.

number of degrees under the horizon

(“depressed”) to prevent its rays from

interfering with those of the star. Depend-

ing on the brightness (“magnitude”) of

the star and its azimuth distance from the

Sun, the minimum “depression” (or

negative altitude) of the Sun varies from

ca, 10° for the brightest (like Sirius or

Ganopus) to 20° (complete darkness) for

the faintest stars visible with the naked

eye. The theoretical minimum of 10°,

however, is of no interest here, since the

slightest haze near the horizon will cause

an increase of two or more degrees at the

least. In view of the fact that all our

considerations are bound to be rather

rough approximations, it obviously suffices

to operate with an average value of 12-15°

for bright, and of 18-20° for faint, stars.

VII. ThE' Constellation of the Bull
{Taurus) and the Pleiades

As for the delineation of the pictures of

our three main constellations (bull, lion,

scorpion), only the bull requires some

more explanation. The shape of the
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triangular head, with the bright star

AMebarmi as its right (eastern) eye is

clear enough. But its horns can be seen in

two essentially diiFerent ways: if straight,

they end in the stars I (right) and ^ (left),

and this is the way they are commonly

represented since Classical Antiquity; if

curved and bent, however, which is in all

probability the oldest conception (cf. the

very early Tell Halaf representations, as in

Fig. 14), they are marked by a series of

stars on both sides of the head, sc.,

-

73
-2

, ... 77^ for the right horn (toward

Orion), and v, k, A, t] (Alcyone, main star

of the Pleiades) for the left. How^ever it be,

there is no doubt that in ancient Near

Eastern as well as in classical astronomy

the Pleiades were always regarded as an

integral part ofthe constellation of Taurus.

Now it is well known that the Pleiades in

particular always have attracted man’s

special attention and that all over the

world they play an important part in

stellar mythology as well as in calendari-

ography . In ancient China, the constellation

mao ^ (H. A. Giles, GMnese-English Die-

tiomry, Aifo. 7694) = Pleiades in one out

of the four leading constellations (or stars)

mentioned in the Shu-ching ('‘Book of

Documents”);®® their heliacal rising is

recorded even in the calendars of prim-

itives, such as the Kanyakmut Eskimos;

their heliacal setting followed by a forty

days’ period of invisibility and, thereafter,

by their heliacal rising is mentioned in

Hesiod’s IFor^s and Days;^^ and we have

seen they are equally listed in the Babylo-

nian, Greek, and Islamic calendars.®^

Finally, in Sumer-Akkad, the denomina-

tion = ‘Hhe Star'" par excellence

shows the extreme importance attributed

Chapter Yao-tien; for modern English transla-
tion, see B. Karlgren, Eoojfe of Documents (Stock-
hoimV 1950, reprinted from The Museum of Far
Wastern Antiquities, Bulletin 22), p-p. 1-8.

Vss. 385-86. See below, Section VIII.
See above. Section V.

to them; its synonym, ^'^^zappu, "the

bristly,” may refer to the Bull, but more

probably to their "hairy” or "comet like”

(cf. Greek Kop.rjrris and Arabic Dhu
Dhu'^dha, "the [star] with the hair tuft”)

appearance.

The Pleiades, which I claimed marked

originally the point of the Bull’s left

(Western) horn, thus are the star group

belonging to the constellation of the Bull

which becomes visible first in the course of

the solar year, and it seems natural that

this little cluster or, more precisely, its

most billiant star, iq Tauri (Alcyone), is

chosen to be the leading star of the whole

constellation.

VIII. Aquarius, the Ibex, the Mouelon
AHD THE Stag; the Eagle and the

Saceed Teee

Having stated that, about 4000 b.o., the

constellations of Taurus, Leo, and Scorpius

preceded the points of Spring equinox,

Summer solstice, and Autumn equinox by
ca. 10“-25°, let us now turn to the corre-

sponding region near the point of Winter

solstice (270° Right Ascension). The stars

found there near the ecliptic, between

Right Ascensions 220-260° are far less

briUiant (3rd magnitude or fainter) than

the ones marking the other three constella-

tions, whence it seems reasonable that, in

the course of millennia, they have been

grouped according to different viewpoints

or principles. The classical Aquarius

("Water Carrier”), which stands in the

confines diametrically opposite to Leo,

has a very long history. It appears under

the name ofau.LA, which is also the name
of the Goddess of Healing, in the ^“^apin

series (see above, Section V), where it is

said to have its heliacal rising, together

with (the "Pegasus Rectangle,” a^y

Pegasi mdaAndromedae, with leading star

P Pegasi) and lu-lim (the "Deer” or “Stag”
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identified by Van der Waerden with ay8e

Gassiopeiae, leading star y), on XI 5, i.e.,

exactly six months after the leading star a

of Leo (the ‘'Royal Star,” Eegulus), which

is listed as rising on V 5. Iconographically,

it can be traced back to Sumerian times

as one of the particularly favored symbols,

representing a deity, often standing

on top of the Sacred Mountain, and pour-

ing water from two vases (or having two

streams floating from the god’s shoulders),

with fish swimming in the streams or

under the figure, as still in the “Round
Zodiac of Dendera,” where the fish

obviously represents the constellation of

Piscis Austrinus with the brilliant star a

(Fomalhaut).

In the earliest phase of Mesopotamian

and Elamite civilization, however, this

symbol does not yet occur. What we find

instead are pictures of large capridae or

ovidae, above all ibexes (in the lowest

stratum of Persepolis and in Tall-i-

Bakun A, mouflons), carrying in innumer-

able variants either a solar emblem (the

picture of the Sun or a large pointed star,

thus in most places except Susa I, Per-

sepolis I and Bakun A, see the examples

from Tepe Hisar, Eig. 24^^) or a flying

eagle (symbolizing equally the Sun) or

else a circle, a rectangle or a lozenge,

which are filled with a checkerboard

pattern, with wave-lines or with a stylized

plant or tree (thus in Susa I, Persepolis I,

and Bakun A, see Pigs. 25-27®^). That

this constellation of the Ibex or Mouflon,

which comprised in all probability all the

main stars oi both Capricorn and Aquarius

(the horns being formed by a Aqmrii,

8s Pegasi and a Equulei, see Diagram 1),

was actually the zodiacal constellation

indicating by its heliacal rising the Winter

33 Erom E. E, Schmidt, “Tepe Hissar Excavations
1931,” in The Museum Journal

f

VoL XXIII (Philadel-

phia, 1933), PL LXXXVIL
34 Eigs. 25 and 26 from iUDP, Vol. XIII, PL

IV, 1 and 2; Fig. 27 from MDP. Yol. XIII, PL III, 5.

solstice or a date close to it, is proved by
its consistent combination or confrontation

with the three other animals.

Thus Fig. 28^^ shows in the center the

figure of a man flanked by a stick ending

in a sharp point (depicted by star-dots),

which is probably the goad spurring the

celestial bull (cf. Fig. 29),^® and an

anchor-shaped object that has a close

similarity with the ancient Mesopotamian

plow,®*^ cf. ^“^APIN. To the right, a highly

stylized ibex is seen standing on its head;

above it (behind the curved horns), a

solar symbol (large six-pointed star) and

two rows of stars reminiscent of the

common later representation (on seals, on

kudurrus, etc.) of the Pleiades (there are

actually nine stars on the picture, but the

upper two, separated clearly from the

seven Pleiades, belong to the upper row of

star-dots characterizing the scene as a

celestial one). To the left, a configuration

of stellar dots is seen which has the shape

of a recumbent lion, again standing on its

head,®® thereafter a stylized plant and,

finally, two crossed scorpions, stylized in

the same abstract (“linear”) fashion as the

ibex; the claws and the stings of the

scorpions are clearly recognizable. AU three

animals, we have stated, are represented

with their heads turned downwards. On
the cylinder, the Sacred Tree®® (visible on

33 ]vi. pezard, “^tude sur les intailles susiennes,”

iunp, xn, 105, Eig. 91.
33 ATPP, XII, 112, Eig. 107; for the goad {opTrrj^}

cf. Hesiod, Works and Days, vs. 468.
37 I owe this mformation to an oral communica-

tion from my friend. Professor Thorkild Jacobsen,
who most generously lent me his advice whenever I

needed it.

33 Thus described already by M. Pezard, loc. cit„

p. 114.
30 Concerning the significance of the Sacred Tree

(symbol of the Sun’s rays illuminating the horizon

before sunrise) and of the mountain flanked by or

supporting the celestial animals and other figures

representing constellations, as symbols of the eastern

(or sometimes also the western) horizon, see A. J.

.

Wensinok, “Tree and Bird as Cosmological Symbols
in Western Asia,” in Verh. d. Kon, Ak. van Weten-

schappen te Amsterdam, Afd. Letterkunde, Nieuwe
Eeeks, Beel 22, No. 1 (1921), pp. 1-56.
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both- sides of the seal impression) thus

separates Leo-Scorpius from Taurus (Ple-

iades) -Ibex, while the celestial laborer with

his emblems, the goad and the plow, is

placed between the two groups. In the

”^“^AriN tablet (see Section V), the

‘‘Hired Laborer,” ^%un.gd (identical with

our Aries) is listed as rising heliacally on I

1, about Spring equinox; it stands right

below the “Plow,” apix.^°

In 4000 B.c. these two constellations

had their heliacal rising during the first

half of February, a thousand years later,

in Sumerian times, during the second

half of February (the two weeks' period

ending ca. 1st March with the heliacal

rising of a Arietis). Owing to a remarkable

coincidence, from the earliest time down to

and even beyond that ofthe Achaemenians,

the heliacal setting of the Pleiades occurred

exactly during that period of the heliacal

rising of ^%un,gd and ^^^apix (see below,

Section XII), so that the two phenomena

could be used as interchangeable indicators

of one particularly important solar date:

the beginning of Spring plowing, harrow-

ing, and sowing. For, as Landsberger has

shown, the “first green” is observed and

Summer sowing started in February and

continues through March, while the

(early) barley harvest begins in April and

continues through May (in Elam, harvest

takes place in May); thus it makes good

sense that the time of Spring sowing,

during the period ca. 4000-2500 b.c., is

recorded in two different ways, by
referring to either one of the two inde-

pendent astronomical phenomena.

For an interpretation of Fig. 29—
anticipating what will be explained in

greater detail in Section XI—^we turn to

Diagram 4, where the oval curve through

See Diagram I and Van der Waerden, ifoc. cit,

(see note 8), p. 15.

“Jahreszeiten im Sumerisch-Akkadischen,”
JNJES, VIII (1949), 248-97J see in particular pp.
284f.

NESW represents the horizon of Persepolis

in 4000 B.c. at Spring equinox, ca. one

hour before sunrise: The Pleiades, as the

leading star group of the Bull are rising

heliacally (the Sun being 20° below the

horizon) a few degrees from the East

point; to the right, the Hired Laborer,

^^hun.gd, and the Plow, are seen,

and on the opposite side, close to the

West point, the Scorpion with its brilliant

star a (Antares) is setting cosmically.

Actually, the figures shown on the

picture could not be arranged better to

symbolize this moment. A terrestrial

interpretation, here and in similar cases,

is obviously excluded by the fact that the

BuU and the Scorpion are attributed equal

size and importance and that no sensible

reason else can be found to explain the

latter animal’s floating in the air. (N.B.:

About 3000 B.C., which may be the

approximate date of the seal, the con-

figuration depicted there corresponds to a

date ca, ten days after Spring equinox;

the change is not great enough to be

noticed by an unskilled observer.)

In later times, however, the change

caused by the precession of the equinoxes

is so considerable that the heliacal rising

of APix and the heliacal setting of the

Pleiades can only with due adjustments be

considered appropriate indicators of the

beginning of Spring plowing in Southern

Mesopotamia and Elam. It is different

farther Xorth (and equally in other

regions of the Ancient World), where the

phenomenon still in the first millennium

B.c. was observed for the same purpose,

as evident from a famous passage in

Hesiod’s Works and Days (vss. 383-84):

TrXTjKxhoxv MrAayereoJV

apx€ad'^ dprjTov, dporoio Se Bvaopievdwv,

When the Pleiades, Atlas’ daughters, rise,

begin your harvest, and plowing when they

set.
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Here, with imreAXeiv, the heliacal rising

is meant, which occurred in the eighth

century b.c., in Boeotia (latitude ca.

38J°), ca» on May 15, and this seems indeed

a fitting date for harvesting the Winter

seed. But the corresponding term, 3v€<jd'aL,

indicates of course not the heliacal, but

the cosmical setting (last visible setting at

davm), about November 10, which is said

to be the best time for (Autumn or early

Winter) plowing; it coincides with the

terrestrial phenomenon of the shriek of

the crane (vs. 448). In the subsequent

part of his poem (vs. 479-92), Hesiod

exhorts not to plow about the time of

[Winter] solstice, in case one has missed

the right time, but then says that plowing

and sowing when the cuckoo first calls

(i.e., early in March) may yield as good

results as Autumn plowing. For the latter

date, Hesiod could no longer use the

heliacal setting of the Pleiades, as the

early settlers in Elam had done, because

it then occurred on a much too late date,

ca. April 1st.

With the ascent of the Sumerian civili-

zation, in which, we have seen, the figure

of Aquarius as the “Water-carrier” was

already accepted as a current symbol, the

Ibex by no means disappeared. On the

contrary, we find it with a clearly calen-

drical significance on art objects such as

the silver vase of Entemena of Lagash

(Fig. 30),^^ where lion-headed eagles

(symbolizing the Sun) hold in their claws

pairs of ibexes, lions, and stags. This stag,

occurring also already on prehistoric seals,

now becomes easily identifiable : it is the

constellation of lu4im (the “Deer,” aySe

Cass., leading star y) which, according to

the ”^“^AFIN tablet (see Section V), rises

on XI 5, together with gu.la {Aquarius)

and l~ihu (the Pegasus Rectangle) It is

MemBnev, Bahylonien und Asayrim, I

(Heidelberg, 1920), 271.
^3 The same constellation of the Stag {eXacpoi) is

mentioned by Firmicus Maternus (cf. F. Boll, Spkaera

thus an early example of a so-called

paranatellon, i.e., a constellation north or

south of the zodiac that rises at the same

time as a zodiacal constellation. The
paranatellonta play an exceedingly im-

portant part in later astronomy and

astrology. In the present case, the early

occurrence of the Stag as a paranatellon of

the Ibex is readily explained by the cir-

cumstance that it is evidently easier to

observe the first appearance of the

brilliant stars of Cassiopeia than of the

rather faint ones of Aquarius and Capri-

corn.^^

IX. The Motifs of the Sxjmbbian

Gaming-boarb. The Constellation of

THE Goat {uza, enzu)

After this, the major part of the pictures

represented on the Sumerian gaming-

board (Fig. 3), too, becomes interpretable:

the lion, or lions, attacking the ibex

[Leipzig, 1903], pp. 255ff.) as paranatellon to Pisces,

which fits perfectly because l-ikit lies between the
two Fishes; see below, Section X. According to Firmi-
cus, the Stag has two serpents in his nostrils. This
strange combination is frequent on early seals;

cf. P. Toscanne, “Etudes sur le serpent,” MJOP, XII
(1911), Fig. 403, p. 208, and Fig. 406, p. 209. It has
survived as an artistic motif in many places, e.g., on
a Romanesque Christening basin in the Church of

Freudenstadt in the Black Forest, see Fig. 31. For a

comprehensive study of the motif and its history,

see R. Ettinghausen, “The "Snake-Eating Stag’ in the
East,” in Late Classical and Mediaeval Studies in

Honor of Albert Mathias Friend, Jr., ed. Kurt Weitz-
mann (Princeton, New Jersey, 1955), pp. 272-86.

As for the substitution of the female deity

GU.LA, whose sacred animal is the dog, for the
original Ibex, it is not clear why the figure ofAquarius,
the “Water-carrying god,” is always represented as a
male deity. I venture the conjecture that the latter

actually represents Ea, whose sacred animal is the ibex

(according to Professor Th. Jacobsen’s oral communi-
cation) and that perhaps the term gu.la (“great”) in

this case is not at all meant to refer to the goddess of

healing, no more than the name of the diametrically

opposite constellation, ur.gu.la = Leo, was ever

assumed to allude to her. If so, it would make
perfect sense that the lowest region of the Sun’s part

is occupied by either the god Ea, who governs the

southernmost of the “Three Ways,” or by his sacred

animal. In iconographies of astronomical character I

have not been able to trace a female deity identifiable

with. Aquarius.
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(represented upside down) eTidently sym-

bolize tbe lieliacal rising of Leo, which we

have seen coincided, about SUMMER
SOLSTICE, with the apparent cosmical

setting •

(first visible setting at morning

dawn) of the Ibex. The bulls flanking

symmetrically the Sacred Tree^^ with a

star on its top, while the tree’s branches,

ending in lozenge-shaped buds (see end of

Section II) become visible behind the

animals’ backs, then symbolize the heliacal

rising of Taurus, or SPRING EQUINOX.
The pairs of goats depicted in exactly the

same position are of course not identical

with the Ibex (observe the difference in

the horns) and thus do not refer to the

constellation’s heliacal rising, about wdnter

solstice, although this would fit particu-

larly well. To explain their meaning, we

again turn to the tablet (Section

V), where the constellation of the Moat

{uza, Akk. enzu = Vega or a Lyrae) is

listed as a paranatellon of gab gir.tab =
Antares, In 4000 b.c., at the latitude of

30° as chosen by me, the heliacal rising of

Vega occurred ca» twenty-five days after

that of Antares and coincided approxi-

mately with the heliacal rising of the

Scorpion’s sting, in other words with the

complete rising of the constellation.^® The

goat browsing the Sacred Tree thus

symbolized already at the earliest period

the time near or shortly after AUTUMN
EQUINOX.
What remains unexplained at this

stage of our investigation, are the motifs

of the lion-hull and lion-stag combats. We

See note 39.

A few degrees north, at ca, 36®, the agreement
would be perfect, both rising at Autumn equinox,
but no inference can of course be drawn from this

because we must assume the period of time during
which this earliest calendar system was consolidated
to have stretched over a thousand years or more (the

epoch 4000 b.c. being only a rough approximation
that fits sufficiently well with the archeological

evidence), and the geographical area in which the
system originated to be comprised between the
latitudes of ca. 30 and 37®; of. note 19.

Eastern Studies

shall return to this problem at the end of

the present paper.

X. The Symbol in the Horns of the

Ibex and Mouflon, and the Constella-

tion 1-iku

The symbols filling the horns of the

ibex (mouflon) or standing above its

back (Figs, 24-27) differ essentially in so

far as there is one type that is a solar

symbol pure and simple indicating the

heliacal rising of the constellation, and

another more sophisticated one, which

we shall deal with now. There are round,

square and lozenge-shaped s3niibols (the

latter sometimes surrounded by what

looks like flying birds interpretable as the

flying sun-eagle, see Fig. 27), furthermore

different varieties of crosses (Greek,

Maltese, Cross Patee, etc.). Figure 32^“^

(Susa I) arouses our special interest

because it is a perfect illustration of the

Ibex rising with its head and huge horns,

which in turn comprise a Greek cross,

above the horizon (indicated by a zigzag

fine, in the present case fivefold, as found

on many other Susa I vases) . On the other

hand, the same crosses are found also in

the center of many vases showing no

celestial association else, which leads us

inevitably to interpret them as a well-

known terrestrial symbol: the “Navel of

the Earth,” the “Four Corners of the

Earth,” or Just the Inhabited Earth par

After E. Pettier, “^Itude historique et chrono-
logique sue les vases points de I’Acropoie de Suse,”
MDP, XIII (1912), 40, Fig. 135; a no less impressive
representation of the same idea is found on Fig. 33
{MDP, XXIX (1943), 30, Fig. 1), where the horns of

the rising Ibex encircle the Sacred Mountain, while a
four-pointed star, depicted in a similar fashion as the
later conventional Venus symbol (on hudurrus,

Assyrian seals, etc.), probably represents the Sun
and the five-fold cross, 1-iku. The Scorpion
noii above, the Ibex seems to indicate that the heliacal

not the rising, is intended. (When, ca. Nov.
20, 4000 B.O., at 6:15 b.m., a Aquarii is setting helia-

cally, a Ncorpif stands one hour before inferior

culmination and will not rise until 1:20 a.m. in the
next morning).
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excellence (Figs. 34-”37).^® If this interpre-

tation is correct, there arises the question

as to the motif's significance when we

find it transferred to the celestial vault. To

answer it, w^e turn again to the first

”^“^APiN tablet (Section V), -where, on XI

5, the 'Tegasus Hectangle" {a^y Peg. and

a <4%dr., with leading star ^ Peg.), under

the name 1-iM is mentioned as a parana-

tellon to a Aquarii; this 14hu is the unit of

square measure, the rectangular field,

standing metaphorically for the cultivated

soil or just for “Earth." As to its shape in

pictorial representations, it depends on the

artist’s taste whether he renders it as a

square (to indicate the four directions of

the wind, as in accordance with the

Chinese habit; it is this idea which is

expressed by the cross) or as a circle

(indicating the circular horizon). By
filling its interior with a checker-board

pattern, with wave lines (water, alluding

to the solFs fertility), or with stylized

trees or plants, the artist seems to leave

no room for doubt as to its significance.

The identification of the symbol in the

ibex horn with 14Jcu, however, is borne

out by one more fact. Our Diagram 1, and
likewise Van der Waerden’s Fig. 3,^^

show the situation of the constellation

14ku between the two Fish (the western,

Sim.mah, and the eastern, Anunitu) at the

site of the classical Pegasus. In comparing

it with Fig. 38,^° being a copy of the

relevant part of the Round Zodiac of

Dendera, we recognize the same symbol

for l-ihu, filled with the same wave lines

as are found for instance in the squares

surrounding the center of a Susa I bowl

(Fig. 36, No. 3), which may actually be

meant to express the idea of transposition

48 After IfDP, Vol. XIII (1912), Pis. XIII, XVII,
XVIII, and SuppUment, PI. XLII, No. 3. Observe
that the cross is sometimes replaced by a turtle,

which is an indubitable terrestrial symbol.
^8 note 8), p. 15.

80 After Boll, PI. IL

of Earth to the starry heaven since we
find the identical motif also in the ibex

horns (Fig. 39).^^

The fusion of the 14hil symbol with the

ibex horns into one motif is remarkable

for the reason that, about 4000 b.o., the

heliacal rising of the Ibex occurred ca.

ten days earlier than that of which

coincided exactly with Winter solstice

(see below, Section XI), while by 1000 b.o.

they rose nearly simultaneously about

January 25, or two months before Spring

equinox, which is in perfect accordance

with Van der Waerden’s interpretation of

the ”*^Apin series. Thus in the oldest time

the combination of the horns with 141%
symbolizes not the exact day of Winter

solstice but a period of several weeks

during which the solstice occurs. This

appears very plausible in view of the

circumstance that without instruments

(gnomon), the determination of the sol-

stices will needs be affected with an

uncertainty of + eight days or more.

As for the purely solar symbol (star or

the like) and the sophisticated 14hu
emblem, we have seen that they express

two entirely different ideas. However,

this does not of course exclude the

possibility that the solar significance is

implicitly understood also in the I-iM
emblem, by associating or identifying the

constellation rising before sunrise with the

“Winter-Sun" itself, just as the lion-

headed eagle has to be understood as a

symbol of the Sun at its maximum power

(“Summer-Sun"), and, thereafter, of

course, also of the Sun in general.

To conclude this demonstration, may I

point out that one of the two Susa I vases

(Figs. 25 and 26) shows the round checker-

board pattern in the ibex horns, the other

one, otherwise identical, the cross andplant

in a circle comprised by the horns, and,

under the animal’s belly, the terrestrial

61 After linB, Vol. ^
Fig. 121, p. 32.
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Eastern Mountain (indicating the helia-

cal rising), again filled with the checker-

board pattern symbolizing the cultivated

soil. The space between the animals’ legs

filled, with analogous symbols is typical of

the earliest period, but the tradition then

begun proves extraordinarily tenacious: as

purely artistic motifs these ancient symbols

(stars, crosses, rosettes above the animals’

backs, and the stylized Eastern Mountain

under their bellies) are found by the

hundreds on early Greek vases. Similarly,

the ibex wdth the round symbol in its

horns, though for several thousand years

past removed from its original place

among the stars and reduced later to

the little constellation of the Goat-Fish

(Suhur-mds, Capricorn)^ subsists as an

artistic motif throughout the millennia.

About 1000 B.c. it is found on the bronzes

of Luristan and, another 1500 years later,

on a late Sasanian or early Islamic vase

(Figs. 40, 41),^^ which shows the animal

facing the Sacred Tree in the same char-

acteristic attitude that can be observed

on uncounted objects from the lowest

strata of the Near Eastern settlements.

XI. The Accueacy Test

To test for the period envisaged

(4000 B.c.) the accuracy of the heliacal

risings of the four main constellations of

the zodiac and to get an insight into

concomitant phenomena, let us turn to

Diagram 2. There the four ovals touching

the circles of declination (parallel circles)

for +60° and —60° denote the situation

of the horizon of Persepolis (9 = +30°)

relative to the celestial vault at the times

of the equinoxes and solstices at morning

dawn. In accordance with what we have

said before (see Section VI, p. 7), for

the visibility limit of iq Tauri, the round

value of 20° is chosen; for the stars sarru

(a Leonis), gab gir. tab {aScorpii) and l-i1cu

(^ Pegasi), 15°. Each of the four horizons

is drawn in different types of lines (con-

tinuous, strokes-and-dots, long strokes,

short strokes) as indicated in the legend;

the corresponding meridians and East-

West lines are distinguished in the same

way. Then the zenith points are the inter-

sections of the meridians with the dotted

circle about the pole with a radius of 60°.

Parallel to the Eastern horizon (left, or

proceeding clockwise) a curved line seg-

ment is drawn indicating equal (negative)

altitudes of 15° and 20° respectively (below

the horizon, as mentioned). At their

intersections with the ecliptic, correspond-

ing to the four main points of the year

(equinoxes and solstices) the Sun is marked

by a conventional symbol. We then have:

I. Spring Equinox (21 March, ca. 4^ 55^^ a.m., Sun in the Equator, 20° below the

horizon, Longitude = Right Ascension = G°):

The Pfeiadea rise heliacally (abbreviated hereafter by HR).
Scorpion is setting cosmicaUy (CS, first visible setting at dawn).

The GS of a Scorp. {Antares) wiU occur ca. five days later.

The horns of the Ibex and the ''Monster with ope7i mouth, (Panther?,

the constellation Gygnus) are culminating, the latter standing at the zenith. The
Southern Fish {a Psc.Austr.) stands ca. 7° or one-half hour past culmination.

II, Summer Solstice (23 June, ca. 3^ 30”^ A.M., Sun in the Northern Tropic, 15° below
horizon, Longitude = Right Ascension = 90°)

:

(a ieoma) HR together withN^V^?^5 (gag.si.sd, a Ca7h.Maj.).

The Horns of the Ibex nesii CS (a Agit. will have its CS ca. ten days after).

The Deer {lu-lim, yCass.) near zenith, ca. 1^ 20^ past culmination.

A Survey of Persian Art, ed. A. XJ. Pope, Vol. IV (Oxford, 1938), PI. 194B.
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HI. Autumn Equinox (23 Sept., ca, 5^ 0^ a.m.. Sun in Equator, 15 below liorizon,

Longitude = Right Ascension = 180®:

Antares HR.
Aldebaran (a Tauri, Eye of the Bull) two to three days after CS.

Hind part of Leo at zenith.

The Southern Cross and the main stars (except a) of the Centaur near the south-

eastern horizon,

IV. Winter Solstice (21 Dec., ca, 6^ 10”^ a.m., Sun in Southern Tropic, 15® below horizon,

Longitude = Right Ascension = 270®):

1-iku (jS Peg,) HR, two days before a Peg. and six days before the Southern Pish.

The Horns of the Ibex had their HR ca. ten days earlier, on 11. Dec.

The hind part of Leo CS.

The Southern Cross and Centaurus near the southwestern horizon.

The Bow of Sagittarius (y, leading star of the constellation pa.bil.sag) culminating.

As is seen, the concordance is perfect:

The HR of the Pleiades (Bull), Regulus

(Lion), Antares (Scorpion) and ^ Pegasi

{14k'u) occurs, in Persepolis or Ur, about

4000 B.C., practically on the very days of

the equinoxes and solstices, and the HR
of the Horns of the Ibex precedes by ten

days, and thus announces that of 14ku,

which marks exactly the shortest day of

the year.

The importance of this striking agree-

ment, however, should not be overrated.

I repeat that the choice of a different

geographical latitude (e.g. 36®) and of a

different time (e.g. 500 years earlier)

would have caused perceptible changes

and thus resulted in a far less perfect

concordance; moreover, I repeat that,

even in case I should have chanced to hit

the right place and time, in consequence

of the inevitable imperfection of observa-

tion of the four cardinal points, the

intrinsic perfection of the system of

heliacal risings would necessarily have

escaped the early settlers’ attention. But
even without such an awareness of this

astounding accuracy, the observers were

bound to recognize in its major outline

the extraordinary harmony that happened

to lie in the distribution of the main stars.

It was this, undoubtedly, that caused

them to conceive the main constellations

in their definitive shape and to depict them
in uncounted variations and combinations

on their art objects, which, we may be

certain, were primarily objects of worship.

For it is well not to overlook the fact that

the calendar, however indispensable to

agriculture, has always had, and in many
parts ofthe world, at least, still has another

aspect ofno lesser importance : the religious.

XII. The Lion-Btjll ahd the Lion-Stag

Combats

Contrary to the preceding chart, Dia-

gram 3 shows the horizon of Persepolis

at nightfall, on Feb. 10, 4000 B.c., about
6^ 40^ R.M., when the Sun stands 20®

below the horizon. The situation then is as

follows: The Pleiades are setting heliacally

(HS, last setting at evening twilight).

Tho Scorpion's (comprising origin-

ally, as depicted, the Scales of Libra), are

rising acronychally (last rising at evening

twilight). Regulus, a Hydrae mxdi Canopus

{a Argus, the brightest star in the southern

hemisphere) are simultaneously culminat-

ing, Canopus being only a few degrees

above the South point of the horizon,

while the constellation of Leo occupies

exactly the zenith, with the royal star,

sarru-Regulus BtmAmg oTilj ca. 8® from

the zenith point (marked Z),
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The fact needs hardly a justification

that this striking moment, occurring

once a year, should be paid due attention

and find its expression in pictorial repre-

sentations ofTarious kinds : The triumphant

Lion, standing at zenith and displaying

thereby its maximum power, kills and

destro3’'s the Bull trying to escape below

the horizon, which during the subsequent

days disappears in the Sun’s rays to

remain invisible for a period of forty

days, after which it is reborn, rising again

for the first time (HB on March 21) to

announce Spring equinox and the advent

of the light part of ' the year (Diagram 4,

see also Diagram 2). There can be no

doubt that this and nothing else has been

the origin of the celebrated motif.

However, we have overlooked one con-

comitant phenomenon: Along with the

Pleiades, the last star, of the constella-

tion of the Deer {lu-lim = ay^s Gass.,

leading star y) has its heliacal setting,

while the leading star, y, itself has pre-

ceded it by only ca. five days. Thus the

Lion-Deer combat, which we have seen

depicted on the silver vase of Entemena

and on the gaming-board (see Section IX)

will necessarily have to be interpreted as

an equivalent of the Lion-Bull combat.

The gaming-board, which, we have stated,

clearly represents Spring, Summer, and

Autumn, thus has no symbol for Winter

but, instead, two different symbols for a

date lying somewhere between Winter

solstice and Spring equinox. About 3000

B.c. (early Sumerian time) this corresponds

to ca. 25 February, and in 4000 b.o., to

ca. 10 February, coinciding in both cases

—

and still in Achaemenian times—exactly

with the heliacal rising of the “Hired

Laborer” and the “Plow” (see Section

VIII). Thus, in the early period, the

Lion-Bull and the Lion-Deer combats

were interchangeable symbols for the

beginning of agricultural activity after

Winter solstice.

Finally, Diagram 5 shows the same

heliacal setting of the Pleiades in Achae-

menian times, about 500 B.c. The positions

of the relevant stars, i.e., the Pleiades

{'q Tauri), Begulus, and Canopus are in-

dicated by encircled asterisks. As is seen,

Leo still occupies the zenith by the time

the Pleiades are setting, while the effect of

precession, in the case of Canopus, proves

to have been far inferior, so that it now
stands almost 40° off the meridian. The

relative positions of Leo and Taurus thus

are still the same as 3500 years before,

but the date within the solar year has

changed: it is now the 28th March, in

other words only one week after Spring

equinox.®® By the middle of the first

millennium b.c., the old motif thus marks

within the limits defined by the probable

inaccuracy of astronomical observation

the solar date fixing the beginning of the

Assyrian luni-solar calendar as well as

that of the Zoroastrian year: the Nowruz.

ssxhe agreement would be perfect about 1100-
1000 B.O., which lies within the two limits, 1400-1000
B.c. indicated by B. Landsberger {''Mahreszeiten im
Sumerisch-Akkadisohen,” JNE8, yjll [1949], 252)

and confirmed by a perhaps too subtle method by
Van der Waerden (“1400-900 B.o.,” he, cit., y, 18)

for the probable time of composition of the

series in its present shape.
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PLATE II

-Lion and Bull on a Prehistoric Elamite Seal
-Fragment of Shell Goblet prom Tello
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Fig. 9

-Animals AND Symbol>s ON A Babylonian Seal
-Lion with Dots on Its Body, Seal Impression from Susa
Lion prom the Horoscope of Antiochus of Commaobne



PLATE V

Fig. 9A.—Lions Supporting the Throne op the Goddess Innina



-Statuette OF Lion Inlaid WITH Pkecious Stones

-Statuette OF Celestial Bull with Body Adokned with Star-shaped Kosfttf

-Statuette of Celestial Bull Inlaid with Symbols of Heavenly Bodies



PLATE VII

Fig. 13.—Babylonian Boxindaky Stone Decorated with Symbols op Heavenly Bodies



PLATE VIII

-Vase with Decoration op Bull's Head with Star Symbols
-''Hittite'' Cylinder Seal with Bull's Head and Star Symbols
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PLATE X

Fig. 20.—Engraved Shells with Bulls Accompanied by Tridents or Br.anches
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; '.Fig. 41.

:

Figs. 36 and 37.—Bowls with Repkesbntations Symbolizing the Inhabited Earth.
Pig. 38.—Detail from the Zodiac of Dendera, Showing Symbol mu 1-iku between Fish.
Fig. 39.—Wavy Lines Inclosed by Ibex Horns. Fig. 40.—Luristan Bronze Vase Depicting
Ibex Facing the Sacred Tree. Fig. 41 .-—Early Islamic Vase Depicting Ibex Facing the
Sacred. Tree '.



THE MILITARY PERSONNEL OF UGARIT^

A. F. RAINEY, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel

nr
Ihe ricli treasure of weapons

being recovered from the mound of Ras
Shamra serves to underline the importance

of Ugarit’s military establishment in

antiquity.^ Although it was not one of the

imperial giants in the Late Bronze Age,

Ugarit’s location and political position

made it imperative that its forces be kept

strong and ready.^ Such was the case with

every city-state in Syria and Palestine

that wished to survive in that difficult

time. Ugarit’s importance as a mercantile

center from which caravans and ships

went out to all points of the ancient world

also dictated the maintenance of troops

for the protection of these commercial

interests.^

Military personnel constituted one of

the most influential segments of the social

regime, and their names and ranks appear

often in the palace archives. It is also safe

to say that most able-bodied men in

Ugarit were subject to some type of

military service. Preparation for an in-

tensive campaign is described in the legend

of Kret; all classes of society down to the

^ The present article is an excerpt from the

author’s doctoral dissertation, The Social Stratifica-

tion of Ugarit (Brandeis University, 1962; Grand
Kapids, Michigan: University Microfilms, 1963),

pp. 130-46. Ugaritic texts are cited according to the

method adopted therein, pp. 7-8; cf. also lEJ, XIII
(1963), 43, n. 1.

See p. 26 for List of Abbreviations used in this

article.

2 C. F. A. Schaeffer, Ugaritica, I (Paris, 1939),

107-25; III (Paris, 1966), 251-75.
3 For a comprehensive study of monumental and

artifactual remains pertaining to this subject, cf. Y.
Ya>dinf The Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands (Jeru-

salem, 1963), especially Vol, I, Chap. V, pp. 76-114,

and the accompanying plates, pp. 182-245.

For the close associations between military,

diplomatic, and commercial enterprise, particularly

as illustrated by the Ugarit texts, cf. IEJ, XIII

(1963), pp. 314-16.

sick and the blind were conscripted.^

However, exemptions from active duty

were occasionally granted: ‘‘With the

supporting troops® he will not

The battle group. The composition of a

typical army in ancient times was best

summarized by Suppiiuliuma, king of the

Hittites: “Princes and high ranking of-

ficers, with infantry and [ohariojtry.*'®

The standard general expression in Ak-

kadian or Egyptian was simply “infantry

and chariotry.’’® Auxiliary personnel such

as priests to furnish oracles,^® business

agents, and various skilled craftsmen to

keep the troops equipped and supplied

B Krt: 96-104.
® T^sutiy which probably refers to a higher rank of

military service than that of an ordinary soldier.

When used in a military sense, it usually refers to

vassal-princes or subordinate allies, even among the

gods; cf. Enuma EliS 4:69, ildnu r^auMu dlikd idedUy

“the gods his helpers, going at his side,” and for

references to human allies, etc., cf. M. Muss-Arnolt,

A Concise Dictionary of the Assyrian Language
(Berlin, 1906), pp. 978-79. Note Ben Hadad and

“the thirty-two kings who helped Mm/’ T S?),

II Kings 20:16. The ncanVa ’*1757 (II Chron. 12:1) were

all royal kinsmen (vs. 2).

16,239:14-15; FBUy III, 80; cf. also 16,132:17;

PBUyllly 140.

® marl Sarri u awlU rahuti adu sdbi
f [narhahd] ti,

17.340:17-18; PBU, IV, 49; BS, 20.33 (unpublished)

is from a commander whose chariotry was deployed
in Amurru, half on the coast and the remainder
inland. He described the rigors of a winter campaign,
Nougayrol, GRAI (1957), pp. 80-81. At the battle

of Qadesh Bamesses II was accompanied by his sons.

Legend No. 9, C. Kuentz, La bataille de Kadech
(Cairo, 1928), p. 366, and by his staff of officers,

Bulletin, 1. 62,

® Akkadian, written ideographiqally;

010111®“®^ == saba narhabdtiy e.g. 19.68:23, 27, 31, 37;

PBUy IV, 285; cf. 16.249:28; PBU, lU, 98, for

mar-hab-te representing Ugaritic mrkbt; Egyptian:

mS^ nt.htrwy e.g. Battle of Qadesh, Bulletin, 1. 22, ei

passim.
10 UT, 113:72; cf. the military payroll, UT, 400:

VI, 21 ff; cf, Christian News from Israel, XV (1964),

p. 22.
11 UT, 113:75; 1035:4-5 and rev. II, 1-2; lEJ,

XIII (1963), p. 314.

17
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were also required. One sucli list bore

the foliowing colophon written in Ak-

kadian: ‘'Tablet of soldiers of the

which may be completed by supplying

either "chariots” or ‘-'bows.”^^ Fully

equipped troops were called shu ngh?-^

An expedition might also travel by sea

at which times marines would be re-

quired.^® ^Ammistamra sent out ships

and troops to retrieve his errant spouse.^’^

The use of naval units to support land

operations was well known in this period

along the Levantine coastline.^®

Officers,, The title most frequently en-

countered for an officer is mru, literally

"commander,”^® which is written syl-

labicaEy mur-4.^^ The term does not occur

in the literary texts, and the administrative

texts do not give any hint as to the size of

the units they might command, or the

specific duties they performed. Some of

them belonged to special units set apart

from the rest of the officer corps. Eleven

men on a large administrative list were

classed as "officers ofthe crow[n prjince.”^^

UT, 113j 60-73. Perhaps this is the reason that

non-military personnel were listed between the staff

officers and the regular troops on the Onomasticon of

Amenope, Nos. 90-94, Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian

Onomastica (London, 1947), I, 26*-28*.

tu[pypu la sip UT, 113: edge.
14 = narkabdti\ = qaSdti:

loc. ciL; cf. autographed text, Syria, XXI (1940), 136.

The cuneiform signs are quite similar.
15 Krt: 85-80, 176-77; cf. sabuSu sidUam nagib,

“his troops are provided with supplies,” ARM 11,

69:6. This could also include a supply of beer from
the ht (Krt: 83) =s 6?^ huburi, “distillery,” CAD,
VI, 220; von Soden, AHw, p. 9.

16 an2/^, UT, 83: 1, 7, 10; RS, 19.46 (unpublish-
ed) makes reference to &, malalihu, “sailor,” and a
sab eleppi, “marine,” Nougayrol, Iraq, XXV (1963),

118, n. 48.
i'? 18.06: r-6'; Pi? C7, IV, 137.
18 EA 149:61-63. Unpublished Ugaritio texts

reveal the wide naval activities of Ugarit, Virolleaud,
GRAI (1955), pp. 73 ff. A sea raid against Ugarit was
described by Nougayrol, CRAI (1960), pp. 165-66.

18 UT, 113:69; 169:2; 171:8; 300:30; 400: III, 1;

1028:7; 1029:3; 1030:6; 1031:6; 1038:4.
28 11.839:22; RRU, III, 195. Cf. Akkadian

waru{m), “to lead,” with naeuru, "'to send, to com-
mand,” and Ugaritic “to command,” UT, 61:
VII, 50..'

21

awtlu^^^ mur-u 16.257: B, IV, 21;

When Ibiranu was crown prince before he

succeeded to the throne of ‘^Ammistamru,

he commanded a detachment of officers

who appear frequently in the texts. They

had a special feudal obligation from which

one of their number, Yanhammu, was

released when he was promoted to the

status of "queen's friend.” It is apparent

from the new exemptions which Yan-

hammu received that he had been under

certain restrictions when he was an

"officer of Ibiranu.” He had been required

to "enter the fields of the king”; he

was subject to the authority of the

sheriff; and his agricultural produce was

taxed for the palace.^® The connection

between army officers and agriculture is

also seen in the roster of fields assigned to

the commanders and to the officers of

Ibiranu on the long list of cleruchies.^^

The "officers of Ibiranu” were also

recorded on rosters and payrolls.^®

The rdhisu also had such officers under

their command. When Kalbiya, son of

Adada, purchased some land from three

other individuals in the presence of the

king, it was stated in the contract: "There

is no feudal quota on those fields; he shall

bring the feudal quota of the high com-

missioner's officers.”^® Just as a rdhisu

has thus far not turned up in the Ugaritic

texts, neither have the mur^u rdbisi,

"officers of the high commissioner,” but

there are numerous references to the

mru • skn, "officers of the prefect. Of

PRU, III, 203; for the meaning of tdriyannu =
utryn, “crown prince,” cf, 17.159:23; PRU, IV, 126;

17.347:13'; PRU, IV, 44; and UT, 118:3. Cf. also

Goetze, PHA, XII (1962), 9.

22 16.348:5; PPU, III, 162.
23 16.348: 9-rev, 3'; PRU, III, 162-63.
24 XJT, 300; 20-29, rev. 6-6; forM6% = “clernchy,”

cf. Giiterbock, Oriens, X (1957), 360; Gray, ZAW,:
LXIV (1962), 51.

25XJT, 113:64; 114:3; 115:12; 163:1; 169; rev.

7; 400: V, 17.

pilku ina eqldti &uwdti ydnu
/ pilkama <la)>

awUu muPu awiU rdbi§i ubhal, 16.139:13-14; PRU,
III, 146. Cf. infra, p. 25, n. 148.

27 XJT, 113:63; 114:2; 115:13; 169:r0V. 6; 400: V, 6.
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interest is a small text which begins:

‘'Clothes in the possession of the prefect’s

officers,” showing that uniforms might

be issued to them from the palace stores,

perhaps for some special occasion.

The typical Akkadian term redu,

“troopers, leaders,” so frequent during

the Mari-Hammnrapi Age, makes only

one possible appearance at Ugarit in a

broken text.^® Noiigayrol says that another

unpublished text contains a reference to a

“chief of a thousand.”

Chariotry. The chariot forces were

commanded by the aMl narhabti^ “chief

of chariotry,” who is mentioned in these

texts only in connection with four men
who were released from his command.
Abdu,^^ and his sons, Kalbu,^^ Aziru,*^®

and Ilimilku,^^ were all promoted to the

rank of “friends of the king.”'^^ One text

stipulated that . . the chief of chariotry

will not have command over Abdu or over

his sons.”®® For two of the sons it was

stated: “From the authority (lit. the hand)

of the chief of chariotry ... he is

exempt.”®'^

In addition to receiving the title “king’s

friend,” Abdu was also maryannu of the

king although exempted from military

duty.®® By analogy Adalsenni, who w^as

likewise released from military calhup,

was probably promoted to the rank of

maryannu, but the broken text makes

npsm, j bd . mri { skn, 116; 1-3.

2© afwZwweS UKuj.uS, 16.257: A, II, 47^ PR U, III,

201; cf' CH 9:66; 10:7, 13, 30, 51, et al; ABM I,

27:22, IV, 5:6; AT *59:17; *374:6.
30 aJcilUm; BS 19.78; Jrag, XXV (1963), 117, n. 47.

31 16.239:17-18; PRC/, in, 80.

32 16.239:20-21; ?oc. cR.

33 16.157:20; PPI/, III, 84.

34 16.250:15-16; PRC/, III, 85.

35 |^gi,16u’s promotion is in 16.143:20-21; PRC/,

,111, 82.:',
, ;

'

36
_ ^ . aJcil narhahti / Id umaHr eli j

Abdi u eli j

mdriM, 16.239:31-33; PRC/, III, 81.

37 qdti akil narkabti . , . zak% 16,157:22-23;

PRC/, III, 84; 16.250:17-18; PRC/, III, 86.

38 16.239:14-17; PRC/, III, 80.

39 mar-ya-an-ni pam], 16.132:6; PRC/,

v:lll,140.".

this assumption tentative. Aside from

the exemption from rendering active mili-

tary service, it is not clear Just what

further difference might have existed

between the ordinary maryannu and the

maryannu of the king. Perhaps the latter

were quartered in the palace, for a ration

list recorded the issuance of wine “to the

maryannu in the royal residence.”^®

The term maryannu ' means “noble

chariot-warrior,”‘^^ and is an Indo-

European loan word related to the Vedic

mdrya, “'man, hero, youth.” That they

were usually expected to render service

with the chariotry at Ugarit is indicated

by their inclusion in a roster of chariots

available from several cities.^® Amenopliis

II boasted of capturing “six maryannu

together with their chariots and their

horses.” A personnel roster from Alaiah

distinguished between the maryannu who
possessed chariots and those wdio did not.

The Ugaritic reflex of rnaryannu^^ appears

often in the rosters.

The Ugaritic literary texts do not

make use of the term mryn at all. This

fact is especially remarkable with regard

to the Kret epic, which recounts the

preparations for a major campaign.^®

The story itself takes cognizance of the

chariot,^® but that may have been a

purely ceremonial vehicle. It wms in-

cluded in a list of the most precious

things that anyone could desire. Only the

^3 iffirynm [ bytb mlk, UT, 90: rev. 10-12.

B. T. O’Callahan, JFK, 1 (1951), 321.
42 As first pointed out by Winckler, OLZ, XIII

(1910), 291-98.
43 12.34:24, 30; PEU, III, 193.

Memphis stele, Urk., IV, Heft 17, p.

1303:2, et passim,
4s at, 131;65 fi.

48 frirynm, XJT, 400:1, 1, and the colophon on the

side cf. also III, 6.

47 UT, 169:1; 300: 7; 1028:2, 4; 1029: 5-6, 8;

1030:2, 5; 1031:3, 9; 1089: 1; 1090:9, 11; 1091:8, 12.

It also appears as a personal name, “Moryanntt,

16.287:2; PRU, III, 37; perhaps also UT, 301: IV,

21; 1046:33.

48Krt: 85-105.
4© 56, 286.
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Bephaim used chariots in the Aqht tales.^°

The hero himself rode on an ass, as did

the goddesS' Ashera.®^ Bal was himself

known as ''Rider of the Clouds/’®^ but

the clouds are not, called his chariot.

From these observations it might be

permissible to suggest that the literary

texts represented a stage in the growth

of Ugarit’s society when the chariot was

still rare, and the elite chariot warrior had

not yet been assimilated.

In neither example of rmryannu-^hi^

was it specifically stated that the benefi-

ciary’s sons would inherit the title. This

is especially striking with regard to the

Abdu mentioned above, whose sons had

become “king’s friends” along with him

but were not called maryannu?^ Neverthe-

less, the rank was hereditary in some sense.

On a “military payroll” payments were

recorded to many a maryannu “and his

heir.”®® Three grandsons and one great

grandson were also listed and received

payments.®® Some of the texts distinguish

between the mrynm and the hn • mrynm,^’^

This latter expression cannot, therefore,

refer to guild members.®® An Alalah

tablet contains the proclamation of

maryannu-shi]^ in perpetuity for a man
and his sons, who were also appointed to

some kind of priesthood.®® A marriage

60ET, 121;I, 4.

51 1 Aqht; 58-60.
52 XJT, 61; IV, 9-16.
53M . ^rpt, UT, 61: III, 11, et al.

54 16.132; PEE, III, 140; 16.239; PEE, III, 79.

55 ^ UT, 400: 1, 4, 7, 10, et passim; heirs of

other types of personnel were included in this roster.
56 11. 1 , 8; II, 11, 21 and II, 23.

57UT, 1028:4; 1029;8; i030;6.
58 1’ljQ assertion that “6n A” in the Ugaritie texts

denotes members of a guild, B. Levine, JBL, LXXXII
(1963), 211, is without real foundation. In UT, 62
there are the doubtful references to “sons of the
singers,” viz. bn , Ar[m . .

. ] (1. 2), and [SJn . ^rm
(1. 22) , but their function in this ritual drama is most
obscure. Em may even be a place name, as Gordon
understood it to be in EE, pp. 68-69. It may possibly
be from a tri-consonantal root, cf. UM Glossary,
All ofthe references to “6n A” in Young’s Concordance
of Ugaritie (Borne, 1966), pp. 12-17, are personal
names

5® AT, 16 from Level IV, ca, 15th cent. B.c.

contract from the same site established

the rights of the wife and her children to

inherit the maryannu status and named

an alternate wife whose children would

receive this honor if the first woman did

not bear children.®®

Real estate holdings were awarded to

both of the men mentioned above who
were holders of maryannu-Bhip at Ugarit.®^

Iturlim, the ruler of some land bordering

upon XJgarit, sent a complaint that the

maryannu of Ugarit had encroached upon

his territory by planting grain in fields

under his control.®^ From this it can be

seen that those warriors also had an

interest in agricultural affairs and that

they were not adverse to poaching on a

neighbor’s lands.

At the end of a long list of maryannu

who received payment in silver from the

palace there followed an additional four

names under the heading: hdl • mrynm.

On the same tablet there were three men
called hdl • mdrglm.^^ In these two pas-

sages it does not seem likely that hdl

should be hidalu, “merchant,” though that

interpretation cannot be conclusively ruled

out. Another meaning has been suggested,

viz. “substitute,”®® as a parallel to

Akkadian puhu.^^ The fact that both

entries signify troops who actually re-

ceived pay and yet are not designated as

the “substitutes” for some particular

5° AT, 91:4-16. Maryannu-ship is apparently a
rank, not a caste. In spite of its probable associations

with the introduction of chariotry by the Indo-
European element among the Hurrians, it is not
confined to any one ethnic class when it takes root in

the Levant. Cf. H. Schmokelf Geschichte des alien

Vorderasien (Leiden, 1957), pp, 160-61.

6116.132:7 ff.; EEE, III, 140; 16.239:4-13;

PEE, III, 79; cf. 15.156:4; PEE, III, 118; where it

seems that land was taken from a maryannu.
62 17.394. XV, 220.
63 UT, 400: II, 6-10.
64 VI, 17-20.
6s iji jjiiQ light of Arabic , “to substitute, to

exchange,” EH, Glossary, No. 372, p. 217.
66 Gordon, EE, p. 125. Hiring a substitute to do

one’s military service was forbidden by OH 10:5;

11:45.
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person militates against this. Perhaps hdl

was a title like the Egyptian idnw,

‘‘representative,” which in the New King-

dom was a title for various military

assistants or lieutenant commanders.^'^ In
the cases cited from TJgarit it may be
possible to translate these titles by
“lieutenant maryannu^'' or ''mdrglm second

class,” with the sense of assistants or

subordinates.

On a list of personnel, mostly military

in nature, the regular maryannu are dis-

tinguished from a special group called

'‘maryannu youths.” On another military

roster mrynm head the list while n'^rm

stands alone in a separate entry; therefore,

they are not simply synonyms.®® The
appear in another text where mrynm are

not listed at aii.'^° In some Egyptian in-

scriptions from the New Kingdom, n'^rn

was a term applied to able fighting men in

Canaan.'^^ The great Qadesh Inscription

used the term to denote a mihtary unit'^^

which was elsewhere described as “the first

battle-group, comprising all the foremost

men of his (pharaoh’s) army.”*^® That

unit, which saved Eamesses II from utter

defeat at the hands of Muwatallis, con-

sisted of infantry and chariotry.'^^ An

^^ ’ ^^omasticon of Amenope, Nos,

89, 95, 105; Gardiner, op. cit,> pp. 25* f. for discussion

and other references.

n'r . mrynm, XJT, 1031:3.
69 UT, 169:12, cf. 1. 1; Albright, A/0, VI (1930-

1931), 220.
^9 XJT, 113:60; for passages where the word

expressed a family rather than a military relationship,

cf. UT, 119:8, 17; 1012:29.

Papyrus Anastasi I, 17:3-4; TV II, 209.

For the variations in spelling cf. WAS, Belegstellen,

II, 299. Cf. the Egyptian » nhrn vs.

Hebrew Q’“ini, II, 287; Onomasticon of

Amenope, No. 259; Gardiner, op. cit., p. 171*.

Battle of Qadesh, Poem, 63.
*^3 Legend II, W. Wreszinski, Atlas zur alidgyptia-

chen Kulturgesohichte (Leipzig, 1914——), IL 170.

E. M-oyei, QeacMchte des Altertums \2d ed.; Basel,

1963), II, 1, 462; cf. Gardiner’s remarks, op. cit., pp.
188*-189*.

Cf. Gardiner, The JCadesh Inscriptions of

Ramesaes II (Oxford, 1960), p. 37; A. B. Schuhnan,
JAEC®, I (1962), 47-63.

inscription of Merneptah defined n'^rn as

“veterans of the; army.” In the light

of these texts there can be little doubt that

the n'^rm of Ugarit were fixst-class,

experienced fighting men.'^®

One text seems to indicate that not all

of the chariot personnel were maryannu.

It is a list showing how many chariots

were in each of several towns.'^'^ Under
the name of each town, the names of men
having chariots are listed. Ho'wever, two
maryannu from different towns are listed

by title and not by name. The maryannu
of Ari had three chariots (i. 24), while the'

maryannu of Marapa had two (1. 30). The
fragment of another administrative text

recorded allotments, “to each charioteer,”

without reference to maryannu?^

Another member of the chariot’s crew

was the “squire” or “groom.” They
were in the charge of a “chief of the

grooms.”®® Whether they actually rode in

the chariot during combat or tended the

spare horse (cf. below) is an open question

at present. The meaning of the term is sug-

gested by “the groom of your horses,”

used as an expression of obeisance and
humility towards pharaoh.®^ Among the

Hittites a title of this nature denoted

some kind of noble young palace official

such as a squire.®^ A letter written in

Akkadian found in Ugarit (not in the

palace) was apparently a report about an

awlli ica-zi-i’t who had fled to the town of

Alad^ia. There he had been captured and

^6 Mariette, Karnak (Leipzig, 1876), PI. 54:45.
^6 The same conclusion may be applied to their

appearance in Gen. 14:24; I Sam. 25:6; 30:17; II

Sam. 2: 14; I Kings 20: 15.

*77 12.34; PRV, III, 192.
’’’6 ana iMen awU narkabti, 16.3590; PRU.,H1, 209.

^^kzy, UT, 113:62; 116:10; 169:14.

60y5 . hzym, XJT, 1102:4; cf. akil kiz^, written

AT *64:25.

awtlu Jcu-zi {§a) slai-ka, EA, 303:6; otherwise

written kuQ-zi, EA, 299:6; 304:7; 305:7; 306:6;

316:16.
82 -Written Ma ztj§ .ka.Tab. ApoZogry of

HaUusilis, I, 12; cf. J. Friedrich, HW, p. 2^; X>JSL,

Teilll, Bd. 1, p. 22, No. 7:45.
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was retumedj but again lie managed to

steal three horses and escape.^® Com-

parison of the tJgarltic and Akkadian

spellings suggests that this was a participle,

*Mzipu. The connection with Akkadian

kizu, ‘^squire, groom/’®^ remains proble-

matic, as does the relation to the Egyptian

htn.^^ The latter word was more likely

cognate to the Ugaritio qsn, “leader,”®®

which only appears thus far as a personal

name.®'^ But other military titles such as

maryannu served as personal names too.

The groom in RS 4.449 probably made

off with three horses as the standard

equipment for his chariot, two to draw

and one spare.®® Ugarit may have adopted

the heavy Hittite chariot manned by

three men, since she was a member of the

Hittite coalition®® which is pictured at

the battle of Qadesh with heavier chariots

than the Egyptians', each having a crew

of three.®®

A tablet describing chariots and their

equipment included qVm and mdrnm.^^ On
another list of chariots’ equipment, clubs

(amdm) and the lance were added.®^

The ql^ has been interpreted as a “sling”

on the basis of Hebrew and, be-

es RS 4.449; Danel, pp. 23 ff.

For text references cf. F. Delitzsch, Assyrisches

Handworterbuch (Leipzig, 1896), s.v.; note that

M-zu-'A occurs in Alalah, Level VII, AT,* 238:8; but
so does AT, *269: 18, 19.

e® Also written ^tn or Mn; WAjS, V, 148; note
that the writing without final n was Saitic.

86 xJT, 1082 :10.

87 Cf. bn , UT, 152:5; 1124:10.
88 j^ote the literary clich6 tU . sswm . mrJcbtp “a

chariot of three horses,’' Kjrt: 55-56, 128, 140,

285-86; Yadin has shown that this was probably the
case throughout the Middle East during this period,

op. cit.y I, 88-89.
89 battle of Qadesh, Poem, 6, 46, 86 ter, Bulletin,

'46.

Poem, 68-70; of. Y. Yadin, op. cit., X, 103-10;
236-41., ;

8^ UT, 122; 10-11; note that the weapons were for
a battle chariot d . I . spy, “which is not ornamented”
(1. 6), in contrast to the cereihonial chariots that were
§pyt . b . “ornamented with gold” (1. 2), Gf.

Yadin, op. cit., pp. 86-88, 190 for the mdmm and
mdr§lm cf. infra, p, 23, nn. 111-18.

8^ UT, 1123:3, emdm could also signify “pairs,”
as in 1. 7, or “yokes,” UP, Glossary,

cause Ugaritio ql" was represented in

Akkadian colophons by it

was even suggested that kabdbu meant

“sling.” ®^ However, literary contexts in

which kabdbu occurred point to the

meaning “shield,”®® and lexical texts list

it as a synonym for aritu and taMu, both

of which were shields.®® Since the sling

was not used from chariots, which would

hardly provide a steady base for such a

weapon, the qV is more likely to be related

to the Egyptian for which the

hieroglyphic determinative guarantees the

meaning of “shield.”®'^

Ramesses II was accompanied in his

chariot by a hr'^'W, “shield bearer.”®® and

in another passage from the same text

Papyrus Sallier III substitutes snn for

kr^-w.^^ This does not mean that snn was

necessarily a shield bearer too, but it does

show that they sometimes served in

chariots. The cognate to snn in Akkadian

was sanannu, which appears in the

Ugaritio texts as This term is

found in Ugarit on lists of military and

other personnel, and they seem to have

88 UT, 321: 1, 24, et passim.
84 Thureau-Dangin, RA, XXXVI (1939), 58-59.
8® Delitzsch, op. cit., s.v.

86 Thureau-Dangin, RA, XXXIX (1942-44), 99.

8'? further confirmation comes from

the Coptic cognates orX and WAS, V, 59.

This identification was first suggested to the author
by R. Grafman, Jerusalem. It has subsequently
come to his attention that B, Landsberger had
previously rejected the equation of aritu, kabdbu, and
iaMu with a Semitic word meaning sling (viz. as

understood by Thureau-Dangin, loc. ciL), Lands-
berger has not only demonstrated the correct Akkadian
term for sling, aspu, and for sling-stone, assukhu; he
has also called attention to the Egyptian Icr^^w,

citing Gesenius (cf. now Gesenius,^'^ p. 715). He
therefore insisted that Ugaritic gP should not be
read “sling,” but “shield,” AfO, XVIII (1967-1958),

379, n. 8. For this latter reference, the author is

grateful to Professor A. Malamat of the Hebrew
University.

r Battle of Qadesh, Poem,

206.

88Jfcid., 89,

looCf. also Krt: 91.
181 UT, 80; II, 11; 113:70; 169:4; 303; 1; 1028:1;

1029:1; 1030:1; 1031:1.
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played some role in a religions drama

about the birth of the gods.^^^ Perhaps

they served as a royal bodyguard in the

ritual like the rah meMi, “major-domo,”

and his in Hittite ritual.^*^®-

The sanannu-meii were included in a list

of people who received large consignments

of money.^°^ None of these texts suggests

the type of weapon they used or their

place in the army. In UT, 113, of which

the colophon may be interpreted to

signify bovunen or charioteers, the func-

tions of the tnnm and the nqdm are

associated. In texts from Alalah, Level

IV, they were mentioned in relation to

chariots, but their specific function was

not defined. They appear in Egyptian

texts with both foot troops and

chariots. The suggestion that they were

archers is supported by the association

of snn with the “arrow” determinative on

two exemplars of an onomasticon and

substitution of Myw, “archer,” in the same

passage on a third copy.^°® Of the three

personal names designated as sanannu on

an Akkadian list, at least two appear on a

Ugaritic roster of bowmen.^^°

Other weapons associated with chariots

were the for which the defini-

102 UT, 52:7, 26.

103 s. Alp, Untersuchungen zu den Beamtennamen
im hethitischen Festzeremonielly pp. 1~26. Eandsberger
has suggested that meSedi m related %o meSittUy

“magazine, storehouse,” cited by Alp, op. cit., p. 1.

Alp has rendered rah meSedi as “master ofceremonies,”
but Goetze prefers “major-domo,” I (1947), 86.

How the which Friedrich lists as a “utensil,”

HW^. p. 310, should be explained in the texts from
IJgarit is still an open question. Fov awll rah *??ne-iFe-

da, cf. 18.02:14; FRXJ, IV, 201; 18.20:13; PRU^Vf,
203; perhaps also 17.429:ir; PiJJV, IV, 227.

104 11.839:5, 6, 20; PB 17, III> 194-95.
' 105 UT, , 113: 70-71.

'

106 at 183:2; of. also AT 226:6, 11.
107 Cf. WA/S, III, 249, md BelegstelUn, IH, 93.
106 W. F. Albright in a personal communication

cited by Wiseman, The Alulahh Texi$ (London, 1953),

p. 11, n. 4.

160 Qo^vdineT^ AneientEgyptian OnomasticatTp. 28*.
110 Yanhammu, 11.839:5; PPU, III, 194; and

UT, 321: I, 32; Iltahmu, 11.839:6; he. cit.; UT,
321: II, 5; for Amminu, 11.839:20; PPU, III, 195;

cf. abmn, UT, 321: III, 12.

,
:

iiiUT, 122:11. ^

.

tion is presently unknown. However,

there are numerous references to a tj^e

of soldier known as the mdr^m, “users of

the mdrn weapon.” Again., the passages

from personnel lists do not define the

specific function of the mdrglm.'^^^ There

is one entry for “second class

Another text has the heading: “m-’s

which do not possess The word

msgm is still not satisfactorily defined,

but the remainder of this text is of interest

for the meaning of mdrglm. It is a- list of

ten men with filial or gentilic identific.atioE

summed up in a colophon: “Eight bows

and ten quivers. .. .” Perhaps there

were two mdrglm (dual) without
,

msgm,

corresponding to the difference between

the bows and the quivers. The msgm might

be some part of the bow, such as the string

or handgrip,, which waS' essential to its

functioning. Perhaps all ten had quivers,

but two could not be counted . on to

furnish a bow. Though this suggestion is

not without its problems, it is quite likely

that the mdrn was a type of bow.

Nougayrol states that an unpublished

tablet contains a reference to the Egyptian

type “archers” (i.e. troopers) so well

known in various sources from the Late

Bronze Age.^^^ Their relationship to the

Ugaritian military ' organization is most

problematic.

1^2 association with the mSht, UT,
122: 12, a hand weapon with which one could “smite”

as in UT, 137:39.
h6 recognized by Goetze, JC/S', I (1947),

72. This word contains the Human nomen agentis

suffix, -uhlu, UM, Glossary,
114 UT, 113:61; 119: 14 (?); 300: rev. 22; 400: VI,

6, 17; 1028:9; 1029:11-12; 1030:7; 1031:13; 1039:16;

1089:6; 1091:4, 11. The meaning of UT, 305:1 is

obscured by an illegible letter,

^3.5 Of
,

p. 20, n. 64.

^^6 mdlrglm . dinn
(
msgm . Ihm, UT, 306; 1-2.

1X7 UT, Glossary, s.v.

H6
. w^sr . utpt . . . , UT, 306: edge. UT,

321 is a list of men according to villages who had a
bow (qB) and often a shield It is impossible to

tell whether they fought strictly on foot or from
chariots or both.

119 Iraq, XXV (1963), 118, n. 48.
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The term Trihr seems to be a general

word for a ‘'soldier. But its parallelism

with fpu, “Rephaim,” who travelled by

chariots on a mission for Bad and

coincides with the use of in Papyrus

Anastas! I, where it seems to mean

‘'charioteer” and serves as a virtual

synonjmi for maryannu}^^ In Ugaritic

poetry it appears in parallelism with shim,

''soldiers,” gztm, “braves,” and dmr,

“sentry.” The word dmr was hitherto

known only from literary texts, es-

pecially in the phrase “sentry of a post”

but it has now appeared on an administra-

tive tablet where it seemingly corresponds

to mhf, “soldier.” Both of these terms

may possibly have been applied to either

infantrymen or charioteers.

Infantry. There are several other ref-

erences to soldiers serving as guards. The

inventory of palace rooms included a

“guard room.”^®° The “guardsmen,” seen

so often in the Amarna letters, were

represented at least once therein by an

ideogram that also appears several times

in the texts from Ugarit. In EA 316:18,

reference is made to the UKtr:

ma-sa-ar-ta. It may also be permissible to

identify the [. . . awllu\ UKii-tu of EA
114:31 with the awili ma-sa-ar-lti] in 1. 60

of the same text. Among the tablets from

120 XJT, 6:7; 76; I, 11; 2 Aqht: VI, 40; 3 Aqht: 6,

26, 27, 38; =nt: II, 11, 35.
121 ux, 123:7; 124:8, 9.

2, 6 ; 25 : 5 ; 27 : 1 , 7.

123 Papyrus Anastasi I, 19:7-8; 23:1-3; 24:4 ff.;

27:9-28:1.

i24=nt:n, 15.
125 II, 21,

Ibid., 11, 28.
127 XJT, 130:9; '^nt: II, 14, 28, 31, 34; of. personal

names* dmrh% UT, 322: II, 6; dmrhd, ibid., VI, 7.
128 dmr . atr, 1 Aqht: I, 4, 7; 2 Aqht: I, 29; 11, 2,

17
129 UT, 1035: rev. II, 1 , cf. obv. 6.

. UT, 1151:10; of. I Kings 14:28.
121 ma§§artu, ^A. 83:21; for the ether

references, cf. J. A. Knudtzon, D^'e El-Amarna-
Taljeln (Leipzig, 1907-1915), p. 1465.

Ugarit, three refer to people of this class.

An administrative text, the large list of

oil rations, contains, notations about the

awUu VKt-tu, “guardsmen,” and also

“plebian guardsmen.” A certain An-

antenu exchanged some lands with another

person in the presence of Niqmepa^^*^^

and Anantenu was assigned the “feudal

quota of the guardsmen.' The son of

Ana(n)tenu appears as a guardsman on

the ration list mentioned above. Con-

cerning the shrewd criminals who made

an imitation of the royal seal and forged

many tablets, it is recorded: “A guards-

man captured them.”^'^'^ Thus, they seem

to have comprised the police force.

The Ugaritic cognate to massartu is ngr,

“guard,” which occurs on a list of per-

sonnel^® along with the “guard of the

sown land,”^®® which was first found as

an actor in the ritual drama about the

birth of the good gods.^^® The men on

another list were called Smrm, “senti-

nels.” Their identification with the

dmrm is unwarranted on the basis of

present linguistic evidence.

A list of various types of soldiers was

summarized: tgmr • hrd, which may be

rendered “total of the patrol.” Wine
was issued I • hrd, “for the patrol.”

132 16.257: B, IV, 7; PBU, III, 203.
123 awUu mitSkenutu awUu VKV-tu, ibid., B, IV,

17 ; loc. cit.

134 15.123; FBU, III, 89.

pilka I [IJ<2 uAu4w, ibid,, 16-17; loc.

cit.

138 16.257: B, IV, 11; PEU, III, 203.
137 16.249:21; PEU, III, 96.

138 UT, 1024:17.
139 n^r . mdr’^, ibid., 16.
140 UT, 52:68-70, 73,
141 UT, 1047; edge.
142 UT, 1031:15. The meaning pf ]ird ia suggested

by the Akkadian verb Imrddu, “to be alert,” CAD,
VI, 88, and a passage from Mari; nakrum ana iiarddim
pardsim . . .

,

“the enemy, in order to cut off the
patrol . . ,

A

EM I, 90:9. The Imrddu, a kind of
soldier well known in this period in Akkadian sources,

probably got his title from this root, CAD, VI,
244-45. Note “alertness,” in a NA text

regarding ma§sardte, ABL 784:7, cited in GAD, VI,
99.

*

143 UT, 1089:12.
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The lift in the Kret epic^^^ is usually

identified with Akkadian hwpm and

defined as ‘Treeman, peasant-soldier.’'^^®

Many passages in the Amarna tablets

speak of the hujpsu as dissatisfied with

their wages and either abandoning or

threatening their commanders.^^® Simi-

larly, the following passage may be a

reference to hupsu in such a situation: ^T

haven't brought h- troops; 1 haven’t even

brought their -wages.”

A royal grant mentioned ‘The feudal

obligation of the nmntiti men,”^^® and a

man with the title aivllu yiamu purchased

a wife from the rahim}^^ In Alalah the

sdbu namu w’^ere a class of soldiers that

included sdbu or sdhe hu-up-se-

along with other types not found at

Ugarit.^®^ Wiseman has observed that

namu is the Middle Babylonian reflex of

nawu{m) from the Mari texts ^®® which

meant “encampment,” “pasturage,” or

“steppe.” ^®^ This w^ould indicate that

both the awllu namu and the hupsu were

recruited from peasantry or field hands,

rather than from the upper classes.

Problematic references. Lists which are

predominately military include some allu-

sions to the hsnm.^^^ There is no hint as

to their function or duties, and compara-

128: I, 6; Krt: 90.

EA 81:33-34 suggests that they tilled the
soil; cf. I. Mendelsohn, BASOR, No. 83 (1941), p. 37.

146 eA 114:22; 118:23; 125:27; cf. CAD, VI,
241 for more references.

^47 lybit . hbtm / ap hsphm / lyblt, UT, 1021:1-13;
the hbth in UT, 1161:4 might mean “his • -soldier,”

or simply “his freedom.”
pilkama §a awlll namuti, 16.148: rev. 10';

PEG, III, 115.
149 ns 8.208:13; PRU, III, 110; Nyna, XVIII

(1937), 253.
160 at 136:1.
161 AT 129:30, 45; 131:65.
152 Qf^ Wiseman, ojp. cit,, p. 10.
163 Ibid., p. 10, n. 2.

164 Cf. ARM, XV, 237; cf. A. Malamat, JA08,
LXXXII (1962), 146-47, and n. 16 for further dis-

cussion and bibliography.
165 tJT, 1028:1, 8; 1029:2, 4, 13; 1030:1, 6, 8;

1031:2, 7; in UT, 144:2, 3, and 5 it is probably a
personal name; of. bn . hsn, UT, 80: 1, 23.

25
|

tive etymology presents a complex picture, i

In Hebrew the meaning of this root seems
;

to be “to store, treasure up”;^®®, ..and in:

Aramaic one finds the idea “to occupy,!

possess,” ^®'^ with adjectives meanings

“strong” and a noun meaning “force,”;

which could signify “strongholds,”
;

“stores,” or “treasures” in the plural.^®®

;

In Syriac a passive pa'^el participle could'

mean “fortified.” ^®® These cognates sug-

!

gest that the hsmn were in charge of;

storehouses or other strongholds.^®® -

Eight men who received allotments on ^

the large oil ration list w^ere designated as
;

zag-lu zabae, which can be!

rendered in Akkadian “men of the bronze

imitti spear.” ^®^ The Sumerian zag-lu

was the normal representation for Ak-

!

kadian imittu, “right side, right hand,”^®^

and a t3^e of bronze spear is known from

Old Babylonian and especially North

Syrian and Anatolian texts which was

called the imittu The spear has not
;

been found listed on a lexical text with

the equation zag.lu = i-mit4u,'^^^ but it i

would seem likely that this is the meaning
|

in the texts from Ugarit. Tuppiyanu, !

whom Arhalbu had appointed to serve as I

a “leather worker,”^®® was transferred by ;

Niqmepa'^ to serve with the awlll imitti,
|

while a member of the awlll imitti was
I

substituted for him among the leather-
,

workers.^®®

The term gmrm designated a special

^66 Iga. 23:18, “to be stored”; noun,
]Dn, “store, wealth,” Isa. 33:6; Jer. 20:5; Ezek.

22:25; Pr. 15:6; 27:24.
3-6-7 Dan. 7:18, 22.
3.58 Dan. 2: 37; 4: 27; cf. KBL, p. 1076 for addition-

al references and cognates.
3-69 XBL, loc. cit.

3'6o A connection with hazannu, “sheriff,” is most
doubtful.

3.61 imitti siparri; GAD, VII, 127.
3-62 Ibid., 7:120 for lexical references.
3-63 OAD, VII, 126-27.
3.64 Loc. cit. , , i

165 16A42; PEl7, ni, 77.
166 15,Y; PjRU, III, 78. Henceforth, Tuppiyanu ^

was to be responsible for the pilka (Say awlll imitti,
,

ibid., 1- 6; loc. cit.
|
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class of bowmen. It has been proposed

to equate this word with an Arabic noun

meaning "'a person inexperienced in war,

tiro.'’^®® The M»m, ‘‘servants, ministers,”

might have been in military “service”

rather than religious or simply domestic.^®®

One Ugaritic tablet records: spr . npdt /

dhd . mlkytn, “Record of u/s which are

in, the charge (lit. in the hand) of

This entry is followed by a list of personal

names, which suggests that updt referred

either to people or to something in their

possession. Virolleaud has already sug-

gested a connection with Hebrew n*7DK,

“covering, fitting.” Perhaps these were

men with suits of armor. A small inventory

of weapons included “one suit of armor for

aman.”^''2

167 XJT, 321: I, 11, 33, III, 32; and perhaps UT,
156:17,

1®® M. M. Bravmann, JGS, VII (1953), 27;

Alt, VT, 11 (1962), 153-59.
169 UT, 1028:3; 1029:9; 1030:4; 1031:5; 1091:7.

34:1-2.

i’^'^Exod. 28:8; 39:5; note Isa. 30:22 where it is

parallel to ’*)S3:, “metal plating.”

172

iryn . . dbnS, UT, 123: 6.

Unidentified t3?pes of soldiers which

appear in the Kret legend are the

and the Md.'^’^^ The latter term may be

Hurrian since it also appears in a text

which seems to be vrritten in that lan-

guage.^*^® It is also possible that the Mglm,

a class of people apparently listed as Imdm,

“learners, apprentices,” were related to

the

Concluding remarks. It is evident that

the texts published to date do not give a

complete picture of the military establish-

ment at Ugarit. Nevertheless, an interest-

ing glimpse is afforded into this vital

aspect of the city’s social order. Future

publications will doubtless provide ma-

terial for refinement and improvement of

the interpretations presented above.

173 Krt: 93, 181.
174 Ihid.y 92, 180.

175 UT, 60:20.
175 UT, 1050:2; 1051:5; 1117:1.
177 Of. supra

f

p. 22, n. 97.
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ASTROLOGICAL INTERPRETATIONS OF SOME
PHOENICIAN BOWLS

CLARK HOPKINS, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Th* king’s adventure on the

Phoenician bowl from the Bernardini

tomb in Praeneste appears to be a straight-

forward account of a day’s hunt in the

mountains and so it has been interpreted

by scholars.^ The difficulty of interpreta-

tion lies in the second half of the account,

the part in which the king meets a wild

man or gorilla and is aided through the

lifting of the chariot out of harm’s w^ay

by a celestial power. As the same episode

is represented on a silver bowl from

Cyprus,^ it should record some well-

known adventure of a de&iite monarch or

relate a myth or legend widespread in the

Mediterranean during the seventh century

B.o. The Bernardini tomb provides a

definite date in the second half of the

seventh century b.o., and the fortified

stone gates point away from Italy to the

mainland of Asia or possibly Cyprus as the

origin of the story.

Among Phoenician bowls, the Oyprian-

Etruscan group may be distinguished

easily from the more oriental forms of the

ninth century bowls from JSfimrud (time

of Assurnasirpal) on one side ^ and the

less sophisticated bowls from Crete and

Greece on the other.^ In art the Cyprian-

^ Most recent is the excellent study of R. L. Alex-

ander in Archaeology, XVI (1963), 243-50. He suggests

Mesopotamia and particularly ninth-century Assyria
as the source of the story and believes the wild man
represented the uncivilized mountain tribes. In dating
he points to the fixed parasol in the chariot as part
of the eighth-century Assyrian tradition (p.250) and
the smaU chariot wheels of the earlier period.

2 John L. Myres, Bmdbook of the Gesnola Collection

of Antiquities from Cyprus (New York ; Metropolitan
Museum, 1914), No. 46556, p. 462.

® Layard, Monuments of Ninevah, Second Series,

Pis. 57, 59, 66, 67, etc.

^ F. Poulsen, Her Orient und die Frilhgriechische

Kunst (Leipzig, 1912), pp, 6K.

Italian group deserves special attention,

for the lively and realistic style is far

ahead of the contemporary (proto-Corin-

thian) painting of Greece and the Aegean,

and comparable only to the best of the

Ashurbanipal friezes. The mixture of

Assyrian and Egyptian elements, with

perhaps the closest relationship in tech-

nique to the Tell Basta Treasure in Egypt ^

(1300-1210 B.C.), justifies the allocation

of these bowls to an hypothetical Phoeni-

cian group. It is a group which belongs

at least to the Eastern Mediterranean and

to the second half of the seventh century

B.C.

My purpose in reviewing the hunting

adventure is to raise the question whether

the king is primarily concerned with a

total eclipse of the sun and whether the

Cyprian-Etruscan bowls reveal an interest

in celestial phenomena not hitherto sus-

pected. It seems worthwhile to suggest

these possibilities at least and ask the

assistance of Near Eastern scholars in

testing them.

The bowl with the king’s adventure, as

part of the furniture of the Bernardini

tomb, has been studied and described with

great care by G. Densmore Curtis.® In the

central medallion (PL XVII) a king in

Egyptian costume strides forward with

spear to attack his enemies . He is preceded

by a companion who raises his right hand

while moving to the right. Beneath the

king’s feet is a dog, perhaps biting the

heel of the king’s companion, and behind

the king is a long-haired and bearded nude

LXIII (1959), Pis. 12-13.
® C. Densmore Curtis, Memoirs of the American

Academy in Rome III (1919), pp, 40-~4cZ,

28
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prisoner bound to a post. Beneath the

ground line a jackal bites the heel ofa nude

figure crawling to the right. In the next

zone a series of eight horses advance to the

right. They are done with spirit and

represent five of the animals stepping

forward with one front foot well off the

ground, the other three horses with the

front hoof close to the ground in the ori-

ental walking step. Above the backs of the

horses birds fly with wings outstretched.

Two birds are represented with each horse;

the species of bird is not clear. The hunting

scene belongs to the outer zone and around

it a great serpent is represented. It is not

quite the Ouroboros with tail in its mouth.

It forms almost a perfect circle but slight

undulations are depicted as the tail

narrows and the tip extends noticeably

beyond the inner side ofthe serpent’s head.

In the hunting scene, the king rides

forth to the left from the towered gate

of a fortified city, and one sees him first

standing beneath the royal umbrella and

being driven forward in a biga by his

charioteer. He carries a long-handled ax

or halberd over his shoulder. Then the

chariot is halted, and the charioteer holds

the reins while the king descends and shoots

an arrow at a buck standing on a rocky

eminence. Climbing the rocks the king

shoots again as the deer leaps forward in

front of him. The chariot is then halted

beneath a palm tree and the charioteer

holds the horses while the king dresses

down the carcass of the stag.

At the bottom of the plate, halfway

around the zone, the king is seated on his

throne beneath his umbrella and holds up
in his right hand a round object, perhaps

a bowl. The ax is still over the left shoulder

and the handle is held by the left hand. In

front of the king stand two altars, the

first apparently columnar, supporting,

according to Curtis, a high bowl with

ladle just beneath the crescent circle of

sun and moon with the crescent on the

left. The second altar is heavier and

supports a piece of meat or a burning

offering. Above the altars and the disk

stands or floats a long-winged and tailed

sun disk.

So far the representation seems per-

fectly straightforward in its narrative.

The king goes out to hunt early in the

morning, he pursues and kills a deer, and

at noon sits down to make a sacrifice

apparently to the solar deity and refresh

himself with dinner.

To the left of the altars, however, rises

a precipitous hillock whose forested top

conceals a stag and a hare. Beneath, from

a cave at plain level, appears the head of a

monster whose hand reaches out to grasp

a leg or a corner of the altar. To the left

of the high ground the monster has

emerged from the cave. The open mouth
of the cave is represented again on the

other side ofthe mountain and the monster

rages alone and victorious in the open

field. He holds in his upraised left hand

the deep bowl with ladle still attached

and in the right two plumes which may
represent pieces of meat from the sacrifice

or, as Curtis suggests, branches of trees.

Above the open field represented by
waving grass a winged figure with Hathor

head (full front and shoulder curls) lifts

with her arms the chariot, including

horses, king, charioteer, even the umbrella,

out of harm’s way high in the air. Then

the king rides down the monster (once

the chariot has been restored to earth),

and, dismounting, dispatches the beast with

his halberd. Above, the Horus bird lowers

protective wings. Mounting his chariot

once more the king re-enters the city stand-

ing triumphantly under his umbrella and

holding in his left hand his trusty ax.

It seems clear that the unusual and

significant feature is the king’s encounter

with the hairy monster. The first part
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with its hunt of the stag seems ordinary

enough and might be paralleled by the

hunt of the lions in Assyrian reliefs.

Half the zone is given up, however, to

the sudden appearance of the beast and

its subsequent death at the hands of the

king. Clermont-Ganneau calls the animal

an ape,*^ Randall-Maciver, following Cur-

tis, classes it merely as a hairy monster,®

and RostovtzefF suggests that it represents

men-apes dwelling in caves.® The difficulty

is the size of the beast, which seems to

dwarf king and chariot, as if a huge

gorilla were the attacker. The gorilla is

native only to equatorial Africa, however,

and could scarcely appear in the Syrian

Lebanon. On the other hand the narrative

seems up to the arrival of the beast

factual, and one expects it to record an

actual encounter. Some exaggeration in

the size of the beast might be expected,

but the little monkeys of Gibraltar or the

ones represented in the frescoes of Crete

would scarcely cause terror. The repre-

sentation could be with a legendary

monster such as Humbaba, who inhabited

the forest of cedars and was described by

S. Feigin^® as a ferocious lawless fighter

with tooth, stone, and a millstone, an

uncivilized enemy strong and daring. The

difficulty is to have him appear in the

flesh or at least in visible form.

A further analysis suggests that the

encounter comes entirely unexpectedly.

The king is seated in front of the altars, the

sun shines overhead, the sacrifice is in the

process of being offered, and suddenly

from a hidden cave the hand of the monster

reaches out to disturb the noon-day quiet.

That it is noon or close to it is suggested

both by the pause after the stag-hunt and

'^Journal Asiatique^ VII Serie, II (1878), 239 f.

® D. Kandall-MacIver, Villanovans arid Surly
Etruscans {Oxford, 1924), p. 212. Curtis, op. eit., p. 42.

® M. I. Bostovtzeff, The Orient and Greece (Oxford,

1926), p. 130.

S. Feigin, Analecta Orentalia, XII (1935),

“Hum-Hum,*’ pp, 82-100.

by the sun-orescent above the altar. I

should like to suggest that the enemy

comes from a dark cave and that the cavern

is made rather conspicuous, but this might

be regarded as coincidental. In the

beginning the beast is completely victori-

ous. It ranges the open field alone and

brandishes the sacral bowl and ladle

triumphantly. It is necessary even that

the king and his chariot be protected by
divine interference, as the king does not

even try to offer resistance.

That the sun is involved in the episode

seems fairly clear. The winged disk

appears for the first time in the zone

above the altars and the sun-crescent

stands immediately above the bowl with

ladle. In the subsequent scene chariot and

king are lifted into the air and out of

harm’s way by a winged figure of head and

arms. The closest parallel and a most

interesting one is that of Shapash, the sun,

in the Phoenician ivories. In this ivory

(PI. XVIII A) the head full front and with

Hathor curls rises above the winged and

tailed disk and the arms stretched along

the upper part of the wings hold lotus

plants. In the Phoenician bowl the disk

of the sun is conspicuous by its absence

as the winged figure raises the chariot

with its hands.

There is in the adventure the miraculous

raising of the chariot beyond the reach of

the monster, and this could mean the

story belonged to fancy or that divine

celestial powers were responsible for the

escape. If the lack of solar disk in the

winged figure raising the chariot may be

taken as a significant detail then the sud-

den disappearance of the sun seems a

logical explanation. It is the spirit or

divinity of the sun which raises and pro-

tects the chariot, while the sun itself haa

disappeared.

of the Metropolitan Museum, April

1960,p.26l.
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There is another interesting item. The
cauldron and ladle are represented on the

altar and immediately beneath the solar

disk. This is the object which the monster

in the next scene has seized in his hand
and with which he advances victoriously.

As it represents the offering to the sun,

it might represent also the physical symbol

of the sun or at least possess some of the

special solar sanctity. One recalls in the

Canaanite legends of Ras Shamra that

when Mot, the god of death and the under-

world, kills Baal, he mounts to the sk}^

and controls the sun: he “holds the sun

in his hand’' according to the tablets and

thus shows his mastery.

The great serpent circling the rim of the

bo%vl adds a very appropriate note though

it does not necessarily relate to the king’s

adventure. Clermont-Ganneau follows

Helbig in interpreting the serpent as the

well-known Phoenician and Egyptian sym-

bol of the universe, the JDracon Ouroboros

(the serpent eating his tail) of the magical

papyri. It is equivalent, as Clermont-

Ganneau mentions, to the river of ocean

which adorns the rim of Achilles’s shield

in the Iliad. In the Iliad Hephaestos

represents the heavens with moon, sun,

and stars, then two cities, one at peace,

one at war, then the seasons in the plowing,

the reaping, the gathering of grapes, and

the herdsman. Finally around the outer-

most rim the great might of the river of

ocean was set in the cunningly fashioned

shield. The river of ocean in the Greek

view encircled the earth, and on the shield

it seems to encompass both earth and sky.

On the other hand, in Greek Mycenaean

art, the horizon, or the borders of the sky

were represented by the undulating lines

called “snake frames,” because they ended

B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts

(Princeton, 1950), p. 140.

Journal Asiatique^ Nil Serie, II (1878), 239.

BuU. delV Istituto^ No. VI, pp. 126-28.
15 XVII, 11. 482 £f.

sometimes in ovals suggesting the narrow, ^

heads of serpents.^® It seems reasonable
^

to suggest, therefore, that the Ouroboros

!

of the bowl represents the universe. as .the :

horizon line . of the sky which incloses

earth and heaven. The serpent, however,
I

as opposed to the sea, is represented as
^

moving, at least on this bowl,, in one i

direction, and the head follow^s close :

behind not to say alongside of the tail.
;

Is it possible then that the serpent repre- ;

sents the ecliptic whose symbols moved, to :

the ancient observer, annually around the
;

line of the horizon, and whose beginning
:

foUowed forever, immediately behind or
;

overlapped the end? In the later Mith-
;

raic representations the serpent wTapped I

around the figure of Time, represented,

according to Cumont, “the tortuous course

of the sun on the ecliptic.” I wonder if
;

perhaps a better interpretation might not i

be the circling course of the ecliptic around
;

the horizon of Time and Space.

Such astronomical interpretations seem
i

not unreasonable if the silver bowl from ’

the Regolini-Galassi Tomb (PL XVIII B), :

belonging to this same Cyprian-Etruscan
i

series, may be interpreted as representing

the annual solar changes, the seasons and

the solstices. The medallion in this bowl

represents two lions attacking a buU on

rocky ground beneath the sheltering wings

of the Horus bird. The outer zone repre-

sents one of the well-known parades of

soldiers.

A more interesting sequence of scenes is

represented in the inner zone. Immediately

above the Horus bird a man lies stretched

^5 M. P. l^ilsson, The Minoan-Mycenaean Religion

(Lund, 1927), pp. 310-17. That the wavy lines repre- ,

sented the horizon seems clear from Assyrian seals

showing genii supporting the winged disk of the sky
with upraised hands, and Hesiod’s description of Atlas

standing and supporting the firmament with un-
wearying hands. That actual serpents were represented

;

is not proved in spite of the knobbed ends.

F. Cumont, The Mysteries of Mithra^ 2d. French
revised edition translated by J. J. McCormack {New ,

York, 1956), p. 107.
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on the ground between the legs of a lion.

The man is not dead since he raises his

head and' attempts to crawl forward. A
forepaw of the lion rests on his head to

prevent this forward movement. The lion

is being attacked from the front by a

hunter on foot equipped with shield and

spear. Behind the spearman a bowman

discharges an arrow. A second arrow is

already in the air and a third lodged in

the lion’s nose shows the effectiveness of

the shots. A Horns bird above the lion

and the prostrate man lowers protective

wings. To the left of the lion a mounted

archer accompanied by a dog rides away

but fires back at the lion, and two arrows

in the air demonstrate the dexterity of the

horseman. Beyond the mounted archer in

a counter-clockwise direction a goat is

represented leaping toward the left from

a rocky hillock, while beyond and almost

at the bottom of the zone, a long-haired

hero in Egyptian costume fights a rampant

lion with a sword, in a scene separated

from the remainder of the zone sequences

by fruiting palms. The last quarter of the

zone is occupied by two pairs of horsemen

armed with spears. A single cypress tree

separates the horsemen; the pair of

cypresses beyond the second horseman

apparently brings the sequence to a close.

Two conclusions may be drawn with

some certainty in the interpretation of

these scenes: first that the lion is the

enemy, and second that in the circular

zone the sequence is counter-clockwise.

The horseman and the archers attack the

lion who is bestriding the man or hero, and

in the central medallion the lions as wild

animals attack the bull or cow representing

domestic animals. The horsemen move
counter-clockwise, and it seems reasonable

that the victory of the man or hero over

the lion should follow the scene of the lion

standing over the man, and that the

hero’s triumph should be followed by the

result of that action, the peaceful parade

of horsemen unhindered by the enemy,

the lion. Unexplained is the goat leaping

from the cliff and the relationship between

the two episodes, lion vs. bull on one side

and lion vs. man or hero on the other. The

special place of the bull seems better

explained by the bowl from Cyprus.

On the silver bowl from Curium (PL

XIX A), the winged hero in Assyrian

costume (and with the four wings of Assy-

rian gods) slays the lion with sword or

short lance under the protecting wings of

two Horus birds. Immediately above the

head of the hero in the tondo, a cypress

tree is represented in the intermediate zone

to the right of which a lion is bestriding

a man and to the left a horse is grazing

and moving to the right. Beyond the horse

in a counter-clockwise direction a second

lion is bestriding a second man in a thicket

and resisting the attack of a spearman

in front and a kneeling archer behind.

The spear of the standing warrior pene-

trates the mouth or nose of the lion.

Beyond the archer a cow suckles a calf,

and this is followed by two pairs of cattle,

first a pair walking clockwise, then two

bulls locking horns. The sequence is closed

by an unwinged sphinx resting between

cypress trees and with two pseudo-

cartouches above the back.

The medallion with winged divinity

slaying the lion clearly portrays the animal

as the enemy and as destroyed by divine

agency. In the intermediate zone the

cattleplay themost important part, and the

sequence represents the birth and then

the full grown animals. At the same time

the second sequence is not forgotten

with the lion bestriding the hero. The deity

dispatching the enemy is portrayed in the

center of the bowl. In the comparison with

the other bowi, conspicuous by its absence

is the scene of lions attacking the bull.

One expects that the sequence should be
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the birth, the mature animal, and the

death, particularly, since the death figures

so prominently in the other sequence.

Perhaps the artist made a mistake and
introduced the lion bestriding a man twice

instead of inserting for the second repre-

sentation the lions against the bulls. The

position of the cow suckling the calf is

particularly interesting because, in the

sequence of the Italian bowl, the goat re-

places cow and calf, and, in the Greek

legends, the goat Almathea was renowned

for suckling the young Zeus. Other new
features in the Cyprian narrative are the

grazing horse and the unwinged sphinx.

In both bowls there is the same difficulty,

the combination of two narratives, not

clearly related together: the first the man
against lion and the second lion against

bull. The hero killing the lion goes equally

well with both but in the Cyprian bowd

the winged deity in the medallion is

clearly not the man or hero bestrid by the

lion, since the fallen hero has no wings.

It is not difficult to see the cycle of the

seasons symbolized in the life of the cattle.

The young of the animals are born in the

spring, and the destructive power of the

burning sky brings drought and famine

and death in the late summer. The fuU

growth of the plant is attained before that

time, and the full-grown cattle symbolize

the summer season.

The meaning of the lion bestriding the

man is not so clear but may be attributed

with some probability to the autumnal

equinox. In the later Greek zodiac, the

Scorpion follows the Scales of the equinox

and constrains and compresses with its

claws the sun in the last months of autumn
to cause the daylight to become shorter

and shorter. Ptolemy speaks more common-
ly just of the claws and mentions

them as a distinctively Chaldean sign.^®

Agnes M. Clarke in Bncy. Brit., 11th ed. (1914),

“Zodiac,” p. 994.
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The hero beneath the claws of the lion,

alive but confined, would represent the

sun confined by the powder, of darkness.

Then the slaying of the lion by the divine

hero would represent the the triumph of

light over darkness.

This interpretation is supported, I

believe, by the sequence in the Italian

bowl (PL XVIII B), which represents the

lion attacked by the boivmen and then

defeated by the hero before the sequence

of armed horsemen representing the season

of military campaigns. So also on the

Cyprian bowl, the lion under attack is

followed by the cow suckling the calf and

then by the cattle in the pasture. The

divine hero is placed in the tondo but its

position Just before the symbols ofsummer
is manifest from the arrangement on the

Italian bowl. Pinally as the seasons repre-

sent the cycle of the year on earth, so the

solar changes portray the cycle of the year

in the sky. That both should be represented

in one cycle to represent the year seems

very reasonable indeed.

It is interesting to note in this interpre-

tation that it is not the sun which is the

hero but the divine hero, or the god, who
defeats the enemy and causes the victory

of the sun. So in the symbols of animal

life, it is not the bull which is victorious,

or the plant and animal life in the form of a

mistress ofthe animals or a nature goddess.

Bather it is the divinity of the cycle of

time which returns the season of the suck-

ling calf after that of the death of the bull.

This is the position of the Ugaritic

texts^^ in which Baal represents the

benign sky and Mot the god of darkness

and of death. In the tablets Baal fights

withYamm
,
god ofthe floods, and conquers

him but is overcome in turn and killed

by Mot, who mounts to the sky and causes

drought and famine and death until

See U. Cassuto, “Baal and Mot in the XJgaritic

Texts,” Israel XII (1962), 77-88.
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Anatli, seat by El, overcomes Mot, re-

stores Baal, and brings back vegetation,

so tiiat tbe valleys flow with milk and

honey from the restored vegetation and

the flowers.

By chance an illustration of this narra-

tive is presented in the outer zone of the

Cyprian Bowl (PL XIX A) just to the

right of the center. The divine hero with

solar plumes and Egyptian costumes

strides forward to smite his enemies while

a Horns figure holds forward the feather

of truth, while, behind, an assistant holds

in his left hand the lifeless figure of Baal

and in his right the symbol of the sun in

the form of a circular palm. When the

enemy representing drought and famine

of the late summer has been slain the

benign sky is restored and vegetation

returns once more to the world. In the

seasonal narrative the sun is constrained

but the enemy is defeated by the divine

hero and so the light of the sun emerges

triumphant.

Our final illustration, the medallion of

the silver bowl with serpents protome

from the Bernardini tomb (PI. XIX B)

seems to confirm such an interpretation.

In the tondo the lion bestriding the man is

unattacked, unless the bristling points in

the nose represent hostile darts. The Horus

bird flies above. In the zone around the

medallion, the sequence seems to be clock-

wise, the direction in which the horses are

grazing. To the right of the horses a scene

of gathering of grapes represents the end

of the harvest season, then comes the lions

attacking the bull, followed by the death

of the lion by the sword of the hero.

Beyond this scene of victory, a cow, bull,

and calf walk to the right, freed from fear

of the lion, and a final scene represents a

man returning successfully from a hunt.

20 I have discussed this further in Stu, Etr.^ “Two
Phoenician Bowls fronx Etruscan Tombs,” scheduled
to appear in 1964.

The importance of the temporarily

victorious lion is well represented here by

its position in the central medallion. Its

place in the sequence before the victory

of the hero is indicated by the other bowls.

The walking cattle represent the early

summer and supplant the suckling calf

which would have preceded the man vs.

lion scene. Rather interestingly here the

mounted archer attacks the lions killing

the buU. One wonders if the mounted

archer was omitted from the central

medallion where it belonged, according to

the other two howls, because it did not

conveniently fit in the tondo, but was

included in the sequence as an essential

part of the narrative. The deep silver

bowl is adorned with two zones of soldiers

and a fight of gladiators above the medal-

lion and with a row of geese in the upper-

most zone. The serpents protome were

obviously added later since they interrupt

and obscure the row of geese.

There is a final argument for the inter-

pretation of the bowls as representing the

phases of the year. In the later Greek

Zodiac the sign of the Scorpion followed

the Scales of the fall equinox. Before the

winter solstice when the new sun was born

under the sign of the goat came Sagit-

tarius the bowman (the month dedicated

in Babylonia to Nergal, mighty hunter

with the bow and god of war commonly
represented in Greek art by the centaur.

The goat, Capricorn, nourished the young
sun as Amaltheia nourished the hidden

Zeus until the solar deity could emerge

triumphant with the lengthening days. It

seems very striking indeed that in the

sequence of the bowls the lion is attacked

by bowmen, most frequently by a mounted
bowman, and this scene is followed in the

Italian bowl by a goat albeit rather distant,

and in the Cyprian by a cow nourishing a

21

1

^, Jastrow, Beligion of Bahylonia and Assyria
(Boston, 1898), pp. 216 and 463.
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calf before the victory of the hero over the

lion. The scenes following the victory over

the lion are invariably peaceful ones, of

grazing cattle or of warriors out on a

campaign.

According to to Plorisoone^^ the twelve

divisions of the ecliptic were not identified

until the middle of the sixth century b.c.

Before that time the solstices and equi-

noxes had been recognized and some of the

zodiacal signs named. S. A. Mitchell

writing in 1935^® states that some of the

signs of the months had been named ages

before AshurbanipaFs great library of

tablets was constructed. There were, of

course, many different ways of symbolizing

the seasons and representing the constel-

lations of the ecliptic. The interesting

feature of the Phoenician bowls is that

they present the seventh century inter-

pretation of the annual phenomena, a

period in which the signs of the zodiac

were in process of formation.

The purpose of the bowls goes beyond

the limits of this paper. The elaborate

decorations suggest a ceremonial usage.

Perhaps the serpents protome relate one

bowl at least to the worship of the sun.^^

The zones of the seasons suggest a cult of

the great sky god^^ who rules the cycles

of time, both in heaven and on earth.

Perhaps the armed horsemen, represented

between the symbols of the equinoxes on

the Italian bowl, gives the clue to the

meaning of the many military representa-

tions; the warriors, too, in their season

are placed beneath the protective power of

22 ciQi Qt Terre, LXVI (1950), 256-68.
23 S. A. Mitchell, Eclipses of the Sun (4th ed.;

New York, 1936).
24 AJA, LXIV (1960), 368-70, “The Origin of

the Etruscan-Samiaix Griifon Cauldrons,” and com-
pare B. Goldman’s excellent article “The Develop-
ment of the Lion Griffin,” AJA, LXIV (1960),

319-28.
25 Most interesting is the comparison with the

later Mithraio representations in which both the

signs of the zodiac and the emblems of the seasons

were portrayed on the body of Zervan, god of Time.
Cumont, op. cit.fpp, 107-8.

the supreme deity. The cattle and the

soldiers in this view do not represent simply

the seasons and the solar changes but

request the assistance of the gods for

favorable weather and successful years.

So the grape harvest, the hunt, and the

cattle express hopes as well as symbols.

From this point of view one may survey

the bowl of the hunting adventure once

more. The tondo presents the victorious

champion striding forward with raised

lance against the enemy. His companion

precedes him, and the bound captive is

behind. Not
,
clear is the meaning of the

captive: whether he is an enemy bound
or an ally about to be released. In my
opinion, it is a companion piece with the

representation of the lifeless Baal revivi-

fied by divine aid. Here the solar god

bound and constrained by the enemy is

freed by divine assistance. The symbolism

in any case is obviously the triumph of the

king as representative of the god.

The row of horses in the intermediate

zone may be compared with the zone of

walking geese in the serpent bowl from the

Bernardini tomb. They might represent

simply the domestic animals or have a

further symbolism in the seasons, the geese

representing the winter when the migratory

birds are in the Mediterranean basin, and
the walking horse the summer as suggested

by the grazing horse in the Cyprian bowl

and the walking horses ofthe serpent bowl.

In the outer zone of the hunting adven-

ture, there is a combination of solar and

physical phenomena symbolized much as

it is represented on the other Phoenician

bowls. One might ask why the enemy ofthe

sun is not the lion, and one replies that the

lion would represent the annual enemy and

this is a special occasion. In the Gilgamesh

legend Humbaba is the representative of

darkness as opposed to light and inhabits

the cedar forest. In the bowl the hairy

monster dwells in the dark cave of the
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mountain and emerges suddenly to the

attack.

Clermont-Ganneau interprets the hunt-

ing adventure as an oriental drama in

two acts and nine scenes, entitles it ‘‘une

journee de ohasse ou la piete recompen-

and suggests the sacrifice is made

to a winged deity who then saves the king.

I believe Clermont-Ganneau does not go

far enough, but that the adventure repre-

sents not only piety rewarded but the

reward Justified. The solar divinity saves

the king and then the king as the human
representative destroys the common enemy
in single-handed combat and returns to

his city in triumph.

The enemy causes the disappearance of

the sun disk in the sky, but the physical

effect on earth is the emergence of the

demon of darkness. The phenomenon re-

lates, therefore, both to the celestial body

Eevue ArcMologique, XXXV (1899), 242--44.

Giiterbook, AJA, LXI (1957), 70, calls Clermont-

Ganneau’s interpretation “the most surprising re-

interpretation of the old combination of hunt and
sacrifice” and, considers the hairy monster to be an
ape.

and to the physical effect on earth, much
as in the scenes of the astral symbols and
the seasons.

This is as far as one may safely go at

present. Perhaps the problems remain

unresolved because the study of Phoeni-

cian bowls falls between two stools. The
study of Cyprus is relegated to the Greek

scholars by the orientalists, but the bowls

obviously have their origins in the Orient.

In Etruria the Etruscan-Italian scholar

accepts the bowls as imports and, therefore,

foreign to the really Italian studies. So

the recent book of Seton Lloyd, Art of the

Ancient Near East, omits both the

Phoenicians and their bowls except for

the examples in ISTimrud.^’^ The Cyprian-

Italian bowls link Cyprus and Etruria

close together. It is my hope that this

paper may cause some of the Near
Eastern scholars to take a greater interest

in the difficult questions raised by the

bowls and so attain final solutions to the

problems.

Seton Lloyd, Art of the Ancient Near East (New
York, 1961).
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THE GODDESS ASHERAH

BAPHAEL PATAIf Theodor Herzl Imtitnte, 5IS Park Avenue,

New York 22

I. The Pboblem

Ihe problem of describing any

phase of early Hebrew popular religion

can be stated briefly as that of the in-

adequacy of contemporary sources. What-

ever sources do exist fall into two

categories: literary and archeological. The

primary literary sources are contained in

the Biblical canon, and, while undoubtedly

based on ancient oral tradition, some of it

reaching back into the Mosaic period or

even as far as the patriarchal age, are

preserved in relatively late reworkings,

and are therefore not contemporary in a

strict sense of the word. The editorial

revisions were especially thorough when
the subject matter pertained to the non-

monotheistic phases of early Hebrew
religion. References felt to be offensive

were toned down or abridged, and we
have, of course, no way of knowing how
many were altogether excised. In the

narratives which deal with the subsequent

period of the Hebrew monarchy, the

monotheistic point-of-view is even more

stringent, so that all non-monotheistic

forms of popular worship are consistently

and unrelentingly referred to only with

derision, condemnation, and the reproach

of idolatrous backsliding.

The archeological data, while obviously

suffering neither from subsequent modifica-

tion nor from contemporary tendentious

representation, are disappointing because

of their paucity. The few temples, sanc-

tuaries, high places, altars, and other

religious structures which were unearthed

or otherwise discovered and identified as

belonging to the early Hebrew period, do

not, as a rule, contain clear cut evidence

as to the identity of the deity to whom
they were dedicated. We know from a

comparison of Biblical and archeological

sources that the rituals of both Yahw’-eh

and '^pagan” gods followed the same

pattern, which makes identification of the

deity worshiped at any particular archeo-

logical site extremely difficult. There

remains a number of ‘'idols,” statues and

statuettes which can clearly be recognized

as representing a certain god or goddess,

but, in the case of these there is often a

difficulty of another kind: w^e cannot be

sure, in many cases, whether the rep-

resentation of the deity was worshiped

by Hebrews or by non-Hebrew elements

in the population of early Palestine. The

greatest frustration, however, for the

historian of religion is the complete

absence of any contemporary literary

documents, such as inscribed tablets,

monuments, statues, walls, which would

contain clear evidence of the nature of

popular Hebrew religion in the early

period ending with the Babylonian cap-

tivity of 586 B.c.

Having stated what we do not have, let

us now turn to the extant evidence on

which we can base a reconstruction of

early Hebrew popular religion. This can

be divided into four categories:

1, The evidence of the Bible which, in

spite of the efforts of its monotheistically

oriented authors and/or editors, contains

some incidental information as to the

religion which all the spiritual leaders of
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the Hebrews stroTe to suppress, eliminate

and replace by monotlieistic Yahwism.

2. Local archeological evidence, ad-

mittedly poor, but nevertheless useful,

and, with the intensive work going on in

Israel, daily increasing in volume.

3. The rich finds of Canaanite, Syrian,

Mesopotamian, Anatolian, Egyptian, etc.

archeology and mythology, which contain

detailed information concerning the same

deities who, according to Biblical evidence,

were worshiped by the “idolatrous”

Hebrews.

4. Literary sources of post-Biblical

Judaism, increasing in volume and variety

with the passage of centuries. These,

because of their less sacred character,

were not subjected to the same scrupulous

scrutiny as the Holy Books, and in them,

therefore, many references to, or recollec-

tions of, heterodoxy were able to pass

muster.

II. The Cahaanite Ashebah

The foregoing enumeration of the types

of source material bearing on early

Hebrew religion indicates the amount and

nature of the information we can expect

concerning the female deity whose image,

person and worship form the subject of

the present inquiry. We know in advance

that the data will be neither ample nor

explicit, neither exhaustive nor detailed,

and, in some cases at least, neither

conclusive nor irrefutable.

As far as the Biblical sources are con-

cerned, the anti-polytheistic attitude of

the Biblical authors and editors manifests

itself in, among other things, a pro-

nounced reluctance to allow any detail of

pagan worship to enter their references to

Israel’s religious transgressions. Neverthe-

less, it is from Biblical sources that we
know the names of the three goddesses

who were worshiped by the ancient

Hebrews down to the days of the Baby-

lonian Exile (586 B.O.): Aslierah, Astarte,

and the Queen of Heaven, who was

probably identical with Anath. It is with

the first of these three that the present

study deals. But first, let us lay a founda-

tion for better understanding by reviewing

what extra-Biblical sources tell us about

Asherah.

That Asherah was the chief goddess of

the Canaanite pantheon we know from

the rich mythical material unearthed a

few decades ago at Ugarit, the modern

Kas Shamra, near the northeastern corner

of the Mediterranean. In Ugaritic mythol-

ogy, as preserved on numerous tablets,

written in a language quite close to

Biblical Hebrew, and dating from the

14th century b.c., Asherah figured promi-

nently as the wife of El, the chief god.

Her full name was “Lady Asherah of the

Sea”—apparently her domain proper was

the sea, just as that of her husband El

was heaven. She was, however, also

referred to simply as Elath—Goddess.

She was the “Progenitress of the Gods”:

all the other gods, numbering seventy,

were her children, including Baal, Anath,

Mot, etc. One of her servants was Qadesh

wa-Amrur, called the “fisherman of Lady
Asherah of the Sea,” who fished at her

bidding and served also as her equerry: he

saddled her donkey and helped her to

mount. Her relationship to her husband

El was like that of an Oriental queen to

her master: when she entered his presence,

she would prostrate herself, whereupon El

would kindly inquire after her desire.

When her son Baal wished to obtain

permission from El to build a house, he

sent his .mother Asherah to intercede with

EL -Upon the death of Baai, El
:

asked

Asherah to name one of her sons to succeed

himasking.

: Asherah was associated with several
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cities where slie was worshiped in her local

manifestations. She was the “Asherah of

Tyre” and the ‘'Elath of Sidon”—both

Tyre and Sidon having been for long

periods not only the capitals of in-

dependent states, but also important

Mediterranean seaports whose prosperity

depended on the bounty of the sea and

the good graces of its ruling lady. A third

port, Elath, far to the south on the Gulf

of Aqaba, may have been named after

her.

Asherah w^as a motherly goddess and as

such she, together with her daughter

Anath, served as the wetnurse of the gods,

and suckled even human princes w^ho were

exceptionally deserving, such as Yassib,

the son of King Keret. In a fifteenth

century b.c. letter, found at Taanach near

Megiddo (in Palestine), reference is made
to a '‘wizard of Asherah” who was

engaged in telling fortunes.^

Little is known of Asherah before the

period of the Ugaritic myths. In a Su-

merian inscription set up by an Amorite

official in honor of Hammurabi and dating

from m. 1750 b.c. and other contemporary

documents she is called Ashratum (i.e.

Asherah), the bride of Anu.^ Since the

Sumerian and Akkadian deity Anu closely

corresponded to Canaanite El in being

the god of heaven, it appears that Asherah

held the position of the chief or mother

goddess for at least three centuries prior

to the Ugaritic period. She was also known
in Southern Arabia, where her name had

the form Atharath, as in the Ugarit

tablets.^ In the Amarna tablets (fourteenth

century b.c.) the names Asherah and
Astarte interchange,^ which may indicate

a lack of clear distinction between the

1 Pritcliard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts (hereafter:

AKET) (Princeton, 1956), pp. 131-34, 138, 140, 145.

146, 490.

^ William F. Albright, Archaelogy and the Religion

o/ JsmeZ (Baltimore, 1942), p. 78.

® Enciqlopedia MiqraHt (Jerusalem), s.v. Asherah,
^ Albright, op. p. 78.
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functions and personalities of these two
goddesses.

A king of the land of the Amorites,

mentioned in the Amarna letters, was '

called Abdu-Ashirta, i.e. “Slave of Aslie-

rah,”^ clearly showing that he was a

devotee of her cult, which included the

sacrificing of cattle and flocks.®

III. What Was the Hebeew
Asherah?

It -was almost inevitable that the cult

of this great Canaanite mother-goddess,

who was venerated also in many other

parts of the ancient Near East,*^ should

penetrate Hebrew religion as well. In fact,

it was not long after the Israelite conquest

of the Canaanite hill country, in the period

of mixed Israelite-Canaanite settlement,

that this development took place, to-

gether with intermarriage between the

Israelites and the Canaanites, Hittites,

Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebu-

sites, “among whom they dw^elt.” The
;

establishment of family and religious ties I

went hand in hand, and “the Children of

Israel . . . served the Baals and the I

Asherahs.”®

A word may be in place here in explana-

tion of the plurals Baals {B%Um) and
Asherahs {AsMrdt or Ashenm), The re-

ligions of the ancient Hear East were, of

course, polytheistic. Each god had an

identity of his own and as such was in-

divisible. But at the same time, in each

locality where a particular god was
worshiped his personality assumed a local

character. Thus there was, as we have

seen, an Asherah of Tyre, an Asherah of

Sidon, and there were Asherahs of many
® Enc. MiqraHi, «.«». Asherah; ANET, 483-84.
® Enc. Miqra’itf s.v. Asherah.
See all the material ably presented by William

L. Reed in bis The Asherah in the Old Testament

(Fort Worth, Texas, Texas Christian University

Press, 1949), pp. 69-86.
8 judg. 3:5-7.

'
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other localities (just as there is a Virgin

of Fatima, a Virgin of Guadalupe, etc.).

When the Biblical text states that the

Israelites ^^served the Baals and the

Asiierahs,” it means that in each place

they venerated the locally worshiped Baal

and Asherah.

It is not easy to reach a definite conclu-

sion as to the physical shape in which

these Asherahs were represented through-

out Israel. The fact that the Asherahs are

said to have been “made”® indicates that

they were artifacts, made by human

hands, and not merely natural trees as

some scholars believe. The expression to

t'set up” or even to “build” an Asherah

points in the same direction. Only once is

an Asherah said to be “planted,” and

the verb there probably means “im-

planted,” that is, set into the ground. On

the other hand, the removal of Asherahs

is called “cutting them down,”^® “hewing

them down,”^^ “breaking them into

pieces,” “burning”^® “exterminating,”^*^

“removing,”^® and “uprooting”^® them.

From all this it is evident that the Asherah

was a carved wooden image which was set

up by implanting its base into the ground.

In early times it stood next to altars

dedicated to the Baal.^® Later a “statue

of Asherah” was placed in the Jerusalem

Temple following the example set by King

Ahab of Israel.

What form the Israelite Asherah worship

took in those early days we do not know.

» I Kings 16:33; II Kings 17:26; 21:3; II Chron.

33:3.

>0 Isa. 27:9; II Kings 17:10; II Chron. 33: 19.

3.1 1 Kings 14:23.

i^Deut. 16:21.
33 judg. 6:25, 26, 28, 30; 11 Kings 18:4; 23:14;

Exod. 34:13.

II Chron. 14:2; 31:1; Deut. 7. 5.

36 ii Ghron. 34:4, 7.

>6 II Kings 23: 15; Deut. 12:3.

II Chron. 19:3.^^ ^

^

^^^^^^^^
^^^^

18 11 Chron. 17:6.

iSMic. 5:13.
20 judg. 6:26, 28.

2111 Kings 21:3.

It would seem, however, from the story

of Gideon, one of the early Israelite

“judges” who lived in the twelfth century

B.C., that the wooden image of the goddess,

and “the altar of the Baal”^^ next to

which it was set up, belonged to Joash

the Abiezrite, Gideon’s father, who was

the chieftain of Ofra, a village in the

territory of Manasseh. However, the Ash-

erah and the altar were sacred objects

used by the entire village, as is evident

from the villagers’ demand that Gideon

be put to death because of the sacrilege he

committed in cutting down the Asherah

and demolishing Baal’s altar.^®

There is a significant difference between

the image and the altar. The altar was

“the altar 0/ the Baal,” it did not represent

the god, but was merely dedicated to him.

As against this, the wooden image was

Asherah, it represented her in the manner

in which a statue of an Egyptian or a

Greek gooddess represented that deity. It

is therefore more than probable that the

wooden image called “the Asherah” was

carved or in some other way so fashioned

as to indicate clearly that it stood for the

goddess. That this indeed was the case is,

if not proved, at least intimated, in the

repeated references to the Hebrew Asherah

cult in the period of the divided Israelite

monarchy. These references, while in-

variably made from the point of view of

monotheistic Yahwism and therefore con-

sistently derogatory, also show that

Gideon’s removal of the Asherah of Ms
village could have been but an isolated

incident, and that the cult of the goddess

was carried on throughout the monarchic

period in many places in the country, as

well as in the temples of the capital cities

of Judah and Israel.

A possible reference to Asherah may be

contained in the story of the birth of two

22judg. 6:25.

30.
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of Jacob’s sons by liis concubine Zilpah.

Since Zilpah was Leali’s handmaiden, it

was Leah who gave names to her children.

Although the text is extremely brief and
the exclamations made by Leah and used

as explanations for the names are pur-

posely kept unclear, the impression is

gained that the names of Zilpah’s two
sons were originally felt to have had some
connection with Canaanite deities. When
the first son of Zilpah was born, Leah
exclaimed: ^‘By Gad (b'gad),^' and called

his name Gad. When, shortly thereafter,

Zilpah gave birth to a second son, Leah
exclaimed: ^‘By Oshril (usually translated

as “By my happiness!”) For women will

call me happy!” And thus she named him
Asher. The prefix 6-, used in both cases

{b^gad and b^oshri) is the one used when
swearing by a god.^®

A deity by the name Gad was worshiped

in Canaan, Palmyra, Phoenicia, and
Arabia as the god of good luck.^® No god

by the name Oshri is known. Some
scholars, therefore, assume that the text

has been editorially emended so that the

name of the deity invoked by Leah should

conform more closely to the name Asher

which it was supposed to explain, and that

the original tradition had Leah exclaim:

hasherah—“By Asherah!” This conjecture

is supported by a seventh century b.c.

Hebrew incantation text found in Arslan

Tash in Upper Syria, in which the help

of the goddess Asherah is sought for a

woman in childbirth.^'^ If so, we have here

a testimony to the worship of Asherah in

the early period in which the patriarchal

traditions of Genesis originated. The
masculine name Asher may have been

24 Gen. 30:10--13.

B^yhwh, “by Yahweh,” Josh. 2:12; Judg.
21:7; I Sam. 24:22; 28:10; II Sam. 10:8; I Kings
2:8, 23, 42; fteZoMm, “by God,” Gen. 21:23; I Sam.
30: 15; Neh. 13:25; 11 Chron. 36: 13; Isa. 65: 16.

Cf. Robert Graves and Raphael Patai, Hebrew
Myths (New York, 1064), Chap. 45, para. 2.

See sources in Reed, op. cit.^ pp. 80-81, 87.

derived from Asherali, just as the mascu-

line Astar was from Astarte in, Canaanite

mythology.^®

IV. Solomonic Idolatry

The very manner in which Solomon’s

Temple was built in Jerusalem was con-

ducive to the establishment of a

pol;^dheistic-syncretistic cult. Such a de-

velopment, however, could not have taken

place had it been opposed by a general

religious consensus. It is a curious little

detail that the Yahwist historian who
begins the history of Solomon’s reign by

stating that “Solomon loved Yahweh,”

feels constrained to add in the same

sentence that “he, nevertheless, sacrificed

and burnt incense on the high places,”

exactly as the rest of the people did.^® This

is stated in evident opprobrium, but more

on the part of the historian than of

Yahweh, who is never said to have re-

proached Solomon because of it.

When Solomon sent word to Hiram
king of Tyre, asking his help in building a

Temple in Jerusalem, he referred to the

god to whom the Temple would be

dedicated as “Yahw^eh, my god,”®° and

Hiram, in his reply, said “Blessed be

Yahweh this day who has given David a

wise son...”®^ The most probable ex-

planation of the use of the divine name
Yahweh by the king of Tyre is that he

regarded Yahweh as the chief god of the

Hebrews (just as the latter knew of

the gods of their neighbors), and he

possibly saw in him the local Hebrew

manifestation of El, the chief god of Ms
owui, Tyrian, pantheon. The architects

and builders who were sent by Hiram to

Jerusalem to build the Temple must have

28 Of. ANBT, pp. 129, 140. Cf. also the Egyptian

form “Astar” for “Astarte,” iM., p. 250.
29 1 Kings 3:2-3.
30 1 Kings 5:18, 19.

31 1 Kings 5:21.
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liad a similar approach to Yahweh. At

any rate, in their plan and execution of

the Jerusalem Temple they must have

hevm close to the patterns familiar to

them from their own temples. This is

strongly indicated by a comparison of

archeological discoveries with the Biblical

description of Solomon’s temple. Of the

numerous Canaanite and Syrian temples

excavated, the one most closely resembling

Solomon’s is that of Tell Tainat in Syria

from the ninth century b.c. That temple,

like the one of Jerusalem, was divided

into three sections, a vestibule, a nave,

and an inner sanctuary, and had two

pillars at its entrance. A much older

Canaanite temple, which might be con-

sidered as the prototype of Solomon’s,

dating from the end of the Late Bronze

Age, was found at Hazor.®^ In Solomon’s

temple, all the brasswork, including the

two pillars Jachin and Boaz, whose total

height with the capitals was 23 cubits or

ca. 35 feet, was executed by a Tjrrian

craftsman also called Hiram. Again,

archeology teaches us that these brass

furnishings of the Jerusalem temple were

made not only by a Tyrian master but

also in the manner customary in temples

dedicated to ''other gods” along the east

Mediterranean coast. It is probable that

this similarity in structure and furnishings

was matched by a similarity of the worship

itself: the difference between Yahweh and

other gods lay in ideology and morality,

not in ritual.

Nor was the worship established by
Solomon in his royal capital devoted

exclusively to Yahweh. Solomon had a

house built for Pharaoh's daughter whom
he had married,®^ and it is very unlikely

that the Egyptian princess would not

have had in her palace a temple or chapel

Views of th£ Biblical World (Jerusalem, 1960),
II 213; cf. I Kings 6:2-10, 15-38^

33 I Kings 7: 13-50.

34IK;mgs 3:1; 7:8.

for her own gods. The historian admits

that Solomon did go "after ''Ashtoret (i.e.

Astarte), goddess of the Sidonians, and

after Milcom, the detestation (i.e. god) of

the Ammonites”; that he built "a high

place for Chemosh, the detestation of

Moab, in the mount that is before Jeru-

salem, and for Molech, the detestation of

the children of Ammon”; and "he did so

for ail his foreign wives who burnt incense

and sacrificed unto their gods.”^® He con-

demns Solomon for doing all this, yet does

so in a curiously restrained manner:

Solomon’s heart, he says, "was not whole

with Yahweh his god,” "he did what was

evil in the eyes of Yahweh, and went not

fully after Yahweh as did David his

father.”^® In the passage in question two

extenuating circumstances are offered in

excuse of Solomon’s acts: he did what he

did because his wives, to whom "he

cleaved in love,” turned his heart; and aU

this happened when Solomon was old.®*^

Historical considerations, however, in-

validate these excuses.

First, we know that political marriages

between a ruler and foreign princesses

were an accepted means of strengthening

alliances or friendly relations between

states. Second, the introduction of a

foreign princess into a royal household

inevitably meant the admission of her

gods as weU. Third, while such marriages

may have taken place any time during

the reign of a king, the most ambitious of

Solomon’s political marriages, that with

the daughter of Pharaoh, was entered into

at the very beginning of Solomon’s reign.®®

It is reasonable to assume that he married

the Sidonian princess,®® about the same

time, when he set about to carry out his

great building projects for whose execu-

35iKmgs 11:5; 7-8/
3eiKing8 11:4, 0.

37 I j j . 2„4,
33 I Kings 2:46; 3:1.

11 : 1 , 6.
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tion lie needed the friendship and help of

the Phoenicians. A Hittite princess at his

court—-whose presence served as a living

political bond between Solomon and the

neo-Hittite states of Syria—^was also

valuable for him at the same time, as were

daughters of his Moabite, Ammonite, and
Edomite vassals. These marriages were in

the nature of guarantees of security,

without which he would have had to keep

thousands of troops in constant readiness

at a time when he needed all the available

manpower in the country for his construc-

tions. It is thus more than probable that

all these marriages were contracted by

Solomon soon after his succession, and

that the introduction of the respective

divinities worshiped by his wives also took

place at the same time.

Another consideration which speaks

against the attribution of idolatry to

Solomon's old-age weakness or folly is the

accusation of idolatry leveled by the

prophet Ahijah the Shilonite—an un-

compomising Yahwist—against ail Israel:

‘‘They have forsaken Me,” Ahijah says in

the name of Yahweh, “and have worshiped

Ashtoreth the goddess of the Sidonians,

Chemosh the god of Moab, and Milcom

the god of the children of Ammon . .

We note that Ahijah accuses the Israelites

of serving the same three foreign gods

whose worship, according to the earlier

passage, was introduced by Solomon in

his old age. But while Solomon was said

merely not to have gone “fully” after

Yahweh, the people as a whole are charged

by Ahijah with having “forsaken” Yah-

weh. It would, therefore, seem that while

the royal court worshiped both Yahweh
and other gods, the people did not wor-

ship Yahweh at all but served only those

other gods. It is hard to imagine that this

should have come about as a result of

the people imitating the court :
popular

^0 1 Kings 11:33.

religion in the Middle East was (and: still

is) notable for its slowness ,in accepting

changes. It is far more likely that the

popular idolatry of Solomon's day was by
that time an old tradition which had
spread among the Hebrews as a result of

their prolonged contact with the nations

of Canaan.

V. The Neighbors’ Gods

The Biblical references to Hebrew
idolatry in the Solomonic period have a

number of puzzling aspects. First, since

the daughter of Pharaoh must have been

Solomon’s chief wife, it is remarkable that

no word is said about the worship by the

Hebrews of any Egyptian deity, either in

the court or in the country. However, this

may be explained by reference to the

generally prevalent idea of the times that

a god had dominion only in his own
country and that, strictly speaking, his

worship could not be exported to foreign

lands, which were the domains of their own
respective local gods. Ethnologicaliy as

well as geographically Egypt and Canaan

were twD distinct entities. Egyptians

sojourning in Canaan may have required

the protection of their own gods, but the

latter were meaningless and impotent as

far as the natives of Canaan, including the

Hebrews, were concerned.

Not so Baal, Asherah, Astarte, Chemosh,

and Milcom. These were deities either of

Canaan itself or of immediately contiguous

lands which were not separated by

natural boundaries from the territory

dominated by the Hebrews. Peoples

whose traditional religions included the

worship of these gods lived all around

the Hebrew kingdom and in its midst as

well. To accept their gods did not mean

the importation of foreign deities but the

joining in old, traditional, local worships.

Hence the serving of Baal, Asherah,
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Astarte, Cliemosli, and Milcom, but not

that of Iris, Osiris, or the other gods of

Egypt.

The second question pertains to the

absence of the names of Baal and Asherah

among the gods worshiped in the Solomonic

period. This is the more puzzling since the

chief goddess of Tyre, whose king was

Solomon’s closest ally and whose master-

craftsmen built his Temple, was, as we

have seen, none other than the ‘'Asherah

of Tyre” identical with the “Elath of

Sidon.”

As to Asherah, a tentative answer may
be offered. The main territory of her

worship lay to the north of Palestine: in

Ugarit at the north-eastern corner of the

Mediterranean, in Sidon and Tyre in

Phoenicia, and in Taanach near Megiddo

in the Valley of Jezreel. In all these places

she was worshiped, according to docu-

mentary evidence, as early as the fifteenth

century b.c. By the twelfth century her

worship penetrated as far south as the

territory of Manasseh, just south of

the Jezreel Valley. The evidence is far

from conclusive, but it appears that the

Asherah cult, which spread from north to

south, had not yet reached the south of

Palestine, that is Judah, by the tenth

century b.c. Her worship was preceded by

that of the Sidonian Astarte and con-

sequently it was after the latter goddess

that Solomon “went astray.” When speak-

ing of the idolatry of Solomon and of the

people led by him, Ahijah therefore speaks

of Astarte.

A

few years later, when
Ahijah prophesies against Jeroboam, his

house, and the people over whom he

reigned and who lived in the northern

part of Palestine, he reproaches them with

Asherah worship.

Moab was also a territory

of Astarte worship (and not of Asherah

Kings 11:33.

I Kings 14:16.

cult) as late as the ninth century b.c.,

when Mesha king of Moab mentions in his

inscription the two gods Ashtar (Astarte)

and Chemosh as the supreme divine

couple of his land.^® Since Chemosh was

the chief god of the nations of the east of

the Jordan already in the days of Jephtah

(twelfth-eleventh century b.c.),^^ it is

most probable that Astarte, too, was

worshiped there in the same period, and

it is therefore possible that it was from

there that her cult penetrated among

the Hebrews of southern Palestine soon

after their conquest of the Judean hill-

country.

The reference to Chemosh in connection

with the Jephthah story contains a clue

also as to the absence of Baal among the

gods whose worship Solomon established

in or near Jerusalem. Jephthah, in

referring to the god of Ammon, calls him

not Molech or Milcom as one would expect

but Chemosh.^® It is not probable that in

an important diplomatic message like the

one sent by Jephthah to the King of

Ammon, in which the words “Chemosh,

your god” occur, a mistake should have

been made in identifying the god of

Ammon. Rather, the reason must have

been as follows: the name Molech or

Milcom, by which the Ammonites usually

referred to their god, was not his proper

name but an epithet meaning simply

“king” (Hebrew melehh). In the same

manner, the Phoenician divinity, whose

proper name was Hadd (or Hadad),^®

was usually referred to or addressed by

his epithet Baal which means “lord.” The

proper name of Molech-Milcom was Che-

mosh, by which he was known in neigh-

boring Moab. When Jephthah in his

message referred to this deity, he called

him “Chemosh, your god,” Just as, when

Cf, Mnc. MiqraHt, 3.V. Kemosh,
Judg. 11:24.

>5 Judg. 11:24.

on ANET, pp. 134, 136, 142.
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speaking of Ms own deity, lie said “Yah-

weh, god of Israel.” To say ''Molecli (or

Milcom), your god” would have been in-

appropriate, for the literal meaning of

such a phrase would have been "King,

your god.” It was the correct language of

international diplomacy to name the god

of Ammon by his proper name in exact

parallelism to the proper name of the god

of Israel, Yahweh.

If this was the case, it is probable that

the god who in Phoenicia was customarily

referred to as Baal, or “the Baal,” i.e.

“the Lord,” was regarded as identical with

the deity who in the east-Jordanian

countries was called “the Molech,” i.e.

“the King”—^both epithets designating

the ruling male deity of the respective

local pantheons. In that case, however,

the cults set up by Solomon for the two

Transjordanian manifestations of this god,

the Ammonite Molech and the Moabite

Chemosh, must have been regarded as

cults of the Phoenician Baal as well, for

whom, therefore, no special temple or

worship was required. The identity of the

Ammonite Milcom with the Baal is also

indicated by the name of an Ammonite

king, Baalis,^® which is an unmistakable

theophorus name containing the element

“Baal.”

VI. Ashekah IN Israel

It is time now to return to Asherah

herself. As is well known, Ahijah’s hopes

in Jeroboam were bitterly disappointed.

The young captain of Solomon, to whom
Ahijah had promised kingship over ten of

the tribes of Israel because of Solomon’s

idolatry, followed in the footsteps of the

king against whom he had rebelled, and

like him served both Yahweh and other

gods. Consequently, the uncompromising

47 judg. 11:23,

. 48,jer. 40;:14',"."

Ahijah, as soon as he had.an opportunity,

prophesied the downfall of the house of

Jeroboam, as he had foretold its rise some

years previously. The charge was again

the worship of “other gods and molten

images” in general, coupled with a more

specific accusation levelled against the

people of Israel as a whole: “Because they

have made their x4sheralis, provoking

Yahweh.”

The fact that of ail forms of idolatry

only the cult of Asherah is mentioned

specifically by Ahijah must mean at least

that the one offense of which the people

of Israel %vere more guilty than of any

other kind of pagan worship was the cult

of the goddess Asherah, symbolized by,

and served in the form of, her carved

wooden images, the Asherahs [Asherim),

This having been the case, there was

certainly no popular opposition to the

introduction of the cult of Asherah into

Samaria, the capital of Israel, under King

Ahab (873-852 b.c.). Ahab’s wife was

Jezebel, daughter of Ethbaal, king of

Sidon, in whose capital city the “Elath of

Sidon,” i.e. the Asherah of Sidon, had been

worshiped as early as seven centuries

prior to his own time. Under Jezebel’s in-

fluence, and in order to cement the

alliance with her father, Ahab built an

altar to Baal in his own capital, Samaria,

and “made” an Asherah.

The extent of the worship of these

Sidonian deities in Ahab’s court is attested

by the notice that 450 prophets of the

Baal and 400 prophets of the Asherah ate

at the table of Jezebel.®^ It was these

“prophets” whom Elijah met on Mount

Carmel, in the great public contest

between Yahweh and Baal which ended

with the utter defeat of the Canaanite god

and his prophets. It is interesting to

481 Kings 14:9.

Kings 14:15.

eiiKings 16:32-33.
62 1 Kings 18:19.
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observe that Elijah did not accuse the

people of having abandoned Yahweh for

the foreign gods but merely of dividing

their attentions between both.®® Although

the 400 prophets of Asherah seem to have

attended the meeting on Mount Carmel,

only the 450 prophets of Baal were

challenged to the contest by Elijah, and

no further word is said in the entire

detailed narrative about the prophets of

Asherah. Evidently, the Phoenician Baal

was the real rival of Yahweh, not the god-

dess Asherah. The appeal of the Baal-

prophets to their god and that of Elijah

to Yahweh are surprisingly similar, in fact,

almost identical. When Yahweh’s fire

(lightning?) proves his superiority, the

people side with Elijah and burst into

shouts of '*Yahweh is the god!” whereupon

the 450 prophets of the Baal are seized,

dragged down into the valley, and

slaughtered at the River Kishon.®^ No
word is said about the fate of the 400

prophets of Asherah. The inference must

be that, not being part of the contest, no

harm befell them. If so, they must have

continued unhindered to serve their god-

dess. Nor was “the Asherah” which Ahab
had “made” and set up in Samaria

removed or in any way harmed either as a

result of Elijah’s victory over the prophets

of the Baal or during the remaining years

of Ahab’s reign.

Ahab died ca. 852 b.o. and was succeeded

by his son Ahaziah (ca. 852-851), who in

turn was followed by his brother Joram.

In 842-41 Jehu overthrew the house of

Omri and became King of Israel, to be

followed, after a reign of 27 years, by his

son Joahaz (814-798). It is from the days

of this king that the next report about

the Asherah of Samaria dates. The Book
of Kings states tersely that during the

.
v'
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5^ I Kings 18. Gf. R. Fatal, “The ‘Control of Rain’
in Ancient Palestine.” Hebrew Ufiiofv College Annualf
XIV (Cincinnati, 1939), 251-86.

reign of Joahaz the people of Israel

“departed not from the sins of the house

of Jeroboam, wherewith he had made
Israel to sin, but walked therein; and also

the Asherah remained standing in

Samaria.”®® The persistence of the Ash-

•erah cult in Samaria indicated by this

statement is in marked contrast to the

much lesser tenacity of the Baal cult. For

we are told that Joram, son of Ahab,

“removed the pillar {masseha) of the Baal

that his father had made.”®® This pillar

of the Baal must have been the same cult

object which, when erected by Ahab, was

referred to as “an altar for the Baal in the

house of the Baal which he had built in

Samaria.”®'^ The absence of any indication

of what, if anything, Joram did with the

other cult object, the Asherah, which his

father Ahab had made,®® can mean only

one thing: he did not touch it.

Even more remarkable is the absence of

any action on the part of Jehu and his

zealous supporters, the Rechabites, against

the worship of Asherah in Samaria.

Against the Baal-worship Jehu proceeded

ruthlessly: by a clever ruse he induced all

the prophets of the Baal (evidently, the

450 prophets of the Baal killed by Elijah

less than two decades earlier were not all

the Baal prophets in the country; or,

possibly, new ones arose in the interval),

as well as all the priests and worshipers of

the Baal, to gather in the temple of the

Baal in Samaria, and had them put to

the sword there. Then he had the pillar

(or pillars) of Baal broken into pieces, and
destroyed the Baal temple itself, des-

ecrating its very site by making it a place

of latrines,®® The narrative concludes with

a statement which both gives credit to

Jehu for what he did and blames him for

5s II Kings 13: 6.

5® II Kings 3:2.
5*^ I Kings 16:32,
58 I Kings 16:33.

50 II Kings 10: 18-27.
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what lie left undone: 'Tims Jehu des-

troyed the Baal out of Israel; but the sins

of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, wherewith

he had made Israel to sin, Jehu departed

not from them: the golden calves that

were in Beth-el and that were in Ban,”®^

No word is said in this entire detailed

account as to any action against the

prophets of Asherah—most of the 400

spared by Elijah must have been still

alive—the priests of Asherah, the wor-

shipers of Asherah, or the Asherah statue

itself which still stood unharmed in

Samaria. When the reign of Jehu’s son,

Joahaz, came to an end the wooden statue

of Asherah still stood in Samaria,®^ and if

it stood it must have been worshiped.

This state of affairs continued in the

Kingdom of Israel during the remaining

three-quarters of a century of its existence

after the death of Joahaz. When the

historian gives his melancholy account of

the sins which brought about the sub-

jugation of Israel by Shalmaneser king of

Assyria, in ca. 722 b.c., he lists several

religious transgressions: they set up pillars

and Asherahs for themselves upon every

high hill and under every leafy tree, and

burnt incense there, on all the high places

{hamoth), as did the nations whom Yahweh
expelled before them; committed evil acts,

thereby angering Yahweh; served idols;

made themselves molten images of two

calves; made an Asherah; bowed down to

the host of heaven; served the Baal;

caused their sons and daughters to pass

through the fire; and used divination and

enchantment.®^ As we see, this list of ritual

transgressions, although given in two

parts separated by several verses, contains

no repetition with the exception of the

worship of Asherah first it is stated that

the Israelites set up pillars and Asherahs

60 n Kings 10: 28-29.

eiJIKings 13:6.
6211 Kings 17:10-12, 16-17.

for themselves upon every high hill and
under every leafy

.
tree;®® then, that they

made an Asherah —^this time in singular.

The context clearly shows the reason for

this repetition: the first mention, in plural,

refers to the Asherahs of village sanctuaries

on hilltops; the second, to the statue of

Asherah which stood in Samaria, in the

royal chapel of the capital. The twofold

mention of Asherah alone also indicates

the relatively great importance of the wor-

ship of this goddess among all the deities

served by the Israelites in the 160 or 170

years preceding their Assyrian exile.

On the basis of the above rapid survey

one can summarize the history of Asherah

worship in Israel. The goddess Asherah

WBS worshiped in Israel from the days of

the first settlement in Canaan, the Hebrews

having taken over the worship of this great

mother goddess from the Canaanites. The

goddess was represented by a carved

wooden image, implanted into the ground,

usually next to an altar dedicated to the

god Baal, and located on a hilltop under a

leafy tree. In the reign of Aliab, under

the influence of his Sidonian wife Jezebel,

the worship of Asherah received added

impetus: a statue of Asherah, probably

much more elaborate and impressive than

the images simple villages could afford,

was made and set up in Samaria, making

that city, Ahab’s capital, the center of the

Asherah cult in much the same manner in

which Beth-el in the south and Dan in the

north of the Israelite kingdom were since

the days of Jeroboam (ca. 930“910 b.c.)

the centers of the court-approved cult of

Yahweh, identified with the Ganaanite

deity who manifested himself in the shape

of a bull calf, and was related to either

Bull-El or his son Hadd, the Baal (i.e. the

lord) of the Ugaritic pantheon.

For reasons not quite clear at this stage,

:
'63 '

..... .64.Vs.’16.'
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the cult of Asherah escaped the popular

anti-Baal and pro-Yahweh uprising which

took place under Ahab and which was led

by the prophet Elijah. Several years later,

when all the Baalists were massacred and

BaaFs temple in Samaria destroyed by

Jehu, the Asherah of Samaria again

escaped unharmed and her worship sur-

vived down to the end of the Israelite

monarchy.

Could it be that even in the eyes of those

with the strongest pro-Yahwist sentiments,

who were ready to put to death every

Baalist and eradicate aU physical traces

of Baal wwship, the cult of Asherah did

not appear as an equal ritual sin? Was
perhaps the goddess regarded as com-

plementary to, rather than competitive

with, Yahweh, and her worship therefore

tolerated? Or were the cult and the

accompanying belief so strongly en-

trenched in the populace that even

zealous Yahwists like Elijah, Jehu, and

the Rechabites, however offensive Asherah

was in their eyes, did not dare take action

against her? Wherever the answer lies, the

continuity of Asherah worship in Israel is

a fact which must be recognized and

remembered in any attempt to trace the

subsequent role played by the concept of

a female divinity in the popular religion

of the people of Judea and their heirs,

the Jews.

VII. Asherah in Judah

As far as it is possible to reconstruct the

history of Asherah worship in Judah from

the terse Biblical references, the goddess

first penetrated the southern half of

Palestine under Rehoboam, the son of

Solomon (ca, 928-911 b.c.). His mother,

Naamah, was the Ammonite wife of

Solomon under whose tutelage Rehoboam
must have been introduced to the worship

of Milcom. Rehoboam’s favorite wife was

Maacah, the daughter of Abshalom®^—

that is to say, she was his paternal cousin.

Maacah bore several sons to Rehoboam;

her eldest, Abijah®® or Abijam,®'^ was his

father’s favorite son, whom he appointed

to be chief over his older sons by his other

wives, and made his heir to the throne

during his lifetime.®® In all this one recog-

nizes, of course, Maacah’s hand, whose

position remained equally strong after her

son Abijam succeeded Rehoboam, when
she assumed the position of Qevirah, or

queen-mother.®®

Maacah used her influence to introduce

the worship of Asherah into Jerusalem:

she set up an idol (mifieset, literally

‘‘abominable image”) of Asherah,*^® in aU

probability in the Temple itself. During

the short reign of Abijam (911-908 b.c.),

the idol of Asherah remained in its place;

but Abijam’s succession by Asa (908-867)

who, according to one set of sources was

Abijam’s brother, or who, according to

another, was his predecessor’s son,'^^

marked the end of both Maacah’s domi-

nance as queen-mother and the worship

of her idol of Asherah. Under the influence

of a prophet, a certain Azariah the son of

Oded, Asa instituted the first religious

reform in the history of the Judean

kingdom, in the fifteenth year of his

reign.’^® He “put away the detestable

things (i.e. the appurtenances of idol

worship) out of all the land of Judah and

Benjamin,” removed the sacred male

prostitutes and all the idols, took away
the strange altars and the sun-images,

broke down the pillars and hewed down

65 II Chronicles 11:20, 21, 22; cf. I Kings 16:2,

where Maacah’s father is called Abishalom.
66IIGhron. 11:20.
671 Kings 14:31-15:2.
6811 Chron. 11:22.
69 1 Kings 16:13.

7oiKings 15:13; II Chron. 15:16.
711 Kings 16:10; II Chron. 15:16.
72 1 Kings 15:8; II Chron. 13:23.
7311 Chron. 16:10.

74nchron. 15:8.
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the Asherahs,'^® and, finally, removed

the Asherah idol made by his mother (or

grandmother) Maacah, made dust of it

and burnt it in the Kidron valley, at the

same time deposing Maacah herself from

her exalted position of queen-mother

It is interesting to note that the setting

up of the Asherahs which Asa removed

from all over the land of Judah is nowhere

mentioned in the Biblical sources. One

must conclude that the introduction of

this popular form of Asherah worship

took place some time following Ahijah's

prophecy, either during or soon after the

reign of Solomon.

Asa’s son and successor, Jehoshafat

(870--846), continued his father’s clean-up

work: he removed, w^e are told, all the

Asherahs from the countryside.'^® Although

this had already been done by Asa,'^®

either he did not complete the job or the

Asherahs sprang up again soon after they

were removed by him. The seer Jehu son

of Hanani complimented Jehosahafat for

his zeal,®® but even this victory ofYahwism
over Asherism was short lived.

Some twelve to fifteen years after the

death of Jehoshafat, Joash (836-798)

ascended the throne of Judah. At first,

under the influence of Jehoiada the priest,

he ‘'did what was right in the eyes of

Yahweh”®^ and engaged in extensive

restoration work on the Temple. But,

following the death of Jehoiada, Joash did

what the princes of Judah demanded of

him and led the people back to the worship

of the Asherahs and the idols,®^ In all

probability it was during this period that

an image of Asherah was re-introduced

into the temple itself, where it remained

TO I Kings 15; 12? II Chron. 14:2, 4. ^

TO r Kings 15; 13; II Qhron, 15; 16.'

TO Qf^ above, p, 44.

TO IX Chron, 17: 6.

TO Of. above, p. 49.

80X1 Chron. 19:3,

8^-11 Chron. 24:2.
sail Chron. 24:17-18.

until King Hezekiah (727-698) removed it.

By that time the countryside too was again

overrun by the traditional Canaanite

objects of worship, such as high places and
pillars, and all these were also removed

and destroyed by Hezekiah. In the

Jerusalem Temple itself, Hezekiah “cut

down the Asherah and broke into pieces

the Brazen Serpent which Moses had

made, for unto those days the Children of

Israel used to burn incense to it, and it was

called Nehushtany^^ The Asherah referred

to must have been a wooden statue which

stood in the Temple, Just as the Brazen

Serpent did, and was worshiped like it.

We do not know what was the precise

connection between Hezekiah ’s reforms

and the prophetic activities of Isaiah and

Micah. It is, however, probable that the

king’s work echoed the prophetic demand.

For, in keeping with their monotheistic

Yahwist point-of-view, the prophets, with-

in the general framework of their over-aE

opposition to any form of idolatry, spoke

up against the Asherah cult in particular.

Isaiah regarded the breaking of the altar-

stones into pieces and the removal of

Asherahs and sun-images as the pre-

requisites for the expiation of the nation’s

sin,®^ although he expected this to happen

only at a future, indeterminate, date.®®

In the same future day, Micah too

expected witchcraft, soothsaying, graven

images, pillars, and Asherahs to be

uprooted from the midst of the people.®®

However, no sooner was Hezekiah dead

than his son and heir Manasseh (698-642)

reverted to the old religious customs:

“He rebuilt the high places which his

father Hezekiah had destroyed; he set up

altars for the Baal, and made an Asherah,

as did Ahab King of Israel, and he bowed

down to all the host of heaven, and served

83 II Kings 18:4; of. II Ghron. 31; 1.

8<i Isa. 27:9.
85 Isa. 17:8,
86 Mio. 5:11-13.
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them. And lie built altars in the House of

Yaliweh ... for ail the hosts of heaven, in

the two courts of the House of Yahweh.

And he made his son to pass through the

fire, and practiced soothsaying and used

enchantments, and appointed them that

divine by a ghost or a familiar spirit: he

wrought much evil in the sight of Yahweh

to anger him. And he set the statue of

the Asherah that he had made in the house

[of Yahweh].”

The similarity between this list of ritual

sins and the one which is given as the

causes which brought about the destruc-

tion of Israel®® is striking. Let us point to

one detail only: in both, Asherah alone

of all the religious paraphernalia is men-

tioned twice. The reference to King Ahab

indicates that Manasseh in some way

imitated Ahab’s Asherah. It is noteworthy

that the only idol introduced into the

Temple in the course of Manasseh’s

paganistic counter-reformation was that

of Asherah. He evidently did not bother

to replace the Brazen Serpent, the other

image removed from the Temple by his

father, probably because with the passage

of time it lost its significance. Not so

Asherah, who must have been dear to

many worshipers and whose restoration

to her traditional place in the Temple was

of great importance. It is tempting to con-

jecture that the mythical motivation

behind Manasseh’s act was the endeavor

to provide a consort to Yahweh, who was

considered the local Jerusalem manifesta-

tion of the Baal.

With Joshiah (639-609 b,c.) another

reformer came to the throne whose

Yahwist zeal, stimulated by the discovery

of the Book of Deuteronomy, surpassed

even that of Hezekiah, The Deuteronomic

legislation had no such leniency towards

Asherah as Elijah, Jehu, and the Recha-

87 II Icings 21: 3-7| cf. II Chron. 33:3»7, 15, 19.
88 Gf, above, p. 47.

bites had had. Its point of view was

unequivocal: it commanded the complete

destruction of the seven nations that had

inhabited Canaan, prohibited inter-

marriage with them and ordered their

altars to be broken down, their pillars to

be dashed to pieces, their Asherahs

hewed down and their graven images

burnt.®^ In addition, it warned: '‘You

shall not plant for yourself an Asherah,

any tree, beside the altar of Yahweh your

god which you shall make for yourself.

Neither shall you set up a pillar, which

Yahweh your god hates .

” ^ °

Joshiah carried out these command-

ments faithfully. He had all the vessels

that were part of the service of the Baal,

the Asherah, and all the host of heaven,

removed from the Temple and burned in

the Kidron Valley outside Jerusalem.

Then, as if afraid that even the ashes of

these idolatrous utensils may have the

power to contaminate, he had the ashes

carried to Beth-el. Then he brought out

the image of Asherah herself from the

Temple, had it burned in the Kidron

Valley, stamped it small to powder, and

cast the dust over the graves of those who

had worshiped her. Next he broke down

the houses of the male sacred prostitutes

{qedeshim) which were in the Temple and

in which the women wove "houses”

(clothes?) for the Asherah. Finally, he

turned his attention to the countryside,

and cut down the Asherahs wherever

they were found, filling their places with

human bones. In a similar manner he

destroyed, removed, and defiled all the

other high places and objects of idolatry

which were originally set up by Solomon.®^

However, not even the most thorough

and zealous Yahwist reform was able to

eradicate the tenacious worship ofAsherah.

89

Deut. 7:5; 12:3; ef. Exod. 34:13.

88D©ut. 16;21-22.
si n Kings 23:4, 6, 7, 13, 14; cf. II Chron. 34:3,
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Jeremiaii, whose main prophetic activity

fell into the 23 years between Joshiah’s

death (609 b.c.) and the destruction of

Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (586 B.G.),

again found it necessary to prophesy

against idolatry in general and Asherah

worship in particular. Most frequently, it

is true, Jeremiah reproaches his people for

their worship of the Baal.®^ He never

mentions Astarte, whose cult seems to

have disappeared from Judah with

JosMah’s reform,^^ But he speaks up

against the “'altars and the Asherahs by

leafy trees and upon high hills.”

VIII. Ezekiel’s “Im:age of Jealousy”

Tlie years immediately preceding

Josliiah’s reform must be the time re-

called by Ezekiel in his great vision of the

sins of Judah which, in liis prophecy,

appear as the cause of her impending

doom. There is, to be sure, no consensus

of scholarly opinion on the subject, and

some Biblical scholars think that Ezekiel

refers to the very time in which the vision

came upon him, that is the year 592 b.c.,

six years after the exile of Jehoiakim and

six before the destruction of Jerusalem.^®

The vision itself, whether based on

thirty-year old memories or on fresh

intelligence (such as a visit to Jerusalem

or reports), contains the most detailed

account of idolatrous practices in the

Jerusalem Temple found in the entire

Bible. The prophet, while being visited in

his house in Chaldea by the elders of

Judah, suddenly feels the hand of the

Lord Yahweh upon him, sees Him as a

blinding fiery apparition, feels His hand

taking hold of him by a lock of his head,

lifting him up between heaven and earth

and taking him to Jerusalem, and deposit-

92 Jer. 2:8, 23; 7:9; 9:13; 11:13, 17; 12:16; 19:5;

23:13, 27; 32:29, 36.

93 II Kings 23; 13.

ing him there at the northern gate of the

inner Temple court.

Then God points out to Ezekiel one by

one the “abominations” being committed

by the “house of Israel” in His sanctuary:

first He shows Mm the “image of Jealousy,

which provokes to Jealousy” standing

near the northern gate which leads to the

altar. Then, on the inside wall of the court,

or of the Temple hiiildiiig itself, He shows

him reliefs of creeping things (rerms) and

beasts and all kinds of idols, being wor-

sliiped by seventy elders of Israel led by
Jaazanlali the son of Shaplian: each has a

censer in liis hand out of which thick

clouds of incense billow upward. Thence

God takes Ezekiel to the northern gate of

the Temj)ie itself and there shoves him the

women sitting and weejjing for the Tam-
muz. The next stop is in front of the

Temple, between the ulmn (hall or porch)

and the altar, where some 25 men are

prostrating themselves to the rising sun,

with their backs turned to the Temple of

Yahweh. All this, the prophets hears God
tell him, provokes Him utterly: His

punishment will be unsparing.

Ezekiel’s visionary enumeration of idol-

atrous practices is arranged in a crescendo :

every next rite mentioned is a “greater

abomination” then the preceding one.®'^

Taken literally, this means that, in the

judgment of Ezekiel, the greatest sin was

the sun-worship; then, in decreasing order,

the mourning for Tammuz; the burning

of incense to creeping things, beasts and

other idols; and the presence of the

“image of jealousy.” It is to the last that

our present comments are confined.

Apart from the fact that this image is

regarded by Ezekiel as the least of all

the idolatrous transgressions seen by him

in his vision, there is one significant

difference between it and the rest: in

'

©eEzek. 8:1-18.'

97 Gf. VSS. 6, IS, 15,
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speaking of all the other sins, he describes

and coiideimis idolatrous acts: the reliefs

on the wail are worshiped by burning

incense to them; the Tammuz—by mourn-

ing; the sun—by prostrations. Only the

“image” has no worshipers: it merely

stands in its place, its mere presence is a

sin of the house of Israel.

What w^as this “image of jealousy”?

The word “jealousy” undoubtedly refers

to Yahweh: it is His jealousy that the

image arouses. The word “image” {semel

in Hebrew) first occurs in a Deuteronomic

injunction prohibiting the making of “a

statue (pesel), the form (fmunah) of any

image {semel), the likeness (tabnith) of

male or female; the likeness of any beast

which is on the earth, the likeness of any

winged fowl which flies in the heaven;

the likeness of any fish which is in the

water under the earth,”®® Semel therefore

means here an image which represents a

member of one of the four major realms

of the animal kingdom, and which is made

for idolatrous purposes.

In the Book of Chronicles, probably

under the influence of Ezekiel’s use of the

term semel, the Asherah image set up by

Manasseh is called not merely “Asherah,”

as in the original account,®® but “the

statue (pesel) of the image {semel), and

the second time briefly “the image” {ha-

semel) Following the identification of

Ezekiel’s “image of jealousy” with the

Manasseh’s “image of Asherah” implicit

in the terminology of Chronicles, Biblical

scholars generally accept the view that

Ezekiel’s “image of jealousy” was the

statue of Asherah originally set up by

Manasseh.
;

IX. Conclusion

It is on this note that we take leave of

the Biblical Asherah, this elusive yet

tenacious goddess to whom considerable

segments of the Hebrew nation remained

devoted from the days of the conquest of

Canaan down to the Babylonian Exile, a

period of rouglily six centuries. In the eyes

of the Yahwists, to whom belonged some

of the
.
kings and all of the prophets, the

worship of Asherah was but an abomina-

tion. It had to be, because it was a cult

accepted by the Hebrews from their

Canaanite neighbors, and any and al

manifestation of Canaanite religion was

for them anathema. How Asherah was

served by the Hebrews—we do not know,

apart from the one obscure and tantalizing

detail of the women weaving “houses,”

perhaps clothes, for her in the Jerusalem

Temple.

Yet whatever her origin and whatever

her cult, there can be no doubt about the

psychological importance the belief in and

the service ofAsherah had for the Hebrews.

One cannot belittle the emotional grati-

fications with which she must have

rewarded her servants who clung to her

for six centuries in spite of the increasing

vigor of Yahwist monotheism which had

the occasional support of kings, and the

persistent and unflagging advocacy of

the prophets, those intellectual and moral

giants whose work and word made the

second half of those six centuries one of

the most memorable periods in world

history. From the vantage point of our

own troubled age, in which monotheism

has long laid the ghosts of paganism,

idolatry, and polytheism, only to be

threatened by the much more formidable

enemy of materialistic atheism, we can

permit ourselves to look back, no longer

with scorn, but with sympathy, at the god-

dess who had her hour and whose motherly

touch softened the human heart just about

to open to greater things.

89 II Kings 21:3.

108 II Ghron. 23: 7, 15.88 Deut. 4:16-18.



FURTHER EVIDENCE FOR CULTURAL RELATIONS
BETWEEN INDIA, BALUCHISTAN, AND IRAN AND
MESOPOTAMIA IN EARLY DYNASTIC TIMES

Mrs. E. O. L. DURING CASPERS, InslUute of Archaeology,

London

J\. SMALL stone head found at

Dabar Kot and first mentioned by M, A.

Stein, ^ and coiieerniiig which I have

already given a brief description,^ can

perhaps shed some further light on the

question whether there were indeed cultural

relations in the Early Dynastic period

between Baluchistan, India, and Iran and

Mesopotamia.

It will not be necessary to describe this

sculpture anew, as I have already done so

in the note referred to above. When we

well as in the Harappan civilization. A good

parallel is found in a fragment of a seated

figure from Molienjo-daro with “a series

of holes drilled just above the ankles

which may represent affixed or inlaid

anklets.”® Also the figure of the so-called

priest-king from Molienjo-daro shows

two little holes beneath the ears, which

without any doubt point to a decoration,

although I do not believe that this is a

question of a necklace, as Majumdar
states.^

look at the photographs it is clear that w’-e

are not dealing with a first-class piece of

sculpture. This is obvious because of the

lack of symmetry in the region of the eye

holes and eye-browns and because of the

total lack of roundness in the face, which

has remained flat and without any detail

—

this being especially noticeable when one

regards it from the side view. Another

peculiarity is that the ears are rendered

by flat, oval protuberances, which likewise

show no further mark of detail.

On the neck are small, round holes,

which originally were supplied with inlaid

work and suggest a string of beads.

Adornment with necklaces, bracelets, or

anklets occurs repeatedly on the ''mother

goddess” figurines in the cultures of the

peasant communities of Baluchistan as

^ An Archaeological Tour in Waziristan
and Northern Baluchistan {“Memoirs of the Archaeo-
logical Survey of India,” Ho. 37 [1929]), PI. XVI,
D. H., vi. ..3, p. 63. ...

^ E. C, L. During Caspers, “A Male Head Found
at Dabar Kot,” Antiquity, Vo 1. XXXVII (No. 148,

December 1963),

The back is completely unworked, and
there are three possible explanations of

this: (1) the sculpture (and it cannot be

said wliether a complete statue ever

existed) was to be placed in such a way
that the back was not visible, so that any
further workmanship w^as superfluous;

(2) it wDre a detachable headgear in the

shape of a wig or something similar, by
wffiich the ears were covered too, and this

could also be an explanation for rendering

them in outline only; or (3) the sculpture

was never finished. This last consideration

is im|)robable, because, in my opinion, it

is not very likely that the artist would first

complete the whole front up to the detail

ofa necklace without doing any elementary

work on the back. Moreover, the remark-

able fact that these traces of a necklace

stop on both sides of the neck at about

the same level offers some proof that only

3 M. Wheeler, The Indus Civilization (Cambridge,
1960), p. 70, No. 8.

R. C. Majumdar (ed.). The Vedic Age (London,

1951), chap, ix, p. 181.
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up to that height was the presence of a

necklace necessary.

In my previous note I have already

discussed briefly the unlikelihood that this

sculpture can be considered as pre-

Harappan or, because of the lack of

evidence, that it could be considered as

belonging to a post-Harappan layer.

Therefore I regard this head as belong-

ing to some phase of the Harappan

civilization.

Hitherto the question has not been

raised whether this sculpture links up with

the human representations as we know

them from the Baluchistan cultures or

the Harappan civilization. Although this

head comes from Babar Kot and, as was

assumed before, from a layer belonging to

some phase of the Harappan culture; when

we examine once again Pis. XX-XXI we

have to admit that this head is more

reminiscent of the sculptures from Sumer

and the area of the Diyala River in the

Early Dynastic period than of those from

the Zhob region in Northern Baluchistan

or the Indus Valley, The indication of eye-

brows by means of a notched groove,

encrusted eyes, projecting nose, and thin

mouth are all characteristics of the Early

Dynastic art in Sumer and the Diyala

region. Even the rendering of the ears by
means of a flat, oval protuberance without

any further mark of detail can be paralleled

in a head from the Nintu Temple VI of

Ehafajah, situated in the region of the

Diyala River.® The Nintu Temple VI is

dated by H. Frankfort in the Early

Dynastic II period, and if, indeed, we
decide to regard this small head from

Babar Kot as a Sumerian import, in my
opinion a similar dating for it would be

justified, in view of the somewhat clumsy

workmanship. A second explanation of this

® H. Frankfort, More Sculpture from the Diyala
Region (“Oriental Institute jPnblications,” Vol.
LX [Chicago, 1043]), H. 22, No. 235 A, B.

crudity could be that we are dealing here

with a local imitation made in Northern

Baluchistan after a Mesopotamian model.

In this case the necklace could be ex-

plained at once, since this is, as far as I

know, not usual in the Early Dynastic

period. However, the possibility cannot

be excluded that these holes were drilled

at a later period.

Although I think that there are enough

points for comparison between this small

head and the Early Dynastic sculptures

from Sumer and Iran, I will say a few

words about the suggestion that we should

look for parallels in South Arabian

sculpture. Here we find some difficulties

in that so little is known of sculptures

from that area, especially in the third

millennium b.c., unless we go so far as to

say that this head from Dabar Kot could

be dated as well in the second or first

millennium B.c. But in this case we
should have to regard the layer from which

it came as containing objects from totally

different periods varying widely in point

of time, and therefore as no convincing

evidence.

It has been suggested that the small

scale of this head as compared to the size

of Mesopotamian and Iranian examples in

Early Dynastic times is a factor which

rules out any comparison between the two

and, therefore, that the head must belong

to a period later than the Early Dynastic.

But there are examples of Early Dynastic

sculpture on a scale comparable to it from

Dabar Kot, for instance a head in the

Babylonian Room of the British Museum,

with a measurement of 5 cm.; another

Early D3mastic sculpture from Mesopo-

tamia in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford,

with a total length of 20 cm., and the

head measuring 5 cm. ; and a seated statue

from Khafajah (PI. XXII M), 15.4 cm. in

height with a head measuring a little less

than 5 cm. Therefore it would seem that
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the size of the head is a factor in favor of

the' comparison and not against it.

Likewise, relationships between the

Indus area on the one hand and Sumer

and the Diyala region on the other, can

be demonstrated by some seated statues

from this Early Dynastic period, namely:

the statue from Khafajah mentioned above

(PL XXII .4),® a smah headless statue

from Tell Asmar,*^ Lupad from Lagas,®

Kur-lil from Tel! Al-^Ubaid,^ and a statue

from the Hy Carlsberg Glyptotek at

Copenhagen (PL XXII B).^^ AH these

statues can be dated unmistakably within

the Early Djmastic period, but the seated

attitude with awkwardly crossed legs

points to a model from the Harappan

culture. H. Mode has already observed

this with relation to the statue from

Khafajah: ‘‘Der indische Sitz mit unter-

geschlagenen Beinen, den man ebenfalls

langst in der keltischen Kunst belegt

gefunden hatte, ist inzwischen auch in der

friihdynastischen sumerischen Kunst bei

einer Statue aus Khafadschi nachzuwBisen,

hier wohl deutlich in direkter Abhangigkeit

von friihindischen Vorbildern.’’ This statue

from Kdiafajah was found in the Nintu

Temple V and is again to be dated in

the Early Dynastic II period, but the

other statues which are mentioned above

are perhaps to be dated in the Early

D3mastic III period.

Although not, as would appear, com-

« J5R, PI, 8, No. 216 A, B, C.

H. Frankfort, Sculpture of the Third Millennium
B.€. from Tell Asmar and Khafajah (“Oriental
Institute Publications,” VoL XLIV [Chicago, 1939]),

PL 70, No. 97 F, G, H.
® E. d© Sarzec, Dicouvertes en GhahUe, Vol. II

(Paris, 1884-1912), PL 47, No. 2.

® H. R. Hall and C. L. Woolley, Ur Excauaiione,
VoL I, Al-^Uhaid (Oxford, 1927), PL IX, 1, 2. H. R.
Hall, A Season’s Work at Ur (1930), frontispiece.

F. Johansen in Meddeldser fra Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek

(Kobenhavn, 1962), Figs. 7, 8.

A-oA. Parrot, Sumer (Paris, 1960), Fig. 252.

F . Johansen in Meddelelser fra Ny Carlsberg Qlyptoteh

(Kobenhavn, 1962), Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4.

H. Mode, Das frilhe Xndien (in “Grosse Kul-
turen der Fruhzeit” [Stutgart, 1969]), Abb. 38, p. 68.

pletely unknown, this seated attitude with

crossed legs is not a traditional one in

Sumerian art; and one could wonder if

perhaps somewhere within the Early

Dynastic I-III period (ca. 2800-2400 B.c.)

a relation could not be perceived between

the Diyala region and the south of

Mesopotamia, and the Indus area. This

w^ould also make plausible the many
points of contact between Tell Asmar and

the Harappan civilization. However, the

consequence of this would be that the Early

Dynastic period occurs somewhere within

the Harappan period; this means that the

latter culture already existed before

the Akkadian time and had contact with

its western neighbors.

Returning finally to the small head

from Dabar Kot, we can say there are two

possibilities: either it is an import from

Sumer or the Diyala region acquired

through trading activities (for it can be

assumed that Dabar Kot was a trading

post for the Harappan civilization, and

therefore it is not surprising that such a

sculpture should be found Just here); or

we are dealing with a local imitation of an

Early Dynastic model which was made
in Northern Baluchistan or India itself.

But even then it is clear that only by
means of mutual contact could such a

sculpture come into being.

I have spoken of the possibility of

contact between Sumer and the Diyala

region on the one hand and the Harappan
civilization on the other, within the period

2800-2400 B.G. Here the diverging dates

for both regions give rise to difficulties,

because the starting date for the Harappan

civilization, as is generally accepted at the

present time by European archeologists, is

ca, 2500 B.G., and this gives little possibility

to consider cultural or trade relations

between India and the Western cultures.

Until the present time it has only been H.

Mode who, in his last published work from
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which I have quoted earlier^ has implied a

possible cultural contact in the Early

Dynastic II period between the two

regions and who, therefore, came to

essentially the same conclusion as I have

done.

So I would interpret the find of this

smaE head from Dabar Kot as evidence

for the fact that already before the Ak-

kadian period important contacts were

kept up between the two regions. This

means that the Harappan civilization

already existed—and what is even more

important, that trading posts such as

Dabar Kot had already been estabEshed, a

fact which suggests that this civilization

was no longer in the elementary stages.

Taking into account all this evidence, I

think we can conclude that there are some

grounds for changing our opinion con-

cerning the beginning of the Harappan

civilization in India, because the tradi-

tional starting date of 2500 b.c. can no

longer be maintained. Where the actual

beginning of the Harappan civilization has

to be sought and when it can be dated are

questions which will have to be answered

in the future.
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THE OTTOMAN BIOGRAPHIES OF POETS ^

J. STEWART-EOBINSONy University of Michigan, Ann Arhor, Michigan

Between the middle of the six-

teenth and the early decades of the

twentieth centuries, there was produced

in the Ottoman Empire a series of biog-

raphies dealing with the poets. Known
under the general title of Tezkere4

^u^ara (hereafter as tezkere), they may
very briefly be defined as biographies of

poets including samples of their verses. The
writing of biographies—a favorite vocation

in the Muslim world—was initiated by the

Arabs or their converts to Islam as an

adjunct to religious studies and as an

ancillary to the historical sciences.^ The
tradition quickly spread into the field of

literature and resulted in the production

of compilations devoted solely to the lives

and works of the poets. The Persians,

who may be considered the political and

cultural heirs of the Arabs, continued and

developed the tradition which, like so

much else, was readily adopted by the

Ottomans in the sixteenth century.^

The Ottomans produced some twenty-

four^ extant biographies of poets, covering

^ The preparation of this article for publication

was rendered possible by grants from the Center for

Near Eastern and North African Studies, the Horace
H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies at the
University of Michigan, and the Joint Committee on
the Near and Middle East of the Social Science

Research Council. Parts of it are extracts from a
Ph. D, dissertation submitted to the University of

Edinburgh in 1959.

See p. 73 for list of abbreviations used in this article.
2 Sir Hamilton Gibb, “Islamic Biographical

Literature,” and Ann K. S. Lambton, “Persian

Biographical Literature,” in Bistorians of the Middle
East, eds. Bernard Lewis and P. M. Holt (London,

1962), pp. 54-68 and 141-61 respectively.

3 Por a brief discussion of this tradition in Islam,

see J. Stewart-Robinson, “The Tezkere Genre in

Islam,” in Journal of Near Eastern Studies, XXIII
(January, 1964), 67-65.

^Excluded from this figure are the following

works which are traditionally numbered among

nearly all the poets ofthe Ottoman Empire,

in addition to a few who, in one way or

another, were associated with and flourish-

ed in the principalities of pre-Ottoman
Anatolia.^ Although uneven in reliability,

objectivity, and scope, nonetheless this

uninterrupted body ofliterature constitutes

a significant source relative to (a) the

biographies of Ottoman poets, poetesses,

and poetasters, and (b) the products of the

poets through the poetic samples almost

invariably appended to each biographical

notice; it also has the potential to act as

the basis for the investigation and assess-

ment of the critical attitudes and literary

standards of Ottomans of various classes

and shades of opinion by means of the

comments of the biographers offered in the

notices or supplied in the presentation of

each selection of verse.

The following article contains the results

of an examination of all the available

Ottoman biographies of poets listed below

in chronological order. The material

productions of this genre: (i) Zubdet el~E§^dr of

ICafzade Eadzi, and (ii) Zeyhi Ziibdet el"E,fdr of

Mehmed ‘^Asirn, both of which are mecmu'^a's rather

than tezkeres. {in) Nu^bet ahA§dr fl FevdHd iUE§'^dr

of Kemiksizzade Safvet, which is no more than a

shortened copy of Safa^’i’s tezkere. Cf. In, I, 6, and the

unpubl. diss. (Istanbul, 1930) by Tahsin Banguoglu,

“^uara Tezkireleri,” p. 53. (iv) Te^Jcere-i §u^ard of

Silahdarzade which formed the basis of ^efjkat’s

tezkere. (v) MecmN^-i §u^ard ve Tezkere-i Udebd
(Istanbul, 1325) of Mehmed Seraceddm, which,

regrettably, was not available for consultation, (vi)

Suleyman Fehim’s Seflnet af-J^u<^ard (Istanbul, 1259),

which is a Turkish translation of the Persian tezkere

by Uevlet^ah- (vii) S. N. Ergun’s Tilrk ^airleri

(Istanbul, n.d.y, 2 vols., based almost exclusively on
past tezkeres and unfinished.

® This is especially true of the earlier tezkeres

which feature many more of these pre-Ottoman poets.

The first section of Latifi’s work, for example, deals

with several of these.
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reproduced here was gleaned, by and large,

from the biographies themselves and is

organized primarily with the purpose of

supplying information on their form and

contents as well as giving some general

facts relating to the compilers themselves.

1. SiHi (of Edirne), d. 1548; He§t

BiU§t, comp. 1538; m. 1400-1538.®

2. LATiM (‘^Abdullatif of Kastamonu),

d. ca. 1582; Tezkere4 comp.

1546; ca. 1400-1546.'^

3. ^Ahdi (Ahmed of Bagdad), d. ca.

1593; Gul§en4 §u'ard, comp. 1563; ca.

1520-1563.®

4. "Asm Qelbbi (Pir Mehmed of Prizrin),

b. 1519, d. 1571; Me§dHr a§’-§u''ard,

comp. 1569; m. 1400-1569.®

5. Kinalizade (Hasan Qelehi of Bursa),

b. 1546, d. 1603; Tezkere4 ^u’^ard,

comp. 1585; ca. 1400-1585.^®

6. Beyaki (Mustafa of Ruscuk), d.

1597; TezJcere4 i^u'^ard, comp. ca.

1595; ca. 1400-1585.^^

7. RiYlzi (Mehmed of Istanbul), b.

1572, d. 1644; Eiydz a^-^u'^ard, comp.

1609; ca. 1400-1609.^2

8. Riza (Zehir-i Marzade Seyyid Mehmed
of Edirne), d. 1671; Tezkere4 §u%rd,

comp. 1640; 1591-1 640.^®

6 HOP, III, 7; El(l), IV, 205; F. Babinger, Die
QescMchtsschfeiber der Osmanen und ihre Werke
(Leipzig, 1927), p. 67; TTY, p. 611. The first name
supplied in the above list is that by which the

tezkereci is best known. In parentheses are given any
other names or patronymics and places of origin.

Following the title of the work the date of completion
of the work and the period covered by the tezkere are

given.
7 HOP, III, 161; EI(1), III, 19; Babinger, p. 110;

lA, VII, 19; TTY, p. 697.

SHOP, III, 8; Babinger, p. 112; M. Tahir,

Tilrk §(iirlefi (Istanbul, n.d.), I, 261; TTY, p. 676.
9 HOP, LIT 7; lA, I, 696; TTY, p. 679; the

unpubl. diss. (Istanbul, 1952) by Faik Gozubuyiik,
“Asik ^elebi ve Tezkiresi”; EI(2), I, 698.

^O HGP, III, 199; EI(1), II, 1017; Babinger, p.
139; lA, cuz 63, 711; TTY, p. 588.

SO, IV, 379; «OM, 11, 98; Babinger, p. 140;
TTY, p. 682; see also n. 31.

12 SO, II, 426; ‘=OM, II, 183; EI(1), III, 1161;
Babinger, p. 177; HOP, III, 284; TTY, p. 605.

13 SO, II, 397; ‘=OM, II, 185; HOP, III, 201; EI(1),
III, 1153; TTY, p. 607.

9.

YuMisri (Mehmed Salih of Istanbul), d.

1662; Tezkere4 §u^ard, comp. ca.

1662; ca. 1600-1662.^^

10. GtiFTi ("Ali of Edirne), d. 1677;

Te§nfdt a§-§u^ard, comp. ca. 1669;

ca. 1600-1669.1®

11. MtxciB (Mustafa), b. 1671, d. 1726;

Tezkere4 ^u'^ard, comp. 1710; 1609-

1710.^®

12. Safari (Mustafa of Istanbul), d.

1725; Tezkere4 j^u'^ard, comp. 1719;

1640-1719.1^

13. Salim (Mirzazade Mehmed Emin of

Istanbul), b. 1687, d. 1743; Tezkere4

§u%rd, comp. 1721; 1687-1720.1®

14. Belig (Sej^yid Isma"il of Bursa), b.

1668, d. 1729; Nuhbet al-Asdr Uzeyl4

Zubdet el-Efdr, comp. 1726; 1620-

1726.1®

15. RlMiz (Hiiseyin of Istanbul), d. ca.

1785; Addb-% Zurafd, comp, second

half of eighteenth century; 1721-

1784.20

16. Eseae Dede (Seyyid Mehmed of

Istanbul), d. 1796; Tezkere4 ^u'^ard-yi

MevUviye, comp. 1796; ca. 1400-

1790.21

17. §EFKAT ("Abdulfettah of Bagdad), d.

1826; Tezkere4 §u%rd, comp. 1813;

ca. 1730-1813.22

^eyhl, “Veka=*i al-Fuzala,” Siileymaniye MS,
Be^ir Aga 479, 1, 548a; TTY', p. 614,

15 SO, IV, 76; =OM, II, 391; F. K. Demirtaf,
“XVII Asir ^airlerinden Edirneli Gtifti ve Te^rifat-ii^-

^iierasi,” Ttirib Dili ve Edebiyaii Dergi8% TLy 3-4

(1948), 193-221; TTY, p. 585,
16 Sf, fol. 381; Sm, p. 610; R, fol. 222.
i"^ HOP, III, 202; Babinger, p. 257; unpubl. diss.

(Istanbul, 1949) by Zekiye Sarak, “Safayi ve Salim
Tezkireleri iizerinde mukayeseli bir ara^tirma”;

TTY, p, 608.
18 SO, II, 3; 'OM, II, 335; HOP, III, 202; EI(1),

IV, 114; Babinger, p. 272; Sarak, ibid; TTY, p. 609.
19 HOP, IV, 117; Babinger, p. 263; lA, II, 489;

EI(2), I, 1166.
90 11, 48; Babinger, p. 315; TTY, p. 604.
91 HOP, IV, 207-211; Babinger, p. 319; unpubl.

diss. (Istanbul, 1940) by Rusuhi Baykara, “18ci

asir fiairlerinden Mehmet Esrar Bede; Hayati,

tasavvufi, edebi §ahsiyeti ve eserleri”; TTY, p. 582.

92 so, III, 151; ‘OM, II, 265; Babinger, p. 314, n.

l; TTY,p. 613.
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18. (Mehmed), d. m, 1796; Mir'dUi

§iHr^ comp. 1796; Ms contemporaries.^^

19. Es^ad (Mehmed of Istanbul), b, 1786,

d. 1847; Bdgge4 Safa-enduz, comp.

1835; 1722-1835.24
*

20. ^AEi'E HIkmet (Seyyid Abmed of

Istanbul), b. 1786, d. 1858; Tezkere-i

§u%rd, comp, ca, 1836;' 1589-1836.2®

21. FATiisr (Da’ud of Drama), b. 1814, d.

;
Hdtimet el-Mfdr, comp. 1852;

1722-1852,26

22. Tevfik (Melimed of Istanbul), b.

1843, d. 1893; Kdfile-i §u^ard, comp.

1873; i:ncomplete.2'^

23. ^x4Li EmIei (of Diyarbakir), b. 1857,

d. 1923; Tezkere4 §u'^ard-i/i Amid,

ca. 1878; principal poets of Diyar-

balar.2®

24. Ifal (ibniilemiii Mahmud Kemal), b.

1870, d. 1957; Son Asir Turk §airleri,

comp. 1930; 1852-1930.2^

With a few exceptional representatives

from the mystical dervi§ orders, and the

imperial palace (enderun) service, most of

the tezkere writers (tezkerecis) w^ere from

among the "learned” (‘^ulemd) class. Gen-

erally speaking, therefore, the tezkeres

may be taken as reflecting the mentality,

interests, and tastes of this class. Following

preliminary studies, a prospective member
of the ^ulemd would enter, by examination,

one of the many great medrese's of the

empire. Here he would follow a curriculum,

everywhere largely the same, including such

divers branches of knowledge as Arabic,

Persian, literature, philosophy, Jurispru-

dence, medicine, mathematics, and astrolo-

23 In, I, 78; Tahir, I, 29; TTY, p. 577.
24 Babinger, p. 364; lA, IV, 363; EI(2), 11, 714;

TTY, p. 603.
26 HOP, IV, 350; lA, I, 664; EI(2), I, 630; TTY,

p. 678..

23; «OM, II, 117; EI(1), IV, 727; In, I, 9.
'

^

a’^ BlClJ, II, 92; Babinger, p. 359; lA, IV, 628.

28 p; 402; In, I, 298; R, E. Ko^u,
Istanbul (Istanbul, 1959), II, 659;

EI(2), I, 391.'"
''

' 28 In, IV, 2201-.2242.

gy. Just as the limitations of the,numbers:

which could be accepted into these institu-

;

tions tended to, make of the successful

candidates an
,

intellectual elite in the:

empire, so, too, did the similarity of their :

studies and occupations throughout the
;

years of their studentships, and their,:

subsequent professional services provide
:

them with a common ba-ckground and :

create in them a uniformity of thought.

Those of the dervi§ orders, on the other
’

hand, with their otherw^orldliness and
their intense preoccupation with spiritual

values, were in striking contrast to the

^iilemd. While some members of this class

ans\¥ered the call to a spiritual life after

they had follow’^ed the training required

for other professions,'^^ most of them
entered one of the orders earlier in life

after receiving what must be regarded as

merely an elementary education. They
joined a tekke of a particular tarlkat m
murid’s and under’went training in litera-

ture, music, and religious subjects under a

§eyh wfliile serving their apprenticeships.

Once they had successfully passed the

various required stages designed to train

both the body and the mind to a rigorous

discipline and fulfilled aU the requirements,

they became full members of the order,

and were henceforth known as §eyh’s

themselves, devoting the rest of their lives

to contemplation.®^

30 HOP, II, 394-400; H. A. R. Gibb and Harold
Bowen, Islamic Society and the (London, 1967),

I, Pt. 2, 81-113, 139-64. As far as can be ascertained

the following tezkerecis underwent at least a mini-

mum of training of this kind in the traditional

manner: ®Arif Hikmet, *=A§ik Belig, Beyani,
Gufti, H^tnahzade, Latifl, Mehmed Es'^ad, Ramiz,
Riyazi, Riza, Sehi and Yumni.

33- One such case from among the tezkerecis is

that of Beyani, who left the legal profession and
became a ^eyl]i> of the Halveti order. Of. "^Ata^I,

J^addH^ al-HahdHk fl Tekmilet i^-i^akdHk (Istanbul,

1268), I, 356 and II, 466.
32 A. Golpmarh Mevlanadan sonra MevlevUik

(Istanbul, 1953), pp. 390-408; I. K. Birge, The
Bektashi Order of Dervishes (London, 1937), pp.
162-209; Gibb and Bowen, op. cit.j pp. 179-206.

Esrar Bed© is the only tezkereci knowm to have been
a dedicated member of an order.
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In contrast to both the ‘^learned” and

the ''contemplative” classes, the enderun

class was originally recruited through the

devfirme system, and its members spent

their adolescent years training in one of

the services of the palace. It was only at

this period that many of them began their

studies in the arts, sciences, and even in

the very languages of Islam including

Turkish, and some never acquired more

than a superficial knowledge of any of

these. Their training prepared them for

service as pages and ultimately for

administrative posts of power and distinc-

tion upon leaving the palace. Owing to

their foreign background and their training

designed to discipline them to loyalty and

to develop them physically, and on account

of their gaining knowledge of the Ottoman

language later in life, they constitute a

class quite different from the first tw^o in

outlook and feeling.®® Thus to a lesser or

greater degree, the tezkeres allow us to

assess not only the view-points and

Judgments of the tezkerecis as individuals

with their own predilections and idiosyn-

cracies but also that of a select corps of

biographers representing at least three

different approaches to the whole question

of poets and poetry in the Ottoman realm.

Intelligence of this broad and varied view

of at least one department of literature, it

need hardly be emphasized, is as important

as an awareness of the diversity of verse

33 Curriculiam of the Palace
School of the Turkish Sultans,” The, Macdonald
Presentation Volume (Princeton, 1933), pp. 305-26;
i. H. Uzun9ar§ih OsmanU Devletinin Saray Te§kildU
(Ankara, 1945), pp. 297-307; Gibb and Bowen,
op. c^^,, pp. 77-82, 331-60. From among the tezkerecis,

Safari and '=Akif were products of the palace school
system, though neither of them was recruited
through the dev^irme. Vois. IV and V of the Tdrili4
^Atd (Istanbul, 1292-1293) are to a large extent
anthologies of the poets of this class.

3^ It might be argued that Mehmed Es'=ad,

Tevfik, Fatin, '=Ali Emirl, and Inal represent yet a
fourth class because they compiled their works
during and after the penetration of European literary
concepts into Ottoman society.

itself produced by a variety of “classes”

of versifiers.

The tezkeres themselves form the chief

source of biographical detail on the

tezkerecis. Information relating to the

lives and works of the biographers may be

derived from this source in three ways,

(1) Although often less easily accessible

and certainly more difficult to locate

without a thorough examination, are the

numerous incidental or deliberate remarks

and interpolations made by the tezkerecis

within the body of their w'orks. This type

of detail is encountered most commonly

in the introductory portions of the tezkeres

usually in connection with the accounts

frequently given for writing the work in

the first place.®® There are also, however,

numerous short and long passages in the

individual notices which help fill out gaps

in the biographers’ fives. A casual state-

ment in connection with the appointment

of a poet to a certain town as an official or

relative to a relationship with a biographee

sometimes assist in tracing the movements

or establishing the ancestry or marital

status or identifying the informants of the

biographer.®® (2) Nearly all the biographers

were poets in their own right and as such

are mentioned in the works of colleagues

who were either their contemporaries or

their continuators. Notices on fellow

tezkerecis are often very useful in that

they frequently include evaluations of

tezkeres. These are most helpful in our

own assessment of a biographer’s standing

in his own circle or in that of following

generations of literary critics and like-

minded writers.®*^ (3) It is not uncommon
for a biographer to feature himself among

Latifi, '=A§ilj: and y^Ahdi are the best

examples of this.

3ex,^ p. 229; Ah, fol. 43a; K, fol. 298b; Sm, pp.
271-2; R, fol. 7a.

37 L, p. 237; Ah, fol. 124a; K, fol. i68b; B, fol.

54, and By, fol. 98a supply information on ‘^A^ik

gelebi, while A, fol. 247b; K, fol. 203b; B, fol. 65,

and By, fol. 1 12a can be used for details on 'Ahdi.
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the poets details of whose lives he seeks

tO' preserve for posterity, illthough at

times inordinately boastful, these entries

are detailed and presumably more

reliable.®®

The other sources which yield material

of a biographical nature on the tezkerecis

are the standard works specializing on the

lives of members of one or another of the

classes of Ottoman society. By far the

most rewarding of study in this respect is

the series devoted to the the

me§d^ih, and to a lesser extent the hatfdtm,

etc. Since nearly all the tezkerecis belonged

to the first of these classes, Ta§kopruzade’s

celebrated an-Nu'^mdniye and its

sequels by h4taT, §eyhi, and others are

indispensable for information on them.

Historical works, too, because some have

special sections of the vefaydt type or

simply sections devoted to poets who
flourished in each reign, and others

happen to cover periods during wdiich the

tezkerecis might have been prominent in

fields other than literature, maj^ be

regarded as useful sources. Also relevant

are the more recent general biographical

works such as the ‘^Osmdnh Mu^elUfleri

and the Sicill-i "^Osmdm which are them-

selves based largely on the older works

mentioned above. To this brief list of

source materials must be added the

thousands of anthologies of the mecmvJ^a

variety, study of which, however, is more
profitable for the verses they contain than

the few^ details they might give on the

lives of the biographers.

In spite of this array of possible sources,

our knowledge of the tezkerecis is most
uneven; while details about every appoint-

ment held by one may be found, even the

barest facts may not be had about

another. Generally speaking, the details

The following tezkerecis have their autobiogra-
phies in their tezkeres: L, pp. 297-98; B, foil. 18-19;

Sm, pp. 337-44; Ak, foil. 112-19, and In, IV, 2201-42.

which are available usually concern sucl;

matters as their descent, relatives, educa<

tion, mentors, the various offices and posts

which they held, etc. In short, those

external facts of an individual’s life

which are customary in all Islamic biogra-

phies. To a large extent, this limitation is

imposed by the nature—resembling, that of

a dictionary—of Islamic biography which

was originally considered as sufficient fori

its purpose as an ancillary to history to:

give that chronology of a person which ^

would allow the verification of an imdd or;

the establishme,nt of the authenticity of a

relation. Much the same approach is to be

observed in the tezkeres themselves,

especially in those produced before the

nineteenth century.

The methods used by the Ottoman
tezkerecis in classifying the poets indicate

both an early dependence on their Arabic

and Persian precursors as well as a later

gradual change in approach. Social stand-

ing, origin, or profession had tended to

determine the division of the versifiers

into classes {tahakdt),^^ While the Ottoman
originators of the genre by and large

followed the same concepts, their con-

tinuators preferred to treat the poets as

poets rather than as representatives of a

region, social class or professional group.

Sell! and ^Ahdi are the most obvious

examples to cite with reference to the

earlier tendency. The former’s approach to

this question is clearly indicated by the

title which he chose for his work. The
He§t Bihi§t h divided into eight parts,

each containing the poets ofa certain social

or professional group, or of a particular

time in relation to the author’s own age or

generation.^® The provincial ^Ahdi too

betrays similar views, although his Gul§en4

is divided into only four sections.

See Stewart-Bobinson, op. p. 62.

7,.

Ah, fel. 6a.
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Beginning with '^Apk ^elebi, the Ottoman

tezkerecis tended more and more towards

the view that the poets eonstituted a class

In themselves and should therefore be

treated in one section irrespective of their

other activities or social affiliations.^^

Generally speaking it can be said that those

Ottomans who felt the need to compile

works of this order followed '^A§ik (Jlelebi’s

example and listed the' poets in strict

alphabetical order, although, unlike him,

they chose to segregate royal poets in

clearly separate sections.^®

The most significant exceptions to the

above were three of the biographers who
had a completely different viewpoint as

regards the function and purpose of the

genre. To begin with, Esrar Dede w^as

responsible for completing an anthology

begun by the poet §eyh Galib.^^ By
adding data of a biographical nature to

the samples of verses Oalib had collected

for each of the Mevlevi poets represented

in his anthology, Esrar Dede, apparently

at the request of the famous §eyh of

Galata,^® transformed the anthology into

a tezkere devoted exclusively to the poets

of the Mevlevi order. ‘Akif also restricted

himself to the poets of a particular class

by listing only those who served in four of

There is no doubt that 'A§ik Qelebi would have
selected the more common liurilf-u tehcl system for

listing his poets. This is indicated in his introduction

where he states that during a conversation with
Latifi he told the latter of his intentions. He goes on
to claim, however, that, acting in bad faith, Latifi had
stolen the idea and decided to use the system himself

(A, fol. 40a). Having no alternative, was, it

would seem, forced to adopt the e6ced system in order

not to imitate Latifi (A, fol. 46b). Since Latifi is

most significantly silent on this matter, we have no
way of knowing his side of the story.

This is true of many of the tezkerecis; Latifi,

*'Ahdr, Kmalizade, Beyani, Kiyati, Kiza, Mucib,
and Salim placed those members of the House
of 'Osman who indulged in verse writing in a sepa-

rate section at the beginning of their works. Others
either treated all the poets on an equal footing in a
single section or ignored the royal poets altogether.

HOP, IV, 175-206; EI(1), II, 137; A. Golpmarh,
^eyh Oalib, Mayatiy sanah, §iirhri (Istanbul, 1953).

45E, foll..lb-2a.

the departments of the Enderun-i Hiim-

dyun where he himself, it would seem,

served for a time. Finally, "^All Emiri

Efendi, one of the last of the tezkerecis,

chose to limit his work to a discussion

of the poets of his own native town of

Diyarbakir.

The mahla§ or pseudonym of each poet

determined the position ofeach name in the

general alphabetical classification. With
the exception of very rare errors which

can probably be attributed to careless

copyists, the Ottoman tezkerecis adhered

rigorously to the alphabetical listing of

their choice whether it was the ebced or the

huruf-i tehcl varieties. In certain cases,

when the poet never took a regular

pseudonym, he was featured under his

given name instead.^® All the biographers,

however, follow the same pattern regarding

the royal poets and list them under their

given names or the names they assumed

on their accessions. In all cases, it should

be noted, chronology and not alphabetical

order determined the classification of the

sultan'

Literature of this type in the Islamic

East was almost invariably produced

under patronage and dedicated to the

great and wealthy in expectation of favor

and reward. There are no examples,

however, of such works having been

actually commissioned, and, as we shall

see further down, the initiative in compil-

ing the tezkeres seems to have arisen from

the authors themselves. Such a system

4® Ahmed Paaa (d. 1496) is one of many such
poets, Cf. L, p. 86; S, p. 20.

47 The same pattern was followed by many
tezkerecis, although in certain cases, the princes are

arranged in a section of their own irrespective of

chronology. Cf. K, foil. 32a-36b.
48 remarks in the introductions to these

works, it must be noted, indicate that the tezkerecis

were prompted to undertake to compile their tezkeres

at the insistence of friends. Such remarks, however,
are so much part of the tradition in Islamic literature

that it is probably safest to regard them as purely

conventional features of an introduction. Cf. L, pp.
17-21; G, foil. 11--5; §, fob. 6-7; F, p
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of patronage naturally determined a

certain locale for the works. The Ottoman

Empire had a number of cultural centers

to which most prospective beneficiaries

with a literary bend could repair. Any
provincial court presided over by a prince

serving his apprenticeship in preparation

for the difficult state duties which lay

ahead of liim,^^ or the residence of a

powerful local ruler, always attracted the

aspiring litterateurs of the realm. By far

the most important of these centers were

Istanbul, Ediriie, and Bursa, all of which,

at one time or another, served as the

capital city of the empire. In addition to

the more obvious reasons for collecting

tezkeres—such as monetary compensa-

tion, fame, and self-immortalization

—

there would seem to have been certain

other motives. The hiiman urge to continue

a class of literature must have played an

important role in the creation of these

works. It has already been stated that this

large collection of biographical and antho-

logieal material represents a continuous

body of literature which spans the whole

range of Ottoman poetic achievement.

When one takes account of the statements

of some of the compilers to the effect that

their own contributions in this field were

zeyVs (continuations) to collections already

in existence,^® one cannot dismiss the

probability that the tezkerecis were indeed

earnestly desirous of perpetuating a

literary genre which '1iad a practical and
historical purpose—^that of preserving the

facts relating to the lives of the poets and
the choicest of their verses.®^ To this may
be added yet another reason, the uncon-

trollable urge of the Ottoman to collect

verses for their own sake out of a genuine

Uzun^ar^ili, op, cit., pp. 116-30; A. B. Alderson,
The, Structure of the Ottoman Dynasty {Oxtovdf 1956),

PP.U7-24.
50 Eg, Sf, foil. 13a-b; Bg, fol. lb; ME, fol. 1; T,

,p. 3; E,.p.4;,In,,I,.13.
51 4; B, fol. 4; AE, fol, 4, etc.
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admiration for poetry and those who were

good at it.®^

While of less value than the biographical

notices which constitute the major portion

of each tezkere, the Mukaddime^s (intro-

ductions) which precede them deserve

some mention here. Not all of the tezkeres

which have come dowm to us w^ere ever!

completed and some lack introductions.^^

Generally, however, in addition to the well-

:

established features almost invariably to;

be found in Mukaddime’s, those which are

appended to this literary mode include

such material as the origins and varieties

of poetr}^ the characteristics of the poets,

surveys of preceding tezkeres, information

on the organization and scope of the work

being introduced, reasons for compiling
;

the work, details on the compiler’s own
;

life, the identification of the sources used,

the author’s views on contemporary
;

literature, and, very rarely, brief histories

of Ottoman literature. Mostly the earlier of i

the tezkeres are enhanced by introductory I

material which does more than merely
I

supply the readers with the tezkereci’s
I

apologetic justification for compiling his

work, or act as an indispensable guide to

the notices contained therein. Out of the

few that are thus improved by the in-

clusion of the thoughts of the compilers on

such matters as the contemporary standing

of poetry among the Ottomans, and the

status of those who practiced and lived by
the art of versification, one may easily

single out the tezkeres of Latifi and
"^A^ik Qelebi.

The former, who chronologically was
the second Ottoman to undertake a work

52 One need only thumb through the catalogs of
manuscripts in Turkish libraries and see the un-
believably large number of -mecmw'^a’s available to

be easily convinced of this.

53 Tevfi^’s tezkere stops at the letter ddl, and
^efkat’s has provisions for poetic samples which have
been omitted.

54 E.g., the tezkeres of ^Arif Hikmet, Mucib,
Eamiz, and Ylimni.
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of this genre, used his Mukaddime as a

forum for the exposition of his own views

on poetry and the poets. In Ms reply to

the alleged suggestion by a friend that he

compile a tezkere,®® he finds a pretext to

lodge a lengthy and bitter complaint

against the adduced literary injustices of

his age. He finally brings his remarks to an

end by claiming that all his protestations

were to no avail and that he had no choice

but to comply with his friend’s wishes,^®

Latifi’s criticism of the low poetic stand-

ards of his day, and his condemnation of

the apparent inability of the patrons of

the arts to adequately discriminate between

the true poets and the mountebanks, may
have been induced by his personal bad

fortune in not having been properly

recognized as a talented writer by the

powerful and the wealthy of his own time.

Be that as it may, the statements of his

reviewers regarding his high standards of

evaluation and fairness in judging the

merits of others render his remarks on the

literary climate of his generation both

significant and interesting.^'^

Unlike Latifi, ^elebi, who was

professionally more successful and less at

odds with the literary society of his day,

could perhaps meditate on the arts more

objectively. He does not state one of the

conventional reasons for collecting his

tezkere, a fact which allows us to assume

that Ms interest in the history of Ottoman
verse was probably solely responsible for

undertaking the task of producing one of

the best tezkeres. In the main, his intro-

ductory remarks consist of three parts; a

This friend is not actually named in the intro-

duction by Latifi, but we learn from a notice later in
the tezkere that it was ipacizMe Mehmed of
Kastamonu whose pseudonym was ^la'ifi (L, pp.
228-2 9). The same poet is also mentioned, probably
after Latifi, by Itinalizado (fol. 165b) and Beyanx
(foL 104). Cf. GOD, II, 460.

L, pp. 14-32.

'=Ali, “Kiinh al-Ahbar,” Suleymaniye MS, Esad
Efendi 2162, foL 498a. Of. A, foil. 145a-b; GOD, III,

28-30; HOP, III, 161-62.

history of literature, an account of the

last twunty years of his life, and a descrip-

tion of the tezkere. First he deals with

speech and how it distinguishes man from

animal, then he continues with a disserta-

tion on the superiority of poetry over

prose discussing, in passing, rhyme and

meter. Under the te§bib (exordium) which

follows, he gives a somewhat superficial

review of the evolution of literature

among the Ottomans from the time of

MurM I (1360-1389) to the middle of the

sixteenth century, laying particular stress

on the contributions of Suleyman the

Magnificent (1520-1566) and Selim II

(1566-1574) to the rapid development of

poetry and prose through their patronage

of the arts.®® There follows the inevitable

tazarru^ (self-abasement) and a description

of the hardships which he suffered by

being left an orphan at an early age. In

vainglorious terms he underlines his

perseverance in and application to studies

that led to the accumulation ofan immense

amount of knowledge which in turn made
Mm rank among the greatest men of the

realm. All this, he emphasizes, despite the

discouraging and disparaging judgments

ofthe critics ! Referring to earlier endeavors

in the field of tezkere-writing, he mentions

the Persian biographies of poets by
Devlet§ah, Cami, and the Turkish one by
Neva"’!.®® Among the Ottoman works of

this type, he cites Sehi and Latifi;®® he

extols the former for being the originator

of the genre in the Ottoman language and

A, foil. 21b-38b. Since this portion of the intro-

duction is divided into several parts each representing
a reign, it constitutes, in a sense, the section of the

Me§dHr a^-i^u^ard which, in other tezkeres, is set

aside for the praise and biographies of the imperial

poets.

For the roles of Devlet^ah, Garni, and Neva^*! in

the development of this genre in Islam, see Stewart-
Robinson, ci«., pp. 63-64.

Curiously enough he does not cite th.& Gill§en4

^u%rd of ‘^Ahdi which had been completed six years
before his. =A§ik does, however, indicate knowledge
of the existence of this work in his notice on its

compiler (A, fol. 246b).
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for the success of his He§t Bihi§f) but.

confines his comments on the latter to

their dispute over the alphabetical classi-

fication of the poets in the tezkeres. Then

^A§ik Qelebi goes on to give an account of

the years he spent in various localities in

service as a judge. He adds that although

during this period the drafting of his

tezkere was left in abeyance he never

ceased to collect information for it which

finallyallowed him to complete it in the year

1569 and call it the 3Ie§dHr a§-§u%rd,^^

As already indicated, such instructive

and revealing Alukaddime’s as the fore-

going two examples are exceptions rather

than the rule when this body of literature

is taken into consideration as a whole.

The compiler’s conception of a tezkere as

regards its coverage and purpose deter-

mined to some extent both the contents of

the Mukaddime^B as well as the substance

of the individual biographical notices.

Some of these works seem to have been

conceived with the idea of an anthology

in which the choice verses of the poets

were collected together into one work, and
in this respect resembling the mecmu'^a or

gonk types. Some were composed with the

precision of a reference book with no
attention paid to polish in either language

or format. Some authors, on the other

hand, regarded the form as a pretext for

the display of their own literary abilities

and endeavored to produce samples of

ornate and artistic prose or to write

tezkeres in verse. Yet all the tezkerecis

attest an enduring admiration for poetry

and an interest in the lives of those who
were skilled in this art. For the purpose of

demonstrating the unique value of this

continuous assemblage of information on
the Ottoman poets, the rest of this survey

A, foil, lb-47b. For equally lengthy introduc-
tions, see K, foil. lb~21b; Sm, pp. 3-52; In, I, 3-20.

ICmalizade’s tezkere is the best example of the
ornate prose, while Griifti has the distinction of having
Composed the only tezkere in verse.

will contain an identification of the prov-

enance of the material utilized by the

tezkerecis followed by a brief itemization

of the type of biographical detail available

on the biographees in the notices.

The Sources

As far as can be ascertained from state-

ments in the tezkeres, three principal

sources were available to the tezkerecis in

their search for pertinent details on the

poets: (1) Previous tezkeres; (2) secondary

documentary sources, and; (3) oral sources

of one type or another.

(1) There was a strong desire throughout

Ottoman literature to achieve the con-

tinuity of certain genres. This stimulated

the composition of works dealing, to a

large extent, with subjects of an historical

and biographical nature.®^ Both the

historians and the biographers demonstrate

an awareness of the need for an unbroken

chain of recorded facts. Hence historical

works by the vakdH’-nuvis, biographies of

famous men who belonged to the "^ulemd

and me§d^ih classes, and the tezkeres

under consideration, all of which categories

are sustained and brought up to date by
writers who have endeavored to continue

one literary form or another by means of

zeyVB. This feature, characteristic of all

such works, furnished some ofthe tezkerecis

at least with a fairly easily available

source of information. Furthermore, the

frequency of the production of tezkeres

during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries created a considerable overlap in

coverage. As a result, many of the poets

who flourished during that period are

represented in the works of severartezkere-

cis the latter of whom were able to make
use of preceding tezkeres as sources.

It should be noted in passing that works dealing
with biography are often considered to belong within
the sphere of history and are grouped as such in the
catalogs of collections in the libraries of Turkey. Cf.

the remarks of C. Cahen in Lewis and Holt, op.
p.VT.-'
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While not ail the biographers considered

it necessary to acknowledge indebtedness

to a predecessor,®^ there is enough evidence

in the tezkeres themselves to demonstrate

conclusively that the genre itself acted as a

primary source.®®

(2) As for the poetic citations which are

traditionally appended to each biographi-

cal notice in almost all the tezkeres, they

were derived mainly from the mccm^'^a’s

and divan's. The latter of these two

anthological forms served also as a source

for personal details on the poets.®®

Longer poems, especially the memevi's,

were occasionally consulted by the tezkere-

cis, who extracted verses from them for

inclusion in their works whenever appro-

priate,®'^ Among the biographical works

available at one time or another, which

must have been regularly consulted and

extensively used for information but which

are seldom referred to by the tezkerecis,

are to be numbered the more substantial

biographical series which began with the

§aM^ik an-Nu’^mdniye, While it is incon-

ceivable that any serious and conscientious

tezkereci could ignore the wealth of

material available in the aforementioned

work and its continuations, there is very

little factual evidence in the tezkeres

indicating that they were systematically

utilized.®® Biographical works dealing

Comparisons of tezkeres sometimes reveal

strikingly similar passages such as those on the poet
'A^ki in the tezkeres of Sehi (p. 136) and “Ahdi (fol.

130b). Furthermore, ^malizade incorporated many
of 'Afik 9el©hi’s statements into his own tezkere.

65A, foL 94a (Celili); K, foil. 126a~b (Zeyneb
Hatun); Sm, p. 262 (Ra^id); E, fol. 25a (Dervia

Hayati); ME, fol. 72 (Piri); AH, fol. 38b (§afPi).

By, fol, 46a (Ca^^fer ipelebi) et passim. Of all the
tezkerecis, Biya2i seems to have been the one who
had access to most damn’s. Cf. also Bg, fol, 71b
(f^abili); E, fol. 106a (DervI^ Vehbl-yi I^adim).

fol. 94 {§emsi-yi ‘=Acem); By, fol. 68b
(Hamdi); Sf, fol. 465 (Vaii).

^eyhfs hitherto unpublished zeyl, for example,
has a section on the poets at the conclusion of the
reign in which these poets flourished. These biogra-

phies are usually very brief, but in every case verses

are quoted. Cf, K, fol. 69b (Haci Hasanzade Cami);
E, fol. 47a (Be^ki ‘AlrDede).

with special classes of people, such as

deTv%§'s, artists, and calligraphers, on the

other hand, were used by a few tezkerecis.®®

Histories also, one would assume, must

have been sources to which the tezkerecis

had frequent recourse. One of the charac-

teristics of Ottoman historical works is

that they abound in biographical informa-

tion on statesmen and other prominent

figures such as the more famous of the

poets.'^® These are mentioned either in

connection with political or social events

or in special addenda at the conclusion

of chapters devoted to particular reigns.

Yet remarkably few tezkerecis make
specific allusions to historical works or

declare that they have used them as

sources for biographical data."^^

(3) The tezkere writers could not rely

entirely on textual information in their

attempts at piecing together the biogra-

phies—^bare enough though some of them
are—of the numerous poets and poetasters

they included in their tezkeres. Either

because all those who had indulged in the

art or pastime of stringing verses were not

famous enough to be included in previous

biographical works of the tezkere variety

or others, or in histories, or because they

had lived and flourished at too recent a

period to feature in any work, the tezkere-

cis had, perforce, to record details acquired

verbally from those who had known them.

That the first tezkereci Sehi was faced by
such a research problem is made very clear

in the section of his introduction reserved

for an examination of his sources. Since he

could not avail himself of the benefits of

E, foil. 17b-19b (Sakib Dede) et passim; ME,
fol. 42 (Bari'i); AH. fol. 38b (§ani).

*^0 Ahmed Pa?a (d. 1496), Ca'^fer gelebi (d. 1514),

and Nedim (d. 1730), to mention a few. For an inter-

esting discussion of the relationship of biography to

history in Islam, see F. Rosenthal, A History of

Muslim Historiography 1952), pp. 16, 85-94.
AJ- The classic example is “All’s still unpublished

iCwnA See also, n, 68.

72 jc, fbl. 278a (Necatl); AH, fol. 38b
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textiiaT sources he had to rely on either

verbal or hearsay information There is

ample evidence that Sehi’s continuators

also used similar sources of information,

though in many cases the related state-

ments are so vague that one cannot rule

out the possibility that a written source

was used.*^^ The poet himself was some-

times used as a source, especially for poetic

samples. Poets in their own right, the

tezkerecis must have been in contact with

other poets, and furthermore, as literati,

they had access to the meeting places of

members of the literary circles of their

times. But only a few tezkerecis indicate

that they personally knew any of the

poets on whom they were collecting facts.

Curiously, it is ^Ahdi of Bagdad, who was

not a permanent resident of either

Istanbul, Edirne, or Bursa, -who refers to

his having personal knowledge of more

than one poet he includes in the Gul§en-i

the document which contains

much of the research which he conducted

in Anatolia between 1552 and 1563.’^®

The Contents

The length of individual notices in the

tezkeres ranges from a few words of

introduction barely sufficient to identify

the biographee to several pages containing

detailed personal data on his life and
works. The following list of the contents

of these notices and the verse samples

: S, p.7.

,

The itinerant *=Ahdi (fol. 44b, “U^uli Bfendi,”
et passim) had many opportunities of hearing about
certain poets during his journey into Anatolia. Cf. A,
fol. 252b (Ferdi); B, fol. 232 (Valihi); K, fol. 70b
(GVfer ^elebi); Ry, fol. 7a (Kemal PafazaUe Ahmed);
Sm, p. 144 (tlmidi); E, fol. 104b (Dervif Lebib).
Beyani indicates in one of his notices that “hearsay’’
information came directly from the poet concerned
(fol. 137). Sometimes a member of the poet’s family
was used as a source. Of. Sm, p. 110 (Qelebi Efendi).

Poll. 12a (Temerriid ^All Pafa), 21a (Perviz
Efendi), 133b ('Arifi) e« passim, Oi. K, fol. 59a (Baki);

Sm, p. 228 (isma'il Hakki); R, fol. 115 (Resa).

Ah, foil. 4b-6a where the author presents
details on his sojourn in Rum.

which accompany them represent but a

general survey of all the available tezkeres

as a corpus. Consequently, an item which

is a consistent feature of a majority of the

tezkeres may be totally absent in a few,

while another may be a rarity and appear

only in one tezkere.

1. Titles of notices and nomenclature:

Each notice is headed by the mahlas or the

given name of the poet. While the pseu-

donym is almost alw^'ays the title of the

notice in those sections of the tezkeres

where the poets qualified for inclusion

only because they had written poetry, in

the tezkeres where the author has chosen

to list sultan'^, statesmen, administrators,

or the me§a'ih separately, the given name
is more often used as the title of the notice.

In such cases, the pseudonym—if assumed

—is inserted in an appropriate place

within the notice itself.'^'^ Most of the

biographers make a point of supplying

the given name of the poet in addition to

the pseudonym. When the given name was

not available or unknown, one has only

the place of origin ofthe poet to distinguish

him from others who might have selected

the same mahlas Some can be more

accurately identified only from their

lakab's (nicknames) though these often

constitute additional identification for the

poet. There were certain Ottoman poets

who had changed their pseudonyms in

later life, in such cases the biographers

used the last pseudonym assumed as the

title of the notice and mentioned the first

pseudonym somewhere in the narrative.'^®

S, p. 13 (Bayezid); Ah, fol. 23a (Mehmed
9elebi); K, fol. 30a (Selim III); B, fol. 14 (^ehzade
Bayezid); Rz, p. 9 (Murad III); M, fol, 1 (Sultan

Murad); Sm, p. 58 (Mustafa I); Bg, fol. 2a (Ahmed
Ijtan); E, fol. 5a (Al;:imed Dede).

Such is the ease of Ma'nevi of Salonika (A, fol.

171a; K, fol. 261a; E, fol. 107b), and of Ma'nevi of

Konya (A, fol. 171a; E, fol. I08a).

K, fol. 220a (Figani). Latifi, who lists the same
poet (pp. 267-68), did not apparently know about the
earlier pseudonym of Hiiseyni. Cf. B, fol. 209 (Nami);
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One other detail pertaining to nomenclature

wMcli is frequently found in the notices

throws light on the various reasons some

poets gave for selecting a particular

mahlas.^^

2. Origins: While the place of origin is

almost always mentioned in the notices,

the manner in which this detail is presented

frequently gives rise to vagueness and

ambiguity. The more consistently en-

countered cliches used in recording this

important detail about a poet^s life do not

lend themselves to accurate interpretation.

They could be references to the towns in

which the poets were born, to 'the towns

they went to reside in subsequently, or to

the towns in which they flourished and

became known as poets. There are, how-

ever, some examples in which the poet’s

place of birth is clearly identified and even,

though more rarely, distinguished from

the locale in w^hich he lived later.

3. Ancestry: In keeping with the tradi-

tion so characteristic of Islamic works of

an historical-biographical nature, the tez-

keres abound in statements intended to

help establish the identity of a poet by
reference to his ancestry. Although there

are instances of lengthy recitals of genea-

logical details—especially when an illustri-

ous forebear is involved— by and large

entries regarding pedigree are brief and to

the point. These rarely go beyond the bare

identification of the poet’s father by means

oi the Mnye (patronymic).®^ Occasionally

Sf, fol. 70a (Ta’ib); Ak, fol. 53 (dbadi); E, fol. 106a
(Deryi? Meyal); fol. 37 {§ervet); ME, fol. 27
(Emin); AH, fol. 7a (Pertev).

sog; p. 135 (Kandi); L, p. 274 (Kandi); A, fol.

105b (Ha^imi); Rz, p. 35 (De^ti); Sm, p, 374 (§eref).

®^S,p. 81 (Revani); L, pp. 79-80 (KemalPa^azade);
Ah, fol. 56b (BasM); A, fol. 128a (Tab'll); K, fol. 50a
(Aftabi); B, fol. 209 (Necati); Sm, pp. 119-20

(ibrahim Giilfeni) ; B, fol, 4b (Ahmed Dede)
;
ME,

fbl. 4 (Ahsen); Ak, fol. 25 (NAzif); fbl. 30a
(Rifiji). : .

A, foil. 161b-162a (Mubyl); Sm, p. 605 (Misli).

S, p. 125 (Fikri)
;
L, p. 224 (Sun'll Bey); Ah, fol.

51a (Ehli); K, fol. 61a (Bezmi); B, fol. 56 (Husrev);

this routine in the process is reversed by

an aUusion to the fact that the subject of

the notice was the father of a distinguished

son.®^

4.

Births and deaths: It stands to reason

that the individuals who qualified for a

place in the tezkeres did so only after they

had uttered their verses or become known
as poets. Since this presumably very rarely

happened until long after their births, and

since even in recent times records con-

cerning births in the Near East were

traditionally non-existent, it is hardly

surprising to find that the tezkeres are

far from satisfactory sources on this

phase of a man’s life.®® They are infinitely

more informative regarding the deaths of

the poets. Details on these events vary

from tezkere to tezkere®® and from poet to

poet. As a rule, however, entries relative

to this subject include precise dates,
®'^

very approximate dates,®® place of death®®

or of burial,®® and cause of death. ®^

Ry, fol. 53a (Haleti); Rz, p. 40 (RiEati); Y, fol. 17

(<=Arif); G, fol.* 69 (Sadik); Sf, fol. 383a (Medhi); Bg,
fol. 31b (Remzi); R, fol. 167 (Tahir); E, fol. 33a
(Halis Ahmed Dede); fol. 87 (RefF); ME, fol. 162

(§akir); Ak, fol. 25 (Nazif); AH, fol. 34b (Siirurl);

T, p. 76 (Peyami); F, p. 231 (Sa4b); AE, fol, 64
(Talib); In, IV, 2015 (Zihni).

L, p, 108 (Ca^^fer ^©lebi); K, fol. 67a and B, fol.

38.

Sm, p. 100 (Ahmed Yahya) et passim. Cf. A,
fol. 366b (Zati) where the poet himself is identified as

the source.

It is evident that not all the tezkerecis consider-

ed data of this nature valuable. Giifti, for example,
does not record deaths, the earlier tezkerecis seldom
do, while Riyazi almost always does.

8'^' Sm, p. 184 (Ta=ib); R, fol. 232 (Nedim); In, I,

238 (Cevdet Pa?a).
8® Examples of this kind are too numerous to cite.

They include an identification of the reign during
which death took place, an approximate time within

a certain year, or simply a statement indicating the
time when the poet was last known to have been alive.

88 As a few representative examples one may cite:

A, foil. 122a-b (Hasan) et passim; fol. 60a
(Hayreti) et passim; Bg, fol. 23a (Ragib) et passim;
AH, fol. 6a (Efgan Bey) passim.

88 Ry, fol. 15a (Ebussu’^ud); Rz, p. 16 (Ehli); Sf,

fol. 26 (<=Adem Dede); Sm, p. 109 (Ahmed Dede); E,
fol. 111a (Naoi Dede), etc.

81 Ah, fol. 138a (Fuzuli); R, fol. 232 (Nedim);
Ak, fol. 102 (Hamid); ME, ibl. 238 (Kihali).
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^. Education and teachers: Many of the

poets listed by the tezkerecis appear to

have qualified for a biographical notice

solely by virtue of the fact that they had

said a line or two of verse. A significant

proportion of each tezkere is indeed made
up of references to men to whom their

biographers could ascribe only a heyt, or a

portion of a gazel, or a chronogram at

most. These 'lesser” poets of the Otto-

mans were so little known that the

tezkerecis either did not consider it

worthwhile to mention their educational

backgrounds and the teachers under whom
these were acquired, or, as seems more

likely, had no way of obtaining details on

this aspect of their lives. Furthermore,

many of the biographees who fall into this

category belonged to social groups which

did not normally receive more than a

very elementary education. Among such

groups one may number the various

branches of the imperial armed forces and

in particular their lower echelons, the

tradesmen, craftsmen, merchants, and

farmers. Yet information of this kind

relative to the so-called educated classes,

sometimes, is also defective. These classes,

and especially the ^ulemd, underwent

prolonged and rigorous training in the

medrese's before they could attain their

positions of responsibility. Despite this,

the tezkerecis, in general, have remarkably

few details to offer concerning the educa-

tion of these men. Most tezkerecis omit

any reference to the exact type or extent

oftraining received. This may be so because

of the similarity of curricula and length of

training required from each candidate

for office. One may argue that there was

no need for the tezkerecis to elaborate

once they had stated that a certain

biographeehad been granted his muldzemet

(eligibility for office), or hildfet^ or had

left the palace school to serve in the

provinces (ta§ra gikmaJc), It was presum-

ably obvious to the. potential reader what
these scholars

,

had been through, and the

entries relating to these matters were

made accordingly.®^ This lack of adequate

and precise information on the education

of the poets is partially compensated by
the fairly consistent recording of the

names of the principal teachers involved.

This is certainly the case in the longer

and more detailed tezkeres where one can

find the name of at least one teacher.

6. Professions and careers: It follows

from the remarks made in the previous

section that the tezkeres, even the brief

and "unpadded” ones, are useful for

determining the social class or professional

group to which the poets belonged. Infor-

mation of this order is in the form of

citations ranging from single words like

"judge,” "physician,” "janissary,” etc.

to slightly more elaborate sentences like

"because he was proficient in the science of

medicine, he was employed in that

capacity.”®® As far as can be ascertained

the poets featured in the tezkeres represent

every conceivable social class or profession-

al group, many of the mystic orders, and

The earlier tezkerecis like Sehi and Latifi and
the authors of some of the shorter tezkeres of later

periods do no more than identify the section of society

to which the poets belonged. Cf. S, p. 65 (Nizami) et

passim^ L, p. 194 (Suzi) et passim^ Ah, fol. 50a

(tlmidi) et passim; Rz, p. 49 (Sinani) et passim; Y,
fol. 22 (Mezaki). For examples of more detailed

entries, see K, fol. 46a (Ishak Q^lohi) et passim; E,

fol. 13a-b (Mehmed Berri) e^ passim; and the more
modern, Western inspired citations such as In, IV,

2062 (Ziya Gokalp). One conspicuous exception to the

general trend followed by the more traditional

tezkerecis is Salim’s unusually long list of data on
Es'^ad ]0[6ca’s education (p. 78).

93 S, p. 67 (Humami); L, p. 103 (Behari); Ah, fol.

78b (Hulusi); A, fol. 210a (Sa=di); K, fol. 235b

(Kevgeri); B, fol. 91 (Seyyidi); Ry, fol. 43b (Sani

Bey); Rz, p. 50 (Sipahi); Y, fol. 4 (Abi); G, fol. 32

(Hamdi); M, fol. 11 (Durri); Sf, fol. 102 (Hamdi); Bg,

fol. 20a (Razi); R, fol. 134 (Siraci); S, fol. 16 (Es<=ad

Calib); ME, foL 132 (Hallmi); AH, fol. 22b (Zikri

Baba); T, p. 102 (Gonani); F, p.l48 (‘'Ali Riza Pasa);

AE, fol. 112 (V&hib); In, II, 701 (dlmi). Since the

tezkeres of Esrar Bede and ’^Akif are restricted to

certain professions and classes this discussion does not

apply to them.
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versifi.ers of every walk of life in the

Ottoman Empire; all treated equally by

the tezkerecis. However, hardly any

references are made to non-Muslim groups

who might have produced poets who

became famous in stringing verses in

Turkish.®^ Information concerning the

careers of the poets includes an occasional

allusion to the place of appointment, the

date at which this took place, and the

date of dismissal or retirement from it.

While mention of one office or post is

usual, the detailed listing of posts held

over a period of years is most uncommon.^®

7. Characters and appearances of the

poets: There is very little to be found in the

tezkeres by way of detail on the physical

appearances and the characters of the

poets. A number of vague expressions

which might be true and accurate de-

scriptions of the poets are used so indis-

criminately, it would seem, and are so

often repeated that they are undoubtedly

devoid ofany real significance. Discounting

the numerous passages which are at times

quite out of proportion to the average size

of the notices and which are written in

very dithyrambic terms describing the

persons and natures of the poets, there is

next to nothing resembling character

analysis. Such expressions as
'

'pleasant

disposition” or "charming nature” are

used with so little discrimination that they

cannot be regarded as reliable. These

would appear, rather, to apply to most
literary men, and to be standard terms

describing the class and not any particular

poet. One should point out, however, that

there are some rare and refreshing passages

which are so emphatic and so totally

unlike the expressions referred to above

See AE, fol. 56 (Sirin).

One such rare example of detailed listing is that
given for ishak qelebi by Salim (pp. 67-68), who
traces the poet's career step by step for the years
1703 to 1717.

both in meaning and language that one

may not dismiss the possibility that they

are serious attempts at recording accurate

and objective descriptions.®® There were

few poetesses in Ottoman society who
were sufficiently conspicuous in literary

circles to warrant mention in the tezkeres.

Those who were selected for inclusion,

however, must have presented the tez-

kerecis with certain problems; cliches

that were appropriate in the case of men
were obviously out of the question when

describing a woman. Mihri’s®'^ "unusual”

habit of enjoying the company of men, to

give one example, forced Kmalizade to go

out of his way to assure the reader that

the poetess indulged in this without

blemishing her honor.®®

8. Additional biographical, anecdotal, and

incidental material: The marital status of

the poets does not appear to have been

deemed important enough to receive the

attention of the biographers. The out-

standing entry of this order is made by a

tezkereci who mentions the marriage

contract, names the bride, and even

identifies her father.®® The same eighteenth-

century tezkereci provides us with one of

the rare examples of the non-literary

talents of a poet who was apparently

proficient as a builder and exterior deco-

rator.^®® By way of another illustration of

an isolated detail of a biographical nature,

we might mention the description of the

murder of a poet. The tezkereci was

probably prompted to dwell on the incident

because of the unusual circumstances

surrounding it.^®^

96 L, p. 112 (Sani), who is followed by K, fol. 67b
and B, fol. 38. Of. Ah, fol. 161 (Kevserl); K, fol. 65a
(Ani); Rz, p. 26 (Haleti).

97 D. 1506, see GOD, I, 306-09; HOP, II, 123-35;

EI(1), HI, 490; lA. VIII, 306.
98 266a. Of. also the comments on the same

lady in S, p. 122; L, p. 320; A, fol. 173b; B, fol. 200.
99 fpl. 327 (Fenayi).
109 cit. fol. 322 (Fenni).
101 L/p. 112 (Sani).
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The compilers of the longer tezkeres

occasionally enlarge their notices by

including in them anecdotal material

which is frequently most instructive and

undoubtedly adds to the value of the

notices. These supplementary and di-

gressional insertions usually come under

such sub-headings as Latife (Jest), or

Mutdyebe (Pleasantry). That not ail of

these can be characterized as mere padding

may be demonstrated by referring to two

such examples. There is the case, for

instance, of the suggestion that since

both Ahmed Pa§a^^^ and Ahmed of

Gallipoli wrote poetry under the same

pseudonym there was the possibility of

confusion between the two. When asked

for his reaction to this, Ahmed Pa§a is

reported to have replied; ‘'As long as they

do not attribute his empty words to me, it

does not matter ifthey ascribe my excellent

words to him.’*^^^ Or again, the case of the

versified rebuttals to a beyt uttered by an

unnamed poet who was not particularly

complimentary to the city of Edirne. Out

of these rebuttals the tezkereci singles

out as the best the one made by the early

Siileymanic poet SagarL^°^ Even if in a

minor way, both these examples make a

contribution to our knowledge of Ottoman

poetry. The former records the evaluation

of a minor poet by Ahmed Pa§a, while in

the latter we have the judgment of a

tezkereci concerning the talent of another

minor poet. Such digressions undoubtedly

render the notices—often very dry and

repetitive—more pleasant to read and
even entertaining.

In addition to material of a purely

102 gob, I, 198^205; HOP, II, 40-69; lA, I,

187-92;, EI{2), I, 292.

B, p. 86 (Ahmed-i Burn!); GOB, I, 206.
1°'* For other interpolations of various types, see

Ah, fol. 86b (Biyazi); A, fob 262b (Ferdi) et passim;
K, fol. 44a (Ahmedi) ei passim; By, fol. 138a (Nami)
et passim; Sm, pp. 125-26 (Ulfeti) et passim; F, p.

353 (Kani).
105 L, pp. 181-82. Of. GOB, I, 244; HOP, II, 370.

biographical nature, the tezkeres contain

observations of an incidental character

designed, it would seem, either to inform,

or to display the versatility and erudition

of the tezkereci, or to supply some relief

from the more mechanical process of

recording facts about the poets. These

observations almost always relate to

poetr3^ or the poets, but occasionally they

reveal that the biographer was prompted

to make them by considerations not

directly related to the subject of the

notice. Esrar Dede’s definition of a tech-

nical term pertaining to the derv%§ orders,

and his remarks concerning the granting

of fiefs to the poets by the sultan's , or

‘^A^ik ^elebi’s instructive comments on the

financial dealings of some poets are but

a few examples of the range of informative

material preserved in this collection of

biographical works.

9. The literary activities of the poets: No
serious biography would be complete

without some reference to a subject’s

contribution—whether in prose or in

verse—to the general literature of the

society in which he lived, and the tezkere-

cis make an effort to fulfill this require-

ment. The more conscientious among
them attempt to record as many as

possible of the known literary products of

the men and women they pass in review,

and on very rare occasions even offer

their personal evaluations of these works.

These catalogs, some of which are lengthy

and detailed, of contributions which

they ascribe to the biographees include

prose works like histories,^ lm§iye's or

§erh'B (commentaries), W(xZe’s(essays) on a

fol. 68b (Bervls Sahib) and fol. 41a (Bervi?

Bede) respectively.

A, fol, 367a (Zati) eil passtTn.
108 K, fol. 237a (Lamhi); A, fol. 265b (Fuzuli); By,

foil. 60a-b (Zatl); Bz, p. 40 (Rif'ati); ME, fol- 67
(Belig).

108 L, p. 81 (Kemal Pas^azade); A, fol. 183b

(Ne^ri) ei! passim; Sf, fol. 271 (‘=AbdI); AH, fol. 44a
(Zlarif).
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variety of topics,, a multitude of original

or imitative verses (naztre's), and transla-

tions of all t3^es.^^° It should be noted

too that we are sometimes informed about

tezkeres in these passages which are no

longer extantd^^

10. The poetic citations: Even a brief

descriptioUj such as is being given here, of

the contents of the Ottoman tezkeres

must include some comment on the more

anthological facets of these works. What-

ever their ulterior motives may have been,

the tezkerecis’ declared purpose in com-

piling these tezkeres was, after all, the

preservation of the verses of the poets as

well as the collecting of facts relating to

their lives. As was the case in many of the

other aspects of the tezkeres thus far

considered, in this also there is a good deal

of variation in both substance and size in

the presentation of these verses. In the

main, it can be said that the more famous

figures in the history of Ottoman poetry

not only have a much wider selection of

their verses recorded but are also given a

considerably larger representation. This

is undoubtedly owing to the fact that

many more of these prolific poets had

collected and were already better

represented in the mecmii'^a's which served

as sources for the tezkerecis. This gave

them a greater selection of source material

to draw upon. Consequently we may assume
that they were in a better position to

exercise more discrimination in their

choice of verses and so tended to record

only the best and most characteristic

verses of a poet. We may even go one step

further and suggest that any examination

of the critical appreciation and judgments

S, p. 43 (^©mseddm Ahmed 9®^ebi); L, p.
192 (Sinan Pa?a); Ah, fol. 23b (Kami Efendi); A,
foil. 177a-b (Necafci); Ry, Rz, p.
104 (Visali); Sf, fol. 251 C^Azm); Sm, p. 68 (Ishak
Efendi) are a few of the many examples which could
be listed.

Sf, fol. 264 (^izzeti); AH, fol, 7a (Pertev) and
foi. 21b (Mir Dani§); ME, fol. 68 (Pertev).

of the tezkerecis could be fruitful if based

on the brief but often telling introductory

remarks which the tezkerecis make in

presenting this material. Such an investi-

gation could lead to a more or less correct

appraisal of the critical standards, tastes,

and preferences of not only the tezkerecis

but also of other Ottoman literary critics.

At any rate, the circumstances which

governed the selection of verses by the

tezkerecis made it possible for them,

when necessary, to restrict their illustra-

tions to single couplets. In the more

substantial tezkeres, however, we find

that sometimes entire gazeVs or a signifi-

cant portion of a kaside or of a mesnevi

might be recorded. There are numerous

mtsrd's inserted wdthin the narrative

which constitutes the substance of the

notice. These seldom represent a poet’s

talent. More often than not, in keeping

with the Islamic tradition, they serve to

justify a point made by the biographer or

to associate an event with a line of poetry

once uttered by a famous poet. All the

tezkerecis consistently give sam|)les of

verses at the conclusion of each notice.

The beyt is the most frequently recurring

example, and when such a couplet is

part of a gazel or ka§%de, it often represents

the mafIxT which could be the best couplet

of a poem.^^2 Among the other verse forms

which are found in the tezkeres, we may
mention the kifa, ruhdH, muhammes,
ta^rih, mu^ammd, lugaz, naH, Biid

In the foregoing descriptive analysis of

HOP, I, 81. For some examples, see S, p, 47
(Fahri); L, p. 239 ('^Abdi); Ah, fol. 48b (Agehi); K,
fol. 107b (Dervi^); Sm, p. 356 (Se'^Id); F, p, 222
(§em'i).

S, p. 53 (§ey:hi); L, p. Ill (Temennayl); Ah,
fol. 38a (Suleyman Efendi); A, fol. 113b (Vusull);

K, fol. 220b (Figani); Ry, fol. 137b (Nadiri); Rz, p.

105 (Veil); Y, fol. 11 (Sani); G, fol. 60 (^ehdi); M,
fol. 26 («lll); Sf, fol. 299 (Futuhi); Sm, p. 99 (Emin);
Bg, fol. 39a (SQzi); R, fol. 137 (Salim); E, fol. 14b

(Dervif Pervane); fol. 37 (Servet); ME, fol. 54
(Bezmi); Ak, fol. 19 (Yaver); AH, fol. 66b (LamPi);
T, p. 65 (Behayi); F, p. 331 (Fitnet Hamm); AE, fol.

64 (Taiib);In,I, 88 C=lkif Pasaj. ^
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the tezkeres no attempt was made to

evaluate them as source materials of a

critical nature demonstrating the judg-

ments of the individual tezkerecis or

reflecting the literary standing of particu-

lar poets among their peers and subsequent

critics. However, even the most cursory

examination of the tezkeres would indicate

that they could prove to be a beneficial

area of initial investigation to assess the

Ottoman notion of criticism and literary

standards. Such an investigation would

necessarily have to be preceded by the

systematic isolation, definition, and evalu-

ation of the seemingly vague, ambiguous,

and often confusing terms utilized by the

tezkerecis both in the biographical notices

and in their remarks introducing the verse

samples. As indicated earlier, it was not

wdthin the purview of the present article

to undertake such a task.

Despite their inadequacies, "which are

relative and evident only in comparison

with the completely different modern

Western concepts ofbiographical literature^

these tezkeres constitute an invaluable

source for Ottoman poetry. Supple-

mented by information within the folios

of a variety of biographical works pro-

duced by the Ottomans, and comple-

mented by anthological collections of

which there is an abundance in Turkish

and other libraries, this hitherto little

known and badly appreciated body of

literary material can form the basis of

more extensive and conclusive studies on
Ottoman dwan poetry. These works were

the productions of people who cared

about literature and availed themselves

of this only genre allowed to them by
tradition to write about it, and who,

within these limits, frequently succeeded

in achieving some measure of objectivity.

Cf- Mehmet Halit, “TeskerelerveTeskereciler,”
H€iya% evil (1928), 44-45 where a completely
negative and unjustified evaluation is presented.

The biographies of poets are further

relevant to any serious study of Ottoman
literature because they act as guides and

indexes to the literary generations. Had
these not been available even under

present conditions, it would have been

necessary to create them. This task would

probably have been impossible given the

methods of Oriental book production and

the state of even the most accessible

records. This would have resulted in the loss

to us of many significant Ottoman poets.

The majority of these tezkeres are still in

manuscript form and, in addition, the obvious
divergencies which are evident in numerous recen-

sions of some of them call for the scholarly prepara-

tion and publication of critical editions of these.

Since several of them appear to exist in the form of

unique manuscripts, such an undertaking should not
prove too difficult as regards some. As for those wffiich

are already in print, these are undoubtedly publica-

tions based solely on one or two of the many manu-
scripts which are available for each work and therefore

fall short of the standard required for reliable and
accurate texts. As, furthermore, these editions are no
longer obtainable, new critical editions of all the

Ottoman tezkeres are more than ever desirable and
urgently needed.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON T. G. ALLEN’S EDITION
OF THE BOOK OF THE DEAD*

LOUIS V. JS.ABKAEf Loyala University, Chicago

1 HIS translation of the Book of the

Dead, long awaited by- Egyptologists,

represents an outstanding scholarly

achievement for which we wish to con-

gratulate its author. Seventy Oriental

Institute Museum documents, ranging

from the Eighteenth Dynasty to the

Ptolemaic-Roman period, are listed, des-

cribed, and translated in this book. The

list comprises seven papyri, the earliest of

which is from the Twenty-First Dynasty,

a large collection of ushabtis, three

stelas, three mummiform coffin fragments,

a shroud, and a statuette.

By far the greatest part of the book is

devoted to the description, translation,

and photographic reproduction of the two

longest and most important papyri of the

Oriental Institute Eg3rptian collection,

that is the hieratic Papyrus Ryerson

(OIM 9787) from the Persian-Ptolemaic

period, and the hieroglyphic Papyrus

Milbank (OIM 10486) datable to the

Ptolemaic period.

In the selection and arrangement of its

spells, style of writing, and type of errors

Pap. Ryerson (R) is similar to another

Persian-Ptolemaic hieratic papyrus, Louvre

3079 (L), and Dr. T. G. Allen aptly suggests

that both papyri, R and L probably go

back to a common ancestral manuscript.

Here we wish to add that the Vatican

hieratic papyrus I ^ (V) also belongs to the

* The Egyptian Booh of the Bead Documents in the

Oriental Institute Museum at the University of Chicago
(“Oriental Institute Publication,” Vol. LXXXII;
University of Chicago Press, 1960).

^ Referred to in T. G. Allen, Occurrences^ pp. 40 f.;

for the description of the papyrus see O . Marucchi, J?

same family. As our recent study of the

unpublished papyrus has revealed, simi-

larities between V and R are so many
and often so minute that it is to be assumed

that V goes back to the same source

common to both R and L. As a matter of

fact V shows such close textual and

grammatical parallels with R that some

of the rare grammatical constructions

noticed by Allen in R occur in V as well.

One of the most important of these is the

preposition followed by a Mm.n.f
form, a usage not found in Gardiner’s

Gr. § 171, 4.^ It is interesting to note that

this form occurs in the Ryerson, Vatican,

Louvre, and Turin papyri, thus sub-

stantiating Allen’s observation.

A parallel study of these texts would

give us a good insight into the whole

process of transmission of their common
original source, but a more detailed

discussion of these matters wiU be reserved

for another occasion.

As already mentioned, the text of R is

hieratic, with a few hieroglyphic occur-

rences^ and a note in demotic added to

Spell 140.^

The hieroglyphic Papyrus Milbank (M)

is Ptolemaic as confirmed by Spiegelberg,

Mdller, and Naville ® and probably belongs

grande papiro egizio della bihlioteca Vaticana (Roma,
1888).

2 Allen, op, cit,, p. 27 and p. 98i, BD 17.

3 Spell 148 , PL XLVI, Spell 161, PL XLIX, Spells

191-92, PL L.
4 It will be remembered that there is a demotic

marginal note on PI. LX, Spell 144 of the Turin
Papyrus which has been studied by W. Spiegelberg in

ZlS» LVIII {1923), 152 f.

3 Cf. Alien, op, oil, p. 40.

75
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to the same family as the Turin (T)

Papyrus published by Lepsius in 1842,®

although the order of M’s spells frequently

differs from that of T, and the “doublet

spells” of T are for the most part omitted.

In the long (67 pages) description of the

Oriental Institute Documents Allen gives

a paleographic, orthographic, and gram-

matical analysis of the manuscripts which

serves as a useful guide throughout the

reading of the two papyri as well as other

documents of the late period.

The author’s translation provides some-

what of a novel and refreshing experience;

it brings to the Book ofthe Dead a modern,

sometimes even a vigorous tone—qualities

rarely encountered in the translations of

this branch of mortuary literature. Thus,

to mention a few examples: hil is the

“metallic expanse,” is the “turban,” ®

H H is translated as a good nautical term,

“halyard-bag,” ® while iwty is simply

“nobody.” We find the author’s transla-

tion ofstsw Sw as “the uplifted ofShu” —
meaning the expanse of the sky—an

improvement over the generally accepted

translation as “the supports of Shu,”

Allen’s mastery of language is especially

reflected in the translation of proper

names; it suffices to read Spell 162 to

appreciate the amount of linguistic versa-

tility, combined with the study of parallel

Hebrew loan-words, which went into its

translation.

The translation is explained by notes

following each of the speUs. These notes,

often very copious, mainly serve to justify

the adopted translation. There is no doubt

® The Turin Papyrus has been recently translated

into Italian by Boris de Raohewiltz, II Ubro dei morti

degli (Milano, 1958), and reviewed by
G. Boeder in LV (I960), 478 f.

7 RD 17, 16, p. 90 and 95.

^ BD 149a, pp. 38, 258.
® BD 99b, pp. 36, 172.
10 RD 18, 7, p. 102.
11 BD 17, 9, pp. 89, 90, 98ah.
12 Cf. Gardiner, Gr. § 402A, p. 380, n. 3.

that they greatly facilitate the study of the

text; frequent references to the standard

text of the empire versions as well as to

coffin texts whenever these are available

are also very useful.

Allen did not include any commentary

in his translation. This is certainly a

defensible and safe procedure justifiably

adopted in a field of such vast speculations

as reflected in the work of the glossators

of Spell 17. Not infrequently the text is so

corrupt that no commentary can be given.

Cryptic and mystical interpretations some-

times proposed certainly do not enhance

the progress of our studies in this field but

complicate even more the issues by pro-

jecting them into an uncontrollable sphere

of thinking.

The problem with the Book of the Dead
is that even a good translation like Allen’s

does not always help our understanding of

a context. There is a certain indispensable

minimum of interpretation which can

hardly be left out of such an important

work. While historians of religion or

literature wiU undoubtedly enjoy reading

the h3nnns to the sun-god in Spell 16,

many of them, including Egyptologists not

well versed in the field ofEgyptian religion,

will be at a loss trying to understand the

statements and the glosses of Spell 17—to
mention just one and not the most obscure

spell. Now, no .one knows this better than

AUen, who through his studies of parallel

occurrences has given us an invaluable aid

towards a better understanding of mortu-

ary texts. We are confident that his

forthcoming popular edition of the Book

ofthe Dead will contain more commentary

and thus enlighten the uninformed reader

on some problems of this extremely

intricate branch of Egyptian literature.

On rare occasions some explanatory

notes are given, and they are very useful.

We wish there were more, regardless of the

somewhat increased volume of the book
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which would have resulted from further

additions.

An important reference to a study of an
expression repeatedly occurring in Spell

161: ''Re lives, the turtle dies,” should be

included in Allen’s notes. The expression

has been recently noticed on an Eighteenth

Dynasty sarcophagus from the necropolis

at Soleb in Nubia, and the "turtle”-

theme occurrences in the mortuary texts

down to its representations on the walls of

the Greco-Roman temples (Edfu, Dendera,

Philae) have been discussed by B. van der

Walle.^^

We cannot here enter upon the discussion

of many problems connected with this

admirable book and shall restrict ourselves

to two points: the concept of eternity, and

the concept of man in ancient Egypt.

The existence of two separate words for

eternity in the Egyptian language has

long challenged Egyptologists to try both

to define the precise meaning of each of the

words and to indicate their specific

difference.

Here we wish to give a short history and

a brief critical analysis of recent interpre-

tations of the two terms in the hope that

our ideas may stimulate further philologi-

cal investigation.

Sir Alan Gardiner in his commentary on

the '‘Hymns to Amon from a Leiden

Papyrus” observes that dt and nhJi

though elsewhere identical in meaning are

here opposed as "eternity in the past”

and "eternity in the future.”

13 XI (1963), 147 f.

1^ La Nouvelle Clio, V (Bruxelles, 1953), 173-89.

ZAS, XLII (1905), 18, n. 2. Gardiner does not
explain why the text on which he based his distinc-

tion between the two concepts (“Thebes removeth the
two ends of everlasting and of eternity’’’) has the two
words in inverse order: in w^st in.st pk.wy n nhfy n dt.

Furthermore, R. Caminos’ study of the similar expres-
sions {Osorhon, pp. 51 and 53: “Thebes is eternal and
everlasting is her lord,” “I know indeed that Thebes is

eternal and everlasting is Amun,” Urk, IV, 164, 5 f.)

would suggest that a better translation for in would be
“bring (together)” rather than “remove,” cf. Wb., I,

636, 19j seep. 17, 1.

In his study of a Ptolemaic inscription

on the second pylon of Karnak, E.

Drioton^® interprets the expression dr dt

as referring to eternity in the future and

on this earth ("tons les pays etrangers

sont sous ses sandales pour Feternite”)

and criticizes Gardiner’s explanation ac-

cording to which pertains to eternity in

the past.^*^

G. Thausing in a somewhat longer study

of the two %¥ords argues that dt indicates

"Jenseits und die Nacht,” and nh^

"Diesseits und den Tag.”^®

Abd el Mohsen Bakir, not satisfied with

Miss Thausing’s interpretation, proposed

his own, according to which '‘nhh connotes

the concept of infinity associated with the

time before the WDrld, as we know it, and

its life came into being, whereas dt refers

to the other infinity which we associate

with eternity, that is the time when the

temporal world comes to an end.”^®

In 1944 H. Schafer made a brief remark

about the Egyptian concept of eternity,

stating that the Egyptian language appar-

ently never used the words and dt in

reference to the past.^°

A more substantial study of the various

concepts of time and eternity was made
by E. Otto,^^ who cautiously prefers

description of the two terms to their

definition. Thus, according to Mm, nhh
can be described as "die unaufhoriiche

Wiederkehr des Gleichen,” "die Endlo-

sigkeit der Zeit,” "die Unendlichkeit”;

16 XLIV (1944), 151.

Even if we accept Drioton’s translation, based

on H. Junker’s study of the preposition dr {Die

Politische Lehre von Memphis, pp. 24-26), it is clear

that it cannot be established on the basis of this sole

example whether dt indicates eternity in the past or

in the future.
^8 Milanges Mdspero, I (1935), 35-42; repeated in

Der Auferstehungsgedanhe in dgyptischen religiosen

Tariew (Leipzig, 1943), 7 ^

^

^

19 JEA, XXXIX (1953), 110 f.

^^NAWO (1944), 108 f., Anm. 41.

91 “Altagyptische Zeitvorstellungen und Zeit-

begriffe,” in Die Welt als Ceschichte, XIV (Stuttgart,

1954), 135-48.
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as ''die Bauer/’ "das Bleibende, das

Unveranderliche” (p. 145). Further, nhh is

often connected "mit der Vorstellnng des

Aiifangens,” and dt "mit der des Beendet-

oder Begrenztseins.” Another character-

istic of the two concepts of eternity is

that "die rz.M-Ewigkeit ist in Jahre

eingeteilt,” while ''dt is ungeteilt und

unteilbar.”

In 1956 E. Hornnng called attention to

some texts in which both nhh and dt

appear to have not only temporal but

spatial connotations as well/^ an observa-

tion made earlier by K. Sethe.^^

S. Morenz in his book on Egyptian re-

ligion briefly discusses the two words

for eternity and returns to H. Schafer’s

interpretation. In Morenz’s words, both

nhbh and dt are "im Laufe der agyptischen

Geschichte durchaus auf die Zukunft hin,

also auf die ewige Bauer nach vorwarts

orientiert.”

L. Christophe in a study of two epithets

of Rameses IV proposes to translate

and dt occurring in the phrase ''n hr

Tihdi twt hr dt (lit.: "beau dans la possession

de r^ternit^, gracieux dans la possession

de la perennite) as the "white crown

(hd.ty Sbiid the "double crown {shmty)''

respectively. According to Christophe nhJi

and dt would be abstract ideas signifying,

in this instance, concrete terms, analogous

to the example of the Book of the Bead 17:

means day, dt means night.”

Finally, Allen in his translation of the

Book of the Bead considers Otto’s

interpretation of nfdi and dt preferable to

that of Bakir and translates nh\ as

"endless occurrence,” and dt as "change-

lessness,” However, this translation does

22 zAS, LXXXI (1966), 31 f.

23 Komm,, 11, 170.
24 Agyptiache Eeligion (Stuttgart, 1960), pp. 178 f.
25 Ljl 204-10.
26 ggjiQ Egyptian Booh oj the Dead Documents in

the Oriental Institute Museum at the University oJ
Chicago (Chicago, 1960) p. 112, b.

not appear consistently throughout the

book; the author occasionally returns to

the conventional translation of the two

words as "eternity” and "everlastingness.”

The observations proposed by these

scholars contain much that is correct,

but several of their statements call for

comment.

To begin with, the fact that both nhh

and dt occur in connection with words

expressing the same or similar temporal

limitations, e.g.: hit, "beginning,”

hnty, "period,” hm, drw, "end,”^® renders

Otto’s distinction somewhat questionable.

Furthermore, we find the two words for

eternity used in a parallel and synonymous

manner without any distinction in meaning

e.g.: "Regnal year one, beginning of nhh,

beginning^® of dt, celebrating millions of

jubilees, hundreds of thousands of peaceful

years and the life span of Re.”®° On the

Nauri stela we read: "Regnal year four,

first day of the first month of the Winter

Season, beginning of nhh^ beginning of

joy, hundreds of thousands of peaceful

years, millions of jubilees on the throne of

(Hor)akhti, (beginning) of dt, in the king-

ship of Atum.”^^ Huy, the viceroy of

Kush, addresses Tutankhamun: "May thy

father Amun protect thee with millions

of jubilees; may he grant to thee nhh as the

King of the Two Lands, and dt as the ruler

of the Nine Bows.”®® The “Marriage

27 Lit.: “receiving’*; for this meaning of hp mQ K.
Sethe in ZAS, LXVI (1931), 2, n. 4, and the example
in ASAE, LII (1954), 339: Atum is “beginning of

nhh and beginning of dt {Mt nhhAsp dt)f^ cf. Wh., IV,

533, 11-15. It would seem that hU nhh Ssp dtw&s used
as an idiomatic expression.

28 yor occurrences consult t)i&Wdrterhuch, Beleg-

stellen.

28 gee n. 27.
20 Beign of Sety I, cf. K. Sethe, Zoc. ciU, p. 3.

oiSeen. 27.

oagethe, loc. cit., p. 2; cf. XIII (1927), 196;

S. Schott, AUdgyptische Eestdaten (Wiesbaden, 1950),

pp. 67, 79, and 93.

33 Urk. IV, 2069, 14 f.; Davies-Gardiner, The
Tomb of Huy {^'The Theban Tombs Series,” Vol. IV),

p. 29 and Pis. 19-20. For an identical occurrence of

nhh Si'll*! see viceroy Iwny’s inscription at Abu
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Stela” of Ramesses II tells ns that the

entire land of Egypt spoke to Re: ‘‘Grant

to him eternity [rthh) in the kingship, that

he may shine for ns every day like your-

(self) . .
.
give him eternity {nh^h) like

(that of) thy son Seth.”^^ Sety I prays

that Osiris may grant to him “eternity

{n]i]]t?i in the kingship of Re and prolong

his years by millions.” He also asks of

Re to grant his son Ramesses “eternity

{dt) upon the throne of Horns of the

living . . . spending the eternity {nhli) of

thy lifetime {iri nJih as king of

Upper and Lower Egypt . .
.
grant to him

eternity upon earth (nl^h tp tl) like (that of)

Khepri,” “double for him the lifetime of

thy son Horns,” he asks of Osiris. “Behold,

Re said in the horizon of heaven: grant

eternity everlastingness (dt), millions

(of years) of royal jubilees (to) the son

of his body, the beloved Ramesses-

Meryamun.”®®

It is difficult to see how these texts can

be quoted in support of the proposed

definitions and interpretations of nfbJi and

dt. In a typically Egyptian hyperbolic style

both and dt are used synonymously

and interchangeably to introduce the

beginning of a long reign, a new era of

restoration, stability, and prosperity which

will endure without end. That is all we
can derive from these texts. It is also

evident that Drioton’s remark cannot be

accepted without further qualification.

Contrary to his statement, in the last

Simbel, on the right side of Nefertari’s temple. The
example in the tomb of Ramesses VI (A. Piankoff-
N. Rainbova, The Tomb of Rammsos VI (New York,
1954), Pis. 35 and 62, p. 24) reads: . nhh as the
King of the Two Lands, dt as Re in the sky”; in JSJdfu,

III, 334-5; . . TC^i^as the King ofthe Two Lands, . . .

dt upon the throne of Horus.”
XXV (1925), 199 f.; cf. Abou-Simbel,

StUes de la terrasse (Centre de documentation et
d’6tudes sur I’histoire de Tart et de la civilisation de
I’ancienne Egypte), C 17, 4, 16.

35 LI (1951), 199 f.

36 Gauthier, La grande inscription dedicatoire

d’Abydos {IFAOy “Bibliotheque d’Etude,” IV [1912]),

pp, 21 f.; AER, III, §281.

quoted text the word for eternity in the

future and on this earth is nhh {nhlf tp tl),

and not dt.

There are texts, however, which would

appear to justify Otto’s statement that

nhh may refer to the beginning and dt to

the end. Thus in the tomb of Sennefer we
read: “Bringing New’- Year’s gifts, the

beginning of nhlf, the end of dt, together

with ail the beautiful moments which he

offers to his majest}^.” ^7 Cairo calendar

of Lucky and Unlucky Days begins: “The
beginning of nhh, the end of dt.'^^^ In the

Book of the Dead occurs this phrase:

‘'Nhh is completed, dt is taken possession

of” or “may be completed and dt

taken possession of.”®^ Sennefer’s gifts

to the king established the New Year as an

era of perpetual offerings which wiU know
no end. The opening sentence of the Cairo

Calendar perhaps wants to say that

effectiveness of prognostication will endure

forever, from the beginning to the end;

perhaps it also means that what it contains

was always true, from the beginning of the

world and will be so until the end—^partly

justifying Bakir’s interpretation of this

text. The quotation from the Book of the

Dead probably means that the dead is or

may be in firm possession of nhh and dt,

that is completely possessed of eternity.

Nhh is here said to be completed, finished,

just as in the preceding cases dt is said to

have an end. This may be an idiomatic

expression, a figure of speech, a case of

antithetical parallelism meaning: when
nhljb is completed, may dt begin. But it is

hazardous to use such short, disconnected

expressions to form any definition of the

Egyptian concept of time and eternity.

That a contradiction is involved here—the

beginning and the end of eternity—^never

occurred to the Egyptian mind. The same

VrJc.y IV, 1417, 6; ndt-hr n wpt-rnpt hit

nhh phwy dt hn'^ mnw nb nfr hrp.n.f n hmf.*

'^^ ASAE', XLVIII (1948), 425: hu’nhh phwy dt.

BD 110, 14: hts nhhit dt (Naville, II, p. 251).
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''contradictions” are met with in other

languages, classical as well as modern,

whenever philosophical connotations of

time or eternity are not observed. Whether

the Egyptians had any clear idea of the

"end of the world” as stated by some

scholars remains a debatable question.

If they did, there is no textual evidence to

show that M would pertain to the order of

things existing "when the temporal world

comes to an end,” as stated by Bakir, or

to the "Jenseits” as opposed to ''nKh-

Biesseits,” proposed by Thausing. Thaus-

ing’s translation of the well known phrase

iw ph.nA tl r nkfit, hnm.n.i tl n as

"nachdem ich das Land bis zur Biesseits-

Ewigkeit erreicht habe, vereinigte ich mich

mit dem Lande der Jenseits-Ewigkeit,”

can hardly be accepted. In addition to

some grammatical difficulty (can iw pi^.n.i

be translated "nachdem ich erreicht habe?)

the texts like Urk,, IV, 1453 {spr.kwi r

niwt nt nhib) and Urk., IV, 1470 {iw.i

U.kwi r niwt nt nhh) show that nlih refers to

the "Jenseits,” not "Biesseits.” The same

can be said about the quotation from the

Pyramid Texts {Pyr. § 412a) to which most

of the scholars who discuss the problem of

nJih and dt significantly refer. In a certain

sense the text does confirm Otto’s as weU
as Thausing’s interpretations, according to

which nhh indicates the beginning and this

life, dt the end and the after-life. However,

in the emphatic statement pi W.
nkt^h dr.f pi dt, "Onnos’ life-span m nldh, its

end is both terms nlih and dt are

used to stress the idea of the unending life

of Onnos, comprising his earthly life as

well, because, after all, Onnos "did not

die, he departed alive,” as Pyr, § 134a

says. We would hesitate to say anything

Cf. Otto, loc. p, 142; S. Schott in AnaZecto
Bthhca, XII, 319-30 (“Studia Biblica et Orientalia,*''

Vol. Ill, Oriena Antiquus, [Rome, 1959]),

BD 15, see p. 20, n. 4.

Otto’s translation: “Die Lebenszeit des Onnos
ist die Unendlichkeit {hh]^), sein© Be^enzung ist die
©wige Dauer (dq.”

more about the meaning of this text and

doubt that Bakir’s interpretation ("Onnos,

like the gods, came into existence when
the earth was still unknown”)—-well

attested elsewhere in the P3n’amid Texts,

e.g., §§ 1040b, 1466c—can be derived from

this particular quotation.

In connection with the discussion of

Pyr. § 412a we wish to quote a text from

Philae carved on two blocks of stone one of

which was found between the Roman gates

and the rear wall of the temple of Isis, the

other built into the Coptic church (PI.

XXIII). The text, which accompanies a

representation of the falcon on the pedestal

addressed by the ibis-headed Thoth, had

been restored by H. Junker to read:

"(Bein Konigtum o. a.) ist Ewigkeit

{nhlb), deine Lebensdauer Ewigkeit {dt),

deine Jahre werden in diesem Hause

gezahlt.” If we adopt Junker’s restora-

tion and translation, we would have an

example of the use of dt in reference to the

life-span of the falcon, quite contrary to

the statement of the Pyr. § 412a, in which

nhdi is said to be the Pharaoh’s lifetime. If

we now apply Otto’s interpretation of

nhh and dt to our example from Philae, we
would obtain a meaning according to

which the falcon’s kingdom would be an

"unaufhorliche Wiederkehr des Gleichen,”

which—in view of what we know about the

falcon cult in the Ptolemaic times—is

quite understandable; but can the falcon’s

life-span be called "das Bleibende, Un-

veranderliche, die ewige Bauer,” even if

the sacred falcon at Philae as well as that

at Edfu was replaced at death by a new
representative of the same species? Would
we not rather expect a vice-versa pre-

dication of the falcon’s life-time and his

kingdom in harmony with the statement

about Onnos’ life-span and its duration?

This should warn us against categorizing

43 cf. Porter-Mosa, VI, 253, and our PI. IV.
44 XXVI (1912), PL II, p. 61^
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the meaning of the two words, as vaguely

known to us as they probably were to the

ancient Egyptians.

We must say, however, that Junker’s

restoration does not convince us. No trace

of a mutilated text can be seen on his

photographic reproduction of the described

scene, and the composition of the relief as

well as the arrangement of the inscription

does not, seem to call for a restoration. In

other words, what we read under Thoth’s

left arm is: nl^h %ha.h dt^ which can be

translated: and dt are thy life-span”

or: is thy life-span forever.” Thus

what we have here would be another

example of the interchangeable use of nhh

and dt, as it occurs in the quotations already

discussed. Be that as it may, there is a

definite example of the word dt in reference

to the lifetime of the deceased—we
are sure that a patient collector could

find more—and it occurs in a coffin text

of the Twenty-fifth or Twenty-sixth

Dynasty. It reads: “Truly eternity (dt) is

thy lifetime, thy years will not be separa-

ted from it.”^^ It would seem, however,

that 7ihh occurs more frequently in connec-

tion with (lifetime) than does dt. To
add one more example we quote from the

Book of Traversing Eternity, which ends

with the words: “Thy lifetime is nT^di-

eternity, thy kingdom, i^-eternity, thy

period (that is the period of thy lifetime)

is indestructible, thou remaining young

eternally.”^® Another reference to nlih, and

from the above-quoted collection of the

coffin texts is of dubious value. Thaus-

§t ’^¥w,k nn $k rnpwt.k H. Gauthier,

Oercueih cinthropoMea des pritrm de Moniou, Cairo,

1913), I, 2i and 35. f.

Ity nfyJi nsyt k dt tinty,k pw ikm-ak iw.k

rnpw r n]kfy §t, E, Bergmann, Das Buck vom Durch-
wandeln der Ewigkeit {SUzungsberichte der Kaisert.

Akad, der Wiss., m, LXXXVI, [Wien,
,

1877]), 11..

75-77,
'

of, p, 391 ;
of. and correot Budge’s

,

transcrip-

tion in o/ Dead, III (London, 1910), 157.

H. Gauthier, op. cit., XI, 434, Coffin Nr. 41065.

Thausing translates this text; “Du durchfahrst den
Himmeh indem du den sohaust im Horizont in der
Zeit der und der nhfyJ" Note inverse order of ^t &nd

ing’s quotation from the Book of Travers-

ing Eternity (“du vereinigst dich mit dem
nhh w^enn er am Tage aufgeht und mit dem
dt wenn er eintritt In der Nacht”)^® in

which the two words for eternity are

personified^® and followed by determina-

tives of a god simply means that the sun-

god is the lord of yihh as well as dt, as W.
Wreszinski correctly observed;®® it also

means that is sometimes associated

with the day, and dt with the night, as

stated in the above-mentioned gloss to

Spell 17 of the Book of the Dead: “AM

7ihh. Having more closely examined the coffin in the
Cairo Museum we are not certain of the correctness of
Gauthier’s transcription of the sign Thausing
omitted any reference to the negation preceding m
{m U, “in der Zeit”). A comparison with similar

references on the coffins of the same collection (II,

224, 271, 300 f.) will reveal that we are dealing with a
corrupt text and that no argument can be based on it.

Hrnn.k nhh hft wbn.f m hrw dt Jip grli

(with erroneously repeated nM-sign before ^/c./ ?)

see Bergmann, op. dt., 1. 26, cf. p. 378; cf. and
correct Budge, op. cit. p. 153.

For nhh as an epithet of the sun-god see Mond
and Myers, The Bucheum, III, Pi. XLIII, No. 13, 5
(translation in II, 12); “Mayest thou see NhJi when he
shines forth by day, and when he enters in by
night”; the same phrase occurs on PI. XLIII, No, 14,

11 (translated in II, 14). As for nhh as an epithet for

other gods see If6., II, 302, 11-16, For the personifi-

cation of nhh and ^t see A. Piankoff, The Shrines of

Tut-ankh-amon, (“Bollingen Series,” XL, 2 [New York,
1955]), fig. 47 opposite p. 143: the god nhh and the
goddess dt supporting the sky with two poles; the
inscription reads: “I know the name of the two great

gods, they are nhh and Nhh is personified as a
god, dt as a goddess consistent with the description of
the gender of the two words in Sinuhe B 212: nhh nn
drw.f dt nn hnty.s, cf. Gardiner, Grammar, § 109, This
rule, however, has not been strictly observed, as can
be seen from the above-quoted example from The
Bucheum in which both -words nhh and dt are referred

to by masculine suffixes, and from the reference to

Vrh., IV, 164, 5 f. (cf. p, 6, 15) made by L. Christophe
{loc. cit., p. 210) in which, at least metaphorically if

not actually, Thebes is identified with nhh and Amun
with dt.

Nhh and dt also appear as personified attributes of
the king. In a scene at Edfu we see the falcon-

headed god Nbt> with the sun-disk presenting the

king the n^h-sign and the god Dt with the atef-crown
and the Osirian beard giving the king the dt-sign. The
text reads; “(O King Ptolemy) the great Ennead is

assembled in thee; nbb is at thy right, dt is at thy left;

Horus and Thoth purify thy majesty, and the-two»

wht>-are-great-of-magic are between thy eyebrows,”

Bdfu, III, 334-35, PI. LXXXI.
so zIS, XLV (1909), 117 (“Herr der Ewigkeit”

and “Herr der XJnendlichkeit”).
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means day, and dt means night.” Further

association of nhh with “Diesseits,” and

dt with '‘Jenseits” does not seem supported

by textual evidence.

In contrast to the statement that nhh

and dt are generally used in reference to the

future (Schafer, Morenz), and to Gardiner’s

observation that dt indicates eternity in

the past and eternity in the future, we

quote a few examples from the late

period®^ in which nlih certainly refers to

the past and dt to the future. In an Edfu

text we read about ^'the Lord of the uni-

verse from eternity until today, and from

(the time of) the falcon until the end of

eternity.”®^ In another text from Edfu

occurs the phrase ‘'from eternity to the end

of eternity,”®^ and in still another, “from

this day to the end of eternity.”®^ Bakir is

therefore correct in extending the meaning

of to the past, although it seems futile

to try to define more closely the limit of

this past; the ancient Egyptians never

engaged in such philosophical speculations,

and no trace of them can be found in their

vocabulary.

Finally, Otto’s assertion that d^-etemity

is “ungeteiit und unteilbar” and nMi-

eternity “in Jahre eingeteilt” as stated in

an Edfu text,®® we contrast with another

Edfu quotation in which dt appears to be

“in Jahre eingeteilt.” The text asks that

the king may be as powerful as Ee is

powerful “in his years of eternity,”®® It

61 We could not detect any semantic changes in

the long history of usage of nhh and d% consequently

examples from all periods of Egyptian language are

validly used.

Nb him dr nhh r min dr Drty r km dt, Edfu, IV,

56, 2; cf. XLIII (1945), 105, n. 1.

i)r nhh r km dt, Edfu, IV, 12, 1.

pr min r kmdt, Edfu, VII, 8, 6,

Edfu, yX, 61, 6; cf. Alliot, Le culte d^Horus d
Edfou au temps dm PtoUm6es, II (1964), 706; add
here the example from the time of Nectanebo (ASAE,
LII £1954], 380): “I give thee the years of eternity

(rnpwt nhbh), together with life and prosperity,” and
cf. II, 300, 9 nM).

M rnpwt,/ dt, Edfu, VI, 95, 47; of. Alliot, op.cit.,

p. 616; for the “periods of eternity dif* see

Allen, op, ciJA, Spell 99c R Sl, p. 173.

thus seems that both nhft as well as dt

could be divided into years, or, as yet

another Edfu passage puts it: “May his

years be millions, his periods hundreds of

thousands: may nhh and dt be upon his

throne.”®'^

Allen’s translation of n^h and dt as

“endless occurrence” and “changeless-

ness” poses some problems. To be sure the

concept of eternity may encompass both

the idea of “recurrence” and that of

“changelessness” as well as some other

connotations—all depending on the defini-

tion of time and eternity which a culture

and a worldview hold. Evidence for both

meanings can be found in Egyptian texts:

events and phenomena recurred, were

renewed, therefore changed, while at the

same time the whole process ofrenewal and

change remained identical, changeless. To
translate “Osiris, Euler of eternity, who
illuminest the night after the day,”®® with

Allen as “Osiris, Euler of changelessness,

who iUuminest the night after the day” is

perhaps to place undue emphasis on the

notion of changelessness. If the phrase

“the night after the day” induced him to

translate dt as changelessness, one could

observe that both elements, recurrence as

well as changelessness, are contained in the

phrase. Thus Osiris is ruler of both, of

the whole process of endless and changeless

recurrence, illumining the night after the

day. Apparently AHen himself sensed

this ambiguity and occasionally reverted

to the conventional translation oi nidi and

dt. Thus ilt nld^ is “abode of eternity,”®®

nsw nhh is “king of eternity,”®® and no

matter how monotonous the statement,

“my form (is that of) eternity {nhh), lord

Bnpwt.f hh, trwfhfnw, nhh dt hr-tp srJi.f,^'

Edfu, VI, 263, 6.

Wsir dt sM grh m-b^t hrw, BD 137 R SI,

Allen, op. cit,, p, 222, cf. also BD 42 R S4, Allen, op.

cit., p. 125.
^^ BD 150, Allen, op. cit., p. 273.

RD 1 M SI, Allen, op. cii., p, 69.
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of years, ruler of everlastingness

may sound, to us it appears to come closer

to the Egyptian mind than the translation,.

'‘I have reached the land of endless

recurrence I have joined (the land)

of changelessness

Furthermore, Allen’s translation, ‘‘Hail

to you, ye lords of endless recurrence and

establishers of changelessness,”®® may in-

dicate that a ^ definite position towards a

particular worldview has been taken.

This transpires even more clearly from

the following quotations: “Blameless Soul

in Heracleopolis ... to whom leads the

way of endless recurrence,”®^ and “though

I have been interred (at) the west side of

the sky, maj^ I continue on earth, that I

die not in the west (but) become a blessed

one therein unto endless recurrence.”®®

The impression which the reader gets from

these translations may indeed lead him to

think that the ancient Egyptians enter-

tained a “cyclic” concept of time—

a

concept we believe foreign to the Egyptian

mentality. It is interesting to note that

classical scholars ®® when discussing

Pythagorean and Stoic worldviews use one

of Allen’s terms to describe the idea of

eternal “recurrence (anakyclosis)” typical

of these philosophies. There is no doubt,

howover, that Alien’s rendering of the two
words for eternity lends a certain elegance

to his translation and dispels the monoto-

nous tedium often encountered in this t3q)e

of literature, but to us it seems likely to

BD 85 R S2, Allen, op. cit.y p. 161.

BD 15 M S2, Allen, op. cit., p. 80.

Ind hr-tn nl nhw nhh, grg dt, BD 27 S2, Allen, op.

ciL, p. 112Vcf. OT, VI, 344n Spell 715.
64 B% mnh m Nni-nsw . . . s^m n.f wU nhh^ BD 17,

Section 19, PL XV, IV, 8 f., Allen, op. ciL,‘p. 91.

BD 30, Allen, op. cii.^ p. 115; ef. Louvre 3079,
which gives the complete text at the beginning of the
sentence: is (for R’s and T’s isk) (for sml.n.it

so also R) tl m imy-wrt nt pt.

E.g., F. M. Cornford, Qrmk Beligioua Thought
(Boston, 1950), p. 69; E. Bevan, Later Greek Beligion

(Boston, 1950), p. XXXVI; E. Barker, From Alea^an-

der to Oonstantine (Oxford, 1956), p. 113. W. K. G.

Guthrie, In the Beginning (London, 1957), pp. 64 f.

convey an un-Egyptian notion of time and

eternity.

Psychological propensity towards dual-

ism in art, literature, and mythology—by
nomeanslimitedto the ancient Egyptians—

may have been responsible for this dualistic

phraseology wdiich was conventionally

accepted, but its philosophical connota-

tions and origins never reasoned out. No
wmnder then that attemj)ts at categorizing

the tw^o wmrds for eternity should

stumble upon frequent inconsistencies.

Now^ w^e turn to the second part of our

discussion: the concept of man. As w^e have

pointed out elsewhere,®'^ w^e maintain that

the ancient Egyptians had a monistic

concept of man. According to them, man
was not a composite of body and soul, the

physical and spiritual, or material and im-

material elements, butw'^as a corporeal unit.

In order to continue to live in his after-

life as a physical corporeality, he assumed

various forms or modes of existence. These

modes or forms of existence w^ere: ahhy

ha, ha, heart, shadow, name, mummified
body,®® Indeed, there is a collection of

speUs, the so-called transformation-spells

(BZ> 76-88, 99) wfiiich were supposed to

make it possible for the deceased to assume

any form in which he wished to appear. In

all and each of these forms the deceased

appeared as a fully living and effective

being. The highest degree of effectiveness

was achieved when several of these forms

were combined, as expressed in a late

text: “your ha is with you, I bring you

your name, your ha, your shadow,”®® or in

another in which offerings are made to

“his ha, his body, his 5a, his shadow, liis

mummy in the netherworld forever.”'^®

QLJNES, XXII (1963), 60-62.

Of. W. Hayes, Scepter of Egypt, I (Cambridge,
Mass. [1953]), 42-79.

A. Mariette, Dendirah, IV (Paris, 1873), 58 b;

cf, H. Junker, Das Qotterdekret iiber das Abaton (Wien,

1913), p. 64.

BD 191 end, Allen, op. cit., p. 287.
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The instances in which the deceased is

described appearing as a ha, akh and

especially as a ba in the BD are numerous.

It will be of some interest to mention here

the role which the heart plays in the spells

of the BD. The scene of psychostasy and

the address made by the deceased to his

own heart are well known to all Eg3rptolo-

gists. It may be useful to recall that it was

W. Spiegelberg who emphasized the im-

portance of the heart as the “zweites

Weseii des Menschen,”'^^ and referred to

a number of texts which describe the heart

as ''another self” and an independent

entity. Now with Alien’s translation in our

hands we can better understand this idea.

It is true that Spells 26-30 of the BD
have the purpose of "not letting a man’s

heart be taken away from him in the god’s

domain,” and that some other spells

state categorically that the deceased’s

heart is "in its seat”'’'^ or "in its cavity”

—an expression probably derived from

Egyptian medical texts.*^^ However, in the

above-mentioned speUs the deceased speaks

of his heart (fiUy), which "sits and weeps

for itself before Osiris”'^® at the sight of

destruction caused by Seth, as well as of

the heart (ib) of Re, which would weep if

his enemies should sieze it and "he should

go forth having parted with his heart.”

In the weU-known Spell 30 of the BD the

deceased entreats his heart not to "rise

against him as witness” nor to "oppose him

in the Council” nor to "weigh heavy against

him before the keeper of the balance.”’^®

To prevent his heart from such actions, he

LXVI {1931), 36 E.; see also A. PiankoE,
Le ‘'Coeur^^ dans les textes igyptiens (Paris, 1930).

cf. OT, V, 16 f. Spell 361.

BD 32c, 26a, Allen, op. cit., pp, 118 and 111.

PD 44b, Allen, op. cii., p. 129.
vs Cf. M., AnatomU und Physiologic

(“Grundriss der Medizin der alten Agypter,” I,

[Berlin, 1954]), 63, 67-9; G. Lefebvre, Bssai sur la

midecine igypiienne de Vipoque pharaonique (Paris,

1956), p. 36 ff.

PD 28b, Allen, op. a«., p. 113.

PD 26 M, Allen, op. 0^^., p. 111.

PD 30 and 3GB, Allen, op. ai., p. 115.

is anxious to obtain full control over it

just as over the rest of his body.*^® Further-

more, to banish his fear of enemies, he

identifies his heart with those of the gods

and through this divinization he is assured

that his heart—his "other-self”—is aligned

with him against all inimical powers.

As can be seen from these texts, the

heart, though residing in a man, can, as

"another self,” depart from him. This

happens in moments of anxiety caused by

fear of enemies and when the heart of the

deceased is caUed upon to testify as a

witness for or against its owner at the time

of judgment.

This separation or "coming forth” of the

heart is known to us from the Eg3rptian

non-mortuary texts of the Middle as well

as New Kingdom.®^ Probably one of the

most remarkable examples of this "separa-

tion” of the heart in non-mortuary litera-

ture is the one found in Pap. Anastasi IV,

5, 1-5, 5, in which, in an intense longing

for Memphis, the heart {ib) is described as

"gone forth . . . (to) a place that it knows

. . . that it may see He-ka-Ptah . . . and

tell me the condition of Memphis. No task

can I accomplish as my heart {Jilty) is

sundered from its place.” During this

separation the person "craves for sleep,”

while "evil has seized all his limbs.” ®^

Here we can add the instances in which

gods or men actually speak with their

hearts ®® and which remind us ofthe famous

BD 27, Allen, op. cit., p. 112.
80 jjp 27, cf. 44 and 191.
8^ Cf. Gardiner, Notes on the Story of Sinuhe

(Paris, 1916), pp. 30, 97, 156; F. Vogelsang, Kommentar
zu den Klagen des Bauern (Leipzig, 1913), p. 193;

JEA, IX (1923), 18; Drib., IV, 1082, 16. For the

occurrences of this or similar phrases in the New
Kingdom Papyri see R. Caminos, Late-Egyptian

Miscellanies (London, 1964), pp. 131, 160 f., 460; cf.

also Piankoff, op. cit., pp. 23, n. 1, 60, 66.
82 Bibliotheca Aegyptiaca, VII, 39, translated by

R, Caminos, op. cit., p. 160.
83 E. g,, Edfu, VI, 66, 11, cf. M. Alliot, Le Culte

d^Horus h Edfou an temps des Ptol4m^es (Cairo,

1954), p. 723; JDA, XXIX (1943), 10; cf. Shipwrecked
Sailor {Bihl, Aegypt.,11, 42): “being alone, my heart

(Id) my (sole) companion.”
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dialogue of the Weary of Life with' his ha

or the less frequently quoted text on the

sarcophagus of Panehemisi.^'^

In these examples, just as in those from

the BD and especially in Spell 30, the

^‘externaiization” of the heart’s activities

has reached the limits of a true “hyposta-

tization”: the heart appears as an inde-

pendent entity, acting on friendly or

potentially hostile terms with its owner.

And yet, even then, living outside of

the individual and acting independently

of him, the heart is said to be man’s

and also an independent manifestation of

the deceased, as a text clearly puts it: ‘‘I

was placed on the balance, I came forth . . .

being counted, complete, sane; I walked, I

came, my heart in the like manner.”®®

It is interesting to note that a perturbed

physical and psychic state of mind may
also cause the ha of a person to “become

upset,” “depart” from the body, and
'

‘wander,” as exemplified in the Story of

Sinuhe and admonitions of the New-

Kingdom papyri.®'^

How to understand the psychic experi-

ences which these expressions reflect,

where to place a demarcation line between

an objectification of the various parts of

human personality common to primitive

men and a more or less conscious projection

of inner feelings—^it is difficult to say.

Without going into any discussion of the

terms indicating man’s manifestations in

the Egyptian afterlife, AUen translates ha

as “spirit,” ba as “soul”, ahh as “the

blessed one.” Though differing from our

interpretation, his translation has the

E. Bergmann, Der Sarkopkag des Panehemisis
(Wien, 1882), pp. 3, 23, 399.

BD 30 B, Allen, op. ci«., p. 115.

Urk,t IV, 119, 10-13; of, Piankoff, op. cit.f p. 92.

BinwAe B 255, of. Gardiner, op. cit., pp, 97, 149,

175; Caminos, op. pp. 182 f., 328 f., of. also the
expression ‘*fchy ba is in thy hand’* in Pap. Anastasi
I, see Gardiner, Mgyptian Hieratic Texts (Liepzig,

1911), pp. 70, 26 and CaTOinos, JEA, XLIV (1958),
:pi.v,.2f.

'

merit of introducing some consistency into

the Book of the Bead vocabulary, where

much confusion has been caused by the

inconsistent renderings of these terms. We
also wish to mention that. his translation

of the ahJi as “the blessed one” ®® comes

very close to the meaning of the word as

the Egyptians may have understood it.

As to the translation of the two terms

for heart, hlty and we wish to call

attention to the fact that the distinction

between hlty as a physiological and ib as a

psychical term—^probably never consist-

ently observed®®—was no longer felt in the

later period of Egyptian history, and in the

Book of the Bead the two words are used

interchangeably. Allen distinguishes be-

tiveen the two words by translating hUy as

“breast” and ib as “heart” (and in one

case as “mind,” BD 27, p. 112, footnote c).

In some instances Allen’s distinction fits

the context well, in others, however, the

immediacy and expressiveness of the text

seem to indicate which of the two words is

to be chosen. Thus while the translation:

“My heart of my mother, my heart of my
mother, my breast that I had on earth,

rise not against me as a witness” appears

quite acceptable—it certainly intensifies

the directness ofthe supplication addressed

to the heart—the translation, “This

breast of mine sits and weeps for itself

before Osiris,” sounds abstruse. Here we
could certainly say that the “heart”

weeps, not the “breast,” It is interesting

to note that the Papyrus of Ku as well as

the Ae (Naville, II, 94) version reads in

this last instance ib instead of

A serious difficulty arises when we are

called upon to translate such words as 5a,

Of. Gardiner, OnomasHcaf I, 13: ‘‘oh (male)

spirit, a fuller translation would be ‘Male blessed

dead,’ Manetho’s ve/cues' ot gpidcoi, Waddell,
Manetbo, p. 26.”

Of. Gardiner, Onomasticaf II, 250 f.; H. Grapow,
op, cit.f p. 67; cf. Piankoff, op. cit.f pp. 20 f.

90 BD 30, cf. 30b, Allen, op. cit., p. 115.
0^ BD 28b, of. Allen, op. cU., p. 113.
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ka, aM into modern languages. We would

be inclmed to say that in this case no

translation is better than a misleading one.

The manifestations, modes, or forms of

existence in which the deceased appears or

lives in his afterlife are not his “souls/’

“exterior souls,” or “multiple souls or

spirits” inanyofthe connotationsassociated

with these words by the Greek, late Judaic,

or Christian philosophical and
,

religious

traditions.^^ As we learn from the mortuary

texts, these modes of existence represent

the man himself, who continues to live not

as a disembodied spirit but as a physical

corporeality in full possession of all his

physical functions. Perhaps we can describe

these manifestations as “multiple person-

alities” or even better, “multiple imper-

sonations.” The words “spirit” or “soul”

introduce into the Eg3^tian world of

ideas a concept which is alien to it; no

wonder then that the reader is often ex-

posed to serious difficulties of interpreta-

tion even when the text is grammatically

understood. Allen’s translation. “He who
shall pass away, Ms Soul ascends after

death; (but) he descends after he passes

away”®® may lead a Greek or Christian-

The fact that the medieval Christian iconography
sometimes represented the soxil of the deceased in the

form of a baby or a child does not have any bearing

"Upon this statement. These medieval representations

express popularly conceived ideas, not theological

explanations of official circles.

The same can be said of references to the soul

leaving the body as described in some Greek sources.

Thus, e.g., Diogenes Laertius of the third century
A.n. writing on Pythagorean doctrine says: “When
the soul is cast out (of the body) it wanders in the
air over the earth in the likeness of the body” (see

F. M. Cornford G'reeifc JReligious Thought^ p. 68). This
description again brings to mind “the soul-bird”

hovering over the dying Procris, with the head of the
bird represented in the likeness of Procris, as painted
on an amphora in the British Museum (E 477). Such
archaic notions—probably very old and common to

other ancient religions—remained outside the main
stream of Greek ideas of the soul. In any case, they
show a vague resemblance to the Egyptian concept
of the 6a, pertaining more to its external appearance
that to its meaning and function.

93 BD 154 B S2, Allen, oj?. ciU, p. 279; cf. BD 99a
M, Allen, op. cfi., p, 172.

minded reader to assume a misleading

affinity between his own and Egyptian

ideas. The text, somewhat emphatically

translated by Allen, simply reads: “he who
shall pass away, his ha goes forth after

death; (but) he descends after he passes

away.” As the context of the spell explains,

the deceased, through the recitation of

the Spell and the help of and identification

with “his Father Osiris” hopes that his

body will not disintegrate and thus make it

impossible for his ha to visit with him but

that it will “continue to exist, alive, en-

during, untroubled,”®^ as confirmed by

BD 99 : “his ha goes forth to know his Father

Re at his setting, (it being) in his train. He
exists in the west, (while) all the gods

serve (him).”®® The deceased exists as

effectively in his body, ritually transform-

ed, as he does in his ha conceived in terms

of a purely physical corporeality. So

foreign was the notion of immateriality

or spirituality to the concept of the ha

that, when the Copts needed a word to

express the Christian idea ofsoul they found

the word ha of the old language inadequate

and borrowed the Greek word “psyche,”

which had acquired a meaning quite

different from that of the 6a.®® The word

ha continued to be used in various com-

binations in the Greek and Coptic magical

and gnostic texts.
®'^

A final judgement as to the accuracy of

Dr. Allen’s translation will be made
possible only after years of its constant

perusal in research as well as in Egyptol-

ogical classes. Suffice it here to say that

9^ Allen, op. p. 279, RD 154 R S4.

96^Pen^ cii., p. 172, BD M.
96 notice that S. Sauneron made the same

observation in Dictionary of Egyptian Givilization

(New York, 1959), p. 266 (under “Soul”).
97 ]y[, Kropp, Ausgewahlte Koptische

j^a«^6ert6a;^e(Bruxelles, 1931),!, 22, 24, 26 (A^^ljtXtOCOX)

n, 149, 151, 153, III, 124; 0. Schmidt, Pistis Sophia,

Coptiea, II (Haunniae, 1925), XXXII; 356, 22 and
382, 1; C. Schmidt-W, Till, Koptisch^Onostische

(Berlin, 1954), pp. 234, 251 f,; of. J. Doresse,

Des Miroglyphes d to Oroia; (Istanbul, 1960), p. 62.
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historians of ancient religions and litera-

tures as well as Egyptologists will greatly

profit from its reading. Allen’s work
represents the first reliable and critical

translation of the greater part of the Book
ofthe Bead,®^ an achievement which marks

Spells 10-14 and 163-190 are found neither in

K nor M.

^ Hew stage in the study of Egyptian

Mortuary texts. When another translation,

the same author-—based on an eclectic

of the Book of the Dead—soon
appears and is translated into other

Modern languages, scholars and students
will gain a clearer insight into the complex
structure of Egyptian religious thought.



BEN SIRA^ AND THE FOOLISH PEOPLE OP SHECHEM

JAMES D. FUEVISf Connecticut CoUegCf New London^ Connecticut

Ihe concluding verses of the

Wisdom of Yeshna^ Ben Sira^ contain a

brief but potent invective against three

peoples, the third of whom receives the

strongest denunciation. The "writer states

that his soul is vexed with two ethnic

groups (d*’1Sj gentes), the Edo-

mites (with the Hebrew fragments and

the Vulgate against the LXX) and the

Philistines, and especially with a third

group which is '‘no people” (ay, Wvos,

gens)—the “impious nation” (^13 •’13)?

or "foolish people” (o Aao? o fxoipos,

stultus populus), dwelling in Shechem (50:

25-26). The long history of antagonism

between the Jews and the Edomites and

Philistines requires no documentation.

The Shechemites are, of course, the

people who have resided at that site from

the early Greek period to the present day ^

—the people who are known in the New
Testament^ and Josephus® as the Samari-

tans and who are called the KttUm in

Rabbinic literature,^ but who caU them-

^ Current excavations at this site indicate that

Shechem was rebuilt in the early Greek period after

having been virtually uninhabited during the Persian

period. See L. E. Toombs and G. E. Wright, “The
Fourth Campaign at Bal4tah (Shechem),” BASOR,
Ko, 169 (1963), p. 3; G. E. Wright, “The Samaritans
at Shechem,” HTR^ LV (1962), 358. In 1960 there

were still 214 Samaritans residing in Nablus, and 132
in Israelite Jaffa. So C. Colpe, in Religion im Qeschichte

und Qegenwart^ VoL V (Tiibingen, 1961), col- 1336.

> See Matt. 10:5; Luke 9:62; 10:30-37; 17:16;
John 4:1-42; 8:48; Acts 8:25.

^ See, for example, An«. xi. 302-12, 340-47.
^ References are too numerous to catalogue here.

The Samaritans are the subject of an extra-Talmudic
tractate, On this, see James Montgomery,
The Samaritans: The Earliest Jewish Sect (Philadel-

phia, 1907), pp. 196-203; L. Gulkowitch, “Der
kleine Talmudtracktat iiber die Samariter,” .4npeZos, I

(1925), 48-56. The designation Kutim' is derived
from II Kings 17:24. Kutd was one of the Meso-
potamian centers from which foreign settlers in

selves the Sdmerim (i.e., the observers of

the Law).®

This text is a welcome addition to the

rather scant collection of early references

to Jewish-Samaritan antipathies. It is

true that the people of Samaria figure in

the frustrations of the returning Jews

of the early post-exilic period (so Ezra 4:

1-4) and in the political troubles of

Nehemiah. We are dependent, nonetheless,

upon Josephus, a historian of the first

century a.d., for most of our knowledge

of early Jewish-Samaritan relations. His

personal animus against the Samaritans

is so strong, however, that one may
seriously ask whether he has not fre-

quently distorted his historical presenta-

tion to present the Samaritans in the least

favorable light. We can add to this the

problem of Josephus’ chronology. He has,

for example, dated the construction of the

Samaritan temple on Gerizim in the early

Greek period but has associated its erection

with an incident from the Persian period.®

FromNew Testament references it is known
that by the first century a.d, the Jews had

no dealings with the Samaritans. But

eighth-century Samaria were brought by the Assyri-

ans. The expression is thus an opprobrium, meant
to xmderscore the supposed pagan origins of the

Samaritans.
® With all due respect to the theological integrity

of the Samaritans, the name Samerim is obviously a

pun on thegQntilioSamrim, Sdmrim oi: Sdmrdnim. The
latter form occurs in the Hebrew Bible only in II

Kings 17:29. Its associations in that context render

it inappropriate for use by the .sectaffans.

® On this, see Wright, “Samaritans at Shechem,”

pp, 364-66. The history of researchbn this problem is

surveyed by H, H. Rowley in “SanbaUat and the

Samaritan Temple,” BJBL, XXXVIII (1955),

166-98. The writer takes up this problem in the light

of newer materials in a forthcoming publication on
the origins of the Samaritan sect.

88
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these sources say nothing of earlier rela-

tions. From Rabbinic materials we learn

of the supposed pagan origins of the

Samaritans, but we are surprised—or

ought to be—-that the disputes between

Jews and Samaritans are mostly in

matters of halakic interpretation, or deal

with acts of mischief by the Samaritans.

In short, the Samaritans are not pagans

or even half-pagan, half-Yahwists. They

give every appearance of being a Jewish

sect with elements reminiscent of Sad-

duceeism. Basically, the distinction be-

tween Jews and Samaritans is found in

the claim of the latter that Gerizim and

not Zion (or Shechem and not Jerusalem)

is the legitimate center of Hebrew worship

—a claim for which the Samaritans have

considerable support in the Pentateuch

and the Book of Joshua.*^ The sectarian

writings of the Samaritans also bear

witness to their non-pagan status. This

literature is, however, late. Except for the

Samaritan Pentateuch—with its sectarian

interpolations—it is all from the fourth

century a.d. and later.

If we accept a date of ca. 180 b.c. for

the original work of Ben Sira^ and a date

of ca. 132 for the translation by his

grandson,® we see at once the importance

of Ben Sira^’s invective against the

Samaritans. This is one of the few early

texts we have, which can be clearly dated

Only the Pentateuch is accepted as Scripture by
the Samaritans. They have, however, their own
version of the Book of Joshua. The work is actually

a Samaritan chronicle, covering the period from
Joshua to the time of Baba Babbah (fourth century

A.D.)—so the edition published by Th. G. J. Juynboll,

Chronicon Samaritanum . . . cui titulus est Liber

Josuae (Leiden, 1848). Manuscripts of this work
differ in the period ofhistory treated. See E. Bobertson,

Catalogue of the Samaritan Manuscripts in the John
Rylands Library, Vol. II: The Caster Manuscripts

(Manchester, 1962), cols. 187-99. Moses Gaster

published a Samaritan Hebrew recension (or transla-

tion) of the work in. ZDMQ, LXII (1906), 209-79,

494-594.
® So B. H. Pfeiffer, History of New Testament

Times with an Introduction to the Apocrypha (New
York, 1949), p. 354

to the pre-Roman period, which provides

some understanding of the developing rift

between the Jews and the Samaritans.

The other texts are those passages of Ezra-

Nehemiah which allude to relations be-

tween Jews and Samaritans (but not the

Samaritans at Shechem), and one passage

in II Macc. 6:1-2.® To these we might also

add a passage from the Testament of Levi

7:1-4, which roughly parallels Ben Sira^’s

invective: ‘Tor from this day forward,

shall Shechem be called a city of imbeciles

(noAig davvercov); for as a man mocks a

fool so do we mock them.” The only

historical information we have (aside from

the Samaritan’s own chronological texts)

concerning the Samaritans from the time

of the construction of their temple in the

early Greek period to the time of its

destruction by John Hyrcanus in the late

second century b.c. is found in Josephus

and Maccabees. While Josephus mentions

the Samaritans occasionally in his account

of this period, the only significant informa-

tion he gives concerning them is their

acceptance of Hellenization during the

time of Antiochus IV (Ant. xii. 257-64; of.

also II Macc. 6:1-2). While the Samaritans

are not given a good report by Josephus

at this point, there is no reason to doubt

the basic historical reliability of the tradi-

tion he preserves, especially since the

tradition is preserved in II Maccabees in

an only slightly different form.

The importance of Ben Sira^’s anti-

Samaritan text underscores the signifi-

cance of the unanswered questions which

arise from its consideration: What was

the occasion of this invective? Why does

Ben Sira^ include it in his work? Why does

he introduce it at this particular point?

® Some have claimed to have found allusions to

the Samaritan schism in such post-exilic works as

Trito-Isaiah, Haggai, and Zechariah. See, most

recently, M. Delcor, “Hinweise auf das samaritanische

Schisma im alteu Testament,” ZAW ,
LXXIV (1962),

281-91, These identifications are most tenuous.
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Does it allude to some particular incident

or series of incidents in Jewisli-Samaritan

relations at the beginning of the second

century B.C., or is it no more than a

reflection of Jewish-Samaritan antipathies

in general, or of Ben Sira^’s personal

animus in particular? If one may speak of

a ‘'traditional” approach to this text, if

would probably be that this reference is

simply an isolated datum reflecting Jewish

sentiment as a whole, occasioned by a long

history of cultural antipathy. Such a

position does not preclude speculation

concerning a more immediate occasion

for Ben Sira'^’s invective. Indeed, such a

possibility must be entertained.

The search for some particular occasion

of the second century b.c. which might

have prompted Ben Sira^’s denunciation

of the Samaritans has frequently settled

upon the Hellenization of Shechem in the

time of Antiochus IV. Thus, Smend has

suggested that Jewish-Samaritan antip-

athies were intensified during this period

because the Shechemites had made com-

mon cause with the Seleucid rulers against

the J'ewsJ® So too, T. H. Gaster has said:

“Under the oppressive regime of Antiochus

Epiphanes, the Samaritans appear to have

quitted themselves with far less fortitude

than the Jews, and it is perhaps for this

reason also that they are characterized in

Hellenistic Jewish literature as a foolish or

churlish people.” While the Samaritans

did adopt a pro-Syrian policy in the time

of Antiochus IV, this fact in itself adds

little to our understanding of Ben Sira'^’s

text.^^ Ben Sira”s original work appears

to be from before the time of the Antio-

chan persecutions, and there is no basis

^0 As noted by W. O. E. Oesterley in his treatment
of Sirach in R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and
JPseudepigrapha of the Old Testament (Oxford, 1913),

p:. 511. y„',
'

'‘Samaritans,” in Interpreter's Dictionary of the

Vol. R~Z (New York, 1962), p. 193.

j^; may, however, have a bearing on the inter-

pretation of Testament of Levi 7:1-4.

for contending that this passage was

added by a later hand. Nor can we say

that Samaritan policy was consistently

pro-Seleucid prior to the time of Antiochus

IV. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest

that Shechem had previously followed a

pro-Ptolemaic policy. Just as Jerusalem

experienced a number of policy shifts, in

pro-Ptolemaic/pro-Syrian policy, so too

would Shechem have undergone a com-

parable experience with the changing

political climate of Palestine.

What is generally overlooked in the

search for the occasion of Ben Sira”s

invective is the context in which the

author has placed his vituperation. It is

found immediately after his glowing

account of the priesthood of Simon, son of

Onias (50:1-24). It is generally recognized

today, since the work of S. Zeitlin and

G. F. Moore, that this Simon (Simon II) was

the illustrious Simon the Just—of whom
we learn much from Rabbinic traditions

—

and who was confused by Josephus with

Simon I.^^ Since certain anti-Judaic

activities of the Samaritans are noted in

Rabbinic traditions as having occurred in

the time of Simon the Just, it is perhaps

to these that one should look for the occa-

sion of Ben Sira^’s invective. Ben Sira”s

admiration of Simon could have prompted

his words against the Samaritans if the

latter were a source of vexation to the

high priest and his career.

Unfortunately, the traditions concerning

Simon the Just and the Samaritans are not

without their own difficulties. In a scholion

A3 On the identification of Simon the Just, see

G. F. Moore, “Simeon the Righteous,” in Jewish
Studies in Memory of Israel Abrahams, ed. by G. A.

Kohut (New York, 1927), pp. 348-64; Judaism in the

First Centuries of the Christian Era, X

Mass., 1927), 34-36; S. Zeitlin,

hgdmlh," in nr mirhy, II (1924), 137-42. I regret that

I have been unable to secure this article; I know of it

through the work of Moore. See also, R. Marcus,
Josephus, Vol. VII (Cambridge, Mass., 1943), Appen-
dix B: “The Date of the High Rriest Simon the Just

(the Righteous),” pp. 732-36.
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to Megillat Ta%nit on ''the day of

Gerizim'’ there is a story of an attempt

by the Samaritans to despoil the Jerusalem

temple during the time of Simon—an

attempt which was frustrated and which

resulted in the mischief being turned back

upon the Samaritans themselves. Ac-

cording to this tradition, the Samaritans

asked Alexander the Great (sic!) for a

temple on Mt. Moriah, The context

suggests that the purpose of this request

was not so much to give the Samaritans a

temple there as it was to destroy the

Jewish temple. When the Samaritans

came to Jerusalem they were driven away.

Simon the Just then put on his priestly

garments and marched outside of the city

to Antripatris, where he met Alexander.

(A doublet of this tradition appears in

Yoma 69a in the context of the question

of the high priest wearing his vestments

outside the temple.) The story goes on to

relate that Alexander knelt before Simon,

explaining to his companions that the

image of this man had appeared before

him when he went into battle (cf. also

Leviticus Eahbah, XIII, 5). Thereupon,

the Samaritans were punished for their

mischief, and Gerizim was plowed under

and sowed with an undesirable plant. As a

result of this, the day (the 21st of Kislev)

was made into a festival day (the "day

of Gerizim”) on which mourning was

prohibited.

The problem in this tradition is that it

appears to be a doublet of a tradition

preserved in Josephus of an encounter

between Alexander the Great and the high

priest Jaddua (A^l xi. 326-39). It also

appears to preserve elements of the

Josephus account of an unfavorable recep-

tion of the Samaritans by Alexander {Ant,

xi. 340-45—which is not to be confused

with an earlier account of a favorable

The text is given by H. Lichtenstein, in **Die

Fastenrolle,” BUGA, Vm/IX (1931-1932), 339.

reception of the Samaritans, in xi. 321-

25). At first, one might be tempted to

think that the tradition of an iilexander-

Simon encounter in Megillat- Ta^imit is no
more than a secondary development of a

prior tradition concerning illexander and
Jaddua—to which the name of Simon has

become attached. Most scholars, however,

regard the Alexander-Jaddua encounter

as purely legendary, and some have sug-

gested that w^e are to look elsew^here for

some historical situation which might

have served as its model. Thus, in looking

to the Megillat Tal^anit scliolion, S.

Zeitlin has suggested that a tradition

concerning a meeting of Anliochus the

Great and Simon the Just may lie behind

the tradition of an encounter between

Alexander and Jaddua or may have

served as its model. This has much to

commend it, inasmuch as there is no

historical basis for Alexander’s visit to

Jerusalem and the encounter with Jad-

dua. This would mean that there could

have been a Jewish tradition concerning

a meeting of Simon the Just and Antiochus

the Great which became confused in its

transmission, so that it is preserved in

Megillat Ta%nit as a meeting of Simon

and Alexander and reflected in Josephus

as a meeting between Alexander and

Jaddua. In each case, the Samaritans are

closely related to the story and they fare

less favorably than do the Jews. In each

account folklore has become fused with

history to the extent that it is impossible

In ‘Vw'wn hsdyq,^* So too, G. F. Moore, in

“Simeon the Righteous.”

Of the ancient sources only Josephus preserves

an account of Alexander’s visit to Jerusalem. The
classical sources indicate that Alexander marched
from Tyre to Gaza and from thence directly to

Egypt, with no journey into the interior of Palestine.

Gertain sources also indicate that it was necessary

to put down a rebellion in Samaria after Alexander

left Egypt. For a treatment of this material, see V.

Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews

(Philadelphia, 1969), pp. 41-42. See also R. Marcus,

Josephus,, Vol. VI {Cambridge, Mass., 1951), Appendix

C: “Alexander the Great and the Jews,” pp. 512-32.
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to say exactly what historical details

actually lie behind the original account.

If the tradition concerning Simon is not a

secondary development of Josephus’

Alexander-Jaddua encounter, then the

schoiion to Megillat Ta^nit may be

considered as giving evidence for some

(now obscure) Samaritan-Jewish hostilities

in the time of Simon the Just.

There is also some evidence in Josephus

for anti-Judean activity by the Samaritans

in the time of Simon. While Josephus in-

correctly identified Simon I as Simon the

Just, he none the less tells us a good deal

about Jerusalem in the time of Antiochus

III, the time of Simon II (the Just).

Josephus states that when Antiochus III

defeated the forces of Ptolemy Epiphanes

(which were led by Scopas), the Jews in

Jerusalem went over to the Seleucid ruler

(Ant. xii. 133 f). They admitted him to

Jerusalem of their own free will, and

joined forces with him in besieging the

garrison left by Scopas in the citadel of

that city. After citing Polybius Megapolis

on Antiochus III and referring to three

documents in which Antiochus is said to

have granted privileges to the Jews,

Josephus describes a treaty between

Antiochus and Ptolemy. He then adds:

''At this time the Samaritans, who were

flourishing, did much mischief to the Jews
by laying waste their land and carrying

off slaves...” {Ant. xii. 156). Josephus

dates this activity in the time of Onias II,

son of Simon I and father of Simon II. If

it did in fact occur, as he indicates, in the

time of Antiochus III, then the high priest

would have been Simon II (the Just).

Josephus thus provides a collateral witness

for the tradition of some kind of anti-

Judean action by the Samaritans in the

time of Simon the Just. ^
^ ; V

While the traditions concerning the

vexation of the Jews by the Samaritans

in the time of Simon are, admittedly, few,

they ought not to be dismissed as un-

important in providing the background

for Ben Sira”s invective. In fact, they fit

into the general political situation of that

time very well, and indicate that the

Samaritans w^ere opposed to the political

policies of the Jerusalem high priest.

Victor Tcherikover has demonstrated

conclusively that there was a pro-Seleucid

party in Jerusalem prior to the capitula-

tion of that city to Antiochus III, which

was made up of the priestly aristocracy

—

including Simon the Just—and the wealthy

Tobiad family of that city (but not in-

cluding Hyrcanus the Tobiad and the

Transjordanian branch of that family).^^

The writer would suggest that the

Samaritans followed a concurrent pro-

Ptolemaic policy—in opposition to Simon

and in agreement with the Transjordanian

Tobiads—and that this was the reason

behind their harassment of Simon.

Eolations between the Samaritans and

Tobiads go back to the time of Nehemiah,

when Sanballat the Horonite and Tobiah

the Ammonite were in league against the

Judean governor. Tobiah was related by

marriage, if not by ancestry, to some

influential families in Judah, and the

Tobiads continued to be influential in

Jerusalem and Transjordania after that

time.^® Continued contact between the

Samaritans and the Tobiads can be seen

in the traditions concerning the Tobiad

tax-farmer Joseph and his son Hyrcanus

{Ant. xii. 160--236). Joseph was a tax-

collector in Palestine for the Ptolemies

who succeeded, through his own ingenuity,

in becoming one of the most influential

Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews, pp. 81-89.

There is an extensive bibliography on the

Tobiads. See, for example, the works cited in G.

Eicciotti, History of Israel, II (Milwaukee, 1955),

465; V. Tcherikover and A. ^xlk&. Corpus Papyrorum
Judaicarum, I (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), 118. For a

concise history of the Tobiads, see Tcherikover,

Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews, pp. 127-42,

163-74.
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and wealthy men in Judah. Josephus

states that he was financed in the be-

ginning of his career by ‘‘his friends in

Samaria” (Ant. xii. 168). Joseph the

Tobiad, the friend of Samaritans, was

succeeded by his son Hyrcanus. We are

told, however, that Hyrcanus quarreled

with his elder brothers and was driven to

the Transjordanian area, where he built,

or rebuilt, the ancestral estate at ‘^Araq el-

^Emir.^® That this was no mere family

quarrel is indicated in the statement of

Josephus that Jerusalem was divided into

two camps, with the majority, including

the high priest Simon, siding with the

elder brothers (Ant. xii. 228-36). While

Josephus explains this quarrel as arising

from the natural abilities of Hyrcanus

and the jealousy of his brothers, it was

clearly related to the political situation of

the day. Simon would have needed

popular support when he adopted a pro-

Syrian policy. The endorsement of the

Tobiads would have been invaluable in

this respect. But since Joseph had pros-

pered under the Ptolemies, his youngest

son and chosen successor Hyrcanus would

certainly have remained loyal to Egypt.

The brothers would have had reason to

support Simon in his political policy, and

Simon, in turn, would have found it

advantageous to support the brothers

against Hyrcanus.

Abram Spiro in his study of Tobiads

and Samaritans in Pseudo-Philo has con-

tended that the Samaritans maintained a

lively cultural intercourse with the Trans-

jordanian Tobiads. This being the case

it is not at all difficult to understand the

harassment of the Jerusalem Jews by

the Samaritans in the time of Simon.

On the archeology of “^Araq el-®EmIr, see most
recently Paul Lapp, “Soundings at ‘=Araq el-=’Emir,”

in No, 165 (1962), pp. 16-34.

“Samaritans, Tobiads, and Judahites in

Pseudo-Philo,“ in Proceeding's of the American
Academy for Jewish Research, XX (New York, 1951),

315 :'

The Shechemites would have supported
the Transjordanian Tobiads in their pro-

Ptolemaic policy, against the Jerusalem
Tobiads and Simon the Just.

When the historian encounters the

Samaritans again, however, in the time

of Antioclius IV, he finds them following

a pro-Syrian policy (Aiit. xii. 257-64; II

Macc. 6:1-2). If I have correctly inter-

preted the events of the time of Simon
the Just, this latter action represents a

reversal of Samaritan policy. In fact we
find them in agreement with the Tobiads

of Jerusalem at this point. Such a shift in

political allegiance ought not to be con-

sidered out of the question, for Jerusalem

itself experienced a number of such

reversals. If Samaritan policy was pro-

Ptolemaic in the time of Simon the Just,

it could not have remained so for long.

Since the Tobiads were divided between a

Jerusalem house and a Transjordanian

house, the loyalties of the Samaritans

would have been (all things being equal)

with the Transjordanian Tobiads. When
Palestine came under Seleucid control,

the Samaritans were forced for reasons of

survival to become pro-Syrian, in agree-

ment with the Jerusalem Tobiads. In fact,

they may even have incurred some

punitive action for their previous policy

(hence, “the day of Gerizim” from the

scholion to Megillat Ta^anit), This would

also explain why they readily accepted

Hellenization under Antiochus IV.

We conclude, then, that there is

evidence of Jewish-Samaritan hostilities

in the time of Simon the Just, and suffi-

cient reason in the political situation of

that time for such hostilities to have been

expressed. Ben Sira^’s admiration for

Simon probably prompted his invective

against the Samaritans, and caused him to

include it at the end of his laudatory hymn
for Simon. While the invective expresses

Ben Sira^'s personal animosity towards
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the Siiechemites, it undoubtedly reflects

general Jewish sentiments as well. We are

given some insight in this material towards

an understanding of the ever-widening

breach between Jerusalem and Shechem

at the beginning of the second pre-

Christian century.

In this study I have resisted the temptation to

treat an interesting Samaritan tradition concerning

Samaritan-Jewish hostilities in the time of a certain

Judean ruler named Simon. The Samaritan account

(given in E. N. Adler and M. Seligsohn, “Une nouvelle
chronique samaritaine,” REJ, XLV [1902], 71)

describes a Samaritan assault on Jerusalem and the
subsequent reprisals of the Jews. The identity of this

Simon is not at all clear. Adler suggests that he was
Simon Maccabee, a thesis which is given support by
some manuscripts of the chronicle of Abu d Path
which state that this ruler had a son named Hyrcanus
(see E. Vilmar, Ahulfathi Annales Samaritani [Gotha,

1865], p. lix). The identification is still disputed. Un-
fortunately, the Samaritan chronicles treat this

Simon prior to their consideration of Alexander the
Great! Since the identity and date of this Simon
remain enigmatic, I have not introduced the material

into my discussion. Personally, I am inclined to think
that this Samaritan tradition may be related to the
problem of Simon the Just and the Samaritans.



WHY DID THE CA1.IPH AL-MANStJE BUILD
AE-RUSlFAH?—A HISTORICAL NOTE

JACOB LASSNEBf Wayne State Unwersity, Detroit
j MicMgan

I
In 145/762, the Caliph al-Mansur

moved the capital of the '^Abbasid dynasty

to a site near the confluence of the Tigris

and the Sarat. There he built an admin-

istrative center according to a circular

plan and named it Madinat as-Salam,

although in time the Round City and its

environs came to be known by the name
of the hamlet which had previously occu-

pied the site—Baghdad. Within the con-

centric walls of this center, four equidistant

gateways formed the SE, NE, SW, and

NW quadrants of the Round City

—

sections containing the residences of

al-Mansur’s closest aides and certain

military contingents responsible for the

security of the entire area. At the center

of the structure was the great circular

court in which the palace-mosque of the

Caliph was situated, surrounded by the

administrative agencies of the government

and elements of his household retinue.^

The architectural features of the Round
City indicate that the original structure

was intended to be a palace complex

rather than an integrated city.^ Implicit in

this notion was the desire to combine the

residence of the Caliph and the admin-

istrative agencies of the state within a

self-contained unit, thereby enabhng the

sovereign to direct all affairs of govern-

ment from a central location, at some

distance from the general populace, who
resided at this time in the suburban

districts south (al-Karkh) and north (al-

Haribiyah) of the walled area.

^ Of. J. Lassner, ‘*Th6 Caliphs Personal Domain

—

The City Plan of Baghdad Reexamined,” Kunat des

Orients, TV (1964;),

^Ibid.

Although the walled area continued to

serve as an administrative' center, the

city soon outgrew this arrangement. In

157/774-775, less than a decade after it was
completed, al-Mansur left Madinat as-

Salam for a newly built residence (al-

Khuld) which was situated along the

Tigris near the Khurasan Gate.*^ The
Caliph’s shift of residence also coincided

with extensive building activity in the

suburbs north and south of the Round
City, so as to compensate for the growing

civilian population and the expansion of

commerce and trade. In the wake of these

developments, the original concept of the

palace precinct was seriously modified but

not entirely abandoned, as the idea of

combining the government and house-

hold of the Caliph within a single unit re-

mained a desideratum of the /^AbbMd
sovereigns.

Al-Mansur’s change of residence and the

expansion of the western suburbs were

preceded by major construction on the

other side of the river. When his son, al-

Mahdi, now the heir apparent, returned

from ar-Rayy in Shawwal of 151/769,

al-Mansur began to build him ar-Rusafah,

a palace complex, directly opposite al-

Khuld on the eastern bank of the Tigris.®

This construction, which apparently took

3 Khmh, Tarikh (Cairo), I, 75, 80, 92-93; Ya=qubi,

Bulddn (Leiden), p. 249.

* Tabari, III, 324-25; Ya'^qubl, op. cit., pp. 240 ff.,

Khatib. I. 79 ff. This writer is at present preparing an

articie on “The Suburbs ofBaghdad and the Economic
Policies of the Early 'Abbiisids.”

3 The date for the beginning of construction as

reported in Ya'^qubi (143/760-761) hardly seems

possible since, according to virtually all the author-

ities, the building of the Round City was not begun

until 145/762; cf. RwKan, p. 251.
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eight years to complete, was an under-

taking of great magnitude. It was sur-

rounded hy a protective wall and moat

and contained a military review ground

{maydan) in addition to the garden areas.

All the structures, with the exception of

al-Mahdfs palace, were built of mud
brick (rahs),^ As was true of the Round
City, the palace at ar-Rusafah was

however evident that the entire complex

covered considerable real estate and was

somewhat similar in function to the

original Madinat ai-Mansiir.

What could have prompted the Caliph

to erect a palace complex much like his

own on the other side of the Tigris? It is

reported that ar-Rusafah was originally

called Askar (Military Encampment of)

situated adjoining a principal mosque; and
it is said to have been even larger and more
splendid than that of al-Mansur.'^ Un-
fortunately, there is no information on
ar-Rusafah which is comparable to the

descriptions of the Round City. It is

® Tabari, III, 364 Khatib, I, 82-83; Yaqut,
(Leiden), II, 783. According to another

report in Tabari, III, 460, the moat was not dug and
the wall not built until 169/775-776.

II, 783.

al-Mahdi and was so named because

al-Mahdi camped {^shara) there while

journeying to ar-Rayy.^ More persuasive,

however, is the explanation of Tabari,^

who indicates that, at the suggestion of

Qu^am b. al-'^Abbas, the Caliph divided

his troops according to regional and

®Baladhuri, Futuh, p. 296, Mas^udi, Tanblh, p.
360, ILhatib, I, 83; Mu^jam III, 677,

^Tabari, III, 365 ff.
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tribal groupings after skillfully kindling

the traditional enmity between the Mudar
and Yaman. One detachment then en-

camped on the East Side, while the other

remained on the left bank of the city; so

that the Caliph could now play one faction

against the other. Should an insurrection

break out on the left side of the river, the

Caliph then would have access to military

support and provisions on the opposite

shore; the reverse would of course be true

for the right bank. Al-Mahdi then took

charge of the eastern area, settling in the

palace which was built expressly for him.

When al-Mansur later constructed his

palace at al-Khuld, he connected the lower

East Side with al-Karkh by spanning the

river with a pontoon bridge which sub-

sequently became a major artery of

traffic. Khatib indicates that the Caliph

also ordered the erection ofthree additional

bridges: one for the women and two others

at Bab al-Bustan for his personal use and

that of his household retinue.^^ Al-Jisr, the

main public bridge which spanned the

river at this point, was presumably erected

as a result of these developments. In light

of the account cited by Tabari, the new
caliphal residence bisected the entire

northern section of the city and therefore

was strategically situated between the

major areas of military settlement. The

western approach to the public bridge

was guarded by the headquarters (and

men) of the sahib ash-Shurtah, while

private and rapid movement across the

river was easily available to the Caliph and

his household. Similarly, the western

extremities of his estate gave access to the

suburb of al-Harbiyah, the royal stables,

and the administrative agencies of the

Round City.^^ Although al-Mansur no

longer enjoyed the security of an elaborate

^ p. 380; Khatib, I, 115.

iijgiatib.I, 116.

Bulddn, p. 249.

protective wall, .he was still situated near

the pulse of the government,
, at some

distance from the general populace, with

large and accessible security forces nearby.

The Caliph’s new residence may have been
more vulnerable to frontal assault, but it

aiforded him better protection against the

more subtle danger of a possible coup. In

any event, he still had access to the walled

fortress of the Round City, and al-Mahdi’s

palace at ar-Rusafah.

Tabari’s account, which is also consistent

with what is known of the organizational

structures of the early ^Abbasid armies, is

to some extent substantiated by reports

on the distribution of fiefs in Baghdad. In

effect, the construction of ^Askar al-Mahdi

created two distinct centers of military

occupation: the NW suburb of al-Harbi-

yah, which was heavily populated by the

Persian clients of the ^Abbasids, and the

elaborate installations on the East Side,

which continued to be a staging ground for

troops in the following centuries.

This arrangement is also reflected in the

social organization of the suburb, as

Ya'^qubi^® indicates that each regional

group in al-Harbiyah was governed by two

distinct officers: a qdHd (usually a general

commanding a thousand men) and the

ra^is, who was presumably in charge of

affairs that were not of a technical

military nature. The sum effect of the

system of military settlements, as well as

the division of the market areas according

to industry, was to create certain inter-

dependent but self-contained units which

could give rise in time to autonomous

organizations within the larger city struc-

ture. The advice of Qutham b, al-^Abbas

suggests a lingering echo of the great

tribal rifts which helped precipitate the

downfall of the Umayyad regime. The

extent to which this echo was still heard

^^Ibid.y p. 248.

md., p. 246.
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in '^Abbasid Baghdad, and the effect of

similar self-contained settlements accord-

ing to regional and industrial groups on

the social organization of the city, is a

subject deserving of serious attention.

While this evidence serves to indicate

the reason for a military establishment on

the right bank of the Tigris, it does not

entirely explain the necessity for the

magnificent palace architecture. What
need (other than perhaps the desire to

have a fortress on each side of the city)

was there for al-Mansur to undertake the

construction ofa second major edifice while

he \?as still situated in the Round City?

It is of particular importance that the

account of al-Mahdi’s triumphal return

from the east^^ is directly followed in

Tabari by a second report on his status as

the heir apparent.^® It is indicated that in

that same year al-Mansur convened the

‘^Abbasid dignitaries in his audience hall

and had them renew pledges of allegiance

ihay^ah) to himself, his son and heir

apparent, al-Mahdi, and his nephew,

Tsa b. Musa, who stood second in line for

the Caliphate. Each dignitary taking the

pledge is reported to have kissed the hand

of al-Mansur and that of al-Mahdi; but

they only touched the hand of '^Isa b.

Musa.

When as-Saffah w'^as Caliph and al-

Mansur the heir apparent, Tsa b. Musa
was made, according to the Caliph’s

desire, second in line; and oaths were

taken to insure this arrangement. Upon
assuming the role of Caliph, al-Mansur

recognized the position of his nephew and

placed al-Mahdi behind him in the line of

succession. However, fearful that Tsa

might eventually favor his own son and
thus deprive al-Mahdi of his rightful place,

al-Mansur became determined to remove

him from his position as immediate

15 Tabari, III, 364; lOiatib, I, 82.
15 Op. cit.f p. 367.

successor. Tsa b. Musa was, however,

obdurate in refusing to relinquish his

position, and only did so after strong and
extended coercion. Even then he was not

entirely eliminated from the line of suc-

cession, but only changed places with al-

Mahdi, for which adjustment he received

considerable financial compensation.^'^

The sources describing these events

tend to indicate that al-Mansur ’s difficulties

with his nephew stemmed from liis inability

to goad Tsa into open rebellion. It must be

assumed, however, that Tsa, who was

governor of al-Kufah, had sufficient

support within the ‘^Abbasid hierarchy to

thw^art the Caliph from taking immediate

and open action.

Since the apparent snub of Tsa b.

Musa took place in the audience hall of the

Caliph,^® it is quite obvious that it occurred

subsequent to al-Mahdi’s return from

Khurasan. It is safe to assume that this

was no ordinary visit on his part, for upon

returning from the east al-Mahdi was

met by delegations from Syria, al-Basrah,

al-Kufah, and other regions. Some among
these visitors were designated by the

Caliph to be his son’s companions. They
were all honored with raiment and were

given gifts by al-Mahdi, and the Caliph

acted likewise, presenting each man with a

sum of 500 dirhams.

The triumphal nature of al-Mahdi’s

return, the renewal of the pledge, and the

snub of Tsa, as well as the construction of

the great palace complex at ar-Rusafah,

were therefore all concurrent and appar-

ently related events. They tend to illustrate

not only the Caliph’s wish to insure the

succession of his son, but more particularly

his intense desire to give that wish public

expression. The construction of a second

great palace on the East Side for al-Mahdi

17 j’or dsa b. Musa see Tabari, Index; on
events leading to his deteriorating position see

Tabari, in, 331-52.
^5 Op. ai., p. 367.
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left no doubt as to the Caliph’s determina-
tion in this matter and thus authenticated
the claims of his chosen successor. With
the death of al-Mansur, al-Mahdi’s palace
in ar-Rusafah became the official residence
of the "Abbasid house. 'Isa b. Musa was

once again passed over, and was forced
to give up his position in favor of al-

Mahdt’s son, Musa, the future Caliph al-

Hadl. Twice spurned, he retired from the
active political arena to live out his life in
relative seclusion.



PHILISTINE AND HEBREW AMPHICTYONIES

BBUCM DONALD BAHTJEN, St. Paul School of Theology,

Kansas City, Missouri

^^.ARTIN i^toth’s hypothesis that

the confederation of Hebrew tribes during

the period of the Judges comprised an

amphiotyony has been generally accepted

by Old Testament scholars.^ In defense of

the use of the term amphiotyony, Noth

points to the ancient organizations of

Greece and Italy to which this name has

been applied for some time. The European

leagues were groups of political units,

loosely joined together in a political and

religious alliance. In each case, the

members of the amphictyonic league

were independent. Because they worshiped

the same deity at a common shrine, they

agreed to band together for a period of

time for care and protection of the shrine.^

Noth points to the similarities between

the European leagues and the loosely

organized confederation of Hebrew tribes

at the time of the Judges. He points out

that in both cases we have semi-

autonomous groups joined together only

by the worship of a common deity in a

common cult. He points to the persistence

of the number twelve in the Hebrew tribal

^ See (e.g.) C. Kuhl, The O.T., its Origin and
Cornposition (Bichmojid, Va., 1961), pp. 97 John
Bright, A History of Israel (Philadelphia, 1959),

pp. 142 ff.; N. K. Gottwald, A Light to the Nations
(New York, 1959), pp. 162, 170. In all of these

representative works, Noth’s thesis is accepted
without question.

Noth’s thesis is given in full in Das System der

Zwolf Stdmme Israels, “Beitrage ziir Wissenschaft
vom alten und neuen Testament Stuttgart” (1930).

It is summarized in Qeschichte Israels {Bngli&h. tv..

The History of Israel [London, 1958], pp. 85 ff.).

2 One of the best summaries of information on
European amphictyonies is E, A. Freeman’s The
History of Federal Government in Greece and Italy

(New York, 1893). There is also an excellent summary
in G. Cauer’s article “Amphiktyonia,” in the Pauly
Wissowa Realenzyclopaedie.

organization and suggests that the num-
bers six and twelve had a peculiar sig-

nificance for any sort of amphictyonic

structure.

Since the publication of Noth’s thesis,

the term amphictyony has been generally

accepted as a designation of the Hebrew
tribal confederation, and no serious in-

vestigation of the validity of the designa-

tion has been forthcoming. Perhaps it is

time for a re-examination of Noth’s

suggestions, in the light of other Palestin-

ian organizations contemporary with that

of the Hebrews, and in the light of the

available information concerning the Greek

and Italian amphictyonies.

The general amphictyonic pattern which

Noth discerned among the Hebrew tribes

can also be found in other contemporary

groups in Palestine. A quick look at the

organization of the Philistine Pentapolis,

for example, indicates that all of the

requirements for a classical amphictyony

are met by the Philistine league.

The league was made up of the five cities

of Ashdod, Ashkelon, Ekron, Gath, and

Gaza.® Actually the cities in question

seem to have been city states each of

which had a number of smaller com-

munities depending upon it for protection

and support.^ These individual city states

were independent but they did co-

operate in the event of a common danger

from without. We see, for example, that

the five lords (Seranim) of the Philistme

^ See Josh. 13:1-3, 1 Sam. 6:3-4 and 11-18.
^ See the reference to Gath and its territory, etc.,

in Judg. 1:18. See also I Sam. 27:1-12 and I Chron.
T8;l.
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cities joined forces and worked together to

bring Saul to Ms knees.

^

Although several gods were worshiped

by the Philistines, the major deity com-

mon to all five cities was the grain god,

Dagon.® It seems quite clear in the story

of the capture of the Ark of the Covenant

in I Sam. 5 ff., that the common shrine of

the Philistines was the temple of Hagon
at Ashdod.

A close examination of the organization

of the Philistine league indicates that not

only does the league fulfill ail of the

requirements for a classical amphictyony,

but that in each case the Philistine league

is more like the European pattern than is

the Hebrew confederation.

The Philistine league, as noted above,

was composed of individual city-states

each having its own ruler. The Greek

amphiotyonies were also composed of semi-

autonomous city-states. The units making

up the Hebrew league were very loosely

defined tribes. There is no record, so far as

we know, ofany European league involving

tribal groups who shared a common deity

and a place of worship.

The ‘'amphictyonic shrine’^ of the

Hebrews is most elusive. The Old Testa-

ment indicates that the center of the

Hebrew cult was moved several times

during the period which Noth designates

as ''amphictyonic,” Shechem is usually

called the first amphictyonic shrine. Not

only was the twelve tribe league estab-

lished here (Joshua 24) but there is a very

long tradition of cultic activity at this

plaoe.'^ The Ark was eventually moved

® See I Sam. 28. See also Judges 16.

® The best study ofDagon (Dagan) is H. Schmokel,

Der Qott Dagan; Ursprung, Verbreitungy und Wesen
seines Kultes {BoTna.y 1Q2S; Ph, D. Dissertation,

University of Heidelberg). Dagan was a general

Semitic grain deity. Among the Philistines he was the

god of wheat culture.

See Noth, History
^ pp. 91 ff. John Bright,

{History of Israel, p. 147) also indicates the possibility

of an amphictyonic shrine at Shechem but is not as

thoroughly convinced as is Noth.

from Shechem, and there is some evidence

to indicate that it may have been vener-

ated next at Bethel. We have direct

evidence for this in Judges 19-21 and
perhaps an Indirect reflection of a tradi-

tion that the Ark was once kept in Bethel

in Gen. 35:1-7.® After it left Bethel the

Ark may have been taken to GilgaL

The direct evidence for this suggestion is

slight, but both Noth and Bright feel that

the traditions found in Joshua 3 ff., and
the prestige of Giigal as indicated in

1 Sam. 11:14 ff., I Sam. 13:4 ff., and
Amos 5:5 indicate the strong possibility

of an amphictyonic shrine there.^ In any
case, the most important amphictyonic

shrine was at Shiloh.^® Here the Ark was

housed in a temple, where it remained for

a number of years. It may have been that

it was even the center of a cult involving

an annual celebration.^^ Eventually the

Ark was taken into battle and was lost to

the Philistines. When it was returned it

was neglected for a number of years at

Kiriath-Jearim and apparently was not a

part of the Hebrew cult for some time.^^

Prom Kiriath-Jearim it was finally taken

by David to his new capital, Jerusalem

The cultic center of the Philistine

league, on the other hand, was much more

stable. It may have been that the first

Philistine common shrine was in the city

of Gaza, There is some evidence for this in

the story of the Philistines treatment of

Samson in Judges 16. This account includes

a destruction of the Gaza temple. It is quite

possible that the destruction referred to

® Por evidence for the moving of the Ark from

Shechem to Bethel, see A. Alt, “Die Wallfahrt von
Sichem nach Bethel,” Kleine Schriften, I, 79 ff.

® See Noth, History, p. 94 ff., and Bright, History,

p. 147.

See I Samuel 1 and 3, and Judges 18.

See 1 Sam. 1: 3, where Elkanah is said to have

gone up to Shiloh to worship “year by year.”

See I Samuel 6 and II Samuel 6. See also Bright,

History, p. 179. Note the differing traditions concern-

ing the name of the town where the Ark was housed.

13 II Sam. 6:16 ff.
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actually took place, altiioiigh tlie details

have become irrecoverably changed in

their assimilation to the Samson legend.

When the temple of Dagon at Gaza was

destroyed, the amphictyonic worship

center of the Philistines was shifted to

Ashdod, where it remained until the

league had broken up. Even after the

Philistines had disappeared as a nation,

the Ashdod temple was an important

center of the worship of Dagon.^^

When we compare the Hebrew and

Philistine patterns of locating their respec-

tive amphictyonic shrines, we see that the

Philistines were much closer to the pattern

found in the Greek leagues. The most

important of the Greek amphictyonies,

the Delphic league, did change the center

of its cultic activity once. It w^as first

organized around a temple in Anthela,

and later the shrine was moved to Delphia.

However, there is no record of a Greek

amphictyony moving its cultic center

around as the Hebrews moved the Ark of

the Covenant.

Actually the very nature of the Hebrew
Shrine itself is unique in the records of

amphictyonic traditions. All of the Greek

leagues were centered around a temple.

The temple itself was the important

factor, and not a particular object in it.

The same thing seems to have been true

of the Philistines. Although considerable

importance was attached to the statue of

Dagon at Ashdod, the temple itself

appears to have been more important

than the statue. In the first place the

temple was not abandoned when the statue

was severely damagedd^ In the second

place the story of the temple in the O.T.

indicates that the threshold of the temple

was as important as the statue,^® Purther-

more, there is no mention of a statue of

The temple was in use until destroyed by
Jonathan Maccabaeus. See I Mace. I0;83 ff.

'isT:Sam.,5r3-4. ; .

I Sam. 5:5. See also Zeph. 1:9.

Dagon at Gaza. We conclude, therefore,

that for the Philistines as well as for

the Greeks the cultic shrine was a temple.

This was not the case with the Hebrews.

The center of Hebrew cultic activity was

wherever the Ark of the Covenant hap-

pened to be. Although the Ark was

finally placed in a temple at Shiloh, it

seems quite clear that the important

factor was the Ark, not the temple. This

is indicated in the dismay of the people

when the Ark of the Covenant was

captured (I Samuel 5), even though the

temple at Shiloh remained intact.

We see, then, that the Hebrew con-

federation and the Philistine league differ

in a number of important points, and that,

in each case, the Philistine pattern is

closer to the European pattern than it is

to that of the Hebrews. In no instance do

we find a clearer amphictyonic pattern

among the Hebrews than among the

Philistines, in terms of the European

norms.

This being the case what justification is

there for referring to the Hebrew con-

federation as an amphictyony? The only

remaining reason for doing so would seem

to be the identification of the numbers six

and twelve with amphictyonic patterns in

both Palestine and in Europe. Noth points

out quite correctly that the number
twelve was of considerable importance to

the Hebrews not only during the period of

the Judges but during the remainder of

their history as well. He points to a

number of other lists of twelve tribes in

the ancient Near East to be found in the

Old Testament. In Gen. 25:15-16 there is

a list of twelve Ishmaelite tribes. Twelve

Edomite tribes are referred to in Gen.

36:10-14, and there are twelve Horitic

tribes listed in Gen. 36 : 20-28. On the

basis of the number of the Hebrew tribes

and the lists mentioned above, Noth

suggests that '"the number is the result
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of certain established organizations such

as were customary in tribal societies which

were still lacking settled political institu-

tions.” The reason for the number twelve,

he suggests, is to be found in the practice

of the European amphictyonies. The care

of an altar on the basis of a monthly or bi-

monthly rotation meant that the number

of members in the league had to be either

six or twelve. Thus the number twelve in

the Hebrew confederation was “neither

the mere result of the natural ramification

of the human group nor the invention of a

leader, but rather an essential element in

the historical organization of such a tribal

society.”^®

In our study of the Old Testament and

Greek history we do not find the numbers

six and twelve to be as important as Noth
has indicated. In the Old Testament there

are several examples of groups of five

tribes, apart from the Philistine league. In

Genesis 14, there is a coalition of the five

kings of Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah,
Zeboiim, and Bela. Num. 31:8 refers to

the “five kings of Midian.” In Josh. 10:5

there is a reference to the five kings of the

Amorites. In I Chron. 2:4 there is a

reference to the five sons of Judah.

Let us now turn to an examination of

the scanty information which we have

concerning the numbers of participants in

the European leagues. As nearly as we
can tell, there is no particular number that

is of significant importance in these

leagues. The association of the number

twelve with the concept of amphictyony

seems to be based on the importance of

the Delphic league. It is by far the most

important of the amphictyonic leagues,

from the point of view of Greek history,

and we have a great deal more information

about it than about any of the others.

Almost any article on the subject of

Noth, History

f

p. 87^
^8 Ibid., p. 88.

amphictyonies gives more than half of the

space to a study of the form of .this

particular league. E. A. Freeman has

suggested that the other leagues are called

“amphictyonic” only because of their

similarity to the Delphic federation.^® The
Delphic league appears to have been

organized first around the temple of

Demeter at Amphela, near Thermopylae,

and later associated also with the temple

of Apollo at Delphia. The members of the

league were twelve in number.^® The
descriptions of the form and activities of

the league sound very much like what we
know of the Philistine Pentapolis. At least

two of the Greek amphictyonic leagues,

those of Helike and Samikon, appear to

have followed the pattern of having six or

twelve members. Both leagues centered

around a temple of Poseidon. According to

Livy (IV, 23) the Etruscan league in Italy

also had twelve members, although the

specific cities involved were not always

the same. However, a number of other

leagues which qualify perfectly as “amphic-

tyonic” had odd numbers of members.

The Kalaurian league had seven members,

according to Strabo.^^ The Boeotian

league, which lasted for nearly four

centuries (776-387 b.c.) as a true amphic-

tyony, has at various times been repre-

sented as having ten, eleven, or twelve

members. According to the best evidence

available, a reference in Thucydides (IV,

91), it would appear that there were

eleven Boeotarchs and therefore eleven

participants in the league.^^ Although the

See Freeman, loc. cii.

20 See the article by J. A. D. Larsen in the Oxford

Glassiml Dictionary {Oxford, 1953), p. 44.

21 Strabo, IV, 842. The cities in the league were
Nauplia, Prasia, Hermione, Epidauros, Aiginia,

Athens, and Orchomenos.
22 The Boeotarchs were civil and military leaders

of the cities and the league. They and the Lucumones
of the Etruscan league bear a remarkable similarity

to the Philistine Seranim. For further discussion of

the similarities see B. D. Rahtjen, The Philistine

AmfMciyony (Ph. D, Dissertation, Drew University;
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first Achaean league, which existed at

the time of Herodotus, seems to have had

twelve members, its successor, which

began about 280 and had a much more

important place in history, began with

two members and then went from four to

seven to ten members within a period of

six years. The Lykian league, according

to the evidence of Strabo and the available

numismatic evidence, had a membership

of twenty-three cities. In an article on

the amphictyony of Helike in the Pauly

Wissowa Eealenzyclopaedie, there is a

reference to the building of a temple in

honor of Poseidon in Asia Minor, in the

neighborhood of Ephesus, by nine Ionic

cities.^® Presumably they would have

gathered into an amphictyonic league to

preserve the temple once it was built.

Furthermore, in the definitive article by

Cauer on ‘'Amphiktionia,” there is no

indication that the number of participants

in a league was of particular importance.

It would appear that a league of six or

twelve members was advantageous in

some instances, especially when the care

of a common shrine was divided evenly

among the member city-states over the

course of a year. However, in a number of

cases in Europe it appears that the shrine

University Microfilms, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan,

1964), pp. Ill ff,

Wissowa, VII, col, 2857.

Ibid., I, cols. 1904r-35.

was located at some distance from any of

the member cities. In the case of the

Philistines the two successive central

shrines were located in Gaza and Ashdod,

which were member cities, and could care

for the shrine with no outside help. In a

majority of cases, it would seem, the

number of members of an amphictyony

depended upon the nature ofthe geography

involved.

Thus it appears that the institution of

amphictyony is not necessarily linked

with the numbers six and twelve. It also

appears that the relationship of the

Hebrew confederation during the period

of the Judges to the amphictyonies of

Europe is more or less superficial and co-

incidental. The Philistine league, which

existed at the same time as the Hebrew
confederation, fits the classical pattern

of the ‘"amphictyony” much better than

does the Hebrew organization. For this

reason it might be well to re-examine the

use of the term amphictyony to refer to

the Hebrew confederation. Of course, it is

permissible to use this word in its most

general sense. However, in designating

the Hebrew confederation as an amphic-

tyony, we should recognize the fact that

any relationship to the European amphic-

tyonies is coincidental and tells us

nothing about the relationship of the

numbers six and twelve to the organization

or history of the Hebrew tribes.



A NOTE ON “THE ELOQUENT PEASANT,” B I, 13-15

EDWARl) F, WFNTFf Oriental Institute
f University of Chicago

Although the first part of “The

Eloquent Peasant” has provided relatively

easy translation, B I, 13-15 (= R 63-65)^

has remained something of a crux. Part of

the difficulty has revolved around the

proper interpretation of the antecedent of

wH and the two successive suffix pronouns

• s; the other obstacle is in the transcription

and meaning of the word (var. snHy).

Most translators and commentators have

regarded wit, “way,” “path,”^ or “edge,”

“side”*^ as the antecedent of w^t and have

interpreted the suffix pronoun • s as refer-

ring to the same, thereby maintaining a

logical consistency in their renditions.

Gardiner,^ however, proposed constru-

ing hit, ‘Visp,” with reference to wH and

the resumptive *5 in M-t(w)'S, although

from his translation it is apparent that he

regarded the second suffix -s in as

referring to
" “donkey.” Blackman^

correctly pointed out Gardiner’s error in

taking the feminine • s as referring to the

masculine Nonetheless, Gardiner in the

third edition of his Egyptian Orammar^

still retained his interpretation of wH

^ Published in photograph in Vogelsang and
Gardiner, Die Klagen des Bauern (in Erman, ed.,

Literarische Texte des Mittleren Beiches, I [1908]),

Pis. 2 (R 63-65) and 5 (B I, 13-15).
2 Sethe, Erlduterungen zu den aegypiischen

Lesestilcken (1927), p. 25, and Blackman, JEA, XXII
(1936), 40-41.

® Vogelsang and Gardiner, op. cit., p. 9; Vogelsang,

Kommentar zu den Klagen des Bauern (Sethe, ed.,

XJntersuchungen^ Yl [1913]), 60; Erman (transl. by
Blackman), The Diterature of the Ancient Egyptians

(1927), p, 118; Boeder, AUdgyptische Erzahlungen
uryi MdrcKen p. A2', Lefebvre, Bormns et

conies igyptiens de Vipoque pharaonique {IQ p- 49.

4 IX (1923), 8 with n. 4.

^ XXII, 40; this error is still maintained in

Von Bissing, AUdgyptische Lebensweisheit (1955),

p.U56..

®P. 367,n.4,

M‘t{w)-s. I do not know how he in his

mind explained away Blackman’s valid

objection regarding hr m^-s. Gunn, ac-

cording to Blackman,'^ also was of the

opinion that iv^t referred to bit, not wit,

since the latter occurs further removed
from wH than bit—a strong point in

defence of Gardiner’s interpretation of the

first part of this passage. The only trans-

lators that I know of who recently have

followed Gardiner and Gunn are Von
Bissing and Wilson,® who understandably

left untranslated the troublesome hr sn’^-s.

In connection with the word (var.

snHy) most transcriptions give as a

determinative (in the case of R 64

accompanied by ).® Blackman^® ob-

jected to the mound determinative; and

he, referring to Moller, Hieratische Paldog-

raphie, I, No. 600, took the sign in B I,

14, to be instead, although he left

untranscribed the questionable sign in

R 64 presumably because of Gardiner’s

observation^^ that the plough-like sign is

out of the question in R 64. Blackman’s

reference to Holler’s paleography was

unfortunate since the sign is improperly

facsimiled there as a comparison with the

published photograph clearly shows.^^ On
Op. cit., p. 41.

^ Ancient Near Eastern Texts Belating to the Old

Testament^ 2d ed. (1965), p. 408. Etude sur le

conte du fellah plaideur (1933), p. 12, who follows

Gardiner in regard to bU, appears to maintain the

desired consistency in pronoun reference; but his

rendition of is dubious.
® Vogelsang and Gardiner, op. cit.. Pis, 2a and 5a;

Vogelsang, op. cit., p. 49; Sethe, Aegyptische Lesestuche

(1924), p. 19, lines 19 and 24; Suys, op. cit., p. 6*,

line 2, and p, 7*; Be Buck, Egyptian Beadinghook, I

(1948), 90, line 15.

Op. cit., p. 40, n. 2,

Of. also the facsimile in Moller, Hieratische

Lesestuche, 2d ed., I (1927), 14, line 31.
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tlie basis of comparison with examples of

the plough or plongli-like sign, I believe

that this sign can be ruled out in either

text; yet, on the other hand, the mound
sign seems improbable since the few

instances of the mound sign in Middle

Kingdom hieratic^® are quite different in

appearance from the determinatives in

hf or snHy.

In the Hekanakhte archives there are

several occurrences of a m"" and snH

having the meaning of ‘Value’' or “price,”

which James has related to the of the

Karnak inscription of Queen Ahmose-

Nofretari, this sn'^ being a unit of value

closely related to the sHy of Papyrus

Rhind, XIX, No. 62, according to Drio-

ton.^^ Drioton’s conclusion was suggested

by the interchange of with in

two versions of Spell 129 of the Book of

the Dead. I believe with Piankoff that

the meaning of this word in Spell 129 is

‘ring” or “seal.” The word occurs in the

spell merely to indicate the sort of green

frit(?) that is to be used, namely “that

from which a seal is made.”^® Allen

Cf. De Buck, The Egyptian Coffi,n Texts

t

I, 276

g with n, 2* for facsimile; Hayes, A Papyrus of the

Late Middle Kingdom, PI. VI, Insertion C, line 5, and
p, 83; Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian Onomastica, Text,

II, 12* and 263*, referring to volume of plates, PI.

HA, line 196. The mound sign is found occasionally

in New Kingdom hieratic, e.g., Cerny and Gardiner,

Hieratic Ostraca, Vol. I, PL X, 1, vs. 5, and PL XI, 1,

rt. 5. The tendency to transcribe the determinative in

B I, 14, and R 64 as the mound has, I suspect, been
prompted by its appearance in in^'w, “cabin,”

Erman-Grapow, W6., IV, 504, 3.

The Hekanakhte Papers and Other Early
Middle Kingdom Documents (1962), p. 113. Baer,

JA08, LXXXIII (1963), 4, n. 11, prefers “price” to

“value.”

Bulletin de la SociiU Prangaise dUigyptologie,

No. 12 (February 1953), pp. 15-17. See also Helck,
OiZ, BIX (1964), 33.

A® Piankoif, The Tomb of Ramesses VI, Plate

volume, PL 106.

Bepsius, Das Todtenbuch der Agypter, PI. BII,

Spell 129, line 7.

Op, cit., text volume, p. 322.

Of. Harris, Lexicographical Studies in Ancient

Egyptian Minerals, p. 117, especially the references

inn. 12, and pp. 14A-46.

The Egyptian Booh of the Dead Documents in

the Oriental Institute Museum at the University of

has taken this passage quite differently in

translating the text of this spell in Papyrus

Ryerson. However, the word which he

transliterates and says is for sH

“document,” I think should be properly

transcribed a \ a reading in

closer agreement with the other two

versions. Besides there is little phonetic

basis for a confusion of with sH since

the feminine t ending had long since

ceased to have consonantal value in the

absolute state.

In addition to the evidence from Spell

129 in support of Drioton’s contention,

there are in the first Hekanakhte letter

two peculiarities in the writing of the

noun snH^^ that I believe reflect the close

association, if not identity, of snH and sH.

James has noted regarding the first

occurrence of snH in the letter that “the

noun is strangely written with the n
within the s, as if the scribe had made a

correction.” In the second occurrence of

this word in line 6, the manner in which the

n is written, not clearly above the ^-arm

as in the writing of the verb sn'^w in the

same line, but actually to the right of the

vertical portion of the ‘^-arm, suggests that

this n was also added secondarily. Since

the scribe of the Hekanakhte letter No. I

tends to write clearly with well-defined

separation of signs, these two slips on the

part of the scribe are meaningful.

Among the determinatives used in

writing the words under discussion the

seal sign makes its appearance in of

Papyrus Ryerson, sH of the Turin Papyrus

of the Book of the Dead, and sHy o{

Papyrus Rhind.^® This suggests that

Chicago COIH\ Vol. BXXXII), p. 211, PL XXXVII,
129, 27.

Ibid,, p. 212, n. e.

For the form of the seal sign, cf. Moller,

Hieratische Palaographie, III, No. 422.
23 James, op. c^^., PL 1, lines 5 and 6.

^^Ihid„p. 113.
25 tiiQ determinative of Jw' in the Tomb of

Ramesses VI.
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perhaps the puzzling determinatives in the

Eloquent Peasant papyri may be the same.

In Peasant B I, 14, the upper portion of

the hieratic sign in question forms a

complete inclosure. Prom the photograph,

where a greater thickening of line at the

base of this inclosure is discernible than in

Moller’s facsimile,^® it appears to me that

the scribe executed the sign by first

penning the top and sides of the loop, then

adding a squiggle (vaguely z-shaped) at its

bottom, and lastly attaching a fine

oblique line at the right. Although this

sign is considerably larger than the ex-

amples of the seal sign given in Mdller’s

Hieratische Paldographie, I, No. 422, the

movements made by the scribe’s hand are

essentially the same as those employed

for the examples he gives from Illahun

(P 10002, B 18 h, minus the oblique tick)

or Golen. 13, 3, with two ticks.^'^

On the other hand, a comparison with

the traces of the seal sign in Sinuhe R 9,^®

penned by the same scribe as Peasant

R 64, does not favor the seal sign as a

determinative of sn^ty in R 64, One
possibility is that the hieratic sign repre-

sents Q. The word snHy appears again in

Papyrus Ramesseum No. I, B iii, 6

(= Pap. B.M. 10754, sheet 14), for which

Hieratische LesestUckef I, loc, cit.

Of. also the forms of the seal sign in Griffith,

Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurob, PI. IX, line

10, where the sign has a small tick, and the examples
without tick, PI. XIII, line 21, PI. XIV, lines 46 and
55, PI, XIX, line 27, and PL XXVIII, line 29. The
use of the oblique tick in connection with cursive

forms of the seal sign is found probably as early as

Dynasty XI, cf. Schack-Sohackenburg, Has Buch
von dm zwei Wegen^ PL 3 (corresponding to p. 22,

line 6, and p. 25, line 10). A possible Eleventh

Dynasty date for this text has been suggested by
Allen, Occurrences of Pyramid Texts (“NAO<7,” No.

27), p. 15, though Schenkel, PrUhmitteldgyptische

StudieUt pp. 120-21, would tend to date the el-

Bersha coffins to the Twelfth Dynasty. Another
possibility, less likely in my opinion, is that the

sign in B I, 14, is a form of the metal lump sign, of.

James, op. cit.. Palaeography, N 34, and Fischer,

WZKM, LVII (1961), 61, for hieroglyphic examples.

Gardiner, Die Erzahlung des Sinuhe uud die

Hirtengeschichte {in Erman, ed., Literarische Texts des

Mittleren Reiches^ II), PL I.

Barns, follomng Gardiner’s suggestion,

has used the plough sign in transcribing

the determinative. At my request Pro-

fessor Cerny and Mr. T. G. H. James
kindly sent me their independent facsimiles

of the hieratic original; the sign appears

, which ill-siiits the seal, the

plough, or the mound. Like the sign in

R 64 this one displays a small tick on the

right; this fact suggests that they both

may represent the same hierogl3q3h, per-

haps a special form of the block sign £=,

which actually is used as a second deter-

minative in hi"" from the tomb of Ramesses

VI.®® This sign may also be related to the

metal lump sign used to determine the

Old Kingdom regarded as a concrete

unit of value.

Underneath the sign in question in R 64

is a sign of which only the right half is

preserved. Although this has generally

been taken as the walking legs deter-

minative, it should be pointed out that the

front foot ends considerably more abruptly

than in the other numerous examples of

hieratic walking legs penned by the

scribe of this manuscript, with the pos-

sible exception of the final determinative

of ^3 in line 47. However, I can offer no

better solution.

Even if there is some doubt about the

correct interpretation of the determina-

tives of snHy in R 64, the close relationship

of this word and its equivalent m"" in B I,

14 with the words discussed by James and

Brioton is indicated by the following

reinterpretation of the Eloquent Peasant

passage. After the peasant’s donkey had

consumed a wisp ofUpper Egyptian barley,

the unscrupulous Dhutnakhte threatens

to take away the ass for his own use. The

peasant then retorts, ‘‘My course is good.

Five Ramesseum Papyri, PI. 3.

Attention might also be drawn to the inter-

change of the seal sign with the block sign as deter-

minatives of snnty, Cerny, BIFAO, XLI (1942), 123.

31 Urk. I, 157, 16. CL Fischer, op. cit., p. 63.
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Only one (wisp) has been destroyed. It is

for its (i.e., the wisp’s) price that I will

buy back^^ my donkey if you seize

possession of it for a (mere) filling of its

mouth -witii a wisp of Upper Egyptian

barley.”

The peasant, who, it must be remem-

bered, had a considerable amount of

salable property in his charge, suggests

that he will buy back the ass for what the

minute quantity of grain was wurth. Not

merely eloquent, he is also quick-witted,

and his succinct response to Dhutnakhte’s

threat is similar to the sort of repartee

indulged in by the fellahin of Egypt.

Since snHy ^^ of R 64 is a synonym and

derivative oisTi!^ in B I, 14, we are supplied

with the missing member that is parallel

to sHy of Papyrus Rhind, just as sn%

(originally written ¥t) of the Hekanakhte

letter No. I parallels if we allow for a

rather wide range of meaning from ‘‘seal”

through “unit of value” to “price.”®® The

situation is somewhat analagous to that

associated with the word snnty, meaning

something like “compensation” or “pur-

chase,” in the idiom in m snnty, “buy,”

which Cerny®'^ has discussed at length.

Snnty is apparently a derivative of snnw.

For ini, “buy,” construed with hr, “for,” cf.

Peet in Studies Presented to F. LI. Griffith, p. 123.

Instead of taking the verb as a sdm^n-f form, I

regard it as the imperfective sdm-f imparting to it

the nuance of a second tense with the emphasis upon
the adverbial adjunct; of, Polotsky, J^tudes de

syntaxe copte, pp. 78-83; Parker, Rev. d*igyptdlogie, X
(1955), 49-59; and most recently, Polotsky, Orientalia,

XXXIII (1964), 275-84.
33 W. Lane, Manners and Customs of the

Modern Egyptians (London; J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd.,

1954), p. 314.
34 In R 64 -tJiQ status pronominalis appears as

SnHy't'S. The t before the suffix may have a parallel

in
' ^

^ “You have no opponent,” in the

tomb of Kheruef, of. Fakhry, ASAE, XLII (1943),

484, as well as in Late Egyptian phty -tw-f, “his

strength,” cf. Erman, Neuaegyptische Grammatik, 2d
ed.,"§ 142. .

35XQpgins, ioc. cii., and Urh.l, 157, 16.

33 Of jajnes, op. c<i., p. 113.
37 BIFAO, XLI, 126 ffi; cf. also Gardiner, JEA,

XLVIII (1962), 65, 66, n. 12.

employed in an equivalent idiom, in m
snnw. Cerny suggests that both derive

from the verb sni, “resemble,” which also

produces a feminine snt used in the ex-

pression m snt r, “like,” and snty of

Papyrus Westcar 6, 7, meaning “equiva-

lent” or “replacement.” Perhaps it is not

mere accident that a g
designating a unit of value, appears to

have influenced some of the writings of

snnty in Spell 166 of the Book of the Dead.

Although Cerny expresses the opinion,

without giving his reasons, that this unit

of value is of a different origin, I would be

inclined to relate this word to the others

derived from sni and see in the derivatives

from sni and sn"^ analogous morpholog-

ical formations with similar semantic

elasticity.

Drioton, who was of the opinion that

what is written sH was actually an abbre-

viated writing of snH^ cited writings of

rmt and hmsi without written m as

illustrating a similar omission of the

second consonant actually present in

speech. On the other hand, there exists

the possibility of an actual falling away of

n in speech. Although the disappearance

of a final n at the end of a syllable is

attested, ®® the development of Coptic

jgmcurce, “exclude,” from ^n"", “repel,”

and AootiQ., “nurse,” from mnH^^ suggests

that the n initiating a syllable following an

33 Gerny, op. cit., p. 132; for two published examples
see now Cerny and Gardiner, Hieratic Ostraca, Vol. I,

PI. LIV, 2, 3 (sn) and LXV, 4, 6 {snny). There is also

O ^ C3, “payment(?),” in DM ostracon 113, 1

(Cerny, Catalogue des ostraca hUratiques non UtUraires

de Deir el Midineh, Documents de fouUles de Vlnstitut

Frangais d^ArcMologie Orientale du Cairo, Yol. Ill,

PI. 62), which I would tend to relate to the words
stemming from sni.

39 Cf. C15re, “La chute de I’n du suffixe -5n de
rancien egyptien,” in Comptes Rendus du Groupe
Linguistique dEtudes Ghamito-Semitiques, II (1937)>

66-68; Fecht, Wortakzent und Silbenstruktur C'Agyp-
tologische Forsehungen,” Vol. 21), p.T2, n. 4^ p* 90;

and Westendorf, Grammatik der medizinischen

Texte, § 44.

40 Of. Vergote, Phonitique Mstorique de Vigyptien,

les consonnes,



A Note on “The Eloquent Peasant,” B I, 13-15

Open syllable as well as final % of a closed

syllable preceding ""ayin were stable. The

conversion of sH to snH in the Hekanakhte

letter No. I and the consistent use of

as against suggest that the syllabic

patterns of snH and snHy differed from

those of sn'' > and mnH > .

The disappearance of the n might be

accounted for by progressive assimilation

of the n with the preceding s if the two

were in contact, either as initial double

consonants or through the presence of an

initial helping vowel.^^ Although only a

few examples ofthe words under discussion

are known, the distribution of three

random occurrences of sH and sHy over

widely separated points in time suggests

that the explanation for the omission of n

here is not merely graphic as is the case

with the regular omission of a consonant

Of. Gunn in Blackman, JEA, XXII, 41; so

also in Hekanakhte letter No. II, rt. 38, “repel,”

is written with the biliteral sign §n.

<t2Cf. Sturm, WZKM, XLI (1934), 52-53,

though Edel, MIO, II (1954), 38-39, presents some
evidence to the contrary.
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in writings of rmt, ‘hiian/’ or hnkt,

“beer.’’

Whether the phonetic factors affecting

the presence or absence of the 7i had a

dialectical basis is difficult to assert. All

occurrences of forms with 7i derive from
texts ofTheban origin.^® The Old Kingdom
text with sH {Urh. 157) is from Giza, but

the provenience of the Turin papyrus of

the Book ofthe Dead is unknown. Although

the Rhind Papyrus with Hy was purchased

in Luxor and believed to have come from

near the Ramesseum, it was copied from

older texts of the time of Amenemhet III,

which may not have been Theban in

origin. It can only be suggested that

possibly writings with 7i reflect a Theban

tradition as against writings without

for which a northern tradition may have

been responsible.

A Theban origin for Papyrus Ryerson; pur-

chased in Paris, seems indicated by the owner’s

title, “priest of Khonsu,” if we accept the alternative

explanation given by Allen, The Egyptian Booh of

the Dead Documents

^

p. 16, for the phrase in Spell

142, “in the house of Atum,” rather than “of the

house of Atum.”



THE MEANING- OF HBPW8 IN ECCLESIASTES ^

W. E, STAPLES'\t Victoria College^ Toronto 5, Canada

'T
loiL is of prime importance in

human affairs. The attitude of Koheieth

to labor is closer to the sophisticated

view-point of Genesis 2 than to the primi-

tive one of Genesis 1 : man was created to

toil, to till the soil rather than to act as

ruler of all living things. He is a fellow

creature with the beasts of the earth

rather than their master (Eceles. 3:18 ff.).

Only from toil does man derive any satis-

faction (2:10), and even it produces no

tangible results. Nevertheless, in a theo-

centric universe, whatever is, is right,

because it is the will of God. This outlook

is illustrated by the use of the word

hAfes in Ecclesiastes.

The word usually means “delight,

pleasure,” from the verbal idea “to be

pleased with.” In Ecclesiastes however

the meaning “cause, business, affair”

(LXX, TTpayfjLa; Vulgate, negotium) is

attested (e.g. 5:7, 8:6), foreshadowing the

later Mishnaic meaning, “thing.” A sense

midway between “pleasure” and “affair”

occurs in Prov. 3:5 and 8:11, where the

plural is used of '^desirable things.”

These various meanings imply a logical

progression, from “desire” to “desirable

thing” to “thing”; a progression, however,

which is logical only in a theistic society.

God has only to desire a thing for it to

become reality; God wishes {gahpds)^ a^nd

that wish becomes a thing Qtepes). In like

manner the meanings “word” and “thing”

are merged in ddbdr; God has only to say

“Let there be light” and there is light.

^ In an earlier form this paper -was read to the
joint session of the Canadian Society of Biblical

Studies and the Canadian Section of the Society of
Biblical Literature, on 16 May 1963 at Waterloo,
Ontario.

So too in Islam, (“he willed”) and
say^un (“a thing”) are closely related.

The Koran often emphasizes the im-

portance of ^Allah as the prime mover of

historical events; thus, “If God had

willed they had not fought with one

another; God is wont to do whatever he

wishes” (II, 254). These words recall

Eccles. 8:2-4, where however it is seem-

ingly the king who is the completely free

agent:

Keep the commandment of the king, and
because of your oath to God (or, because of

a very important oath) hasten not to leave

his presence. Stand not in an unprofitable

matter {i.e. do not be stubborn where the

king is concerned), for whatever he pleases

he is wont to do (Id hoU^°‘ser yahpds ya'^°‘ie{h']).

Because the word of the king is power, who
can say to him: What are you doing?

It is probably pointless to preoccupy

oneself with finding a specific historical

reference to a particular king in this

passage. Nevertheless it is always possible

that Koheieth had in mind some earthly

king; if so, he was king by the grace of

God and accordingly ruled as a voice of

God. This relationship between God and

ruler is specified in Eccles. 5:7: “If

oppression of the poor and rape of proper

conduct you should see in the province, be

not dismayed about the affair (Hpe^), for

a high one keeps watch over a high one,

and the most high (^®6oAlm) over them”

(so Ewald and Zockler). The oppressed

ones too were doubtless created by God;

and he was the “oppressor” (plural of

majesty) in 4:1, for “there was no one to

comfort them.”
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IllThe Meaning oe Hbpms m Ecclesiastes

To return to 8:4, ''the word of the king

is power (Mton)” In 5:18 and 6:2

Mlat, the corresponding verb, is used in

the hiphil with God as the subject: "God
gives man power” to enjoy his possessions.

As a commentary on 8:4, Jastrow cites

Midrash Tanhuma, Vayera 19: "God is

power and one cannot protest against

him.”^ Elsewhere in the Old Testament

when the verbs '^dsd{h) and Jj^dpes are

juxtaposed their close association explains

God’s role as a historical force. Thus,

Isa. 55:11: "Surely it {sc, my word) shall

have done what I wished {M ^im-'^dmlh]

hdpasti), and it shall make to

prosper that for which I have sent it”; so

too Jonah 1:14: "For thou, 0 Yahweh,

like as thou hast pleased thou hast done

{ka^°'hr Jjbdpastd %sUdy'\ and Ps. 115:3:

"Our God is in the heavens. Whatever he

has pleased, he has made {kol ^Her-Tibdpes

%id\]i\)'^ In the light of this discussion, it

seems quite likely that Eccles. 8:2-4 is

another reference to God’s activity in

history. The divine will becomes fact,

negotium. It is thus no accident that

hepes is used to mean "a thing, an event”

in Ecclesiastes.

In Eccles. 3:1 Mpes is used in parallel

construction with kol, "everything”: "To

everything there is a season, and a time to

every purpose {Mpes) under the heaven.”

God is the agent. There follows in vss.

2-8 an enumeration of the constituents of

hepes; they consist of human activities

whose times are assigned by God. None is

profitable to man; they simply make up

the tasks {Hnydn) which God gives man
to do. Vs. II is but the summation of

these ventures of man: "and all of them

(hakkol) God has made seemly in their

time It will be noted that

hepes in vs. 1 likewise has a time in which

to take place.

2 Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim
. . . and the Midrashic Literature, p. 1581, s,v,Ailtdn.

In Eccles. 3:17 hepes is used in parallel

construction with hamma^^se{h), "the

work”: "God has put in proper order

{yispot, "rules”) the righteous and the

wicked; for he has set a time for everj^

incident {hepes) and for every work.”

It seems obvious from this that God is the

active agent in history, and that "right-

eous” and “wicked” are simply human
labels, with no validity before God; at any
rate each is seemly in its own time. In EccL

8:6, "every incident {Mpes) has a proper

time {^et) and practice (mispaf).” In

Eccles. 5:7 Ip^pes is defined as "oppression

of the poor and rape of proper and legal

conduct.” Like the hepes of 3:1 ff., 17,

this oppression and rape, being divinely

inspired, are a part of God’s plan. They
therefore have their proper place in an

ordered 'world.

In three other passages commentators

have been at one in rendering Ifepes as

"delight” or the like. If the word be given

a more materialistic sense, these passages

all gain added point.

Eccles. 5:3: "According as thou makest

a vow to God, pay immediately, for there

is no hepes in fools; what you vow, pay,”

The third stichos is usually taken to mean
"God hath no pleasure in fools” (so e.g.

AV). But this does not harmonize with the

view that God made the fool as well as the

wise man and that both have a common
fate (2:14 ff.). Just as wisdom or human
experience may be defined in the Old

Testament as "good and evil,” so human-

ity as a whole is defined by the expression

"wise man and fool.” The actual meaning

of this verse is suggested by Eccles. 4:17:

"The keeping of your feet as though you

were going to the house of God is nearer to

obedience than that fools give sacrifice,

for they do not know that what they are

doing is profitless.” The paying of vows

and the offering of sacrifice are evidently

related acts; yet fools give sacrifice, even
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though they get no return for the gesture.

Ill 5:3, one might argue, liepes is defined

as ''making and paying vows,” just as in

5:7 it is defined as "oppression and rob-

bery.” The stichos may thus be inter-

preted, "Fools have no business {negotium;

sc. which requires a vow).”

Eccles, 12:1: “Remember thy creator

(?) in the days of thy youth, before the

days of evil come, and the years draw

near of wMch thou mayest say: I have no

hepes in them.” According to 2:10, man’s

pleasure is a derivative of toil. But his

last days are -those of inactivity. They

are evil, in the sense that they are profit-

less; man’s race has been run, his labors

are past; his ruah is about to return to God
who gave it. In such circumstances it would

be quite fitting for Koheleth’s old man to

say, “I have no work to do in these days.”

Eccles. 12:10: “Koheleth sought words

of Mpes. That which is written is upright-

ness, words of truth.” The phrase “words

of hepes’

^

is evidently parallel to “words

of truth.” The word for “truth,” is

a derivative of ^dman, “substantial, de-

pendable.” If Jiepes too were interpreted

as having to do with the facts of life, not

only would it make the parallelism more
pointed, but it would be more in keeping

with Koheleth’s point of view. In his

judgment, many words are incompre-

hensible or misleading (e.g, 10:14). To
paraphrase vs. 10, he was looking for

solid facts upon which to base an honest

thesis.

To summarize, h^pes in Ecclesiastes

regularly denotes the “business or facts”

of life; and in every case it reflects the will

of God.



PHOENICIAN PLACE-NAMES

DAVID NEIMANf Brandeis University, Waltham, Alassachusetta

Cjreat and successful colonizers

have usually been more interested in

economic and political success than in

poetic toponymy. For every Eric the Red
who hopefully thought that he would

attract settlers to the lands he had recently

discovered by giving them such alluring

names as ‘"Greenland” and “Vineland,”

there were others who were satisfied that

a colony was producing what w^as expected

of it by calling it “The Factory” or “The

Depot.”

The English Puritans who came as

pilgrims to a new land by force of religious

persecution idealized their exodus from

the mother country by conceiving of their

movement as a re-enactment of that of the

ancient Israelites. They proceeded, there-

fore, to dot the countryside of the new

land with Salems, Canaans, Havens,

Lebanons, and a Providence. Their des-

cendants and other Bible-inspired settlers

who moved westward from the original

Puritan settlement continued to brighten

the virgin country with more Salems,

Lebanons, Bethlehems, Jerusalems, Eph-

ratas, and Palestines, until they reached

the shores of the Pacific. Those less Bible-

oriented and more nostalgic for their old

homeland proceeded to found New
Londons, New Britains, and New
Jerseys.

The French called a land New France

and a city New Orleans; the British

settled New Brunswicks and New Cale-

donias. When the Dutch established a

trading post in the New World, they

called it New Amsterdam. When the

British drove them out of it, the name

was changed to New York. This desire to

identify the new country with the old is

understandable and has its value. They

must have been very practical indeed who
decided that the name New Town or New
City was enough. Yet some of these

cities with rather undistinguished names

became very significant places in man’s

history.

When the Greeks began their large-scale

colonization in the middle of the eighth

century b.c., many of their new cities were

called simply Nea- Polls == New Town;

and some of them, such as the Neapolis of

southern Italy, became in time great

metropolitan centers.

About three hundred years before the

Hellenic migrations, the most aggressive

and successful colonizing movement in the

Mediterranean world was launched by the

Phoenicians. One of the more remarkable

peoples of the ancient world, they were

the innovators and inventors of some of

the most important elements of western

civilization. The Phoenicians inhabited

and ruled over the eastern seaboard of the

Mediterranean from the Gulf of Alex-

andretta to the approaches to Eg3rpt, and

their settled areas extended inland to

the Jordan Valley.^

At the end of the thirteenth and the

beginning of the twelfth century b.c., they

suffered a great defeat as a result of two

large invasions of their lands which were

launched almost simultaneously. The Sea

Peoples attacked Phoenicia from the sea

at the same time that the Israelite tribal

^ See William F. Albright’s article on the history

of the Fhoenicians, “The Role of the Canaanites in

the History of Civilization/’ in The Bible and the

Ancient Near East (ed. by G. Ernest Wright; Garden

City, N.y.: Doubleday & Co., 1961), pp. 328-62.
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coalition was invading from the desert of

Transjordan to the east.^

But this great defeat, serious though it

was, was not the signal for a decline of

Phoenician power. On the contrary; like

the fabled Phoenix, the Phoenicians rose

to greater heights from amidst the flames

that apparently were consuming them

entirely. Driven out of Palestine by the

successful two-pronged invasion of Israel

and the Sea Peoples, they managed to

wrest delayed victory from very serious

military defeat. They more than com-

pensated for their losses by a new efflores-

cence in the northern regions of their

territory (in the land which is the ‘Thoe-

nicia” of classical times) and an expansion

westward into the Mediterranean which

made them the masters of the great sea.^

The islands and coastlands of the

Mediterranean Sea were colonized by the

Phoenicians in a successive series of

penetrations, until they were firmly en-

trenched in strategic locations and man-

aged, for a period of three centuries, to

exercise unassailable control over the

commerce and shipping of the Mediter-

ranean. They had seaports and colonies on

the islands of Cyprus, Malta, and Sicily;

settlements of a like nature on Corsica and

Sardinia, and mainland cities on the

shores of the Mediterranean Sea and the

Atlantic Ocean, at Carthage, Cartagena,

and Cadiz, in North Africa and Spain.'^

Our knowledge of the Phoenicians leads

us to believe that they were a very

practical people; astute, clever, and hard-

headed. The alphabet, their most valuable

and enduring invention is, for example,

an extremely efficient and valuable tool

for communication. Their sense of the

^ Ibid,, p. 328, . , the Phoenicians tiirned their

energies seaward and became the greatest naariners

and traders of all time.”
^ Eduard Mejer, Geschichte des AUeHums {3<i ed.;

Basel: Benno Schwabe & Co., 1963), Vol. II, part 2,

pp. 106-13.

practical and the valuable In a material

sense is apparent from their achievements

which were impressed upon the memories

of other peoples who knew them. This

sense of the pragmatic is also evident

from their choice of locations for their

investments of men and money. A look at

the map of the Mediterranean world would

indicate at a glance that they were able

to calculate the value of a location in terms

of many factors: accessibility, strategy,

and economics. An enumeration of their

colonies reveals that they maintained

themselves in a position of strength vis-a-

vis all potential rivals for power. The

Greeks and the Etruscans might also stake

out claims to seaboard locations; the

Phoenicians always managed to retain

the superior positions under their own
control.®

And clearly they were more interested

in profit than in poetry, for they were un-

imaginative in their choice of names for

the cities which they founded in their

acquired territories. They called their new
settlements by such practical and simple

descriptive names as ‘'The Rock,”® "The

Fortress,”'^ "The Weavery,”® or "The

Foundry.”® It is even probable that the

® See the writer’s article, “Sefarad; The Name of

Spain,” in the Journal of Near Eastern Studies, XXII
(1963), 128-32.

® S7^0, ‘mock,” recorded by the Greek historians

a,s Soloeis, See Thucydides vi. 2, 6.

“Portress,” usually transliterated by the

Greek writers as Byrsa, with metathesis. This

metathesis might have been prompted by the folks-

etymologizing they engaged in to make it appear to

be the word for “hide.” Strabo, Geography xvii. 3,

14. But in the very next chapter (xvii. 3, 16) Strabo
indicates the function to which the Byrsa was put, and
it is quite clearly a 2121.

® K1l5»n. “The Weaving Mill,” transliterated by
the Greek writers as ikfoiya. See Thucydides, Pelo-

ponnesian War vi. 2, 6. The name of this place has

been found stamped on Phoenician coins as

with the definite article. See Eduard Meyer,

Geschichte des Altertums, 3d ed., Vol. II, part 2, p. 106.

® S?'»I£!'in, “Foundry,” so recorded in the O.T.; e.g.,

Ezek. 27:12, and called “Tartessos” by the Greeks.

See Herodotus, Histories i. 163; Strabo, Geography
iii. 2, 13. For the etymology of the word TarUS,

see Albright^ Op. c^^., p, 360, n. 96.
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two large cities in their own home country

bore prosaically descriptive names, one

being known as “The Fishing Town,”^®

and the other as “The Rock/'^^ The sea-

port colony which served as a trading post

and fortress on the Atlantic Coast of the

Iberian Peninsula they called “The
Fort.”

We do not know how many towns

founded by the Phoenicians were called

“Foundry”; there were at least two.^® As

10 “Fishery,” from the root IIS, “to hunt”
or “to fish.” Gen. 10:15; Joel 4:4; Zech. 9:2. It

appears in Greek as Hihcov.

“ns, “Rock,” is evidently the source of the
name of the city of Tyre, which was situated on a
rock off the coast of Phoenicia. See Ezek. 27 : 32. The
name of the city comes into Hebrew as “112 or *12 and
appears in Hellenic literature as Tvpo^, although the

common noun, “rock,” remains 1.12. Yet the Greek
rendering seems to reflect the pronunciation 1-12

rather than 112. The Aramaic term for mountain,
KIIU, is cognate. It is interesting that the Greek
transliteration of Phoenician Tyre is closest to

the Aramaic derivative from the same root in

proto-Semitic.
^2 “Fortress.” Herodotus iv. 8, speaks of

“Gadeirs, outside of the Pillars of Hercules, on the

shore of the Ocean.” Strabo, Geography ii, 5, 30,

Ifo) p.€v UrrjXwv Faheipd, I am using the second
meaning of the word 111, “defense,” rather than
“fence.” This is the meaning of the word 111 as

used in Ezek. 13:6 and 22:30; Pss. 80: 13 and 89:41.

In Job 19:8 and in Lam. 3:7, 9, in verbal form, it is

used in the sense of “barred, defended, prevented.”

These translations are indicated by the context. The
meaning “fence” is primary, but “defense” is a clear

meaning of the word. Here again it is interesting to

note that the Phoenicians called the city nin
with the definite article. (The name has been found

stamped on coins in the form and ItJK.)

This indicates the attitude which they had to the

name as a practical, utilitarian factor in the life of

the city. See Eduard Meyer, Geschichte des AUertums,

II, 2, p. 91, where he translates the name as *"FestungF

Tarshish was the name of at least two Phoenician

cities, and possibly more. One, on the island of

Sardinia, was later known as Nora; the other, in

Spain, was called “Tartessos” by the Greeks. See

Albright, “New Light on the Early History of

Phoenician Colonization,” Bulletin oj the American

Schools of Oriental Besearchf No. 83 (October, 1941),

pp. 14-22. The name appears in the inscrip-

tion on p. 19. See also Albright, The Bible and the

for' the designation of a settlement by
the name of “New Town” or “New" City”

we know of three, and .there must have
been many more sharing this simple, un-

distinguished name. There w"as a New City

on the island of Cyprus, another in North
Africa, and a third in Spain.^® The North
African New City became the great

metropolis of Carthage, Rome’s rival for

the control of the Mediterranean world

towards the close of the third century B.c.

Situated at the center of the northern

coastline of Africa, Carthage controlled

the seaianes of the Mediterranean, es-

pecially its western reaches, and main-

tained this control for nearly three

centuries. The third “New Town” was

the colony established by Carthage in

Spain and called by the same name, W"hich

was a significant city from the time of its

foundation in the third century B.c. until

the present day.

Ancient Near East, p. 347, and p. 360, n. 96, Also
Eduard Meyer, op. cit., pp. 84 and 94. The use of the
term Dl’ax, “Ships of Tarshish,” in the O.T.
to indicate vessels that are fitted to undertake
long voyages overseas arose from the fact that the
Tarshish of Spain was as far as one could sail on
regular voyages in O.T. times. The Tarshish of Spain
was on the banks of the Guadalquivir and could only
be reached by sailing through the Straits of Gibraltar,

northwards past the city of Gadeira (Cadiz), and up
the mouth of the river that flows into the Atlantic at

that point. This was truly a long voyage- We do not
know if the Tarsus of Cilicia reflects a Phoenician

Tarshish.

See the name lHI7inf11t? sk “New City” in

the Limassol Inscription from Cyprus, in Mark
Lidzbarski’s Mandbuch der Nordsemiiischen Epigra-

phik, I (Weimar: Verlag Emil Felber, 1898), 419, and
in George Albert Cooke’s Textbook of North Semitic

Inscriptions (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1903), pp.

52, 134. Another occurrence, in the gentiiic form
^JITPinOlp, is on an inscription from Kition on Cyprus,

of. Cooke, Textbook, p. 68.

15 “The New City, which was in a way the chief

ornament and capital of the Carthaginian Empire in

Spain,” Polybius The Histories iii. 15, 3,



IS THERE ANY SYNCHRONISM BETWEEN THE
REIGNS OF HIRAM AND SOLOMON?*

H. J. KATZENSTSIN, Schocken Library, Jerusalem, Israel

In, Ms book ‘'Against Apion”

Josephus claims that "... the temple at

Jerusalem was built in the twelfth year

of Hiram’s reign . . while in “Jewish

Antiquities” he says that (when the build-

ing of the temple in Jerusalem was started)

“Eiromos (Hiram) was already in the

eleventh year of his reign at Tjve; from the

founding (of Tyre) to the building of the

temple, there was an interval of 240 years.

Eduard Meyer accepted the eleventh

year of Hiram as the year in which King

Solomon started to build the temple,

while the twelfth year seemed to him a

“mistake” (“falsehlich”).^ J. Liver is also

of this opinion on the grounds that “the

round number 12 is doubtful a priori.''^

On the other hand, A. von Gutschmid

objected to any synchronism between the

Temple of Solomon and the (new) founda-

tion of Tyre. He claimed that Josephus

had transferred the dates from the temples

rebuilt by Hiram in Tyre® to the Temple

in Jerusalem. His argument is reasonable.

But it is possible that in those extracts

made by Menander and Dins, Josephus

found a hint that cedar-wood had been

delivered by Hiram to Solomon in both

the eleventh and twelfth years of Hiram’s

reign Just as, in the aimals of Byblos,

* This article is part ofa Ph. D. thesis, “The History
of Tyre,” written under the guidance of Professors

B. Mazar and A, Malamat and subnaitted to the
Hebrew' University, Jerusalem.

1 Against Apion i. 126; cf. Against Apion i. 108.
^ Jewish Antiquities vili. 62.

® B. Meyer, QeacMchte des Altertums^ 1112, p. 79,

n, 2.
'

^ J. Liver, “The Chronology of Tyre,” WJ, III

(1963), 116, n. 6.

® A. von Gutschmid, ilX. Schriften, IV (Leipzig,

Zakar-Baal found that his ancestors had

sent cedar-wood to the kings of Egypt.®

But even by this attempt to save Josephus’
statements, we come again to the eleventh

year of Hiram as the year of the founda-

tion of the Temple in Jerusalem, i.e. the

fourth year of Solomon’s reign.

It is much more likely that Josephus

found the eleventh and twelfth years of

Hiram’s reign as the years in which Hiram
built the temples of Heracles and Astarte

in Tyre,® and made use of those numbers

in dating the construction of the Temple

in Jerusalem.

Here it may be worthwhile to look at

those passages which speak about the

building of both temples in Tyre. In

“Jewish Antiquities” we read: . . and

(Hiram) pulled down the ancient temples,

and erected new ones to Heracles and

Astarte; and he was the first to celebrate

the awakening of Heracles in the month
Peritius” (translation by R. Marcus).® The

same passage in “Against Apion” reads:

“(Hiram) demolished the ancient temples,

and built new shrines dedicated to

Heracles and Astarte. That of Heracles he

erected first, in the month Peritius”

(translation by H. St. J. Thackeray).^®

The different conceptions embodied in the

two translations stem from the difference

in the case of the first word, which may be

a scribal error.

s Weu-Amon, II, 8-9 (in p, 27).
,.'^1 KiiigS:6:l.

;

® A. von Gutschmid, op. II, 63.

® JA, VIII, 146: Trpcoro^ re tov ^HpaKXeovg eyepaiv

iwot'jararo iv rw Uepirlip p,r)vl

AA, I, 119: rrpair6v re too ‘Hpu/cAeous' eyepdLV

67rot'^craTO eV t4> Flepiricp p7)vi1893), 488-89; E. Meyer, op. ci«., p, 124, n. 1.
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It could be argued that Thackeray’s

translation is the right one, as we find in

the best traditive MS of ''Against Apion,”

the Codex Laurentianiis, an addition,

namely etra to Aardpryjs- ("and that

of Astarte after”). But as this may be a

scribal gloss, w^e shall try to prove our

case without using this argument. We feel

strongly that the word Syepo-Ls gives the

clue to Marcus’ translation.

Ever since the last century the word

eyepais in "Jewish Antiquities” (and

sometimes even in "Against Apion”) has

always been translated as the "(feast of)

awakening. Furthermore, the presumed

feast has made its way into all the different

histories dealing with the time of Hiram.

and has been fully dealt with in a special

article by Clermont-Ganneau.^^ By this

translation the "awakening” of Heracles

became an "awakening” of Adonis. For

all these scholars applied the word eyepais

as it is in the N.T., namely the "awakening

from death.” As eyepa19 is a hapax

legomenon in the works of Josephus,^® we
have to look in other books which may
have been known to him in order to find

its meaning. We believe that we have

found such a book in I Esdras. Here we
read: . . . ini rfj eyepaei rod oXkov rod

Kvplov^'^ (or in the English translation by

R. H. Pfeiffer of I Esd. 5:62: "for the

rearing up of the house of the Lord”). If

we accept this meaning, as was done by

Thackeray, the idea of Hiram’s intro-

ducing a new cult, namely that of Adonis,

Even in A. von Gutschmid’s commentary on
Against Apion, op. cit., IV, 474.

Int. al., E. Meyer, op. cit., pp, 124, 168; W. F.

Albright, AEJ (Baltimore, 1956), p. 81.

Oh, Glermont-Ganneau, “L’Egersis d’Hbraoles

et le R6veil des dieux,” Eec, d'‘arch, orient., VIII
.(1:924),;149- 67.

J. G. Frazer, Osiris, I (London,

1922 ),,. ixo-ii.

Matt. 27:53; the verb iympetv in the sense of

resurrection is already found in LXX, Isa, 26: 19.

H, St. J. Thackeray/R. Melvcus, A Lewicon to

Josephus (Paris, 1955), p. 209.

I Esd. 5:59; cf. LXX I Chron. 22:19.

is shattered. Having established the right

meaning of the text we can now revert to

the question whether there is any syn-

chronism between the eleventh or the

twelfth year of Hiram, respectively, and

the fourth year of Solomon.

Hiram started to rule at the age of

nineteen,^® In his first years he was

engaged irith different tas.ks (mentioned

by Menander and Dins), and only after-

ward he pulled doxrn the old temples of

Heracles and of Astarte and started to

rebuild them. This may have happened in

his eleventh and in his tirelfth: year.

Josephus may have transferred those

dates to the building of the Temple in

Jerusalem, and by this fact he "created”

the synchronism. But the texts of Men-

ander and Dins do not give any dates for

the rebuilding of the temples in Tyre, Dins

speaks about cutting of timber for the

temples, and we have already quoted

Menander. We think that we can point to

the Years 11 and 12 in the history of

the building of the Temple of Solomon,

and we assume that Josephus transferred

these years to the Tyrian king.

In I Kings 6:38 we read that Solomon

finished the house of the Lord in the

"eleventh year, in the month Bui, which

is the eighth month.” The dedication

ceremony took place in "the month

Ethanim, which is the seventh month.

If we follow A. Sanda,^° then this cere-

mony took place in the following year,

i.e. in the twelfth year of Solomon. We
suggest, therefore, that in these dates lies

the source of Josephus’ numbers, and we

think that there is no historical value to

Josephus’ synchronism between the

eleventh or twelfth year of Hiram and

the fourth year of Solomon.

Against Apion i. Ill

.

19 I Kings 8: 2,

20 A. Sanda, Die der Konige, 1. Halbbd.

(Munster, 1911), 213.



NOTE ON OLD ASSYRIAN HAMUSTUM

J. A» BBINKMAN, Oriental Institute, University of Chicago

Ik September 1962, I penned a

brief article^ on the time value of the Old

Assyrian hamuBum, chiefly to raise some

doubt about the conclusiveness of the

evidence then being brought to bear on

the problem. In this article, in the course

of reviewing four pertinent texts, I

pointed out several indications that the

Immidtum might have had a mathematical

value of ten days.

This opihion, however tentatively it was

initially advanced, now needs revision in

the light of several recollations of the

principal text involved, the tablet-case

BM 120508A {^OGT V 20b). It was this

clay tovelope, in conjunction with its

inside document, BM 120508 {=CGT V
20d), which seemed to equate a loan rate of

one and one-half shekels per mina per

month with a flat sum of five shekels due

on a principal of one-half mina after a

period of twenty JmmMtum (thus yielding

a value of ten days for one hammlum).

But the reading of the crucial figure of

five shekels (BM 120508A, 1. 12) has been

called in question by recent rechecking of

the text; so it seems apt to review the

publication and history of this vital doc-

ument, in so far as it is known.

The cuneiform hand copy of the text

BM 120508A was originally made by
Sidney Smith more than twenty years

before it was published in 1956.^ In his

copy, Smith reproduced the pertinent

figure as 50, with no shading or other

indication of any damaged condition of the

tablet at that time. In the year following

the publication of the tablet—before any

discussion regarding the importance of

this number had arisen—Julius Lewy
collated the text in London and noted in

his transliteration: ‘‘traces not in favor of

50, rather ^ ”
(i.e., a damaged 5).^ In

1962, when I was preparing the manu-

script of my article, unaware of Lewy’s

previous collation, I asked E. Sollberger

to check the passage in question. He noted

that the pertinent number on the tablet-

case was so badly damaged that only faint

traces could be seen, but he also stated

that the size of the damaged figure (in

comparison with the number 20 occurring

elsewhere on the case) would favor a

reading 5 rather than 50,^

Because the strongest and the only exact

evidence for the ten-day hamuUum rested

on the reading of this tablet-case, A. L.

Oppenheim examined it for me again in

London in April 1964. He said that an

exact reading of the number was quite

impossible and that readings of either

[i]| or [5] could be defended.^ Further-

more Oppenheim noted that the deep

® Quoted from Lewy’s handwritten manuscript,
on which his collations of July 15, 1957 are noted. A
photostat copy of this manuscript has been made
available to me by Professor H. Lewy, who graciously

allowed me to cite it here.
^ Sollberger’s original collation was mentioned in

Or, XXXII (1963), 391, n. 1. Doubt had already been
expressed on the accuracy of Smith’s copy by Matous
in BiOr, XVI (1969), 181 where he thought that the

figure should probably be read as 1|, and by Kienast
in ZA, LIV (1961), 242, where he suggested the

advisability of a collation. (Garelli in LII

(1969), 44, noted further errors in the copying and
arrangement oftexts inCCTY and called for collations

of other selected passages.

)

® Undoubtedly the figure 1| (agreeing with the

figure given on the inside tablet) would be expected
on analogy with most other texts of this type, where
the interest is given in fuller, more specific terms.

^ Subsequently published in Or, XXXII (1963),
387-94.

a cal’ V, “Preface,” p. 3.
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119Note on Ole Assybian HamWtum

seal impression immediately following this

line on the case may have obliterated the

end of the supposedly elliptical sentence

which begins in line 12. Finally, in a letter

of June 11, 1964, SoUberger independently

withdrew Ms former opinion and said that

the figure in question appeared to be “the

end of a MAS (i.e., the upright with the tail

end of the horizontal)” and that to the

left of this sign there were more strokes

(including possibly two small slanting

wedges), the exact character ofwhich could

not be decided upon.

Thus the reading of the vital number
appears at least questionable; and, since

SoUberger also informs me that the tablet

in all likelihood has not deteriorated sig-

nificantly since its original copying by
Smith, the ten-day hamuUum may weU
prove to be as iUusory as its predecessors.

The three anciUary texts originally

presented in support of the ten-day

Jmmukum are of little help in this connec-

tion, since they labor under two obvious

difficulties: (1) none of them offers an

exact equation for the hamuUum as ten

days, since their figures are only approxi-

mate;® (2) all of them can be, and de facto

have been, interpreted in senses other

than that supporting the ten-day value.

The first of these three texts, K.T. 29

{==^KTS la) has, for instance, been

interpreted as mentioning two separate

periods, 7 hamsdtum -f 7 hammtum (+ 10

days?), as the equivalent of two to three

months.® It has further been suggested to

me privately that the figure of two or

three months is only a literary device for

expressing an indefinite time period; but

the use of two figures such as or 2”

® As already noted in Or, XXXII {1963)» 394.

The same, of course, could even b© applied to

the primary text in the sense that the penalty interest

for overdue loans would be expected to be assessed

only after the expiration of the original due date and
hence would be reckoned after rather than wp to the

lapse of the twenty
8 Gelb, OJP, XXVII, 61.

(I u 2), “2 or 3,” or even '*5 or 10,”

usually, denotes a numerical approxima-
tion, and these sets of figures .are not

interchangeable.®. The second of the three

texts,
, Jena No. 294 (

= TuM I 12a),

described a loan with set intervals between

payments. As expressly stated in my
previous treatment,^® the evidence is not

conclusive but serves only to rule out the

higher values proposed for the MnvuMwni
(i.e., fifty days and one-fifth of a year);

there is no law or custom directing that

payments should be made at regular

intervals, even
,

though the coincidence, is

certainly striking. Finally, in the last of the

three texts, A.O. 9246 (
= TOX XIX 40), a

good case can be made that several

different transactions are described in

telescoped fashion in lines 3-27
;
and thus

the interest owed for periods of nine

hamsdtum and two months could also

be interpreted as applying to separate

debts.

Thus, with the reading of the crucial

passage in the primary text under doubt

and with the secondary texts undeniably

® My interpretation of sa-ri-tdm in 1. 18 of this

text as caravan-master (lit., ^Monkey-driver”; see

Landsberger, ZA, XXXVIII [1929], 277) is un-

doubtedly wrong. The old CAD files propose an
emendation to hahtam sd-arl-tdm, “false goods,”

which is equally incorrect, since the adjective sarrii

(whatever the morphology of its feminine singular)

always has the connotation of “(morally) false” or

“mendacious” and is applied only to persons and
their written or spoken word, never to inanimate

objects as such. A more likely reading of sd-ri4dm

may be sarittam, the feminine accusative singular of

Hardum, adj., “loaded”—although to date it is

attested only of animals in OA. The translation of the

whole phrase (11. 15-22) would then be: “I gave you
a full package(?); but you forwarded to me the

(already) packaged 6a6£wm-eonsignment, and they

have given me nothing from that 5a5^MW-consignment

of yours except the three minas of silver which I

(already) owned.”
10 Or, XXXII (1963), 394.

11 If the reading were absolutely certain, we might

defend the uniqueness of the passage against the

charge of lapsus calami. Since, however, the reading

can now be questioned, the balance of likelihood

swings back to the same number being on the case as

on the tablet and to a regular penalty interest being

assessed after the due date (see nn. 5 and 7 above).
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capable of also SEpportiug other opin-

ions/^ I wish to withdraw my previous

suggestion of a ten-day value for the

hamuMum as too tenuous for present

substantiation. The exact value of the

hamuMum is still in doubt and will

likely remain so until those who have

access to the large amount of unpublished

Old Ass5n:ian materials make possible a

Susceptibility to other interpretations neither

proves nor disproves any value of the hamuStum.
Certainly in the first of the three cases, the ten-day
value still remains prima facie the naost likely; the

others remain at least neutral.

The most plausible suggestion is still that of

Gelb in OIF, XXVII, 61 and n. 1, where he notes that

the fa'^ul construction {as well as its feminine counter-

part covers nouns expressing a period of time, i.e.,

“a period of five days.” See his further references,

ibid., and also Landsberger, Der kuUische Kalender,

p. 98.

thorough-going study of the institution of

the Mmustum, including a comprehensive

list of the occurring and recurring hamus-

if'ztm-officials in each month of each

separate year.^^ In this way, then, even

without further direct evidence of in-

disputable character, we may eventually

hope to find out how many hamustum
periods did occur within any one month.

It is conceivable that the hamukum office may
have rotated among a certain group, and thus the
same officials would succeed themselves at fixed
intervals. We know, for instance, that the pair
Itur-ilum and Kurub-Esdar held the hamukum
office together on at least three separate occasions;

(a) during the month Ab-sarrani, in the llmu of
Idi-abum [TCL XXI 231A:5 ff.]; (b) during the
month Sip^'um, in the Hmu of Kuppija [MVAQ
XXXIlri/1-2, No. 23:5 ff.]; (c) during the month
Kuzallu, in the Hmu of Tab-Assur [MVAQ XXXIII/
1-2, No, 55:6 ffi]



BOOK REVIEWS

Alfarabi's Philosophy of Plato and Aristotle.

Transiated with an Introduetion by
Muhsin Mahdi. New York: The Free

Press of Glencoe, 1962. Pp. 158.

This philosophical classic, perhaps the

most important of Alfarabi’s works that have
come down to us, consists of three parts. The
Arabic text of each of these parts has been
published separately and at wide intervals of

time—the first in 1926, the third in 1961.

These are now brought together in this

scholarly translation that reveals intimate

knowledge of AlfarabPs thought and
idiom.

That this treatise consists of three parts.

The Attainment of Happiness (Tahsll aU
Sa^ada), The Philosophy of Plato (Palsafat

Aflatun), and The Philosophy of Aristotle

(Palsafat Aristutdlls) was first noted in 1936

by Professor Leo Strauss. The first part had
already been published in Hyderabad in

A.H. 1343. The second, edited and translated

into Latin by Professors F. Rosenthal and

R. Walzer, was published in London in 1943.

This edition was based on a unique Arabic

manuscript and compared with the Hebrew
paraphrase of Falaquera. The third part was

published in Beirut in 1961. This was edited

by Professor Mahdi himself, who also based

it on a unique Arabic manuscript, compared

it with Falaquera’s paraphrase, and consulted

a Latin translation of the latter in manu-

script. The first part is not a critical edition.

To furnish a more reliable basis for his

translation, Professor Mahdi has collated the

Hyderabad text with two manuscript copies

of the original and compared it with Fala-

quera’s paraphrase and Alfarabi’s

of the Statesman that contains quotations

from this park He has also re-examined both

the original manuscript and Faiaquera’s

paraphrase of Part II and made use of Ibn

'^Aqnin’s paraphrase of Section 30 ofthis part.

Alfarabi gives us three accounts of

philosophy, the first in his own name, the

others in the names of Plato and il.ristotle.

These, though largely independent, have a

unity of theme. This is the question of man's
perfection, his happiness, and how such a

state can be realized in “nations and citizens

of cities.” Four things, we are told in Part I,

are required to achieve such happiness:

theoretical virtues, deliberative virtues,

moral virtues and practical arts.” Ail four

must first be realized “in a certain man” be-

fore “the realization of the particular in-

stances ofthem in nations and cities” becomes
possible. This “certain man” is the ruler, who
is Philosopher, Imam, and Legislator. Al-

though theoretical knowledge is the supreme

virtue, it does not suffice to achieve this final

goal, since the majority ofmen are incapable

of understanding it. The ruler must mould
the moral character ofhis people through per-

suasive speech and exemplary deeds. He must,

moreover, make them assent to the imaged

representations of theoretical knowledge. To
do so, he must employ “the methods of

persuasion and imaginary representation.”

Religion, for Alfarabi, is this representation

of theoretical knowledge in images which the

multitude can understand. He thus defines it

as the “imitation of philosophy.”

For Alfarabi's Plato, man’s happiness

consists in the attainment of “a certain

knowledge and a certain way of life.” Plato’s

political thought is presented through short

summaries of the dialogues. The interpreta-

tions are interesting and shed light on

Alfarabi’s own thought. Thus, for example,

Alfarabi’s Plato is made to identify the

theoretical method with that of Socrates,

and the persuasive with that of Thrasamy-

chus—affirming that the legislator must

^ 9̂
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employ both methods . Theoretical knowledge,

though not sufficient in itself, remains the

supreme virtue. Alfarahi’s Aristotle, who
“sees the perfection of man as Plato sees it

and more,” but who has a different starting

point, is primarily concerned with this virtue.

To Imow man’s purpose requires knowledge

of “the purpose of the totality of the world.”

We would thus have to know “all parts of the

world and their principles.” Such knowledge

is attainable through the demonstrative

method that yields certitude. Alfarabi, in his

summary of Aristotelian works, emphasizes

logic and natural philosophy, which includes

psychology. He tells us that these lead to the

Metaphysics, but he does not discuss this

work.^

Indeed, throughout this treatise Alfarabi

seems to deliberately avoid metaphysics. In

Part I, for example, there is no discussion of

metaphysical systems, emanative or other-

wise. This is not to say that metaphysical

discussion is totally absent, or that the

argument does not operate within a meta-

physical framework. But metaphysical dis-

cussion is kept at a minimum and the

framework, which seems to be Aristotelian,

remains for the most part implicit. In the

comments on the Timaeus in Part II, there

is a passing reference to Plato’s account of

“divine beings.” What is remarkable about

this second part, however, is that Alfarabi

manages to present us with Plato’s philosophy

without mention of the theory of ideas,

(unless such an expression as “knowledge of

the substance of each being” in the com-

ments on the Theaetetus is an allusion to it).

Equally significant is the point made in the

introduction to the translation, that here we
encounter none of the Neoplatonic interpre-

tations of the dialogues, so current in late

antiquity. And in Part III, as we have seen,

Alfarabi leads us to Aristotle’s Metaphysics

but does not discuss it.

^ The possibility that a part here is missing was
suggested by Sa'^id al-Andalusi (d. 1070). Professor
Mahdi in his introduction to the Arabic text offers

convincing evidence against this view. See Al~
Pdrdbt*s Philosophy of Aristotle (Falsafat Aristutdlls),

ed. by Muhsin Mahdi (Beirut; Dar Majallat Shi*=r,

1961), pp.. 22-25.;

This reluctance to discuss metaphysics

may itself be an indication that Alfarabi did

not confuse Neoplatonic emanative doctrine

with Plato and Aristotle and that, in fact, he
was well aware of the metaphysical differ-

ences between these two philosophers. In
other words, he may avoid metaphysics

because he wishes to avoid discussion of these

differences. Alfarabi, it is true, refers to the

identical conception of man’s perfection in

Plato and Aristotle and strives to bring out

the common teleological approach to ethics

and political philosophy he shares with

them. Surely, if he thought this common
teleological approach led to a common
metaphysical world-view, he would have

said something about it, or at least alluded

to it. But there is no such allusion. As
Professor Mahdi points out in his challenging

introduction, no attempt is made to “harmon-

ize” between the philosophies of Plato and

Aristotle, and the Neoplatonic interpretations

employed to affect such harmony are totally

absent. On the basis of this and other

pertinent considerations, he observes that

this treatise does not conform with some of

the current conceptions of the nature of

Alfarahi’s philosophy that derive in large

measure from the more popular of his

writings. This point is well taken. Unless one

has misread Alfarabi’s motives for avoiding

metaphysics, one cannot but fully agree.

The translation itself is a work of scholarly

excellence. It is both accurate and clear.

Professor Mahdi follows the sentence flow

closely without being literal and succeeds in

conveying the style and meditative tone of

the original. There are some minor points

that may be commented upon. For example,

on p. 17, par. 8 (p. 7 of the Arabic text), it

seems preferable to translate mahadi^ aqdam

wujudan as “principles of being, which are

ontologically prior” instead of “principles of

being, which are higher.” There is a slip on

p. 139 (n. 4, Part I, par. 53): The word

“Monophysite” in brackets should come

after “Jacobite,” not after “Nestorian.”

'Michael E. Mabmuba

Unimrsity of Toronto
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Ptolemais, City of the Libyan Pentapolis,

By Cabl H. Kbaelinc^ and Others.
“University of Chicago Oriental Institute

Publications,” VoL XC). Chicago, The
University of Chicago Press, 1962. Pp.

xviii + 288. 64 plates, 22 plans, 74 text

figures. $15.00.

So much of our knowledge of the ancient

world comes to us in the context of literary

and archeological evidence for the ancient

cities that a new study of a city is always

welcome. The present monograph takes a

worthy place in the tradition ofthe interest in

urbanization and cultural development which

has been an important contribution of the

University of Chicago and the Oriental

Institute, exemplified for example by the

symposium of 1958 whose conferences were

published in City Invincible (1960). Dr.

Kraeling is the author of the major part of

the present volume (published on the occa-

sion of the termination of his directorship of

the Oriental Institute) but he has also had

the assistance of D. M. Brinkerhoff, B. G.

Goodchild, J. E. Knudstad, L. Mowry and

G. B. H. Wright, who have made individual

contributions on special subjects.

A volume on Ptolemais is important in a

number of ways. For example, among the

articles in the Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll Peal-

Encyclopddie on the various cities named

Ptolemais, there seems, strangely enough, to

be no article on this Ptolemais. In the same

way, while there is an article on Cyrene in the

same encyclopedia (Broholm, “Kyrene,”

ME, XII [1925], 156-69), there seems to be

no article on the province of Cyrenaica. For

ready reference, this deficiency is supplied

by the excellent article “Cirenaica,” by

several authors, in the Encielopedia Italiana,

X (1931), 417-32, which does not seem to be

mentioned in the present volume. Published

material on this area being so scarce, the

usefulness of the present volume would have

been enhanced by reference to W. Bossberg,

De rebus Gyrenarum provinciae romanae

(Diss., Leipzig, 1876).

Greek colonists came to Cyrenaica in the

first half of the seventh century b.c. The site

of Ptolemais was apparently settled late in

the sixth century by people from Barca. The
name of the city, however, shows that its

real founding belongs to the .Hellenistic

period when the Ptolemies became the rulers

of Egypt. Cyrenaica passed into the hands of

the Romans in 96 B.c. The archeological

evidence for the history of the city in the

later Roman period is in accordance with

other testimony to the deeliniiig prosperity

of North African cities. All this is admirably

set forth in the introductory chapter on the

history of the city. After the Arab conquest

of C^Tenaica (a.d. 643) our knowledge of the

settlement which is now known as Tolmeita

is meager.

Some a,rcheological remains of ancient'

Ptolemais were recorded by Europea:!! travel-

ers who visited the site in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, and Italian scholars

w^ere able to conduct excavations a:nd i,nstitute

preservation measures bet\¥een 1935 and
1942. Some ofthe results ofthe Italian studies

are conveniently reproduced in the' present

volume, which .records the findings of three

major compaigns conducted by the Oriental

Institute in 1956, 1957, and 1958. Scholars

will be grateful for the promptness with which

the results have been published.

From the archeological and literary

testimony we gain a general picture of a

Hellenistic and Roman commercial city

whose history and activities are illustrated

by several buildings which could be excavat-

ed and studied in satisfactory detail, notably

an elegant city house of the early Roman
period, a villa of the early Roman imperial

period, a public building which passed

through changes of use, and a puhiic bath

which seems to have been in operation from

the early fourth century to the Arab conquest.

The successive structural changes in this

building provide a significant commentary

on the fortunes of the city during this

period. There is an unusual fortified church

whose presence in an urban setting is a

commentary on the disturbed conditions of

life in this area in the late Roman period. In

a land where any means of enjoying the

breeze is important, the discovery of a tali

town house recalls the passage in which
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Libanius, in the middle of the fourth century

of our era, mentions the three-story houses

of the wealthy citizens of Antioch which

caught the prevailing breeze for their

fortunate owners (Or. 11.225).

The style and workmanship of the objects

discovered provide the material for a fruitful

study of the sources of decorative art in such

a city, some of it produced by local artists,

some of it imported in finished form, or

partly finished form, to be finished locally.

There is a useful study (pp. 68-73) of the

water supply system, an important subject

in this climate where water is not always

plentiful. The results of the excavations form

an interesting commentary on Procopius’

reference [Buildings 6.2.9) to the shortage

of water in Ptolemais and Justinian’s

restoration of the aqueduct. The significance

ofthe local situation and of the remedy would

have been clearer if the passage in Procopius

had been quoted completely on p. 27 and

repeated somewhere on pp. 68-73.

An inscription has contributed a previously

unknown name of an artist, Asclepiades of

Athens, of the second century after Christ.

One of the important contributions of the

volume is the careful study of the city plan.

To the material collected (pp. 43, 47, nn.

32-33) on the measurements of contempo-

rary streets and unsulae may be added the

evidence for Antioch (G. Downey, A History

of Antioch in Syria [Princeton, 1961], p. 70).

Some of the sculpture found is excellent

in quality, but as is not seldom the case with

such sites, only a few of the inscriptions

recorded are of any interest. There are two
small fragments of Diocletian’s edict on

priees, found near the location of the

larger fragment which had been recovered

previously.

The coins are published in summary lists.

Readers not familiar with numismatics

might have found it helpful to be told that

the Aulus Pupius Rufus whose coin was
discovered in the bath (pp. 162, 267) was
quaestor, or quaestor pro praetore, of the

province of Cyrenaica, and that evidence for

his career is available in the British Museum
Catalogue, Cyrenaica, See also H. Gundel,

“A. Pupius Rufus,” RE, XXIII (1959),

1993-1994, which may have appeared too

late to come to Dr. Kraeling’s attention.

In addition to the text of Synesius’ works
published in the Patrologia Graeca, reference

should be given to Synesii Gyrenensis hymni
et opuscula, ed. X. Terzaghi, 2 vols. (Rome,
1939-1944).

Glanville Downey
Dunbarton Oahs

Grammatica della lingua accadica. By Angelo
Lancellotti. “Analecta Hierosolymi-

tana,” Vol. I. Jerusalem: Franciscan

Press, 1962. Pp. xvi -f 194 -h 41.'®*

P. Lancellotti’s book is designed to

provide an introduction to Akkadian gram-

mar for students conversant with the Italian

language. Its treatment follows closely the

classical approach of most grammars of

ancient languages (phonetics, morphology,

etc.) but the subject of syntax, hitherto

largely unexplored in Akkadian, is reserved

for a future volume. The author’s presenta-

tion is substantially that of Von Soden in

his epoch-making Qrundriss der alchadischen

Grammatik; and, despite the numerous

pedagogical advantages of this method for

students accustomed to it from their

previous language studies, the reader should

at least be aware of the growing inadequacy

of this approach in the face of modern
linguistics.^

The major portion of the book, the gram-

mar itself (pp. 11-194), is clear and exact

and should' prove successful with students.

Certain sections, such as the lengthy dis-

cussion of various dialects of Akkadian

(pp. 165-94), can hardly be duplicated in

any modern grammar. The author’s sub-

stantial achievement is evident, but the

reviewer would like to call the following

minor points to his attention:

P. xvi. The second revised edition of Gelb’s

Old Akkadian Writing and Grammar (Chicago,

1961) and the third edition of Labat’s

^ For a brief indication of some inherent method-
ological shortcomings, see Gelb, Bibliotheca Orientalis,

XII (1955), 93-111. This, of course, would call for a
radical regrouping of much of Lancellotti’s material.
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Manuel d'epigraphie akkadienne (Paris, 1959)

should have been cited.

P. 2. ^lammiirapi’s reign should be given as

1728"“1686, if the short chronology is to be

followed; cf. p. 1, n. 1.

P. 3. The Chaldean dynasty lasted until

539 B.c.

P. 12 § 2c. For siG read siG.

P. 16 § 5e. HI.A is generally used for collec-

tives, not strict plurals, and can be used of

persons, e.g., ebih.hi.a, '‘troops.”

P. 17 § 6e. For belessti read belessu.

P. 17 § 6f. For tern read tern.

P. 25 § 9o. For thuraxj-dangin read

THUREAU-BANGIN.

P. 32 § 15c. For beli-ja read beli-ja.

P. 33 § 16e. The shorter forms of the preposi-

tions are hardly to be regarded as examples

of elision. In several eases, e.g., in, the

abbreviated form is older than the fuller form.

P. 36 § 19b. These verbs are not of the class i

(cf. § 63e, where lamddu is explicitly assigned

to class a). One common feature of forms

such as limad, rikab, tikal, kila, tisab, etc., is

that they all come from verbs that were

originally intransitive.

P. 49 § 30b. The singular and plural endings

of the genitive should be interchanged in the

paradigm.

P. 71 § 42i. For Mratum, Mrtum read hlratum,

Mrtum,

P. 73 § 43i. For senu read senu.

P. 84 § 50m. The element 4s is also a “free

form” in Old Akkadian.

P. 103 § 67c. For aldnu read dldnu.

P. 104 § 67f. For serl-ja read serl-ja.

P. 105 § 68c. For §ihut-ka read sib'dt-ka,

P. 112 § 73e. Transpose the headings Ipr. and

Prt.

P. 113 § 74b. In Prt. PL 2 c., for tuptarrisi

Tea,dtuptarri$d.

P. 115 § 76b. The forms of the Sg. 3 c. and

2 m., Prs. should be interchanged.

P. 121 § 83b. Sg. 3 f.: for parsdt rea>d parsaL

P. 122 § 83c. For sabu-ka TBs^d ^dbii-ka.

P. 128 § 87n. S Prs. : for uSdhkaz read uial^haz,

P. 130 § 90. For mneser read mne^er (Prt. FT).

P. 166 § 112g. For belat, belet Tead bUat, belet.

P. 167 § 1131. How does this crasi differ from

the passaggio diuin a described in § 1 12e?

P. 175 § il5i. For alMne, almid, i^ead dldne,

dldfii.

When time comes for a second edition, a
defective in the italic font (e.g., p. 178,

§ 118c, in. i nuparris and p. 179, § 119a,

iparrusu) should be avoided. With due regard

paid to over -simplifications for the immediate

needs of students, this main section of

Lancellotti’s grammar should provide an
excellent introduction to the ^ study of

Akkadian,

When we turn to a consideration of the

chrestomathy of Akkadian literature con-

tained in the appendix to this book (pp.

1*”41'^), some readers might question the

wisdom of beginning the study of Akkadian
by reading texts from the peripheral dialect

of OB at Mari. But, for the purpose of a brief

reading course in Akkadian for students

interested principally in the Old Testament,

the selection of pertinent and interesting

materials must be commended. It is

unfortunate that the glossary accompany-

ing these selections labors under severe

deficiencies.

P. 8* line 11. Why OB signs here? And, if OB,
the correct signs should have been given, x.e,,

for E read e and for ih read i,

P. 8* line 21. The addition of mimation here

(and in several other places in the ABM
material) is superfluous. It should preferably

be explained to students that OB texts are

not entirely consistent in this matter,

especially in the latter part of the period.

P. 19* vi 19. For ki read di.

P. 20* r. V 42, Insert § 129 before this line,

P. 20* r. V 54. For § 129 read § ISO.

P. 22* r. vi 76, No need for sic. Simply read

SAL X ME as in §§ 144-146.

P. 23* r. vii 30. Insert § before this line.

P, 24* r. vii 60. The apparent a should be

ZA isd).

P. 30*. For SF.USAN read kuS.usah (and also

on p. 36*).

P. 30*. DiHGiR.EN.ZTT {il)Sin should have been

indicated.

P. 31*. For hurmum read hurdsum.

P, 32*. in (
-=ndru) and amA. ( = adi, not adu)

should also have been included.

P. 34*. Insert ^Bu-m-ni (10* v 29).
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F. dawd'&mi read either da-wi-du-um or

da-aw-du-um. For mahdsum read mahdsum,

F. 34*^. For durum read durum.

F. 34*. Insert (gi§) e4am-ma-Jca-am (5* ii

17). .

F. 34*. eqlum: add the logogram a.§1 (CH r.

vi 85).

F. 34*. ezebum: the meaning of the §, “to

execute” (a sealed document; CH vi 11),

should have been indicated.

F. 35*. For gurnum read either gurunnum

(€AD) or gurunnum {AHw); const, gjqurun.

F, 35*. gamdrum: means “to control” a

river’s banks (7* iv 4; see CAD G 27), not

“riparare.”

P. 35*. For habdtum read huppudum (D

only).

F. 35*. hamusum: better taken as Canaanite

infinitive absolute {AHtv sub hamdsum).

F. 35*. hazzum: probably a goat, not a type

of bird.

F. 35*. For hesdm read hesdm.

F. 35*. ina: for 108d read 108c.

F. 35*. For inUma read inuma.

P. 35*. For inumisu read inumlsu.

F. 35*. Add Jasmah-Addu, n. pr. di persona.

F. 36*. Add kajjdnumy “lasting” (6* ii 26).

F, 36*. Add kakkum, “weapon” (7* iii 19, 8*

iv 17, etc.)

F. 36*. kamdium in G means sottomettersi, in

Dsottomettere.

F. 36*. Add kaspum, “argento” (log.

Ktr.BABBAR) in 12* b) 9, etc.

F. 36*. Add kaiddum, “to reach,” “to

overcome,” “to conquer” (this word occurs

at least nine times in the Mari and CH
selections).

F. 36*. Add (log. kiS; CH i 12) and
delete the first entry of kussHm (before

kunukkum).

F. 36*. For lamdnum read lemenum.

F. Ubbum: ia lihbi (ia), “foetus,” should

have been added here, not just under noMm.
F. 36*. Insert M, alphabetical heading.

F. 36*. Marduk: log. bingir.amar.ijb.

F. 36*. mdrum: add log. dumtj.

F. 37*. 'Dot matiXm TQSi>d matdmr
F. 37*. InmTf mutum, “husband” (CH r. v
70).

F. 37*. nadUm: foT nadUn read nad'dm.

F. 37*. Add: Nagar (ki), n. pr. di citta (12*

c 11).

F. 37*. ndrum: log. id (.hi.a).

F. 38*. Sin: log. dingir.bn-.zij.

P. Z9* . Sumu-epuh (andpTohshlyHammurapi^

Halap on p. 35*).

F. 39*. sdtum: iitu um §dt is a construct (not

absolute state) governing the following

phrase (4* i 34-35).

F. 39*. Add sirmum, “endeavor” (14* f 20).

F. 39*. Add sinnum, “tooth” (CH § 200).

F. 39*. Add sirum, literally “flesh” (CH i 47).

P. 40*. For turmim, see Dossin, FA, LII

(1958), 60-62 and most recently Malamat,

JAOS, LXXXII (1962), 144 and nn. 4-5.

P. 40*. For ummdtum read ummatum.
These minor errors significantly hamper an

otherwise excellent piece of work. It may be

hoped that the author can eliminate them in

a future edition and make the reading

exercises as serviceable and as commendably
reliable for students as the main part of his

grammar.

J. A. Brinkman

Oriental Institute

University of Chicago

Greek into Arabic: Essays on Islamic Philoso-

phy. By Richard Walzer. “Oriental

Studies,” Vol. I. Cambridge, Mass.: Har-

vard University Press, 1962. Fp. 256.

$11 .00 .

Students of Islamic philosophy must be

especially thankful to Dr. Walzer and

Dr. S. M. Stern for bringing these fourteen

essays together under a single cover, Greek

into Arabic embodies the labor of an in-

dustrious and thoughtful classicist who for

three decades has manned “a neglected out-

post of classical scholarship” (p. 29). The

essays are for the most part addressed to his

classicist colleagues in an effort to convince

them of the importance of research in

Islamic philosophy for gaining a fuller picture

of Greek philosophy, of the importance of the

Arabic translations for the history of the

Greek texts of the works translated and for

the texts themselves, and of the importance
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of the works of Arab philosophers for a

fuller understanding of the impact of Greek
thought on other civilizations. One could

only wish Dr. Walzer success in this effort.

His researches have resulted in a number of

meticulously worked out and cautiously

stated hypotheses and guesses about lost

works and possible and probable archetypes.

It is to be hoped that classical scholars will

pursue these suggestions and provide the

Islamist with more tangible evidence that

might corroborate and clarify, and if possible

prove or disprove them.

This apart, no serious reader can avoid

being impressed with the solid and important

contribution that Dr. Walzer has made to the

clarification of the Hellenistic background of

Islamic philosophy, to the textual criticism

of Arabic translations, to the history of

certain philosophic ideas, and to a better and
more differentiated understanding of some
of the trends and major figures in the history

of Islamic philosophy. One need only compare
the general accounts of Islamic philosophy

that were written fifty and even thirty years

ago with the first essay in this volume to see

the progress achieved in this field.

Nevertheless, it is well to keep in mind
Dr. Walzer’s insistence that “In the present

state of our knowledge it would be premature

to attempt a definite history of Islamic

philosophy” (p. 1). We need to know many
more facts, edit and study many more basic

texts, and above all develop a sound approach

to the subject. For the most part, our present

approaches are vitiated by the fact that we
have ceased to consider important the central

questions that occupied the attention of the

major Muslim philosophers. Instead of

beginning with a patient analysis of what

they said and attempt to arrive at an adequate

knowledge of their intentions in order to be

able to judge whether, to what extent, and in

what manner we can translate what they say

into Islamic or modern terms, we begin by

translating them into Islamic or modern

terms without being aware of the many and

complex problems involved in this venture.

It is perhaps for this reason that after having

studied the Muslim philosopher for more than

a century, we are far from. 'hav.iiig suf!ieie.nt

clarity about such basic i.ssi.ies as the literary

character of their works, the use they .made of

Neo-Platonism, or their tindersta!id.mg of the

reiatio.n between philosophy and .religion.

Dr. Walzer’s main contribution cons.ists in

bringing to bear upon Islamic philosophy the,

weight of classical scholarship and its

methodological re'finements. His essays pre-

sent the general reader ‘with, the best survey

of the field and the specialist with some of

the tools indispensable
. for his research.

Mithsin Mahdi

University of Chicago

Papyrus Beisner I; the Records of a Building

Project in the Reign of Sesostris I, By
William .Kelly. Simpson. Boston; Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, 1963. Pp. 142 + 31 Pis.

Papyrus Beisner I is one
,

of four papyri

discovered by Beisner sixty years ago atop a

coffin of a modest buriar at Nag^ ed Deir.

This document, which is the longest hieratic

manuscript assignable to the first half of the

Tw^elfth Dynasty, is of considerable impor-

tance to the study of the economy of the

Middle Kingdom as well as hieratic paleog-

raphy. Professor Simpson’s ability in tran-

scribing the difficult cursive account hands is

outstanding, and his interpretation of the

texts displays a methodicalness that makes
the volume a model text edition.

Since Papyrus Beisner I consists of a

series of accounts that must be interpreted

synthetically, Simpson has wisely devoted

the major portion ofthe volume to exhaustive

discussions of related sections of the papyrus,

leaving to the end the continuous translation

of the whole. In the first chapter he discusses

the discovery of the papyri, gives the

physical description of Beisner I, and

advances his cogent arguments for assigning

it to Years 24 and 25 of Sesostris I.

The following chapters are devoted to

sections of the papyrus which are related in

content but not necessarily contiguous on the

papyrus. The purpose of Sections A, B, P,
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and B appears to have been an accounting of

the number of man-days spent by enlisted

workmen from This upon a project begun in

Koptos and '
shifted to Per-Kay. Section A

consists of a day-by-day account of the

number of enlistees employed with monthly

totals of the man-days. This information was

used to Justify the issue of bread rations in

tersesets, a probable bread unit. Section B
approaches the matter from a different angle

in giving two rosters of enlistees with

information regarding the extent of each

person’s participation in actual work. Simp-

son shows that this section was compiled

from data supplied in Sections P and D,

inscribed on the verso and at the end of the

recto.

Chapter 3 is devoted to several name lists

that appear in various parts of the papyrus.

Section G provides the names of mny~

laborers for the -lands of a steward; it is

uncertain to what extent their activities

were agricultural. Section E is similar but

with figures possibly indicating the number
of days present. The long list of names in

Section F with attendance figures served as

a probable source for Section 0, in which

bread rations are related to man-days,

eight ^er^ese^-loaves being the general pay-

ment for one day’s work. There is the possi-

bility that the women listed in Section N
were associated with the prison administra-

tion.

In chapter 4 Simpson examines four

sections which differ considerably from the

preceding. Section L concerns the delivery

of various items, wnw-stone, hides, fish, etc.;

and M is a short accounting of the delivery

of wnw-stone. Although the determinative of

mnw is absent in L and M, Simpson is

probably correct in his conclusion that it is

stone and not a cloth and that describes

the stone as “smoothed” in spite of the fact

that m a common designation for “smooth
cloth” in Ramesside accounts. Section Q,
which incidentally may contain a reference to

a famine, has figures that may reflect the

existence of fixed ratios between cubic

content and man-days and man-days and
vegetable rations. Rather anomalous is the

vertically inscribed text of Section R.

Since only a few isolated words and phrases

can be made out, Simpson has not ventured

to supply a transcription or translation of

this text, which appears to be of religious or

magical nature.

Chapter 5, a study of the records pertain-

ing to the construction of a temple near This

or Koptos, shows that there existed a number
of set ratios between the volume of material

worked on and/or transported and the

number of man-days required. For example,

we learn that during one day a laborer could

handle 10 cubic cubits of rubble(?), or 1|^

cubic cubits of sand, or i cubic cubit of

stone. One of the problems that emerges is

why the average work load, particularly in

the case of sand and stone, was so low. Even
if we allow for administrative overhead and
misappropriation on the part of officials,

the impression one gains is that perhaps the

lot of the common laborer was not so miser-

able at this period. Until we have more
information, perhaps from the other Reisner

papyri, it would be hazardous to conclude

that the government was trying to provide a

modicum of subsistence for a surplus labor

force.

Also in this chapter the names of parts of

the structure with dimensions are given, and
Simpson has offered tentative proposals for

the layout of the temple. His commentaries

on the technical terms used in connection

with building form a significant lexicographi-

cal contribution.

Another important aspect of Simpson’s

work is his chapter on personal names, in

which are discussed methods for expressing

filiation and types of names. One interesting

feature is the tendency to indicate filiation

of a male through the father, while in the

case of a woman, the mother’s name is

given. The absence of foreign names is also

to be noted.

Especially welcome is the paleography,

which supplies us with the forms of signs

as they evolved from the Eleventh Dynasty

hieratic, exemplified in the Hekanakhte
documents, to the cursive forms of the

Illahun texts. Heretofore early Twelfth
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Dynasty hieratic has been represented on
some writing boards and in the Hatnub
graffiti, which really do not belong to the

mainstream of the evolution of the cursive

script.

There are very few points in which the

reviewer feels that improvements can be

made upon Simpson’s splendid task. With
reference to his discussion of vfrio,

p. 36, I would prefer taking as an old

perfective, “What he spent having run
off (

= in flight),” cf. Sethe, Erldutermigen

zu den aegyptsichen Lesestitcken, p. 167. In

connection with the problematic word krt^

PL 7, 1. 29, I w^'onder whether the correct

reading may not be htt, “quarry,” if instead

of kr we read the house sign over cf.

Moller, Hieratische Paldographie, I, No. 345,

n. 1, for a similar group from Papyrus

Ebers. In PL 8, 1. 43b, and PL 10, 1. 85, the

group transcribed mn looks like the ^-arm

over three water n-signs; therefore I suggest

and ^Py, for the latter, cf. Banke,

Personennamen, I, 12, 2. In PL 8, 1. 77, I

would read the group as tf rather than ntf,

and in PL 19, 1. 7, two n’s above the / in

place of one.

The high quality of Simpson’s work and

the magnificent printing job serve to whet

one’s appetite for the forthcoming publica-

tions of the Reisner papyri, which the author

is currently preparing.

EnwARD F. Wente
Oriental Institute

University of Chicago

A Pair of Nasoraean Commentaries {Two

Priestly Documents): The Great First

World"' and the Lesser First World."

Translated by B. S. Drower, Leiden:

E. J. Brill, 1963. Pp. xii + 90 + facsimile

of the original text in separate cardboard

cylinder. 36 guilders.

A Mandaic Dictionary. By B. S. Dbower
and R. Macuch, Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1963. Pp. xii + 491. $40.35.

Interest in the Mandaeans has not been

lacking since the discovery of the adherents

of this surviving gnostic sect in Mesopotanua

by Christian missionaries in the seventeenth

century. The estimation of the significance

of the sect has varied considerably, however,
from that time to the present. Most recently

the importance of Mandaism has centered

around the question of its antiquity: Is the

sect the remnant of an ancient gnostic

religion which originated in the Jordan valley

in the time of John the Baptist or earlier

(as the Mandaeans claim) or is it a Mesopo-

tamian religion with its roots in Marcionism
and Manichaeism? The importance of Man-
daeism stands quite apart from this question'

(as important as the question may be),

for the co.mmunity represents a living

gnostic religion with an active priesthood and
an extensive literary corpus. It is a contem-

porary expression of the ancient gnostic

tradition which has assumed varied forms

in many times and places but which has

played upon certain basic and recurrent

themes. As such, the Mandaeans are of

great importance to the student ofgnosticism,

whether his interests be in the Jewish-

gnostic, the Christian-gnostic, or the Mani-

chaean systems. The most recent stimulus to

gnostic studies has come, of course, from the

Nag Hammadi materials. In comparing the

faith of the Egyptian gnostics with the other

gnostic traditions, Jean Doresse has indi-

cated that the newly discovered Coptic

texts should enable us to determine to what

extent the Mandaean writings were derived

from ancient gnostic literature, or to what

extent they represent a concurrent gnostic

tradition flowing from a common source.

{Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics [New
York: Viking Press, 1960], p. 315.) This has

yet to be fully investigated, but in the mean-

timea rather extensive collection ofMandaean

literature is being published through the

prodigious efforts of E. S. Drower.

Lady Drower’s personal acquaintance with

the modern Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran

has enabled her to secure texts not generally

available and to interpret these within the

context of the cultic acts and priestly inter-

pretation of the community itself. Her

previous publications include the Sfar

Mcdwaim {1949), the Diwan Ahuthar (1950),
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the Sarah d-Qabin d-SiSlam-Bba (1950), the

Haran Qawaita Bud Ma§huta al-Hibil-Ziwa

(1953), the Canonical Frayerhook of the

Mandaeans (1959), and the Alf Trisar

Smalm (1960). She has now published two

short but important texts—the Alma FiSaia

Rba and the Alma Risaia Zup> (hereafter,

ARR and ARZ). For Brower’s interpretive

work the reader is referred to The Mandaeans

of Iraq and Iran (Oxford; Oxford University

Press, 1937); Water into Wine (London:

John Murray, 1966); and, especially, The

Secret Adam: A Study of Nasoraean Onosis

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1960).

In addition to these works she has now
produced, in collaboration with Professor R,

Macueh of the Free University of Berlin and

Teheran University, the only lexicon and

dictionary of the Mandaean texts.

No one would take the time and effort

involved in this study without the conviction

that the Mandaeans are more than a curiosity.

Nor would one be attracted to the study of

these texts because of their intrinsic literary

merit. While the hymns and prayers of the

sect compare favorably with the religious

literature of other peoples, the particular

texts reviewed here are—in the translator’s

own words—“garrulous, repetitive, and often

irritatingly allusive to matters about which

the uninitiated reader knows nothing.”

Again, she describes their literary style as

“execrable, decadent, and maddeningly

obscure.” Lady Brower has given a lifetime

to the study of these “maddeningly obscure”

texts'-—helping to make them less obscure—

because of the conviction that they preserve

fragments of an ancient gnosis (Naquraiia)

originally developed in the syncretistic

religious milieu which existed prior to the

fail of classical paganism— ‘

‘that pregnant

era of syncretistic activity which made,

modified, and retailored so many religious

systems, amongst them Christianity. ’
’ Even

though the literary texts of the Mandaeans
can be dated no earlier than the eighth

century. Lady Brower has steadfastly

maintained in her writings that these contain

genuine religious traditions that can be dated

to the earliest stages of “Nasoraeanism.”

Nasoraeanism is preferred as the correct des-

ignation of this sect (according to Brower),

because the term Mandaiia is applied only

to the laity of the community. There are

three recognized levels of religious status in

the sect: Mandaiia^ the laity; Tarmiduta^ the

priesthood; and Nasuraiia, the level of true

religious insight and understanding. The
attainment of Namraiia is possible only for

the priesthood, to whom the esoteric writings

have been intrusted.

Lady Brower’s evaluation oftheMandaeans
fits into the general pattern established by
Reitzenstein and Lidzbarski and maintained

by W. Bousset and W. Brandt and, most
recently, by W. Bauer, T. Save-Soderbergh,

and Rudolf Bultmann. This general pattern

(with its manifold variations) sees in Man-
daeism the contemporary survival of a true

ancient gnostic religion whose roots lie in

Iranian dualism and in the heterodox

religious milieu of Syria-Palestine of the

early Christian or pre-Christian period. As
such the myths, symbols, and themes of the

sect have often been studied as part of the

background of early heterodox Christian

literature, and of the type of Christianity

represented in the Fourth Gospel. (On this,

see especially R. Bultmann, “Bie Bedeutung

der neuerschlossenen mandaischen und man-
ichaischen Quellen fiir das Verstandnis des

Johannesevangeliums,” ZNW^ XX.IV (1926),

100-46.) This general position has come under

severe criticism from many quarters. One of

the most devastating critiques was leveled

by F. C. Burkitt in his article on the Man-
daeans in JT8, XXIX (1928), 226-36, and

in his Church and Gnosis (Cambridge :

Cambridge University Press, 1932), pp.

92-122. The position is still being debated,

however, especially by those who (for their

own theological reasons) prefer to understand

gnosis as a determinative rather than a

derived factor in early Christian thought. To
these contemporary “gnostics” the Mandaean
literattire will certainly continue to be an

area of speculation and concern. As W. R.

Schoedel has indicated, “In gnostic sources it

is perhaps the ‘Mandaean’ literature which

—

despite the decline of ‘Mandaean fever’
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(Gogiiel)—is. still regarded by many as a
reflection of the pre-Christian stage of

gnostieism” (“The Rediscovery of Gnosis,”

Interpretation, XVI [1962], 394).

The ARR and ARZ belong to a type of

Mandaean literature which Drower classifies

here and elsewhere as secret or esoteric.

These texts, like the Alf Trisar Suialia and

the Diwan Malkuta Haita, are placed in the

initiation hut {himanda = hit mayida) when a

novice is prepared for priesthood. The texts

are not so much literary compositions as they

are fragments of various traditions related to

a common theme. A general literary structure

is provided through questions and ans-wers.

In these, Mara-d-Babuta answers the ques-

tions of Sislam-Bba (representative of the

priest-teacher and his pupil) concerning the

meaning of certain cultic acts. The ritual

with which they are concerned is the

masiqta—a complicated and fascinating rite

for the dead or dying. The full implications

of this ritual are expounded in The Secret

Adam. ARR and ARZ could be, in fact,

fairly incomprehensible to the uninitiated

reader without this aid. The texts describe

the formation of Adam Kasia—the Cosmic

Adam or First Adam, who is the prototype

of Man. The cultic significance of this myth
becomes apparent as the texts are developed:

It is not only the formation of Adam Kasia

which is described; it is the formation of a

cosmic or heavenly body for the deceased

like unto that ofAdam Kasia. The Na^oraean

priests believe that with the recitation of

prayers and hymns (whose incipits make up

a good deal of the text of ARR and ARZ)
and through certain cultic actions a heavenly

body is formed for the deceased in the

Cosmic Womb. As man has borne the image

of the earthly, so must he bear the image of

the heavenly; as in Adam he dies, so in the

Cosmic Adam shall he live.

A generally gnostic understanding of man
emerges from these texts: Man belongs to

two realms. His soul belongs to the realm of

light but it is a prisoner in the body, which

belongs to the realm of darkness. Man’s

soul (napsa) is contaminated through its

association with the lower personality
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{ruha) and its sojourn in the flesh. At death

the soul wliieh has departed the body must
be reborn into the immaterial world. Through
the power of the cultic acts of which ARR
and ARZ are commentary, the soul emerges

with the purified ruha for its spiritual ascent

(masiqta = ascent). Before it can reach the

realm of pure light it must pass a number of

detention places (maiarta)—-a kind of purga-

tory represented astraliy by the seven

planets. Such a spiritual process is possible

because of the spiri,tual victory of, the

mythical “savior-deity” of the.Mandaeaiis—

Mamda-d-Hiia (Knowledge of Life). Wh,i!e

the myth is sometimes confused (and con-

fusing), it appears that Manda-d-Hiia has

descended to the realm of darkness and
returned victoriously to the realm of light..

The power of this myth is invoked in the

masiqta in a number of w^ays, including the

recitation of the hymn ^^Manda-d-Hiia went
to the stars.”

The translation of ARR and . ARZ is a
remarkable w-'ork. Lady Drower has succeeded

in removing many obscurities and, when
passages have been exceptionally dense, she

has been honest enough to admit that the

exact meaning is allusive. The annotations to

the translation are of special value, and

many of these refer the reader to hymns in

the Mandaean prayerbook. The publisher is

also to be credited with a well-executed work,

both in the translation volume and in the

facsimile of the scroll (printed as a scroll)

with its intriguing illustrations.

The Mandate Dictionary of Browser and

Macuch is also a publication feat. It is far

more than a dictionary, providing, as it

does, a lexicon to the Mandaean literature

(of both published and unpublished texts).

This work will not only prove to be an

invaluable aid to students of Mandaean
literature but should also prove extremely

valuable to students of other gnostic tradi-

tions who will wish to compare and contrast

the treatment of comparable and similar

themes. Drower and Macuch have opened

their own storehouse of knowledge of

Mandaeism and made it available to others.

They have also made available the private
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lexical collection of M. Lidzbarski, to whose

work they had access.

Mandaic is an Eastern Aramaic dialect. Its

grammar was first investigated by Th.

Noldeke {Manddische Grammatik [Halle,

1875]). While classical Mandaic is a dead

language, a modern colloquial dialect is

still spoken in the south of Persia in the

Mandaean community in Khuzistan. The

modern dialect differs from the classical

language of the Nasoraean texts in its

modified grammatical forms, its erratic

spelling, and its intermixture of Arabic and

Persian loan-words. The classical language

has not altogether escaped from these or

similar problems, however, so that it is

often difficult to determine the exact root of

a given word. The laryngals have for the

most part lost their original phonetic value,

with the consequent result of their loss,

interchange, or confusion (so too, Samaritan

Aramaic). There are also other influences

(aphaeresis, apocope, syncope, metathesis,

etc.) adding to the confusion. It is to the

credit of Brower and Macuch that they have

listed derived forms following each verbal

root entry and have also listed and treated

each derived form in alpabetical order

(whether its first letter is a radical or prefix).

The Mandaic script has not been used, for

reasons of economy, and the use of the Latin

script has seemed preferable to the use of

Hebrew characters. This is fully acceptable,

although a bit confusing at first (a is used to

transliterate aleph and i is used for yod).

The lexical entries employ the plem orthog-

raphy, following the customary practice of

the orthography of the Mandaean texts. Ho
attempt has been made to indicate pronun-

ciation, owing (the authors claim) to the

lack of an acceptable method of translitera-

tion for this purpose. This is, to a certain

extent, regrettable, since some system could

have been found or invented. On the other

hand, this could have taken the authors

into phonetic and linguistic problems with

Which they might not have cared to deal

here. Lady Brower discusses the pronun-

ciation of Mandaic in the introduction of her

Alf Trisar Suialia (The Thousand and Twelve

Questions [Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1960],

pp. 6-10). For further information, one
should, of course, consult Noldeke. On©
might say fatuously that th© student not
thoroughly familiar With Mandaic will

probably read the Mandaic words with a
Syriac or Jewish-Aramaic ‘‘accent,” de-

pending upon his backgroimd.

A final word should be offered concerning

the determination of the meaning of the

Mandaic vocabulary. It is obvious that word-

meaning has been determined by context,

although cognates in Arabic, Hebrew,
Jewish-Aramaic, Syriac, and other Semitic

languages (such as Akkadian and Ethiopic),

as well as some non-Semitic languages

(such as Persian and even Sumerian), have
proved helpful. The use of these cognates has

been generally sensible, and often the

Mandaic word will have a related but not an
identical meaning. It would not be out of

order to suggest that this new tool should

prove helpful, when used with discretion, in

the study of other Aramaic texts for which

there are only limited lexical aids.

The Mandaic Dictionary will remain the

standard reference volume in its field. It

should also, in the word printed on the inside

of its dust-cover, “stimulate further the

growing interest in this aspect of Semitic

studies.”

James B. Purvis

Connecticut College

New London^ Connecticut

Peter the Venerable and Islam, By James
Kritzeck. [“Princeton Oriental Studies,”

Ho. 23. Princeton, H.J.; Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 1964. Pp. xiv + 301. S7.50.

For more than half a millennium “the

major source of informed European Christian

knowledge of Islam” (p, viii) as a religion

consisted of th© so-called Toledan Collection

—^a few translations from the Arabic,

including a translation of the Koran, that

were sponsored by Peter the Venerable, the

great abbot of Cluny, the close friend of

Bernard of Clairvaux, the staunch and
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sympathetic patron of Abelard, and one of

the most prominent figures in ecclesiastical

affairs during the first half of the twelfth

century. The Toledan Collection was the

first conscious effort in Latin Christianity to

learn something about Islam before engaging

in worn out and crude invectives against it,

and it came a full half millennium after the

rise of Islam, a religion that had conquered
and won over half of Christendom, and with

whose adherents Christians had rubbed
elbows in peace and war all that time.

The present book initiates a series of

publications that will “put at the disposal of

scholars new editions of the texts relevant to

the project sponsored by Peter the Venerable

and later projects of a similar nature.”

(P. xi.) These studies must be welcomed with

enthusiasm and satisfaction. They will be a

landmark in the study of the intellectual

history of the Latin Middle Ages and in the

history of Christian-Islamic polemics. Pro-

fessor Kritzeck is admirably prepared to

perform this difficult and exacting task. A
student of medieval Latin intellectual and
religious history, he has a command of the

Arabic sources and is at home in the vast

literature on Islam produced in the West
during the last hundred years. This is a

combination of talents that is rare among
medievalists and worthy of their emulation.

The author begins with an account of

Peter’s career as abbot of Cluny and his

reform of Cluniac monasticism; his journey

to Spain (1141-42/3) where he “conceived,

planned, and sponsored his project” (p. 14);

his exception to certain aspects of the

Crusade (“he was calling for the conversion

rather than the extermination oftheMoslems’
’

[p. 22]); his theological and practical views

which formed the basis of his polemical works

and of the project to study Islam (“that the

Moslems of his day were as specifically in-

tended as any of the Gentiles to participate

in Christian salvation” [p. 24]); the circum-

stances surrounding the inception of the

project; and the double purpose of the pro-

ject, which was to provide information about

Islam and to refute it with the hope of

winning converts to Christianity or, at any

rate, to have a suitable reply as a Christian

aimorj contra Imne pestem (p. 44).

Then the author proceeds to identify the

translators of the Toledan Collection and
their translations, which are contained in

MS 1162 of the Bibliotheque de TArsenal in

Paris. The translations are five in number:

(1) The Fabulae Saracsnorum, subtitled

Chronica mendosa et rklicula Saracenorum.

The author describes it as a “typical pot-

pourri of Islamic traditions” and gives the

reasons why the Arabic text of this work is

especially difficult to locate (pp, 76 ff.). It

was translated by Robert of Kettoii,
;
who

also translated the version of the Koran
contained in the Toledan Collection. “Robert’s

dedicatory letter to the translation of the

Fabulae Saracenorum and his prefatory letter

to that of the Koran are pretentious, almost

pompous bits of rhetoric” (p, 63), and in the

very titles of the translation he “showed

himself to have lacked even a slight sym-

pathetic interest in the fascinating and
noteworthy rabbinical and historical elements

which the book preserves” (p. 76). (2) The
Liber generationis MaJiumet et nutritia eius

(Kitah Nasab Basul Allah by Sa^id ibn

^Umar), a collection of “Judaeo-Islamic

legends about creation and the lives of

patriarchs and prophets” and legendary

accounts of the birth and childhood of

Mohammed (pp. 84-88). It was translated by

Herman of Dalmata. (3) The Doctrina

Mahumet (MasdHl "^Abdilldh Ibn Saldm),

again translated by Herman. Despite the

work’s impressive title, “it can be safely

assumed that Islamic theologians of any age

would have regarded it as nothing better

than a highly suspicious repository of

predominantly rabbinical legend. Many of

the questions are no more than riddles or

tricky catechism questions” (p. 90). (4) The

Koran, which is the most famous item in the

Toledan Collection. Robert, the translator,

indicates in his preface that he had ex-

perienced considerable difficulty with this

text, and he took many liberties with it (p.

98). (The short discussion of the grounds,

meaning, and status of the “strong pro-

hibition against translating the Koran into
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otlier languages^’ [pp. 99-100] is not entirely

lucid.) (5) .

The Wpistola Saraceni and Bes-

criptum Ghfistiani {b, fictional exchange of

letter’s by two fictionary authors, a Moslem,

al-Hashimi, and a Christian Arab, al-Kindi;

the fact that ‘‘Their names . . . too perfectly

mirror their positions, and do not appear in

other sources” [p. 102, n. 132] does not

suggest that the authors are not fictionary).

This text was translated by Peter of Toledo

in collaboration with Peter of
.

Poitiers. It

supplied Peter the Venerable (who thought

highly of this work and considered it the

most valuable of the five translations for the

Christian reader “on account ofthe Imowledge

it communicates of things unknown” [p. 195])

“with a ready-made approach for his own
works of summary and refutation” (p. 109).

This, then, is the Toledan Collection which

“exerted a dominant infiuence upon Euro-

pean Christian understanding of Islam for

more than half a millennium” (p. ix).

The present book limits itself (chapters i-iii)

to introducing it to the reader through the

description of its sponsor, genesis, and con-

tents. An edition of the Toledan Collection

is promised in the next volume.

Chapters iv and v are in many ways the

most interesting parts of the present book.

They provide partial translations of, and

detailed commentary on, two works by
Peter the Venerable which are based largely

on the information provided by the Toledan

Collection but which use in addition the

Ohronicon of Theophanes in the Latin

translation of Anastasius Bibliothecarius.

The first of these works is the jSumma totim

hmresis Brnmenorum, a short summary of

Islamic doctrines intended for Bernard of

Clairvaux (in an effort to move him to write a

refutation, which Bernard failed to write)

and Christian clerics. “Its superior tone, fits

of impatience, and frankly derogatory

adjectives,” the author tells us, “represent

an attempt at conveying in the most direct,

meaningful, and effective manner at once

both the ‘sum and substance’ of the Islamic

creed and instilling the proper attitude which*

in Peter’s opinion, a Christian should assume
toward it” (p, 116). The second work is the

Liber contra sectam sive haeresim Saracenor^

tim, in which Peter relies heavily on pseudo-

al-Kindi. (An edition of the Latin text of

these two works, together with three

related shorter works by Peter, is given in

chapter vi.)

. The author does not aiw^ays share Peter’s

belief that the Summary represents the

“sum and substance” of the Islamic creed or

Peter’s opinion regarding the proper attitude

toward Islam. On the other hand, he does

not approach Peter’s facts and opinions with

the impatience and lack of sympathy that

many modern readers have come to expect

from “enlightened” scholars w^hen treating

the polemical works of a medieval cleric.

The author reminds his reader of the spirit

of the time and of the position of Peter

as abbot, head of his order, and a man
of the Church. He pleads for approaching

Peter’s works with “probity and at least

such sympathy as is essential for under-

standing them” (p. 24). He recalls that “one

can expect charity of Peter, but on© cannot

demand that he cease speaking as a Christian’
’

(p. 26), and that “one cannot expect him to

have written as a Moslem” (p. 116). And he

points out the “tremendous advance in

knowledge” that some aspects of Peter’s

works present (p. 151). Following these

guidelines, the author’s commentary on

Peter’s Summary unearths every conceivable

piece of evidence, and makes reference to

every possible interpretation of that evi-

dence, which could in any way justify Peter’s

facts and opinions.

These are, however, instances in which

Peter’s“errors,” the “deficiency” of his

“analyses,” and his “hasty and faulty

conclusions” (pp. 150-51), had to be pointed

out, and the author does so without hesita-

tion. His commentary is based on the

premise that one must “distmguish sharply

between the facts presented in the text and

the interpretations which Peter gave to them”

(p. 150), and it confines itself to evaluating

Peter’s facts. For the most part, the evalua-

tion consists of indicating Peter’s possible

sources and searching modern Western

historical and theological literature about
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Islam for additional information and argu-

ments in support of Peter’s facts. When the

evidence presented in this literature is

overwhelmingly against Peter, this fact is

indicated too. Within the limitations the

author sets for himself as commentator, he
performs his task ’well. There are only few
cases (of which three examples will be noted

here) in which the commentary is not as clear

as one might wish.

( 1 ) Peter argues that Moslems acknowledge

a “binary principle” in God’s unity, ''whence

the Koran . , . always presents God speaking

in the plural” (Vnde Demn pluraliter

loguentem, introducit semperAlchoran) (p. 118).

In a full page of commentary, the author fails

to remark that the Koran does not always

present God speaking in the plural, and that

Peter’s assertion that there is a connection

between God’s speaking in the plural in the

Koran and a “binary principle” in God is an

unfortunate error.

(2) Peter says: “And lest [Mohammed]
become a true Christian, the Jews . . .

whispered to Mohammed not the truth of the

scriptures, but their own fables in which

they abound even now.” The commentary

says: “The evidence for abundant and far-

reaching Jewish influences on early Islam is

overwhelming” (pp. 131--32). This is not

what Peter is saying, and the context shows

that this is not the point he is trying to make.

(3) Peter says: “He [Mohammed] promises

to his followers there [in paradise] the eating

of meats and all kinds of fruits, there rivers

ofmilk and honey and gleaming waters, there

the embrace and sensual satisfaction of the

loveliest women and virgins, in which his

whole paradise is comprehended^’’ (in quibus

iota eius parodysus fmitur). Him commentary

says: “The koranic descriptions of heaven

are precisely as Peter presents them,” and a

footnote gives three lines of koranic refer-

ences (p. 135, n. 89). In their fascination with

“the Garden of Eden,” both Peter and his

commentator seem to have been distracted

from noticing the koranic references to “the

Beatific Vision.”

In these and similar cases Peter chose

“rather to tremble than dispute” (p. 149) in

the Summary, which was addressed
,

to
:

Bernard and Christian .clerics.' Addressing
'

the Moslems in the Refutation, on the other ^

hand, he called on them to dispute with him ;

“with peace . , . not with fury; with reason,
^

not wuth mad.ness; with tranquillity, not with
;

iniquity—lest perhaps one
,

seem not to

investigate what is true with a, love of tr'iith,

but to defend what is false by a zeal, for :

factions” (p. 186).

One cannot identify Peter’s trembling with ;

his disregard for facts nor his disputing wdth
;

the effort to be as factual as possible. It is :

true that Peter had more facts than., an ^

ignorant or prejudiced modern reader may
:

suppose, and the commentary performs ,a
:

most useful service by bringing this matter to :

light. T,he cursory reference to, and treatment
;

of, the “question of Peter’s interpretations”
'

(p, 151) can perhaps be Justified by so

defining the historian’s province as to exclude ?

all but factual comment. But in reading

Peter’s Summary and Refutation, one is
I

struck by the importance he attached to the '

question of interpretation. It cannot be

assumed that by supporting Peter’s facts

one is helping to support his interpretations;

for facts, overwhehning as they may seem,

are susceptible of different, and soxnetimes

contradictory, interpretations. Peter’s works i

must be presented as they were meant to be I

understood by Peter—as theological and

polemical works in which the interpretation

of the facts or the proper attitude to them is

far more significant than the facts as mere

facts. (Whether the historian as historian

can do this is not here the issue.) IJnless one

is a gullible reader, he will notice that the
|

results of modern historical and theological
j

studies of Islam that are marshaled in

support of Peter’s facts are, similarly, far

from being mere facts. The commentary

shows a striking affinity between Peter’s

interpretations and those advanced by the

modern scholars quoted in the copious

footnotes, a subject that deserves a close

study. By leaving this question in the dark,

the commentary gives the impression that

Peter’s statements are being substantiated

from a source that is historically and
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doctrinally independent of, or unrelated to,

the tradition of Peter.

But even this line of inquiry will not go to

the heart of the matter. We are today acutely

conscious of the difficult and complicated

question of the relation between facts and

interpretations, and among interpretations

of various kinds. We have not yet developed

an adequate science of interpretation that

could elucidate and judge the arguments

presented in such works as Peter’s summary

and Refutation. It is true that Peter as

Christian, abbot, head of his order, and a

man of the Church may be expected to

interpret facts having to do with Islam in a

special way, and that his Moslem or Jewish

counterpart may interpret them differently.

But the student who seeks to understand

Peter’s polemical works cannot leave it at

this. Religious polemics remind us of the

insuperable barriers that separate the differ-

ent religious communities, barriers that

cannot be wished away by mere tolerance.

Religious polemics are more civilized than

religious wars. And some of them are less

sophistical and more genuinely rhetorical

than others.

Muhsin Mahdi
University of Chicago

Islamic Jurisprudence :Shdfi%'s Risdla. Trans-

lated with an Introduction, Notes, and

Appendices by Majid Khadduki. Balti-

more, Md. : The Johns Hopkins Press, 1961.

Pp. xiv + 376. S6.75.

By making the text of Shafi^'i’s Risdla

accessible to the students of the history of

law who have no access to the Arabic original

and to the students of Islam who lack the

specialized historical and technical compe-

tence to appreciate the legal significance of

this work. Professor Khadduri has made a
valuable and significant contribution to both
fields. In particular, he has shown the students

of Isiamie thought that they need to pay
more attention to the fundamental works of

the founders of the Islamic tradition. The
translation shows how difficult and demand-
ing a task this is. It is a testimony to

Professor Khadduri’s courage and determi-

nation. It is also a homage to professional

Arabists and Islamists who have prepared the

way for it but whose efforts had remained

fragmentary and unfinished.

The Arabic text of the Risdla has been

preserved in two relatively early (the so-

called Ibn Jama^a and al-RabF) manuscripts,

dating from the middle of the fourth century

A.H. The al-Rabr manuscript is even thought

by some to have been written by al-Rabi‘=

(d. A.H. 270/a.d. 883) himself; it is certainly

worthy of the most meticulous investigation

as a basis for a critical edition. Shaykh
Ahmad Shakir’s edition (Cairo, a.h.1358/a,d.

1940), with its philological notes, historical

comments, and introduction and appendices,

will prove extremely useful to the future

editor, who must, however, abstain from

disfiguring the text with meaningless divisions

and punctuation marks, and who must
separate the philological apparatus from

commentary on the text. In addition, the

critical edition must include an index of

legal terms with complete references to the

places where they occur and as broad a view

as possible of what constitutes technical

terms. If successful, such an edition should

bring to life, not only a classic of Islamic

legal thought that left a permanent imprint

on all subsequent legal reasoning in Islam,

but also the extraordinary literary achieve-

ment of the author, which is attested to by
his contemporaries who were competent

judges in this matter. (After being in

Shafiq’s company for a long period, the

grammarian and historian Ibn Hisham
testified that he never heard him use a word
or an expression that could in any way be

improved upon, and concluded that Shafi'^i’s

language can be used as authoritative evidence

in determining correct usage.) It would be a

pity if the legitimate concern with the

substance of Shafi^i’s work is allowed to

obscure its literary merits and destroy its

literary form.

The substance of Shafiq’s legal thought

has received some attention from the

students of the history of Islamic law. (It

occupies a central place in Joseph Schacht’s
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[Oxford, 1953].) But the attempt to clarify

the genesis and the historical setting of the

contribution of a great legal thinker pre-

supposes a systematic investigation of his

legal thought; it cannot be a substitute for

such an investigation. It is hoped that

Professor Khadduri’s translation will make
apparent the need for a thorough examina-
tion that takes into account such historical

hypotheses or conclusions as seem useful to

understanding Shafi^'i’s Bisdla and that

attempts to determine and clarify, not

merely the broad features of his reasoning,

but the principles upon which it is based,

how these principles determine his under-

standing of the character of the “roots”

of Islamic law, and how those principles and
this understanding are exemplified in the

legal problems that he discusses. If this is

to be done properly, the student must also see

the intimate relation between the literary

form of the Bisdla and the legal reasoning it

contains. The fact that for the most part

the Bisdla is written in dialogue form is

neither accidental nor an exterior embellish-

ment; it xmderlines the relation between the

argument, the person to whom it is addressed,

and the context within which it takes place,

Mxjhsin Mahdi
University of Chicago

Averroes on the Harmony of Beligion and

Philosophy. A translation with introduc-

tion and notes of Ibn Rushd’s Kitdb fast

with its appendix (Damlma) and

an extract from Kitdh al-kaskf ^an mandhij

ahadilla. By Geoege F. Houbaki. “E. J.

W. Gibb Memorial Series,” N. S., Vol.

XXL London: Luzac & Co., 1961. Pp. 128.

,

25s.

A new translation of Averroes’ Decisive

Treatise and the so-called “Appendix”

became necessary after the publication of

Professor Hourani’s recent edition of the

Arabic text (reviewed in JNES, XXI
[1962], 149-50). Like the text on which it is

based the translation is superior to all

earlier attempts. It is prefaced with a

valuable Introduction (pp. 1-43) that pro-

vides an account of the historical and
mteilectual background of, these writings

(including a translation of the reports in

Marrakiishi [pp. 11-13]), an, analysis of the

content of the Decisive Treatise, and a

discussion of the many questions posed by
that short work. The translation is followed

by equally valuable notes (pp. 82-121),

which summarize, explain, and. discuss

specific passages.., terms, and arguments.

Professor Hourani’s edition cleared up a

large number of textual questions., Thera

remained ma.ny places where a choice had tO'

be made between variant readings or where

certain emendations had to be made. The
notes to the edition carefully recorded all

alternative readings and the emendations

made or accepted by the editor, and the

reader had before him the evidence upon
which to make up his own mind as to what to

accept or reject. The reader of the translation

wLo has no access to the Arabic text could

not of course be given a complete account of

these matters. But there are a few places

where alternative readings are of undeniable

interest, and it would have been helpful if the

reader of the translation could have been

made aware of this fact. (See, especially, 4:21,

17:20, 22:5 [Muller’s pages and lines],)

2:20, 4:5, 5:1, passim, Averroes distin-

guishes between commands or obligations

that must foe carried out and those that may
have to be carried out (under specified

conditions). In the latter case, as in the places

cited here, the imperfect verbs (yajib,

yanbaghl, etc.) are preceded by the particle

qad.

14:13-17:14 (and n. 120). Averroes’ own

classification, which aims at developing a

new basis for consensus regarding such

questions as God’s knowledge of particulars,

the eternity of the world, and, especially,

bodily resurrection, seems to be this. A.

errors that are excused if committed by ex-

perts, but not excused if committed by

non-experts. B. Errors that will not be

excused, whether those who commit them are

or are not experts. This division is first

stated {14:12-17); then B is elaborated
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(14: 17-15:9); theii:4 is elaborated (15: 8-16);

tben B is restated (15: 16-21); then the orig-

inal division is restated in the reverse order,

Bf A (15:21-16:4), followed by examples of

A (16:5-15). While it is assumed that

experts agree on which group of texts

pertain to A and B, respectively, it is clear

that they disagree regarding a third group

of texts, C—some hold that they belong to

Ai others that they belong to B, Averroes

says that experts are free to place these

texts under either A or B (16:15 if.). The

three questions mentioned above belong to

this third class.

15: 11, passim (nn. 125, 174, 175, 225, 226).

H. A. Wolfson (JQB, XXXIII [1942-1943],

246) was perhaps right in drawing attention

to the importance of the technical meaning

of the tGTms mithAL and shihh {shahlh). (It is

hard to determine whether terms like these

must be taken in their technical sense; it all

depends on who the reader is. A translation

cannot reproduce the ambiguity and sugges-

tiveness of the original.) However, these

terms do not stand for the Greek terms that

Wolfson suggested. It can be ascertained

from Averroes’ middle commentary on

Aristotle’s Bhetoric (ed, A. Badawi [Cairo,

I960]; this work was completed in a.h,

570, that is, about five years before the

Decisive Treatise) that mithal stands for

TTOipaSeiypoc (“example”) and shibh (shablh)

for ofjt^oLO? (“similar”; “likeness,” “resem-

blance”). (For yv(x)fji/r), on the other hand,

Averroes uses It is perhaps not without

interest in this connection that in the Arabic

translation of Aristotle’s Bhetoric, and in

Avicenna’s and Averroes’ commentaries on
that work, iHib&r stands for inaycoyT] (“in-

duction”), Since “example” is a “rhetorical

induction,” it is not accidental that, initially,

the argument of the Decisive Treatise is

based on the presence of a command in the

Koran to engage in (2: 1, passim, n. 13).

Apart from these details, however, a close

study of Averroes’ middle commentary on
Aristotle’s Bhetoric is essential for under-

standing the “logical” structure of his

argument (including his “legal” syllogisms) in

the Decisive Treatise (ef. pp. 20-22, 83, n. 7).

17:21 (n. 144). The slanderers of religion

and the slanderers of philosophy can, of

course, be reconciled by uniting the slander

of religion with the slander of philosophy.

The phrase, as Alonso’s and Hourani’s

interpretations testify, is not unambiguous.

If one is not willing to entertain such doubts,

there is ample support in the Exposition

(71:13-14, 71:17, 72:2, 72:9-10) for what is

surely the surface meaning: the antecedents

of -humd are “laws” and “wisdom,” not the

two groups. “As a result, one group came to

slander wisdom, another to slander the law,

and still another to reconcile the two [that is,

wisdom and the law].”

130:2 (n. 206; cf. Hourani’s edition,

Introduction, pp. 18-19, Note D). We must
be grateful for the preservation of Averroes’

text in the face of thoughtless emendations

by Gauthier and what appeared to be a
serious difficulty: “A moving column, even

of lighter material than stone, is certainly

strange ...” It is possible that Averroes is

not talking about a moving column but

about the moving shadow of a porch, column,

or cylinder.

It is to be hoped that the third part of

Averroes’ trilogy, the Exposition, will soon

be re-edited and translated, and with the

same care and thoroughness as the first two
parts.

Muhsin Mahdi
University of Chicago

A History of Islamic Law, By N. J. Coulson.

[“Islamic Surveys,” No. 2.] Chicago:

Aldine Publishing Company, 1964. Pp.

viii + 264. $3.95,

This excellent little book presents a

concise, clear, vivid, and well-illustrated

historical account of Islamic law from its

inception to the present. Despite a somewhat
“revisionist” tendency (of. e.g., pp. 64 ff.),

which is fully justified in this reviewer’s

opinion, it reflects faithfully “the present

stage of scholarship” (p. v) in the field. It

distinguishes between “ideal doctrine” and

“actual practice,” and inquires into “the

extent to which the practice of the courts has
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coincided with or deviated from the norms of

the Sharia” (p. 3). Its approach is historical

and sociological. It points out that Islamic

law is “a divine law” (p. 4), that it “has in

fact a much wider scope and purpose than a
simple legal system in the Western sense of

the term” (p. 83), and that it is “essentially

religious” (p. 84). Nevertheless, it confines

itself “to law properly so called” (ibid.), i.e.,

it treats Islamic law as if it were a human,
non-religious, law in the modern Western
sense. The result is an obvious disproportion

between the perspective adopted in this book
and the perspective of the founder and
authoritative spokesmen of Islamic law. It

is also not clear on what historical or

sociological grounds one can justify defining

“law” in a manner that excludes what is

essential in Islamic as well as in many other

laws, both ancient and modern, from law
properly so called. However this may be, and
despite the fact that this book is not a

survey of Islamic law, but of one aspect of it,

the presentation of the development of that

aspect is instructive both in itself and in the

light it throws on the formation and fortunes

of other aspects of Islamic law.

Mr. Coulson presents a difficult subject in

a graceful and flowing style and with rare

mastery of his subject. The editor, Br.

Montgomery Watt, deserves high praise for

this judicious choice and for a useful volume

in “Islamic Surveys.”

Mxjhsin Makdi
University of Chicago

A Moslem Saint of the Twentieth Century:

Shaikh Ahmad al-'^Alawi, His Spiritual

Heritage and Lega^ay. By Mabtin Lings.

New York: The Macmillan Company,
1961. Pp. 224 -f 5 illustrations. S6.50.

An orientalist’s acquaintance with Sufism

usually passes through two almost unrelated

channels: one is that of purely intellectual

concern, the other may be just a contingence.

One is the scholarly study of the historical

and theological phenomenon of mysticism in

Islam: to be sure a grave, scientific subject-

matter, worthy of all the scholarly jargon

and footnote apparatus. The other is just a

sporadic tourist’s fancy, a witnessing of on©
or another Dervish performance that hardly

provokes a fleeting , remark, half scornful,

halfamused, about the oddity ofthe witnessed

ritual.' Apparently the scholarly mind does

not operate under a tourist hat, just as the

tourist’s vision has difficulty with .. finding

meaning in experience. As a result, the

paradoxical equation of the contemporary
with the odd is all

.

too common.
The present reviewer, who has witnessed

Sufi rituals, is himself not quite innocent of

this routine professional attitude. Therefore

the prospect of reading a book by an author

previously unknown to him—and on aMoslem
saint of the twentieth century—triggered ail

his pedantic defenses, nearly preventing him
from reading one of the most thorough and
most intimately engaging books on Sufism

produced by a western scholar.

But then Martin Lings proved to b© a

master of the art of disarming such pedantic

defenses. The introductory chapter of his

book is a long quotation from Dr. Marcel

Garret’s souvenirs, an account of the

physician’s acquaintance with the object of

the book, the Algerian Sheikh Ahmad
al-^^Alawi of Mostaganem.

Dr. Garret’s is a simple, unassuming, yet

progressively captivating narration of the

last years of Ahmad al-''Aiawi. By the time

it comes to the Sheikh’s serene death scene,

the image of the saintly Sufi is deeply

imprinted in the reader’s imagination. Now,
in retrospect, one is tempted to add to that

scene the final words of another remarkably

effective quotation from F. Schuoun, which

too refers to the Sheikh’s death, and which

Martin Lings produces on p. 117: “
. . .he

was surroimded at one and the same time

with all the veneration that is due to saints,

to the old, and to the dying,” and in one’s

irredeemably western mind the association

with Botticelli’s Last Communion of St,

Jerome becomes inevitable.

After this psychologically skillful intro-

duction the reader not only tolerates but

welcomes the idea of modernity and with it

the increase of relevance.
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'Unfortunately or fortunately, but most

probably inevitably, Sufism, with its full im-

pact and authenticity, is going to disappear.

Its enemies are too.many, internal as well as

external. The importance of its direct study

and recording as at least a kind of “spiritual

folklore” can hardly be overemphasized. All

too quickly the Brave New World is reaching

Mam and any live communion with Sufism

will become impossible. (It so seems that in

relation to Sufism it is not dialogue but

communion which is needed most. This, to

my mind, is what sets Martin Lings apart

among the students of Sufism.)

Of course, it is unjust to call Sufism a

“spiritual folklore.” First of all, because some

of the best minds and most alert spirits of

Islamdom had been Sufis or had Sufi

affinities; and second, because Sufism at its

best can be illuminating theology or, very

often so, absorbing to the point of hallucina-

tion, vital metaphysics.

An admirably authoritative and concise

view of both these aspects is given by
Martin Lings in his second chapter, entitled

“The Reality of Sufism.” In fourteen pages

only he achieves what some authors had

attempted with less success in entire books.

Whereas the previous chapter had been an

emotional introduction, this one offers an

historically founded, theoretical perspective

of the problems of Sufism in general, with

only a logical bearing upon the individual

case of the modern Algerian mystic from

Mostaganem. This also constitutes the actual

intellectual strength of the chapter, allowing

us~later on—^to evaluate the modern mystic

as the heir of a formidable tradition of

thought and spiritual life, and salvaging him
from a modern vacuum where he would be

only a curiosity item and an excentric relic.

The particular interest of this chapter lies

in the convincing argumentation establishing

a Koranic, and thus Arabic, origin not only

of the formally Islamic, but also of the

historic Sufism—very much against the

prevalent Persian and Buddhist theories.

The third chapter, entitled “Seen from
Within,” is once again a return to the

narrative. Martin Lings quotes almost in its

entirety a long autobiographical essay of the

Sheikh al-^'Alawi himself. In its simplicity,

sincerity, and unwavering realism, this

document constitutes, to the reviewer’s mind,

one of the most valuable and illuminating

examples of Sufi autobiographical literature.

Here we get glimpses of al-'"Alawi’s childhood,

ofhis informal but intense religious education,

of the crafts he pursued, of his pride in the

dignified bearing of his father, of his loyalty

to his mother. We see the young mystic’s

progress along the Sufi path: from snake

charming and uncritical infatuation with

everythingapparently spiritual to the decisive

encounter with the master Sidi Muhammad
ai-Buzidi, who teaches him how to charm his

soul, a snake “that is bigger and far more
venomous.” From that moment on there

begins his road toward mystic fulfilment, to

his ultimate founding of an independent

Tariqah and to Sufi sainthood.

Sheikh al-^Alawi’s autobiography, which

in many respects resembles the Vida of St.

Theresa, has one, to the Christian reader

perplexing, difference. It does not shun

from references to his marital problems.

These references, however, are very simple,

void ofpsychological involvedness or even ofa

trace of morbidness—something no Christian

mystic would understand, and something

that is equally distant from the ^udhri

position of abstinence and frustration. The
humble and in an impassive, melancholy

way apologetic story of the failure of the

Sheikh’s four marriages is probably the

most human aspect of the autobiography. It

would even arouse the reader’s sympathy, if

one, in a typically western way, were not

impelled to ask, why did he marry so many
times, knowing in advance (one should

suppose), that he would not be able to fulfil

his obligations. In a marginal way we have

here a flash of light falling on an important

social problem. Another interesting facet of

this autobiography is the Sheikh’s attitude

towards the Islamic state still symbolized

by Ottomanism, as well as his criticism of the

Young Turkish reformers. As for his

dispute with the Islamic reform movement
of the Salafiyah, see pp. 108 ff

.
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In the next chapter, entitled ‘'The -Spirit-

ual Master,” the author gives what could be
considered as a continuation of the Sheikh’s

biography, in its transposition to a spiritual

level, where behavior and doctrine become
indivisible. As such it allows us to. see the

modern mystic actually incorporated into

the mainstream of the high Sufi- tradition,

or into the “Reality of Sufism” of that

e,xcelient introductory chapter.

The Sheikh is now the master of his ovm
Al-Tariqah al-^Alawiyah al-Darqdivtyah al-

ShddhiUyah. A certain mythic atmosphere

has begun to develop around him. He is

known to radiate a magnetic power which
some -would confuse with hypnotism. .He

can touch upon sacred,
,

restricted
' areas of

Muslim veneration with typ.icaily Sufi,

audacity (p. 87), yet he remains humble
when criticized or misunderstood. He would
rather accuse the enemies of Sufism, the-'

modernist theologians, as guilty of spiritual

pride (p. 90)—which, maybe not quite so

paradoxically, is a capital sin in the eyes of a

Sufi.

This chapter does not yet summarize, as

the following chapters do, the basic Sufi

theology of Ahmad al-'^Alawi. It redacts it.

The main emphasis is on the road to the

mystic goal rather than on the goal itself.

In this regard, prayer and, more specifically,

the “remembrance” {dhikr), as well as other

aspects of Sufi “ecstatogenic” methods, be-

come of major Gonceim to the master. The

author has managed to wade these treacher-

ous waters of Sufi practices with authority,

discretion, and unobtrusive sympathy.

The remaining chapters fall into the second

part of the book, entitled “The Doctrine.”

Although largely derived from Sheikh

al-'^Alawi’s writings and commentaries, the

Doctrine is equally valid as the expression of

theoretical Sufism in general. Particularly

valuable are the first two chapters (5 and 6);

“Oneness of Being,” which could also have

been entitled “Mystic Ontology and Meta-

physics”; and “The Three Worlds,” dealing

with the theology of Sufism.

In the former the problem at issue is the

Sufi concept of Wahdat al-Wujdd. Even

though, formulated in the thirteenth century

by Ibn ^Arab.i or =Abd a!-Lah al-Bayl&ii in

the Eisdlat al'^AJmdhjah, its intrinsic mean-
ing had been clear, according to Martin

Lings, from the very beginning of Islam. .It

was strongly implied in such Kora.iiic

verses as: “We are nearer to him than liis

jugular vein” {L, 16), from which the

doctrine of “Rearness” has developed. Its

Koranic epitome, however, would be the

verse: “He is the First and the Last and the

Outwardly Manifest and the Inwardly

Hidden” (LVII, 3).

Among other western writers, on Siifis.iii,

R. A. Nicholson acknowledged that he could

not assent to the vic5W . that the Koran
supplies no basis for mystical interpretation,

of Islam. He eve.n
.

quoted the famous

statement by D. B. - Macdonald that “all

thinking, religious Moslems are .mystics,”

and that “all, too, are pantheists, but some
-do not know it” (.R. A., Nicholson, The

o/ pp. 22~-23).

Martin, Lings would not disagree with such

,stateme.nts, but, as, his elaborate footnote

on pp. 135-26 indicates, he .is rather i.,rr.itatcd

by condescending attitudes toward Sufi.sm,

whether they stem from that complex atmos-

phere .where one’s own questionable rational©

is habitually hidden behind screens, of

paternalizing.leniency regarding the supposed

errors of others, or .whether th.ey come from

that theologically - minded sector with .a

'

-built-in affinity with orthodoxy as a. “posi-

. tive” psychological category, regardless in

whose religion.

Thus one can but sympathize with Lings’

criticism of Nicholson and others wffio would

lightheartediy dispose of the Sufi Wahdat

as “blank infinite negation” or as

a “pantheistic abyss.” Massignon’s effort to

redeem al-Hailaj for orthodoxy receives

from Lings a pungent reply as well. Actually,

Martin Lings is very faithful to Sufism when

he forces the reader to reconsider its logic:

Taking Koranic verses like: “Everything

perisheth but His Face” (XXVII, 88); and

“All that is therein (in the created universe)

suffereth extinction, and there remaineth the

Face of thy Lord in Its Majesty and Bounty”
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(LV, 26-27), a Sufi has to search for some-

thing Divine in his soul if he were to partici-

pate in the eternity of the Face of his Lord

and thus be saved from extinction. For

Martin Lings participation in the Majesty

and the Bounty cannot be equated with

“blank infinite negation.” Those who deplore

the Sufis’ renunciation of the salvation of the

individual soul as integral self-consciousness

might be reminded that in this respect

Sufism stands rather close to Islamic

philosophy. Again and again, as in this

chapter, for example, one appreciates Martin

Lings’ sound and firm Sufi sympathy which

betrays very deep reaching roots and

affinities,
'

The theology of Sufism, in spite of the

mystic factor of spontaneity and sub-

jectivism, seems unable to escape the formal

hierarchization of all theology. It becomes

inevitably an edifice of logic, erected on

Attributes. Such is also the ^Alawi theology

of “The Three Worlds,” the World of the

Kingdom, the World of Dominion, and the

World of Domination. The Qualities or

Attributes of God belong to these three

worlds respectively, with the World of

Kingdom as the world of matter and of

creation, and with the World of Dominion
which is also that of the al-^Insdn al-Kdmil

and of prophethood. These Qualities, how-

ever, in their outward manifestation as the

universe, “are dependent upon Themselves

. . . Thus the Qualities, far from being made
up of creatures, are themselves the very

tissue of ail existing things.” These Three

Worlds are synthesized in the phrase La
Ildka illd al-Ldh wa Muhammadun BasMu
al-Ldh. The metaphorical, ephemeral being

of creation is implied in Id Ildha—tlae

negation. Illd al-Ldh is its reference to

Truth and to existence. Muhammad as man
is of the World of Dominion, mediating

between the ephemeral and the Eternal.

The name al-Ldh points “unto the World of

Domination, the Sea from which both
sense and conception are brought forth”

(p. 146).

The Sufi tariqah embraces the entire

confessional scope of the formula La IWia,

... The Gnosis—and thus the escape from
theology—^lies in the affirmation of the

Essence, in al-Ldh only.

The book continues with an esoteric

chapter, dealing with “The Symbolism of the

Letters of the Alphabet.” It is but an
annotated translation of al-'^Alawi’s Book

of the Unique Archetype (Al-=Unmudhaj

al-Farid), which Lings thinks has been

inspired by =Abd al-Karim al-Jili’s Al-Kahf
aURdqim. At a first reading this small

treatise may strike the unaware reader as

sheer madness and hallucination, or at best

as pure formalism and burdensome sym-
bology. At a second reading, however, it

should emerge as a strangely concise and
subtle recapitulation of the two preceding

chapters on the metaphysics and the

theology of Sufism, and one might even

perceive an unexpected literary quality in

the treatise: delicate poetic images and a

rhythmic, psalmodic effect of the Koranic

quotations which have all the poetic power
and function of refrains. Martin Lings’

inserting of this treatise at precisely this

point of the book proves once again his

skill in the use of quotable material. His

self-relegation to the footnotes is scholarly,

illuminating, and, from the perspective of

the totality ofthe book, almost imperceptible,

which is complimentary both to author and

subject.

The next two chapters (8 and 9), entitled

“The Great Peace” and “Gnosis”respectively,

offer little that has not already been men-
tioned or alluded to at some earlier point.

They are, therefore, more of a tour deforce^ a

matter of scholarly discipline, since a

summary of the ^Alawi view on the two

subjects was inevitable. It is perfectly valid,

however, that the author should return to

the emphasis “that beyond his created

plenitude Universal Man has an aspect of

total extinction” and that “beyond his

extinction he has an aspect of Absolute

Plenitude, for his extinction is simply a

measure of his capacity to receive” (p. 160).

The extinction that is meant here is, of

course, the Sufi /and^

Martin Lings also discusses here the
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important Snfi theme of prophethood versus

sainthood. On Sufi utterances like:
. “The

steps of the Prophets end where those of the

Saints begin” (Al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi), and:

“We plunged into a sea while the Prophets

remained standing on its shores” (Al-

Bistami), are founded some of the most
serious accusations of heterodoxy, Ahmad
ah'^Alawu, however, affirms the spiritual

precedence of the Prophets over the Saints,

although in a quantitative rather than

qualitative way. Qualitatively Saints and
Prophets participate in the same Oneness of

Essence, only that Saints 'who are Prophets

“receive a greater plenitude of Divine

Manifestation as it were below the level of

the Essence” (p. 162). According to Martin

Lings, Ibn “^Arabi solved “once and for all”

this dispute over precedence by affirming

that “the Messenger is more universal in

virtue of his sainthood than he is in virtue of

his apostle-prophethood” (p. 161).

The chapters entitled, “The Ritual Purifi-

cation” (10) and “The Ritual Prayer” (11)

conclude the expository body of the book.

They intoduce the reader into a purely

symbolic world of Islamic ritual, where every

movement, every gesture, has a meaning

other than physical, where the physical has

no meaning at all. As such it is also the real

world of all mysticism. Both chapters are

based on al-^Alawi’s AhMinah ahQitddusiyah,

a book which had been particularly dear to

the Sheikh. Concerning it, Martin Lings says

that, although most Sufis have dealt with the

inner meaning of Islamic rites, “it is very

possible that the Sheikh was the first—and

that he will prove to be the last—^to write a

a comprehensive commentary which gives

a metaphysical interpretation of the smallest

details of ritual. ...” (p. 178).

There is a short anthology of Ahmad
ai-'^Alawi’s poetry appended to the book as

the final chapter (12). Some of the poems
have sxirvived the strains of rendering. Thus,

The Cup, The Wine, and Layla are beautiful

poetry even in their English version. This

only emphasizes another meritorious facet of

Martin Lings, namely that of a good trans-

lator.

Particularly the symbolism ,of The Cup
should appeal to. the \vestera reader, “

. .. .

this cup that itselfquenches thirst ... . , where

each one .seeth, in his mirrored self the

meaning of his quest . . . which, is so

much like the symbolis.m of thcs Holy Grail.

The Wine with its Mosaic quotations, and
Layla wit.h its, characteristic erotic language,

are in the best tradition of ^^Urnar ibn ai-

Earid.

Confronted with the phenomenon of

Sufism, balanced in an incredible equilibrium

between logic and paradox, one is, maybe,

most bewildered by the fact that; .there

should exist almost organic ties between

Sufism and literary expression. And yet

silence and secrecy are the virtues of the

gnostic. Sufi maxims like “Gnosis is nearer

to silence than to speech,” or “Whoso
kno'weth God, his tongue flaggeth,” which

are like mottos to Sufi literature, should have

discouraged the Sufi writers and poets from

even reaching for the pen. Ahmad al-^Alawi,

too, can but confess of his mystic Wine;

Subtle it is, elusive, beyond my powers to

describe. For words ever fail Beauty’s describer

(p. 202).

Nevertheless, literature has become second

nature to higher Sufism. Sufis had always

felt the urge to communicate their experi-

ences and actually to organize them into

systems: from =Abfi Yazid al-Bist4m!,

Niffari, Ma'^rufai-Karkh,t, Dhu al-Nun al-Mi§ri

... to the Sheikh from Mostaganem. To KaI4-

badhi, the tenth century Sufi from Bukhara,

the outpour of Sufi literature was due to the

fact that: “then (after the second generation

of Islam) desire diminished and purpose

Sagged: and with this came the spate of

questions and answers, hooks and treatises”

(p. 43). To Martin Lings it is rather “the

inevitable movement from concentrated

synthesis to differentiated analysis” (p. 43).

There exists, of course, an analogy of

motivations between what spurred Sufi

literature and the process of fixation of the

Islamic religious traditions in general.

Similar circumstances and motivations orig-

inated Arabic literary studies as well. The

movement towards differentiation within
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Sufism is unquestionable too. Yet, neither

explains the existence of Sufi creative litera-

ture. There is obviously something more to

the outwardly paradoxical marriage of

Sufism to literature. One is impelled to see

the Sufis’ efforts to formulate their ideas and
to describe their experiences rather as the

creative effort of genuine writers and poets

—

which they most intimately are—to let

their inner turmoil take shape: not as the

result of a mere didactic proposition, but as

a compulsive self-assertion known to artists

only, a form of static, fixed ecstasy, a per-

petuation of a sublime state which is not a
substitution for the fana' but part of it. As
an artist is intimately convinced of carrying

“the spark” within even before he has pro-

duced a work of art, as a poem or a picture

starts with a vision or a feeling before it passes

through the technical artistic process and
becomes a work of art, so the Sufi experience

is first lived and then relived and perpetuated

in its literary expression which in self-

confessed Sufi psychological terms is an
“expulsion.” The Sufis’ pretending that they
use metaphors and poetic language solely

as a technical means, and that beyond the

expressive function these literary means
have no further value, is nothing but erred

modesty and benign hypocrisy, if not a
simple lack of self-knowledge. The Sufis’ use

of poetic forms and language—^because the

best of their thoughts deserve the highest

form of expression—is a sword that cuts

both ways. Language takes its vengeance by
turning those who use it in its highest form
into poets. Beauty may give of itself. It may
be generous in the moral sense, but by its

nature it is egocentric. It does not resign

itself to being a means only. In this respect

narcissism is not a degeneration but merely
an abstraction. The same should be said
about art. As soon as we credit the Sufi
poets with authentic works of art, we must
also burden them, in spite of their dismay
and displeasure, with possessing an aesthetic

creative motivation and an aesthetic ideal
which are not subordinate to message or
content.

Much of Sufi literature, particularly the
poetry, was written in a state of spiritual
inebriety, of “other-worldly drunkenness”
that could make the Sufis utter strange, often
outrageous words. As for the Sheikh Ahmad
al-^'Alawi, even after having surpassed the
feverish state that produces compulsive,
ecstatic utterances, and after having come
“to distinguish between the spiritual points
of view, and to give to each of the different
degrees of existence its due and to each of
the spiritual stations what rightly belongs
to it” (p. 56), even then is he “in the grip”
of the need to write and to describe, although
now he does it in a reflexive, autobiographical
prose: “The acuteness of this state,” says
the Sheikh, “still comes back to me sometimes
but it does not compel me to write about it.

True, it prompts me to speak about it, but
it is easier to live with than it was, something
that I feel rather than something that I am
submerged in” (p. 56).

The poet and writer that seems to dwell in
most articulate Sufis can be softened,
mellowed, and appeased as the Sufi advances
in years, but he is always part of him. The
ecstatic compulsion to write is replaced by a
serene, autobiographical introspection with
almost nostalgic overtones, as in the case of
Ahmad al-^Alawi’s autobiographical sketches
or in their Christian counterpart, the Vida
of St. Theresa. It is difficult to free oneself of
the impression that the didactic pretext of
such writings is one part only, and a
small one besides, of the true, deeper,
creative motivations. One is constantly
confronted with the question: Are form,
content, and purpose actually divisible?
But this is a theme that would need to be
discussed separately and, maybe, on another
occasion.

Jaboslaw Stetkewycz
Unimrsity of Chicago
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ERICH F. SCHMIDT
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It is with sorrow that we report the death of Erich F. Schmidt at Santa Barbara,

California, at the age of 67. His life had somewhat of a fictional quality about it, but his

work was well-grounded in reality. His field research ranged from the prehistorie towns

in Turkey and Persia to the cities of early Islam. To eacii one he brought those talents

which were peculiarly his. He w'as a demanding man, of himself and of those who worked

with him. By nature he was an intense and meticulous man with that infinite patience

for detail which gave substance and validity to his research. Acute observation in

excavation, an ali-inclusiveness in recording, and a search for the exact and proper word

were second nature to Erich Schmidt, Neither in his field work nor in his definitive

reports was he enticed by sweeping pronouncements; his positions w^ere solidly built on

amassed details, each one weighed and evaluated so that it could contribute only its

proper value. It may be that the questioning nature of the man and the thoroughness

of his digging techniques produced some of the problems he solved, but it is certain that

each site he excavated demanded his kind of attention. His death is a great loss to arche-

ology, for his work was not finished; his life was an immeasurable gain, for his researches

provided a basic knowledge of all those areas in which he worked,

Erich Friedrich Schmidt was born in Baden-Baden, Germany, on September 13, 1897.

He attended the Kadettenkorps in Karlsruhe and Berlin and served as an officer in the

German army in World War I. He was wounded during one of the campaigns on the

eastern front and was abandoned by the retreating German arm3^ Eventually he was

found by the Bussians and cared for in one of their field hospitals. He was later sent to a

prisoner-of-war camp in Siberia and spent four years there. During the troubled time

of the Russian revolution, he escaped and made his way overland to Murmansk on the

northern coast. Back again in Germany, he studied at the Friedrich Wilhelm University

in Berlin.
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Ie 1923 Schmidt came to the United States and continued his studies at Columbia

University. He did his graduate work under Franz Boas and received his Doctor of

Philosophy degree in 1929. His first field work in archeology was done under the auspices

of the American Museum of Natural History of New York and their prehistorian, N. C.

Nelson. Schmidt was in charge of an expedition sent out to Arizona in 1924-1926 and

there did the first stratified digging in the southern part of the American southwest. It

is evident that the methodologies of these two men: Boas, the anthropologist, and Nelson,

the prehistorian, influenced all of Schmidt’s subsequent excavations in the Near East.

In 1927 he was chosen as co-director (with Hans Henning von der Osten) of the

Anatolian Expedition of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. He was in

charge of the excavation of Alishar and, by a rigidly-controlled stratigraphic study of

the mound, established the chronology of the central part of Asia Minor. His reputation

as a careful and precise excavator was further enhanced by the work he did at the

mounds of Fara in Iraq and Tepe Hissar near Damghan in Persia (1930-1933) under

the sponsorship of the University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania and the

Pennsylvania Museum of Art. Next, he investigated the mounds of Rayy, the great

Islamic city on the outskirts of modern Tehran (1934-36), for the University Museum
and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. He not only worked in the Seljuk remains but

carried the chronology of the city back through the first centuries ofIslam to the prehis-

toric levels of the town. Owing to his superb craftsmanship and objective recording aU

these stratigraphic studies have received unquestioned acceptance by Near Eastern

archeologists.

In 1934 he married Mary-Helen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. Warden of

Philadelphia. With her help he started a comprehensive survey of the archeological sites

in Iran. Since they were able to land their small plane near many of the mounds, the

survey was a happy combination of aerial photography and ground observation. Mary-

Helen died in 1936. Nevertheless, Schmidt finished the survey with funds provided by

the foundation for aerial research that she had established. In 1938 he became a citizen

of the United States. Final action on the papers had been delayed by his numerous

absences from the country.

In 1935 and 1938 Schmidt led the earliest archeological survey parties into Luristan,

that wild mountainous area of western Iran, Also, in 1935, he accepted the directorship

of the Oriental Institute’s expedition at Persepolis. He continued the systematic investi-

gation of the royal structures at Persepolis, the soundings at the prehistoric mounds of

Tall-i-Bakun, the fortified area at the foot of the royal tombs at Naqsh-i-Rustam, and

the Islamic city of Istakhr. Although Persepolis has been visited, sketched, and described

for centuries, Schmidt has given us the first detailed and cohesive study of the royal

inclosure. At the begiiming of World War II he closed down the work at Persepolis and

brought his staff back to America.

After his return to Chicago Schmidt worked exclusively on the publication of the

results of his field work. He had finished two volumes on Persepolis and had almost

completed the third at the time of his death. His published volumes reflect the same

thoughtful attention to detail and the same care and orderliness that was characteristic

of his field work. He never forced his material—only insofar as an excavation was clear

and comprehensible was his report of the excavation lucid and uncomplicated. What was

obscure remained so; a manufactured clarity was foreign to him. ’A handsomely-bound
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copy of PersepoUs I was the University of Chicago’s gift to Queen Elizabeth of England

when she visited the campus in 1959.

Erich Schmidt was an Oriental Institute professor at the University of Chicago. He
was a member of the American Oriental Society, the Archaeological Institute ofAmerica,

the American Geographical Society, the American Schools of Oriental Research, the

Deutsche Orient Gesellschaft, and the Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft. In 1943

he married Lura Florence, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. NeVoy Strawn of Ottawa,

Illinois. They have two children, Richard Roderick, age 20, and Erika Lura, age 18.

Because of Schmidt’s health, the family moved to California in 1960. Although he did a

great deal of his witing there, he returned to Chicago each summer to correlate his

material and work on his manuscripts. He was awarded in 1960 (at the Fourth Inter-

national Congress of Persian Art and Archaeology) the Danish decoration, or Order of

Science, First Class, by the Iranian Government in recognition of his historical-

archeological studies.

Bichard 0. Hainhs

Oriental Institute

University of Chicago
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UN MOTIF “SCYTHE” EN IRAN ET EN GRECE*

PIERRE AMANDRY, JJniversite de Strasbourg

Les Scythes ont fait une large place, dans leiir repertoire animalier, aux

cervides et aux caprides, qii’ils ont representes le plus souvent dans une attitude tres

caracteristique, couches, les pattes repliees sous le corps.

On distingue deux schemas principaux. Le premier ne s’applique gu^re qu’a la re-

presentation des cervides (cerf, elan, renne) : “The legs are doubled up under the body in a

quite peculiar way so that the forelegs lie pressed against the body and the hind legs are

extended forward below them. In this case the animal is depicted strictly in profile so

that only one of each pair of legs is represented. Though this is a common, in fact the

normal form, it is not rigidly adhered to. A further characteristic of this motive is that

the neck and head are stretched far forward as if in continuation of the lines of the body”

(G. Borovka, Scythian Art, p. 32). Parmi les j)his anciens exemples de ce motif, dans

I’orfevrerie de la Russie meridionale, citons I’applique de Kostromskaya Stanitsa (fig. 1,

i^), le decor des fourreaux d’epee du kourgane Litoi (fouille Melgounov) et de Kelermes,

et celui de plusieurs autres objets decouverts aussi a Kelermes: coupe, plaque divisee en

24 carres, gaine du manche et du talon d’une hache de fer (pi. XXV, 1-2),

Le deuxieme schema sert a representer non seulement le cerf et Felan, mais aussi la
|

chevre sauvage, le bouquetin, Fantilope, le mouflon: “The stag frequently appears in
i

Sc^T-thia in a very similar pose, but with the head erect. . . . The motive of the same I

animal in a like pose but with the head turned back over the shoulder is also very com- :

mon in Scythia. Two variants may be distinguished. In one the head is turned half round

so that it comes to lie along the line of the spine and nestles into the back just as the feet

are tucked up tightly against the belly. Alternatively the animal has twisted his head

around in the plane of his body and rested it sideways against his flank so that the head

falls within the outlines of the frame. . . . The wild goat is treated in just the same way in

the districts of the Kuban, Don and Dniepr. His horn is not bent over the head to the

back but follows the arch of the neck in quite a natural position” (Borovka, op. cit., p.

34-36). Quelques exemples de ce schema, parmi les plus anciens, sont fournis par la gaine

en or du manche de hache de Kelermes (pi. XXV, 2), la poignee en or de Fepee de la

fouille Melgounov, une “tete d’4tendard” en bronze de U1 (pi. XXV, 3), un ornement de

bronze de Simferopol,^ des bractees en or de la region de Kharkov (pi. XXV, 5).^

Mais ce motif de la bete couch^e, avec ses variantes, appartient-il en propre aux

Scythes ? S’il est, dans leur art, d’origine etrangere, oii, quand et a qui Font-ils emprunte ?

A cette question, posee depuis longtemps, la trouvaille faite en 1947 A Ziwiye, au Sud-

Est du lac d’Ourmia, a apporte des Elements nouveaux de r^ponse. La composition de

ce “tresor” correspond mieux a celle du mobilier d’une riche tombe qu’a celle d’un butin

* Mes remerciements yont &tous les collogues qui buck der Archdologie, II (1954), pL 67, 1; T. Talbot
m’ont procure des reuseignements ou des photogra- Rice, (1957), fig. 19.

i

phies, et particuli^rement MM. Bietrich von Both- }i

mer, Pierre Devambez, Robert Dyson, Denys Haynes, ^ proy^jj^o^nce exacte: kourgane Vitova Moghila,

'

Dieter Ohly, Andre Parrot, Boris Piotrovski. village de Ousatchevko, district de Kharkov (au
^ G. Borovka, Art (1928), pL IZ; Hand- Musee historique de Moscou). ,
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de guerre, mis ^ Tabri. dans une forteresse.^ Plusieurs objets d’or et d’argent de la tombe

de Ziwiyd presentent, dans les motifs et ie style de leur d^cor, des affinites evidentes aveo

le mobilier des tombes scythes de Russie pontique. C'est le cas, notamment, d’une grande

plaque d’or, qui revetait probablement une ceinture^: elle est decoree de six rangees

d'animaux couches—cerfs et ch^vres, alternativement^—dont I’attitude correspond

respectivement aux deux variantes du type scythe, telles qn’elles ont ete definies plus

haut (pL XXVI, 1 etfig. 1,^).

On a releve des traits communs a la ceinture de Ziwiy4 et a des plaques de bronze

ourartiennes, qui etaient aussi—surement dans plusieurs cas, et probablement dans les

autres—des ceintures® : motifs peu nombreux, se rep^tant a intervalles reguliers, en rangs

superposes. La ressemblance est partieulikement 4troite avec les ceintures de Zakim et

d’Ani-Piemza, ou les animaux sont aussi disposes en quinconce, dans des cadres bord6s

des m6mes motifs en accolade que sur la ceinture de Ziwiy4.® Les mufies de face, a

rintersection des accolades, ont des pendants en Ourartou et en Haute-Syrie. En outre,

sur la ceinture de Ziwiy6, la direction des rangs d’animaux—tourn^s vers la droite sur

certains fragments et vers la gauche sur d’autres—change au moins deux fois,*^ comme

sur la ceinture d'Ani-Piemza et sur les boucliers ourartiens k files de lions et de taureaux.

Mais, la, les animaux marchent ou galopent®; sur la ceinture de Ziwiye, ils sont couches

a la mode scythe. Gette difference suffit-elle k etablir que la ceinture de Ziwiy6 soit une

oeuvre scythe ?

Le probl^me est essentiellement d’ordre chronologique. Les grandes tombes scythes de

Fepoque archaique, d6couvertes en Russie m&idionale au si^cle dernier—et, en par-

ticulier, la plus riche de toutes, ceUe de K41erm^s,—^n’ont 6t6 ni fouill6es avec soin ni

int6gralement publiees. Les dates extremes qui ont propos^es pour ces tombes sont

s^parees par un intervalle de pr^s d’un si^cle (2e moiti4 du Vile si^cle-miiieu du Vie

siecle av. J,-C.). Quant au “tresor” de Ziwiy6, d^couvert fortuitement, diss4qu4, 4par-

pille, sans qu’aucune observation ait et4 faite sur les conditions de trouvaille, ni aucun

inventaire 6tabli, c’est sur plus de deux si^cles et demi que s’4chelonnent les dates qudn
lui a assignees (IXe si^cle-milieu du Vie siecle av. J.-C.).® Cependant, Faccord est presque

® E. Ghirshman, Ferse (1963), p. 98-100.
* Hauteur: 0,16 m. Longueur ineonnue, la plaque

ayant d6coup6e en morceaux. Les deux plus

grands fragments se trouvent au Mus6e de T6h4ran et

au Mus^e de rXJniversit4 de Pennsylvanie. Ils se

raccordent mat^riellement et donnent une longueur
totale de 0,475 m. Le raccord a 6t6 fait k Paris, en
1961, h Texposition de Part en Iran, oO les deux frag-

ments portaient respectivement les num^ros 611 et

610. D’autres fragments sont k Londres (British

Museum), A Hew York (Metropolitan Museum), A St.

Louis (City Art Museum, collection Davis), dans une
collection priv6e A Paris, et dans le commerce.

® Plaques de bronze A reliefs de Karmir-Blour,
Arin-Berd, Ani-Piemza, Zakim, Gus9i. Sur les ressem-
blances avec la ceinture de Ziwiye, cf. B. B. Piotrov-
ski, Sov. Arch., XIX (1954), p. 151; C. K. Wilkinson,
BMMA, N.S., XIII (1954-56), p. 219; H. J. Kantor,
JNEB, XIX (1960), p. 7-14; E. D. Barnett, Iranica
antiqua, II (1962), p. 82-86; L. Byvanck-Quarles van
Ufford, Bull. ant. Besch., XXXVII (1962), p. 34-36.

® Pour la ceinture de Zakim (au Musee de I’Ermi-
tage, A Leningrad), outre le dessin reproduit dans

plusieurs des articles cit6s A la note pr6c6dente, une
photographie de detail a publi6e par B, B.
Piotrovski, lakoustvo Ourartou (1962), pi. XXXII.
Pour la ceinture d’Ani-Piemza (au Mus& historique

de TArm^nie, A Erivan), le dessin public par B. B.
Piotrovski, Vanakoe Tsartavo (1969), p. 260, fig, 86, a
6t6 reproduit par R. D. Barnett, loc, ciU

Une fois sur le fragment du Mus^e de TAh4ran,
une fois sur celui du British Museum, On possAde une
partie de I’extr^mit^ gauche de la plaque, avec le bord
lisse perc6 de trous, comme aux bords supArieur et

inf6rieur: les animaux y sont tourn6s vers la gauche.

® Cependant, le motif de J’animal couch4, aux
pattes repli6es sous le corps, n’est pas inconnu dans
Tart ourartien; taureaux, lions-taureaux, sphinx.
Cf. R. D, Barnett, Iraq, XII (1960), pi. V, VII, 3,

XI, xvm, 3, XIX, XXI, 1 ; XVI (1964), pL III, 1, 3,

p. 14, fig. 18 (trdne de Toprak Kale); H. Hoffmann,
Jahrhuoh der Hamburger Kunataammlungen, VI (1961),
p, 143-144 (oand^labre de Toprak Kale).

® Pour un exposd plus d^tailld du problAme, je

renvoie A un article A paraitre dans VArch. Anzeiger.
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unanime sur un point: Fant^riorit^ de la trouvaille de Ziwiyd par rapport a celles de

Kelermes et du kourgaxie LitoL^°

Mais, si Fon s’en tient a Fhistoire du motif de Fanimal aux pattes repliees, on constate

que la ceinture de Ziwiye n’est pas un document isole dans Fart du Nord-Ouest de FIran,

aux premiers siecles du ler mill4naire avant Fere chretienne: d’autres exemples de ce

motif existent dans les arts dits du Louristan et d’Amlash.

Publiant une plaque de bronze en forme de cerf couche, trouvee dans la region de

Harsin (fig. 1, D), A. Godard avait ete frappe par la ressemblance de ce cerf avec des

animaux scythes.

Sur une lame de poignard en bronze de Fancienne collection Coiffard^^ est grave un

cerf aux pattes repliees sous le corps, les sabots poses Fun sur Fautre (pi. XXVI, 2).

L’attitude de Fanimal, qui dresse la tete, est differente de celle du precedent: c’est une

illustration du deuxieme schema scythe. Les entrelacs graves sous la bete evoquent, de

fa9on au moins approximative, le decor des ceintures de Ziwiye, de Zakim et d*Ani-

Piemza et celui d’une plaque de marbre de Toprak Kale.^^

La seule expedition scientifique qui ait jamais ete organisee au Louristan Fa et6 par

Erich Schmidt, en 1938: le nom de Surkh Dum est rest4 associe aux disques de bronze a

reliefs, surmontant une epingle, qu’il a trouves en grand nombre sur ce site. Un disque

d’“epingle de Surkh Dum”, de Fancienne collection Coiffard, est decore de trois capridfe

couches, dont un au moins presente toutes les particularites du type “scythe” (pL

XXVII, 2 et fig. 1,

Une chevre couchee, retournant la tete, entre deux lions, occupe le bas d’un autre

disque de la meme collection,—non soude a une epingle, mais muni d’un anneau de

suspension (pi. XXVIII, 4).^® Trois caprides sont representes, dans la meme attitude,

sur une plaque de bronze du Musde de FUniversite de Pennsylvanie, acquise en 1939 k

Teh4ran par Erich Schmidt (pi. XXVI, 3).^^

Trop nombreux pour qu’on tente d’en dresser une liste sont les bracelets du Louristan

orn^s, k chaque bout de Fanneau, d’une chevre couchee, retournant le plus souvent la

tete et allongeant le cou, au point que le museau repose presque sur Farriere-train (pL

XXX, 1-2).

Depuis quelques annees, sur le marchd des antiquit^s, les “bronzes d’Amlash” font

concurrence aux bronzes du Louristan. Ces objets proviennent, en fait, de toute la

province montagneuse de Ghilan, au Sud-Guest de la mer Caspienne. Une seule fouille

r6guli5re y a et4 faite, sur le site de Marlik. On y a trouv4 un gobelet d’or decor4, sur

deux registres, de six animaux a longues comes annexes, au corps allong4 dans Fattitude

sabot centre sabot: Y. et A. Godard, Bronzes du
XrMWton, OoZL GmejQ^e (1954), n® 157, pi. 7.

Mus6e dll Louvre, AO 20592. Reproduction du
disque complet; A. Godard, L’art de Z’Jmn, pi. 20. A.
Godard consid^re que la provenance du Louristan
n’est pas assur6e, les types humains repr6senti^s dans
la moiti4 supdrieure du disque iitant Strangers k Fart

de cette region. II propose de dater Fobjet de la fin

du 2e miMnaire.
University Museum, Philadelphia, 41-21-6.

Dimensions: 8,8 X 6 cm. Ces renseignements m’ont
4td communiques par M. Robert Dyson, ainsi que la

photographie de Fobjet. Un dessin sommaire avait

<§te publid par A. Godard, op. cit.^ p. 66, fig. 83.

SeuI, K. Schefold tient la trouvaille de Ziwiyd
pour contemporaine de celles de Russie (vers le milieu

du Vie si^cle av. J.-C.): Handbuch d. Arch.y II (1954),

p. 428. Cf. aussi J, L. Benson, Ant. Kunst, III (I960),

p, 64, n. 32.

Atkar-i Iran, III (1938), p. 236-238.

Maintenant au Mus6e du Louvre. Cf. A, Godard,
L^art de riran {19Q2), pi. 11.

Parmi les animaux scythes semblables k celui-

ci, cf. G. BoTovk.a., Scythian Art, pi. 3, B.
B. D. Barnett, Iraq, XII (1950), p. 27, fig. 15.

Musee du Louvre, AO 20685. Un autre disque
d’epingle, dans la collection Graeife, avec en
forme de mufle de lion, porte quatre caprid4s couches.
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'^scythe’’ (fig. 1, B).^^ C’est aussi de Marlik que provient un cylindre ou sont gravees des

chevres couchees, i’une au-dessus de Fautre (fig. 6 ,
tandis que la necropole B de

Sialk a iivre un. autre cylindre, oii une chevxe, retournant la tete, et une autre bete sont

repr^sentees dans la meme attitude (pi. XXX ,
3 et fig. 6, D).^®

On a trouve, sur un site non identifie du Ghilan, une serie de disques de bitume,

converts d’une mince feuille d’electrum (?) et decores en relief: au centre, d’une face

humaine barbue oud’ une rosette,—-au pourtour, d’une frise de caprides couches (pi.

XXVII, 1 et XXVIII et fig. I, A). L’attitude des animaux (des bouquetins, semble-t-il,

d’apres la forme des comes) est typiquement ''scythe”: pattes repliees centre le corps,

cou tendu dans le prolongement de Fechine.

Be la meme region proviennent plusieurs plaques de bronze en forme de chevre

couchee: une dans la collection Foroughi,^^ quatre au Musee de Teheran (pL XXIX,

1-2). Ces quatre plaques appartiennent au meme ensemble, non seulement parce qu’elles

ont ete acquises en meme temps, mais aussi, et surtout, parce qu’elles sont de style

identique et qu’elles se repartissent en deux paires (les betes etant tournees deux fois

dans un sens et deux fois dans Fautre). Au revers, les plaques sont plates au bord et

Mgerement creuses a Finterieur, d’ou se detache une tige cylindrique constituant un

oeillet (pi. XXIX, 5). En meme temps que ces quatre plaques, le Musee de Teheran en a

acquis deux autres, en forme de sanglier, symetriques Fune de Fautre et constituant aussi

une paire (pL XXIX, 3--4). Ces plaques portent au revers une protuberance cubique,

percee d’un trou au milieu de chacune des quatre faces perpendiculaires a la plaque

(pi. XXIX, 6).23

II n’est pas sur, mais il est possible, que les deux paires de chevres et la paire de

sangliers constituent un ensemble. En tout cas, par la nature des motifs, par la technique

III. London News, 28 avril 1962, p. 664, fig. 12.

E. Negahban, Revue de la Faculti des Lettres de

rUniv. de TiUran, XI, 2 (Dec. 1963), p. 223, fig. 56.

2Q E, Ghirshman, FouiUes de Sialk, II (1939),

S. 1327, pi. XXX, 7. Meme motif sur un cylindre de

la Biblioth5que Pierpont Morgan, consider^ comme de

style dlamite recent (IXe/VIIIe siecle); E. Porada,

AU-Iran (1962), p, 41, fig. 24. Sur un autre cylindre,

^galement de style elamite, datant de la fin du 2e ou
du d4but du ler millenaire, quatre chevres conchies

sont represent^es au registre sup4rieur et quatre

cb^vres marchant au registre inferieur: L, Legrain,

The Culture of the Babylonians (1925), n® 622, pl-
' XXXII. ' -

.

A Fheure actuelle, je connais I’existence de six

de ces disques (cinq complets et un fragmentaire).

Leur diamdtre, qui varie l^g^rement d’un exemplaire
5. un autre, est en moyenne de 0,10 m. Quatre de ces

disques sont decor6s, dans le medaillon central, d’une
face humaine barbue: un au Musde de T6h4ran, un k
New York (MMA 62.115), un dans la collection

Norbert Schimmel {The Beauty of Ancient (1964),

n® 73 bis), un dans ma collection (pi. XXVIII, 1;

acquis en 1962). Sur les trois exemplaires que je

connais, directement ou par photographi© (celui de
New York ne m’etant connu que par la mention du
catalogue d© la collection Schimmel), les bouquetins
couches, au pourtour du disque, sont au nombre de
sept. Ils sont tournes vers la gauche sur I’exemplaire
de Teheran, vers la droite dans les deux autres cas, ce
qui permet de supposer que deux d’entre eux eon-

stituaient une paire.—Les deux autres disques. Tun
complet (pi. XXVIII, 2), Fautre reduit k deux frag-

ments de la frise d’animaux, sont en ma possession

(acquis en 1962). Tons deux ©taient decores, au centre,

d’une rosette (a 16 petales sur Fexemplaire intact).

Dans les deux cas, les animaux sont tournes vers la

droite. Sur Fexemplaire intact, ils sont au nombre de
six.—^Au Mus4e de Teheran (ofi j’ai examine Fobjet en

1962), le bitume adhere encore k la coupelle de bronze
oil il a ete vers6. Cette coupelle prekente une paroi

vertical©, haute d’environ 0,005 m.; le bord est replie

16g5rement vers Finterieur, Au revers etaient sondes
quatre oeillets (dont un a disparu).—Maintenu cm-

dessous et sur lea cdtes par ce support de bronze, le

bitume etait recouvert d’une mkice feuille de metal
oh les motifs decoratifs avaient ete, au prealable,

repousses et ou les details ont etd, ensiute, graves de
Fexterieur, Le bitume garde Fempreint© cie tons ces

details, 14 oh la feuille de metal a disparu, Ce metal est

de couleur jaune pMe, D’apros la description du
catalogue d© la collection Schimmel, il s’agirait de
deux feuilles superposees: une feuille d’or par-dessus

une feuille d’argent. Il pourrait s’agir aussi d’une

seule feuille d’electrum.

Sept mille ans d’‘art en Iran (Paris, 1961), nP 156,

pi. XVj R. Ghirshman, Perse, p. 36, fig. 44,

Longueur des chevres: 0,03 m. Hauteur:
0,025 m. Sailiie de Fanneau au revers; 0,01 ni.

Longueur des sangliers: 0,048 m. Hauteur: 0,027 m.
Saiilie du cube au revers: 0,01 m. J’ai examine ces

objetis au Muse© de Teheran en 1962,
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du relief, par le mode de fixation, ces objets prennent place dans deux series bien

definies.^^

I. Cebvides et cafbides

1-4 . Bronze. Teheran, Musee archeologique. Prov.: "Amlash”. Long.: 0,03 m. (pi.

XXIX, 1, 2, 5).

5. Bronze. Teheran, coll. Foroughi. Prov.: “Amlash”. Long.: 0,035 m. (ci-dessus,

n. 22).

6. Bronze. Prov.: Louristan. Long.: 0,07 m. (ci-dessus, n. 11).

7. Bronze. Londres, Sotheby, 19 oct. 1964, n° 83. Prov.: "Amlash”. Long.: 0,076 m.

8. Ivoire. Istanbul, Musee archeologique, Prov.: Ephese. Excav. at Ephesus, pi.

XXIII, 2; E. Akurgal, Die Kunst Auatoliens (1961), p. 216, fig. 184.

8 bis. Bronze. Londres, Br. Mus. 132120. Long.: ca 0,037 m. Brit. Mus. Quarterly,

XXVI (1963), pi. L a.

9. Bronze. Paris, Bibliotheque nationale, Cabinet des medaiUes Y 27.901-19 (coll.

Guerin). Long.: 0,063 m.

10. Bronze. Londres, Br. Mus. 885.12.12. Prov.: Asie Mineure. Long.: 0,03 m. Excav.

at Ephesus, p. 177, fig. 33; Die AntiJce, XVII (1941), p. 83, fig. 3 (pi. XXIX, 8).

11. Bronze. Coll, privee. Prov.: Izmit (?). Long.: 0,054 m. Die Antihe, XVII (1941),

p. 82, fig. 1-2.

12. Bronze. Prov.: Sardes. Long.: ca 0,07 m. III. London News, 9 mars 1963, p. 344,

fig. 26; BA80R, n° 170 (Avril 1963), p. 11, fig. 9.

II. Sancliers
I

1-2. Bronze. Teheran, Mus6e archeologique. Prov.: “Amlash”. Long.: 0,048 m. (pL

XXIX, 3, 4, 6).
I

3. Bronze. Coll, privee. Prov.: "Amlash”. Long.: 0,05 m. (pi. XXIX, 7).

4. Bronze, Oxford, coll. P. Jacobsthal. Long.: ca 0,04 m. BASOR, n° 168 (Dec. 1962),

p. 29, fig. 2, a dr. i

5. Bronze. Lucerne, Ars Antiqua, 14 mai 1960, n° 112. Long.: 0,039 m.

6. Ivoire. Istanbul, Musee archeologique. Prov.: Ephese. Excav. at Ephesus, pL
|

XXVI, 3; E. Akurgal, Die Kunst Anatoliens, p. 217, fig. 185. I

7. Bronze. Londres, Br. Mus. 2876. Long.: 0,04 m. Excav. at Ephesus, p. 177, fig. 33;

BABOR, n° 168 (Dec. 1962), p.-29, fig. 2, a g. (pi. XXIX, 9).

8. Bronze. Prov.: Sardes. III. London News, ler avril 1961, p. 538, fig. 14c; BASOR,
nM62 (Avril 1961), p. 39, fig. 24.

9. Bronze. Istanbul, Musee archeologique. Mentionne par E. Akurgal, Die Kunst
|

Anatoliens, p. 21%, Ti. i

Sur la destination de ces plaques, qui presentent Les listes dotinees ci-dessous ne sont surement i

toutes, au revers, le m^me aspect, quelle que soit la pas completes. En les publiant, j’espere faire sortir de
matidre (bronze ou ivoire) cf. D. P. Hansen, I’ombre les exemplaires qui se trouvent dans des
n® 168 (Bee. 1962), p. 28-32. mus4es, dans des collections privies ou dans le I

commerce..
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Le motif du sauglier couche, aplati snr lui-meme, pattes horizontales et groin a terre,

a 4te studio par D. P. Hansen a propos de Texemplaire de Sardes.^® On represente dans

la meme attitude le sangiier an Louristan,^'^ le sanglier et les felins dans Fart scythe.^®

Tons les sangiiers catalogues ci-dessus ne sont evidemment pas de meme date ni de

memo style: les n°® 1 a 3 constituent un groupe, les n^® 4 et 5 un autre, les n°® 7 et 8 un

troisieme* Les deux premiers groupes sont lies par une certaine parente de style. Les

betes du troisieme groupe sont traitees dans un esprit tout a fait different, moins

grapliique et, decoratif, plus soucieux du models. Le sanglier d’ivoire d’Ephese est assez

isole; pour la position des pattes, obliques et parallMes, et la stylisation de 1 oreille, il a

des pendants dans Fart scythe.

Pour le motif du sanglier, comme pour celui de la chevre on du cerf couche, les memes

types se rencontrent au Nord et au Sud du Caucase, au Nord et au Sud de la mer Noire.

La chronologie des arts du Louristan et d’^'Amlash’’ n’est pas plus surement etablie que

ceile du ‘‘tresor” de Ziwiy^, et pour les memes raisons. Encore, a Ziwiye, ne s’agissait-il

que d’un seul ensemble, a peu pres coherent. Au Louristan et au Ghilan, la production

artistique s’est etendue sur une longue periode. Le site de Marlik, ou Fon a precede a

quelques Bondages stratigraphiques, a ete occupe du milieu du 2e millenaire avant J.-C.

A F^poque sassanide. L’application des criteres de style risque d’etre faussee par la

r&istance tenace des traditions: ainsi, les bracelets du Louristan a corps de chevre (pL

XXX, 1-2) peuvent tout aussi bien etre les ancetres lointains que les predecesseurs

imm4diats, voire les contemporains, de bracelets et de torques de Fepoque achemenide.^®

On dispose pourtant de quelques points de repere:

P La necropole B de Slalk (d’oii provient un cylindre mentionn^ ci-dessus, n. 20;

pi. XXX, 3 et fig. 6, D) date, selon R. Ghirshman, du Xe et du IXe siecle av. J.-C.

2° A Marlik, selon E. Negahban, la ceramique qu’on a trouvee dans les tombes, en

m6me temps que les vases d’or, apparait dans une couche d’habitat datant de la fin du

2e millenaire et du debut du ler. D’autre part, on observe certaines ressemblances, de

style et de technique, entre des objets d’^'Amlash” et de Marlik et le bol en or d’Hasanlu,

qui date au plus tard du IXe siecle av. J.-C. Ce serait done la date approximative du

gobelet d’or (fig. 1, £) et du cylindre (fig. 6, H) de Marlik.

3° La date des disques de bitume doit etre h> peu pr^s la memo.®® C’est encore le bol

d’Hasanlu, d’une part, et, d’autre part, les rehefs de Tell Halaf qui fournissent les

Elements de comparaison les plus probants pour la face barbue aux m^ches strides

s’enroulant en spirales.

4° Les plaques de bronze k reliefs du Louristan—disques d’ '‘^pingles de Surkh Dum”,
appliques de boucliers, carquois, ceintures®^—appartiennent au meme domaine artis-

te BABOM, n<m (D^g. 1962), p. 27-36.

D. P, Hanseti, op, cit.^ p. 33, n, 38, a cit4 un
mors du Louristan A plaques en forme de sanglier,

dans la collection David-Weill: A. Godard Bronzes du
Luristan (1931), pL XLVII, 179; A. U. Pope, Survey
of Persian Art, IV (1938), pL 31, A. Un autre a 6t6
expose ^ New York en 1940: Exhibition of Persian
Art, p, 53, N; P. Ackerman, The Luristan Bronzes,

p, 9, %. B. Un autre a 4te vu dans le commerce (pi.

XXVII, 3).

28 Cf, par exemple, la gaine de la hache de
Kelermes (pL XXV, 1-2) et les bract^es de Vitova
Moghila (pi. XXV, 4). Des sangiiers couches d^corent

aussi le manche de miroirs ‘‘gr4co-scythes”: H. Hoff-
mann, AJA, LXIX (1965), p. 66-66, pi. 60.

29 example: 0. M. Dalton, The Treasure of the

Oxus, 3e 5d. (1964), pi. XX, 136 et 137; A. U. Pope,
Mctsterpieces of Persian Art (1945), pi. 30, C; B.
Bothmer, Egyptian Sculpture of the Late Period (1960),
pi. 60, fig. 151.

Date propos^e dans le catalogue de la collection

Schimmel; fin du 2e mill6naire.

Sur ces reliefs de bronze, cf. R. Ghirshman,
p, 48-52 et 66-76. On y voit, dans la position

coueh4e, les pattes repli^es rune au-dessus de I’autre,

non seulement des oervides et des caprides, mais
aussi des taureaux, aiMs ou non.
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tique, malgr4 des particulariMs qui leiir conferent iin caractere original. Erich Schmidt

datait du IXe siecle le temple de Surkh Dum.
Quelle que soit la marge de s4curite—ou d’erreur possible—qu’on veuille s’accorder,

on ne saurait raisonnablement abaisser la date d’aucun de ces documents—de Sialk, de

Marlik, d’“Amlash”, d’Hasanlu, du Louristan—en de9a du Vile siecle avant J.-O.

Meme si la date de Fun ou de Fautre devait etre abaissee jusque la, la majority de ces

objets n’en remonterait pas moins au Vllle ou au IXe siecle—ou peutAtre plus haut,

dans certains cas—
,
c’est-4~dire a une date largement anterieure k celle des plus anciennes

tombes scythes de Russie meridionale, et anterieure aussi aux dates le plus commune-
ment admises pour le “tresor” de Zimy^e.

Si Fhypotheque scythe p^se sur la datation du tr^sor de Ziwiye, elle n’est pas moins

sensible dans les discussions sur la date et Forigine des plaques en forme de chevre ou de

sanglier. Les exemplaires connus jusqu’a ce jour, provenant en majorite de FAsie

Mineure occidentale, ont ete consideres comme des oeuvres scythes,®^ ou gr^co-anato-

liennes d’inspiration scythe : d’ou la necessite de leur assigner une date compatible avec

Fhypothese d’une origine ou d’une influence scythe, II apparait maintenant que ces

plaques de bronze et d’ivoire se rattachent k des usages et a une tradition attestes en

plusieurs endroits, des cotes asiatiques de la mer Egee aux rives de la mer Caspienne,

a divers moments, du IXe ou du Vllle siecle av. J.-C. jusqu’au Vie ou au Ve.

Dans cette s^rie aussi, les documents iraniens semblent etre les plus anoiens. Les

chevres et les sangliers d’^Amlash”, avec leur corps trapu et ramasse sur lui-meme leur

grand oeil rond et leur museau court et gros (pL XXIX, 1-4 et 7), constituent, avec les

bouquetins des disques de bitume (pi. XXVII, 1), la chevre du disque de bronze de

Fancienne collection Coiffard (pi. XXX, 4) et un certain nombre d’autres animaux du
Louristan, en ronde bosse et en relief, un groupe stylistiquement coherent.

A. Godard avait fait, a propos de la plaque de bronze en forme de cerf, une hypothese

voisine de celles qu’a sugg4r4es la trouvaiUe de Ziwiy4: ce serait une imitation locale d’un

modMe scythe, executee a Fepoque de la domination scythe en Medie, done au Vile

si5cle av. Inversant les termes du rapport, a propos de la plaque de la collection

Eoroughi, R. Ghirshman decMe dans le style de cet objet quelques-uns des traits carac-

tMstiques de Fart scythe, “tel qu’il se pr^sentera quelques decennies plus tard que la

date presumee de la civilisation d’Amlash”.®®

C’est dans ces “quelques decennies” qu’est le noeud du probleme. La ceinture de
;

Ziwiye est conforms It un type connu en Ourartou. Son decor s’ordonne en rangs

d’animaux, changeant de direction de place en place, disposes en quinconce dans des
;

E. Minns, Scythians and Greeks (1913), p. 260;

K. Schefold, Eurasia sept, ant., XII (1938), p. 66-67;

K. Bittel, Kleinasiat. Studien (1942), p. 123, n. 203
(avec des reserves et des nuances); E. Akurgal, Die
Kunst AnatoUens (1961), p. 216-217 et n. 89.

83 D. P. Hansen, BASOR, n<> 168 (Ddo. 1962),

p. 33-34, a bien note certaines affinit^s entre le

sanglier de Sardes et ceux du Louristan; mais le

sanglier de Sardes et oelui de Londres (pi. XXIX, 8)

sont les plus eloign^s, par le style et probablement par
la date, des sangliers iraniens du Louristan et

d’“Amiash». R. D. Barnett, LVIII (1949),

p. 18-19, a dtd bien inspire en cherchant vers

I’int^rieur de FAnatolie Forigine du sanglier et de la

chevre d’ivoire d’Epbese; la rosette, grav4e ou peinte

sur F^paule et Farri^re-traih des animaux, dont il a

not^ la presence sur les terres cuites phrygiennes de
Pazarli, se trouve frdquemment sur des plaques de
mors du Louristan. Barnett dcrivait: “The crouching
boar I feel to be un-Greek, though I cannot suggest

whence he comes. It must be from somewhere in

Anatolia, since he is fashioned at the back as a buckle

in the same curious way as the goat.” De ce point de

vue, les documents d’Ephese ne sont plus isoles,

comme le prouvent les listes etablies ci-dessus. Les

sangliers du deuxi^me groupe (n^s 4 et 5) ressemblent

h des herissons; cf. un vase plastique de Camiros, au

British Museum, B. A. Higgins, Catal. oj the Terra-

co^to^, I (1964), n° 56, pL 9.

Cf. plus haut, note 11. i

Perse, p. 37.
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cadres en accolades, selon une formule appliquee a la decoration de plusieurs ceintnres

Qurartiennes. Si les motifs animaux enx-memes—chevre et cerf couches—font partie du

repertoire coiirant an Eouristan et au Ghilan, a une date anterieure a celle du tresor

de Ziwiye et, a plus forte raison, a celle des tombes de Kostromskaya Stanitsa, de Keler-

mes et du kourgane Litoi, on se demande ce que cette ceinture de Ziwiye a de scythe, et

comment echapper a la conclusion que ces motifs ont ete empruntes par les Scythes aux

peuples, de culture artistique superieure a la leur, avec lesquels ils ont ete en contact

direct au moins des le Vllle siecle av. J.-C., et quhls ont domines pendant quelque temps

au oours du Vile siecle.'^®

Le motif de la chevre couohee—retournant la tete, dans la majorite des cas—apparait

aussi, a une date anterieure a celle des plus anciens documents scythes, dans un autre

domaine, geographique et artistique: au Vllle siecle av. J.-C., en Grece, dans la cera-

mique peinte de style geometrique.

La liste qui suit reunit les exemples les plus caracteristiques.®'^

I. Athenes

L Athenes MN 804 (fig. 2, E). Amphore. J. M. Davison, Attic Geometric Worhshops

(1961), p. 22 et 133.

2. Athenes Agora P 7024 (fig. 2, G). Fragment d’amphore. Davison, p. 22 et 134.

3. Munich 6080 (pi. XXX, 7 et fig. 2, D), Amphore. Davison, p. 22 et 134.

4. Athenes MN 802 (fig. 2, A). Fragment de cratke. Davison, p. 28 et 134.

4 bis. Paris Louvre CA 3384 (fig. 2, J). Fragment de cratke (peut-kre du meme vase

que le fragment precedent). Davison, p. 136.

5. Halle, Eobertinum 58. Fragment de cratke. G. Nottbohm, Jdl, LVIII (1943), p. 6,

fig. 3.

6. Athenes MN 806 (fig. 2, H). Cratke. Davison, p. 33 et 138.

7. Athenes MN 866 (fig. 2, F). Coupe. Davison, p. 33 et 138.

8. Munich 6402 (pi. XXX, 6 et fig. 2, G). Coupe. Davison, p. 33 et 138.

9. Athenes Ceramique 410 (fig. 2, /). Amphore. Kerameikos, V, 1, pi. 34.

10. Tubingen (fig. 2y B). Oenochoe. A. Lane, Greek Pottery^ pi. 8.

11. Vienne Univ. 947 (fig. 2, L). Coupe a pied cylindrique. GVA Wien Univ. (Deutsch-

land 5), pi. 3.

12. Copenhague MN 726 (fig. 3, D). Cratke a bee. Davison, p. 36 et 141.

13. New York MMA 14.130.14 (fig. 3, H), Cratke. Davison, p. 36 et 141.

14. Londres BM 1912.5-22.1 (fig. 3, F), Oenocho4. Davison, p. 39 et 142.

15. Copenhague MN 727 (fig. 3, C). Canthare. Davison, p. 83 et 154.

16. Athenes MN 723 (fig. 3, A). Coupe. Marburger Winckelmann-Programm, 1961, pi. 1.

17. Athenes MN 166 (fig. 3, ^). Coupe. JdJ, XIV (1899), p. 21^^^ 100.

18. Athenes MN 190 (fig. 3, B), CVatke k hec.Jdl, XIV (1899), p. 212, fig. 92; AM,
LXIX/LXX (1954/55), Beil. 18. :

N- L. Tchlenova, “Le cerf scythe,” A Cette liste n’est sliremeht pas complete.
Asiae, XXVI (1963), p. 27-65, considdre que le L’ordre d’4nuin4ration ne correspond pas ^ des
motif du cerf couche a pris naissance dans la region de hypotheses sur la succession chronologique ni sur les
la mer Caspienne et qu’il a 6yolu6 differemment, et aihnit6s stylistiques des vases.
independamment, en Kussie pontique et en Asie
centrale.
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19. Collection privee (fig. 3, G^). Oenocho^.

20. Wiirzburg 50 (fig. 3, /). Coupe a pied. Langlotz, pi. 4.

21. Francfort VF B 228. Oenochoe. OVA Frankfurt I, pi. 8, 4~5.

22. Wiirzburg 79. Amphore. Langlotz, pi. 7.

II. Beotie

23. Paris Louvre CA 1821 (fig. 3, 1). Amphore. Encycl. phot, Louvre, II, p. 260.

23 bis. Amsterdam, Musee Allard Pierson 1223. Oenochoe (beotienne ou attique ?).

Algemeene Gids, p. 124.

III. Cyclades

24. Myconos B 4.213 (fig. 2, K). Amphore. Delos, XV, pi. XVIII et XIX, 2 c.

25. Myconos (fig. 2, M), Amphore. Delos, XV, pi. XX.
26. Myconos. Fragment d’hydrie (?). Delos, XV, pi. XLVIII, E.

27. New York MMA 74.51.965 (pi. XXX, 5). Cratere. J. L. Myres, Handbook of the

Ces7iola Collection, No. 1701, p. 286; Enciclopedia Universale delVArte, V, pi. 487.

28. Paris Louvre A 491. Support. Vases ant. Louvre, I, pi. 19.

29. Paris Louvre CA 2946 (fig. 3, K). Cratere. F. Villard, Les vases grecs, pi. III.

Le motif de la chevre couch^e est employe, sur ces vases, soit en frise, continue tout

autour du vase, ou interrompue par les anses, ou par un autre motif (1, 2, 3, 4, 4 bis, 5,

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 24, 28, 29),^® soit en metope, avec un animal seul (11, 12, 15, 19, 20, 21,

22, 25, 29) ou deux animaux affrontes (16, 18, 19, 27), soit comme motif de remplissage

(13, 18, 29).

Certes, la disposition du decor depend, pour une part, de la forme du vase. Cependant,

on constate, en gros, que I’ordonnance en frise va de pair, dans les Cyclades comme a

Athenes, avec le dessin en silhouette completement opaque et en strict profil (deux pattes

seulement etant represent^es). C’est le cas du groupe de la grande amphore du Dipylon

(Athenes 804),'^® dont la date, selon le systeme chronologique qu’on adopte, remonte

assez haut dans la premiere moitie du Vllle siecle av. J.-C. ou descend jusqu’au milieu de

ce siecle.

Les autres vases datent de la deuxieme moitie du Vllle siecle. A mesure que le style

geom6trique perd de sa rigueur, les contours s’arrondissent, les formes s’emplissent, Toeil

se d^tache en clair dans la masse noire, les pattes se d4doublent, la tete reprend souvent

la position droite. A la frise continue se substitue de plus en plus frequemment le cadre

oil ne trouvent place qu’un ou deux animaux.^°

amphore beotienne du Louvre CA 1821

pr^sente une variante unique: les deux motifs de la

“biche” paissant et de la “biche” couchee alternent

r^guli^rement dans une mdme frise, tout autour du
' vase.

Si les groupements et les appellations (“maitre”
ou “atelier” de Pamphore 804) peuvent difKrer dans
le detail, la parents d’xm certain nombre des vases
6num6r4s dans la liste n’est pas contestee: par
exemple, J. M. Davison, Attic Geometric Workshops
(1961), p. 21'“40, r4partit les vases l A 8 et 12A 14
entre trois subdivisiong de son “groupe du Dipylon.”

Le temps m’a manqu4 pour rechercher si cette

Evolution, dans le style des animaux et dans la dis-

position du decor, fournissait des indices sur la date
des vases, ou sur le conservatisme ou les innovations
d’un maitre ou d’un atelier. Sur le motif de la chevre
dans la c4ramique de style geom^trique, cf. B,
Schweitzer, AM, XLIII (1918), p. 110; E. Kunze,
Festschrift B. Schweitzer (1954), p. 66; J. M. Davison,
op. ei^., p. 35 et 38-39. On admet en g6n^ral que les

peintres des Cyclades Pont emprunte a ceux d’Athenes:
Ch. Dugas, Giramique des Cyclades (1925), p. 129;

DMos, XV, p. 35. Seul, un classement chronologique
precis permettrait d’etablir A qui revient la priorite.
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Dans Tart grec, le motif de la chfevxe couchde n’apparait avec une certaine frequence,

comme un 414ment du repertoire courant, qu’au Vllle sieele av. J.-C. et que sur les vases

d’Athenes, de B^otie et des Cyclades. Encore ne saurait-on, sans exageration, pretendre

qu’il soit, k cette epoque, un des motifs pref&4s des peintres de vases: celui de la biche

paissant, par exemple, jouit aupr^s d’eux d’une favour plus grande. La chevre couchee

fait une apparition discrete sur les bandes d’or reliefs.'^i Mais on ne la rencontre, k cette

4poque, ni dans les figurines de bronze, de terre cuite, d’ivoire, ni sur les plaques de bronze

d6cor grave ou repouss4, ni m^me sur les vases points du Peloponn^se, de Crete, de

Gr^ce orientale. Au Vile sibcle av. J.-C., non seulement ce motif n’apparait pas davantage

ces regions,—pas meme sur les vases “rbodiens” et chiotes, oit pourtant la chevre

sauvage et le daim r^gnent souverainement, mais toujours marchant ou courant, jamais

couches,—mais encore il disparait a Athenes et dans les Cyclades, entraind par la mode

orientalisante dans la mfeme disgr&ce que les autres motifs du sieele pr4c4dent.^^

Ces constatations ne sont pas favorables k I’hypothese d’une influence orientale dans

radopt,ion de oe motif, au Vllle sieele av. J.-C., par les peintres d’Athenes et des

Cyclades. Deux autres hypotheses, au moins, peuvent etre envisagees: celle de I’invention

du motif par un o6ramiste grec, ind^pendamment de tout apport etranger, et celle de la

renaissance d’un motif myoenien.^®

Cependant, dans le repertoire, assez hmit4, du style g6om4trique grec, trois animaux

seulement sont traites en frise continue: I’oiseau d’eau (“canard” ou “heron”), la biche

paissant, la chbvre couch4e. Le motif de I’oiseau appartient au fonds commun k toutes les

provinces de I’art halstattien, Grece, Europe centrale, Italie. Les deux autres sont

particuliers a I’Attique et aux Cyclades. Or, celui de la biche ou du cerf paissant a toute

chance d’etre d’origine orientale.

En outre, on ne trouverait pas, dans I’art de la Grece continentale, 4 I’epoque

archaique, d’autres exemples que ceux-ci de la r^pdtition d’un meme motif en frise.^^ H

y a de la vari4t4 dans les files d’animaux peintes sur les vases corinthiens et attiques, au

Vile et au Vie sieele av. J.-C. Ge principe de decoration au poehoir n’a etd adoptd, dans

le monde grec, que de fajon exceptionnelle: par exemple, en Crfete et en Grbce de I’Est,

D. Ohiy, GHech. Ooldbleche des 8. Jahrh. v. Ohr.

(1953), A 7, 12, 15, 16, 17. Dans les exemplaires A 7 et

A 12 (pi 3, 4, 7, 15, p. 24-26, fig. 7 et 12), on a

repr^sente trois pattes de la ch5vre: nne patte pos-

t^rienre qui est cens4e cacher Fautre, une patte

ant^rieure repliee sous le corps et Fautre d4ploy4e en

avant. Cette position de la patte antdrieure correspond

A un schema dont Fhistoire et Faire de diffusion

ne se confondent pas exactement aveo cedes du
motif aux quatre pattes repli4es sous le corps.

—

Sur les bandes d’or comme sur les vases peints,

le motif de la biche ou du cerf paissant est plus

frequent que celui d,u capridd couchd, Les orf5vres

ont’ils fourni des modules aux peintres, ou inverse-

ment ? Ou bien les uns et les autres se sont-ils inspires,

chacun de leur c6te, des m6mes modeles ?

Ces observations sont presentees ici sous une
forme un peu schematique, en marge du sujet prin-

cipal de cette etude. L’animal aux pattes repliees sous
le corps reparait de temps en temps, sans que Fartiste

ait eu besoin de chercher de raodele aiileurs que dans
la nature. On voit des betes dans cette attitude au
revers des sceaux de Sparte et de Perachora, dans des
vases plastiques de terre cuite, dans des fi.gurines

fix6es 4 F^paule de vases de bronze, etc. Cependant,
on est en droit d’affirmer que le succ^s, mdme relatif,

de ce motif &. Ath5nes et dans les Cyclades, au Vllle
sieele, est exceptionnel dans Fhistoire de Fart grec.

B. A. Higgins, BSA, LII (1967), p. 46, n. 27, 4crit, h
propoa de la ch5vre en or du *‘tr6sor d’Egine”: “this

Mesopotamian motive, never really Greek, has a long

history in its homeland.”
Le motif n’est pas plus r6pandu dans le monde

grec au 2e milldnaire avant F^re chr4ti0ime qu’au ler

milI6naire; cf. B. A. Higgins, toe, cit, Un sceau d©
FAshmolean Museum est datd du Minoen Moyen:
V. E. G. Kenna, Cretan Seals (1960), n° 170, pi. 7 et

22 (ici, fig. 4 , B). On connait quelques animaux aux
pattes repliees et crois6es dans Fart myc6nien tardif:

H.J.Kantor, AJA, LI (1947), p. 97-98, pi. XXIII-
XXIV (parmi ces exemples, ii faudrait distinguer la

position “scythe,” pi. XXIII, 2 et XXIV, G, du
schdma mentionn4 ci-dessus, note 41, avec trois pattes

repliees horizontaleraent sous 1© corps et la quatrieme
dtendue ou pli4e devant le corps).

Sauf sur certains reliefs de terre cuite estampds
(moins frequents en Gr^ce qu’en Etrurie) et au col des
grands crafe^res d© bronze de Trebenichte et de Vix.
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dans des categories d^finies d’objets, fortement influences par des modeles orientaux

(quelques boucliers de bronze, les vases ‘"rhodiens”).

Mais, en Orient meme, ce procede n’est pas d’une application uniforme ni generale.

L’emploi du decor en frise horizontale ou circulaire est bien atteste, au d4but du ler

milMnaire avant Fere chretienne, en Ourartou, en Iran, en S3Tie du Nord; il s’est main-

tenu dans la Perse achemenide. Mais, dans Fart assyrien et syro-pbenicien, on a prefere,

en general, les animaux groupes par deux, en schema antithetique.

Le Grece eontinentale et insulaire a ete, au IXe et au Vllle siecle av. J.-C., avant la

naissance du style ‘'orientalisant”, en rapport avec FOrient, non seulement avec les

cotes du bassin oriental de la Mediterranee, mais aussi avec Finterieur de FAnatoiie et

avec la region du Caucase. II ne peut etre question de traiter ici ce probleme dans toute

son ampleur, ^ propos d’un sujet aussi modeste et limite que celui de la chevre couchee

dans la ceramique grecque de style geometrique.*^® On doit se borner a noter la ressem-

blance frappante que presentent entre eUes les silhouettes des chevres du Louristan, de

Sialk et d’Athenes (pL XXX), et a constater que les donnees liistoriques ne s’opposent

pas a ce que cette ressemblance ne soit pas tenue pour fortuite.

Si le motif du '‘cerf scythe” n’a pas ete invente par les Scythes, il ne semble pas qu’il

ait ete non plus introduit en Iran par d’autres tribus indo-europeennes, dont la migration

avait precede la leur. En effet, le motif a une longue histoire en Mesopotamie.^® Ses

debuts remontent au moins aux epoques d’Ourouk et de Djemdet Nasr; on la suit k

Fepoque dynastique ancienne.^"^ Des le debut du 3e milienaire avant I’ere chretienne,

Fart mesopotamien fournit des exemples, non seulement des deux schemas “scythes” qui I

ont ete definis au commencement de cet article, mais encore du type de sanglier re-

presente par les bronzes d’“Amlash” et la serie qui en derive.^® i

Mais, alors que d’autres motifs mesopotamiens reparaissent brusquement, apr^s une

longue eclipse, k la fin du 2e milienaire et au debut du ler, Fevolution du motif de Fanimal

couche peut etre suivie sans lacune grave tout au long du 2e milienaire. Les dessins des

figures 4 It 7 dispensent de longs commentaires. Ces exemples sent tons empruntes It la

glyptique; mais d’autres categories d’objets en fournissent aussi,

Le schema de Fanimal au cou allonge, le museau a terre, est le moins repandu; il est

applique au taureau et aux caprides (fig. 4), Celui de la chdvre retournant la tete est

reproduit k de nombreux exemplaires (fig. 5, 6, 7). La chevre est parfois seule de son

espece, parmi d’autres betes. Plus souvent, deux chevres se font face ou se tournent le

dos, de part et d’autre d’un arbre, comme sur le cratere cycladique de Curium (pL XXX,

Queiqiies titres d’^tudes illustrent les aspects

divers du probleme: A. Boes, Greek Geometric Art. Its

Symbolism and Its Origin (1933); B. Segall, “Greece
and Luristan,” Museum o/ Fme XLI, No.
246 (Dec. 1943), p. 72-76; B. D. Barnett, “Oriental

Influences on Archaic Greece,” The Aegean and the

Near Mast (Studies Betty Goldman^ 1956), p. 226-238;
J. M. Birmingham, “The Overland Boute across

Anatolia in the 8th and 7th Centuries B.C„” Anatolian
Studies, XI (1961), p, 185-195; B. S. Young, “Gordion
on the Royal Road,” Proc. of the Amer. PhUos. Soc.,

evil, No. 4 (Aout 1963), p. 348-364; S. Piggott,

“Iron, Cimmerians and Aeschylus,” Antiquity,

XXXVIII (1964), p. 300-303. Voir aussi les com^
munications presentees au 8e Congres international

d’arch^ologie classique (Paris, 1963), dans la seance

consacree 5, FAnatoiie: Actes du Congrhs {k paraitre en

1965).

Cf. R. A. Higgins, ci-dessus, note 42.

Quelques exemples: D. J. Wiseman, Gatal. of

the Western Asiatic Seals in the British Museum, I

(1962), pL 6, k; E. ’Potada, Corpus of Ancient Near
Eastern Seals, I (1948), pi. II, Q; Mncycl. phot. Mouvre,

II, p. 71, nos 32-33; H. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals

(1939), pi. X, h. A Our, le diademe de la reine Shub-ad
etait d6cor6 d’animaux couches.

48 'Woolley, Mesopotamia and the Middle East

(1961), p. 55, fig. 12 (sanglier de steatite trouv6 k
Our).

Par example, des coupes Elamites du d4>but du
2e milienaire: E. Porada, Alt-Iran (1962), p. 44-46.
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5).®° Ce; motif est frequent sur les cylindres de Fepoque kassite®^ et, plus encore, de

F4poque mitannienne. II ligiirait sur le sceau dynastique d’Amurru, utilise au moins sous

cinq regnes, dont Fempreinte a ete retrouvee a Ras Shamra (fig. 5, D).®^ Les empreintes

de Nuzi en fournissent des exemples par dizaines (fig. 7).®®

Bans Fart du 2e millenaire, ii faut signaler un dernier avatar du motif: des cuillers de

bois, en forme de capride, aux pattes liees et au cou tendu (fig. 8), ont connu une grande

vogue en Egypte, pendant un siecle environ, a la fin de la I8e dynastie et au debut de la

19e. A cette epoqiie, ou Fart egyptien s’est ouvert largement aux modes du Proclie-Orient

et du monde egeen, il est possible que Fon ait adapte a cette fonction particuliere un

motif d’origine syxienne.

Telle est, dans ses grandes Hgnes, Fhistoire de ce motif. Renaissant periodiquement

dans les arts du Proche-Orient, il avait pris, au debut du ler miUenaire avant Fere

chr4tienne, entre le Caucase et le Zagros, des formes nouvelles. C’est la que les Scythes

Font connu et adopte. L’appliquant a la representation des cervides plus encore que des

caprides, ils Font marque de leur gout en le schematisant et de leur fantaisie en FenricMs-

sant d’autres motifs animaux. Puis ils Font si largement repandu, du Danube au lenissei,

qu’on leur a fait, indument, honneur de son invention.

50 Of, B. Schweitzer, AM, XLIII (1918), p. Ill,

n. 5.

51 Un cylindre oil figure ce motif a et6 decouvert

recemment Thebes de Beotie: IlL London News, 28

nov. 1964, p. 860, fig. 8 (ici, fig. 6, E), Tout un lot de
cylindres orientaux a et4 trouve en m§me temps sur

la Cadm4e. D’autres sceaux orientaux du 2e mille-

naire, notamment mitanniens, avaient dej^ ete

decouverts sur des sites myceniens, en Argolide et en
Cr^te; H. J. Kantor: AJA, LI (1947), p. 85, n. 29.

On pourrait supposer que certains de ceS sceaux aient

dte conserves jusqu’au Vllle siecle av. J.-C., ou
retrouves 5* cette epoque, et qu’ils aient inspire les

d^corateurs de vases, a Athfenes ou dans les Cyclades.

L’hypothese serait, evidemment, tres fragile et, de
toute fa^on, impossible a verifier.

52 Cl. Schaeffer, Ugaritica, III (1956), p. 30-33.
53 E. Porada, Seal Impressions of Nuzi {Annual

of the American Schools of Oriental Research, vol.

XXIV for 1944-1945) (1947), passim.
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Animatix scythes: 1, 2.—Kelermes (Leningrad, Ermitage). (Ermitage)

4,5—ViTOVA Moghila (Moscotj, Musee historique)
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1.—Plaque d’or be Ziwiyie, dietail (Philadelphia, University Museum). 2.—Epieb be bronze du

Louristan (Louvre) (Photographie du Musee. Tous droits reserves). 3.—Plaque be bronze du

Louristan (Philadelphia, University Museum)



PLATE XXVII

1.—Disque de bitume, d]etail (collection P. Amandry). 2.—Disque de bronze do Looristan
(Louvre AO 20585) (Photographie do Mus:ee, Tous droits reserves), 3.—Mors de bronze do
Looristan

:



1, 2.—Disques pb bittjme (collection P. Amandry)



Plaques de bronze en forme de chevre et de sanglier (1 a 6.—Muses

DE Teheran. 7.—Collection privee. 8.—British Museum)



E DE Teheran). 3.—Cylindre de Sialk. 4.—Disque de

Musee. Tous droits reserves). 5.—Craters cyceadique

^ART 74.51.965. The Cesnola Collection. Purchased

1874-1876). 6.—Bol attiqub, detail (Munich 6402). 7.—Amphore attique, detail (AIunich

1, 2. BxiACELETS DE BRONZE

BONZE, DETAIL (LoUVRE AO 205

E Curium, detail (New York, Metropolitan Museum op

Y subscription.

080)



Fig. 1.—Animaux de type “scythe”: A “Amlash.” B Marlik. C, D Louristan. E Ziwiyd. F Kos

tromskaya Stanitsa.



JHig. Z .—Uhevres sur des V£

6080. E Athenes 804. F Ath^m
CA 3384. K Myconos B 4.213.



•Ch^vres sur des vases grecs : A Ath^nes 723. B Ath^nes 190. 0 Copenhague 727 . D Copen-Fig. 3.

hague 726. M AtMnes 166. F British Museum 1912.5-22.1. G Collection priv4e. New York 14.130.14.

I Louvre CA 1821. J Wurzburg 60. K Louvre CA 2946.
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Fig. 6.—^Empreintes de cylindres: A Syrie (Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, pi. 41/). F Ras Shamra
(ibid., pi. 45 n). C Londres BM (ibid., pi. 31 a). D Sialk (GMrshman, &oZfe, II, S.1327, pi. 30, 7).
E ThSbes de B6otie (ILN, 28 nov. 1964, p. 860, fig. 8). F New York, Pierpont Morgan Library
(Porada, Corpus, I, n” 592, pi. 82). G Pierp. Morg. Libr. ({bid., n® 584, pi. 80). J? Marlik (Resue de
laFac. des Lettres de VUnis. de TiMran, dee. 1963, p. 223, fig. 56). I Pierp. Morg. Libr. (Porada,
Corpus, I, n° 1059, pi. 161). J Pierp. Morg. Libr. (ibid., n” 852, pi. 128).
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B
Fig. 8.—Cuillers de bois ^gyptiennes: A Berlin (Schafer-Andrae, Die Kunst des alien Orients, p.

4B7). B {Encycl, phot Louvre, 1,^,7!),
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ELAMITE MILITARY AID TO MERODACH-BALADAJST*

J. A. BRINKMAN, Oriental Institute, University of Chicago

A.S THE compiler of tlie Babylonian Chronicle realized, the political histories of

Assyria, Babylonia, and Elam were inextricably intertwined during the first century

of the Nabonassar era (year 1 = 747 b.c.). At that time ^Assyria was the most powerful of

the three lands. Under Tiglath-Pileser III and Shalmaneser V, Assyrian kings for the

first time also personall}?- held the throne of Babylonia during the years 728 to 722.^

However, upon the death of Shalmaneser V in late 722, the regular succession to the

Assyrian throne was interrupted,^ and Sargon II became king. Because of the temporary

political instability of Assyria during the first years of Sargon’s reign, Babylonia suc-

ceeded in regaining its independence for twelve years. These dozen years were in a sense

the last flowering of Babylonia’s independence at this time for, with only minor excep-

tions, from 710 down to the founding of the Chaldean empire in 626, Babylonia was

regularly an Assyrian dependency.

It is a striking yet generally unrecognized fact that during these early years of the

Nabonassar era Babylonia’s most successful bids for independence from Assyria were

almost always connected with assistance received from Elam. This Elamite-Babylonian

coalition was initiated in the time of Merodach-Baladan, the Chaldean tribal chieftain

who seized control of the northern capital, Babylon, after the death of Shalmaneser V
and made himself king of Babylonia.'^ In the following pages we are going to investigate

briefly the origins of this coalition, the armed support and political asylum which Elam
furnished Merodach-Baladan on several occasions, and finally the reasons on both sides

which prompted this union of interests.

The Babylonian-Elamite alliance, which was to prove the mainstay of Merodach-

Baladan’s foreign policy, had already been effected by the second year of his reign (720),

as is evidenced by the various accounts touching on the battle of Der,^ which took place

in that year.® Der was an outpost of the Assyrian empire at the time,® and the Elamites

* The main points treated in this article were
originally communicated in a paper presented at the

national meeting of the American Oriental Society in

New York in April 1964.
^ Tukulti-Ninurta I (1244-1208 b.c.) had claimed

the titles “king of Babylon(ia)” (Weidner, Die
Inschriften TuhuUi-Ninurtas 11:4, 30:12 and 14)

and “king of Sumer and Akkad” {ibid., 11:4-5, 26:2,

30: 13), but he was not recognized as king in the native

Babylonian tradition (Kinglist A). During his seven-

year suzerainty over Babylonia (Chronicle P iv 7),

three “puppet kings” apparently ruled Babylonia for

him (Kinglist A ii 8^-10''). (For contrary views, see

Tadmor ixi JNMS,IKNll [1968], 137 and my chronol-

ogy in A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, ^. 338;

the subject needs further evidence before an entirely

satisfactory solution can be found.)
^ See the discussion of Tadmor in JO/S', XII (1968),

:37, andm. 138.; ,

^ Merodach-Baladan has been the subject of two
relatively recent extensive treatments, W. F. Eeemans

has made a broader study of the man against the
background of his age (first-millennial southern
Babylonia) in “Marduk-apal-iddina II, zijn tijd en
zijn geslaeht,” JFOiy, X (1945-1948), 432-55, while
the events of his reign itself have been treated in more
detail in my “Merodach-Baladan II,” Studies Rre^

sented to A. Leo Oppenheim (hereafter abbreviated as

Studies Oppenheim), pp. 6-53.

The identification of Der with modern Badra,
proposed by Forrer in Die Provinzeinteilung des

assyrischen Reiches, gp. 47 and 97, was confirmed by
the find of an inscribed brick near there bearing the

ancient name of the city. See Sidney Smith, “An
Egyptian in Babylonia,” JEA, XVIII (1932), 28-32.

® Older opinions concerning the date of this battle,

such as that of Unger in RLA, II, 200, must now be
revised in the light of Tadmor’s study in JCS, XII
(1958), 37-38 and 94.

® The city was clearly an Assyrian possession in

the immediately preceding years 724 ( 1 70 i 1-2)

and 721 (iM., ii 28).
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and the Babylonians had planned a concerted attack on the city. Merodach-Baladan,

howeverj did not arrive with his promised support for the Elamites until after the battle

was over.’^ The battle resulted in a stalemate, and different sources ascribed the victory

variously to Ass3n‘ia,® Elam,® or even Babylonia.^® Each did in truth gain something

from the encounter. Elam won the actual battle outside the city and drove the Assyrian

army from the field. Assyria retained possession of Der itself, though her activities in

the area were considerably hampered. Babylonia, even though not an active partici-

pant in the battle, gained a much-needed ten-year respite from any attempted advances

of the defeated Assyrian army; and, when the Assyrians finally did mount the offensive to

regain the Babylonian throne for Shalmaneser V’s successor, ' they marched through

eastern Babylonia and took Elam out of the combat before proceeding to besiege

Merodach-Baladan .

^ ®

The reasons behind this initial Eiamite-Babylonian coalition are not quite so obvious.

The projected merger of Babylonian and Elamite forces against the Assyrians at Der did

not result spontaneously from independent and coinciding military aims on the part of

kings Umbanigas and Merodach-Baladan. Rather it w^as Merodach-Baladan who felt

that the presence of Assyrian forces at Der represented a threat to his security in holding

northern Babylonia, and it was he who took the initiative and asked for help from

Umbanigasd^ What reasons would Umbanigas have had for complying with his request ?’

It is true that armies from Babylonia or Ass3u?ia did on occasion use Der as the launching

point for an invasion of Elam,^® but there can be little question of that at this time.

Sargon was far too weak politically even in Assyria to risk an enterprise so far from home.

Furthermore, the Assyrians and Elamites had been at peace since the days ofSamsi-Adad

V about a century before; and it is unlikely that Umbanigas would have regarded the

gain ofa tactically untenable and only remotely threatening outpost like Der as offsetting

the danger of arousing a potentially dangerous foe like Assyria, whose perennial court

revolutions only delayed rather than allayed her rapacious military expansion. There is

Babylonian Chronicle i 36-37.

2 Winckler, Sammlung^ II, No. 1:17 and passim in

Sargon’s inscriptions. In more expanded accounts of

Sargon’s activities, written after he had successfully

cowed the Elamites and Merodach-Baladan in 710

and 709, the battle of Der and the events of the two
later years are usually telescoped in such a way that

Sargon claims neither victory nor defeat in 720, e.g..

Lie, Sargon, 40:262-42:268 and Gadd, Iraq, XVI
(1954), PL 47 vi 14ff. Considering Merodach-Baladan’s

continued rule in Babylonia after the battle of Ber,

the implications of Sargon’s later silence about the

victory are obvious.
® Babylonian Chronicle i 33-35.

Iraq, XY (1963), 133:8-18. For a translation

and brief discussion of the pertinent passage see

Studies Oppenheim, p. n.

That the battle took place outside the city may
be inferred from the words of the Babylonian
Chronicle ina pi^at Der (i 34). Umbanigas, king of

Elam, is the subject of the verbs in ibid., i 34-35, and
therefore both the aggressor and the victor in the

action, according to this account.

References for the Assyrian retention of Ber are

listed in Studies Oppenlieim, p. 13, n. 42. Assyria did

not venture south of this area until the campaign of

710. ;

Is ABL 781 with its archaic salutation a contem-

porary report of the advance of the Elamites and a

warning to station more Assyrian troops in Ber ? It is

conceivable that this and other letters referring to the

massing of Elamite forces at Bit-Imbi {ABL 1063 and
the badly damaged 1463; cf. also ABL 1314 and 1335,

which mention Ber and the Elamites in broken con-

text) could equally well come from a later reign,

particularly that of Ashurbanipal. •

See the description of the events of 710 below.

Merodach-Baladan is clearly the subject of

ishur in Lie, Sargon, 42:266 (and parallel passages),

just as he is the subject of the preceding and suc-

ceeding verbs. Faulty translation of this section in the

past has led to the misinterpretation that Umbanigas
came (spontaneously) to Merodach-Baladan’s aid.

For sahdru meaning “to seek” or “to request” in

prayers and petitions, see Von Soden in ZA, XLIX
(1949), 185.

Some four centuries earlier, Nebuchadnezzar I

had used it as the base for his celebrated attack on
Elam {BBSt no. 6 i 14). Seventy years after the battle

of Ber, it apparently had a similar use in the time of

Ashurbanipal (EXA, II, 200).

Elam participated in the battle of Marduk-
balassu-iqbi against Samsi-Adad V near Bur-

Papsukkal (1 B 31 iv 38).



1’’' Babylonian Chronicle i 38.
18 Lie, Sargon, 52:6-54:7. Cf. 799:7-10,

800:7-8, and possibly 1348:4-5.
19 Lie, ^S^argron, 54:7-8.
29 The numbering of the lines follows the edition

of Lie, p. 54. The first two lines are preserved only in

C^, the rest is preserved in the main text (with

variants from Cg noted).

22 Conjectural restoration by Lie. After panUu Cg
reads; GlS.lSri. Ktr.BABBA:B GI§.OtJ.ZA Xt'.BABBAB GI§

ni-mid Kt l(text: KtTB).BABBAB giS.banSur Kfi.

BABBAB nir-ma-ak-t'A Ktr.BABBAB H-nu-ut lugal-U-su
ti-iq-ni Gts-Su a^na tur-ri gi-^rml-U-^iX a-na ^&u-tur-na~
}m~un-d%i4t,mMMA.isx (line 368 follows).

2^ Cg;

25 E-kt-mu-u (without determinative).
26

(3!^.

27
, Gi§.TTTKUL.ME§-ta.

27a

28 The parenthetical additions within the list of

presents are taken from the text Cg,

another, more likelymotive for Umbanigas’s support of Merodach-Baladan, one more in

keeping with known patterns of Babylonian and Elamite military behavior in this

Sargonid age; this will be discussed below, after we have seen further examples of
Babylonian-Elamite relations at this time.

The Elamite-Babylonian alliance continued even after the death of Umbanigas in

717 His nephew Sutruk-Nahhunte (717-699) succeeded him on the throne of Elam
and bore the brunt of the eventual Ass5nrian revenge. When Sargon in 710 marched
through eastern Babylonia and into western Elam, Sutruk-Nahhunte fled ahead of him
into the mountains.^® Sargon then turned his army back west across Babylonia into the
land of the Dakuri tribe and attacked the town of Dur-Ladinnu, west ofthe Euphrates.^®
Merodach-Baladan rightly gauged that Babylon was to be the next target of Sargon’s
men, and he also saw that it would be difficult for him to journey directly south to Bit-

Jakin because of the proximity of Sargon ’s troops. The stage was set for another opening
towards the east, which is described in the following lines of Sargon's annals

8 ... U4a-at '^Aa+ s[^er]

9 U ^AMAR.UTU SO, UGTJ URTT.MES-m m-tu-nu ds-talc-ha-Wil ^^AMAR.ITTU-IBILA-

suM.iSrA LiJGAL KiJR Kdr-Hu-ni-ds ina qe-reb ka.dingir.ea.ki is-me-ma ina murub-
ti E.GAL

365 hut4i ra-ma-ni-m^^ im-qui-su-Tna m-u a-di re-ae-[e-m ERfN.MjES Mk-aw mu4id
us-si-ma

366 a-na kur Ia-ad4u-ri sa kur.nim.ma.ki i^-fcu-na pa-ni-sd u-[nU’Ut LUGAL-^^-5^^] 22

Gis.KA Gis.GU.ZA Gis ni~ma-at4u

367 n%f-ma-ak4u LUGAL-^i ti4q!{tQ^t\nyni OPU-sd a-na tur-ri gi-mil4{i4d a-na'^']Su4dr-

na-hu-un-di muMA.'Ki-i

368 P^-di-na qad-ra-m^^ se-nu ltj.nim.ma.ke^® ta44ui im-hur-ma^^ [e-du-ra giS.txj]*

KVij4a^'^ ip-TAB. uT-ha-sd^'^^-mala a-la-ha

369 iq-bi’M ...

When Merodach-Baladan, king of Kardunias, heard in Babylon of the victories

of Assur, Nabu, and Marduk which I had won over those cities, fear for his own
safety befell him in the midst of (his) palace. He with the warriors who supported
him left by night and headed for the district of Jadbur in Elam. To ask a favor

from Sutruk-Nahhunte, the Elamite, he sent as presents his own royal furniture:

a (silver) bed,^® a (silver) throne, a (silver) divan, (a silver table), the royal ablution-

pitcher (of silver), (and) his own necklace. The Elamite scoundrel accepted his

bribe but feared my military power; (so) he blocked his (Merodach-Baladan’s) way
and forbade him to go (into Elam).

Elamite Military Aid to Merodach-Baladah
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With Ills attempt to ‘"purchase” sanctuary in Elam rejected, Merodach-Baladan with-

drew to the town of Iqbi-Bel near the Elamite border.^^ Merodach-Baladan’s twelve-year

rule over Babylonia, revitalized with Elamite assistance at Der, now came to an end as

the Elamite king fearing Assyrian reprisals refused even the passive aid of asylum.

Merodach-Baladan remained at Iqbi-Bel for a short time and then returned to his native

Bit-Jakin,®^ wiiere he was besieged and defeated in the following year.^^

After Ms political eclipse in 709, Merodach-Baladan disappeared from Babylonian

history until 703.^^ In that year he reappeared in Babylon, deposed the short-lived king

Mardiik-zakir-sumi II, and reigned for nine months. Sennacherib, who had succeeded

to the Assyrian throne after the death of his father, Sargon, in 705, took immediate steps

to remove Merodach-Baladan from power in Babylonia. Merodach-Baladan marshalled

an impressive array of forces for the encounter. Besides contingents from the large cities

of southern and northern Babylonia and from the Aramean and Chaldean tribes scattered

throughout the land, he once again secured the invaluable aid of Elam, his principal ally.

As wu read in Sennacherib’s account of his first campaign:

6 ^‘^AMAR.UTU-IBILA-SUM.NA LUGAL KUR Kdr-dun~[ia-ds . . X ba-ra-nu-u ka~ras

suT-Td-CL'-ti €"pis Ic-fnut-ti BCt (i7i~zil~lcisu hit-tu

^ '^§y^4{ifAna-'hu-du lu E-[la-mu-u a-7ia is-hur-ma ku.gi ku.babbar

ni'Siq4i NA4 I.MES u-sat4im-su-ma e4ir-ri-su hit-ru

Merodach-Baladan, king of Kardu[nias, . .
. ] a rebel plotting treachery, a criminal

abhorring justice, turned to Sutruk-NaMiunte, king®® of El[am, for help] and

bestow^ed upon him gold, silver, (and) precious stones and asked him for support.^®

Sutruk-Nahliunte accepted the presents from Merodach-Baladan and sent him con-

siderable aid:

8 ^Im-ba-ap-pa lu tur-ta^lnu . . . ^T]a-an-na-a-mi lu S-v^ 10 LU.GAL.H-s^r.MES

a-di ^^‘^u 4- GUR-m-6*ir ltJ 8u4u-u la a-di-ru ta-ha-zu

9 80 LIM LU.BRIN.MES GI§.BA[N . . . AN]SE.KUR.RA.MES ^^-^^-M-?^^i-^^-ma a-Ud KUR.

EME.GERx tTRI.KI

29 xie, Sargon, 54: 370-71.
30 For another fugitive from the Assyrians who

sought safety in Elam at the time of Sargon, see ABL
422.

31 Of. ABL 899 r. 2 tf.

32 The sources for the siege of 709 are discussed in

Studies Oppenheim, p. 21.

33 There is no positive evidence for his where-

abouts in the meantime.
3^ Studies Oppenheim,, pp. 22-24.

33 Text published in Smith, The First Campaign of

Sennacherib (hereafter abbreviated as Smith, Senna-

cherib). The main text is BM 113203. But, since it is

broken just after the beginning of each line, Ki. 1902-

5-10,1, a duplicate text, has been used to restore it.

Thus all that BM 113203 has preserved in lines 6-8 is

the initial personal determinative and in line 9 only

80 LIM lu; the rest of the beginning of the lines up to

the brackets is restored from the duplicate. I wish to

thank E. Sollberger for checking several questionable

readings with the original(s) in the British Museum;
he kindly furnished the collations noted below in nn.

36, 37, and 43.

36 (O/P 2 48) noted traces of $a Ubbi-Su

ig-su here; but there is no basis for this restoration on

the cylinders (collation). He presumably considered

the phrase parallel to such passages as Streck, Asb.,

44 V 31 and 194:20.
3*7 Luckenbill’s restoration of [iddSu] ishur is based

on such passages in Sennacherib m 01P 2 39 iv 51-52,

61 iv 67, 61 iv 73, 62 iv 83-84. But these passages

always describe aid already furnished rather than aid

being sought. For a more probable restoration, we
should compare Lie, Sargon, 42:265-66 and Gadd,
Iraq, XVI (1954), PI. 47 vi 19, etc., which describe

help being requested before a battle. In the text, the

traces after the break in this line show only the end of

a thin horizontal line (collation).

38 surrdtu (plurale tantum) originally meant “lies”

{MAD 3 241). In later times, though used chiefly as

object of the verbum loquendi dabdbu (less often as

the object of kapddu), it refers primarily to rebellious

speech, plans, or action taken against a political over-

lord to whom one is supposedly bound by oath or

treaty.
39 Lit. “man” of Elam, a phrase often used to

describe rulers of a city or country.
^9 Por the meaning of kitra ereSu, see GAD E 283a

(where this passage may be added )

.

For restoration, cf. Smith, Senn., line 27.
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As help for him (Merodach-Baladan), he (Sutruk-Nahhunte) sent to Sumer and
Akkad Imbappa,*^ general, . . . Tannanu, the tasllSu-ot^cM,^^ ten rab-kisri

commanders, together with Nergal-nasir, the Sutian chieftain, fearless in battle,

eighty thousand bowmen . . . (and) horses with them.
Not only do the Elamites seem to have provided the majority of the troops fighting on
the Babylonian side but, save for a minor skirmish won by Merodach-Baladan against a
small Assyrian detachment near Kish,^^ an Elamite commander actually directed the
combined army.^® As at Der, Merodach-Baladan seems to have avoided assiduously the
main scene of conflict.*® But even the Elamite army did not save Merodach-Baladan
from defeat this time; he was forced to retire to the southern swamplands out of reach of
the Assyrians, who installed Bel-ibni as king in his stead.

The last recorded contact between Merodach-Baladan and the Elamites took place
three years later, in 700. Bel-ibni, the puppet king of Babylonia, had not lived up to
Sennacherib’s expectations; and his Assyrian master came south once again, deposed
Bel-ibni, and then toured southern Babylonia with his army. Rather than face the
Assyrians Merodach-Baladan and many of his people sailed across the Persian Gulf to
the city of Nagite, apparently on an island just off present-day Iran,*’’ nutlsr the juris-

diction of Elam.*® With his flight to Nagite, Merodach-Baladan disappears permanently
from the stage of history. He was presumably dead by the year 694, since he is not
mentioned in the account of the Ass5T?ian campaign against his people in that year.*®

Analysis of the events just related brings to hght several interesting points:

(1) Merodach-Baladan was threatened by the Assyrians on five occasions after he first

became king of Babylonia (720, 710, 709, 703, 700); on at least four of these five occasions
he either received (720, 703, 700) or sought (710) help from Elam as his principal ally.

(2) Merodach-Baladan was singularly loath to meet a full Assyrian army in the field;

he arrived “too late” to assist at the battle ofDer (720); he fled (700) or tried to flee (710)
to Elam rather than defend his position in Babylonia; he mustered enough courage to
attack a small advance guard of Ass3T:ians near Kish at one time, but withdrew when the
main army approached (703); even before he became king of Babylonia and was only a
local ruler in the south, he paid extensive tribute to Tiglath-Pileser III rather than risk
an engagement with Assyrian forces (729).

(3) On the only two of the four occasions when Merodach-Baladan was seeking aid from
Elam /or which we possess full accounts he induced (703) or attempted to induce (710)
the co-operation of the Elamite king by means of a substantial bribe.

swampy land on. the coast (see Studies Oppenheimf
p. 27 and n. 162).

OIP 2 38:36, 73:49-55, 87:27.

The letter ABL 30, which possibly mentions
Elam (r. 2) and Merodach-Baladan (r. 5) is too frag-
mentary to be of use in this discussion. The better
preserved, but still cryptic ABL 1453 might also
refer to this time.

so For Sargon’s campaign of 720 and for Senna-
cherib’s campaign of 700, we have only abbreviated
versions, while Sargon’s annals cover in detail the
campaigns of 710 and 709 (Lie, Sargon, 40: 262-58:14
for the year 710^ and ibid.^ 58; 15—66: 1 for events
touching on Babylon in 709) and two detailed accounts
of Sennacherib’s campaign of 703 have survived.

Cf. the high Elamite official of the same name
in the time of Ashurbanipal (Streck, Asb.^ 42 v 1).

2-TJ5 according to Smith’s edition. Sollberger
kindly copied the traces of the sign for me, and 3 is

not only a possible but the more probable reading.
The taBlSu seems to have been the actual commander
of the Elamite troops on this occasion (see Smith,
Senn,, line 27). The Elamite commander at the battle
of lialule in 091 was called a ndgiru hj the Assyrians
{OIP 2 45: 82), The implication of these titles applied
to foreign military officers is uncertain.

Smith, >Senn., lines 20-22.
See note 43 above.
Smith, >S'enn., line 26.

The inscriptional evidence may be interpreted
as referring either to an island near the coast or
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Whether or not it was this Elamite desire for financial gain that prompted UmbanigaS

to fight the battle of Der for Merodach-Baladan, we have no way of knowing. But if it

should prove to be true, it would also explain how Merodach-Baladan could justly claim

an absentee victory which he had “paid for.”

Merodach-Baladan’s power in Babylonia, as we have seen, depended largely on his

foreign alliances. As prince of Bit-Jakin, he had been master of considerable wealth; as

ruler of the whole of Babylonia, his financial assets were undoubtedly much greater.®^

by his paying Elam for help at moments of crisis but also by his judicious gifts sent to

Hezekiah ofJudah just before an opportune revolt broke out in the West.®® His economic-

military adroitness forestalled for some time both Sargon’s and Sennacherib’s attempts

to overrun Babylonia,

The Elamites’ willingness to participate in Babylonian politics for financial advantage

is equally interesting. Besides the two well-attested payments to Sutruk-Nahhunte by

Merodach-Baladan in 710 and 703, there are further examples known from the Sargonid

period. About 691, in the time of Musezib-Marduk, the Babylonians removed gold and

silver treasures from Esagila and sent them to Umman-menanu of Elam to ask his

assistance at the battle of Halule;®® then, as in 703, an Elamite generai^^ commanded

the combined forces of Elam and Babylonia, but this time the Ass37rian army was

routed.^® Later §amas-sum-ukin during his famous revolt also sent a bribe {taHu) to

XJmmanigas, Ashurbanipal’s own appointee as king of Elam, and obtained his support

against the Assyrian king.®® Finally, when Ashurbanipal in his eighth campaign crushed

the Elamites and sacked their capital of Susa, among the rich contents of the palace

storehouses were found:

fine reddish gold, shining silver, precious stones, rare jewels, all the trappings of royalty,

which former kings of Akkad, including Samas-sum-ukin, had wasted on Elam in exchange

for their help.®*^

(ITinman-)menanu, the king of Elam, is given the

credit in the Babylonian Chronicle iii 16-18.

Babylonian Chronicle iii 18. Sennacherib, of

course, claimed the victory; but both Musezib-Marduk

and Umman-menanu retained their thrones until 689.

Streck, Ash., 32 iii 128-38. Whether or not

Tammaritu may have been bribed is less clear.

sdriru ruMu e^marii ebbu nisiqti abnt Suhuttu

aqartu simat ^arruti Sarrdni mat Ahkadi mahr'dti u
SamaA4um{a)-ukin ana kittihmu ipSuru ana mat

Elamti (Streck, Asb., 50 vi 11-15).

Merodach-Baladan’s wealth both before and

after he became king is discussed in Studies Oppen-

p. 19 and n. 101.

52 11 Kings 20:12-19; Isa. 39:1-8; 11 Chron.

32:31; cf. Josephus, Antiquities of the Jews, X, ii, 2.

53 OIP 2 42:31-37, 91 r. 2-4; Grayson, XX
(1963), 88:11-15. Sennacherib in OIP 2 43:40 refers

to this as a bribe {paHu). This use of the temple

treasures to entice the king of Elam into action was
still remembered in the time of Esarhaddon; Borger,

p. 13, Ep. 4.

5* 5umban-undasa according to OIP 2 46:82;



NEW TABLETS EEOM THE PERSEPOLIS TREASUEY*

GEORGE G, GAMERONf University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

WITH CONTRIBUTIONS BY J. GERSEEVITCH

I. SXJMMAEY DESOKIPTIOlSr

Ihe Oriental Institute excavations of the Persepolis treasury, according to the

Field Director’s final report, uncovered ‘198 tablets and fragments of such, in addition

to 548 smaller fragments and a number of small chips and flakes.”^ In 1939, I first

examined and copied all tablets and fragments which were still at Persepolis, then
obtained permission to study ail documents from the same source which had been
forwarded by the Persepolis staff to the Teheran Archaeological Museum. In Teheran, I

was graciously given access to a vast number of tiny fragments bearing at most two or
three cuneiform signs, to a substantial number of sadly broken and for the most part
illegible tablets, and to forty-four more or less complete documents and twenty-two
others which were partially complete and (at that time) only partially legible to me.
Meanwhile, at the division of the “finds,” forty-six documents had been awarded to the
Oriental Institute and sent to its museum; there, subsequently, they were studied,

copied, and photographed. When, consequently, my Persepolis Treasury Tablets^

appeared in 1948, I was definitely under the impression that I had seen and copied all

those treasury documents from which any kind of useful or additional information
could be derived—^whether the tablets were at Persepolis, in Teheran, or in Chicago.
This, it appears, was an erroneous conclusion.

Although full records are not obtainable at Teheran, it appears that through some
oversight I was not given access to all treasury documents forwarded to the Museum by
the Oriental Institute excavators. It is also possible that subsequent excavations by
Iranian authorities have brought to light a few additional documents.® In any event,
the Teheran authorities kindly permitted me to examine and copy five hitherto unseen
documents in 1957.^ Again, in 1963, the authorities disclosed to me the existence of a

* Dedicated to the memory of Erich F. Schmidt, a
devoted scholar, superb excavator, and long-time
friend, who, as Field Director of the Iranian Expedi-
tions, The Oriental Institute, University of Chicago,
himself brought to light the Persepolis Treasury and
all the treasury tablets.

Publication ofthis materialrepresents atruly co-oper-
ative venture, and I gratefully acknowledge the many
contributions and suggestions willingly offered both by
Dr. Ilya Gershevitch of Cambridge University and by
Dr. Kiohard T. Hallock of the Oriental Institute, The
University of Chicago. Each has given unstintingly
of his time and scholarship and, as a result, saved me
from many a blunder; the errors which may remain
in readings or in interpretations are mine alone,

1 Erich F. Schmidt, Persepolis, II (“OIP,” LXIX
[1957]), 4.

2 “OIP,*» Vol. LXV.

2 See the somewhat sweeping statements of the re-

cently retired Director of the “Archaeological Institute
of Persepolis,” Dr. Ali-Sami, in Persepolis (“Publica-
tion Xo. 2 of the Learned Society of Pars”; Muscavi
Printing Office, Spring, 1055), pp. 72 ff. Dr Ali-Sami
does not mention the discovery of any clay tablets in
this volume (cf. op. ciL, p. 70), although he assured me
orally at Persepolis in 1957 that (although records were
not available) some had been found by him in the
treasury. Unhappily, when I asked his permission to
copy the new discoveries, the few I was shown turned
out to be documents which I had already published in

PTT and which had remained at Persepolis!

^ Published as “Persepolis Treasury Tablets Old
and lSrew,’» JNES, KYU (1958), 161 ffi, esp. pp. 172 ff.
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more substantial number of similar documents. Upon examination, tbirty-one were

tablets and fragments heretofore unknown to me—-and of this number no less than

twenty added significant new data or gave valued corroboration or correction to previous

dubious readings. The present article presents the transliterations of these twenty ''new”

Persepoiis Treasury tablets, together with the results ofa collation of forty-one documents

already published in PTT, or in JNES, in addition to the complete readings on three

other fragments which, in PTT, appeared only in part.^

One of the new texts (here published as 1963:1) documents anew the Old Persian

word karnumka-, "(stone)worker,” ® while a second (1963:2— a virtual duplicate ofPTT
No. 37) testifies once more that some of the individuals (OP ^garda^) receiving rations as

stone masons were of Carian origin (in Elamite: ^^hur-tas ^'^hur-kas %ar^® tuk-ki4p^).

Like so many other inscriptions published in PTT, two ofthe new texts (1963 : 3 and 4)

probably, and one (1963:5) certainly deal with allotments made to makers of reliefs.

The recipients of No. 3 are "stone workers” who "formerly” had been performing some

activity on the ^M4a—a word which may w^eU be identical with ^Uli4a-an, wkich Dr. I.

Gershevitch not implausibly suggests to me may mean "terrace.”® The document here

published as 1963:4 also documents the Old Persian coin ddnaka- already found in

PTT No. 28, and upon which Dr. Gershevitch has some very pertinent remarks also.

In the new No. 5, the recipients are somewhat redundantly declared to be ''garda wood

workers who are making reliefs of wood” at Persepolis.

The new text No. 6—nearly a duplicate ofPTT No. 18—compels us to eliminate from

the vocabularies attestation of a postulated Old Persian compound ^duvara-hara-,

"door maker,” but also jirovides for allocations to "ironsmiths” and perhaps "builders”

or "carpenters.” "Ironsmiths” also appear on the tiny fragment here published as No. 7.

Tablet No. 8 below is the last of the new texts to deal expressly with building opera-

tions, but significant data is obtained when it is studied with a number ofother documents

(including PTT No. 49a:l, of which an adequate copy now appears for the first time;

see below p. 188). In many of these texts there appears the word written '^^m-za{4)e)

which Dr. I. Gershevitch with commendable and reasonable assurance identifies with

modern Persian rdz, which in India to this day carries the meaning "mason” or "brick-

layer.” More tentatively. Dr. Gershevitch would consider identifying the word^Mw(-^^^)-

kas-be, which often accompanies ra-za-be, with a word in Avestan which may have

developed, in Old Persian, the meaning "mortar-mixer.” Happily another word,

® I gratefully acknowledge the kindness and
co-operation of the then Minister of Education, Mr.
Parviz Khanlari, and his staff, who authorized me to

bring ail the documents here published on loan for

study at The University of Michigan.
® See also my revised reading oi PTT Nos. 14 and

31 as noted in JNBS, XVII (1958), 165, n. 9 and below

pp. 170 and 188.

We owe to W. B. Henning (apwd Gershevitch,

Asia Major

f

II [1951], 141 f.) recognition that Elam.
"^^kur-taS is the same word as the Neo-Babylonian

^^ga-ar-da, discussed by W. Filers in ZDMG^ ‘KG

(1936), 193 ff. BJid. Iranische Beamtennamm, 1 (1940),

64, 66 ff. For subsequent discussions cf. Benveniste,

JA (1954), 306; W. Filers, AFO, XVII (1956), 333a;

W. Hinz, ZDMQ, XXVI, n.f., (1952), 375 and
XXXV (1961), 246 f.; A. Maricq, XXXV (1958),

328, n. 18; and the two “Papers Presented by the

USSR Delegation” at the XXV International Congress

of Orientalists (Moscow, 1960) by M. Dandamayev,
“Foreign Slaves on the Estates of the Achaemenid
Kings and Their Nobles,” and by V. O. Tiourine,

“Quelques Nouvelles Observations sur les Documents
^iconomiques Islamites de Persepolis.”

^InJNEB, XIX (1960), 98 f. Hallock correctly re-

vised my reading of PTT No. 37:4 f. to that given

above; note that in 1963:20 below (lines 4 ff.), boys

who are “working stone” may have originally been
designated as coming from some other area to

Persepolis.

Throughout this article ^ indicates the single and
the double horizontal, the vertical wedge, and
“logogram.”

® Note my comments in PTT p. 88, and below,

p.U72.
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I

pif-ra-sa-na4s-he, which once is found in context with both of the preceding words,

can be translated
'

'grinder(s)” because it seems so to be interpreted in an Aramaic gloss

on a fortification text.

Text No. 9 below, providing allotments to ''hoj ba4i-ma’nu4s ("rationers’’?) ^par4e-
tas nu4s-M-ip ^iiK&-da-Ti4z-za‘an ^am-ma4i4s-7ia'' assures the reading (if not the
understanding) of the almost identical text PTT No. 48 and also improves the reading
of a passage in PTT No. 49, in which (scarcely to be identified with an Old
Persian ^paridaida-, "paradise’’) occurs together with Old Persian ^vispa-siydti-

,

"Full
Prosperity.” The interest in 1963:10 and 11 also lies in the Old Persian words they
reveal. In No. 10, as Dr. Gershevitch recognized, there seems to appear the Elamite
rendering of a Median compound ^cadru-paii-, "master of four”; the individual so desig-

nated was the "chief” of a much smaller,„group than either the ^dasa-pati-, "master of
ten” or the *sata-pati-, "master of a hundred, centurion.”

Text No. 11 provides additional documentation for Old Persian ^nidani-, "store

(-room)” and ^ganza-, "treasure.” In No. 12, in all probability still another—as yet
not positively identified—Old Persian word underlies the ''garda ^?^-'M^-ma^-bearers(?)”

The fragmentary text 1963:13 enables us to restore fully PTT No. 50. In both texts
allotments are assigned to ''garda sheep herders;” there then follows, in both cases
(after a horizontal wedge which may precede place names, the names ofbuilding materials,
Old Persian loanwords, etc.) signs which read dingir (that is, ^ or an-)tur-har-mi4z{Q-r

udyda.

Three ofthe new texts (Nos. 14-1 6) add information on allotments made by the treasury
to vine workers and beer-makers—a subject upon which I commented briefly mJNES,
XVII (1958), 167 f. In No. 14 the same "vine workers” (OP garda raza-hara) as those
enumerated in PTT No. 52, dated a month later, are accountable to Otanes in the town
Niriz less than 125 airline miles from Persepolis. Again in No. 15 the recipients are
gafdct raza^lcara as well as boy ha4%-ma-nu4s ("rationers”?) who are accounted to (the

place) Hiran where Kurdama was responsible for them. In No. 16, however, the sole

recipient is an Egyptian "beer-maker” at the capital itself. No, 17 also provides an allot-

ment for a single man, who bears, surely, the Semitic (or partially Semitic) name Shamshi-
ni . . .

The two texts 1963:18 and 19 are both fragmentary, but each has its own contribu-
tion. No. 18, providing for allotments to ''garda artisans {mar-Ti4py' also refers to an
individual named Pat4i-na4s-‘Sa—B> i[iB.mQ which I once thought (surely erroneously)
might be Egyptian.^® Because it is dated in the thirtieth year of Darius, No. 19 not only
has the distinction of being one of the oldest documents to be deposited in the newly
constructed treasury at Persepolis but also seems to attest a hitherto unsuspected
intercalary Ululu in that same thirtieth year, 492/91 b.c.

Finally, the new text 1963:20, of unknown date, has yielded to Dr. Gershevitch a
surprising amount of new data on Persian weights and coinage and clarified the Old
Persian words which underlie the Elamite writings of fractions. In previously published
texts the Old Persian words expressing fractionals had always dealt with fractions in
general (e.g., of rations or of the pansuhas, "shekel”); Dr. Gershevitch has identified in

3.0 The name appears in PTT Nos. 9a, 51, 69 and ^^e Schmidt, Pemj30?w, II, 13.
also in 1963 ;6 below.
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this dociiment new Old Persian forms (e.g. ^dadauvaha^, “one-tentli” and Hlstauvaha-,

“one-twentieth”) which are not fractions in general but fractions of the basic Persian

weight-piece, the hria.

II. Teanslitebations of akd Comments on New Texts

1963:1

1 kdn-za-[har-ra tu^y^Tu-i^ ^Hr-da4ah-[m(i na-an-KiMiN] ® 2 hur-sd-am 2

pan-su-kas [pif’-nu-ba-ik] ^ pan-su-kas kit.babbar^^ za-ik p%r-nu-[ba4k gal'7ia] ^gal

^^knr4m ^'^kur-nu-km ap-[pa ^"^man-na-aln^Ha da-man-na m-Wa-man-na^ ^gal

%TU^® maf>ka>M-na4i ^ku4s ^mi-kdn^na4^sJna^ 5 ha4u-ma %e^ul

19^um-me-man-rm 3 ^^ruh'^ un-ra 1 pan^su-^^^^’ ^^kas du-manM pir-

nu-^%a4k p{an-su'ka\^-na du-man-ri 3 ^^ruh^®^ un-m si4^-mas ^pan^^su-kas d%-^ma%~

wa(sicl) FAB 7 ^^[BUH^®] ‘^ITU^®' Jia-na-ma^kas \^hey^ul 19^um-me^man^n[a ....]

18-

«i0(completeiy broken away) ^Hu4s-da

^""^Speak to Vahush the Treasurer j
Artataxma says: ^ ^2 karsha, 2 shekels (and) a

half shekel, silver, the equivalent of half of the rations,®"® (give) as rations to garda

stonesmiths whom Mannanda “sent” (and for whom) you are responsible, ^^(as)

rations of Markashana up to Viyaxna—^within a total of 5 months of the 19th year.

3 each, should receive 1 shekel

12-13 I nian should receive a half shekel

3 men, each, should receive one-third shekel

i5-i7Total: 7 men. Month Anamaka, 19th year [ ]

This text, recording allocations to stoneworkers (OP karnuvaka-), resembles PTT,

No. 31 (on which seeJNES^XYll [1958], 165, n. 9; note that Benveniste, quite inde-

pendently, had also identified the word in JA, 1958, pp. 60 and 65). The word here is

preceded by ^^kur4a§ (i.e., OP garda); in PTT, No. 31, the preceding word was simply

the Elamite ^^ruh^®^,

1963:2

1 ^^ma-u-44s kan-m-bar-ra tu^-ru4§ ^ ^Hr’-da4ak-ma m-a^i-Ki.MiN 38 kur-sd-^am] ® 6 pan-

m-kai icir.BABBAR^® m4k pir-nu-ba4k gal-[na] Hd-du gal ^^kur-tas ^^kur-kaS ^har^®

tuk-k[i4p ^^nu] Hd-ra-man-na ha-na-ma-ka^-na a-ak %a-mi-[ia-wian4asy^7ia

^be-ul IB-na-ma 1 ^^buh^®^ 6 pansu-kas a-ak 4 [ir-ma]-'^ki hi pa-ri-ma4k 26

un-ra 3 ^pan-su-kaS a-ak 3,4 ir-rm-ki du-rmn-pi 4 ^pu-hu un-ra 1 pan-su-kal a-ak 4

ir-ma-^kil ^^du-rmn-pi 1 ^^pu-hu pir-nu-ba-ik pan-^“^ su-kas a-ak 8 ir-ma-ki du-man-

pi ^^ 27 %UNUS'®^ un-ra [2 pan-su-kas a-ak]^^'^' ^^pir-nu-ba-ik-na 5 [^pu-hu un-ra 1]

^^pan-su-koM a-ak 3.4[ir-ma-ki a-ak 8 ir-ma-ki 3 ^^[puyhu un-ra\l pan-su-ka§ a-ak 4

ir-ma-ki] ^%du-ma]n-pi 4 ^[pu-hu un-ra pir-nu-ba-ik] '^'^[pan-su-kal]-na a-ak 8 \ir-ma-ki

^®[. . . . . .] ^ITU^® h[a-na-ma-kas-na a-ak ^sa-mi-ia]-^^^man-tas-na %e-uP

19-

um-me-ma^n-na ^hal-mi^ ^^\hi li-ha du-me\ ^^ba-ha-pu-uk-m-^ik]-^\ka-rriar'^ du-is-da
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^“’^Speak to Vahusli the Treasurer; Artataxma says: give 38 karsha, 5 shekels, silver,

equivalent to half the rations ^“®(as) rations to Carian garda, stoneworkers, (for whom)
you are ‘‘responsible,” months of Anamaka and Samiamantash, in the 19th year.

1 man, 6 shekels and a fourth—this should go (to him);
26 men, each, should receive 3 shekels and 3 fourths;

4 boys, each, should receive 1 shekel and a fourth;
10 11

I hoj, a half shekel and an eighth they(!) should receive;

12-

13 27 women, each, 2 shekels (and) a half;

13-

14: 5 girls, each, 1 shekel and 3 fourths and an eighth;
1^-16

3 girls, each, should receive 1 shekel and a fourth;
13 - 17 4 girls, each, a half of a shekel and an eighth.

] Months of Anamaka and Samiamantash of the 19th year. This sealed
order has been given; a receipt he received from Megabyzus. At Parsa.

This document pays the same (number of) men, boys, women, and girls at a slightly

higher wage scale and for the two months following the allocations of PTT, No. 37, its

virtual duplicate otherwise. Lines 4 ff. fully document the suggestion of Hallock {JNPS,
XIX [1960], 98) that the Carians were stone-masons {^^hur~kas ^har^^ tulc-M-ip), Note
a similar phrase applied to “boys” (but enumerating also men, women, and girls) in the
text 1963:20, below.

1963:3

^["^ma-u-is ka-ajp-nuds-M-^lra ^badr-saj-an tu^-ru-is ^\^ir-da4ak-ma^ na-an-KiMT^
%13 kur-sd-um] 5 «i%‘-el ap id-du ^^kurdas] ^har<^^> hu4i-ip %^si4a hu-ut]-

ti4p ^ak-ka-be m-ra-man-na '^[
] Hs-da4i4z-za ®[. . . ... . .

.

.j-i’-w (or

da^ka za-ak gal ^[udtj.hitaI® .......] ap^pa ap pa-n->^\ma^na hu{'^,y']4b-be

'^'^^]ia~du\-kdn--na4k-mar ku-^\is ^ka4r’‘'\-‘ra4>a-H4s pu-^\un-ka4e pab] 6
^ ^‘^iba4r4d]-na-ma ap-pa-an-ka ^U-^^ia-rm s\i4a4ca te-um4p-ka{BiQi \)4e

^^['hu-ud-da4]s-da 3 L ®i%‘-el [<i1‘^H-el-^^

du-man-ba uln-^ra 3,4 ^>-mai(sic!) cn§H-EL-[mT du\-man-<baydu-man-ba ^^[12 u]n-‘ra 3,4 ^>-mai(sic!) cn§H-EL-[mT du]-man-<^bay
IS ^^RUH^®^ un~ra ^'^[pir-nu-iu ^i^H-E]L-m du-man-ba ........ .’]-ri4k

uk-ku 23[.. .] nu{sic\) Edge 24[-_
] ^^ak^ka4a~^^[h ....

^^pi-ud-dja-piT’-ma tal4§ 26^aj^jjis ^sa-a-ku\rM4z-za-na 27 22-na-ma
1 — 3rQv\/io1r- 4-i-v 4 — 7 * no 1 1. - n i-*®fSpeak to Vahush the Treasurer at Parsa; Artataxma^ '^give ^13 karsha^ 6
shekels, silver, to garda stonemakers, ^^making reliefs^, for whom you are responsible

[.....] ® is) the equivalent rations [of sheep .....] which is to go to them. Months

:

11-15 from Adukana up to the end of Karbashiya— a total of 6 months {scil,

:

of the 1 1th

year). At Parsa formerly they ...... ^^(fragmentary computations) 22-24|-
j

for the silver [ ] the silver you [,.....] and his associates [....] Pidabarma(?)
wrote; month of Thaigraci of the 12th year.

Although the reverse of this text is partially obscured by melted iron and only the
right half is preserved, it shows many similarities to PTT No. 27, dated fifteen months
later (e.g. in the use of H-el for “shekel”) and in which Vahush also appears as Treasurer
in this same 12th year. The present text, however, provides allocations for “stonemakers,”
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probably “makers of reliefs,” whose work-period was the first 6 months presumably

of the previous year; see below. Table 3.

In line 15, te-uin-ip-ha-te is surely due to scribal . inattention; after ip he wrote half

of the fe-sign (identical mth ka), had his attention diverted for a moment, and then,

without erasing, wrote a complete te.

With lines 14 ff. note the following:

(a) te~uM~ip-{^(k(iyy’-te ^^[Jiu-ud-du-ils-dci : here

(b) ^M4a.mu.si4a-ka te-^um4p4e hu-ud-da-is^da : 1963:4, below

(c) ^M4a.Ma.si4ca te-um4p4e ku-^Has-da : PTT No. 27

(d) '^lM4a]^jna.si~ka te-u[m- ..] : PTT No. 10a

It may be that Hiamasiyaka is simply a place name,, that tempte is the name of a struc-

ture (Hinz, ZA, XVI [1952], 252 suggests “Vorbau?”), and that the phrase may be

translated “(At) GN they erected its portico” or the like; it will be noted that in all

of the above examples the first few signs are consistently written in the same way.

Nevertheless, comparison with the following phrases in other texts (see also, perhaps,

PTT Nos. 15:8 f. and 18:9 f.) makes it tempting to identify ^hi4a with H4a-an which,

once (in PTT No. 12:6), is written '^hi4a-an:

(e) ha-nu H4a~an4^na ^^ak-ka4e te-uni-pi,tin.naM('^,)Mn{^

^^hu-ut4as~da : PTT No. 22

(f) ha-nu H4a-an ap-pa hu-^ud-da4s- te-um-l ] : 1963:6 below

(g) ha-nu H4a-an }iu-ut4uk-ka~na : PTT No. 15:9

In PTT, I had considered as a possible translation for i4a-an “columned hall”; Hinz

{ZA, XVI [1952], 250) proposed “Hof”; Gershevitch (written communication) tenta-

tively suggests “terrace”—for which, admittedly, we need a word at Persepolis.

The word ha-nu in the latter citations is also troublesome; it appears elsewhere in

these texts only in PTT No. 2 (for collation see below p. 187) where it seems to replace

a word signifying “total, aU together”) and for w^hich the sign fab is normally used.

PTT No. 22

1963:6 below

PTT No. 15:9

x + i[ p]u{'l)-un-<(^kay-^’^He TAB 6 r^ixu^e ha'^-tu-ma he-ul ^^^12-na ^hi-ia-

ma si-ia-ka ^um-ip-te hu-ud-da-is-da ^26'^ ^^^ruh^^ un-ra hTV^^-^'^%nian-na 3]

4 ir-mat-ki pan-su-kas ku.babbar^®^ ^'^'^du-man-ha 32 ^%uh^® un-ra -man-

na 3 ^da-na-ka-um ^sti.babbar^^ du-man-ha 16 ^^ruh^^ un-ra hTX!^^-man-na 2

^da-na-ka-um ^’^^^u.babbar^^ du-man-ha ^'^^^fab 74 (dis 14) ^^Rutf®^ pir-ma mu-i§-

m-ik 1 UDU. ^^^®NiTA^®^-na 3 pan-su-kas Ktj.BABBAB^® tu-ha-ka P’^^%ir.BABBAR^®-

na-ka-nu ^^pi-da-bar-ma a-ak ^ak-ka-ia-se mu-si-in ^’^^^sik-ki-ip Has-su-ip-na

hu-ib-be ^^^'^p5a]-%]-^t«s'^-5a-il in-ni ma-ad-da-ra [. .

.

?] (ca. 4 lines broken away com-

pletely)

Only the lower half of this document is preserved. Eor lines x + 3 f., see the preced .fig'

1963:3. Note the OP | shekel piece, written da-na-ka-um\ da-na-kai this had already

appeared in PTT No. 28; see the very significant comments of Dr. Gershevitch below,

p. 184. Since in this text a quarter-ration is involved (on which see HaUock, XIX
[1960], 92 ) , the allocations here are, respectively, |, |, and J shekels to the three groups

of individuals; these are expressed as 4 3 ddnaka- y d^nd 2 ddnaka-; thus the

value of the ddnaka- is again confirmed as being ^ shekel.
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Tlie personal name written ^"^pi-da-har-ma in line x + 14 compels us to revise the

reading of the name rendered pi-ha~da-bar-ma in PTT Nos. 15, 18, 22, and 27 to f i-

ud-da-har-ma ;
the same name appears in 1963 : 8.

1963:5

^ ^ba-md~ka-ma t{u^-r]u-{is ^ap-^i-ils-man-dyi ?i[a-a?i-Kr.MiN x hur-mY^um 7 pan-

su-kas a-ak ^pir~nu~ba^ [panYsu-kas-na Kti.BABBAR^^ ^^kur4as ^

^kiY'P ^^ak-ka-he '^pat^tiYkur-ras hu-ut4i(\)-man-ha g[aP '^ma-ki-ip ^ha-ir-

m-is ^^pat4i-^na-M ki-ra-man-na "^^liM-pi-be ^^gaP-ma \ap] id-du udu.nita^®' "^^za-ak

[kij.babbar]^^ 1 UDU.NiTA^^ S pa7i4'^su-kas KtT.BABBAR^^ ^uk-ku^ pif-Tu

%[TU^^ completely destroyed) 19 20 piry^^flU-ba

,],^Hal4i4s-[da • • •] ^^M4i-b[e-ul .Y^ka-ia-mar d\u-is]

The Treasurer Baradkama is here requested to provide rations for garda woodworkers

who are fashioning reliefs (OP patikara) of wood under the charge of Pattinasha, who
reappears in P 7’'T Nos. 9a, 51 and 69 and in 1963:18 below and whose name is analyzed

by Benveniste, JA, 1958, p. 55.

1963:6

^ ^ba-rat-ka-ma ^^ka-^ap-nu-ikki-ra^ Hu^^-ru-is ^tar-ka-a-u-is na-an-Ki.Mm ® 1 me 44

^kur-m-um 3 ^pan-su-kas ^ku.ba[bbar^^] ^ ^^kur4as na-mar-ka-ra ^ an.bar^^ ^kaYsi-ip

^Mu-^ma'^-ka-ip ^^'^'^ma-u-is [mlAra-man-na ha-nu H-^iaY<^yP ^P-P^ \hu]Aud-da4s

te-nmYpde .
.
gaV\ hna-ki-ip ^hu-pp-\be ] ^udu.hita^^ sd-ag-[gi ]

%a-gi-i[a4i4s ]
11-19 broken away) 20 p^3 2 m[E ]

3 ^pan-[su-kas ] ^^ka-^raki'^.y-ka tal-[li-is du-]^^um-me ^Hr-da-ka-ia-^Hk-ka-

mar du-is-da ^ [ . . .

.

] ^mar-r[^-^p]

^"^Speak to Baratkama the Treasurer; Darkaush says: ^"®(give) 144 karsha, 3 shekels,

silver, to garda cord(?)makers, ironsmiths, builders (for whom) Vahush is
‘

'responsible’’

obtaining rations sheep . .
.

(month) Bagayadi^^" ^^ (Fragment-

3^j.y) 22-26j^arakka(?) wrote, a receipt he received from Artakaya. [Total x] artisans.

This text, written by and to the same individuals as PPP No. 18, which it closely

resembles, provides allocations to individuals described as {garda) '^^na-mar-ka-ra

^AN.BAR^®^ ka-si-ip ^^du-ma-ka-ip, with the last three elements being translatable as "iron

forgers” and, perhaps, "builders.” It is chiefly the first word which here concerns us.

In the notes to PTT No. 18 line 4, I remarked that I had originally read a word
which appeared there as na-um-mar-ra-kur-ras-be; subsequently, persuaded perhaps by
the thought that the word must represent OP* duvara-kara, "doormaker” (and by the

dubious evidence of a cast of the inscription), I altered that reading to d'it-'Mwi-mar-m-

Collation ,of PTT No. 18 (see below, p. 188), however, confirms the first

sign Sb^ na-; the above text, with its clear na-mar-ka-ra, confirms the reading. The assumed

01 compound* duvara-kara, therefore, has not yet appeared in known treasury records.

In his review oi PTT, Dr. Gershevitch himself suggested the reading an.bar^®^ ka-si-ip

with the translation "iron forgers,” and also proposed interpreting du-ma-kakbe

(assuredly involving the same word as the above du-ma-ka-ip) as OP "^ddmaka-,

''builder” 136). Confronted with the present evidence about

wa(-t4m)-mar-Mra, Dr. Gershevitch supplied the following note:

I
S'

lilM
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“Witli some hesitation one may consider an Iranian explanation of the new word.

Ossetic (Digor) imivar provides some enconragemeiit for reconstructing the OP equiva-

lent of Av. sndmr- “sinew, string” [Air, Wb, 1629) as ndvar-. In OP the range ofmeanings

might have been extended to “rope, tow-line,” etc. Like the word for “'door,” *ndvar-

could ill coiiipoiiiid-junction with -Jcara- appear either uiiextended, or extended by -a-.

Rope must have been used on a large scale for hoisting purposes, but the fact that in

both tablets iron smiths are mentioned next, adds to the uncertainty of the identifica-

tion.”

For comments on lines 6 f., see the notes to 1963:2 above.

1963:7

KU.BABBAB^®^ ^kur-min 2 an.ba[b^^]‘'^

s%‘ip ^^a-^'^^rat-ka-ma sd-ra-man-na '^'^^Im-pi-be gal-ma pir-nu-^ip^^

^’^®5w(sic!) dn4S unxJ.isriTl^® sd-^ag^-^'^^gi-ma 1 Ki.Bim-m 3 ^’^^[pansu-kas K]tr.BABBA[B^^

] (Remainder broken away completely).

There remains only about a fifth of this memorandum-type text which resembles

FTT No. 23 even to the somewhat peculiar wTiting pir-nuAp-su in line x + b. In the

latter, the wmrd preceding an.bar^® ka-si4p, “iron forgers,” was the OP garda; here it is

the Elamite cf. also PTT No. 74 and the preceding text, 1963:6.

1963:8

^ "^ba-rat-ha-ma ^^kdn-m-bar-ra^ %a4r-sd-an Hu^-tu4s Hr-da4ak'^-ma na-an-KiMm
*’27(?)'* ^kur-sd-um 6 pan-m-kas a-ak S za’‘(<(ni(siGl)y}-^su-iPAnia '^^^^^^'^pan-su-kciS-na

Ktr.BABBAR^®^ ap Hd^du ^^duAuk-kaa-be ^^ak-ka-be ^^ra-a-ma-§i4d M-raAlman-Tila

^^^^^hu'-nu^ka-ri-ia ^^^ak^'^^ka-be Rev. x + laiKutf® un-ra hTV^^4an>

na ^3 za4P- ^'^Hu-is-ma ^pan-su-kas-na ^Ktr.BABBAR^^ du^man-ha 23 un-ra

Hi!^A^-tan-na pir-7va-m ^ ^'^^pan-su-kas-na ^Ktr.BABBAR^®^ du-man-ba pab 37

^+^pir„ru mu-M-ik 1 udu.nita^^ 3 pan-su-kal ^ ^^^Ktj.BABBAR^^ ^kij.babbar^^ hi ^^pi-

da-bar-ma a-ak ^^ak-^'^^ka4a-se ^mu-ii4n hu-ut-ti4p pir-ru

Hur-na-ba-si4s-na ^^be-ul^ 6-um-me-na ^hal-mi [hi l^i-ka ^^mi-is-sd-na-pa

li-H§-da du-me ^

^"^Speak to Baratkama the Treasurer of Parsa; Artataxma says: give 27(?) karsha,

6 shekels, and 3 fourths of a shekel of silver to plasterers(?) for whom Raeva-ci§a is

responsible at (the place ?) Annukariya whom [rest broken] x + i-x+4 (Compel-

tations) Total: 37 men. It has aU been^+^ accounted for. One sheep: 3 shekels silver,

x+e-x+iopi^jy Pidabarma and his associates have rendered an accounting.

They have accounted for all (of it). Month of Darnabaji, 6th year. This sealed order has

been given. Mishshanapa wrote (the document), a receipt [from N he received].

This text is very similar to the document published as 1957:4 (JNES, X.Y1I [1958],

175), in which Raeva-ci^a also appears as being responsible for the workmen. The

scribe Mi4s~sd-na-pa (line x + 9) in all probability also wrote PTr No. 12a. On the

name (line X + 6) see above under 1963:4.

The following seem pertinent in connection ^^i%]x du-uk-kaA-he, lines 4 f.:

(a) ^^ra-za-be a-ak ^\du-ka-be} '^ak-ka-be ^^mi-ra-[U'‘da da-ma PTT lAo, 68a
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7my --mi.ra.u.da da-rm: PTT No. 49« 1 (collated; see below,

^'^du-ka-be ^'^mi-^ra-u-da da-rm: PTT No. 68
(ci) hur4as ^'^du-uh-ha.s-he ® ^ha-ir-sd mn <?»* lo.-x ^

(1958), 175
(1957 :4

)

n-ma-st- is-sa sa-ra-man-na: JNES, XVII

(f)

M-ra-mar^-na: here

jui w uiis aay, see ±>. (xeiger, Archiv orieninlTii Y/iQ^sfi\oiA r\ >

standably assumed that ‘architect’ 4.,
N

(1938 ), 210 sq. Geiger under-~ .xt ::srzr z:

J..-™J^cot^rtSlTwior'* T Z,’™' ™ “0
noun .Mo. .ccZ
^'djective OP maxrhn^ mc ’ ^ As a substantivized

No. 83 .ppeLtZ^;.E~* » -PWen..

Cw; BenvoMsto h.d Mnoadp pnopo^d OP
oomment: “PF 865 provides Miom for yir'mZ-ZZ“"^117 7IS written on this tablet Professor R A Rnw™, / r\V

Aramaic gloss which

M<iJdM)g«,(?), ‘rations of grinders.’”
^ ° Oriental Institute) reads

1963:9

y-tin-iri-da kdn-za-bar-ra ^
^ba-ir-iS-sd-an tu^-ru-ih

^

rr-da-tak-rm
. min ^ 2 kur-U-um U pan.svA-ka& pir-nu-m

6 'r T ^ 20.um-[me.na]

1« rl
^ pan-su-Vca^ a-ak 3 za-aS-mJ]

^

pan-su-[ka& du-man-pi ^hal-mi] is hi li.[ka]
^

place) FABdarizza of (? (the woman named O T’’*

®“
'^ ())

the Partetash at (the
>”- h^^tions forZ io:th ZZ;‘i7a o?tt“S;;^^re»™ for the month 3 shekeU and 3 fourths ehekel. This se^ed recori hZIdentical in part with PTT ISFn fi^ia x i t

been given,

similar passages in other published teit + 7
°^®“ enables us to read with assurance

the majority of llch ares^ ^ -ords,

*pcitimani-, “rationers” («)• ^par te M ^ ^ Prosperity”;

whi
J

seem to

.HAEsfc-ri-

ll;lii

*1I

pi

(It:

111

ml

1

" m

;4 *t

'
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(b) ha4i-ma-7iu4s ^par4e4as nu-is~\ki4p ^B.]AB.-^da-ri-iz--za4an'^ [^am-ma^siyis^

na: here

(c) Hd-du gal ^^lcur4as hu-pir~^ri4s ^par4e4as nu{\)4s{\)-ki{\y^ip ^mi4s-ba-si4a4i4s:

PTT No. 49, collated; see below, p. 188.

(d) ^[ku.babbar^^ za4]k pir-}iu^ha4k gaUna] ^[id-du] gal ^"^pu-hu ha4i-^na?-\mL4^

hm~ri4s-kar{\yra{\)4s H2i4s4)a4i4a4i4s :
^ ^par4e4as-ma: PTT No. 59;

reading probable at collation; see below, p. 189

(e) gal ^^pu-hu %a4i-7na-7iu4s ka-ra-hat4i4s ^ ^'^he-uhpa4Pka m-ra-7nan~na: PTT No.

47 and the almost identical PTT No. 58:5-7

(f) gal ® ba4i-?na-nu-'^is ak-kaM gal nu4s-^ki4p ^^ma-u-ka a-ak ® ^^ak-ka4a~se

za4r4^nu-pa-m4s da-ma: PTT No. 63

(g) ^ba4i-ma-wu ap-pa ^ab{iyba4r ku4i4p ® ^ra-u^da~ma4i4L' PTT No. 72

The Elam. nu4s-ki-, which appears in several of the above, translates both OP pa-,

‘‘protect,” and bara-, “bear”; Elam. ku4i-, in the last text cited, also has both meanings;

cf. PTT, p. 100; Gershevitch, Asia 3fajor, II (1951), 143 f. The surely OP word ba4i-

ma-nu4s has nothing to do with Elam, ba4e4p (meaning “herdsmen”
;
so Hallock, orally,

and see already PTT Nos. 50 and 61, notes). In view of the consistent writing with

initial 6a-, the word is scarcely to be exidained as OP ^pdtiy 7naniya as is done in PTT,

p. 158; Gershevitch, in fact, once preferred to recognize it as an OP ^patimani-, “cup,”

and to see it as referring to “the person connected with the cup, the cupbearer” {Asia

Major, II [1951], 135). This interpretation might gain added strength from the new text,

1963:15, presented below, in which “boy ba4i-77ia-7iu4P' are provided allocations in one

and the same document with garda ^^ha-za-ka-ra, “wine makers, vine growers.” or the

like.

Dr. Gershevitch informs me privately, however, that he thinks his earlier explanation

ofba4i-ma-nu4s should not be retained, “partly because ‘cupbearers’ are out of place in

the hard-working community reflected in the tablets, and mainly because OP pati is not

otherwise written ba4i. . . . Today I would prefer to recognize in ba4i‘ma-nu4s an

OP equivalent of Av. pdSmanya- ‘one who takes care of (travel-) rations,’ on which see

Henning apud Driver, Aramaic Documents, Sbhndged ed., p. 61, and in Mitteliranisch,

p. 113 n. 7. The Av. word is a derivative ofpa^wan- ‘provisions for the road,’ which in

its turn is an extension by the suffix -man- of the stem pa^- ‘path, way, road.’ As the

OP form of this stem is pa^i- (cf. Kent, p. 195), "^paOiman- is a predictable OP variant

of padman-. The El. ending -nu(-is) may reflect a contraction of *pd6imanya to "^pdBi-

manl, paralleled, though admittedly not in final position, by ya becoming % in nlsddayam

and marlka-. Of. also El. Ha-du-kan-nu4a, which represents an OP stem "^Adukanya-, a

contracted form of which, "^Adukani, is vouchsafed by the El. Yd,xim.ts Ha-du-ka-nu

and (OP evidently had three forms of this month-name: ^Adukanya-

[with its variant ^^Adukam}, "^Adukana-, vouchsafed by El. Ha-du-kan-na-U, d^nd the

actually attested -4dt«^a[?i(a)i]ia-).”

The two occurrences of “boy ba-ti-ma-nu-is ka-ra-bat4i-iP' {PTT Nos. 47 and 58

cited above) support this latter interpretation, for iba-m-6a^^^-M is almost certainly to

be understood as “caravan leader” or “guide” (so R. T. Hallock, oral communication,

in part following Gershevitch, Asia Major, II [1951], 144; see also Eilers,

Journal, V [1962], 214 f.). Thus the boy recipients will be described by these two words

simply as “rationers (and) guides.”
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Unfortunately, we are not yet out of the woods in our understanding of these passages.

Still unexplained are the garda ku-pir-ri-is in PTT No. 49 (also in Nos. 54 and 55; for

collation of the latter text, see below p. 189) . Also puzzling is the ^par4e4as which (1) is

twice connected with (the place) KAB-da-ri-iz-za-an and (2) is twice associated with

^mi4s-'ba4i-ia4i4s.

The writing never varies except for one instance of ^par4e-da in a fortifica-

tion text (so Hallock, orally). The fact that initially it is never written par-rilaju or

blpa-ri/alu, and that the Elam. 5ar-sign cannot be demonstrated to possess the value

pjbara or similarly, weighs heavily—as Dr. Gershevitch first observed to me—against

the suggestion that the word is OP ^paridaida-, ‘‘paradise” (so Benveniste, JA, 1954,

p. 309; JA, 1958, pp. 57 f.). Perhaps it is no more than the particular name of a building

or other repository.

No one has ever doubted that ^mi4s-ha-E4a4i4s represented an OP "^vispa-Uydti-,

“Full prosperity,” but whereas I saw in it the name of a gate (certainly an erroneous

interpretation; the revised reading of PTT No. 59 quoted above eliminates the con-

jecture made in PTT, pp. 161 and 174), it has also been thought to be the name of the

presumed “paradise” (so Benveniste, locc. citt.). Perhaps this is merely an epithet

describing the ^par4e4as wherever the latter is located.

1963:10

^^^ma-u-u4s kdn-za-bar-ra ^ba-Hr-sd4s tu^-ru4P^HT-da4ahAma %«2-an-Ki.MiN 2 hur-sd-

am Kti . BABBAR^^ Ha4h pir-nu-ba4k gal-^na? id-du ^gal ^^za’-ut4ur-ru-pat4i4s %x-x-]

ha(^^utm'^4ur-W-^mar4as4e^na completely lo
(?)

[x--x-x] du-man-pi 5 ^^^ruh^® panysu-kas a-ak pir-nu-ba4k ] Ktr.

BABBAR^®^ du-man-pi ^^[pab x ru]h^® ha-naJ^ma-kas-na ^be-ul 19’Um-me-man~
Edge 15^^ ^^Jial-mi hi li-ka? du-me ^^ba-ka-pu-uk4d-4k-mar'^

This poor text, of which less than half is extant, would have little interest except for

the fact that rations are here authorized for an individual whose Median title, as Dr.

Gershevitch recognized, marks him as the head or chief of a gang or team of four men;

the title, in its Median form, appears to be "^caBru-pati’

.

Hitherto, in treasury texts, we

had met only “decurion, chief-of-ten,” {wviiten da~sa-hat4i- in PTT Nos. 15 [twice] and

84 [twice]; written da-sd-bat4i- in PTT No. 12 [twice]), and “centurion, chief-of-

hundred” (written sa~da-bat4i- in PTT No. 24, and sa~ad-da-bat4i- in PTT No. 1).

1963:11

Hill ma-‘U-u4^ kdn-za->bar-ra ^ ba-Hr4d4& tu^-ru4s ir-daJak^-^ma na-an-ici . mih 5 ^kuT^ t

a-ak ^6 pansu-kas a-ak 4 ir-ma-ki pan-^su-ka^-na Ktr . babbar^^ ^id'^-du ^^®ruH'^
j;

mu-H’Hn slk~hi4p^ '^kdn-za-^'iinJ nu-da-nu4s ^za-ak pir-nU'-ba-'^ik'^ gal-^ruP ^ gal

ha-na-ma-kas-^Tia] ^ be-ul 19‘Um-me-man~na lO ^^^^ iin-ra ^

5 panJ^su-kas a~ak pir-nu-ha4k pan-su-kas-^^na 8 ^ir^-ma-ki pan~su~kas*na Ktr. I

BABBAR^^ ap ^pa'^-ri-^ma-ak'^ ^ha'^-na-'^^ma-^kaS'^-na ^ be-ul 19-um~meJ^ man^na^
'^ hal-mi hi li4s ^^^^ ba-ka-pu-uk-^M'^-^^ ik-mar

Speak to Vahush the Treasurer at Parsa; Artataxma says: give 5 karsha and 6

shekels and a fourth of a shekel
,
silver,® to men, keepers of accounts at the treasury-

storeroom. ®“^® It is the equivalent of half of the rations, rations for the month of 'i

i
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Anamfllra. of the 19th year. 10 men, each, per month, to them there is to go 6

shekels and a halfof a shekel and an eighth of a shekel of silver. Month of Aiiamaka,

19th year. This sealed record has been given, a receipt (came) from Megabyzus.

Though partly covered with melted iron, this text is almost identical with PTT No. 66,

which was written only four months later, pays the same amount to the same (number

of) accountants, and was written by the same addresser but to a new Treasurer,

Eatininda. CoUation ofPTT No. 56:7 leads to the conviction that there, too, the proper

reading should be as here:

^kdn-za-um(\) nu-da-nu-Hs{l)]

As Benveniste suggested {JA, 1954, p. 307), this is probably a compound: “treasury

storeroom” and, as Dr. Gershevitch has written me, the writing kan-za-um gives us the

“gender of OPers. *ganza-, viz. neuter. Cf. Kent, p. 180, s.v. karsa-. On *nidani-, see

Gershevitch, Asia Major, II n.s. (1951), 143; J. Harmatta, Acta Linguistica, II (1954),

289 If.

1963:12

ma-u-44S kdn-za-bar-ra tu^-ru-is ir-da-tak-ma ma-aw-Ki.MiN 12 kurM-am ^^a-aB

plr-nu-ha-ik a-ak 8 ir-ma-ki pmAsu-'^kas-na] ku.babbae^® za-HB pir-nu-ba-ik gal

du gal kur-tas iu-uk-mm nuAHs-ki-''-ip “ si-um-ba-raka.me.si. '^rum(1)] \ga]l ha-

na-ma-kaM-na ^^be-uB 19-um-me-man-na 21 euh'® ^^un]-ra 3 pan-su-kas [a?-ak 3.4

ir-ma-^^kij du-man-pi 1 pu-]hu\ 3 pan-^^^ a-ak 8 ir-ma-ki du-man-pi (sic!)

12 2 hh 2 pan-su-kaS a-ak pir-nu-ba-ik du-^man-rB 3 *’’’ pu-hu un-ra 1 pan-

su-kaS ^3. ^ 4 ir-ma-ki ^^a-ak 8 ir-ma-ki ^du-man-pi ^ 2 pu-hu un-ra 1 pan-su-kas a-ak

f4]
4r^-ma-ki du-man-pi 10 ^UNtrs*" u{n-ra 2 pan-su-kai] ^a-aBpir-nu-ba-ikdu-man-

pi [1 ^menus'®] j pmn-su-kas a-ak 4 ir-nia-[ki pa-ri ma-ik 3 ^pu-hu \un-ra pir-nu-ba-ik

pan\ su-kaS-na a-ak 8 irl^-ma-ki-pan-su^- kas-na du-man-pi ha-^^ha{%ic\)-na-

ma-kaS-na ^be-ul 19-^^ obverse) [um-me]-ma ^ hal-mi li-ka

du-me ***“ ba-ka-lpu-uk-sdyik-mar

Speak to Vahush the Treasurer; Artataxma says: give 12 karsha and a half (shekel)

and an eighth of a shekel of silver, the equivalent of half the rations,® ® (as) rations of

garda bearers of lead (?) at (the place?) Shimbara . .
.,^~® ration ofthe month ofAnamaka

of the 19th year. (Computations) 22-25 Month of Anamaka of the 19th year. The

sealed record has been given; a receipt (came) from Megabyzus.

Although the reading is perfectly clear in lines 5 f., according to which garda Su-uk-maS

nu-iS-ki-ip receive rations, there are no other known parallels. However, ixiJNES, XVII

(1958), 174, 1 published a text “1957:2” which, with the help of the present document,

upon collation is assuredly to be read as follows: ^gal ^^kur-taS nu{\)-iS{l)-ki-ip

a-ak'^^ ^iu-ip-maS nu{\)-iS{\)-ki-ip^ba-Hr-M-an^^^.

I am indebted to Dr. Gershevitch for the suggestion that su-ip-maS certainly, and

possibly also M-uk-maS, means “lead,” and for permission to quote the following:

“Since timber is the preoccupation of the Gi§ nu-iS-ki’s, there should be no objection in

principle against lead being the preoccupation of Su-ip-maS nu-is-ki's. su-ip-maS can be

identified with the Avestan word for ‘le&d,’ srva- {Air. Wb. 1649), on the assumption

that it represents OP that is, an os-extension of an w-stem (Median

*3rubu-). In Younger Avestan, *srM6toas- would successively become *sru^v>a-, *sruva-,
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and srva-. In the nnextended Median form "^sruhu-^ one may recognize the source of

NPers. lead/ since OIr. h, even if internal, sometimes survives unchanged in

Persian (see Horn, QIP, 12; 75). If in addition the b of ^sruhu- went back to Indo-Ir. hh,

an OIr. variant ^srufu- could have existed (as we find Pers. ndf, Av. nafa- %aveF. con-

trasting with Skt, ndbhi) which would account for the p of Bal. sump lead' (cf. Bah

fidpag 'navel’). The Pahi. spelling srp and srwp will then stand for sruf. If this much is

granted, the EL spelling will be either a -scribal error, or represent an OP
variant *gugwa- in which b was dissiniilated from the following labial; cf. Av. xrafstra-

from ^frafstra- (GMS, p. 246), and note that YAy. srva- would also be the regular out-

come of ^srugwa-i as YAv. drvant- derives from ^drugu-ant-P

1963:13

. Kir . BABBAR^®^ ^ka-ab-fiu-is-kP [^ba-ir-m-n]a-m.u-mar ^^kur4a§ ubu.nitI

^^^^^[ba4e4p] ^ ^ (or an-)tur-‘bar-m£4z{oT ud)-da [ ^^mayu4s M-ra-man-na

[56 du4^] ^ ITU^® [ur-ma-ra^ ^be]-ul 20-na [Remainder of obverse, edge,

and reverse: fragmentary computations]

Until this poor half-text turned up, with what appears to be a place (?) name in line

X -F 3, I had become convinced that PTT No. 50:4 f. could be almost dramatically

restored to prove that the god Ahiiramazda (written as ^ ^u]-^ra-mi4z-da) had more

than 370 sheep "herders” (Elam. ba4e4p) who received rations from the Persepolis

treasury. This fragment, however, makes it certain that the reading of PTT No. 50

must also be restored as follows:

^TJDU . ba4e4p ^ ^ (or an)4[ur-bar]-^ra-mi-ud (or izyda.

Collation confirms the existence of three horizontals beginning the last visible sign of

line 4 {tur).

1963:14

^ '^ra4in4n-‘da han-za-baV’-Ta tu4^4ru4P^ ^ ^Hr-da4ak-ma na-an-Ki 10 -{- 2 (over 3,

erased) ^kur-sdmm 4 pan-su-has 1 si4§-mas ^a-ak 9 ir^-ma-ki pan-su-kas Ktr . babbar^® ^ap

id-du{\) gal ^^kur4as ® Wa'^-za-ka-ra ap-pa mu{\)4d4p \M-an]‘ka-ra-ka^ ^^u-da^na

^\^7ha-ri']4e^-§i4S M-ra-ma ^ \za-ak pir-nu-^ul gal-ua ap’pi4\ni ^Jia-dlu-kdn’Tha-

^^is-na 20-u]m-me-man-na [12 ^^ruh^^ un-r]a 3 pan-su-ka^ [1 si4s-mas] ^9'^

^^pu-Jiy}^ un-ra [2] ^pan-su-koi^^ a~ak 2,9 ir-ma-ki-na [9^^^pu-liu}^ un-ra 1 pan-su-koM

a-ak over erasure) 2 si4s-ma§ pan-su-koS-ua 14 ^MiJNTJS^® un-ra 2 pan-au-koM

2.9 if’fna-ki-na 11 ^ pu^hu^^ un-ra 1 pan-su-kas ^^ 2 E4^-ma^ pan-su-kas-ria

^hahmi hi li-ka du-um^me ^^ba-ka-pu-uk-M-ak-mar du-ka

Speak to Ratininda the Treasurer; Artataxma says: Give 12 karsha, 4 shekels,

1 third and a ninth shekel, silver, (as) rations to garda ^ ® vineworkers who are accounted

to the vineyard (?) (Hankaraka) under Otanes (who is at the place) Niriz (?). (This

is the) equivalent of half of the rations, their rations for the month of Adukana of the

20th year. (Computations) 20-21 This sealed order has been given, a receipt from

Megabyzus has been received.

That the garda ^^^ra-za-ka-ra who appear in this and the following text, as also in PTT
No. 52, were men having something to do with grape culture or the production of wine

was early recognized by Gershevitch {Asia Major, 11 [1951], 136 and 138) and has been

I
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eutliusiastically accepted ever since; cf. Cameron, JNES, XVII (1958), 167; Benveniste,

JA, 1958, p. 58 (‘Vigneron”); Hinz, ZDMG, XXXV n.f. (1961), 245. In the above text,

the same (number of) vineworkers as those in PI" T' No. 52 are being granted rations one

month earlier (March-April) at a slightly lower pay scale. For the possibility that

Hankaraka, elseAvhere written (H)ankurrak(k)a, may be related to modern Persian

angur,
‘

'grapes, ” see Gershevitch, op. cit., pp. 134 f.

1963:15

r[a4i]n‘[in-d]a hdn-za-har-ra ^ ^ba-ir^-m'^-lan] ^tu^-ru4s ir-da4aJc-ma na-an-Ki-mm

® 13 kur-m-tm 5 pan~su~Ms ku.babbar^^ ^ ap id-du gal kur4as ^^ha-^za-ka-ra a-ak

pu-hu (erasnre)^^ ha4i-ma-^nu4s ap-pa mu-M4p ^ hi-m-an ^ '^'^kur-da-ma za-ak

pir-nu-^su^ ® gal \tu-ur\~ma-ras ^ ^ he-ul 20-um-me-na 29 un-ra 3

pan-su-kas 3 za- ds-‘mlas-n]a 9 %unus^^ un-ra 2 pan-su-kas pir-nu-su pan-su-

ka^-na 3 ^pu-hu^^ un-ra-na 1 pan-su-kas za-ds-mas- 7ia^ Jial-mi hi li-kd ba- Jca-ba-

ad-da tal4i4s-da-^da(sic)'^ du-um-me '^'^ha-^ka^-'^^ pu-uh-m-ak-^ka?-\fnaT du-kaJ]

[..... ]-m [...?]

Speak to Ratininda the Treasurer; Artataxma says: Give 13 karsha, 5 shekels of

silver as rations to garda vineworkers and boy “rationers” who are accounted to

(the place) Hiran under Kurdama; it is the equivalent (of) half rations for the month

Thuravahara of the 20th year. (Computations) This sealed record has been

given; Megapates wrote (the document), a receipt was received from Megabyzus [....].

This text provides allocations in part to individuals doing the same kind of work for

the same second month of the 20th year as PTT No. 52. Here, however, in addition to

garda vine-workers” (on which see the previous text), the recipients are "boy

rationers(?)” (see above, 1963:9). Dr. Hallock calls my attention to the fact that ihepuhn

in line 5 are not "boys” age-wise, since there are no boys mentioned in the allotments.

1963:16

^\^fri\a-u-d4s kdn-za-bar-ra ba4r-m-is tu4,-rlru-is]
^ ir-da-tak-ma 2

^pan-su-kas \a-ak piy-^nu-ba^-ik K[ij.BABBAR ^ za-ik pir-nu-ba-[ik] gal-na {id^-du

® gal za-^ik{oi giY-[x-x\-e hi-se ^ ^mu’^-is-si-ra-ia kas''^^'^ ® hu-ut-Hi]-ra ^ ba-ir-

^ {sd4]s [^ITU^®^ [ ]
^ be-ul

[ ] za-ik 6a(sic; for gall)

.1 2 pan-su-kas \a-ak pir-nu-ba-ik . . . .] kur . .

.

.]

Speak to Vahush the Treasurer at Parsa; Artataxma says: Give 2 shekels and a

half (shekel) silver, equivalent to half of the rations as rations of (the man) named
Zak. ...... an Egyptian, beer-maker at Parsa, month of .... lo-is _ _ ^ ^ ^ _
(broken computations).

Vineworkers and a "vine-bearer” named Otanes appeared in PTT No. 36 (see-

however, Hallock’s doubts on the former in JNPS, XIX [1960], 98), and—following a
suggestion of T. Jacobsen—I interpreted both . sa in PPjTNo. 38 and H-
is nu-is-ki-ip in PPP No. 46 as "beer tenders, bearers” (see, however, R. Labat in

Bib. Or., VII [1950], 83 a, n.). Here, an Egyptian (whose name, unfortunately, is Illegible)

is said to be a "beer-maker” hu-ut-ti-ra) at Persepolis. Only the obverse of the

tablet remains, and molten iron obscures even that in part.
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1963:17

^ ra4in-in-da tu4^-Tu}4s ^ ir\-^da4ak-ma? na-an-Ki.Mm 1 ^ kur-m-um 1 fan-su-km

za-ds- ^ mas pan-su-kas kit . babbar^®^ ap ® Hd'^-du ® ea dumu^®

za^ku^-si- ^^a-BE za-ak pir-nu-ib-ba ® gal tu-ur-ina-ras ® ^ be-ul 20-um-me-na

1 RUH^^ i kur-m-um [i pan-su-ka]s ^zayds-mals pan-su-kas] All else

(2-3 lines) broken away.

In the personal name sa-um-Hmi-KA, the final sign could equally be read ut or iz (gis);

tin is impossible.

1963:18

^ [x kur-M-um x pan-su-kas ku . babbar^®] ^[ka'^-ap-nu-Hs-ki\^ba']-Hr-m'^-[na]-^ma-mar

^^kur4as mar-ri-ip ^ %a4r~m ^'^pat4i-na4s-^m da-ma ^^u-ra4in-da ® sd-ra-man-na

hn-pi-he du-ma-is za-ak ® 2 U-is-mas gestin^® ® ha-du-kdri-nu-^ia'^ Hu4r-ma-

ras PAB 2 iTu(sic!)^^^^ ha4u-ma be-ul 20-me-na (Remainder completely broken away)

Only about half of this memo-type tablet is preserved. In lines 7 f., za-ak 2 si-is-mas is

very clear, as are similar writings in PTT Nos. 68 and 31 (collated). In JNES, XIX
(1960), 93b and 92a, Hallock regards these as scribal errors for M-ai. On the personal

name in line 4, see above, 1963:5.

1963:19

^ [ ] 2 ME 4 kitr-sd-um a-ak ^ [ H]-is-mas pan-su-uk-ka^-na ®

^'^mar-n4p gal ma-ki-^{ip '^ba-ir-sd^'^']ba-u-ka sd-ra-man~na ^ [hu-pi-be] du-is

UDU.NiTA^®^ a-ak ® [sd-gi-ma 1 unu

.

nita]^®^ S pan-su-uk-kas uk-ku ^
[Jf mar-ri-

is 1 Ki.MiN Ki.MiN ® ^^Hu-Tu-ma-ir a-ak ® [^sa-ak-ri-si-is ^kar]-ma-hat-

tas HuT^na-ba-si-iP [^kar-ba-si-is ^kaT-b'\a-H-ism[e-sd-na'PA'B 6 ha-tu-ma ^be-ul]

30~na-[ma .] Lines 12-19, over Edge and part of Rev.: only 2-3 signs in

center of each line, but giving evidence of typical computations. ^° [ ] du-man-ra

[ -n]a 1 pan-su-uk-kas du-man-\ra ] Ktr.BABBAB^^ hi ^Has-su-ip hi-

na l^^pi-da-bar-ma a-ak ^"^ak-ka-ial-ie pir-ru mu-is-sd-is-da [ '^hal-mi li{l)-

ilkiiyka lu-ri-ik-ka me-ni [ . . . .] pi.ik.ka [...... ]-ha

hu-m, STJ.KA . du]-me ^'^nu-tan-nu- [ia li-is] ^ba-ir-m-is ^hal-mar-ras-ik-ka

Although less than half of this slightly larger than usual memorandum-type tablet is

preserved, the document authorizes rations for workmen whose work-period began in

the second month of the 30th year of Darius. This text and PTT No. 1 a, therefore,

have the distinction of being the earliest recorded documents found in the treasury

complex.

The personal name Ba-u-ka (line 3) had probably already occurred in PTT No.l (cf.

Hallock, JNES, XIX [1960], 96 a). The restoration of line 23 is based essentially on PTT
No. 18:26 ff. Note that hu-mj (lines 25, 26) had already occurred in documents from Susa

published in Ifcm., Vol. IX, e.g. in No. 38; cf. ^inz, Orientaliay XXXI (1962), 42.

Dr. Hallock suggests to me that lu-ri-ik-ka (line 24; cf. also, perhaps, lu-^rak{'^.)^-ka in

PTTWo. 2:21 ;
see below, p. 187) may be identical with a form which he finds in fortifica-

tion texts, where it replaces m-m, *

‘each,’’ and seems to mean “singly” or the

like. Armed with the latter knowledge we may now better understand (and more

M

8 :
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satisfactorily restore) a passage in the Elamite version of the DSj inscription (last dis-

cussed by Hinz in ZDMG, 011 [1952], 375 f.) where may be found ap-pa

hu-vd-da-ra hu-be da-a-ki lu-ra-ka in-ni hu-vd-da. With confidence we may now translate,

“(All) that I did, that in no other {da-a-ki) single way {lu-ra-ka) did I do it (than as

Aliuramazda coramanded me)/’

The restorations in lines 9-11 follow a suggestion of Br. Hallock, and fit all sign traces.

If they are correct, they document an intercalated Ululu in the 30th year of Darius,

492 B.C.; in Parker and Dubberstein, Babylonian Chronology (2d ed., 1956), pp. 6 and 35,

a second Addaru for the previous year, 493/92, had been thought probable, although it

was uncertain.

1963:20

^ tu^rTU-is ^ \ti-ia to-ot-ki . min 2] 50 hur- ® [sd-um 7 da-sa-u]-

rm^Ms 1 mi- ^ liMu-maykaS kit.^babbaeI^ nh s [hi.i^a-pi(^4]i4p ap-pa %a4r-M-

® [an tuk-hi-man-ha ^[xyak-has ^Ha^ad-da-na-na ® \^'^]ah-^ha4eMa M-ra-man-^

na hu- ® ^pi'^-be gaUi M-ag-gi-ma ap id-du Hur-na-ba- si-is a-ak ^ka-ir-ba4i4s

FAB 2 ap-pa am mu-i^- ^be^ li-ma-na hu-bc-ma ap id-du me 60{3iA.)

w-m [da]-sa-u-ma-kas W-ma-kas KtT.BABBAB^® du-man-ba,

17 ^^P'ii-hu un-ra at{\)-ba~za- is za-is-ma-kas da-sa-u-ma- kas-na kit . babbae^®^ du-

man-ba 21 ^^pu- hu un-ra mi-ii-du-ma-kas Ktr.BABBAR^^ du-man-ba 2 mb d (= 203)

un-ra da-sa-u-ma-has Ktr.BABBAB^® du-man-ba [2d'’ + 5 ^pu-hu un-ra at-ba-

za- za-ii-Tna-kaS da-sa-u-ma-kai- ^^{na kit . babbar]^^ du-man-ba 18 ^pu- ^^[hu

un-ra mi-i^-du-m]a-ka§ Kir . babbab^®^ ^ydu-man-ba fab 9 me 57 ^^]kur-tas

tal-U-iS d]u-^^^^ 29 j-^e d]u-i^

^"2gpeak to Vahush; Artavardiya says: 2-4 r250T karsha, 7 tenths (karsha) (and)

1 twentieth (karsha), silver, to boys, Babylonians(?), who at Parsa are stone cutters

‘‘responsible” to (the men) Ha. .rakkash, Daddanana, (and) Abbateya, ® ^2 give (this)

to them as the equivalent (of their?) rations (for) the months Darnabaji and Karbashiya

—a total of 2 months. ^2-13 (Those?) who are (here and) now accounted for, to(?) them,

pay it out(?)

14-16 060
(
2
)
men, each, should receive a tenth (karsha) (and) a twentieth (karsha),

silver.

17-19 30 ]yoj8, each, should receive three times(?) a fourth of a tenth (of a karsha),

silver.

19-21 21 boys, each, should receive a twentieth (of a karsha), silver.

21-22 203 women, each, should receive a tenth (of a karsha), silver.

23 - 26 25
( ? )

girls, each, should receive three times( ? )
a fourth of a tenth (of a karsha)

,

silver.' ,
,

25-27 23 g|;iQ^4 y0eeive a twentieth (of a karsha), silver.

27 - 29 [Total: 957] garda. [N wrote the document] (and) received [a receipt from NN].

This was initially a puzzling, if fascinating, document, and not all of its problems have

even yet found satisfactory solutions despite the joint efforts of Drs. Hallock and

Gershevitch. The former first provided a key to its seemingly complicated mathematics

and, with his unerring eye and vast experience in deciphering Persepolis documents,

filled in many troublesome spots to assure the readings. One of his fortification texts
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(PF 1831) has both Abbateya as ^aramanna (here, line 8) and the same cylinder seal

impression, thus assuring the name of the addresser as Artavardiya (lines 1-2).

A major difficulty (always assuming that the scribe was rigidly accurate) has been the

fact that a few important numerals are missing (involving the designated total of IcrM

in lines 2 ff. and the specified numbers of men and women in lines 14 ff. and 23 ff.). An
additional problem results from new forms of fractionals which appear here and here

only; our joint conclusion is that the new forms are neither fractionals in general nor

fractions of the shekel, but are fractions of the hvM which perhaps (but by no means
necessarily) may have circulated as actual coins similar to the ddimha- (above, 1963:4)

which is documented as a specific coin worth | shekel.

Hitherto the OP words for fractions, as written in Elamite, included those for f,

I, and 3
^
0- (see below, p. 185, Table 1). The fraction for appeared under the guise

of Elamite da-sa-metS, and that for J as za4§-^u-7na§; the new text seemed to present

these fractions under the fotm^ da-sa-u-rm-hed and m4^-ma-kas and, in addition,

offered mi4^-du~ma-has as, apparently, a form for the fraction deducing from

these and other Elamite writings the underlying OP forms, Dr. Gershevitch has per-

formed a signal service. His remarks follow.

“The variant, actually the better form, da-sa-u-ma-Jea^ which this text adds to da-^sa-

ma^ as published in JNE8, 1958, 175, confirms Karl Hoffmann’s identification of EL
as-du-ma{s) and nu-ma-u~mas as OP fractionals *a§tauva- and "^navauva-

;
see Handhuch

der Orientalistih IV/1, p. 18; it is evident that da-$a{-uyma{-ha)^ similarly represents

OP '^daBauva{lcay

,

In view of 0. Szemer^nyi’s objection to Hoffmann’s explanation, in

his Studies in the Indo-European System of Numerals, 75 n, 40, it may not be superfluous

to note that the rendering of OP ^astauva- by EL aS-du-ma{s) is paralleled by the EL
spelling Har-ru-ma-ti4S, beside Har-ra-u-ma4i4s, of OP HarauvatiL

“The EL spelling of the fractional for pan-su-ma4h, has been correctly understood

as representing OP *pan6auva- by Brandenstein and Mayxhofer, Handhuch des Alt-

persischen, 1964, p. 136. But the two authors are scarcely right in separating from the

numeral five the EL word for shekel, pan-su-kaM, which they interpret, following Har-

matta, as representing OP *paOuka- (to Lat. pecu). This view meets a serious obstacle

not only in the disagreement between EL pan and OP pa, but also in the EL rendering of

the first syllable of OP Ouravdhara- by means of tu and ^u, and of OP duxra- by means
of du. The absence from the very numerous occurrences of the shekel-word of variants

with tu, du, or su, virtually excludes the value du of EL su in this word; the supposition

that the OP word had ^Median’ su instead of Persian $u would not help, in view of the

EL spelling su-uk4aS, §u-uk-da of O^BSv^da- Bogdiana.’ By contrast, your interpretation

mJNES, 1958, 176 ofpan-su~ka§ as representing OP *panhuka- finds support, as Hallock

points out in a letter, in the correspondence between EL Su4z-za and OP Zuza- in DB:

§ 26. Morphologically "^panbuka- 'piece worth five,’ instead of expected "^panbaka-, is

understandable if one assumes that its u was analogical to that of "^^betguka- (Av.

"^"^badruka-) 'piece worth four,’ where bagu- would be the normal compound-form of the

immeml font; gL za-ut4ur-ru-pat4i4b ahove, text No, 10.

“We are thus left with mi4s-du-ma-kas, whose appurtenance to OIr. visati ‘20’

cannot be doubted. Since a fractional is required, mi4b-du-ma is likely to stand for OP
"^vistauva-. To explain the direct contact between 5 and i we must assume that this

fractional was built on an ordinal of the form *vistama-, on the pattern of the relation
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obtaining between the fractionals *pmi6auva-, *aBauva-, *7iavauva-, ^daQauva- and the

corresponding ordinals *pancama., *cdtama-, *nuvama-, HaSama-. The ordinal

thus presupposed is clearly the immediate ancestor of -p^kl vistum, TsV hutum-, its form

wiU be due to a haplological shortening of *visa(n)stama-, the original OP equivalent of

^"^TTeCrse^nt tablet, however, raises a new problem in that the OP fractionals occur-

rins in it (under the normalized Elamite forms dasamnakas, miMumahas, and zaswnkas)

are all extended by the suffix -ka. To judge from the function of this suffix in *pancuka-

‘piece worth five,’ OP ^daBmwalca- and Histauvaha- were not mere fractionals, but terms

denoting actual pieces weighing, respectively, one-tenth and one-twentieth of a

The terms krsa-, *6a(^u)svaka- (if this designates the quarter-A:rsa, see below)

*daeauvaka-, *vtstauvaka-, and *danaka- (to be discussed presently) may be presumed

to have belonged to an essentially decimal system of weights, used by the Persians even

before they occupied Persis. A possible reason for calling the shekel pa^uka- would

then be that when the Persians became acquainted with it they found that it weighed

one and a quarter *daeaumka., that is, five quarters of the nearest comparable piece of

their own. The term **caguka- ‘piece worth four,’ reconstructed above for the sake of

explaining the u of *pan6uka-, may then have been an alternative name^of the

*daeauvaka-. Wlien subsequently it became convenient for trading purposes to raise

the standard of the krsa- from ten HaBauvaka-s to ten shekels (= *pancuka-B), term

*daeauvaka-, after the final abandonment of the lower standard of the krsa-, could be

put to new use as an alternative Persian name of the shekel.

“This explanation may also account for the application of the term *danaka- to one-

eighth of a *pancuka- in PTT, 131 sq., which contradicts the expectation that the term,

which literally meant ‘grain,’ would denote the smallest fraction of the decim^y

divided krsa-, viz. one hundredth. At the time when the *panluka- equalled one and a

quarter HaBauvaka-, one tenth ofthe former would be one eighth of the latter. This may

have been the situation which led, once the term *daBauvaka- came to be used as a

synonym of*pan6uka-, to the attesteddivisionofthelatterintoeightupgraded*dawafca-s.

Later, as an Iranian LW for the smallest unit within a given monetary system,

*ddnaka- could be used for one-sixth drachma, as in Syriac and Arabic.

Table 1, based on Dr. Gershevitch’s remarks, shows all the fractional forms—both

those for fractions in general use and those for fractions of the which have appeared

12 “Thus Lagarde, Noldeke, and Horn. Eilers, who

in Welt des Orients, ii (1957), 333, gives a useful survey

of the distribution of the word, differs. But his idea,

quoted with approval by Mayrhofer, Et, Skt. Diet, ii,

98 n., that ^ddnaka- originally meant ‘share, piece

(‘Teil, Stuck’), although it is based on the NP use of

ddne as a counting word (e.g. do ddneslb ‘two apples’),

amounts to putting the cart before the horse. That the

name of a small obsolete coin could become a counting

word for small objects is self-evident. But that

*ddnaha~ should have meant ‘piece’ before it became a

technical term for the smallest weight or coin in use,

is an assumption which needs at least some indepen-

dent support. Eilers offers only his conviction that

etymologically *ddnaka- belongs to Vedic ddnd, which

will not be shared very widely. On the one hand Grass-

mann, where he does not translate ddnd as ‘gift’ or

‘sacrificial meal,’ has ‘Austheilen, Antheil,’ which is not

the same as a ‘piece’ of weight. On the other hand, even

where he has ‘Antheil’ (which he regarded as a mere

contextual variant of ‘giving’) the meaning is so clearly

‘giving’ that Geldner in his translation never departs

from it. There is thus no reason for dissociating Vedic

ddnd in any way from dd- ‘to give.’ By contrast, ^the

earlier view is in every respect incontrovertible; since

Vedic has dhdnd (plur.) in the sense of ‘grains,’ NP dune

which (a) means ‘a grain’ and (b) serves as a counting

word for small objects, can only go back to OP
*ddnaka-; the fact that the latter was a small coin

accounts for (b), and the original meaning ‘a grain,’

preserved through the ages, for its having become

the name of a small coin. As to ^F ddng, to which

Eilers also, and justly, refers, this term for ‘one

sixth’ (originally of a drachma) does not directly

continue OP *ddnaka-, but was re-borrowed from

Aram. ddnqdJ'
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in known treasury documents. The forms here presented supplement and correct those

published in PTT, p. 38, and in JNES, XVII (1958), 175. It must, however, be admitted

that the interpretation of the postulated form '^ca{gu)svaJca- as ‘‘a piece worth | hrm^
presents difficulties.

The rations allocated in lines 14-21 seem to be in harmony with the '' Grain Texts

described by Hailock XIX [1960], 94 ff.) and represent a full ration, each

recipient averaging the hrsa equivalent of, respectively, f, and | shekels per month.

The specific words which, as fractions of the krsa, would result in this assumed full

ration as expressed in shekels are, for 1| and J, correctly and respectively, ‘'dasaumakas

(plus) misdumakas (i.e. iro + = li shekels) and miMumakas (i.e. -^o

krm == I shekel). However, for that krsa fraction which should yield the equivalent of

I shekel the Elamite writing gives us at-ha-za4s za4s-ma~kas da-sa~u-ma-kas~na. One
method of explaining this phrasing to signify the krsa equivalent of | shekel is to assign

to the hapax word at-ha-za-is a meaning “three times,” so that in numerical terms the

three words would represent “3(1 of i\) krsa,'' since ten-shekel krsa = | shekel.

TABLE 1

Old Pebsian Ebactions in Tbeasuby Documents

A. Fractions in General

Postulated Old Persian Form
•} *9is(u)va-

i *cas(u)va-<ca(9u)s(u)va-

X

9

1 -
10
1_
2 0

paneauva-

*astauva-

*navauva-

*da^auva-

*vistauva-<*visa(n)stauva-

Elamite Written Form{s)

si-su-mas, si-is-mas

za-is-su-mas, za-is-su-is-mas,

za-su-is-mas, za-as-mas

pan-su-ma-is

as-du-mas

nu-ma-u-mas

da-sa-mas

*mi-is-du-ma

B. Coin Fractions of the krsa

J *cas(u)vaka-<*ca(9u)s(u)vaka-

t6 ’^da^auvaka-

2̂ ^vistauvaka-

za-is-ma-kas

da-sa-u-ma-kas

mi-is-du-ma-kas

Yet according to this explanation, za-is~ma-ka§ (OP *ca{gu)svaka~) would, unlike the

other fractional forms with -iba-, be a simple fraction “J” and not signify “J krsaP If

that be true, then (as Dr. Gershevitch has observed to me) we would be compelled to say

that the scribe—or the person who dictated—committed a lapse: thinking in terms of

coins or weights named after krsa fractional determined by -ka- he wrote—or said

—

’^ca(9w)&aifca- instead of the expected *ca(92t)5m-.

It is obvious that the key to the solution of our problem lies in the word aUha-za4s

which has so far denied us an explanation. We have no reason to suggest that it means
'‘three times” beyond the belief and assumption that the full phrase in which it appears

declares that each of the recipients is to obtain the equivalent of | shekels of silver. In

this dilemma Dr. Gershevitch ingeniously proposes that atbazas (perhaps itself a com-

pound of at- [or atha-l P (ba)zas-) might signify “one-half the difference”; thus the
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entire phrase would result in the literal translation “half-the-difference (of) one-fourth

(and) of one-tenth”-i.e. J(i - *) Ma (= ^ krSa or | shekel). As a possible reason

for this compHcated specification. Dr. Gershevitch suggests that the workers in question,

having performed one shekel’s worth less work than had been stipulated, received only

half the amount due to them after the corresponding deduction, either as a punishment

for having broken the contract or as a means of insuring that they would fulfill it at a

U^ortunately, the problem cannot be resolved definitively on the basis of the data

now at hand. If, however, we assume that the phrase in question signifies that Wa

fraction which is the equivalent of the expected | shekel in other texts; that the lacking

numerals are to be restored as shown in the transHteration; and that the scribal com-

putations were accurate, then the mathematics of the document would work out as

given in Table 2,

TABLE 2

The Mathematical Computations of the Text 1963:20

TABLE 3

Wobk-Pebiods of the New Tbeasuby Documents

Lines Numbered Individuals Each Receives in Ma Total Ma

14-16 rSOO"* men A + A (=A-) 99

17-19 30 boys A * 2J

19-21 21 boys 'h 1-20

21-22 203 women * 20*

23-25 *'25'* girls 'io

25-26 18 girls 20
*•

1

Total for each month 125f hrM

Grand Total for two months 250| hrsa

Addressee Sovereign Year Month(s) Tablet No.

(None; memo type)

Baratkama

[Vahush]

[ . ]

Vahush

Ratininda'

(None; memo type)

[Probably memo-type]

Ratininda

[ » ]

Treasurer

Treasurer

[•••*•]

Treasurer

Treasurer

None

Darius

Xerxes

2--66

5 .

,

1-6^3

^6 months'*

8-12

10

10-11

1

1-2
.

2

.

.
:2 ,

:

2

19

8

3

4

l'

10, IL 12

2
,

,

14 '

18
13'

.

9 and 15

17
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PTT No. 6: Lines 3-5 do indeed read as proposed by Hallock, JNES, XIX (1960),

97 a: ® un-sa-ak-na ^ ^ pa4(ib (!) Huk-rai ^ ® '^ah'^-ba-ah-i^-Tia.

PTT No. II: 3-4: The reading is still dubious; Just possibly but by no means certainly

one might read ^^fa(l)-j3i-^n-wm for the •'e7i(?)'^-^i-n-wm proposed in JNE8, XVII

(1958), 165, n. 9, and this might then recall the noted above under

1963:9; there is no certainty here, however.

PiPT No. 12 a: No more can be obtained from this difficult text, but the name of the

scribe in line x + 5 can probably be restored to '^^mi4s4d-ina-pa\ on the strength of the

name in 1963: 8, line X 4* 9.

PPT No. 14: In line 5 read ^^hur'-nu4k-ka§-be with JNP/S, XVII (1958), 165, n. 9.

PPP No. 18: For the elimination of the presumed OP compound duvara-hara in

Table 3 indicates the work periods of the new documents where the dating is pre-

served. The dates indicated agree with those given in PTT, p. 33, Table 2, where,

however, the Treasurer Barishsha (PPP No. 25) is to be shifted from the reign of

Xerxes into that of Artaxerxes I; see Hallock, JNE8, XIX (1960), 91 a.

III. Results of the Collation of Treasury Tablets in the Teheran
Archeological Museum

PTT No. 2. Although the tablet is in a very friable and damaged condition, proper

cleaning—and, frankly, greater experience—enabled me to read a much more substantial

portion. PTT Nos. 2 and 9 (the latter in Chicago; see the revisions suggested by Hallock

in JNES, XIX [1960], 97) may now be seen to have much in common, with their refer-

ences to Egyptians and, surely, to work on inscriptions (OP nipista-) at Persepolis, For

the personal name Ba-u-ha (line 7) and the word lu-rakiiyka (‘‘singly”?) (line 21) see

the above text 1963:19. In line 16, ha-nu is the assured reading, and the word appears

to replace the normal sign pab signifying “total”; see the concluding notes to 1963:3

above.

'^ha-rat-ka-^wxP tu^^-ru-is ^ "'ap-pi-i^-man-da na-aw,-K[i . min] ^29 kur-sd-um ^a-ak'^

[4]^pan-su^-[uk-ka^] ^ Ktr

.

babbar^®^ ^^kur-tas ap-pa^\du-ma{'l)]- ^ kas-he ^^mu-sir-ri-ia-ip

\^nu\- ® pi-is-tas-ma H-ia-an[-ma Jiu-ud-da]- man-ha gal ma-ki-ip ^^ba-u-[ka sd-ra]-

® man-na ^^hu-pi-be %p'^ [id-du] ^ udu . nita^®^ sd-ag-gi-[me] 1 ki . min 3 pan-su-[uk-
Edge 11 dj,j,-gig %a-gi-[ia-ti-i§] ^mar-ka-M-n[a4s %a-M4a-ti-ii] ^ha-na-ma-

^ka^'^ ^sa-mi-ia-man-[ta§] ^mi-^kdn]-na-ii [^mi-kdn-na4S me-M}- [na hyx-nu 7

^ITU [%e]-ul 32-na-ma ^14 ^^ruh^®"* un-ra ^[itu^®^’^ ^3 pan'^-su-uk-kai

fKir.BABBAR^^T M ^'^ha-u-ka{ ] me-ni hu-belu-^Tak{'\)]-ka [x (?)] ^^"^hi-pif^-

uk-ka tal-li4[i-da'\ ^^^nu-ta7i^-nu-ia du-me ^^^mar\- du-uk-k[a4k]-mar du-i^-^da'^

^ Speak to Baratkama; Appishmanda says: ® give 29 karsha and 4 shekels, silver, to

garda who are Eg3rptian “builders,” working on the inscriptions on the terrace(?)

(and) entitled to receive rations, Bauka being “responsible.” Sheep (serve) as the

equivalent: 1 of the same (for) 3 shekels. Months: Bagayadi, Markashana, Hashiyati,

Anamaka, Samiamantash, Viyaxna and the second (intercalated) Viyaxna—a total of

7 months in the 32nd year. 14 men, each, per month, 3 shekels. This money

Bauka [ ], then that one singly(?) [...]. Hipirukka wrote the document, the (sealed

document) Nutannuya delivered; a receipt he received from Mardukka.
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line 4, see above under 1963:6. In line 5 (as also in PTT No. 23:3 f.) read an-bar**' ka-

si-ip/and in Une 27 read the personal name as Pi-Md-da-6ar-ma.
,

FTT No 21- In line 4 the signs are cramped, written over an erasure, and continue

over a part of the edge; what I read as 1 may (but without certainty) be interpreted as

MUNUS so that a feminine name is involved; if so, I would suggest

^^^PTTnI 29- Contrary to my statement, this document concludes almost exactly the

same as its near-dupUcate, PTT No. 28. On the right hand (curved) end of the obverse

are two lines of tiny script; hence the text ends as follows: -Hn.da.p^. - .a

du-me ^^mus- mar-du-ih-mar du-is.
, . , , u , a

On the OP word danaka-, signifying a i shekel piece, which should have appeared m

this document and does appear in its near-duphcate PTT No. 28 as well as m 1963.4

above, see the remarks of Dr. Gershevitch above, p. 184.

Co„tory to my ungmoious comment, in fTT. p. 133 .boot tlmnoonr.ey of the

.eribe, his totals ate absolutely oottect; eight karshas. 71 shekels (with the latter bemg

expressed sexagesimally as 7:30).
T,Trtn v^ttt mokoi ir« r, q

PTT No. 31: In line 5, read ruh*® hir-^nu-has'' with JNES, XVII (1958), 165, n. 9.

PTT No. 39: At the end of line 5, rgE.BARi**' is preferable, with JNM8, loc. cit.

PTT No. 44 a: I failed to note that only about one-third of the tablet exists.

PTT No. 48: In lines 6-7, remove the queries; see also above in the notes to 1963:9.

PTT No. 49: In hnes 6-7 read: ’^par-te-tas nu(iyi^l)-kp8ip; see above in notes to

1963:9; the final -ip has only two verticals.

PTT No. 49a 1 : Although badly mutilated, this text may be fully and safely restored

on the basis of several other paraUel documents (all cited in the notes to text 1963:8

above) to read as follows:
r o 7 n *

1 ^'’ra-tinUn-da kdn-m-bar-ra ^ tu^-ru-is ^Hr-da-tak-ma na-an-TS-i.^Mis 2 kur-sa-um 6

pan- ^ su-kaS Ktr. babbarI® ap id-du gal ® ^a-za-be a-ak '^Hu-ka- « be '^^mi-ra-u-da da-ma

in sd-ra-ma ^za-ak'' Si-iS-rm[s gal oi5gestin'^-?wi] ^ gal^ap-pi-[m itu®

10 du-kdn-na-[iS-na ^be-ul 20-um-me-na] 21 '’*'ruh“® un-ra 2 i^-^i-ma^] pan-

su-kaS ‘“'[euh1®( ? )]
un-rapir-nu-sup[an-su-kas] 15 *‘*'euh^® u[n-ra 1 1^-] hs-maS''

pan-su-kas-^7ia{ 1 )] [’^hal-mi] hi li-ka P be-ul-20]-me-na

Speak to Eatininda the Treasurer; Artataxma says: give 2 karsha 6 shekels silver to

them (as) rations of bricklayers and plasterers(?) (whom) Miranda “sent” (but for

whom) you are “responsible.” (It is the) equivalent (of) 2 thirds the ratmn of wine,

their rations for the month of Adukana of the 20th year. (Computations)

This sealed order has been given; 20th year.

PTT No. 49 a 3: Also this text, although badly mutilated, may be safely restored

because it is word for word almost the exact duplicate of PTT No. 53, dated one month

ater. Originally, at least 150 individuals {garda), serving under Napizza the garda^pat,

vere involved.

^^ra-tin-in-da hdn^-{za-har-ra ^ ha-irM^an tu^-ru-{is ir]- ® da4ah-ma . min

® ictr . BABBAR^® ap id‘du ga[l hur]- ^ tas ap-pa
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na] ^20'^ pu-hv}^ un-ra 2 [pan-su-kas] ^^ a-ak 2,9 ir-ma’ki-na 3 pu-[hu^^] un-ra 1

pan-su^kas 2 m4s^\:rrias'^m^ ma 7 un-ra [2 pan-’Su^kas
^^ 2,9 ^ir-ma--ki'^--na

[rest, ca, 4 lines, completely broken away]

^ Speak to Ratininda the Treasurer ofParsa; Artataxma says: x karsha and 2 thirds

(shekel), silver, give to them as rations—^to garda who are accounted to (the places

named) Kabarapish (Khafr ?) and Bashia (Pasa ?). There Napizza, the garda^pat (at)

Kabarapish, is ‘^responsible.” (It is) the equivalent of half rations for them for the

month Adukana in the 20th year.
12 -end (Computations).

PTT No. 50: For the restoration now mandatory in lines 4-5, see above, 1963:13.

PTT No. 55: Insert line 6 a. Beginning at the middle of line 5 read: ^^kur4as ku-pir-

^ri-ia-is ha-su-ip u da-ma za-ak pir-nu-ih~su gal-na etc. See above, notes to the new

text 1963:9; I stiM have no explanation for the verbal form ha-su-ip.

PTT No. 56: In lines 6f., I would today prefer to read ^si-ki4p'^ ^ kdn-za-um{\)

nu-d(i'ifiu~^isV^\ see above, in notes to 1963:11.

PTT No. 57: Lines 7 f. are still troublesome. Following za in line 7 are traces of a

single sign which, though possibly erased, once had at least one horizontal and probably

three verticals; the first sign in line 8 is da. Thus I would today prefer to read za-Hrl:

erased ?]- m-wa

.

PTT No. 59: Although my hand-copy {ibid,, p. 173) is in almost every respect correct,

I would prefer to restore these lines (on the basis of other similar readings) in the way

given above in the notes to 1963:9.

PTT No. 68 a: With the help of PTT No. 68, more of this broken text can now be

read. It, too, pays each of 58 men (^^ruh^®^) two-thirds of a shekel, 40 men a half

shekel [pir’-nu-su), and 38 men | shekel, but for each of two months: ka4r-ba]- M4s

a-ak ^ ba-gi-[ia4i-is] pab 2 ^iTXj^^-na ^be-u[l x-na] (the year was doubtless also 20).

PTT No. 69: In line 7, traces of the damaged sign better fit fsE.BAR^^^, as expected

(see HaUock, XIX [1960], 100).

PTT No. 76: In lines 4 f., collation assures the transliteration as given; see above,

notes to 1963:8.

IV. Index to Published Treasury Tablets in the Teheran Archeological

Museum

In PTT, pp. 213 f., an Index listed the excavation “Field Number” of each tablet

published in that volume and indicated its location: whether it was in the Teheran

Museum or had been acquired by the Oriental Institute. If the document was in the

latter institution, then the Oriental Institute's acquisition number was also given.

When I first examined the treasury documents in Teheran in 1939, each was still

within an envelope supplied by the Oriental Institute excavators and each envelope still

bore the field number and the seal type given it by the Field Director, Erich F. Schmidt.

The envelopes, unfortunately, no longer exist; instead, the museum authorities have

inked in or painted on most of the tablets one or more of their own museum numbers

—

numbers which clearly bear no relationship to the original field numbers. Unfortunately

also, records correlating the two do not exist. Sometimes a tablet will have a numeral in

both Arabic (i.e. English) and Persian figures, sometimes in only one of the two; some-

times the Arabic figure is preceded by “No,” sometimes it is not; sometimes the figures

i!r.=
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are in white ink, sometimes in Hue and/or Hack. There is no uniformity in the spot on

the tablets where the numbers are written; sometimes they appear written over the seal-

impression, but any spot on a given tablet will serve and the number must always be

searclied for.

In order to facilitate the work of any future scholar who may wish to examine in

Teheran any single document (if it can be found) which has been published in PTT, in

JNMJS previously, or in the present article, the following Index gives at least one number

now on each of the Teheran Museum tablets. If an Arabic (i.e. English) number exists

and is clearly legible, that appears exactly as it is written—i.e., as 21 or as No. 10
,
etc.

Otherwise, the Persian numerals (rendered into Arabic [i.e. English] figures) are used.

After each numeral there appears in parentheses (b) or (w); this signifies only that the

•ink employed was blue-to-black, or white. It may be noted that there is slight confusion

in the Teheran numbering system—e.g., there are two different tablets numbered in

white ink as No. 26, and there are several pairs of tablets bearing the same number (e.g.

No. 7, No. 10, No. 18, etc.) depending upon whether the ink is blue-black or white. I

may add that PTT Nos. 1 a and 31 a may still be at Persepolis, and that the notation

^^Not found” applies to my search at the Teheran Museum in the Spring of 1963. There

is of course no need to repeat the Oriental Institute accession numbers which appear in

PTT, pp. 213 f.

A. Published in PTT as No.;

2

3a

6

7

9a and 9b

10

10a and 10b

11

12a

12b

14

18

21

24

29

31

32

34

35 ^ .

38a 1-7

39

42

42 a-b

43

\44a

Number on Document in Teheran Museum

No. 42 (w)

Not foimd

No. 16 (w)

No. 7 (w)

Not found

Not found

Not found

Persian numerals 3152/53

No. 31 (w)

Not found

No. 6 (b)

No. 26 (w)

Persian numerals 1694/5 and 2280(?) (b)

21 (b)

No. 10 (b)

No. 9 (b)

No. 28 (b)

No. 27 (b)

No. 32 (b)

Not found

No. 74(b)

Not found

Not found

No. 30 (b)

No. 39 (w)

Not found

Persian numerals 3152/59 (b)
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48

48a

49

49a 1

a 2

a 3

49b 1-2

50

55

56

57

58

69

59a 1-2

60

63a

65

66

No. 23(b)

Not found

No. 25 (b)

No. 5 (w)

Not found

No. 28 (w)

Not found

No. 18 (b)

No. 49 (w)

No. 7 (b)

No. 31 (b)

No. 28 (b)

No. 11 (b)

Not found

Not found

Not found

No. 33 (b)

Two Persian numerals: 2279 (b)

279 (b)

Not found

No. 22 (w)

No. 97 (b)

No. 34 (b)

Not found

No. 15 (b)

Persian numerals 3152/32

No. 29 (b)

No. 19 (b)

Not foimd

b

B. Published in XVII (1958), 172 if.:

1957: 1

1957: 2

1957: 3

1957: 4

1957: 5

Persian numerals 3152/28 (b)

No. 18 (w)

No. 26 (w)

No. 45 (w)

No. 24 (w)

C. Published in the present article:

1963: 1 No. 8 (w)

1963: 2 No. 36 (w)

1963: 3 (No legible number)

1963; 4 Three Persian numerals;

over seal: 2279/2 and 1692;

on break: 3152/64

1963: 5 No. 13 (w)

1963: 6 No, 15 (w)

1963: 7 Perhaps Persian 3152/11 (?) (b)

1963: 8 No. 12 (w)

1963: 9 No. 3(b)
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c. Published in the present article: Number on Document in Teheran Museum

No. 47 (w)

No. 20 (w)

No. 23 (w)

No. 2 (w)

No. 10 (w)

No. 11 (w)

Perhaps Persian numeral 3152/13 (?) (b)

No. 80 (w)

No. 35 (w)

No. 1 (w)

Persian numerals 3152/21 (b)



PROBLEMS OF PROTOHISTORIC IRAN AS SEEN
FROM HASANLU^

BOBEET H. DYSON, JR., University Museum,

Philadelphia

T,. essay which follows has been prompted by the concurrence of three cir-

cumstances. First, there is the wish to honor the memory of Erich F. Schmidt whose

important excavations during the 1930’s created the University Museum’s Iranian

collection and established its continuing interest in Iran as a field of study. Second, there

is the publication of Roman Ghirshman’s major book The Arts of Ancient Iran (1964),

which includes chapters discussing northwestern Iran based on work done prior to 1957.

Third, there is the fact that the Hasanlu Project of the University Museum and the

Metropolitan Museum of Art has now completed eight seasons of excavations in Azer-

baijan and Kurdistan^ and is now in a position to begin a summing up of its work at

Hasanlu, Ziwiyeh, and elsewhere. The moment seems appropriate, therefore, to attempt

to summarize the archeological pattern of northwestern Iran as it has emerged since 1957

in relation to the protohistoric problems of that area.

The important protohistoric sites at which excavations have been carried out in the

recent past include Geoy Tepe, southeast of Rezaiyeh on the west shore of Lake Urmia

(Burton Brown, 1951); Hasanlu (Crawford, 1960; Dyson, 1957-1964) and Agrab Tepe

(1964, unpublished) in the Solduz valley east of the Kel-i-Shin pass and southwest of

Lake Urmia; Yanik Tepe on the northeast shore of Lake Urmia (Burney, 1962, 1963,

1964); Ziwiyeh in central Kurdistan (1964, unpublished); Zendan-i-Suleiman, east of

Ziwiyeh (Naumann, 1960, 1964; Oehler, 1962, 1963; Von der Osten, 1961); Marlik Tepe

on the route from the southwestern Caspian shore to the plateau (Negahban, 1962, 1964);

and Khorvin, about forty miles west of Teheran (Vanden Berghe, 1964).

In discussing the discoveries made at these sites the following archeological periods

are based on the stratigraphically established sequence at Hasanlu dated by a relative

chronology based in so far as possible on t3rpological comparisons. To this basic structure

radiocarbon dates have been added as independent evidence.

Peeiod VI (ca. 1600-1250 B.c.)

This archeological period is characterized by pottery of yeUow-white to pinkish -orange

color decorated by parallel, wavy, incised lines, or designs painted in red or dark brown

matt paint. The designs are commonly sets of parallel stripes or stripes and cross-hatched

triangles, checker-boards, solid triangles, radial lines (on flat bowl rims) or, rarely ,
small

birds. Shapes include ring-based bowls with broad flat rims, and short and tall jars with

ring or disk bases (Fig, 1). This same pottery occurs on sites from Hasanlu westward to

Ushnu near the Iraq frontier, as shown in the site survey of the Hasanlu Project and as

^ The author wishes to thank Maude d© Schauen-

see and Barbara Baker for their help in preparing this

paper and T. Cuyler Young, Jr., and Oscar Muscarella

for reading the manuscript.
^ Work on the Hasanlu Project has been carried

out with additional financial assistance from the

Archaeological Service of Iran (1959, 1960), the

Explorers Club of New York City (1964), the Univer-

sity of Kansas (1964), the Royal Ontario Museum in

Toronto, Canada (1964), and the National Science

Foundation (NSFG-24057).
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3 The excavator’s estimated date for these periods,

ca. 2550-2400 b.o. for G and 2400 for D, are unac-

ceptable in view of evidence indicating a correlation

between late K period and Hasanlu VII which dates

typologically to the late third millenium (Dyson,

1965). This conclusion is reinforced by a single C14
date from late K context at Geoy Tepe, 2574 ±146
B.o. {P-199). (All carbon dates used in this text have

been calculated by Robert Stuckenrath on the basis

of a half life of 5730 years at the 014 Laboratory of

the University of Pennsylvania.)
^ A reconnaissance of southwestern Kurdistan by

T. Cuyler Young, Jr. for the Royal Ontario Museum
during 1965 should shed additional light on the

question of pottery distributions along the Assyrian

frontier.

published by Stein (1940, PI. XXI, 1; PL XXII, 1-20; PI. XXIII, 26). At Geoy Tepe

sherds of incised ware which may be of Period VI type are illustrated from -690" in Pit

III and -630" in Pit IV (Burton Brown, 1961, PI. VIII, 403 and 968 and pp. 66, 93).

These sherds are attributed to Periods G and D respectively.^ There is no painted ware

of Hasanlu VI type, and as the incised ware is so rare it is probably safe to conclude that

the Period VI culture did not spread this far north from Solduz. At the present time the

ware is not attested elsewhere locally outside of the main Solduz valley.^
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Period VI ware has a very close parallel in the “Jiingere Chabur Ware” reported from

Ashur where it is dated to between 1600 and 1200 B.c. (Hrouda, 1967, Taf. 8; Taf. 9;

1-6 9-11) and from tombs 71, 73-77, 79, and 80 from —4.30 to -4.60 m. in Giyan II

(Contenau and Ghirshman, 1935, PI. 22, T.71: 2, 3; PI. 23, T.73: 1-7; T.74, 1, 2; T.75:

4, 7, 8, 10, 11; T.76; 1^; PI. 24, T.77: 1, 3, 4, 9; T.79; 1, 4^6; T.80; 1. 3, 6, 6; PI. 25,

T.81, 2; T.82, 1, 2) where, however, it is mixed with a local painted pottery tradition

{ihid; PI. 24, T.77, 2, 10). In historical terms, this is the period of the first Assyrian

expansion during which the kings Adad-nirari I (1307-1275), Shalmaneser I (1274-

1245), and Tukulti-Ninurta I (1243-1206) campaigned in the Zagros mountains (Saggs,

1962: 84, 85). The intrusion of this western pottery in pure form from Assjrria eastward

through Solduz to Hasanlu, and its introduction to the local culture at Giyan apparently

reflect these activities, perhaps indicating a deeper penetration of Assyrians into Iran

than is commonly assumed.

TEAirsmoN eeom Pbeiod VI to V {ca. 1250 b.c.)

In the limited area excavated on the northwest quadrant of the Hasanlu Citadel

mound there is an abrupt change from the painted ware of Period VI to the burnished

monochrome ware of V. There is no visibly eroded surface or erosion deposit between the

strata of VI and the overlying building of V, a situation which suggests that no period

of abandonment intervened. The painted pottery of VI now totaUy disappears (with the

exception of very rare small jars painted in simple stripes). It is replaced by burnished

grey-black ware (with red and brown variants), domestic buff, and coarse cooking ware.

In cultural terms it is quite clear that at this time a completely new group of people has

appeared in the vaUey. This local disruption of the older cultural pattern is no doubt

related to the widespread disturbances at the end of the second miUeimium b.c. which

encompassed the sacking of Troy VII a, the collapse of the Hittites, the movements of

the “peoples of the sea,” and the appearance of the Phrygian tribes (Mushki) in central

Anatolia on the northern borders of Assyria (PhilUps, 1961). At the same time in the

reign of Shalmaneser I (1274-1245) the new state ofUrartu is first mentioned in Assyrian

annals.

Period V (ca. 1250-1000 B.c.)

Evidence for the dating of this period, consisting of pottery and weapon parallels, has

recently been presented elsewhere (Dyson, 1964 b). The monochrome ware is charac-

terized by burnished bowls and stemmed goblets with single loop handles (Dyson, 1964 b.

Fig. 3). These goblets have aflanities to similar vessels from Giyan 1^, and rarely I ,

and SialkA (Dyson, 1962, Fig. 4; Young, 1963).® Similar vessels are known from Khorvin

(Vanden Berghe, 1964, PI. XIV) along with bowls of Sialk A type IX). None of

these Khorvin vessels occurs, however, in the published grave groups (ibid., 6-12) which

appear to be related to seventh century types at Ziwiyeh (see below). Typologically, the

objects in private coUeetions from Khorvin date from 1200 to perhaps 700 B.c. and

represent a mixture from several sites in the area which have been plundered by peasants

8 The subdivision of Giyan I used here was first Iranian proto-historio sites “

CnfuWis^'eJlnlm^^SpJ'ei^
contatos detailed typological correlations between completed before the 1964 excavation .

5..



question of looking for one-period sites which are not

mounds.
® A settlement site formerly existed near Chandar.

Statements made to the effect that no settlements

existed in this period are quite wrong; it is simply a
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(Vanden Bercrhe, 1964: 2, 3). Most of the items are knowm to have come from graves,

although there is at least one settlement site in the area.® Consequently, nothing else-

where can be dated by the non-grave material at Khorvin; to the contrary, Khorvm

objects must themselves be dated by documented materials.

Potterv related to Hasanlu V, in addition to that from Giyan I, Sialk A, and Khorvin,

occurs in' Geov B (Burton Brown, 1951, 141-52), at Tash Tepe (Ghirshman, 1954, 61-62),

and Yanik Tepe (Burney, 1963, 60; Van Loon, 1964, 6) and Toprak Kale (Bossert, 1942,

Fig. 1201). With the exception of Geoy Tepe (which has not been excavated extensively)

the major remains of Period V come from cemetery areas. The use of a cemetery area

sets these people apart culturally from their predecessors who buried their dead within

the settlement. At Hasanlu graves of this period are found around the edge of the Outer

Town on the north, east, and west (the south being imexcavated owing to the presence

of an Islamic cemetery). The burials are simple inhumations for the most part with the

body accompanied by at least a footed goblet, a deep bowl, a storage jar, and often a

quarter of sheep or goat. Occasional small objects accompany the body—beads, bronze

bracelets and rings, rare cylinder seals of glazed frit, and in one instance an iron finger

ring.

At Geoy Tepe a stone tomb, K, of this period is reported (Burton Brown, 1951, 142-

45). It was found in Pit VIII on the southwest quadrant of the low Outer Town mound

684” below the summit of the Citadel mound (the presence of a burned fortification wall

is indicated on the Citadel although its dating appears to be to Period A rather than B on

the evidence presented; Burton Brown, 1951, 141). The contour map {ibid., 15) shows

Pit VIII lying between tlie -500” and -600" contours; Tomb K would thus be on the

order of three meters below actual surface. The tomb consisted of a rectangular chamber

measuring roughly a meter and a quarter by two meters (4 x 6.| ft.). The cobblestone

walls were corbeled to support four roof slabs. Twelve bodies were buried in the chamber.

The first was accompanied by a bowl, jar, goblet, and cup (Fig. 2). The bodies were

superimposed one upon another, separated by layers of earth. There was no standard

position. The uppermost burial was accompanied by three bowls, a cup, and a spouted

jar (with free-standing horizontal spout of Period V type). Whether this tomb represents

a single interment or whether it was reused cannot be ascertained on the available

evidence. Should it be a case ofa reused family vault (the roof slabs would have facilitated

this use) the change from the goblet accompanying the early burial to the spouted jar

accompanying the later one might he significant. A parallel shift occurs at Hasanlu from

V to IV (excepting that at Hasanlu the Period IV vessels have bridged rather than free-

standing horizontal spouts). Included with the upper burial in Tomb K was a necklace

of glass, carnelian, gold foil over clay, frit, and tin-hronze beads, and several eyelet

copper pins. The beads and two crescent pendants compare well with a necklace from

Tomb VIII of Sialk A (Ghirshman, 1939, PL XLII; S.502 d). The two skulls which were

examined proved to he of females aged 50 and 35-40 years. Both were Mediterranean in

race, one being described as having a “Grecian profile” (Cave, 1951, 210-15).

Information on Period V settlements is very limited. Sherds have been found on

several tepes around Hasanlu indicating small scattered settlements. On the Citadel
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mound at Hasanlu there seem to have been widely spaced buildings of moderate size but

with no fortification wall. The walls are built with free-standing uncut stone foundations

about a meter wide and a meter high, resting on a level earth surface and surmounted by

large, square sunbaked bricks. The bricks measure 38 x 38 x 16 cms. In one wall a row^

of whole bricks is used with a row of half bricks—making a width of about 60 cms. The

technique is seen again in Period IV.

The culture of Period V plainly represents an intrusion into the area flanking Lake

Urmia on the west (from Rezaiyeh south), south, and east (north to Yanik Tepe) of a

new group (or groups) of people who used burnished monochrome grey pottery, who

buried their dead in cemeteries, who employed stemmed goblets for drinking purposes,

who had virtually no iron, and who settled on scattered mounds throughout the area.

Certain pottery forms indicate a connection with settlements farther south and east

(Young, 1963), although quality of the ware itself is very similar to Phrygian mono-

chrome ware from central Anatolia (Gordion sherds, University Museum Collection).

Radiocarbon dates range from 1217 ± 126 b.c. (P-198) to 1016 ± 47 (P-419). The

question of the origins of these settlers remains to be solved through further excavations

of their remains in Azerbaijan and perhaps through the achievement of a greater know”-

ledge of the archeology of the Nairi lands between Lake Van and Lake Urmia.

Transition to Period IV {ca. 1000 b.c.)

Period IV at Hasanlu follows on V with no apparent stratigraphic hiatus. Seven

samples of burned structural timbers taken from two different buildings are reasonably

constant and provide an average date of 1001 ± 20 years b.o.® for the date of the cutting

of wood and the construction of the buildings. A single sample from the burned fortifica-

tion wall of IV from beneath Tower 4 (Period III) dates to 993 ± 54 b.c. (P-322) while

another from below Tower 7 (Period IV) dates to 1009 ± 123 b.c. (P-186). The population

concentrated around a number of fortified citadels topping the larger ancient mounds. A
similar Citadel may be indicated at Geoy Tepe (Burton Brown, 1951, 141), while at

Yanik Tepe the low neolithic mound was reoccupied (but not apparently the high central

mound; Burney, 1963, 60). Pottery of related type is also known from Bukan on the road

to Saqqiz in central Kurdistan. The old settlement pattern of many small villaps was

replaced by one made up of a series of fortified strong points. This dramatic shift indi-

cates a major cultural change of some kind—either control by a foreign state, an influx

of additional grey-ware-using people of related but not identical type, or the reorganiza-

tion of the local political system into some kind of advanced hierarchy. Direct continuity

in architecture from Period V is seen in the continued use of large square bricks (39 x

39 x 15 cm.) set upon free-standing, uncut stone foundations about a meter in height.

*7 The radiocarbon dates from Period V include:

1217+126 B.c. (P-198); 1132 + 124 (P--186);

1036 + 61 (P-418); and 1016 ± 47 (P-419). P-198

came from the Period V cemetery; P-185 from an

occupation level on the Citadel mound. Both P—418

and P-419 came from strata immediately beneath the

level of South street (Period IV) and should date to

the very end of V. Average for the four dates is

1100 + 47 B.c. (Averages for all groups of dates have

been worked out by the C14 laboratory on the basis

of the original B.P. readings with appropriate adjust-

ment of statistical errors, etc.)

® Burned Building I: 1033 ± 53 B.c. (P-423),

1008 + 64 (P-425), 994 + 47 (P-323), 950 + 57

(P-424); average date for B.B.I: 996 + 27 B.c.

Burned Building II: 1050 ± 58 b.c. (P~421), 1000 ±
66 (P-440), 976 + 65 (P-437); average date for

B.B.II: 1009 + 35 b.c. Average dates for B.B.I and

B.B.II: 1001 + 20 B.c. Dates for remains of a forti-

fication wall timber found under Tower 4 (built in

Period III B) outside the west wall, 993 ± 56 b.c.;

occupational ash under Tower 7 (Period IV) on the

north section of wall, 1009 + 123 (P—186).
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Simihily. in po««iy. ‘k® monoolnmne ware (gtey-Maok with black brown,

aS ot Period V continnee to be made along wnth the same buff domestic

“Dr,»ceT.S.''Zing«ish the culture ot IV from V at Haeanlu, however, involve

theTuilding of a masdve fortiflestion wall (Eg. 3) and the buddings withn, the repla. -

lent of th! goblet by the jar with bridged horizontal spout in grave, (C^wfoM, 1961,

2- Dvtom 1660 ;, Eg. 4). and a great inoreme in the number of pottery shapes m

m'onochrome ware. The shapes ot the cooking ware, on the other hand remain

atoost unchanged. There is much imitation ot the features ot metal vessds (gatoonrng.

S handles, etc.) • which suggests increased use ot such vessels, ^is pottery, howev r,

represents the later stage ot Period IV when the site was sacked (IV B)i th.retote the

IlsMoo to it from the Period V (IV C) may, in fact, have been less abrupt than

presently appears.

Period IV (ca. 1000-800 b.c.)

The period is characterized by the continued use of the cemetery area and the fuU use

of the Citadel mound. The latter is surrounded by a fortification waU with eleven towers

(each roughly 10 meters square) set on an average of about 35 meters apart. The space

between towers is divided into three equal segments by two stone rei^orcement piers

(each about ^ x 3 m.). The only entrance appears to have been on the western slope

Lre two protected roadways led up from the Outer Tovm area (similar to Phrygian

AUshar; cf. Von der Osten, 1937, Fig. 321). They made a right-angled tmn into the

fortress, probably through additional gate towers which have subsequently been cleared

away. The plan of this approach and Citadel is at present the only comprehensive one

known in the Iranian highlands prior to that of Pasargadae (Stronach, 1964, Pig. ).

The type of waU plan, using towers and spaced piers, is seen at Karmir Blur in Urartian

context, although the gate arrangement seems to be Phrygian rather than Urartian in

type (cf. Barnett and Watson, 1959, Fig. 1). Three of the major buildings excavated

within this enclosure waU at Hasanlu had by the end of the ninth century^developed

similar floor plans (Figs. 4, 5). The basic plan consisted of an open portico, a closed ante-

chamber flanked by a smaller room at each end (one room of which was always a stair-

way to the second floor level), and a large piUared reception hall bordered by additional

storerooms. An examination of the irregularities of the plans suggests that the buildings

grew by accretion with storerooms being added as needed. In the case of Burned Building

III (the only one dismantled by excavation) it can be shown that the portico was a later

addition. The original building thus consisted of a narrow rectangular antechamber and

a spacious square hall with central columns and hearth, and a bench around the walls.

This plan is in some respects reminiscent of the “megaton” of Asia Minor and the

Aegean. Although the haU can be shown to have been two stories in height there fs no

evidence to show whether it was an open space, or whether there was a balcony.^® Nor

9 These tab-handles are possibly related to the

curious knobbed handles on two earlier vessels

attributed to Sialk A (Ghirshman, 1939, PI. IV: 1, 2).

The idea of the ‘'tabs” or “spurs” is foreign to Iran,

and one 'wonders if they may be connected in origin

to the source of the “spurred Kantharos” as known in

Greece and at Gordion in fifth-to-fourth century levels

and perhaps earlier. There is a striking similarity in

basic body shape and the use of both plain and fluted

surfaces. {Unpublished Gordion information kindly

provided by Dr. Ellen Kohler), See also Fig. 9, p. 91

in Rostovzeff’s Iranians and Greeks in South Russia.

j)j., Rodney S. Young has drawn my attention

to this point. Cf. Dyson, 1960 or 1961 plans with R. S.

Young, 1962. The portico, added later, may have

been borrowed from the Bit Hilani of Syria by way of

Assyria as indicated by historic as well as archeological

data; Frankfort, 1952, 126.
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is it known what form^ the roof took. The temple at Musasir, .west of Solduz, was gabled

(Kleiss, 1963/64). On the other hand, towns shown in the Assyrian reliefs normally have,

houses with flat roofs (Ghirshman, 1964 a, Fig. 110). Since there are neither model

houses nor tombs in the shape of houses from Hasanlu the correct answer remains un-

known for the time being.

The objects found in these various structures form two distinct groups. One, imports

or copies of Assyrian goods; the other, objects made according to local tradition. Among

the Assyrian materials are a number of cylinder seals of standard ninth century type

(especially showing the archer and stag motif; Dyson, 1964 d, Fig. 14), certain metal

objects such as copper animal feet for furniture and cast cauldron handles of a type

found at Mmrud (Dyson, 1969, 13, 16) and Gordion {AJA, LXVI [1962]), pi. 43, a gold

foil winged figure in the act of lustration (unpublished), wall tiles of terra cotta with

central knobs glazed in white, black, yellow, and blue in patterns copied from the time

of Shalmaneser III (868-824),^^ and a group of Syrian style ivories of the Loftus group

as seen at Nimrud (Barnett, 1957, PL XIII, Pi. XIX, PI. Cl, etc.) (Fig. 6 A), Other

ninth century influences from Assyria may be seen in the chariot and figures on a silver

beaker decorated with electrum (Porada, 1960). This group of objects is sufficiently

large to indicate (1) the strong Assyrian influence in Solduz and (2) the correlation of late
|

Period IV with ninth century Assyria in the absence ofany demonstrably later material.^^ 'I

Historically, Period IV falls in what Diakonov calls the ‘‘first period of Assyrian

aggression’’ against the Mamiaeans (Ghirshman, 1958, 257). At the beginning of the cen-

tury Tikulti-Mnurta II (890-884) first introduced light cavalry into the Assyrian army,

thus making the highland pasturelands both more accessible and more important since

large numbers of horses were raised there (Saggs, 1962, 95). During this period Ashur-

nasir-pal II (883-859) made Kalhu the Assyrian capital and by his policies in the west

reopened the trade routes to Phoenicia {ibid., 97). Shalmaneser III (858-824) imported

craftsmen from these areas to work in Kalhu: carpenters, masons, bronze smiths, and

ivory workers. From these men originated some of the fine pieces found in Hasanlu. At

the same time Shalmaneser obtained control of the iron and silver production in Asia
|

Minor (Saggs, 1962, 99). Significantly, it is Just at this time at Hasanlu that iron first ?

appeared in bulk. Shalmaneser also campaigned in the territory from Namri to Parsua

and Missi and first mentioned the Medes (834 b.c.), who were already on the eastern

borders of Mannai. The appearance of the name “Parsua” introduces two historically

distinct problems: (1) its geographic location and (2) its possible linguistic connection

with the historic Persians of southwestern Iran. The location of Parsua remains an

unresolved problem due to the inadequate study of the actual geography of Kurdistan

in relation to the Assyrian texts, and to the lack of historically known geographical points

in Iran. Consequently, Parsua is sometimes placed in Solduz (Wright, 1943) and some-

times in the reaches of the upper Diyala (Diakonov, 1956; Ghirshman, 1964 a, 398), The

area of Parsua was close to the city of Meshta (Tash Tepe; modern Mianduab) and the

province of Missi, according to both Urartian and Assyrian annals. But in Just which

Dyson, 1069, 14; incorrectly restored, as

demonstrated by additional discoveries in 1964. The
design should be symmetrical with elements on each

of the four sides. The closest parallels are to be seen in

the Istanbul Museum of the Ancient Orient from

Ashur.

The ivories excavated in 1964 may help to

determine the end date. Mallowan, on basis of his

current work at Nimrud, is of the tentative opinion

(based on our field sketches) that the ivories may date

to the early eighth century (personal communication).
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direction it lav is not clear. While Solduz remains one possibility, there is at preserit no

conclusive historical evidence to demonstrate that it is so.^^ xhe geographic name o t le

Solduz area in the Assj^ian and Urartian annals thus remains a major problem As for t m

idea that “Parsua” in this area represents an early stopping place for the historic

Persians during their migration into Iran, this theory is still accepted by some scholars

(Ghirshman, 1964 a, 129) but rejected by others {Diakonov, 19o6; Frye 1963, 46).

The linguistic discussion of this word suggests that it may represent a related group

of Indo Iranians who moved into the area quite apart from the Persian occupation of

Pars. In this case there would have been no movement from northwest to south;

rather the connection between the two groups would have taken place at an earlier

date in a different location altogether. The archeology to support either of these two

hypotheses has yet to be worked out satisfactorily.
, . r , / -ai

Much of the nL-Assyrian material in Hasanlu IV is clear y of local manufacture (with

the exception of the Hasanlu gold bowl, which is a special problem. Porada 1960). It

includes numerous bronze weapons-daggers and ax
CS’aHer

a number of ivory plaques (Dyson, 1961, Fig. 15; 1964 d. Figs. 8, U). These latter

depict battle scenes inspired by Assyrian stone reliefs but executed m a non^ssyrian

style. Significantly, there is virtuaUy no detailed stylistic coimectmn with the Luristan

BronzesV With the exception of a coUection of bronze lion pins (Dyson, 1964 a. Figs. 9,

12) (Fig 6 B) and one other simple animal figurine (unpublished), there is an absolute

lack of figurines or “animal style” decoration at Hasanlu.- This lack of contact may be

due to geographic (influence from Luristan seems always to have been rather weak

except during the late third miUennium b.c.; Dyson, 1965) or to chronologic differences.-

To what extent the occupation of Sialk B should be dated paraUel to Hasanlu IV is an

‘‘

open question of major importance. The culture of Sialk B has been interpreted as

belonging to a new wave of people foUowing the earlier grey-ware users in the tenth or

ninth century (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 3, 17, 280). This suggested date has been based upon

three arguments: (1) that Sialk B follows A and is, therefore, later than 1000 b.c

(Ghirshman, 1964 a, 278)^®; (2) that the identification of the Medes with Sialk B has not

been challenged, so that the occupation must date to as early as, if not earlier ^han, the

first historical mention of the Medes in 834 b.c. (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 277, 3); and (3) that

the presence of a cylinder seal of ninth century Assyrian type confirms a date of ninth

century for the whole assemblage (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 280).
-v u

g In reviewing these three arguments one may accept the first as in agreement with the

13 Peter Hulin, who has visited Hasanlu and seen

much of the border area, believes that Hubushkia

probably occupied the southern end of the Khaneh

Valley along the upper Little Zab headwater with

Gilzanu lying further to the north beyond Shaqlawa

or Rayat. This localization would make Lake Urmia

the “Sea of Nairi Land” in this context; Hulin, 1963,

59.

These pins occurred singly or in groups of three

about the chest and shoulders of individuals crushed

in the collapse of B.B.II. One bronze ax shown by

Rad and Hakimi (1950) bears figures, but its context

is not fixed.

15 The bulk of the Luristan bronzes may well be

later than 800 b.c. and HasanluTV. Piakonov attri-

butes them to the Kassites, ca. 1000 b.c. ;
Ghirshman

to the Medo“Cimmerians of seventh century date

(Ghirshman, 1958, 257). Current field work by the

Danish Luristan Expedition and Miss Clare Goff

should shed much light on this question.

16 Sialk A is dated (1) by the presence of two

vessels with white-filled incised designs (Ghirshman,

1939, PL XXXVIII, S.431, S.432) which are said to

be paralleled in the Transcaucasus around 1000 b.c.

(Ghirshman, 1964 a, 278) and (2) by typological

parallels with Giyan F and dated by stratigraphy

later than II, which has parallels to graves in Babylon

dated to the twelfth and eleventh centuries. Both

Sialk A and Giyan F, I^, have parallels in Hasanlu V

dated to 1250-1000 b.c. The question of a possible

hiatus between Sialk A and B has seldom been dis-

cussed, yet there is good evidence to suggest it;

Young, 1963.
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foregoing evidence concerning Hasanlu V. Argument 2 is a reasonable working hypoth-

esis which, however, is untestable by currently available archeological evidence. Even

were one to grant the “Median” identification of Sialk B, there would be no necessary

connection between that group and the group of Medes referred to in 834 b.o. Argument

3 provides an acceptable typological parallel for one object with ninth century Assyria

but is, in itself, insufficient evidence for the dating of the entire assemblage (as was the

Seti I scarab, as has been pointed out; Ghirshman, 1964 a, 280). The Sialk B assemblage,

:

like any other, must be dated by the latest parallels present, which are those found in the

pottery of seventh century Ziwiyeh and Persian Village I (see below and Young, 1963).

Furthermore, there is a striking lack of ceramic parallels with Hasanlu IV in key special-

ized forms. Only two monochrome vessels with bridged horizontal spouts occur at Sialk

(Ghirshman, 1939, PL LII, S.564; PL LIV, S.807) whereas they are standard in the

graves at Hasanlu (Dyson, 1958; Figs. 23, 26). Unique to Sialk is the use of painting,

the form of vertical bridged spouts, the vertical “fan” spout form, and vertical single

loop handles on jars, bowls, and cups (Fig. 7).^^

The evidence, in general, suggests that the painted Sialk B assemblage represents the

culture of the eighth century which followed the Hasanlu IV monochrome grey ware and

which first introduced the painted triangle ware tradition which flourished from Azer-

baijan to Khuzistan in the seventh century and which shared many of these same forms

(see below and Ghirshman, 1964 a, 287-93). Aside from pottery forms, there is a con-

siderable distinction between the weapons, seal designs, and small objects of Sialk and

Hasanlu, to say nothing of the physical population.^® They do, however, share a few

forms of metal arrowheads, spearheads, knives, harness buttons, and one bit type. The

metal objects at Hasanlu, and more recently those found at Marlik Tepe (Negahban,

1962), along with the ivory, glass, and ceramic objects, invalidate the former idea that

the painted pottery of Sialk B was the only major art form in existence on the plateau

in the early first millennium b.o. (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 16). On the basis of the available

typological evidence from these sites there is no basis for placing them later in date than

Sialk B. They can certainly not be called “successors” to Sialk B as was formerly

assumed (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 6).

Sometime during the period of Hasanlu IV, or shortly thereafter, the platforms and

structures of the early phase of Zendan-i-Suleiman east of Ziwiyeh were constructed.

There are some specific ceramic links with Hasanlu (such as the use of tab handles,

triangular lugs, etc. (Neumann, 1960, Taf. 56, 57), although the finely burnished mono-

chrome ware with its bridged horizontal-spouted jars appears to be rare or absent (Von

der Osten, 1961). In general, the assemblage appears to be slightly later than Hasanlu

IV, representing a shift away from firing with a reducing atmosphere toward an oxidizing

one, with a consequent shift from a grey to a brown and buff product. Nor is there any

These painted designs are connected to ancient

traditions on the plateau through the use of certain

symbols (quartered circle, star with dots on the points,

solid circle surrounded by dots) which go back to

Ubaid times, while the technique of filling the body
of an animal with parallel lines begins with Susa II

wares (Le Breton, 1957). While these symbols could

have been adopted in Anatolia rather than Iran, they

certainly relate to the older traditions of the general

Near Eastern area.

3.8 Both painting style and vessel handles suggest

central Anatolian connections.

3.9 'Pq date the hyperbraohycephalic skeletal types

found at Sialk have been absent at Hasanlu; the

Hasanlu skeletal materials are being studied by Hr.

William M. Bass and Mr. Ted Kathbun at the Univer-

sity of Kansas.
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froJan older age

proposed that the Khorvin material KP^seute *
'^ZS.ly these “Iranian elements”
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_ , (Qhirshman, 1964 a, 9-11, 277).
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20 Radiocarbon dates from Burned Building III

(kitchen floor): 912 ± 71
ftfi?v~«nd

(P~860 A), 829 ± 55 (P--907), 766 ± 55 (P-861), and

733 + 57 (P~863). In addition two samples from the

Burned Building III gate structure dated to 831 ± 5b

(pJ905 A) and 778 ± 56 (P-906 A), and one sample
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wall. The dump is probably comparable to the dung

ash heaps piled outside towns in the area today.
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and tliree other cities connected with the province Barshua were conquered, according

to the Lake Er§ek inscription (Van Loon, 1964, 28). According to an inscription at Task

Tepe set up by Menua, he conquered the country Mana and built a fortress nearby to

maintain control (Konig, 1955, 58, 59; Van Loon, 1964, 27). Task Tepe is located near

modern Mlanduab, which thereby fixes approximately the location of the province of

Missi which lay northeast of Mannai. It is apparent that during these centuries Urartu

annexed the valleys flanking the southern shore of Lake^ Urmia. At the same time, the

tribal Mannaeans, perhaps partly in response to this pressure, coalesced into a kingdom.

The expansion of Urartu threatened the supply of horses in the highlands available to

the Assyrians and, for the first time, diverted trade from Central Asia through north-

western Iran to the Black Sea Coast. It is significant in this respect that the traditional

date for the founding of Trebizond (757 B.c.) is followed by an increase in Urartian

exports to the Mediterranean area (Maxwell-Hyslop, 1956). In the course of Urartian

expansion Argishti I (781-760) reached as far south as the upper Diyala and Parsua

(Diakonov, 1956). At the same time Urartu expanded westward and ended Assyrian

control over the metal trade of Asia Minor (Saggs, 1962, 104). During this period the

Medes to the east of Mannai were still ruled by a group of semi-independent chiefs.

Transition to Period III B ( ?750 b.c.)

Following the sacking of Hasanlu IV and the murder or enslavement of much of its

population, there is some evidence of a squatters’ occupation within the fortification

waUs among the collapsed ruins. A few older walls were reused with poorly built new

ones. An attempt was even made to close the demolished gate section of the main waU.

This period, of unknown length, may be referred to as period IV A for convenience.

Few artifacts are known from it. For purposes of discussion a period of fifty years may

be arbitrarily allowed for it with the possibility that it might be shorter or much longer.

This fifty years would encompass the remaining years of Urartian control of the general

area following its conquest.

The squatters’ occupation is then followed by a period of abandonment as indicated

by almost a meter of erosion deposits produced by the filling in of the standing ruins.

Since there are no Assyrian objects in the following period, III B, the hiatus would seem

to cover the second Assyrian expansion into the area. Assuming this to be true for the

sake of discussion, let us again allow arbitrarily fifty years for the hiatus, which would

bring the beginning of III B to around 700 b.c.^^

In effect then, the hiatus from IV A to III B would have occurred at the time of the

first major check to Urartian expansion with the re-establishment of Assyrian power in

the Mannaean area under Tiglath-Pileser III (745-727) and Sargon II (722-705). At the

same time, the Medes were beginning to organize themselves into larger groups and

perhaps founded their capital at Ecbatana, modern Hamadan (Herodotus I. 98-100;

Diakonov, 1956, attributes the founding to Cyaxares a century or more later). In 715-714

Sargon II, in his eighth campaign, broke the power of Urartu in the east once and for all,

made the Mannaeans tributary to Assyria, sacked the Urartian holy city of Musasir

(founded by Ishpuini), and deported the Median leader, Deioces, to Hama. Northwestern

An alternate possibility might be a continued

occupation of parts of the mound by squatters

through the eighth century with the site being by-

passed by the Assyrians as unimportant.

'i
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Media now came under the suzerainty of the Mannaeans, who in turn were allied to the

Assyrians. In the absence of Urartian power, however, Mannaean control soon spread

covering the territory along the east side of Lake Urmia to the south of \ anik Tepe.

During this period tribal peoples in southern Russia were on the move. Between 722

and 714 the Cimmerians are first mentioned northwest of Urartu (Diakonov, 195b).

Rusas I (730-714) moved the capital of Urartu to Toprak Kale. The Cimmerians broke

through in the north and defeated Argishti II (714-685) in 707 b.c. The reconstruction of

their subsequent history currently involves two schools of thought. On the one hand, the

Cimmerians are seen as a group moving from the Caucasus to the west, where they

attacked and destroyed the Phrygian kingdom in 676 b.c. and, allied with the Urar-

tians, fought the AssjT^ianking Esarhaddon (680-669) without entering Media (Diakonov,

1956). In this connection, there is an unexplained sacking of the Assyrian capital of

Kalhu between 710 and 700 and it remains to be seen whether the Cimmerians were

responsible (Saggs, 1962; 117). On the other hand, it has also been suggested that the

Cimmerians split into two groups, one of which preceded the Scythians into Iran and

forced their way south into Luristan, where they created the Luristan bronzes during

the eighth-seventh centuries b.c. (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 41-82; 281-86). The latter dating

for the bronzes accords weU with the ceramic evidence of period III B to which the

discussion now turns.

Hasanlu III B (1700-600 B.c.)

Tlie Citadel at Hasaiilii was now repopulated. The old Citadel gate was abandoned and

the wall shortened by the construction of two new stone and brick towers and a heavy

reinforcing pier in a slightly different masonry style (Fig. 3). A small side gate seems to

have remained the only entrance on the west. A new building plan emerged with narrow

two-room units built against the reused Citadel wall along the western side (Dyson,

1964 a, Fig. 1). The central open area is full of pits probably used for obtaining brick

clay and later filled with trash or used for storage. The pottery used was largely buff in

color with small red-slipped bowis very common (Dyson, 1964 a, Fig. 7). A few sherds of

a red and brown-black bichrome w^are are knowm (Dyson, 1963, Fig. p. 35). Cooking

ware, surprisingly, still exhibits many of the shapes which first appeared in Period V.

The finest ware of this period, which to judge by its rarity may have been imported, has

been called Triangle Ware (Fig. 9) OAving to the j^reponderance of cross-hatched or solid

hanging triangles painted on thin, fine, highly polished buff pottery (Dyson, 1963, Fig.

p. 35). Few artifacts are knowm from this period other than an Urartian type fibula used

elseAvhere in the late seventh-early sixth century (Muscarella, 1965 a; Dyson, 1964 a,

Fig. 5) and a curious carved bone griffin head (Dyson, 1964 a, Fig. 2). Triangle Avare and

its near relatives are found throughout the western Zagros. In the north a red and black

bichrome theriomorphic vase in the form of a horse is known from Maku (Ghirshman,

19f a, Fig. 345). In central Kurdistan triangle ware occurs at Ziwiyeh (the site) and,

in the form of an erect trefoil spout, in a surface collection from the Kermanshah area

(Oriental Institute). Farther south in Luristan it is found in Giyan I^ (Ghirshman, 1954,

61; Contenau and Ghirshman, 1935, T.3, T.6), at Tall-i-Djalabad (Vanden Berghe, 1959,

PL 61 a, p. 44), and in the form of a theriomorphic vase of horse shape and as sherds

(one erect trefoil spout) from Persian Village I at Susa (Ghirshman, 1954, 25, 61, PL

XIII,' 2, Pis.
' XXXII-XXXIV;\ 1964

;
a,; Figs." 347,; ; 351).:

:

A painted effigy vessel
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of a man holding a pouring vessel appears also to belong to this pottery group

(Gliirshman, 1964 a, .Fig. 108).^^ In Period III B erect spouts with trefoil lip replace the

bridged horizontal spout of IV. The Persian Vilage material comes from Niveau I, dated

by the excavator to the late seventh century B.c. (Ghirshman, 1954, 20; 1964 a, 293).

That this pottery is also related to the painted ware of Siaik B has already been

pointed out (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 287-93). At Hasanlu a date of late seventh century for

it is based upon (1) the typological date of the Urartian type fibula; (2) the t3^ological

correlations with the site of Ziwiyeh,^^ and (3) upon four C14 samples from different

parts of Hasanlu which provide an average date of 637 ± 28 b.c. for the end of HI
While no triangle ware occurs in the Geoy Tepe report it seems likely that some of the

plain ware included in Period A is actually of Hasanlu III B type, and Hasanlu III A
material is certainly included (e.g. Burton Brown, 1951,: Fig. 39: 219). At Yanik Tepe

triangle ware has been found in a pitted area on the center of the main mound (Burney,

1964, 60). Jars of this period at Yanik Tepe sometimes have a modeled bull’s head below

the spout not illustrated).^®

Aside from Hasanlu III B, the most important seventh century site at the present

time is Ziwiyeh. Three weeks’ work was performed here as part of the Hasanlu Project

in 1964. This excavation was sujBficient to indicate that at least three stages of rebuilding

exist in the mountain top site, which consists of a complicated system of corridors and

small rooms surrounded by a wall some seven and a half meters thick. The fortified

castle was entered by a sloping paved stone stairway leading up from the east and passing

through the surrounding wall. Thirty meters of this stairway was cleared. The entire

site was apparently abandoned (late in the seventh century) and gradually filled up with

windblown debris and fallen brick. Entire sections of walls have fallen over intact on top

of previously accumulated wind-eroded fill. Over two meters above the base of this fill

there is evidence of a much later occupation involving a few isolated walls.^® From the

late main occupation of the site a coEection of sherds, an ivory plaque (plain), iron /
arrowheads, bronze harness buttons, and ornaments were recovered. The iron arrow-

heads, buttons, and harness ornaments' are Eke those already known from Hasanlu IV
and III and Siaik B, indicating a long time range for their occurrence. The smaE sample'

of excavated fine polished buff ware is mainly decorated with incised geometric patterns'
,

Effigy figures of similar type but apparently not During 1964 commercial excavators looted a
painted (to judge from published pictures) are re- cemetery about 10 km. from Ardebil and brought to

ported from Luristan (Ghirshman, 1964 a, Eig. 171), the Tehran market a large collection ofpottery which

Hasanlu Fig. 26), and Marlik (Negahban, 1962, included orangish-buff, light brownish grey, and
Fig. 5). According to Rad and Hakimi (1950) the painted wares. The shapes included omphallos bowls,

Hasanlu vessel, which was painted, was found in 1934 bowls with flaring sides, theriomorphic vessels in the

in a commercial excavation made in the northeastern forms of stylized ahimals (always with a small pouring

area of the Outer Town. The context of the object is hole in the front and open bottle neck in the center ot

not recorded but in that area it could have come from the back), and double bottle vessels. The painted

the upper meter belonging to Period III B or below ware was usually orange-buff in color and painted in

(Period IV). The objects are said to have come from a matt red or orange-red color. Patterns included

1| to meters down. It was found in the area with hanging triangles and occasional crude animals. The

a painted bowl with an animal figure standing in the general assemblage was clearly related in some way to

center which bears designs which could easily belong Hasanlu III type materials and most probably to III

to Period III B. A with the painting being a late development of

Ziwiyeh is dated in turn by typological con- triangle ware style,

nections with Assyria; Dyson, 1963; and by radio- A single C14 sample from a late surface in the

carbon; see text below. corridor area cleared at the highest point of the site

2* 655 ± 65 (P-865); 647 ± 56 (P~399); 642 ± 64 would seem to belong to this terminal occupation. It

(P-903); 597 ± 56 (P-398). is 482 ± 56 b.c. (P-872).
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(cf. GMrsliman, 1964 a, 170; Istdtiito Italiano, 1956, Fig. 204).2'^ The thicker variety is

sometimes fired almost white, although a '
color range from bright red through huff and

yellow-white can be seen on single vessels. This Ziwiyeh incised ware was exported to

Zendan-i-Suleiman where it provides important dating evidence for the later stage of

that site (Von der Osten, 1961, Taf. 49). Sherds of painted triangle ware were not

excavated in 1964 at Ziwiyeh but did occur in surface debris from commercial excava-

tions (Fig. 9). A fine piece with hanging cross-hatched triangles exists in the collection of

the Archaeological Museum in Teliran (Fig. 10). At Ziwiyeh two spout types are attested

by excavation: one, the erect spout with trefoil rim already mentioned (perhaps developed

from the fan.spout at Sialk B); the other, an unbridged free-standing horizontal spout

with a pair of curled ornaments as seen in Tomb 12 at Khorvin (Vanden Berghe, 1964,

p. 11) and in painted ware at Sialk B (Ghirshman, 1939, PI. LIV, S.811, S.813) and per-

haps at the Zendan (Von der .Osten, 1961, Taf. 47) (Fig. 11). Such spouts are unknown

in Hasanlu IV. In addition, a most striking link between Sialk B and Ziwiyeh lies in the

style of designs: checker-board designs and, more important, hanging triangles around

rims and bases of spouts. Another shape of interest is the jar with vertical loop handle

which also occurs in Hasanlu III B, Sialk B, Giyan I (Contenau and Ghirshman, 1935,

PL 8, T.l, 2, cf. Ghirshman, 1939, PI. LIX, S.648) and the Khorvin graves (Vanden

Berghe, 1964, 6-12). There is a related form in seventh century Urartu (vessel from

Karmir Blur in the University Museum collection; Barnett and Watson, 1952, Fig. 16).

Another item common at Ziwiyeh is the bowd with single horizontal loop handle a form

also known from Hasanlu III A, Giyan U (Contenau and Ghirshman, 1935, PL 8, T.2,

3) and the Khorvin graves (Vanden Berghe, 1964). Significantly, it is absent from both

Hasanlu IV and Sialk B. Two painted vessels in Giyan 1^ are related stylistically to

triangle ware and are perhaps of the same fabric {ibid., PL 8, T.3, 1 and PL 9, T.6, 1).

Unstratified vessels from Luristan combine the hanging triangle patterns of Hasanlu

III B type with spouted vessels of Hasanlu IV type (Godard, 1931, Pis. LXVII, LXVIII)

suggesting an eighth century date for them. Unique vessels with vertical spouts also

occur at Ziwiyeh and Sialk B (Ghirshman, 1964 a, Fig. 170, cf. Ghirshman, 1939, PL LX,

S.640).

From objects previously reported a date of not earlier than 750 b.c. and not later than

600 B.c. had been suggested for Ziwiyeh on typological grounds relating the site to

Assyria and Hasanlu III B (Dyson, 1963, 37). Further comparisons show that Ziwiyeh

is closely related to both the Zendan and Sialk B. Two radiocarbon samples provide

additional evidence for the date of the main terminal occupation at Ziwiyeh: 611 +56 B.c.

(P-873) and 610 + 45 (P-875).

The relationship ofthe Ziwiyeh treasure (which workmen insist was found in the general

area of the site) to the occupation of Ziwiyeh is not yet ascertained. The dating of the

site and treasure should continue to be treated as two separate but related problems.

The proposed date of the treasure has ranged from early ninth to late seventh century

A vessel of this type is illustrated from Toprak
Kale; Bossert, 1942, Pig, 1202.

28 We wish to thank Dr. Naumann and his statf

for the courteous hospitality extended to visiting

members of the Hasanlu staff on several occasions and
for their co-operation in exchanging information on
the progress of the excavations.

29 Ghirshman (1964 a) suggests that such designs

on horizontal-spouted vases represent feathers around

a symbolic bird’s head; however, the same motif is

used on ordinary jugs with loop handles as well as on

Luristan vessels with animals on the spouts. The same

triangle patterns occur as incised designs on the

Ziwiyeh fine ware along with checker-boards and

other patterns.
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with the weight currently in favor of 625 to 600 b.c. (Godard, 1950; Ghirshman, 1950,

1964 a; Barnett, 1956; Wilkinson, 1960).^°

Recently, a new interpretation of the treasure has been proposed based upon the

assumption that (1) it is Scythian and that (2) the objects are those which would have

come from a tomb (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 98-125; 1964 b, 6-7). While this is an ingenious

and not, implausible hypothesis, there is no evidence in its support other than the nature

of the objects themselves, since nothing is known of.the circumstances of their discovery

beyond the assertion that they were associated with a bronze coffin. The tw'O working

hi^otheses, open to further discussion, therefore, are:
(
1

)
that the objects are from a

Scythian tomb which might date from any time during the occupation of the site after

perhaps 653 b.c., with stylistic evidence suggesting 625-600; or (2) that the objects

represent a hoard which was buried probably in connection with the abandonment of the

site as indicated by radiocarbon around 611-610 ± 50 b.c. (thereby raising the question

of a possible connection with the Median expansion under Cyaxares).

In summary then, it is apparent that Hasanlu III B and the occupation of Ziwiyeh

parallel one another in time and that both end in the late seventh century. The out-

standing current problem involving them both (as weU as the more widespread triangle

ware itself) is the date of their beginning. The eighth century has now become the out-

standing '‘dark age” in Iran unless Sialk B be admitted as representative of that period,

in which case its painted ware would represent the beginning stage of the triangle ware

tradition.

The date for the end of Sialk B rests upon the absence in the tombs of either three-

flanged arrowheads or fibulae. It has been said that the end of the period cannot, there-

fore, be later than 750 b.c. (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 279). But where have these objects been

found in excavated context in Iran 1 Three-flanged arrowheads have been excavated

from Persian Village I at Susa (Ghirshman, 1954, Pis. XLIII, XLIV, 32) where they

date to the late seventh century. One was found in disturbed fill at Ziwiyeh in 1964 (and

others previously, Dyson, 1963). They may date to the seventh century or could be later.

A single specimen was found at Hasanlu in fiffi being dumped from period III B struc-

tures and could date to that period or later. At least one has been found at the Zendan

where it could date as late as 600 b.c. (Von der Osten, 1961, Taf. 43, 7). To the north

they occur at Karmir Blur, Toprak Kale, and elsewhere in quantity in the late seventh

century (Piotrovsky, 1959, Pig. 79). Since this type is normally associated with the

Scythians (Sulimirski, 1954) it is possible that they were in the area in quantity from as

early as 675-650 b.c. onwards. Similarly, the occurrence of the fibula in documented

context is late. It occurs in quantity in Persian Village II-III (Ghirshman, 1954, PL

XLVIII) and in Hasanlu III A (1964 excavations), both roughly 600-400 B.c. in date.

One earlier fibula of Urartian type occurs at Hasanlu in Period III, probably III A,

context (Muscarella, 1966 a) while several are attributed to the Ziwiyeh treasure (ibid.).

Thus, late seventh century is again the established context. Otherwise there are

30 Among the objects belonging to the treasure 3i While there is no question that this pit belong

were ivories dating to the time of Tiglath Pileser III to Period III, there is some possibUity that it might

(745_727), according to Mallowan’s current opinion belong to Period III A rather than III B owing to tne

(personal communication), and one or two of Hasanlu fact that such pits were dug in both periods, and the

IV type (e.g. Ghirshman, 1964 a, Fig. 136; Hasanlu powdery nature of the overlymg stratum makes it

unpublished, excavated in 1964 and Dyson, 1964 d). extremely difacult to be sure whether or not the top

Presumably these latter pieces are heirlooms taken of the pit once extended to the top of that stratum,

from elsewhere.
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Tinstratified examples from Luristan (Stronacli, 1959) but nothing on the plateau (although

they are mentioned as having been in the fill outside the tombs at Sialk; Ghirshman, 1964

a, 279). There is no current evidence, therefore, to require the ending of Sialk B earlier

than the middle of the seventh century, ca. 675-650 b.c.

' In view of the numerous ceramic parallels between Sialk B, Ziwiyeh, and Persian

Village I (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 280) as well as the sixth century parallels for the Sialk iron

. bits with those from the Kuban and Dnieper (Ghirshman, 1904 a, 279-80), and the

stirrup rings on bits from Kelermes dated to 600-575 b.c. (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 280), the

evidence strongly favors a terminal date for Sialk B in the middle seventh century. Such

a terminal date accords w^eli with the estimated date for the beginning of Persian Village I

sometime in the middle seventh century (Ghirshman, 1954, 72) and supports the sug-

gestion previously put forth that the end of Sialk B might be as late as the beginning of

this village (Ghirshman, 1954,- 56, 72).^^ j^ain occupation of Sialk B wnuld then

belong to the eighth century with perhaps even a little overlap with the end of Hasanlu

IV B and the beginning of III B.

The history of the period under discussion, 700-600 b.c., is largely concerned with the

movements of the Scythians into northwestern Iran. Their first appearance seems to be

on a ninth century Assyrian relief (Sulimirski, 1954: 293). They appear next in the Urar-

tian area, and by 675-650 w^ere being mentioned as a menace along with the Mannaeans.

In 673 the Medes, allied with the Mannaeans and Scythians, revolted against the

Assyrians. The Scythians then changed sides and in 660/59 helped the Assyrians

defeat the Mannaeans, who were then at the height of their pow^r. This led to Scythian

rule over the Medes from 653 to 625 wMe allied with Assyria. The major points of

contention in this history involve (1) the question of wiiether or not the base of Scythian

power was in northeastern Azerbaijan (Diakonov, 1956) or in Mannai (Ghirshman, 1958;

1964 a), and (2) the date at which Scythians actually entered the Mannaean area.

In regard to the latter point it has been stated that an unpublished grave at Hasanlu

containing four horse skeletons proves that Scythians w^ere already in the area by the

mid-eighth or even as early as the ninth century b.c. (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 27). Since this

is such an important tomb a few additional remarks on it are appropriate here. It is

described (accompanied by a sketch plan after its excavator, M. Rad) as being thirteen

feet deep {ca. four meters), nine of wliich were filled up with hard earth and lime. The

body was said to have been laid directly in the ground in a crouching position with the

grave furniture and four horses in an area too small for the inclusion of a chariot (Ghirsh-

man, 1964 a, 24-25, Fig. 131), The reference is to a shaft grave dug into the eastern edge

of the Outer Town and excavated by M. Rad in 1947 (Rad and Hakimi, 1950). A trans-

lation (by Parvin Barzin) of their report (which is unaccompanied by either photograph

or plan of the actual grave or its contents) is as follows:

The grave was larger than the body strictly required, was square in form, and consisted of

two levels. On the lower level lay the skeleton surrounded with objects such as a fillet,

a necklace, bracelet, ring, bronze axe and some arrows. In the upper levels were found the

skeletons of four horses. The horses were placed parallel to one another but were inclined

Why Ghirshman appears to have drawn back
from his 1954 suggestion of a possible seventh century
date for the end of Sialk B to the early eighth cen-

tury date proposed in his 1964 discussion is unclear,

unless he simply felt at the time of writing in 1964
that there was still insufficient evidence to support his

earlier view.
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toward the body. Objects with the horses included a bronze bit, bosses, and bone

necklaces. The grave was found four meters down, covered with strong thick plaster.

It has been suggested that the harness shows Scythian influence in the link-bit of twisted

bronze to which, at the points where the reins and psalia are fixed, fiat clips were fastened

giving them a stirrup-like appearance (presumably like those shown in Ghirshman,

1964 a, Fig. 336, of eighth-seventh century date). Twisted bronze link-bits (ibid,) occur

in Hasaiihi IV context but without any such ‘‘'clip.’’ The only bit illustrated by Rad and

Hakimi (1950: opp. p. 74) does not fit this description. The stirrup-bit is reported to be

like those found at Kelermes in the Kuban and dated to the first quarter of the sixth

century b.c. It is be’lieved that these bits were brought to the Kuban area upon the

Sc5rthians’ return from their sojourn in Iran in the seventh century (Ghirshman, 1964 a,

28, 279-80). This stirrup-bit parallel establishes a terminus ante quern, for the horse grave

of ca. 600 B.c. In other words it might well date to period III B. It has been further

remarked that the laurel-leaf arrowhead type found in the tomb cannot be later than

mid-eighth century, but no supporting evidence is presented for this statement (Ghirsh-

man, 1964 a, 29). In view of the fact that no documented arrowheads of eighth or early

seventh century type are known from the area this argument camiot be accepted as

proof. Unfortunately no arrowhead that fits this description is illustrated by Rad and

Hakimi (cf. 1950: opp. p. 72).®® A small bronze plaque with a stag’s head is identified

as coming from this grave (Ghirshman, 1964 a, 28, Fig. 372; see Rad and Hakimi, 1950

for a line drawing, second plate opp. jy. 72). From the text of Rad and Hakimi it appears

that the iron bosses and bone necklace worn by the horses may have been those in Fig. 3

(opp. p. 95) and Fig. 2 (opp. p. 94). If so the iron bosses are of a type which occur in

Hasaniu IV. On currently available data the remaining objects are not identifiable.

Unfortunately neither is the associated pottery. However, one may note that in the

published sketch no spouted vessel is indicated (Ghirshman, 1964 a, Fig. 131) . Since none

of the nearly 200 graves opened from Period IV lacks this object, the probability of the

tomb belonging to Period IV must be questioned. It is at least completely at3q)ical in

this respect, as well as in method of construction. In the location in which the grave was

dug it was lying largely in fill from Periods VII and V. Depending upon the level from

which the shaft was started it could have belonged to Periods IV B, IV A, or III B since

IV and III B fill occupy the top meter or more of the deposit. If the tomb proves to lack

a spouted jar it would Indicate that it is either post-IV B in date or that it is the tomb of

a stranger. On the other hand, the only other graves found to date of Period III are

scattered on the slopes of the Citadel and adjacent Outer Town area. Most ofthem have

not been rich and have been of very young individuals. The graves are simple earth

inhumations with no special treatment. Only one of them, however, is of an adult male.

With such evidence it is obvious that at present we do not know the full burial pattern

of PeriodTII.

If the tomb lacks pottery of Period III B (Rad and Hakimi have not published any),

and if it lacks a spouted Period IV B vessel, and if it contained an arrowhead of eighth

century type, then the tomb (which is of a unique type) might quite possibly date to the

eighth century (and possibly other tombs as well—Rad refers to bits found in both seasons

Argument based on tbe chronology of certain

weapon typ s would be oonsiderably altered if Sialk

B were to be placed in the eighth rather than ninth

century.

III®
“iiiiii**
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TABLE 1

Ubaktu Assybia Mannai Media
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TABLE 2

Date
(b.c.)

Major Historical
Event

Major Pottery in
Western Iran

Tech-
nological
Stage

Major Sites

Old Assyrian Expansion Late Khabur Wares
(Painted)

Late Bronze
Age

Hasanlu VI, Dinkha,
Giyan II

1200

1100

General Unrest in
Anatolia and the
Eastern Mediterranean

Early" Monochrome
Grey" Wares

Iron Age I Hasanlu V, Geoy B,
Tash Tepe, Giyan
Yanik Tepe, Sialk A,
Khorvin (part), Marlik
(part)

1000

900

Late Monochrome
Grey Wares A

Iron
Age

Hasanlu IV 0

800
Assyrian Expansion

II B
Hasanlu IV B, Zendan
(early ?), GeoyA (part),

Marlik (part),

Urartian Expansion Hasanlu IV A

700
Assyrian Expansion

Painted Triangle
Wares

Sialk B*, Luristan
pottery (?)

Mannaean Expansion
A

Iron
Age

600

Scythians

III

B
Hasanlu III B*,
Ziwiyeh*, Giyan 1^,

Zendan (late), Persian

Median Expansion
Village I, Yanik Tepe,
Khorvin graves

500 Achaemenid Empire Plain Bupe Wares Historic Hasanlu III A, Agrab,
Geoy A (part), Persian
Village IMII,
Pasargadae

400

Possibly beginning 50 years earlier

[1947, 1949] in graves with horses”®^) is really that of a Scythian, then it occurs a number
of years before they have arrived in sulHcient numbers to be mentioned in the Assyrian

annals. That some minor contact with Scythians may have occurred during Period IV is

suggested by the discovery of a carved ivory cheek piece with Scythian qualities (Dyson,

1964 a, Pig. 4). Is it possible that an advanced group of these nomadic fighters were

allied with the Urartians at the time of their major southward expansion ? Such an

Rad describes these as being of two types: (1)

two movable bars joined by rings, and (2)

two parallel bars with a movable part in the middle.
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interpretation Is attractive but its acceptance will have to wait until more information on
the specific contents of the tomb (and consequently its date) are forthcoming.

Transition to Period III A
(
ca , 600 b.c.)

The nature of the shift from the occupation of III B to III A is not clear owing to the
eroded nature of the upper levels which have so far been excavated at Hasanlu. At least

some part of the w^est gate area and one main storage room of III B were burned. In some
areas avails of the Period III B buildings continued in use, while in others they decayed
and served as foundations for new walls of III A. Whether any hiatus was involved is

not clear. In any event the painted triangle ware disappears and the changed pottery
assemblage includes larger vessels and heavier buff ware.^^

In any event the material of Hasanlu III A is later than 600 b.c. and thus follows the
Median revolt of 625 under Cyaxares (who overthrew the Sc3;dliiaiis), the destruction of
Nineveh in, 612, and the annexation of Mannai by the Medes between 610 and 590 b.c.

Cyaxares’ success was facihtated by the fact that he arranged his troops for the first time
by types of weapons (according to Herodotus). By 585 b.c. the Medes had overrun
Urartu and w^ere attacking Lydia.

Period III A
(
600-400 B.c.)

A yellowish-white ware somewhat similar to an earlier ivare at Ziwiyeh appears
decorated with purplish painted designs. One almost complete spouted vessel shows a
row of animals depicted in a new style (Dyson, 1961, Fig. 8). Otherwise, new forms are
canteens, deep and medium sized bowls with incurving rims, and pouring jars with
trefoil rims. Fine red-slipped ware still occurs. The forms of the plain ware continue
types which began in 1250 b.c. Large pithoi with raised hanging triangle patterns
(similar to those seen in Karmir Blur; Barnett, 1959, PL IV) are in use. No small objects
are known at Hasanlu.

At Geoy Tepe some of the plain ware of Period A appears to be of III A type.
Especially significant is the appearance of a triangular rim-spout of a type found at
Hasanlu, Geoy A (Burton Brown, 1951, Fig. 39: 219), Chigha-Kabud in the Delfan
area of Luristan (Stein, 1940, PI. XV, 15; 289-90), and Persian ViUage I at Susa (Ghirsh-
man, 1954, PL XI, 3, 4; PL XXIX, S.2242). Other III A forms at Susa are from Niveau
II and III (e.g. PL XXXVIII, G.S. 1221 b, vertical spout, G.S. 1221 d trefoil rim jar, PL
XXXIX, G.S. 1176 canteen). These latter date to sixth-fifth century b.c. on the basis
of tablets (Ghirshman, 1954, 19-20),

One further site may be mentioned to enlarge our knowledge of Hasanlu III A
materials. Agrab Tepe lies just north of Dalma viUage, about a forty-five minute walk
southwest from Hasanlu. This site, excavated in 1964, consisted of a small structure
built on a low rock outcrop near a small spring. The structure consisted of a surrounding
wall of massive uncut stone blocks forming an oval which was reinforced regularly by
projecting stone piers (Fig. 12). Inside, the area was divided into a number of rooms by
mud brick walls. The masonry, is very similar to that of Towers 4 and 5 built in Period
III B into the old fortification waU at Hasanlu. Apparently there was some continuity

35 A similar shift occurs at the Persian Village at
the beginning of the sixth century (Ghirshman, 1954,
62). The shift at Hasanlu might possibly occur around
660 B.c. when the Achaemenids gained control of the
region. •

36
'j'jjig rim spout may possibly also occur rarely

in III B context. A variety of it occurs at the Zendan
(Naumann, 1960, Taf. 45).



in building methods from III B. The Agrab structure was destroyed twice by nre and
rebuilt on almost identical lines. The pottery in the fill parallels that ofHasanlu III A quite

closely. It includes no painted ware, but a curious red-slipped vase decorated with white-

colored scratched triangles (Fig. 13) and a lenticular red-slipped jar with handle were
found. Another vessel had rolled tab-handles of a type characteristic of Hasanlu IV but
unknown from III B context. Unlike its predecessors, however, this specimen was of

buff ware (as are those plain tab-handles found at Ziwiyeh). The coarse wares continued

the shapes established in 1250 b.c. Small objects included flat iron arrowheads and a

copper or bronze ear-flap. Two preliminary C14 dates from the fill date to the life of the

second structure: 408 + 48 B.c. (P-893), 513 ± 56 (P-879). At Hasanlu itself there is a

single date during this period of 467 + 56 b.c. (P-420), and a terminal date from
beneath the main building of Period II of 413 ± 62' b.c. (P-582). Since this entire area

of Iran passed under the control of Cyrus the Achaemenian around 549 b.c. much, if not

most, of this III A occupation should belong to the historic Achaemenid period.
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THE USES OF SPHERO-CONICAL VESSELS IN
THE MUSLIM EAST

BIOHABD ETTINGHAV8EN, Freer GaUery of Art,

Washington, D.O.

'

s

during his excavations at Rayy Erich F. Schmidt found a number of

the well-kno-wn sphero-conical vessels (Figs. 1-5, PI. XLV, ^-(7)^ he added not only one

more site to the long list of places where such objects had been discovered, but he

established their occurrence in a vital area, the Central Iranian plateau, where they had
remained unrecorded. This was all the more important as they had been found in a huge
arc in all the surrounding regions near and far—or to give what is undoubtedly a rather

incomplete listing—^in Fustat, Alexandria, Madinat al-Fayyum, Lisht, Jerusalem,

Ramleh, Beisan, Khirbat al-Mafjar, Birket Israil, Mt. Tabor, Tell al-Ayyul, Ajlun

Castle (Qahat al-Rabbad), Saida, Damascus, Baalbek, Tripoli, Hama, Raqqah, Miletus,

Theodosia, Bailaqan (now Oren-Kala), Dvin, Ani, Anberd, Shaberan, Kabala, Staraia

Gandzha, Dmanisi, Tbilisi, Gori, Serai-Berke, Bolgary, Kazan, Biliar, and other places

on the Volga, Samarra, Susa, Mshapur, Merv, Baikh, Lashkari-Bazar, Termez, Bust,

Ghazni, Afrasiyab-Samarqand, Khojand, Akhsyket, and Tashkent. By using question

marks in connection with these objects Schmidt had also expressed his doubts about the

most generally accepted theory that they had served as hand grenades for “Greek fire,”

but he was equally undecided about other possible uses. In this he reflected the general

uncertainty about these common and ubiquitous vessels. This is all the more strange as

they have been observed as early as the beginning of the nineteenth century and have

been dealt with in many publications for well over 100 years; of these books and articles,

Creswell’s large Bibliography^ lists fourteen titles under the heading “Hand Grenades

for Greek Fire(?),” while the more inclusive Le feu gregeois by M. Mercier has a

closely printed (and still incomplete) bibliography of seven pages.® As M. Seyxig has

pointed out, one of the main factors for this slow progress in elucidating the problem has

been the fact that there is hardly any connection between the research of Western and
Soviet scholars, so that their numerous investigations usually do not take note of their

respective results. There has also been a lack of proper consideration of all available

evidence—particularly of the physical, chemical, or epigraphic aspects—so that at times

the same features have been used as support for different solutions. To give an example of

^ The author is indebted to the authorities of the
Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, in

particular its Director, Robert M. Adams, for per-
mission to include in this article the vessels found
during Dr. Schmidt’s excavations at Rayy, He has
not endeavored to “publish them” in the more
specific meaning of the word since the descriptions
and analyses of them will be given in the forthcoming
excavation report on this important site. The author
is furthermore greatly indebted to his colleague, Mr.
William B. Trousdale, for having kindly pointed out
to him the articles referred to in footnote 14 and for
having kindly discussed with him these publications
and others in Russian. He is also grateful to Mrs.
Salomea Fajans for kindly translating the Russian

article by Dzhanpoladian first mentioned in footnote
11 and to Miss Alvena Seckar for that of the first

article quoted in footnote 14. He is also grateful to

Mr. Frank A. Haentschke for having expertly drawn
the Text Figures 6-13and PI, XLVn,(7andD. Finally

the writer would like to thank all the directors and
curators of museums and collectors for having graci-

ously permitted him to illustrate objects in their

collections.
2 Creswell, A Bibliography of the Architect

ture. Arts and Crafts of Islam to 1st Jan. 1960 (0a>iTOf

1960), columns 581-82.

^Maurice Mercier, Le feu grigeoiSf les feux de

guerre depuis VantiguiU, la powdre a canon (Paris

-

Avignon, 1952), pp. 161-58-
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this sittiatioiij many scholars have assumed these pieces to be hcund grenades while

others (e.g. J. Sauvaget in 1949)^ have insisted that theywere usually not used in close

combat but thro'^vn by mangonels or other military engines. The result has been the

uncertainty referred to above, which is also reflected in the 'wording and question marks

in the titles of many articles such as ^'Handgranaten oder Quecksilbergefasse?” by
W. Lenz,^ ^'Handbrandgeschoss oder Ollampe?” by P. Post,® ‘‘Flacons a vln ou grenades

a feu gregeois?’' by J. Sauvaget,'^ or ''Flacons? grenades? eolipiies?” by H. Se^nrig.®

The truth remains that even to date no all-inclusive presentation of this material can be

offered as no complete survey of all the objects and the available evidence has been made.

What this article endeavors to do is only to adduce some new evidence gathered by this

writer and combine it with evidence published by other scholars but not yet properly

considered in the literature as it originally appeared in out-of-the-way places. It is

hoped that this will enable us to come to a clearer evaluation of these problematic pieces.

Once we delete certain unacceptable suggestions (that these vessels had been used as

containers of wine or water from holy springs, lamps, loom 'weights, or decorative finials

in architecture), only four solutions remain from all those considered over the years.

These will be presented here in what we regard as their order of conclusiveness. According

to this scale the most convincingly supported explanation is the one which for a long

time had been accepted by only very few scholars, and very rarely in the West, and then

only as one of secondary nature (e.g. by W. L. Hildburgh in 1951). However, as early as

1871 the Rev. Greviile J. Chester had made the entirely unexpected announcement that

an analysis by a Professor N. Maskelyn had established the existence of miniscule drops

of mercury on the wax-coated interior of a vessel of this type found in Saida (Sidon).®

This fact seemed so bizarre and apparently meaningless that when in 1874 F. de Saulcy

retold it verbatim in his “Note sur des projectiles a main, creux et en terre cuite de

fabrication arabe,’’ he quickly brushed it aside and, for the first time, suggested the hand

grenade theory.^® In 1908, N. F. Vysotskii reported in his “Some Words about the Antiq-

uities of the Volga Bolgars” that such a vessel with remains of mercury had been found

in the village Old Krym; in this case the neck was closed by a wooden stopper and sealed

by wax.^^ Finally in 1914 Lenz reported two more vessels which were said to contain

mercury; one in the Museum of Kazan, while the other, stiU half-filled, appeared in an

ancient pit during construction work on the site of the Kremlin and was kept, before

World War I, in the Rumianzov Museum in Moscow. The same scholar mentioned also

Exploration and Discovery in the City and the Holy

Land (London, 1871), pp. 480-81.

F. de Saulcy, “Note sur des projectiles k main,

creux et en terre cuite de fabrication arabe,”

Mimoires de la Sociiti Nationale des Antiquaires de

France, XXXY (1874), 25-34.

N. V. Vysotskii, “NeskoFko slov o drevnostiakh

Volzhskoi Bolgarii,” lOAIE, XXIV, part 4 (1008),

349, quoted in R. M. Dzhanpoladian, “Sferokoniches-

kie sosudy iz Dvina i Ani,” Sovetskaia Arkheologiia,

1958, No. 1, p. 209, n. 24.
12 §00 article quoted in n. 6 . The Imperial Academy

of Sciences of St, Petersburg had brought out in 1904

an earlier publication by Lenz on “The Sphero-conical

Clay Containers Found in the Muslim Bast,” but this

is not available to me. (Reviewed by Hauptmann
Meyer in Zeiisckrift Jilr hisiorische Wajffenkunde, III

(1902-1905), 303.

* J. Sauvaget, “Flacons h vin ou grenades k ‘feu

gr4geois’?” Annuaire de VInstitut de Philologie et

d'Histoire Orientales et Slaves (University Libre de

Bruxelles), IX (1949), 529.

® W. Lenz, “Handgranaten oder Quecksilber-

gefasse?” Zeitschrift fur hisiorische Waffenkunde, VI
(1912-1914), 367-76.

® P. Post, “Handbrandgeschoss Oder Ollampe?”

Zeitschrift far hisiorische Waffen- und Kostumkunde,

Neue Folge, III (1929), 42.

See 0^3 . cit.j pp. 525-30.

® Henri Seyrig, “Flacons? grenades? eolipiles?”

Syria, XXXVI (1959), 81-89.

9 Greviile tf. Chester, “On the Pottery and Glass

Found in the Excavations,” in Capt. (Charles

William) Wilson B. E. and Capt. (Charles) Warren
R. E., The Recovery of Jerusalem, a Narrative of



Fig. 1.—Clay bottle found by E. F. Schmidt in Rayy

Fig. 2.—Clay bottle found by E, F. Schmidt in Rayy
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that Professor N. J. Wesselofski had heard from natives of Russian Turkestan, where

many fragments of such vessels had been found, that they had been used for the

transport of mercu^3^ Similarly T. Toramanian reported that up to the beginning of the

twentieth century the inhabitants of Shapin-Garaisar in Turkey who were colonists from

Ani in Armenia used such vessels for the storage of mercury (for the preparation of skin

ointments and healing salves) and of bleaching powders (for cosmetics).^® Lenz received

further confirmation for his explanation from the Russian artist M. S. Budin, who had

traveled in Russian Turkestan, and, though the ancient usage had at that time been

given up, he was nevertheless able to learn the original designation: “simop-kusatscha”

which is, of course, the Persian smi'db huzehcheh, that is a ‘^small jug for quicksilver”

(literally, silver-water). This early evidence was recently fully corroborated by an article

by B. V. Lunin (published in Tashkent in 1961).^^ It dealt with his discovery that a

pharmacopical MS. of 948/1541, the IhUiydrdt-i BadiH composed in 770/1369 by

All b. Husayn al-Ansari (also known as Kh'^ajeh Zayn al-Attar), illustrated three such

containers in the discussion of mercury (PL XLVI, A). In consequence of this evidence,

it was only natural that when in 1962 S. B. Lunina published in Ashkhabad (Turk-

menistan) vessels of this type in her discussion of the “Pottery Production of Merv from

the 9th to the Early 13th Century” she designated the illustrations as “simabkuzacha.”^^

It may be added that Lenz had already pointed out that the thickness of the pottery

vessels and their pointed bottom are appropriate for the heavy liquid metal just as the

small spout was well suited for easy closing and the varied decorative surface-markings

helped with the identification of each lot. It can be further stated that the shape was

also functional as far as the packing in the panniers of donkeys or camels was concerned,

as the pieces, placed in cut straw, could easily be made to dovetail (Fig. 6).

The use of vessels of this type obviously arouses our interest in the role mercury played

in the Muslim world. On the basis of the text discussed by him and earlier sources,

Lunin reviewed the Oriental literature on the role played by mercury. He listed in

particular its use in medicinal drugs in the case of headaches, paralysis, palsy, deafness,

insanity, and loss of vision, as a tonic, a dermatological salve employed against scabs,

itch, and mange, as a veterinary ointment and as vermicide and poison against lice,

mice, snakes, and scorpions. He mentions also industrial uses, i.e. for the backing of

mirrors and embellishments. The extensive use of sphero-conical vessels in Armenia is

corroborated by the fact that the medieval Armenian physician Amir Bawlat mentions

twenty different names for mercury in his medical treatise.^® Thanks to the researches of

S. D. Goitein among the Geniza documents found in Old Cairo, we can now fortunately

expect even further data about the medieval trade in this commodity and commercial

containers. Professor Goitein was kind enough to supply me with preliminary infor-

mation from unpubhshed material which he permitted me to give as an “Appendix”

Dhzanpoladian, op. cit.f p. 209.

B. V. Lunin, “K voprosu o funktsionaFnom
naznachenii sferokonicheskikh sosudov v sviazi s

odnim rukopisnym istochnikom XVI v,” Istoriia

materiaVnol KulHury Uzbekistana^ 11 (Tashkent,
1961), 255-66. Other important Russian articles are
by X, V. Minkevieh-Mustafaeva (“O Remeslennom
kvartale Bailakana,” JSovetskaia Arkheologiiaf 1958,
No. 4, pp. 96-106, see specially Fig. 6) and by G, M.
Akhmedov (“Xepolivnaia Keramika Oren-Kala IX-

XIII vv.,” Materialy i issledovaniia po arkheologii

No. 67 (Moscow-Leningrad, 1959), pp. 186-226,

especially PL XIV). Lunin, op. cit., p. 256, n. 3, lists

several other vessels which still contained mercury.

S. B. Lunina, “Goncharnoe proizvodstvo v
Merve X-nachala XIII vv.,” Trudy I Uzhno- Turk-
menistanskol arkheologicheskol kompleksnoiy ekspedit-

XI (Ashkhabad, 1962), 359.

Dzhanpoladian, op. ciL, p. 210.



Fig. 6.—^Packing scheme of clay bottles

Walter Hauser and Charles K. Wilkinson, “The
Museum’s Excavations at Nishapur,” Bulletin The
Metropolitan Mmeum of Art^ XXXVII (1942), 89.

A catalogue of them appeared in Mercier, op.

, pp. 136-45, Pis. XIII-XIV.

Sphero-coxical Vessels in the Muslim East

at the end of this article. One result of his findings was that the container for the

transport of mercury was called ‘‘fuqqd’^a^’ and, if our assumptions are right, this was

apparently the Arabic designation of the sphero-conical bottle.

Conclusive as the old and new evidence for the use of these bottles as mercury con-

tainers is (though so far hardly ever considered in the West), there are nevertheless two

strong arguments which speak against the assumption that this was their exclusive

function. There is first the large number of such vessels. For instance, as early as 1914

the Museums of Kazan alone contained over 100 pieces; about 100 years ago, about sixty

were found in one room in Tripoli; over thirty are in the Palestine Archaeological Museum
besides many others in various collections in Jerusalem. Furthermore, W. Hauser and

C. K, Wilkinson found a kiln with “a huge quantity of wasters’’ in Nishapur.^® All this

seems rather unlikely if we assume that these pieces were used only as mercury containers

as some recent Soviet researchers are apparently inclined to do. Secondly, there exist

glass vessels of the same shape (or closely related shapes), although due to their fragility

and the thinness of their walls the number of preserved pieces is very limited. They can

be undecorated (PL XLVI, jB) while others have their decoration impressed (PL XLVII,
A) or applied (PL XLVII, P), and the finest and latest in date show even enameled
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designs for royal or princely use (PI. XLVIII, As it so happens, we even have
molds, found in Miletus, which H. Seyrig thought to have been used for the production
of just such glass vessels.®® All of them would certainly not have been suitable as
mercury containers. Happily, there exists a piece of evidence which points to their
original use; this is a stucco relief (of about 730) found by Daniel Schlumberger in the
ruins of the Umayyad Palace of Qasr al-Hair al-Gharbi in which a female figure holds a
small vessel of just this type (now in the Musee National, Damascus, PI. XLVIII, B).
This context, as weU as the delicate material, the at-times costly decoration, and also the
names of women found on certain pottery pieces, indicates a use as perfume flasks or
sprinklers. At the same time the occurrence of this form on the relief in Qasr al-Hair
proves them to have been used earlier in the Islamic period than so far assumed,®^ the
earliest Islamic examples dating Jfrom Umayyad times; this fact is confirmed by the
discovery of several typical pottery pieces in the Uma3^ad sites of Khirbat al-Mafjar
and Khirbat al-Minya as well as by the assumed date of the glass bottle in the collection
of Professor Mohsen Moghadam in Teheran, which is said to be late Sasanian, though it

could also be early Islamic (PI. XLVII, A). This makes it likely, as W. Hauser, C. K.
Wilkinson, ®® and Arthur Lane have already suggested, that many ofthe ceramic pieces
of this type served also as near-unbreakable containers for costly liquids, especially
perfumes or drugs, be it for storage or for shipment from production centers. The
frequently raised counter-argument that these usually unglazed pieces are too porous,
has been contested by Hauser and Wilkinson. On the basis of tests made with Nishapur
material they concluded that these vessels “hold volatile liquids, water, and oil for weeks
without seepage.” This was corroborated by R. M. Dzhanpoladian’s observation that the
inner surfaces were covered with a special coating of a dense, hard, and fireproof clay
which made them not only thick but also impenetrable and not unlike “stoneware.”®^
The third possibility is that of the aeolipiles, which have been described by Vitruvius

as follows:

Sails of Aeolus (aeoli pilae) are made of hollow bronze, and they have a very narrow point.
They are filled with water and placed on the fire; before they begin to warm they have no
rush of air, but as soon as they begin to boil, they produce on the fire a vehement blast.^®

The container here illustrated has been pub-
lished by Mohamed Mostafa, “Neuerwerbungen des
Museums fiir Islamische Kunst in Kairo,” in Aus der
Welt der islamischen Kunst. Festschrift fiir Ernst
Kiihnel (Berlin, 1969), pp. 91-92, Pigs. 3-7. Two
other enameled glass containers made for the Rasulid
Sultan of Yemen, al-Malik al-Ashraf "Umar 11 1295-
1297, are in the Mus6e du Louvre and the Victoria and
Albert Museum (0, J. Lamm, MittelaUerliche Qldser
und Steinschnittarheiten aus dem Nahen (Berlin,
1929-1930), I, 343, No. 2, with bibliography, II, 138,
2); Wilfred Buckley, The Art of Glass^ Illustrated frorn
the Wilfred Buckley Collection in the Victoria and Albert
Museurn (London, 1939), 243-44, No. 92, PI, 15; the
object is there called a ‘‘zemzemia” or holy water
sprinkler, after the well of Zamzam at the Ka*=ba in
Mecca. However, R. Tiozys SuppUment aux Diction-
naires arahes (Paris, 1927), I, 603, indicates no such
restricted use, as he gives as his translation for
zamzamlya “vase en cuir destine h, contenir de I’eau,
petite bouteille de cuir, bidon, petite outre”; the
piece may therefore very well be a perfume bottle or
sprinkler.

IB

20 Henri Seyrig, “Sur certains monies, trouves k
Milet,” Journal of Glass Studies, I (1959), 65-67.

21 Dzhanpoladian, op. cit., p. 213 dates the earliest
(from Bailaqan-Oren Kala) from the ninth century
and the latest (from the Volga) from the beginning of
the fifteenth century. The manuscript mentioned in
n. 14 seems to indicate that such containers were still

known and used in the sixteenth century.

22 Hauser-Wilkinson, op. cit., p. 90.

23 Arthur Lane, review of Excavations at Samarra,
19S6^19S9, Baghdad, Iraq Government Department
of Antiquities, 1940, in Ars Islamica, XI-XII (1946),
203-204; idem. Early Islamic Pottery (London, 1947),
pp. 27-28.

24 i>zhanpoladian, op. ciL, p, 202.

25 Yitruvius on Architecture, ed. and tr. F. Granger,
Loeb Classical Library (1931), I, 55, with some cor-
rections suggested by W. L. Hildburgh, “Aeolipiles as
Fire-blowers,” Archaeologia (Oxford), XCIV (1951),
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PLATE XLVm

A.—Enameled Glass Bottle Made for the Mamluk Amir al-Shamsi Shams al-DIn Altunbugha. H. 8|"

(21.5 CM.). Egypt, ca, 1293. (After Mohamed Mostafa in Aus der Welt der islamischen Kunsi)

B .
—-Relief from Qasr al-5air al~Gh^bi. About 730. Damascus, Mus:feE National

r AND D.—Himalayan Aeolipiles OR Fire-blowers. British Museum. (Drawn by Frank A. Haentschke

AFTER A Photograph Publlshed by W. L. Hildburgh in Archaeologia, Vol. XCIV [1951], Pl. XVI, a)
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Figs. 7-10.—Grenades according to Medieval Arabic manuscripts. After J. T. Eeinaud and I.

Fav4.

26 See article quoted in n. 8.

2"^ J. T, Reinand and I, Fav6, Du feu grigeois^ des

feux de guerre et des origines de la poud/re d canon
(Paris, 1845), planches I, Figs. I and 4, III, Figs. 34,

35, 38.

28 After Ibn Erenbogha al-Zardkash, K. antq fiH-

mandjzqt probably eighth/fourteenth century. Istan-

bul. Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi, Ahmed III, No. 3469,

fol. 49 verso. The manuscript, an illustrated survey of

war techniques, is described in H. Ritter* *‘La Parure

des cavaliers und die Literatur iiber die ritterlichen

Kunste,” Der Islam, XVIII (1929), 150-52. 1 owe this

copy of the drawing in the manuscript to the kindness

of Professor Helhnut Ritter and Professor Nejat

Diyarbekirli.

Although with one exception ail known Western examples and the modem Himalayan

versions {PL XLVIII, G and D) are of metal, the appropriateness of the Islamic sphero-

conical pottery versions—their form, narrow spout, thick walls, the ease with which a

pre-warmed vessel can be filled with water, the application of female names, the usual

lack of any substance inside the vessels and their common occurrence in private houses—

would ah be easily explained by this special function. This has been ingeniously put for-

ward by Br. W. L. Hildburgh, who originally proposed this explanation, and by

H. Sejrig, who supported this hypothesis with additional arguments.^® In spite of all the

rather positive points in favor of this explanation there remains, however, something

theoretical about it, especially since none of these objects are nowadays used for this

purpose in the Muslim world, nor is there to be found any recollection about this par-

ticular usage as happened in the case of the mercury containers. Also, if this explana-

tion should be right, one is puzzled as to why so few of these vessels have soot marks or

other signs of having been near fires. One has therefore to wait for further corroborative

evidence to make this into an acceptable hypothesis.

On the basis of the valid objections made by Henri Seyrig this writer feels even more

doubtful about the explanation as hand grenades. Although held for nearly 100 years

and in the West generally regarded as the most likely solution of the problem, the

diflaculties in coping with the problems posed by certain features—^such as the problem

of filling and spilling the viscous liquids, the solidity ofthe waUs which prevents breakage,

the applied basmallah and good wishes, the often elaborate forms of decoration, the names

of women, and the frequent occurrence in non-military locations—do not seem to have

been overcome. It seems that earlier writers have been too much influenced by the wel-

documented use of naft ot ‘'Greek fire*’ by special Muslim troops called naffailn without

having been able to establish a valid equation between the attested function and the

containers. Actually the illustrations in medieval manuscripts, that is those

known for 120 years, as well as a so-far unpublished one,^® show containers for such



o.
Aniq fiH-manajlq. Istanbul, Topkapu Sarayl Muzesi, Ahmed III,

3469 fol. 49 verso.

Fig. 12. Bottle from Werny District, Turkestan. Moscow, Historical Museum. After W. Arendt
Fig. 13.--Bottle(?), After W. Gohlke

inflammable material which have different shapes (Figs. 7-11). It is, of course, not
impossible that further search among such manuscripts, as well as proper chemical
examinations of the remains found in the vessels and aerodynamical tests, may still

vindicate this theory. But so far the case seems far from proven.

Important as certainty about the basic function of the sphero-conical bottles is,

there remain many other problems, some of them connected with the original usage.

This question arises, for instance, in connection with the
‘

'unorthodox’’ pieces. Thus
M- Mohsen Foroughi of Teheran owns a glass bottle whose body is of the usual shape but
lacks the ordinary projection opening, though it has a small handle on its side (PI. XLIX,
ul). There is no difficulty in interpreting this vessel as a perfume bottle. Nor is it

difficult to recognize that a doughnut-shaped vessel (Fig. 12) related to the “pilgrim
bottles belongs to the same general category,^® as at least one other ceramic flask

formed like it, but with a well-formed foot, is known. Another curious piece was
published byW . Gohlke in 1914; it showed a long tubular projection instead ofthe regular
knob-like head (Fig. 13).®^ Here one wonders what the purpose of this implement was.

Catalogue, 7000 Years of Iranian Art. Turkestan; now in the Historical Museum, Moscow),
ton: Smithsonian Institution (1964-1965), No. 680; in R. Ettinghausen, “Parthian and Sasanian
the Paris Exhibition this piece was No. 1063. Pottery,” in A Survey of Persian Art, ed. A. U. Pope

W. Arendt, “Die sparisch-konischen Gef^sse (Eondon-New York, 1938-1939), Vol. IV, PI. 193 B,
aus gebranntem Ton, Zeitschrift fiir historische 22 Gohlke, “Handbrahdgeschosse aus Ton,”
Waffcn- und Kostumkunde, New Series, III, (12) Zeitachrift fur historische Waffenhunde, VT
(1929), 208, Fig. 3 (from Werny District in Russian 1914), 381, Fig. 4.
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Then Dzhanpoladian speaks of pieces with a flat bottom, one found in Ani in Armenia
(here, however, with a conical projection on the inside) and of another from Centra!

Asia (Hermitage Museum, No. SA 1307).®® Here we can at least point to a twelfth-

century, flat-bottomed parallel in bronze %vhich appeared in Iran, that is in the inter-

mediary region between the areas where the pottery vessels had been found (PL XLIX,
B). In addition, the same writer reports of a stone mold from Biliar on the Volga which

he thinks was used for the casting of metallic versions (Hermitage Museum, No. 131

38/3 S),®^ although it is also possible that they are related to the stone molds found in

Miletus which H. Seyrig thought of as having been used in the production of glass

vessels.®® Another unexpected variety from Dvin had the opening on the side of the

neck, while the characteristic feature of pieces found in Termez was that their lower

parts terminated “with a rod frequently of a flat cut.”®® The most unusual pieces are,

however, the zoomorphic varieties, of which the most common seems to be the ich-

thyomorphic group. Such fish shapes have been reported in two variants in Akhsykeb

(Namangan District of Uzbekistan; Fig. 14);®*^ the same shape appeared also in Nisha-

ptir,®® while in Afrasiyab-Samarqand only the low^er part of the elongated shape of the

vessels took on the form of a fish.®® The writer of this article recalls also that many years

ago he saw in the Museum of Peshawar pieces of a not-yet-established era, but possibly

dating from a pre-Islamic period, in which the usual sphero-conical container formed

the body of a quadruped while the four legs provided an appropriate stand for the

otherwise unstable vessel.

The distribution of such shapes and unusual decorations will eventually help us also

to show the spread of these types, be it due to a diffusion of the artistic concept or of the

products themselves owing to commercial transactions. For instance a sherd found in

Dvin was decorated with an alternating sequence of raised ribs and pairs of snakes with

confronted open mouths and intertwined bodies (Fig. 15).^® The same composition and

motifs occur in three examples which are in the Palestine Archaeological Museum in

Jerusalem (and obviously found in that region), though in two cases the ribs took here

the shape of a fish, which ties them to the ichthyomorphic pieces from Central Asia.^^ The

intertwined snakes and ribs occur also on a fragment ofunknown origin which is further-

more stamped with what seems to be the name “Baqi” (PL L, A). This same name occurs

on another fragment in the Palestine Archaeological Museum which shows, however, an

entirely different type of decoration, namely staggered rows of drop-shaped units.^^

On the other hand the same inscription (followed by a small circle) occurs on a large

piece in the Philadelphia Museum where the intertwined lines do not form snakes but a

six-pointed star (PL L, B). This suffices to show that these investigations of shapes and

the inter-relationships and distribution of decorations and inscriptions present yet

another promising approach to solve the riddle of these ubiquitous but still rather

mysterious vessels.

Dzhanpoladian, cii., p. 202.

Loc. cit.

See article quoted in n. 20.

Dzhanpoladian, op. ciL, pp. 202 and 206.
3’’’ Idem, op. oit., p. 207 and Fig. 6, The left piece

might also be interpreted as a bird.

Hauser-Wilkinson, op. cit., p. 89 and Fig. 8.

Dzhanpoladian, op. cit., p. 206.
^0 Op. cit.. Fig. 5.

Nos, 19.698, 1.9698, and 36270 (see Mercier, op.

cit., pp. 108, 139-40, 141, FI. XIII, recto, lower right) .

Op. cit., PI. Xn, verso, lower (where the inscrip-

tion is read as naruhu = son feu); F. B. Bagatti,

“Bombe a ‘fuocco greco’ in Palestina,” Faenza,

XXXIX (1953), FI. xn, No. 10.

K
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Fig. 14.—^Theriomorphic bottles from Akhsykeb, Uzbek S8K. After Dzhanpoiadian

Fig. IS.—Bottle fragment from Dvin. After Dzhanpoiadian
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Appendix

by S. D, Goitbin

Eeferences to the shipment of mercury (both zaybaq and zai'tfq) are common in the

Geniza. It goes from Tunisia (to which it was imported too) to Alexandria and from'

there to Fustat. Sometimes it happened that mercury, like other Maghariba merchandise,

was not to be had in Alexandria, because everything used to be forwarded immediately

to Fustat. Thus occasionally one had to order mercury from Fustat for Alexandria.

However, thus far, I am not sure whether any of the cases where I suppose that mercury

was ordered by an Alexandrian in Fustat, refers indeed to Alexandria (and, e.g. not to

the Fayyum), while the route Tunisia-Alexandria-Fustiat is above doubt.

Examples:

Oxford Bodleian ms., Heb., d 65 (Catalogue Neubauer-Cowley 2877), f. 17 margin:

^'Had I not loaded already the mercury, I could seU it here (in Tunisia) profitably.”

Un. Lib. Cambridge, Or, 1080, J 111: ‘T am sending you with Ha3?yim two bottles

(fuqqd'^atayn) mercury (from Alexandria to Fustat). Sell it and let me know the price.”

F. was used also as a receptacle for honey, e.g. : '^the f, with honey fell from Samuel (who

was carrying it with him on a boat) into the Nile.” I suppose that the family name

fuqqa'^i (Jewish) means bottle maker.

ULC TS (Taylor-Schechter), 13 J 19, f 9, 1. 10 (I suppose from Alexandria, see above).

‘'Send one qintdr of mercury for 18 dinars. Here (Alexandria?), it is sold for 20J per

qintar. The maghribi goods are not to be had here.”

ULC TS 24.46. A man who had arrived in Fustat from abroad complains that he had to

seU his mercury which was worth 25 dinars (a qintar) for 19.

Oxford ms., Hcfe., d 47, f. 62 (Catalogue 2699, No. 25), fines 7-19. “One Hdl bale must

be repacked, for some mercury flowed out of it” (Alexandria-Fustat).

All these letters are from the eleventh century.

A letter from Alexandria, written around 1100, reports that there was plenty of

mercury in the Maghrib (Tunisia) and adds that the writer had heard that in the caravan-

serai and bourse of the Qadi Ben Raj a"^ (in Fustat) a qintar was sold for 14 dinars.

Muse was traded in qawdrir, bottles, or rather flasks. The word is used for the bottle'in

which one observed the urine of a sick person.

Minced salt fish, sir mafhun, and many fruit juices, such as lemon squash, were

shipped and kept in qatarmiz, which is a glass vessel of large dimensions.

An inventory of a druggist’s store, dated 29 March 1229, repeatedly mentions qandni

zajdj. However, it may be that thirteenth century qinnina is identical with eleventh

century qaiarmiz.



THE ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIAN EATION SYSTEM

I. J. GELB^ Oriental Institute, University of Chicago

In his well-kno^Tti study of the pre-Sargonic texts of the ‘'temple of Bau” at

Lagash-G-irshu, P. Anton Deimel, Sumerische Tempelwirtschaft zwr Zeit Vruhaginas und
seiner Nachfolger (AriOr II [Roma, 1931]), 1 ff., translated the Sumerian term se-ba as

\ “Gersten-Lohn,” and similarly ziz-ha, ninda-ha, and sig-ha as “Weizen-, Brot-, and Woll-

j Lohn (or -Lohnimg),” respectively. He had used the same terms previously in Fara III,

15* (for the Fara texts) and in Orient, XXXIV f. and XLIII f. (for the Lagash-Girshu

texts).

I
The translation of m-ha and of other types of ~ha as “Lohn, wages, salaire,” etc. is now

fully dominating the field of Assyriology. Very few of the scholars who translate h-ha

,

as “(barley-) rations'’ are aware of the weighty implications of the term “rations” versus

“wages.”

The fact is that there is as much difference in meaning between rations and wages as

1
there is between h-ha and d, and between the semi-free class of workers, forced to per-

' form labor for which they receive rations, and the free class of workers offering their

services in hire. And the fact is that the only system dominating the picture of early

Mesopotamian economic history is that of a semi-free class of laborers receiving h-ha
“rations,” and it was not until the later stage of the Ur III period, but mainly from the

Old Babylonian on, that the rise of free laborers, offering their services as lu-hun-gd,

“hirelings,” brought about a radical change in the economic and social system of the

country, and with it the institution of d, “wages.”

The object of this study is first to straighten out the meaning of and of related

terms for rations and then to place the ration system within the framework of the ancient

Mesopotamian society.

The time covered in this study is the second half of the third millennium b.c., with its

four main epigraphic subdivisions, Fara, pre-Sargonic, Sargonic, and Ur III. The
emphasis on the Sargonic and Ur III periods is justified by the fact that our best docu-

mentation for the ration system comes from that time.

The old Mesopotamian ration system involves regular distribution of three basic

commodities: barley, oil, and wool. These three kinds of regular rations are discussed in

the following three sections.

“barley bation”

Word for word, the Sumerian compound h-ha consists of se, “barley,” and 5a, “dis-

tribution, division, allotment,” and means “distribution of barley.” The Sumerian verb
ha corresponds to the Akkadian zdzum, both meaning “to distribute, to divide, to allot.”

Cf. GAD under zdzu, p. 76. Nothing in these basic meanings of Sumerian ba and Akkadian
zdzum leads easily to a secondary meaning “wages.” The compound se.ba is used as a

Sumerogram in Akkadian texts.

230
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That h-ha or §e,ba cannot mean ‘Svages’’ but only ‘‘rations” in all the early Meso-

potamian periods before the Old Babylonian period can be proved by the following

evidence:

(1) SE.BA is issued for animals in a number of Sargonic texts of Tel! Asmar (e.g., MAD
1 154; 292; 306), of Susa {MDP XIV 71), and of unknovm origin {BIN VIII 122; 131);

also rarely in the Ur III texts {GT I 6-7).

(2) SE.BA is issued for infants or nursing babies, called dijmij.ga in the texts of Gasur

{HS8 X 184; 187; 188), and gaba in the texts of Susa (JfDP XIV 11; 51; 61; 71).

(3) SE.BA is issued for divinities {^A-ha^ and ^Su-nir) in the Sargonic texts of Susa

(JfDP XIV 51; 71).

(4) Be-ha nam-ra^ag {TGL V 6039 end) corresponds to m^gal nmn-ra-a-ag {Dok. II 329

end) in two parallel Ur III texts from Umma, listing barley issued to captive women and

children. The use of m-gal, which normally denotes barley rations issued to animals,

means that se-ba is here considered as rations on the level of fodder for animals, and

certainly not as wages.

(5) In contrast to the term se-ba, “rations,” used regularly in all the periods from

Fara to Ur III, both the terms d, “wages” (originally, the amount of work done in x

days), and M-hun-gd, “hireling,” are exceedingly rare in early periods, from Fara to

Sargonic. In the Ur III period, when the institution of wages develops to a fuller extent,

the total amounts received by hirelings add up to much more than the standard rations.

See e.g., PDTI 368; TMH n.F. I/II 121; and Kraft 7 (unpublished), according to which

the total received by hirelings includes 150 quarts as wages plus 60 quarts as rations,

thus amounting to 210 quarts of barley per one man in one month. On the standard

ration of 60 quarts see below p. 233.

By extension, the word se-ba or §e.ba involves the distribution of both se, barley,

and GIG, “wheat,” in a Sargonic text {H8SX 66), which is not surprising considering that

§E also has the meaning of “grain” in general {MAD III 256). In fact, the meaning of

SE.BA was further extended to cover not only barley and grain in general but also the

two other commodities which were regularly distributed as rations, namely i, “oil, fat,”

and siG, “wool.” Cf. dub se.ba i, “the tablet of the rations of oil” {MAD I 49), and

quantities of se, sig, and i given for se.ba of PN’s {MAD I 291). Since barley is by far

the most common commodity distributed in the old Mesopotamian ration lists, se-ha or

Se.ba in the greatest number of occurrences means simply “barley ration.”

The greatest extension of the meaning of se-ba is found in the Ur III texts from Ur

{UMT III), where the term m-^ba stands for the distribution of “barley,” ninda,

“bread,” i, “oil,” teg, “fish,” zdlum and u^u-in, “dates,” and gu4ur, “peas,” singly or

in any combination of the different commodities, as in the following examples:

Ae alone (passim)

ie and i (1025; 1049; 1066 ^
«6 and kue (1070)

and Mg (1032)

kus, and zdlum (104:1)

se and zdlum (1033; 1039; 1415)

Malone (1053; 1054; 1063; 1144)

alone (1041; 1046; 1146; 1149; 1151; 1182)

4 and kuQ (1040)
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One interesting point about the use of ie-ha in UET III texts is that the term h~ha
includes al kinds of food, but not, e.g., wool, in contrast to MAD I 291, referred to just

above. It is surprising that the use of h-ha for rations of different kinds of food is not
known in the Ur III period outside of Ur.

A strange hybrid in the form l-se-ha for “rations of oil,” and not “rations of oil and
barley,” was used by an Ur scribe in UET III 1181 (and 170).

While h-ha is the aU-purpose term for barley rations, no matter whether distributed

to human beings, animals, or divinities, other terms are used in the lists at times in

opposition to h-ha, at times replacing it. These terms are: sa-gal, used for barley rations

for animals but also for captives and for the erin class of workers/soldiers; se-kurQ-ra (or

kure), used for barley issued as subsistence for free persons; sd-dug^, used mainly for

distributions to divinities; nig-kd-a (mainly in UET III texts), used for food issued to

individuals on special occasions; and nig-ddb (mainly in UET III texts), used for food
and wool issued to divinities and for cultic purposes. Cf., e.g., m-kuTQ-ra for engar
“peasants” (Reisner, TUT 94: ii 34), in contrast to h-ba for semi-free persons {op. cU.

passim, and commonly in Ur III); also h-kur^ parallel to sd-dug^ (UET III 156; 974;

1377), h-ba parallel to sd-dug^ {UET III 94; 961; 1031), h-ba parallel to ^d-gal {TCL V
6039; Dok. II 329, discussed above p. 231), and nig-kd{-a) parallel to nig-ddb (Oppen-
heim, GCTE F 4 and I 9). For the Old Babylonian period, note that one text uses §e.ba
as barley rations for (semi-free) female weavers, §1.gal for birds, and kuRq for free

individuals (C^T VIII 21d, translated by Kohler and Vngnad, HQ III No. 773, and
Harris in VI [1963], 143 f.).

The amount of rations received by individuals depended in the first place, on the sex
and age of the recipient and, in the second place, on his status and the type of work he
performed. The terms for sex and age differentiations are discussed below on pp. 238ff.

The barley ration system of the Sargonic period can be best reconstructed from the
Gasur and Susa texts. The amounts are given in sild, “quarts” per month.

Men Women Children Source
(guru§) (GEM]^) Sons Daughters Infants

(nxjMu. nita) (dumij. sal) (dumij. ga)

(gaba)
60 30 30 30,20 EJSiSX 183
60 30?, 20?, 15 HSS X l Si '

60 30 20 20 10 :HSSX 187'

60 30 30, 20 20 10 ESSXm '

120, 60 30 30, 20 20 ESS X 190
'

30 20
.

: 'lO'' MDP XIV 11

i and (1062; 1091)

i, ziX-lum, and ninda (1048; 1072)

kue{-izi) alone (1046; 1182; 1185)

z44um alone (1070; 1090; 1092; 1093)

d-hu-in alone (1105)

gd-tur sumun alone (1002)
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1
I

The ration system is very much standardized all through the Sargonic and Ur III

periods, although deviations of difFerent t3?p)es are found occasionally.

In the MDP XIV 71 Sargonic text the great majority of gijbijs, ‘'men,” receive 60

quarts of barley per month, others 40 or 30 quarts; several hundred geme, "women,”

receive 30 quarts, but 5 GBMi.sxJ.Gi4 ,
"old women,” only 20 quarts; a larger number of

niJMXJ.NiTA, "boys,” receive 30 quarts, a smaller number only 20 quarts; and while

BITMU.SAE, "girls,” receive normally 20 quarts, a small number ofthem receive 30 quarts.

In the Ur III text, Fish, ^;^^ No. 263 (Pis. XLVII f.) probably from Prehem, guru§,

"men,” receive 125, 75, 60, 50, 40, or 30 quarts; among them the ration of 125 quarts is

assigned to the guru^-engar, "farmers,” and 50 quarts to guru^-m-gi^^, "old men;” geme,

"women,” receive the standard ration of 30 quarts, but the rations of dumumita, "boys,”

vary from 25 to 20 to 15 to 10 quarts, and those of dumu-SAJb, "girls,” from 15 to 10

quarts. The dumumita and dumu^-SAL who receive 10 quarts must obviously correspond

to the BUMXJ.GA or gaba, "infants,” of the Sargonic period.

In the CT III 9 f. Ur III text from Lagash, the male workshop foremen called gum^

ugula-uru receive 60 quarts, most of the other gurus, "men,” also 60 quarts, although a

few receive 50, 40, or 30 quarts; the geme ugula-uru, "female workshop foremen,” get 40

quarts, other geme, "women,” usually 35 quarts, some 25 or 20 quarts; dumu, "children,”

without distinction as to sex, receive 20, 15, or 10 quarts. Here, too, dumm who receive

10 quarts must correspond to the older term bxjmxj.ga or gaba.

For sources pertaining to the barley ration system in the Fara texts, see Peimel, Fara

III p. 13* and Nos. 61-91, especially No. 91, also Jestin, TSS 150. While the figure of 96

quarts of barley per man dominates in the lists, no clear picture of standard rations can

be reconstructed for this period.

Texts pertaining to the barley rations in the pre-Sargonic period at Lagash-Girshu

have been collected by Peimel in Orient. XXXIY f. and XLIII f. The rations of barley

average out to 72, 48, and 36 quarts per man, 36 and 24 quarts per woman, and 18 and

12 quarts per child, thus approximating the standard rations of barley in the Sargonic

and Ur III periods. The exact amounts differ from class to class and require a more

minute examination than can be given here.

Under normal circumstances, barley rations were issued once a month. Of. lu iti-da-ke^.

"persons (receiving rations once) a month,” {DP 154; HSS III 3; etc.) in pre-Sargonic;

Se.ba (^u) 1m {H8S X 108; 190; BIN VIII 122; 123; 130) or §e.ba iti 1 {MDP XIV 71)

in Sargonic; and se . . . iti-da {CT IX 50 b; Orient. XLVII 382; Barton, HLG III 114 xv;

BM 23581, unpublished) or §e-ha iti-da {CT III 7 x) in Ur III.

l-5a, "oil bation”

The information about oil rations is much less satisfactory than that about barley

rations, both in terms of quantity and quality.

The term for "oil rations” in the UBT lll texts is normally h-ha (see p. 231, but also

\-ha {UET III p. 103), and 0Yen%-h-ha {UET III 1181, discussed above on p. 232). Else-

where, the term l-ha occurs very rarely, as in H8SWZ and Oppenheim, CCTE 4.

The meaning of i as "animal fat” or "vegetable oil” cannot be discussed here. Let it

suffice to note that the most common oil was "lard,” from the Fara to the Sargonic
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period, but l-gis, ''sesame,” in the Ur III period. Neither can we enter here into the
discussion of the extent to which oil was used as food and/or as ointment.

The amounts of oil listed in the Sargonic texts from Tell Asmar are normally 3 quarts
per woman and 6 quarts per woman with a child {MAD I 7; 11). An unpublished
Sargonic text of Adab yields 1/2 quart of oil per man, in addition to 60 quarts of barley

and 1 shekel of silver, all paid as wages (A 663). A Susa text lists the distribution of 1

quart of sesame oil each to different individuals {MDP XIV 50).

In the Ur III period the following information is available: According to Reisner,

TUT 164^® and BM 17807 (unpubhshed), several hundred women receive each 10 gin,

i.e., 1/6 of a quart of oil. The same amount, namely 10 shekels of oil, in addition to 60
quarts of bread, is received by each Elamite worker in a month {ITT III 6175). Accord-
ing to H8S IV 3 iii, 6466 women receive each one quart of oil; as can be deduced from
the verb ba-ab-h^ (erin) in cols, v, vi, rev. iv and v, some quantities of oil were issued for

the purpose of anointing, not consumption.

The main problem that we face in coimection with the oil rations concerns the time
they were issued: were oil rations issued once a month, once a year, or several times a
year at some regular or irregular intervals ? Unfortunately, in the case of oil rations, we
have no parallels to the se-ba sig-ba texts (p. 236), which deal with the distribution of both
barley and wool in the year, and furnish clear evidence that barley rations were issued

once a month and wool rations once a year (pp. 233 and 235). Apparently oil was not
distributed as regularly as barley and wool. This comes out also from the fact that the

expression for "upkeep” is not only l-ba sig-ha in the Ur III ditillas (Falkenstein,

NSGU III pp. 161 f.), but also se-ba sig-ba alone (Falkenstein, NSGU III pp. 161 f., and
below, p. 236).

Good evidence concerning the period for which oil rations were issued is to be found
in ITT III 6175, referred to above, which reads as follows: (1) 3 gurus Elam 1{pi)
ninda-ta (2) 10 gin Ua iti l-1cam {^) iti 24h (4) iti Gdn-mas4a (5) iti Se4Ua4e (6) Elam
nam-ra-ag-me. The meaning is quite clear: 12 captive Elamites received 10 shekels of
011 and 60 quarts of bread in a month, to be issued in 12 months. Since 60 quarts of
bread (or grain) is the standard monthly ration of a gurus worker, we must assume that
10 shekels of oil also represent the standard monthly ration. No safe conclusions can be
drawn from a Diyala Sargonic tag from the Biyala Region {MAD I 49), reading dub
§E.BA i 1 MU, "the tablet of oil rations for 1 year,” since it is not known whether the
tablet concerned dealt with oil rations issued once a year or with the composite issues of
12 months in the year.

The best picture of oil rations can be obtained from the Ur III texts found at Ur and
published in VET III; the amounts given below refer to sild, "quarts.”

Women
4 , 2

4, 3

6, 3,24
4,3

5, 4, 3, 24
B

5,4,3
5, 4, 3

Children

2, 14, 1

4 (once)

1

14 , 1

Source
1040

1041

1047

1048

1049

1053; 1054; 1063, etc.

1066

1431
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The information based on ITT III 6175 and other texts, according to which a man or

a woman received 10 shekels (or 1/6 of a quart) of oil in a month, or 2 quarts in a year,

can be adjusted with that derived from the UET III texts, according to which a man
or a woman received from 2 to 5 quarts of oil, by assuming that the UET III texts

represent yearly, not monthly, rations. This conclusion is favored by the fact that over

one-half of the UET III texts concerned mth the distribution of oil rations are dated to

the twelfth and eleventh months of the year.

In one respect the rationing of oil differs from that of wool. While wool rationing

normally takes place once a year (see below p. 235), oil rationing can take place

either once a year or twelve times a year, with variations depending on local conditions.

8ig-ha, ‘‘wool ration”

More information is available about the rationing of wool than about that of oil.

According to one Sargonic text from Lagash {ITT I 1065), 46 auEiJ§ receive each

10 ma~na sig, while their ugula, “foreman,” gets 20 rm-na. In two Sargonic texts of

unknown origin, BIN VIII 148 and 152, gueu§ receive amounts of wool varying from

5 to 10 pounds, while gbm:^ get 4 pounds, and children get 3 or 2 pounds.

Among the many Ur III wool ration texts we can quote the following, with the

amounts of wool given in ma-na “pounds” per year:

Men Women Children Source

4 u, 1 CT VII 50b

4, 3 3 Ih 1 CT XXXII 34 f.

2, li. 1 Chiera, 8TA 4

3 3, 2, li. 1 Ghiera, 8TA 6

4 3 H. h i ETC 399

4, 3 2, 4. 1 H88 IV 2

4, 3, 2 li. 1 IV 211 iv

3 2, li. 1 Reisner, TUT 156

4, 3 2, li. 1 Barton, HLC 111 113 f.

4 3 2, li. h i 4 NT 208, unpublished

3 2, li. 1 BM 15283, unpublished

3 1 BM 15902, unpublished

4 2, li. 1 BM 23581, unpublished

The usual wool rations of the pre-Sargonic texts of Lagash amount to 4 or S ma-na

(also less) , but no safe conclusions can be drawn because of the lack of information about

the period or periods during which wool was rationed and about the exact weight of the

Tia^-sig, with which the wool was weighed in pre-Sargonic times (see Beimel, AnOr II,

49-70, especially pp. 68 a, 69 a, and 69 b). For discussion cf. AnOr II, 68 b and 70 b.

Many pre-Sargonic and Ur III wool ration lists record the issues of one garment {t'dg)

in place of the required wool ration. See AnOr 11 70 b; ETC 399; HS8 IV 2; BM 23581,

unpublished.

The evidence in the Ur III period shows clearly that wool was rationed once a year.

Cf. Mg , . , mu-a ha-dam {%a-{e)d^am) in contrast toie . . . iti-da ha~dam (Barton, HLC III

114 XV end, collated; BM 23851, unpublished, pmsim) and $ig . . . mU‘a pi-dam {*h{ay

ed-arn) in contrast to . . . iti-da pi-dam {GT VII 50 b twice; Orient, 'SJNIL 382 end).

On the monthly rationing of barley see above p. 232.
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Geneeal Biscussiok of Rations and Issues

Presented in the foUowing chart is.a reconstruction of the standard rations of barley,

oil, and wool, as deduced from charts on pp. 232, 234, and 235, and from hundreds of

other ration texts, gathered but not cited here.

Kind

barley

oil

wool

Time

once a month
once a year

once a year

Amount Measuee
Men Women Childeen

60 30 25, 20, 15, 10 quarts

4 4 2, 1|-, 1 quarts

4 3 2, IJ, 1 pounds

The three kinds of standard rations recognized in the ancient Mesopotamian system,

either in their Sumerian forms se-ha, l-ha, sig-ba, or in their corresponding Akkadian

forms iprum, piMatum, luhvMtum, become in the course of time, in the Ur III ditilWs

and the adoption texts of later periods (cf. Falkenstein, NSOU II 10 n. 9, and above

p. 234), general expressions for the maintenance or upkeep of persons to be taken care

of in privately owned households.

The three kinds of rations are regularly listed separately whenever issued to large

personnel of a palace or temple household.

Only in the case of the temple households of Lagash in the Ur III period do we

regularly find the so-called ''h-ba sig-ba lists” dealing with two kinds of rations, namely

barley and wool. Cf., e.g., Reisner, TUT 151; 162; Barton, HLC III 113 f.; Thureau-

Dangin, RTG 399; HS8 IV 2; and others.

All three terms appear in an Ur III text
(
YOS IV 101) dealing with the issue of rations,

not with rationing proper.

Besides se-ba, l-ba, and sig-ba, that is, rations of barley, oil, and wool, several other

kinds of rations occur in the texts, the most important of which are ziz-ba, ninda-ba, zid-

ba, and tug-ha, that is, rations of emmer, bread, flour, and cloth, respectively. Emmer
rations are found mainly in the pre-Sargonic texts of Lagash (Deimel, AmOr II 3-24).

Bread rations occur in two Fara texts (Deimel, Fara III 93 and 101) and at Lagash

(Deimel, AnOr II 24-40). Flour rations occur in three Fara texts (Nos. 92, 98, and 99).

The occurrences of tug-ba in place of sig-ba were noted above on p. 235 for the

pre-Sargonic and Ur III texts.

Outside of rations called h-ba, l-ba, sig-ba, ziz-ba, ninda-ba, zid-ba, and Mg-ba, the only

other terms for 6a-distributions known to me are JcuQ-ba, nig-sa-ha-ba, and ga-hug-munu^-

Jcug-ba.

The term JcuQ-ba occurs apparently only in the Ur III text ITT II 4203, but many
more texts dealing with the distribution of fish exist without using the term .

The terms nig-sa-^-ba and ga-Jcug-munu^-kug-ba, are found only in the pre-Sargonic

texts of Lagash, treated by Deimel m AnOr II 15-19 and 40-47, and denote distribution

of various commodities such as dates, oil, cheese, milk, etc., on special occasions and to

a special kind of personnel.

Many more texts, from Fara to Ur III, deal with rations of commodities listed above

without using any terms for rations. The most common of these are distributions of Icuq,

“fish,” ‘"dates,” and “bread,” best attested in the Ur III texts from Ur
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(see UET III index under the terms). For the distribution of onions see my article, ^‘The

I

Philadelphia Onion Archive,” soon to appear in Landsberger’s Festschrift.

Still more commodities are distributed in a haphazard way, sometimes at festivals or

on other special occasions, sometimes as replacements for commodities regularly rationed.

Among these are: meat of sheep and cattle; milk, cheese, butter, and other dairy pro-

ducts; onions, legumes, cucumbers, and other vegetables; dates, figs, apples, and other
g' fruit; condiments; and beer and wine.

We may safely assume that certain rations were replaced by others during periods of

overabundance or shortage of one commodity or another normally given as rations.

Clear evidence in favor of replacing commodities in the ration system , is to be found
in the Ur III texts from Ur {UET III). These are the sources:

s

5 sild l-gi§ mu 10{sild)

10{sild) l-gis mu 20(sild) se-Se

2^ sild i-giS mu 5 sild Se-se

4 sild i-gi§ mu 20{sild) kuQ-izi-Se

1045 ; 1046 ; 1182 ; 1185

1046

1046 ; 1187

1046 ; 1182 ; 1185

From these ration texts, called §e~ba (see above p. 231), we learn that rations ofsesame
oil were issued in place of the barley or fish rations. For the use of the term mu . . . (4e)

cf., e.g., 1 xjdxj.Se sd-dug^ lugal mu §ah.§e, ‘T grain-fed sheep, the royal offering, in

place of 1 grain-fed pig” {UET III 153).

Ifwe compare the replacement rates of the three commodities listed above in the chart

with their actual prices in the Ur III texts, we find discrepancies which require some
discussion.

In the case of the replacement of barley by oil we find that 1 quart of oil was issued in

place of 2 quarts of barley. Since the price of barley was stabilized at Ur, and in the Ur
III period generally, and even in all the periods from Fara to Ur III, at about 1 shekel

of silver for 300 quarts of barley, we find that if 1 quart of oil corresponds to 2 quarts

of barley, then 150 quarts of oil correspond in price to 300 quarts of barley. The resulting

price of 1 shekel of silver for 150 quarts of oil is much less than the prices for this

commodity known from other Ur III texts, according to which only about 10 quarts of

sesame oil can be obtained for 1 shekel of silver (see, e.g., Curtis and Hallo, HUGA XXX
[1959], 127). Thus we must reach the conclusion that either the oil issued as rations

was much spoiled or adulterated or that the oil became very cheap or, contrariwise,

the barley became very rare and expensive during the year named “Ibbi-Sin 10” at Ur,

in which the UET III texts with which we are concerned are dated.

There are no problems with the prices of fish in the three Ur texts cited above. By
positing the price of 1 shekel of silver for 150 quarts of oil or 300 quarts of barley, we
find that if 4 quarts of oil or 8 quarts of barley correspond to 20 quarts of fish, then 750

quarts of fish cost 1 shekel of silver. This price corresponds closely to the price of 1 shekel

of silver for 600 quarts of hu^4zi fish, known from three other Ur III texts (Curtis and
Hallo, qp, p. 130).

Two more Ur III texts from Ur should be discussed in connection with the replacement

of barley by oil, namely UET 111, 1025 and 1377. In the actual listing of the amounts of

commodities being rationed and of the persons receiving them only barley rations are

given; but in the totals both barley and oil are listed at the rate of 1 quart of oil corre-

sponding to 10 quarts of barley (1025; 1377) or 1 quart of oil corresponding to 15 quarts
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of barley (1025). This yields 30 or 20 quarts of oil for 1 shekel of silver, a price which

differs considerably from the price of 160 quarts of oil for 1 shekel of silver obtained from

texts listed in the chart on p. 234. The two texts have a date marked as “Ibbi-Sin 8,”

and may therefore testify to an economic situation which was different from that of

“Ibbi-Sin 10.” It should be remembered that the sequence of dates noted as “Ibbi-Sin 8”

and “Ibbi-Sin 10” cannot be established at present, and that the reign of Ibbi-Sin was

full of social and economic unrest which might have resulted in great shortages of certain

commodities in certain periods.

The evidence in favor of special rations offered on the occasion of festivals is quite

extensive. Cf., e.g., fish or carcasses of sheep distributed on the New Year’s festival

{zag-mu, VET III 88; 89; 1303) or large amounts of barley distributed on the occasion of

nlg-ezem-ma diTigir-ri-ne (GT III 5—8 viii 9 + x 19 = xv 23) and as se-ba zag-mu-ka

(x 17 = XV 21).

Thus, the distribution of different commodities may be analyzed under three headings.

(1) Standard rations: se-ba, i-ba, and sig-ba, distributed at regular periods in the year:

(2) Replacements for standard rations: tug-ba distributed in place of sig-ba; and

occasionally ziz-ba, ninda-ba, zid-ba and other commodities, distributed in place of se-ba.

Some of these replacements may have become standard; others may have been issued

only in periods of shortage or overabundance of certain commodities.

(3) Supplementary issues: fish, dairy products, vegetables, fruits, and beverages,

distributed over and above the standard rations during festivals and on special occasions.

Personnel Receiving Rations

The following picture of personnel, classified by age and sex, emerges from the ration

lists:

Old Persons: su~gi4^ (not distinguished by sex)

guru^-m-gi^ “old man”
geme-iu-giA

“old woman”
um-ma j

Grown Persons: guruh “man” (Latin “vir,” not “homo”)

gemi “woman”

Immature Children: dumu Y
§d-diigj

dumu-nita ^

sd‘diig-nitaf

(not distinguished by sex)

“boy” (“son”)

dumu-SAii
'I

sd-diig-SAijf
“girl” (“daughter”)

Infants;
;

DUMU.GA Y
GABA > “nursing babies” (not distinguished by sex)

amab.gabaJ

dumu-nita-gdba “boy infant”

dumu-SAi^-gaba “girl infant”

The following should be said in commentary to the table presented above:

Old persons, called Su-gi^, gund-Su-gii, ami geme-Su-gii, occur relatively rarely in the

ration lists because, depending on their age, they are normally listed either with grown

persons or with children. For the latter case note 7 ^u-gi^, “seven old (women),” who
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receive each 2
!
(wrongly copied as 3) pounds ofwool, are listed under dumu-ne, “children,’’

at the end of the text (Chiera, STA 4 vii 4 and viii 1). In another Ur III text (UJ^T III

1040 rev. 6) 2 geme-su-gi^ receive as rations 1 quart of oil which is the miniinum rate for

children, in contrast to 4 and 2 quarts, received by the geme. Also in two unpublished

texts from Lagash (BM 17749 and similarly BM 23581) 2 geme-su-gi^ receive only 20

quarts of barley, the same as children, in contrast to the ration of 60 quarts for the men,

and 30 quarts for the w^'ornen. By contrast, in other cases, old people are treated as well

as fiiH-working men and women. Of., e.g., Bish, GST No. 263 (Pis. XLVII f.), CT I 6-7,

etc. According to UET III 1431 1 geme-m-gi^ receives as much as 5 quarts of oil, wdiich

is 1 quart more than the ration of 4 quarts received by the 2 gemi-sag-dub. The corre-

sponding Akkadian words for old persons are Hbum, “old man,” and MUum, “old

woman.”
Gums and geme denote grown persons, those able to perform a full man’s or woman’s

work. The available information does not permit us to circumscribe their age, but as an

educated guess I should propose it to be between thirteen and forty. There is no evidence

known to me, from Eara to Ur III, that gurus etlum ever denoted “a young man in the

age group between the full-grown man and the adolescent male,” as proposed in the

OAB under etlum, pp. 407 f., or that it meant a “(iunger) Mann,” as proposed in Von
Soden, AfilE, pp. 265 f.

The Sumerian term geme, Akkadian amtum, represents full-grown women, correspond-

ing more or less to the age group of the male gurus or etlum. The term is used irres-

pectively of whether or not the women are known to be the wives of the guruL The word

gbm:6 or amtum apparently has the meaning “wife” in the Mari text ARMT IX 291, and

not “servant-woman” as taken in ARM IX pp. 228-37. For the meaning of amtum as

“the (second) wife” in the Cappadocian texts, see J. Lewy, HUGA XXVII (1956) 3 £,

and Garelh, Les Assyrieus en Gappadoce (Paris, 1963), p. 164. Whenever the term geme,

like the corresponding guru^, occurs in the ration lists and parallel lists of the personnel

of large palace and temple households, it does not represent the slave-class.

The terms um-ma {TMH V 34 iv; 39 iv; 190 vi; N 467, unpublished), um-ma-geme

(Phila. N 459, unpublished), and geme-um-ma (CBS 6136, impublished) occur only in the

ration lists of the Sargonic period from Nippur.

The boys and girls are regularly listed in the ration texts with the geme and guru^,

whose children they represent. Children are listed much more commonly with the geme

than with the guru^, and whenever they are listed with their fathers they usually

represent the boys.

The assumption ofan interchange in meaning between ‘

'son’ ’ or
'

'daughter’ ’ and '

'boy’
’

or “girl” results from texts such as Orienl. XLVII 382, Ur III, in which the same

children are denoted as dumu, “sons” or “daughters,” in the body of the text, but as

dumu-nita, “boys,” and dumu-^Ai,, “girls,” in the final resume of the text.

The well-known use of the term id-dug for young sheep and goats in the Ur III period

has been noted by Deimel, SL 384, 177. Although doubtless also known to Deimel, he

has failed to note in his SL the use of id-dug for children in the pre-Sargonic texts of

Lagash, as in the following examples: and M-d%-SAE, interchanging with

dumu-nita and dumu-BAh, are listed together with their mothers in the barley ration

texts (Orient. XXXIV 43 ff.; XLIII I ff.); id-d'dg-nita^dumu-nita and id-dug-

SAiM—dumu-BAL, ah occur in the important “family text” Doifc. I IQ Orient. XXVI

V ih'h
‘

m
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31 fF. No. 1); the totals of 174 geme and 68 sa-dug in DP 159 (=J[nOr II 33 No,

12) testify to the small proportion of children listed with their mothers.

Word for word, the term sd-dug means ‘'sweet heart.” The exact age of the m~dug
children is as indefinable as that of the corresponding dumu.

There is not much doubt that children listed with their parents in the ration lists are

immature children. This conclusion is based on the observation that both the number of

parents listed with children, and the number of children listed with their parents is too

small in relation to the expected average of two children per family. This leads to the

conclusion that only immature children were listed in the ration texts, while the mature

children were considered to be on the same level as their parents. To be sure, the terms

“mature” and “immature” may not be taken in their literal sense, as children who get

rations comparable in amount to those of their parents may be those on the border-line

between childhood and maturity or those who performed strenuous work requiring

higher rations.

Occasionally there is a certain amount of leeway in the classification of children. We
note, for instance, that according to the Sargonic text MDP XIV 71, the dumtj.nita

receiving the maximum amount for boys, namely thirty quarts of barley, are listed in

the totals together with the OURUS receiving thirty quarts, which represents the mini-

mum rate for men; similarly, the dumu.sal receiving thirty quarts are listed in the totals

together with the geme receiving the same amount of rations.

The term dumu.ga, “infant,” is found mainly in the Sargonic texts from Oasur {ESS

X 184; 185; 187; 188; 197). Outside of Gasur, I know only of dumu.ga in ITT I p. 15,

1231; BIN VIII 245 ii, both Sargonic; and CT X 25 iii 12, Ur III. The term dumu.ga.

NiTA occurs in BIN VIII 144, Sargonic.

The term gaba is standard in the Sargonic texts from Susa {MDP XIV 11; 51; 61;

71). Outside of Susa, the term occurs in MAD I 255; UET II PI. L No. 49; and /TP I

p. 10, 1151.

The term amar-gaba occurs only in the ration lists of the Sargonic period from Nippur

{TMH V 39 iv; 44 vi; 186 vi). According to unpublished texts from the same archive the

amar-gaha are listed together with dumu (Phila. 29-13-738; N 358).

The terms dumu-nita-gaba and dumu-SAL-gaba are found only in the Ur III period

(UET III 1033; 1040; BE III 107).

Because of the very small number of occurrences of the terms denoting infants in the

ration texts, we have no hesitation in assuming that infants were generally included

under the terms dumu, dumu-nita, and dumu-SAL in all cases when the latter receive the

lowest rations for children, namely ten quarts of barley.

A term used in the ration lists which denotes neither age nor profession is nu-sig,

“orphan,” found in the pre-Sargonic texts from Lagash and the Sargonic texts from

Nippur. The terms nu-sigmita and ni^-ai^-SAL are used in the former (Orient, XXIV 99 ff.)

and dumu-nu^sig in the latter (TifD V 36 iv; 39 i, iv, 186).

It is impossible to go into details concerning the differentiations in the rationing system

due to differentiations in professions and types of work performed, because this would

involve a full discussion of matters of social stratification which cannot be taken up here.

Standard rations were issued mainly to a social class which I have called“serfs” for

a number of years, but prefer now to call “the guruS class.” The term “serfs” should be

avoided because of its definite connotation in connection with medieval feudal systems.
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However we would define the social and economic system of most ancient Mesopotamia,
it certaMy was not feudal. The word gum^ has two main meanings. Its first meaning is

simply man, Latin vir” (see above p. 239). In its derived meaning it denotes a
social class of semi-free status, to be contrasted with the free and the slave classes. This
is clear from such evidence as fhe 'Sargonic text published in MDP XIV 71, which lists
barley rations for the gubtjS, geme, and dxjmu' (pcissim) separately from those for the
ARAD E (rev. iv). Note also the occurrences of ugula gurus (Jestin, TSS 368 ii, Fara; OJP
LVIII 297 No. 10, pre-Sargonic), which can only mean “the foreman of the guruS
(-personnel), and not “the foreman of men.” The difference between the semi-free gurus
class and the free class of the engar, “peasants,” is indicated by an unpublished Ur III
text from Nippur (4 NT 208), which lists wool rations for gurus

^
gemi, and dtimu

i

separately from those for the e^igar and dumu-engar. In my usage, the term gurus for a

j;

social class, naturally, includes not only gurus but also geme and dumu. All through the
early periods of Mesopotamian history the gurus class formed the major labor force. The
ardd (and geme) performed minor tasks as household slaves, they were much fewer in
number than the guruS class, and their effective role in the economy of most ancient
Mesopotamia was insignificant in comparison with that of the gurus class of workers.

All through the periods, from Fara to Ur III, we have great difficulty distinguishing
personnel living permanently in a household and working for that household all year
around from personnel working for the household only during certain parts of the year.
The former obviously would have received rations all through the year, the latter only
during the months spent working for the household.

The clearest evidence for distinguishing the two types of personnel is to be found in
the pre-Sargonic texts of Lagash-Girshu.

Certain kinds of personnel, including the male igi-nu-du^ and il and the geme-dumu^
; “women (and their) children,” received rations each month, twelve times a year. This

j

can be proved by the texts collected by Deimel in Orient. XXIV 43-1 16 and XLIII 1-80,

I

with monthly ration periods from one to twelve {1 ha-am^ to 12 ba-ame).
By contrast, the ration texts for the lu-kurQ-dah^-ba personnel, collected by Deimel in

Orient. XXIV 1-31, list only four monthly ration periods {1 ba-amQ to 4 ba-amQ), and we
must assume that the lu-hurQ-dab^-ha personnel received rations for only four months in

j

a year. Only from the sixth year of Urukagina do we have evidence (Orient. XXXIV
27-31) that the lu-hurQ-dab^-ha personnel received rations up to eleven times a year.
This is in the year of great political upheavals at Lagash-Girshu, forcing the household
of Bau to take care of the non-permanent personnel in time of need and stress. The

personnel represents individuals who received land on prebend (hur^)
from the household of Bau, in return for which they owed taxes and service for about
four months a year.

I Parallel conclusions in respect to the permanent and non-permanent personnel of the
^ household ofBau can be drawn from the texts dealing with the issue ofgrain for rationing

purposes, collected by Deimel in Orient. XXXIV 35-41. Two classes of personnel are
distinguished: the M-hurQ-dab^-ba with monthly ration periods from one to five (1 ba-amQ
to 5 ba-amQ), and the lu-hurQ-nu-dabQ-ba, “persons not receiving ferg,” also noted as
geme-dmm, “women (and their) children,” or as lu-iti-da, “persons (receiving rations
each) month,” with monthly ration periods from one to twelve (i ba-amQ to 12 ba-amQ),
The work performed by the guru^ class of people is of two kinds: (1) agriculture and
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animal husbandry and (2) manufacturing. The term ''agriculture’’ is used here in the

widest sense and includes field agriculture proper, work in gardens and orchards, milling,

oil-pressing, and beer-brewing; under animal husbandry we can include shepherding,

fattening of animals, butchering, and -preparation of animal food products. Under
manufacturing we can include work on products made of wool, linen, leather, wood,
metal, stone, clay, etc.

Individuals of the class formed personnel, called glr-se-ga ( = Akkadian girsegum)

ill the Ur III period, who worked in a household, called e in Sumerian or hitum in

Ald^adian. These households belonged to the palace (king, state), temples, and to private

individuals. Certain households specialized in the production of a certain commodity,
such as e geme, "gynoikeia,” which specialized in weaving, or e hln-hln, "mill,” which was
involved mainly in milling flour. Here are some examples of households:

^E.BA E

GEME
M-ba glr-se-ga M Ba-ha-az^^

ie-ba glr-se-ga i kln-kln gihil

^e~ba M e kln-kln

§e-ba geme us-bar-e-ne i Kar-zi-da

^6-ba glr-se-ga 6 dingir-ri-ne

glr-sh-ga i dingir-me id nina^^

glr-se-ga e-gal i-kas^

i Urd
4 Ba-gdr

4 ^Ig-alim

4^Ba-iX

iGi.GAE-ag^ glr-ae-ga AN^E.BAB.Aisr du{n)-iir-ra

^Nin-gir-su ii ^En-sig-nun

MAD I 163

MAD I 290

Fish, COT' No. 263

Reisner, TUT 154

CTIIIOf.
UET III 1040

GT III 6 vii, viii

CT IX 36

CT III 6 viii

II/l, 3536

ITT II/l, 907

ITT II/l, 4192

pre-Sargonic Lagash, passim

<7TI6f.

Part of the household personnel specializing in crafts is called gis-kin4i ( = Akkadian
kiikattum) in the pre-Sargonic, Sargonic, and rarely in the Ur III periods. In the pre-

Sargonic ration texts (Orient. XXXIV 1-31; AnOr II 3-67) the following professions are

listed under the gis-Mn4i, more or less in the following order: simug, "smith,” nagar,

"carpenter,” "leather-worker,” ad-kuh^ "reed-mat maker,” TUG.DUa, "uphols-

terer(?),” zadim, "stone-cutter,” bahar (= "edin”), "potter,” Gi§.TTja.Pi.KAR.DiJ,

"fuller,” "boat-maker” (not "sailor”), and three or four professions with
unknown or uncertain meanings.

In households dedicated to the production of finished goods rather than to agriculture,

large numbers of the gii-km4i, "craftsmen,” worked in shops called e simug, "smithy,” e

nagar, "carpenters’ shop,” etc. The best examples of such ergasteria B>Te to be found in an
Ur III text from Ur, UET III 1498, which lists seven workshops with their products: e

duh-nagar, "sculptors’ shop,” e "silversmiths’ and goldsmiths’ shop,’’ e

"stone-cutters’ shop,” 4 "carpenters’ shop,” e simug, "smithy,” ealgafe, "leather-

workers’ shop,” 6 TTJG.DtJs, ‘‘upholsterers’ (1) shop,” and i ad-kubx, '‘reed-mat makers’
shop.”' ;

The semi-free class of the gurui workers and the ration system dominated the socio-

economic life of early Mesopotamia all through the periods from Fara through pre-

Sargonic and Sargonic to Ur III. Beginning with the Old Babylonian period, the term



lui tne semi-Kee class disappeared completely and was replaced by others. At the
same time the ration system was slowly dying out in Babylonia proper, although it
continued strongly in outlying regions, such as Mari and Chagar Bazar. After a brief
revival in the Kassite period, the ration system seems to have died out in Mesopotamia
by the end of the second miUenniuin b.c.

These changes are the result of the radical evolution of the Mesopotamian socio-
economic system, which began at the end of the Ur III period and reached a fuU formm Old Babylonian times. The growing urbanization of the country brought about a rise
of industry and an increased number of artisans who were free to work for wages; and
the reihstribution of land as a result of Amorite invasions created a new class of small
peasants who paid taxes and owed service to the palace. While in the older periods major
productive forces were concentrated and controlled by the state (palace, king), temples,
and large landholders, by the Old Babylonian period the major production seems to have



A PEOPOS DE L’fiCRITUEE ClINlfilFORME

VIEUX-PERSE

R. GHIR8HMAN, Suse, Iran

Ij’aimable demande du professeur K. C. Seale de contribiier an volume consacre

k la memoire du regrette Dr. Erich Schmidt, me surprend eii plain desert, loin de mes
archives. Le delai accorde exclut la possibilite d’aller maintenant les consulter a Teheran.

Cependant, un quart de siecle de rapports d’amitie entre E. Schmidt et nioi, tons deux
piomiiers depuis 1931 de Fexploration du Plateau Iranian, est un lien trop profond pour
que je manque a mon devoir envers le disparu.

Je n’ai ici sous la main que quelques volumes re9us peu avant mon depart pour Suse.

Parmi eux se trouve celui d’un jeune savant russe, M. A. Dandamaev, Iran pri perviJch

ahhemenidah {Ulran som les premiers Achemenides), Moscou, 1963—un volume com-
prenant deux parties: (1) “Inscription de Behistun”; (2) “Lutte politico-sociale dans
I’Empire Perse des annees 523-521 avant notre ere.” Ceux qui portent de Finteret a
cette epoque ne pourront pas ignorer cette oeuvre dont j’espere pouvoir donner un jour

un resume assez developpe.

Je me contenterai ici de reprendre le sujet traite par lui dans le second chapitre de la

premiere partie: Ecriture vieux-perse (pp. 32-60), sujet sur lequel se sont penches les plus

grands des orientalistes et qui reste toujours d’actualite: Fecriture cuneiforme vieux-

perse existait-eUe deja du temps de Cyrus le Grand, ou bien, “inventee” sur Fordre de
Darius, servit-elle pour la premiere fois dans la gravure de Finscription de Behistun, qui,

de ce fait, serait la plus ancienne inscription vieux-perse connue ?

Uecriture vieux-perse n'existerait que depuis Darius.—L’un des defenseurs de cette

these est le prof. W. Hinz.^ Et pourtant, on connait les inscriptions de Cyrus le Grand,
gravees sur les edifices de ce roi a Pasargade. Comment concilier ces deux faits? D4j^
Weissbach, qui etait, sauf erreur, le premier a lancer Fhypothese (abandonn^e depuis)

de Finvention sous Darius, proposa de reconnaitre dans les inscriptions de Pasargade des
textes qu’y aurait fait graver pour son fils, Parysatis, la mere de Cyrus le Jeune.^ La
these de Hinz est que les inscriptions ne datent pas de Cyrus le Grand mais qu’elles furent
gravees sur Fordre de Darius. Pourquoi ?

Je reserve pour plus bas F6tude du paragraphe 70 de Finscription de Behistun, dont
1 interpretation a influence certains savants en favour de la these d’une date posterieure
a Cyrus des inscriptions de Pasargade. Nous nous arreterons, pour commencer, sur les

raisons invoqu5es par Hinz, sans insister sur la forme des clous de separation des mots
ni sur leur emplacement, ce qui ne pent donner un t^moignage d’assez de poids.

(I) L emploi dans Fune des inscriptions de Cyrus du verbe har^ sous la forme de akutd^
hi a fait,” qui a le sens de “faire quelque chose pour soi-meme” et qui est atteste a
Persepolis dans les inscriptions de Xerxes pour souligner que Fediflce etait bati par son

^ M. A. Dandamaev, note 14, W. Hinz, “Das erste
Jahr des Grosskonig Dareios,” Zeit, d. Deutsch. Morg.
Ges., XCII (1938), 164 ss,; Zdcwi, “Zur Behistun-
Inschrift des Dareios,” Z.D.ilf.G., XGVI (1942), 349;
Idem, “Die Einfiihrung der altpersischen Schrift,”

Z.D.M.G. (1952), 28-38.
Elam [1964], p. 32.)

(En dernier lieu Das Reich

2 M. A. Dandamaev, note 7, F. Weissbach, Die
Keilinschriften der Achaememden^ pp. LVIII-LIX.
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pere Darius, servirait 4 Hinz pour pronver qu’a Pasargade c’etait Darius qui fit cette

inscription et non Cyrus. .

Mais cette tournure de plirase pent etre expliquee comme line influence de Faccadien

connu dans les inscriptions en Elam. C’est ainsi que sur Fun des mentoniiets en bronze

d’une porte de la ziggurat de Tchoga-Zanbil, le roi batisseur avait fait graver Untdsh-

GAL Untasli-GAL a fait,’* ce qui exprime exactement la nieme id^e

que ahutd.^

(2) Je n’Insiste ni sur iin petit fragment d’une inscription trouvee 4 Pasargade ou

Hallock a reconmi un signe qu’il propose de lire mus avec Faffirmation que celui-ci ne

pouvait apparteiiir qu’aii iiom de Darius,^ ni sur la reconstitution a i’aide de piusieurs

fragments appurtenant a trois versions differentes que Borger et Hinz ont presentee avec

force restitutions des mots disparus,^ qui prouverait que Finscription serait de Darius

et que ce temoignage s’eteiidrait sur toutes les inscriptions de cette capitale.

D’aiileurs, loin de nioi Fidee de refuser a priori Fexistence a Pasargade d’inscriptions

de Darius. Ce roi pouvait avoir termine un bMiment commence par Cyrus ou eleve un

nouveau. Etant domie les circonstances dans lesquelles perit CyTUS, il a pu laisser des

batimeiits inaolieves que son fils Cambyse, disparu prematurement liii aiissi a pu ne pas

terminer. On n’ignore pas que Pasargade resta la capitale religieuse des Acliemenides,

une sorte de Reims des rois de cette dynastie. C’est a Pasargade, lors de la ceremonie de

son couronnement qu’Artaxerxes II faiilit etre assassine par son frere Cyrus le Jeune.

On salt maintenant grace aux travaux de FInstitut Archeologique de Grande-Bretagne,

de Teheran, que Pasargade n’etait pas encore abandonn^e sous Seleucus I dont des

monnaies viennent d’y etre mises au jour. II faut esperer que la poursuite des recherches

de oet Institut a Pasargade apportera une nouvelle lumifere sur la question si controversee

de F^criture vieux-perse.

Dandamaev, qui prend position en favour de la these de Hinz, revient sur les inscrip-

tions de Cyrus, reprenant ce qui a deja ete observ4 par Herzfeld concernant les titres

^'trop modestes de ce roi.” Le savant disparu expliqua leur “modestie” par leur date

anterieure k la prise de Babylone.® Pour Dandamaev (p. 35), les inscriptions CMa: “Moi,

Cyrus, roi, Ach4m4nide,” et “CMc: “Cyrus roi, Achemenide,” ne pouvaient avoir et6

gravies sur Fordre de Cyrus et prouveraient, par leur titre plus que modeste qu elles

furent execut^es apr^s ce roi.

Or, cette fagon de comprendre ces textes ne prend pas en consideration les conditions de

la formation du royaume achemenide et le fait que cette civilisation, en se formant, ne

pouvait echapper aux influences de celle des Elamites. De fait, il ne faut pas oublier que

les Perses resterent pendant pres de deux siecles les vassaux des rois elamites, et Cyrus

ne devait pas ignorer la titulature de ces rois. Or, nous savons qu’un roi aussi puissant

qu’Untash-GAL ne portait pas d’autre titre que celui de “roi d’Anchan et de Suse.” La

modestie du titre de Cyrus ne prouve done aucunement que la redaction des inscriptions

de Pasargade soit posterieure a ceUe de Behistun, comme Femploi de Faccadien dans les

inscriptions de Cyrus ne prouverait pas une 4poque posterieure a la prise de Babylone.'^

Voir R. Ghirshman, Tchoga-ZanhiL Ziggurat,

‘‘Meiiioires de la Mission de Suse,” Vol. XXXIX,
H. XGVIII, G.T.-Z. 274 (sous presse).

R. T. Hallock, “Note on Achaemenid Elamite,”

Journal of Near Maaterft Studies^ NNflX (1958), 356,

n. 2.'''''

^ Borger ©t W. Hinz, “Eine Dareios-Inschrift

aus Pasargadae,” ZM,MM., CIX (1959), 117-27.

® E. Herzfeld, “Reisebericlit,” Z.D.M.O.^ LXXX
(1926), 243; Idem, “Bericbt iiber die Ausgrabungen

von Pasargadae,” Archaeol. Mitteil. aus Iran, III

(1929), 14-16.

Comme le oroit Dandamaev, p. 40.
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Be fait, on sait k quel point Fusage de cette langue etait repandu en Elam, les inscriptions

royales comprises. Les Achemenides, ceux du debut de la dynastie, etaient vus par les

cherclieurs surtout a travers le ''prisme assjnro-babylonien” sans qu’ils se soient donne
la peine

,

d’admettre que c’est plutot FElam qui pourrait eclairer certains traits de leurs

actes. Ainsi, Herzfeld explique la', titulature de Cyrus comme anterieure a la prise de

Babylone, et Bandamaev,. devant Femploi de Faccadien, pretend que c’est le signe de

Fepoque qui suivit cette conquete. Eaut-il rappeler qu'avant de devenir roi de Babylone,

Cyrus etait celui d’Anchan, done d’Elam.

Les palais bMis par Cyrus a Pasargade etant restes anepigraphes, c’est Darius qui

aurait ordonnd de graver, non seulement sur les bMiments memes mais aussi bien au-

dessus du genie aile, le protecteur de ces demeures, que sur la robe de Cyrus sculpte en

bas-relief, le nom du batisseur de la premiere capitale ach^menide—telle serait la these

des d^fenseurs de Barius comme '‘inventeur” de F^criture.® Barius, dans ses ecrits et,

en premier lieu, dans son inscription de Behistun, manifeste-t-il son admiration pour la

personne et Foeuvre de Cyrus? On fausserait la verity en Faffirmant. Ni chaleur, ni

admiration de sa part pour le fondateur de FEmpire perse. Le nom de Cyrus est quasi

absent de Finscription de Behistun et ne se trouve mentionne dans ce long texte qu’a pro-

pos de ses fils Cambyse et surtout Bardia, ce que Barius ne pouvait pas dviter. Bans le

passage ou Darius parle des huit rois qui Favaient precede sur le trdne des Achdmenides,

,1

aucun nom n’est avanc4. Par centre, il est fier d’annoncer ceux de ses ancetres et le

souligne a la fin de la coloime IV sans faire la moindre allusion a Cyrus. Bien plus: les

lignes 50-52 de la colonne IV revMent son appreciation de son illustre predecesseur quand
il pretend que /'ceux qui etaient rois avant n’ont pas fait [au cours de leur vie] autant

que ce qui fut fait par moi au cours d’une seule et meme ann6e.” Ce passage suffit pour
admettre que Barius etait loin du d^sir de glorifier Cyrus en ordonnant de graver son

nom sur les monuments de la capitale religieuse des Ach6m4nides.

On est d’accord, en ce qui conceme les tablettes ddcouvertes a Pers6polis, que les

ordres Etaient donnas en persan puis traduits et r^dig^s sur les tablettes endlamite, et, en
arameen sur papyrus.^ Toutefois, un texte de la longueur de celui de Behistun (414 lignes)

devait in^vitablement ^tre pr4alablement dcrit en vieux-perse, avant d’etre communi-
que aux scribes eiamites, babyloniens ou ceux qui le traduisirent en aramden. Tout ce

travail devait etre realisd avant que le premier signe ne fut tailM sur le rocher de Behistun.

Autrement dit, si on accepts la thdse “Barius est Finventeur de Fecriture cuneiforme

vieux-perse,” la realisation de Finscription monumentale devait au prdalable passer par
trois phases:

® M. A. Dandamaev, note 83, cite en dehors de
Hinz: W. Foy, *‘Beitrage zur Erklarung der susischen
Achaemenideninschriften,” ZM.M.Q,, LII (1898),
597; F. Hommel, Grundriss der OeograpMe und
Geschichte des alien Orients, 11 (1904), 201—202; A. A.
Freiman, “Drevnepersidskiye klino-obrazniye nad-
pisi,” Vostok, 1925, N® 6, p. 14; J. Harmatta, “A
Recently Discovered Old Persian Inscription,” Acto

Antiqua Academiae 8cientiarum Hungarieae, II (1953),
12. W. Brendenstein et M. Ma,yerh.o£er, Handbuch des
AUpersischen {1964), p. 17

A propos du g^nie ail6, de Pasargade, il ne faut pas
que Dandamaev continue k penser, comme certains le

faisaient au XIXe si^cle, qu’il repr^sente le portrait

de Cyrus. L’erreur vient de la fausse traduction du
mot V. -perse: adam ou 41am.- C7, qu’on traduisait: “Je
suis’Vau lieu de “Moi,” tout comme on le trouve sur
les inscriptions des roisAlamites, et de Untash-OAn m
premier lieu. A Tchoga-Zanbil, cette formule est

attest4e plusieurs milliers de fois “moi” . . . [j’ai fait

eeci].

® M. A. Dandamaev, note 62: R. Labat, O'.

Cameron, PersepoUs Treasury Tablets, Bib. Or., YU
(1960), 82-83; F, Altheim, O. Cameron, PersepoUs
Treasury Tablets, Gnomon, XXIII (1951), 188-89; A.
Falkenstein, “G. Cameron, Persepolis treasury

tablets,” Die Welt des Orients, I (1952), 505.
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(1) invention de F6critiire vienx-perse, ce qui d4J^ exigea un long effort;

(2) redaction dn texte de Finscription, qni est 4crit sur les tablettes plus tard com-

muniqu^es anx scnlptenrs;

(3) commtinication des ces tablettes avec le texte vienx-perse anx scribes Elamites et

babyioniens; redaction de ce texte en ces denx langues snr des tablettes.

Ce n’est qu^apres ces trois phases successives qne les equipes charg4es de graver snr le

rocher pouvaient s’attaqner k la montagne. Yoyons comment la dur^e de ce travaE

‘^pr61iminaire’’ s’accorde avec la realisation de tonte cette oenvrej qn’on pent appeler

gigantesque, qu’est Finscription et le bas-relief de Behistun.

La preface dn texte pronve qne celni-ci etait redige an moment oh Darins, apr^s avoir

reprime les r^voltes des annees 522-521 avant notre ere, detenait definitivement le

pouvoir. La redaction dn texte commen^a apres la derniere r^volte, celle d’Araba, vaincn

le 27 novembre 521 avant notre ere. L’ex4cution de Frada qni fut vaincn avant Araha,

dut avoir lieu an moment oh le texte de la coionne I (oh normalement il ent dn fignrer)

4tait d4jh termine. On pent done dater les debuts de la redaction an mois de d^cembre

521 avant notre ^re qni serait le terminus post quern. Quel serait le terminus aMe

quern

Avec beanconp de perspicacity, Damdamaev arrive h dymontrer qne le d^but de la

coionne V redig^e en vienx-perse senlement, apporte cette date par ia mention des

evenements qni enrent lien an conrs de la seconde et de ia troisieme annyes dn regne de

Darius.^® Dejh Rawlinson avait attiry Fattention sur le fait qn’on dytrnisit la premiere

coionne yiamite pour placer la Ye et Fimage de Sknnha, addition qni n’avait pas yty

pryvne avant.^^ D’aillenrs, la fin de la coionne lY le pronve assez puisqne Barins y dit

qn’il envoya le texte (des qnatre colonnes) de cette inscription dans tons les pays.

Ainsi, e’est an conrs de sa troisieme annye de r^gne, entre le mois de mars 519 et maiB

518 avant notre ere, qne Finscription fut dyfinitivement ryalisye. Commencee en dycembre

521 avant J.-C., son exycution n’a demandy qn’nn pen pins de denx ans. Or, anx trois

phases invoqnees plus bant, il fant ajouter et placer dans ce m^me laps de temps Fynorme

travail des sculptenrs et des taillenrs de pierre qne reprysentait cette ouevre situde k 40

metres de hauteur. Etait-ce possible ?

Qne ce temps de ryalisation de Finscription ytait certainement court, le cas d’lnda-

pherne y apporte un tymoignage non nygligeable. Dans la coionne lY, ligne 80—88,

Darius mentionne les noms des six conjurys qui contribuyrent a Fassassinat de Gaumata

(Bardiya); il s’adresse a ceux qui Ini succederont sur le trdne de la Perse et les prie de

proteger la descendance de ces six hommes. La premiere place parmi ceux-ci est ryservee

k Yindafarna (Indapherne de Herodote). Or, pen de temps apr^s la scene d’hippomantie

qni favorisa Darius, Indapherne, qui considerait avoir autant de droits an trdne qne

Darius (sinon Fhippomantie ent yty inutile) se rdvolta contre le roi et fut executy avec

tons les membres de sa famille (Hyrodote, III, 118-19). Hyrodote dit qne Fexyention ent

lieu pen apres la prise dn pouvoir par Darius, ce qui parait logique, done apres 520 avant

notre ere, qnand ytait dyja terminye la partie principale de Finscription. A ce moment-lh

celle-ci se tronvait dyja inaccessible, car autrement Darius ent fait effaoer le nom

d’lndapherne.^^

M. A. Dandamaev, op. cit.^ pp. 72 ss.

M. A. Dandamaev, p. 75, note 39: Journal of the

Boyed Amatic Society, X (1847), pp. XXXVIII. 190.

Dandamaev, op. dt.^ pp. 70 ss.

m
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Done, admettre I’invention de I’ecritiire, la redaction dn text© de Finsoription en
vieux-perse, sa traduction en deux autres langues et la gravure du tout en meme temps
que la sculpture du bas-relief au cours d'uii temps si iimite, parait rester un exploit

impossible. Je ne crois pas pouvoir suivre Hinz dans son hypothese de la creation de
Fecritiire vieux-perse en 520 avant notre ere.^®

Uecriture vieux-perse existait deja sous Cyrus.—E. Herzfeld fut, sauf erreur, le premier a
defendre la these de Fattribution des inscriptions de Pasargade a Cyrus ie GrandF^ siiivi

en cela par d’autres y compris H. Schaeder.^^ Certains savants admettent que Fidee de
la necessite d’une ecriture pour exprimer la langue iraniemie pouvait naitre peiit-etre

meme avant Cyrus.^® Ce fait a pu deja se produire au moment ou les Medes, apres leur

succes remporte sur les Assyriens, fonderent un puissant royaume qiii joua un role, et

non des moindres, dans les destinees du monde d’alors. On admet done la creation d’une

ecriture par les Medes^*^ et on constate, non sans surprise, que Dandamaev partage cette

hypothese^® tout en refusant aux Perses Fexistence de Fecriture cuneiforme iranienne

avant Darius.

Un passage de Herodote y fait pourtant allusion: il s’agit d’un message envoye a
Cyrus par Harpagiis “qui, pour communiquer avec Cyrus, fendit le ventre d’un lievre

dont il eut soin de conserver la peau intacte, sans en arracher un poil, et enferma dans

Finterieur des tablettes ou il avait ecrit ce qu’il voulait faire savoir .
. (I, 123).

‘‘Cyrus re9ut le lievre et Fayant ouvert lui-meme, trouva et lut les tablettes .
. (I,

124).

“Il (Cyrus) ecrivit une lettre conforme a ses vues, Fouvrit dans Fassemblee des Perses

et leur fit lecture” (I, 125).

Certes, on pent repliquer que les tablettes pouvaient etre redigees et ecrites en elamite,

voire en babylonien. Mais dans ce cas il faudrait admettre que tous les Perses de Fassem-
bl^e connaissaient Fune de ces langues, ce qui certainement n’etait pas le cas.

Dandamaev (p. 47) souligne que peu d’inscriptions achemenides sont redigees seule-

ment en vieux-perse, les trilingues sont les plus frequentes et pour cause. Des que ie

royaume fut cre4 par Cyrus, ses sujets, outre les Perses et les Mbdes, etaient les Elamites

et les populations somites qui ne connaissaient que Faccadien. De 1^ viennent ces

inscriptions trilingues qu’exigeaient les conditions etatiques et administratives. On
connait un cas semblable de nos jours, quand en Palestine, les annees 1920-1948, les

textes officiels de la puissance mandataire: la Grande-Bretagne, etaient rediges en
anglais, en arabe et en hbbreu. Tout comme Fanglais en Palestine, le vieux-perse sous les

Achemenides etait la langue des ordres qu’on traduisait dans celles des peuples-sujets.

La source des difficultes et des divergences d’opinions des savants concernant les

debuts de Fecriture cuneiforme vieux-perse, est le paragraph© 70 ou les lignes 88-92 de
la colonne IV de Finscription de Behistun, et en particulier la traduction de la version

^3 W. Hinz, Das Reich Mam (1964), p. 32.

E. Herzfeld, “Pasargadae . . .p KUo, VIII
(19G8), 1 ss. F. Sarre et E. Herzfeld, Iranische Reis-
reliefs (1910), p. 14:1.

M. A. Dandamaev, note 12—H. Schaeder,
Iranische Beitrage, I, 293 o^i est cit6e la lettre de
Weissbaeh qui partage ce point de vue.

M. A, Dandamaev, note 51—E. Herzfeld, “Das
Alter der altpersisehen Keilsehrift,” Z.B.M.Q,,
LXIV (1910), 63; I. M. Diakonov, Istoriya Midii,
1956, p. 367.

M. A. Dandamaev, note 57 ; P. Jensen, “Alt-und
Neuelamitisches’’ LV (1901), 239.

G. Hiising, “Die iranische Keilschrift,” Orient. Lit.

Zeit., 1900, pp. 401 ss.

G. Hiising, “Zur Schriftsprache Altirans,”

O.D.Z., 1908, p. 365.

V. V. Strouve, “Keforma pismennosti pri Darii I”

(“La reforme de Fecriture sous Darius V% Vestnik

Drevmii Istofii, 1951, N. 3, p. 191.

Op. cit., p, 48.
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elamite. Bans sa note 5^ Dandamaev eit© treize titres de travaux de diff4rents clierclieiirs

qni, depuis 1894, 4taient consacrds k ce passage. Compris d’abord comme ime indication

siir rintroduction de F^critnre cnn^iforme vieux-perse par Darius/® on le prenait plus

tard comme preuve de Fintroduction, toujours invent©© sur Fordre du meine roi/® de

Falphabet aram^eii pour ecrire la langue perse sur parchemin.

Le texte vieux-perse dit:

Parle Darius roi: par la grace d*Ahiira Mazda, cela est rinscription que j’ai faite. En langue

aryeniie aussi elle a ete ecrite sur Fargile et sur la peau. J’ai prepare aussi mon image sculptee.

J’ai etabii aussi ma genealogie. Cela a ete ecrit et m’a ete lu. Puis j’ai envoye cette inscription

dans tous les pays. Le peuple, . .

Coriiinent se faisait la traduction dans une autre langue? Dandamaev (p. 91) donne

uiie vraie idee sur la pratique de la traduction quand il dit que “Felamite donne une

traduction iiidependante, differente de Foriginal jusqu’a un certain point.” Cela concerne

le texte elamite du passage en question dont la traduction serait^^: 'M’ai fait une

inscription differente, ce qiii auparavant n’avait pas ete fait: en aryen et sur Fargile

et sur la peaux . . .

Cette traduction differ© sensiblement de ceile que donne Dandamaev: “J’ai fait une

inscription differente, en aryen, ce qui n’existait pas avant, et sur Fargile et sur la

peau . . .

Partant de la, il explique que “en aryen” est oppose aux “tablettes en argile et k la

peau” et ne concerne que la version vieux-perse de Finscriptioii de Beliistun “qui n’avait

jamais existe auparavant.”

Cette interpretation du passage ne pent etre retenue. Darius affirme que pour la

premiere fois le texte royal etait ecrit aussi sur Fargile et la peau, puis diffuse dans tout

F Empire.

Les fouilles de Suse out demontre que cette innovation de faire rediger les edits royaux

en plusieurs exemplaires et en piusieurs langues ne s’est pas iimitee a la seule inscription

de Beliistun. On connait maintenant le texte de la “Charte de fondation du Palais” de

Darius k Suse qui, elle aussi a ete redigee en trois langues et aussi bien 6crite sur Fargile

que gravee sur pierre.^® Les memes observations concernent un autre texte royal “Con-

quetes et Politique de Darius,” r^dige egalement en vieux perse et en babylonien; la

version elamite qui existait vraisemblablement, n’a pas encore ete retrouvee.^^ 11 y en

avait certainement piusieurs exemplaires de chaque version puisque d’autres fragments

furent mis an jour par nous, aussi bien dans notre chantier de stratigraphie que lors du

degagement de la muraille des fortifications que Darius eleva autoiir de sa capital©.

De tous les savants qui se sont occupes du texte du paragraph© 70 de Finscription de

the Persian Empire, p. 116; V. Y, Strouv6, “Reforma
pismennosti pri Darii I” (“La reform© de I’^cnture

sous Darius I”). Vestnih DrevnSi Istorii, 1951, KT* 3,

pp. 90-91.

21 M. A. Dandamaev, p, 269.

22 ja remerci© J. M. Steve de m’avoir etabii cette

traduction.

23 Scheil, Mimoires de la Mission arehiologique

en Perse, XXI (1929), 2-34.

24 y/ Scheil, la Mission arch^ologique

en Perse, XXIV (1933), 116-25.

M. A. Dandamaev, note 6: F. Weissbaeh, Die

Keilinschriften der Achaemeniden, pp. LXIV, LXVII,
LXIX,:.'..

20 A. Dandamaev, note 13: E. Meyer, Der
Papyrusfund mn Elephantine (1912), pp. 100-102; H.
Schaeder, Iranische Beitrdge, I, 210; E. Herzfeld,

Archaeological History of Iran (1935), p. 48; J.

Friedrich, “Einige Kapitel aus der inneren Geschichte

der Schrifb,” Archiv fur Schreib-und Buchwesen, N.F.,

II (1935), 15, note 1; R. Kent, “The Oldest Old-

Persian Inscription,” Journal of the American Oriental

Society, LXVI (1946), 212; A. T. Olmsted, History of

I

I

L.
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BeMstun, seul E. Benveniste a vu juste, ayant recomiu que la reforme de Darius com-

prenait la creation de plnsieurs exemplaires des textes royaux ecrits sur tablettes et sur

peau.^® Le vrai sens de cette inscription s’oppose a Fattribution a Darius del ’invention

de F4criture cun4iforme vieux-perse.

Suse. Janvier 1965.

25 “Etude sur le vieux-perse,” Bulletin de la Stonecutting,” Am. Jowr, Arc/t., LXIX (1965), 49-55;

SocUte de Linguisiique de Paris, XLVII (1951), 46. J. Lewy, Hebrew Union College Annual, XXV (1954),

Voir aussi Carl Xylander, “Old Persian and Greek 160 ss. m’est inaccessible.
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Intboductioh

Th. Jews of medieval Egypt were the heirs of a diaspora which stretched from

Pelusium and Alexandria in the north, through teeming Memphis, and far up the Nile to

Syene and the island settlement of Elephantine. Here Onias built his remarkable temple,

while garrisons of Jewish soldiers once guarded the outposts of the land, in the Delta as

well as at the first cataract. From here went forth a new, Grecized Jewish learning, which

culminated in the teachings of Philo, and 'was thereafter, as suddenly as it had appeared,

forgotten; and it was here that a great revolt fired the adherents of the Mosaic law and

sent their masses surging against the Roman rulers of the land. Here for centuries

afterward lived the proud and energetic people, shorn, to be sure, of their former glory

yet never absent from the pages of the Nilotic history that were to follow.

Seen in this perspective, the Jewish community of medieval Egypt, whose history

can be studied in keenest detail thanks to the documentary materials from the Cairo

Genizah, represents not a new phenomenon but the continuation of an ethnic and

cultural pattern which stretched far back in time. Already by the end of the fourth

century a.d., the Jewish population of Egypt must have been structured along com

munal lines, with officers and appointed religious functionaries, with Hebrew the official

language of communication (cf. especially the documents published by Cowlej, JEA, II

209”13, and esp. 210) and a new and positive orientation toward the Holy Land (cf

especiaUy Tcherikover and Euks, CPJ,1, 83-85, 101-3, 106-9). This fact, when coupkd

with the recognition that the neighboring land of Palestine harbored a large and creative

Jewish population all through Byzantine and early Islamic times—a population which

certainly must have contributed to its fertile sister-country beyond the ''Brook of

Egypt”
;
and when further coupled with the awareness, immediately upon the appearance

of the earliest historical documents from the Cairo Genizah (tenth century a.d.), of the

full and variegated development of the Egyptian Jewish community of Eatimid times

makes manifest the probability of the long and continuous history of the Jews of this
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country througli and despite political upheavals, cultural reorientation, and the assimila-

tion of a fair proportion of the people. Whatever bits of evidence we possess about the

Jews of Egypt in pre-Eatimid times (cf. e.g. the discussion in Mann, Jews, I, 13-16) does

not contradict but rather re-enforces the impression of a continuous, if necessarily

irregular, line of development from ancient times: thus, for example, the presence in

Alexandria of a population, of 40,000 Jews at the time of the Arab conquest—plus an

additional 70,000 who were reported to have fled; (cf. Lane-Pool, History of Mgyjpt in the

Middle Ages, 2d ed, [1914], p. 11; Mann, Jews, 1, 13); or the sale for goodly sums of Coptic

churches and other Christian properties to the Jew's in the ninth century (Abu Salih,

Churches, fol. 44 a; Mann, Jews, I, 14).

It is this recognition of the essential continuity of Jewish life in Eg3rpt throughout its

various eras that has been the primary impetus in the writing of the present series of

studies. The pertinent medieval records, it is felt, can be explored not only for what they

explicate of themselves and the period in which they were written, but for the past out

of which they have grown and to which at times they even allude and refer. Similarly,

it has been possible in a past study (‘Who Were the Magariya JAG8, LXXX [1960],

347-59) to find in medieval sources—and there alone—^the traces of an Egyptian-Jewish

gnostic sect which must have lived and died between Hellenism and the withering of its

latest fruits in the Byzantine period, but which was remembered, we know not how, by

the writers of a later age.

The chief emphasis in the present series is a topographical and geographical one.

Through a careful investigation of the medieval literature, especially of the Genizah

records, it has been found possible to reconstruct certain aspects of Jewish settlement in

Egypt which both impinge on the problem of historical continuity and elucidate it. Thus

in the first study the attempt is made to determine the position of the Jewish colony

of ancient Memphis on the basis of the notices in medieval literature and Genizah docu-

ments concerning the Synagogue of Moses at Dammuh, which must once have been a

part of the greater Memphis. The second study explores the description of an ancient

Jewish sect—other than the Maghariyah—which flourished in Egypt from early times

and which was still in existence in the tenth century; here the attempt is also made to

pinpoint the geographical position of this sect on the basis of the medieval notices about

it. In the third study, it is shown that there were Jews—^perhaps a sizeable Jewish

j

community—at Aswan-Elephantine not only in ancient times but in the middle ages as

well; on the basis of several considerations, the inference is drawn that Jews were

probably settled at Aswan in the middle ages long before the Fatimid period. The fourth

and fifth studies attempt to explore the historical consciousness of the people through

an examination of the Hebrew terminology used by the Jews both for the Nile River

and for the various cities of the land. Finally, in the last—and by far the most extensive

—^portion of this essay, all the known places of Jewish settlement in medieval Egypt are

recorded, together with their precise positions on the map (wherever this has been

possible), the various spellings of their names in the Genizah documents, their locations

according to formulas in the Jewish legal texts from the Genizah, and other information

about them which is pertinent and germane to the topical consideration.

The author owes a debt of gratitude to several parties for their help and interest:

first, to the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for a generous grant which

made possible a prolonged stay in England and other countries during 1964; second, to

i's;
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the librarians of the various institutions listed in the List of Abbreviations (see. p. 251);

third, to several coUeagnes at the Oriental Institute for advice and. useful information

(they are named at the. pertinent places in the essay); and finally to his teacher and friend

Professor S. D. Goitein. It is fair to say that this essay could not have been written

without the constant encouragement and advice of this eminent master of historical

Genizah studies; and it is with special gratitude that the author hereby records his

indebtedness to Professor Goitein for much labor on the latter’s part in digging into his

files and sending to him many additional names representing places ofJewish settlement

in medieval Egypt which would otherwise have been unknown to the author. These

place-names have been incorporated into Section VI of the present essay and are followed

by the symbol [G]:

I, Dammuh and the Memphitic ‘‘Synagogue op Moses”

Several miles to the south of Pustat-Misr, and on the west bank of the Nile, lay the

edifice once knovm as Kanlsat Musa—^the Synagogue of Moses. This synagogue was, in

; the middle ages—certainly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries—the object of a yearly

pilgrimage, in which Jews from all parts of Egypt were asked to participate (Sambari in

MJG I, 120; Yaqut, Mushtarih, p. 182; Maqrizi, Khitat II, 465; T.-S. 20.117, cf. Assaf,

Meqdrot, pp. 160-61). The pilgrimage was one of great solemnity, and various rules

governing its observance were laid down by the communal leaders (Assaf, ibid.). The

Jews were also asked to make contributions in support of this synagogue (T.-S. lOJ-32

fol. 12, of. Goitein, in Homeuaje a Millds Vallicrosa, I [1954], 718); and they donated

Torah-codices to its sanctuary (Bodl. Heb. b. 9, fol. 3, cf. Assaf, ibid.^ p. 157; and a

document published by Gottheil, Jewish Studies . . . Abrahams, p. 164). The Jewish com-

! munity owned land in the vicinity of the synagogue, which they occasionally leased out

5 (T.-S. lOJ-4 fol. 11, cf. Assaf, ibid., pp. 158-60); it is evident that at least portions of this

I

land had once belonged to individual Jews who, as late as the twelfth century a.d. were

still donating them to the community as tyag^Z-endowments (cf. Assaf, ibid., p. 157). The

synagogue itself was surrounded by a wall (Abu SaMh, Churches, fol. 67a) perhaps a

circular wall (cf. Quatremisre, Memoires, I, 137, bottom)—which likewise encompassed

lodgings for Jews, a garden containing palm-trees, and a well with a water-wheel (Abu

Salih, ibid., cf. Quatremere, ibid.). There was a strong tradition associating this synagogue

with one or another of the aspects of the life of Moses (cf. below).

Illustrative of the considerable age of the Kanlsat Musa is another statement of Abu

Salih, to the effect that “disputes took place here between the sects of Rabbanites and

Qaraites concerning the lighting of lamps (i.e. on the Sabbath) . . .
(fol. 67a) : for,

assuming the Kanisat Musa to have been a very old synagogue, the Qaraites would

have had no objections to sharing it with the Rabbanites, just as they did in the case

of the ancient synagogue of Jaubar, near Damascus (cf. my remarks in Sefuuot, VIII

[Ben-Zwi Memorial Volume, 1964], 92, note 37).

Almost all of the evidence cited, culled from a variety of sources, points to the

antiquity of the Kanisat Musa; so that it is difficult to accept the statement of certain

Copts of a later time, who are quoted by Maqrizi (Khitat, II, 504) as having contended

that the synagogue was once a monastery which the Christians, when in a state of

need, sold to the Jews. This story appears in no medieval source (cf. also the remarks
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of Assaf, ibid., p. 155) including Abu Salih—who, however, is careful to note that

the synagogue located in Qasr al-Sham'^a was once a church and that it was sold to the

Jews at a time of need, along with property in Alexandria, Aiiba Michael {Churches,

fol. 44a). There is nothing ,
to warrant the claim of the Copts of Maqrizfs time to

the effect that the Kanisat Mus^ was in the same category; and the fact that the

Eg3^ptian Jews made ^ a yearly pilgrimage to the latter place—but not to the

synagogue in the Qasr al-Sham% which had indeed been purchased by the Jews in

A.D. 882 (cf. e.g. Churches, p. 136, note 3)—militates against the acceptance of this claim.

It is, however, appropriate to ask why there ivas an ancient and highly esteemed

synagogue located in Dammuh—^apparently an insignificant and out-of-the-W'Uy towni—

to begin with. The answer to this question is provided by a consideration of the name, of

this place and of other facts of a geographical nature.

Abu Salih and Yaqut both locate this synagogue in the district of Damiimli, and, as

we shall see below (Section VI, s.v. Dammuh) the Genizah manuscripts call the syna-

gogue after the name of the town in which it w^as situated. Maqrizi {Khitat, II, 464-65.

cf. p. 504) also locates the synagogue in Dammuh. Dammuh, liow^ever, does not appear

on any map of al-Jizah, and those writers who do mention it fail to pinpoint its location;

at most they state that it w^as in the province of al-Jizah, and that it sheltered a syna-

gogue of the Jew^s (Abu §ahh, Yaqiit) along with the church of Saints Cosmas and

Damian (Abu Salih, Churches, fol. 66 b). Indeed, it wuuld be quite impossible to specify

the location of Dammuh were it not for the clue provided by the spellings of the name of

this towm in the Genizah documents.

While the most usual spelling of the name in the documents is n*!?37 = oj-o, two sig-

nificant variants occur, viz.: (T.-S.20.117) = jT’l/D’T (Bodl. Heb. b.9,

fol. 3 = Insofar as Arabic often represents Coptic x (cf. e.g. Dimyat <
Tamiath), w^e may infer that the names (Sy^^ and are variants of ojJa,

i.e. Tammuh; for this name is also on occasion s|)elled 4j (cf. especially Amelineau,

Geographie, 477; Maspero and Wiet, Materiaux, p. 121). It seems evident that the

Coptic form (Amelineau, ibid.) has given rise both to and to ^4^ / aj j.®;*

and that the simplification to on the one hand and (y:> on the other took place

subsequently. Tammuh, to be sure, is a town located in al-Jizah, only a few miles to the

northeast of the nexus of the ruins of Memphis.

While it seems clear that the names Tammuh and Dammuh are variants of one Coptic

original, and although at least one writer actually identifies the two and states that they

are both names for the same town (Ali Pasha Mubarak, al-Jadidah, XI, 36), it

may be questioned whether the same place precisely is meant by these separate terms—

especially since Abu Salih and Yaqut, along with other writers (cf. Maspero and Wiet,

Materiaux, p. 92), have separate entries for them and Abu Salih describes religious

establishments in the one different from those in the other (cf. Churches, fol. 67 a-b). It

is more likely that Dammuh and Tammuh were, like other Byzantine and medieval

Eg3q)tian sites that have had their own namesakes near them, once-united sister towns,

the one being younger than the other and gradually removing further from it due to

changing economic and geomorphic circumstances (e.g. the gradual alteration in the

flow’ of the Nile). At all events, the site of Dammuh may with good reason be sought

somewliere in the vicinity of present-day Tammuh, rather than at a remote distance

from it.
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At this point it is appropriate to quote Benjamin of Tudela, who states {Itinerary,

p. 102): “From New Misrayim ( = Fustat-Misr) to Ancient Misrayim (cf, below) is a walk

of two parasangs; and it is in mins. The place of the construction of the walls and houses

can be seen until this day. The treasure-houses of Joseph are also there in great abun-

dance in al the places (i.e. surroundings); they are built oflime and stone, and are of the

strongest construction. There is also a certain pillar there, made by magical means,

the like of which is not seen anywhere else in the country. There, outside of the city, is

the Synagogue of Moses our Master . .
.
{built in) ancient times. ... It is a walk of about

three mil through the ruins of (Ancient) Misrayim. .
...”

By “Ancient Misrayim” there is no doubt that Benjamin meant the ruins of Memphis.

This is clear not only from his description of the mins themselves, but also from the fact

that the phrase Misrayim ha-Qedumdh (“Ancient Misrayim”) is the precise equivalent of

Arabic Ififr al-Qadimah, which in the Middle Ages signified Memphis (cf. e.g. ^Abdal-

Latif, Relation, p, 185; Amelineaii, Geographie, p. 248, this term is

not to be confused with Misr ah^Atiqah, which in the course of time, after the decay of

Fustat and the gradual shift of most of the population to al-Qaliirah, came to be the

popular term designating the former of these two cities.) The statement of Benjamin

corroborates that of 'Abd al-Latif to the effect that the synagogue was in Dammfih and

that Dammuh was but a short distance from the ancient capital {Relation, p. 184).

Sambar! {MJC, I, 119) also states, in terminology reminiscent of Benjamin, that the

Synagogue of Moses had been situated outside the ruins of “Misrayim ha-Qedumah”

—

i.e. Memphis—adding that the synagogue had been destroyed by his time {ca. a.d. 1670).

It is evident, therefore, that in the twelfth century the town of Dammuh containing

thc/Synagogue of Moses w^as just beyond the then extant mins of Memphis. It probably

w as situated to the east of those ruins, that is, near the river (for the custom of building

synagogues near rivers in ancient times, cf. Bacher in Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible,

IV, 638, col. 2); and was perhaps a few miles to the south of present Tammuh, which

latter, being approximately six miles from Mit Rahinah, is slightly too far away to

account for the statements of Benjamin and “^Abd al-Latif.

However, in pre-Christian and Roman times the city of Memphis was of immense size

(cf. Diodorus 1.50.3 ff.; Real-Bncyclopddie, XXIX, cols. 667-68); so that

its ruins, extending as far north as the area opposite Fustat-Misr, were used in the build-

ing of that city after the Arab conquest (c/. e.g. Pauly-Wissowa, ReaUEncyclopddie,

XXIX, col. 667; Baed., p. 144) even as some of them were used for the building of the

Citadel in the twelfth century a.d. (Maqrizi, quoted by deSacy in ‘^Abd al-Latif, Relation,

p. 211). To be sure, it is evident (cf. e.g. Diimichen’s map, Karte des Stadtgehietes von

Memphis [Leipzig, 1895]) that the area now occupied by the town of Tammuh was really

a part of this greater Memphis of antiquity. This will explain why, in certain Coptic

sources, this town is called “Tammuh o/Memphis” (Am^Hneau, pp. 247, 447).

It seems clear, therefore, that Dammuh itself was originally part of ancient Memphis,

and that the Kanisat Musa was the synagogue—^rather, the most revered of the S3ma-

gogues—of the Jews of Memphis (on the latter cf. Pauly-Wissowa, ReahEncyclo-

pddie, XXIX, cols. 669-70 ), which survived along with an old Coptic church and, of

course, the more ancient monuments and remains of the area itself, long after the decline

and decay of the city. The synagogue may have survived because of its legendary associa-

tion with various aspects of the life of Moses, who was reputed either to have prayed in
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this synagogue (Sambari in MJC, I, 120), to have prayed and slept there (Abu Salih,

fol. 67 a), or to have lived in Dammuh during the period of his divine mission to Pharaoh

(‘'Abd ai-Latlf, Relation, p. 184) even at the very spot where the synagogue itself was

later built (Maqrizi, Khitai, II, 464-65).

That in the middle ages there were Jews still living in the vicinity of the Kanisat

Musa—if not necessarily in the lodgings within the wall mentioned by Abu Salih—seems

to be indicated by the twelfth-century invitation for the pilgrimage recorded by Sambari

{op, cit,, p. 120), which speaks not of the Kanisat Musa or the Kanisat Dammuh, but of

the Kanisat al-Dammuhiyin—that is, the synagogue of the Jews of Dammuh, Sambari

also mentions that there was still in his day (seventeenth century a.d.) an Egyptian-

Jewish family named al-Dammuhi, and records the names of a few ofthem {ibid,, pp. 120,

160) along with a story about a charismatic named Moses al-Dammuhi. When Benjamin

of Tudela visited the synagogue about a.d. 1170, however, he met—or at least makes

mention of—only one man, the ^'Sheikh Abu Nasr . . . the beadle of the synagogue ... a

sage’' {Itinerary, p. 102). There can be little doubt that by the close of the twelfth century

the original Jewish community of Dammuh was almost completely dispersed.

Maqrizi is the only writer who has recorded a date for the building of this synagogue.

He says {Khitat, II, 465) : ''(The) Jews contend that this still extant . . . building was built

about forty years after the second destruction of the Temple by Titus—^namely, more

than five hundred years before the appearance of Islam.” As Memphis during the Roman
period was still a fiourishing city, second in Egypt only to Alexandria (cf. Pauly-Wissowa,

Beal-Encyclopddie, XXIX, cols. 669-70) whose foreign or rather Syrian quarter included

a Jewish community which dated back to Biblical times (cf. esp. Jer. 44:1; Muller in

Hastings’ of the Bible, III, 338-39; Pauly-Wissowa, ReabEncyclopddie, XXIX, cols.

669-70); and as, furthermore, the Jews of Egypt in the Middle Ages made regular

pilgrimages to this synagogue and had a strong tradition about its antiquity, there is

good reason not to reject the authenticity of this tradition about the date of the

building of the synagogue recorded by Maqrizi.

Here it must be added that the presence of lodgings within the precincts of a synagogue

is reminiscent of a type of Jewish religious order which flourished in Egypt during the

Roman period, viz. that of the Therapeutae (Philo, De vit, cont.; cf. my remarks in

JAOS, LXXX [Oct.-Dec. 1960], 352, notes 30 and 31; 357, note 61), who lived their

contemplative life in cells near their house of assembly. Synagogal lodgings either for

travelers or for students were known in Palestine during Roman times, (cf. e.g. Jer.

Megillah, 74a, and Bacher in ILa,stmgs^ Dictionary of the Bible, IV, 642, col. 2). The

presence of lodgings at the ancient synagogue of Dammuh may reflect a practice

that was more common in antiquity than may have been suspected.

One may venture to express the hope that further researches on the topography of

Memphis will possibly clarify whether that area of the ancient city in the vicinity of

present-day Tammuh was the site of the UypoTrepcriKov (Tcherikover, Corpus, I, 5, note

14; cf. the statement of Muller, Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, III, 339, concerning

the Memphitic quarter oiAnhh-taoui [cf. Gauthier, Dictionnaire, I, 149] "in the E. ... on

the bank of the Kile, a quarter rich in temples, but also in pleasure-palaces, a temple of

the S3n’ian goddess Astarte combining both functions, . . . [this part of the city being]

inhabited by a mixed population. . . .”)—^therefore perhaps of the old Jewish quarter (cf.

Pauly-Wissowa, ReaUEncyclopddie, 2.Reihe, vii. Halbband, col. 1788 s.v, Evpwv Kcopr],
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and compare ihid,, Voi XXIX, cols. 669-70; cf. also Tclierikoyer, Ha-yehMlm

he-misfayim, p. 28, note 36 and sources there cited)—of this city. That the Kanisat

Musa, however, was a vestigia!monument of the Jewish community of Memphis seems

clear in the light of the evidence presented above; and it may therefore be conjectured

that Dammuh itself marked the site of the Jewish colony of this city.

II, The QarTyah Sect and Its Location

Our major source for the knowiedge of the Qar'^iyah sect is the tenth-century Qaraite

heresiographer Ya'^qub al-Qirqisani, who describes this group in the following way:

It is said that on the Kile of Egypt, over twenty parasangs from al-Fustat, is a group of

people called al-QaxHf&h; they are called al-Qar'^iyah only because they use vessels of gourds

(sing, qar^) to the exclusion of all other kinds. One of the Mutakallimun has written of them

that they contend they are descendants of Johanan b. Kareah.” (Qirqisani, KA, I, 12, lines

8-10.) “The only clear and evident doctrine of these people is that which we have already

mentioned, namely their use of vessels of gourds. We do not know their reason for doing this

except by means of conjecture and by analogy to something (else) written of them—^namely,

that it is possible they are in agreement with the Samaritans in the latters’ considering impure

any one (of their members) who (has contact with) any (outside) person at all. Perhaps they

also think that because of the absence (in exile) of ‘waters of purity’ there is no possible

purification for one who has touched a dead body; and that all of the vessels taken from the

hands of all the people are (consequently) impure: it is (perhaps) for this reason that they take

vessels of gourds and use them for themselves. This interpretation is supported by the fact

that one of the Mutakallimun has written of them that they never appoint any one else

except a member of their own group to be in charge of any aspect of sowing or harvesting.

This is likewise amazing; we do not know the reason for it (i.e. unless it be the one conjectured

above). It is also written of them that they observe Sunday together with Saturday: this

indicates that they incline to a portion of the doctrine (qawl) of the Christians. This is what

has reached me of their doctrine; some of it I saw in one of the books of a certain Mutakallim

concerning the description of the various creeds. I thought that the Qar'^iyah came into

existence after Jesus and after the Christians until I came upon a book of Da^ud b. Marwan

al-Muqammas which he calls the ^^Kitdb al-<^TdPah,^^ in which he mentions that the religion

of Christianity is taken from the view of the Saduqxyah (i.e. the Sadducees) and the Qar'^iyah

together. This would indicate that the Qar'^iyah were before Christianity. . . (Idem, KA, I,

47, lines 5-17).

The Qaraite David b. Abraham a!Easi (also of the tenth century) states (Agron, II, 576,

lines 3-4) that '‘as we witness until this very day, the people who went with Johanan b.

Kareah (to Egypt) are called 'al-Qar^'iyah!” (On the differences between this sect on

the one hand and the Maghariyah and Therapeutae on the other, cf. my remarks in

LXXX [1960], 367, note 61.)

According to the story of the migration to Egypt of the “remnant of Judah’" under

Johanan b. Eareah (Jer. 42: 5’"7), the people settled in Tahpanhes, which the Qaraite

Ali b. Sulaiman (cf. below, Section V, s.v. onBfirt) identified with al-Farama and which

is today generally identified with Daphnae, also in the Delta and no more than approxi-

mately twenty-five miles southwest of al-Farama. However, it seems unlikely that the

Qar'^iyah were living anywhere in the Delta region in the Middle Ages. For Qirqisani

locates their settlement, which evidently was still in existence in the tenth century “on
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the Mle of Egypt, over twenty parasangs from Fustat,”—or about seventy-five miles

from the metropolis.

If this site had been located in the Delta, that is, on either the Damietta or the Rosetta

branch, the vTiters upon whom Qirqisani relies would probably have indicated as much
by some identifying phrase. Moreover, it is likely that in this case they would rather

have specified its distance either simply from the Mediterranean coast or from Alexan-

dria, Rosetta, or Damietta, the distance of any of which from Fustat is considerably less

than double the mileage between Fustat and any point on the Nile branches seventy-five

miles below that city. Daphnae and al-Farama, furthermore, were more than 100 miles

from Fustat and too close to the sea to account for Qirqisani’s description.

These objections do not arise, howwer, if it be assumed that by, the phrase in question,

viz. ^ald nil misr niina fustat ^ald Hshrin farsakhan (Qirqisani, KA, I, 12, line 8), is

meant a point on the Nile twenty parasangs above Fustat rather than below it. If this is

the correct interpretation, the settlement of the Qar^iyah may be sought in the Fayyiim

territory, wliich is just this distance above Fustat. The Fayyum, to be sure, was notable

for
.

the survival of ancient groups. Not only were autochthonous Jewish settlements

located there (cf. below, Section VI) but Christian ones as w’'ell. In this respect, careful

attention must be given to , the report that the Qar'^iyah rested both on Saturday and

Sunday, and that they “incline to a portion of the doctrine of the Christians” [annahum

yumUUna ^ild shay^ min qawli ^Unasdrd), The clear implication of this statement is that

this old Jewish sect, which preserved unusual rules of purity and separateness and which

claimed descent from the Judean settlers of Tahpanhes, slowly, during the Byzantine

period, assimilated some dominant practices of their neighbors and thus became a

quasi-Jewish sect with Christian overtones. In this they seem to be the counterpart of

certain Egyptian Christians who observed Saturday along with Sunday as a day of rest

—a notable example of which practice occurred in Oxyrhynchus, in the Fayyum, in the

fourth century a.d. (P. Oxy. 903, cf. Tcherikover and Fuks, CFJ, I, 110).

The recognition that during the Byzantine period there were forced conversions of

JeAvs to Christianity as well as the voluntary assimilation and conversion of a portion

of the Jewish population (cf. esp, GPJ, I, 103 and 110, and sources there cited) gives

rise to the expectation of precisely such a syncretistic development as the QaFiyah sect.

Tliat this group in the tenth century was settled in the Fayyum rather than the Delta

seems indicated by much of the evidence at hand, especially by the phraseology used by

Qirqisani himself. If his report that they were settled “more than twenty parasangs”

from Fustat is accurate, their settlement is to be sought in the vicinity of Beni Suef, if

not several miles to the west, on the Bahr Yusuf and in the area of Ahnasiah (q.v.), the

Heracleopolis Magna of antiquity. It remains doubtful, however, whether the Qar'iyah

survived into the eleventh century and beyond; for the historical Genizah manuscripts,

so far as can at present be determined, are entirely silent regarding the existence of this

obscure Jewish sect.

III. The Jewish Settlement' at Aswan in the Middle Ages

That there was a colony of Judeans at Elephantine-Aswan from the sixth century b.c.

could be inferred from the oracles of Jeremiah (Jer. 44: 1 ; 46:14), and was established

beyond any shadow of a doubt by the discovery of numerous Aramaic papyri at this site
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at the beginning of the present century (cf. e.g. Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth

Century B.G. [Oxford, 1923]; cf. Tcherikover, Ha-yehvdim be-misrayim, pp. 34 ff., and

sources there cited). The ultimate fate of this colony is unknown; two possible references

to Jews at Aswan in Roman times (Tcherikover, ibid., p. 34, apud Wilcken, Griechische

Ostraha aus Aegypten und Nuhien, Vol. II, Nos. 1157 and 1609) offer but scant evidence

of any settlement there during this period.

That there were Jews in Aswan during the Middle Ages, however, is now established

by Professor Goitein^s discovery in the Genizah of a letter of a Jew^ish silk-weaver from

this town (cf. below. Section VI s.v. Aswan). Furthermore, it can be shown on the basis

of an important passage in the Itinerary of Benjamin of Tudela that the Jewish com-

munity at Aswan wus one of considerable size during the latter s time, that is, during

the twelfth century. This passage is translated here in full, on the basis of what I judge

to be the best readings in the texts of Adler, Itinerary, pp. 96—9/, and of L Empereur,

Itinerarium D. Beniaminis (Leiden, 1633), pp. 112-14. Readings of the latter text are

given in bold-face; while the dubious and quite possibly corrupt readings, which are

discussed below, are given in italics and better readings suggested in brackets.

(From Aden) to the Land of Aswan [read: “Land of . . .”] is a journey of twenty days in the

desert of Sheba, which is Sebha (cf. Isa. 45: 14, 43:3; Ps. 72: 10; and Gen. 10:7, where Sebha is

mentioned as a son of Cush) on the River Pishon which descends from the land of Cush

(= Ethiopia). Some of the sons of Cush are there who have a king, and they call him the

Sultan al-Habashah (i.e. Sultan of Ethiopia). One of the groups of people there are like

animals in all matters—they eat the grasses on the shores of the Pishon, and they walk naked

in the fields, and they lack the intelligence (da'ath) of other human beings. They lie with their

sisters and with whomever they find. It (i.e. the desert of Sheba) is a hot land. When the

people of Aswan go to take booty in their land, they take with them bread and wheat and

raisins and figs; they throw (these) to them, and they come out after the food; so that they

(the people of Aswan) bring back many of them as captives. They sell them in the land of

Egypt and in all the kingdoms round about them. They are the black slaves, the sons of Ham.

Andfrom Asw&n it is a journey of twelve days to Btelwan [read: “And from ... it is a journey

of twelve days to Aswan”]; and in it are about three hundred Jews. From thence they go in

caravans on a journey of fifty days by way of the great desert which is called al-Sahra (i.e.

the Sahara) to the city of Zawilah which is Hawilah (cf. e.g. Gen. 2: 1 1 ) in the land of Ghanah.

In that desert there are moimtains of sand; when the wind is stirred up, it covers the caravans

with sand and all the people die in the midst of the sand. Those of them who are saved,

however, bring with them iron and copper and various kinds of fruits and various kinds of

beans and salt; from there they bring back gold and all kinds of precious jewels. It is in the

land of Cush which is called al-Habash (i.e. Ethiopia) in its western reaches. And from

Helwan [read: “Aswan”] it is a journey of thirteen days to the city of Qua, which is the

begiiming of the land of Egypt (?); in it are three himdred Jews. And from there it is a

journey offive ( ?) days to Fayyum which is Pithom; in it are about two hundred Jews. . . .

And from thence to (Fustat) Mi§r is foru days.

According to the wording of the text as we have it, Benjamin speaks of a twelve-day

journey from Aswan to Helwan, thereafter a thirteen-day journey from Helwan to Qus,

and thereafter a five-days’ journey from Qus to Fayyum, from which it is four days to

Fustat. Now the total distance between present-day Cairo and Aswan by rail is 548

miles: Qus lies 151 miles below Aswan and 397 miles above Cairo: approximately 325

miles separate Qus from the Fayyum; the Madinat al-Fayyum is today approximately
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80 miles by rail from Cairo; whereas Helwan is only fifteen miles above modern Cairo

—

and it was a few miles less than this from Fustat. For this reason alone, the words given

in italics above cannot be part of the original text—for the time of the Journey from

Aswto to Helwto is given as ''twelve days,” whereas it is ostensibly a "thirteen day”

journey' from Helw^an to Qus, a distance which is shorter by some one hundred and fifty

miles than the distance between Aswan and Helwan. What is more, the journey described

in the extant versions of the Itinerary of Benjamin represents him as having first gone

far down-river from Aswan to Helwan, then back up-river almost four hundred miles to

Qus, then down-river once more to the Fayyum and finally to Fustat. Had Benjamin

really been to Helwan, his visit would have taken place on his way from Madinat al-

Fayyiim to Fustat—but at the appropriate place in the Itinerary no mention is made of

such a visit.

There are, however, two additional textual factors that cast the greatest doubt on the

italicized passages: The first is the statement in the Itinerary to the effect that "it is a

journey of twelve days to Helwan and in it are about three hundred Jews.” Had there

been any Jews at all in the unimportant town of Helwan during the Middle Ages, it

would be expected that at least in one place in the Genizah this town would be mentioned,

especially in view of its close proximity to Fustat (cf. the comparable cases of such towns

as Qalyub and Bilbais, which are represented in numerous documents from the Genizah);

not only are there no indications in the Genizah documents of the existence of a con-

siderable Jewish community in Helwan, but this town is not even mentioned in the known

Genizah documents. Furthermore, the extant text goes on to state that Helwan was a

caravan center from which journeys of fifty days were made through the Sahara to the

land of Ghana. Helwan, however, was not a trading or caravan center in the Middle Ages

but an unimportant town not even mentioned by Idrisi (the statement in Yaqut, Mu'^jam,

II, 321-22, indicates only some historical associations and gives evidence of the unim-

portance of this town in Fatimid times).

Considering, therefore, the highly eccentric character of the journey as represented in

the extant versions of the text of the Itinerary at this point; the extreme unlikehhood,

furthermore, of the existence of any Jewish community at all at Helwan, let alone one

which numbered three hundred souls; and finally, the wrong description of Helwan as a

caravan and trading center, it becomes evident that the text of the has been

changed and augmented at the places indicated in italics in the above translation. This

could only have been done by a later interpolator who was unfamiliar with the geography

of Upper Egypt and who failed to understand the text as it stood.

This failure evidently resulted from certain ambiguities and obscure syntactical con-

structions in the original text. It will be noticed that the extant text states that it is a

journey of twenty days from Aden to the land of Awa??-—not to the city of Aswan. The

phrase ''Land of Aswan” is otherwise unknown; the interpolator evidently thought

Benjamin meant Aswan itself—if, to be sure, it was precisely this phrase which stood in

the original text. The text then goes on to describe "Cushitic” or "Ethiopian” natives

who lived near the shores of the Nile and who had a king called "Sultan of Ethiopia”:

the land and people he is describing, therefore, must have been located considerably

above the city of Aswan itself—and Benjamin, to be sure, goes on to describe the raids

into these territories made by slave merchants from Aswan. These people of whom
Benjamin speaks so disparagingly were evidently Nubians (often mentioned together
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with. Ethiopians by Greek and Arabic writers, cf. El^ iiU s,v. Nuba, esp, p. 944), who

constituted the chiefsource of the female slave supply for Egypt, a fact made abundantly

clear by the Genizah records (cf. especially Goitein in Arabim^ IX [1962], 1-20).

The center for this slave trade, however, was Aswan itself, even as this city, whose

markets bulged with the goods of Africa, was the main caravan center of Upper Egypt

(cf. El, i, 492-93). Benjamin’s description of the goal of some of these caravans, namely

Zawflah (cf. El, iv, 1219, Zawllat al-Sudan; cf. Atlas of the Arab World and the Middle

East [London, 1960], Map 17, “Zuila” in Fezzan, 26^N and 16^W) ‘^in the land of

Ghana” (cf. EI, ii, 139-40), from which precious jewels and gold were brought back, is

in consonance with the known facts about this portion of the caravan trade (cf. the

sources cited above, and also El, iv, 495—97; for the gold mines of the Western Sudan

under the Ghana empire, ibid., p. 495, col. 2, bottom). However, it w^as from Aswan that

the traders set out for the long journey through the Sahara to this and the other markets

of central and %¥estern Africa—and not from Helwan. It is especially this fact of the

commercial importance of Aswan and its position as a caravan center in the Fatimid

period and beyond, let alone the several outstanding discrepancies in the extant text of

the Itinerary discussed above, which enables us to conclude that Benjamin’s description

of this city in which three hundred Jews resided in the twelfth century is in reality a

description of Aswan itself. Therefore, the pertinent passage of the Itinerary may with

considerable justification be interpreted in the following way:

After leaving Aden, Benjamin crossed the Red Sea and proceeded on a journey of

twenty days through the Nubian desert and along the Nile to Aswan. While on the way

he observed some of the habits of the natives of Upper and Lower Nubia; and described

the manner in which they were taken captive by slave-hunters from Aswan. The city of

Aswan itself he correctly described as a center of the slave business and of the caravan

trade with central and western Africa, even to the very goods which were exported there

and those which were brought back. He found a considerable Jewish community in

Aswan, numbering some three hundred people (perhaps three hundred adult males are

meant). From Aswan Benjamin continued his journey down-river, and after a lapse of

perhaps twelve or thirteen days he arrived at Qus, where too he found a thriving Jewish

community (cf. also below. Section VI, s.v. Qus). From here he went on to the Fayyum

(according to the text he reached this destination in five days, but this is too short a time

to allow for a distance of over three hundred miles), in whose chief city there was also a

Jewish population (cf. also below, Section VI s.v. [Madinat al-]Fayyum); and from here

he went directly on to the thriving metropolis of Fustat-Misr, where he must have stayed

at least for several days taking in the sights of the city and the surrounding territory,

which abounded with the monuments of past ages, including even such Jewish antiqui-

ties as the Memphitic synagogue at Dammuh (above, Section I). Along the route to

Fustat, to be sure, Benjamin bypassed many towns, villages, and cities of Upper Egypt

where, had he wished to spend the time, he would have found Jewish communities of

greater and smaller size all the way down-river from the first cataract to the Tent of

Egypt. The Jews of some of these communities in Upper Egypt had been settled there

for hundreds of years before Benjamin went on his journey in the twelfth century a.d.

(cf. below, Section VI, s.v. al-Ashmunain, Atfih, Akhim, Bahnasa, Bush, Busir, Dalas,

[Madinat al-]Fayyum, and Qift). While it is unlikely that the members of the medieval

Jewish community at Aswto were the direct descendants of the Judeans of Elephantine,
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the circumstantial evidence favors the assumption that Jews had been settled in this

important town for man}^ generations before Benjamin of Tudela embarked on his

travels.

IV. Hebrew Names for the Nile River

Several terms are used in Hebrew texts of the Biblical period to designate the Nile

River. The one most used, to be sure, is or (Gen. 41:1 IF., passim; cf. BDB,
sjv. and literature there cited); while the phrase (Isa. 7: 18, passim)

is used of the Nile branches {BDB, ibid.). Another name used in the Biblical period is

(Josh. 13:3) or iW (Isa. 23:3; Jer. 2:18) or onS/? (I Cliroii. 13:5; e£

for all of these Ges.-Biihl, HW, p. 822, s.v. and source there cited). In Gen. 15: 18,

nns nniVnjin nnan is? onssio nmD Ch . . [to thy seed have I given this land] from the

River of Egypt until the Great River, the Euphrates”) it seems evident that the phrase

ini means the Nile rather than the Wadi al "Arish, for which latter the phrase

Vni is at times evidently used (e.g. Josh. 15:4, 47 passion, cf. BDB, s.v. Vni). In a

few passages, howwer, even the phrase a'’‘i2SD Vns itself seems to be used for the Nile

rather than for the Wadi ah'^Arish, viz.: II Kings 24:7, niS ins VniD, “from

the Nahal of Egypt until the Euphrates River” (cf. Gen. 15: 18, quoted above); I Kings

8:65, *TS7 nan “from the approaches to Hamath until the Nahal of

Egypt”; and Isa. 27:12, VmiS? imn ni?T’ Dim, “Yahweh will beat from

the channel (?) of the river (perhaps the Euphrates is meant) until the Nahal of Egypt.”

In this res|iect it should be noted that Egypt. Nekhir (Nekhil) evidently means

“river” or “stream”; on which basis it has been equated with Heb. by Budge

{Egyptian Dictionary, p. 1007) who suggests that the a'’*i:sa is in reality not the

Wadi al-^Ansh but rather the Nile itself (cf. also below, last paragraph). My colleague

Professor Wilson has been kind enough to send me the following note regarding this

matter: “The Egyptian nhr of Papyrus Anastasi IV, 15:7, has been the subject of some

interpretation, including restoration to nhrn. However, the same nhr, with the same

water determinative, occurs in Hayes, Ostraka and Name Stones from the Tomb of Sen-

Mut {No. 71) at Thebes (New York, 1942), p. 37—thus apparently clinching the meaning

of “stream” or “river.”

(Regarding the sense of the neo-Assyrian phrase nahal mat Musri my colleague Professor

J. A. Brinkman has kindly supplied me with the following information:

With a single exception, the inscriptions of the neo-Assyrian kings give little hint as to the

precis© location of the 7iahal mat Musri. Sargon II [721-705 B.C.] mentions it in a context

where it probably designates the southwestern boundary of Syria-Palestine; he claims to have

conquered “all the desert (mad6ar) as far as the nafpal mat Musri, the wide land of Amurru,
the whole of the land of Hatti” [D. G. Jjyon, Keilschrifttexte Sargon's, 2:13, etc.] In the texts

of Esarhaddon [680-669 b.c.], most references to the nahal mat Musri are connected with the

city of Arza, which is variously described as being “next to” [^^^] or on the border [patil of

the nahal mat Musri \]BoTgeT, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons, 50 iii 39, etc.] Arza is

otherwise unknown. Another (?) city connected with the nahal Musri [written unu na^hal

Mu-sur] occurs in a broken text of Tiglath-Pileser III [744-727 b.c.; text: Iraq, XIII (1951),

Pi. XI: 18], where the king claims to have erected a royal stela [§alam sarrutija]; the text is

ambiguous and could be translated either “city (called) Nahal-Musur" or “city (on the)

Nahal-MusurB
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Here the obvious grammatical construction indicates that the nahal Mv^i is a riverless

area; but it is not entirely impossible that ndru might mean a canal here. In the past Assyriolo-

gists have generally assumed that a wadi is meant, i.e;, a riverless place where the lack of a

torrent would be noted.)

It seems evident that among the Jews of Hellenistic and Roman times neither the

term nor was used as a designation for the Nile. The plirase trowjtxo? AlyvitTrov

(Jtli. 1:9) may reflect either onsn ITll or ^n3. Erom the context, at all events

(viz., . and be3rond Jordan unto Jerusalem, and Betane, and Chellus, and Kadesh,

and the River of Eg5rpt, and Tahpanlies, and Rameses, and all the land of Goshen, until

thou comest above Taiiis and Memphis . . .”) it is clear that the Peiusiac branch of the

Nile is meant by this phrase, and not the Wadi al-'Arish: for the first place mentioned

after the Trora^jios Alyvirrov is Talipanhes (viz. Daphnae), which was located at the

Peiusiac branch, and several miles upstream from the mouth; and had the author meant

the Wadi al-'^Ansh by the phrase •ttotoj/xos' AlyuTTrov^ he would also have mentioned the

much larger Nile, or rather the Peiusiac branch of it, through the use of another term

immediately thereafter.

The more popular name for the Nile in this period, however, was the term pn'*! (Gen.

2: 13). Cf. LXX ad Jer.2: 18, where nlnt? is translated as Fitjcop; and compare Sirach 24:27,

where the Nile and the Gihon are evidently used synonymously in poetic parallel (cf.,

however, the textual problem, discussed by Charles, Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of

the Old Testament, I, 399). Josephus explicitly states {Ant. I.i.3) that one of the four rivers

of Paradise is the Tr^div (i.e. the pfT’?)? ‘'which flows through Egypt . . . and is called the

Nile by the Greeks.” This old Hellenistic identification seems to be at the root of the

belief of several Oriental Christian writers that the Nile is the paradisiac Gih5n of Gen.

2:10-14. Cf. George Sync. 1.82-83; Michael the Syrian, Ghronique, 1.15; Bar Hebraeus,

Chron. 8yr., p. 7; and Agapius, K. al-'^Unwdn, ed, Vasiliev in Patrologia Orientalis, V
(1910), 597:

Just as the terms and as names for the Nile were rejected by the Hellenistic

Jews of Egypt in favor of so also was the latter rejected by the Arabic-speaking

Jews of medieval Egypt in favor of the term pt2^B, also one of the paradisiac rivers

(Gen. 2:11). This term is already used in the Midrash to designate the Nile; and from the

tenth century onward, evidence is available that in Egypt it was a regularly-used Hebrew

term for the river. Saadia translates pt2?'»S as ^^al-NiV* {Gen. 2:11); so does the Qaraite

David b. Abraham, II, 460. At the beginning of the eleventh century, the

rabbinical leader Elhanan b. Shemariah uses this term for the Nile in his Hebrew cor-

respondence (Mann, Jews, II, 39). Several manuscript texts of Benjamin of Tudela's

Itinerary also represent him as equating the Nile with Pishon. In legal documents,

however, only the Qaraites of Eustat-Misr, have retained this term. They represent this

city as being situated pt2?*’D *1713 VsJ, “on the River Pishon” (for these and the following

citations, cf. under the respective cities, Section VI below).

The sole exception is a text of Esarhaddon, where the place occurs in the following context:

I took the road to the land of Meluhha. For thirty double-hours’ journey overland from the city

of Apqu on the border of the land of Samena( ?) to the city of Rapihu, to the border [ana it$] of the

nahal mat Musri, a place where there is no river, I provided my army with well-water [by means of

various hoisting devices]” [Borger, op. cM., 112:15-18].
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Almost all other Jewish communities situated on the Nile or its branches or canals

use the Hebrew transcription of NeiXos^ viz. to designate this river in their legal

documents; and it is of some importance to pursue the variations in the formula from

place to place. Several cities, to begin with, append to their names some Aramaic or

Hebrew variation of the phrase "‘which is situated on the River Nile”, viz. : Fustat Misr

nnnia Kim mbn Hamsls nnma D1V3 im Munyah Zifta, do,; Munyah

Ishna, do.; Damietta, on the Great Sea nimD (l)

Although Damirah was situated on the Mahallah canal rather than on a branch of the

Nile properly speaking, it nevertheless is called nsm^O) Him OW mDpH TiTm

in a legal document of a.d. 1244. Yet in the middle of the twelfth century the city of

Mahallah al-Kubra, which is on the same canal and approximately but twenty miles

southwest of Damirah, is called nnmiQ KDIT Kin2 nbmn nbmbn “The

city of Al-Mahallah the Great which is situated on the small Nile river''; a variation of

this formula omits the term ""Nile” altogether, viz.: DKDDdV (n)Diaon nbufdbK

n-ima K1'’S?T Kim bvi onna i.e. “the city of al-Mahallah which is near unto Fustat

(and) is situated on the little river."

The city of Sahrajt is called nsma 112 bm nmnt 1*’S7, viz. “the city of

Sahrajt which is situated on the River Nile of Egypt”—a formula unlike any of those

encountered above: it seems to reflect a situation in which the term 01^2 = NeiXos once

had a generic meaning (cf. Latin nilus, ostensibly derived from Nilus but meaning simply

a conduit or canal). Indeed the Madinat al-Fayyum—which, it will be observed, was a

place of Jewish settlement long before the Arab conquest—is in a tenth-century legal

document called nnt2?ia an2Sa DlV2 bV'^ a'ln’^D n2na, i.e. “the City of Pithom which is

situated on the NeiXo^ of Egypt." Here the usual term for “river, 112 or K112, is not used

at all; Dlb'’2 seems to stand in its place. The sense of this old phrase an22a DlV‘>2 may

therefore be not “Nile of Egypt” but rather ''River of Egypt”—that is, the equivalent

ofthe Biblical D'’122D 112 or ’’12510 ^12* In this latter respect it may be pointed out that

the city of Tinnls is called, in a tenth-century document, (!) no** “]in!21 021 ‘’K r)2’’1!0

OlVl 11p1 D‘’12i;J0 Vm 1011a, viz., “the city of the Isle of Hanes which is

situated in the sea and (at) the tongue of the nahal of Egypt which is called NeiXos."

V. Hebrew Names of Egyptian Sites

In the following list of Hebrew names—which includes both Biblical and extra-Biblical

names—medieval identifications are first given, and thereafter the modern ones. Those

names found in historical documents from the Genizah are preceded by an asterisk.

1. pK (Gen. 41:45): = Alexandria, Saadia ad loc.; David b. Abraham, Agron, I, 46.

(Cf. also below a,t?. p?DK K2). Today identified with Heliopolis, cf. e.g. BDB, p. 58; Baed.,

pp. 129-30; Gauthier, I, 64.

2. K27? p»K, cf, below, 5.?;. pOK K2.

3. * (Gen. passim): the territory of land near Bilbais, the latter town in

legal documents being called “Bilbais which is near unto the land of Goshen,” cf. Section

VI, below, s.v. Bilbais. Cf, Saadia’s translation of Gen. 45:10, ""Balad al-Sadir” (comp.

Quatremere, Memoires, !, 61-62). Today generally identified as the ""district in Egypt E.

of iow’^er Nile,” BDB, p. 177, cf. sources there cited; Baed., p. 180; Gauthier, Dictionnaire,
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V, 145-46; cf. especially Ed. Naville, The 8hrim of Safi el-Henneh and the Land, of

Goshen (London: Egyptian Exploration Fund, 1887), pp. 16 ff.

4. * oin (Isa. 80:4): = Tinnis, cf. below, Section VI, s,v, Cf. also below, s.v.

At present identified with Heracleopolis Magna = Ahnas (Baed., p. 206), cf. BBB, p. 337

and sources there cited; Gauthier, Bictionnaire, IV, 83-84.

5. (Num. 34:4) and (Bent. 2:23): = Rafah {q.v.. Section VI, below),

trans. of Saadia at both places. Cf. however TO ad Deut. 2:23, wpl (read cf. below

s.v.)’ is now considered only to be a ‘‘^place on southern border oi Canaan

(Judah),” BDB, p. 347.

6 . * nriDS (Bent. 2:23, passim): = Bamietta, cf. below, Section VI, s.v. Now

identified by many writers with Crete, cf. BBB, p. 499, and Gauthier, Bidionnaire, V,

198-99; but by Ebers, Ag. . . . Bucher Mosis, pp. 127 ff. with the coast of the Nile Belta

(BBB, ibid.).

7. Qmbm (Gen. 10:14): = “people of the §a"id,” i.e. Upper Egypt, Saadia ad he.

For attempts in more modern times at the identification of these people and their place

of settlement, cf. Gesenius, Thesaurus . . . linguae Eehraeae et Chaldaeae Veteris Testa-

menti (Leipzig, 1835), p. 702.

8. a*’5n^ (Gen. 10:13): = people of Bahnasah (q.v., below Section VI), Saadia ad

Gen. 10:lk Conjectured by Gesenius, to be equivalent to “Libyans” (Nah. 2:9,

passim, cf. BBB, p. 530), cf. Thesaurus etc., p. 743.

9. wrh (Gen. 10:13): = people of Tinnis, Saadia ad he. (cf. however above, s.v.

Oin.) “Appar. a people in NE Africa,” BBB, p. 530.

10. bim (Exod. 14:2, passim): = Majdal, Saadia ad Zoc. A “fortified city on the NE

border of Egypt,” BBB, p. 154, and sources there cited; Gauthier, Bictionnaire, III, 22.

11. ip (Hos. 9:6), usuaUy speUed P|i (Jer. 2:16, passim): = Memphis, cf. Ali b,

Sulaiman in Bavidb. Abraham, Agron, II, 224, bottom: “It is said that Tip and are

one place; and that it is the name of a place known as (= Memphis).” Cf. Targum

ad Hos. 9:6, passim, ODD, Cf. Pesikta Vayehi bahasi ha-layldh, 63 b, “Nof is

(read 0‘’I55»); cf. Lewy, Neuhebrdisches . . . Worterbuch, s.v. niS3». (For the tradition that

Memphis was the residence of the Pharaohs, cf. Ya^qubi, BGA, Yll [1892], 331 [yaqulu

ahl misr innahd H-madinatu H-lati kdna far^un yaskunuhad- “Joseph the Truthful con-

structed a large Nilometer at Munaif” [= Memphis], Abu Salih, Churches, fol. 68 a. A
tradition about Moses at Memphis, ibid. Cf, also above, Section I; and below, Section VI

s.v. Bammuh.) Also at present rp and are identified with Memphis, cf. BBB, p. 592

and sources there cited.

12. K3, cf. next entry.

13. * (Nah. 3:8) cf. (Jer. 46:25), Hi (Ezra 30:14-16): = Alexan-

dria, cf. below, Section VI, s.v. At present identified with Biospolis Magna = Thebes

in Upper Egypt, cf. BBB, p. 609 and sources there cited; Tcherikover, Ha-yehudim 6e-

misrayim, pp. 32—33; Gauthier, Bictionnaire, III, 76.

14. cf. above s.-y.

15. D*’nnD3 (Gen. 10:13): = people of al-Farama, Saadia ad he. Identified at present

by some writers with Lower Egypt in general, cf. BBB, p. 661 and sources there cited.

16. mip (Ezra 29:10, 30:6, prob. nilp, “to pp,' ’ cf, e.g. Bertholet, He5ei^:te^l89^
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p. 153); cf. pp (Ezek. 30:15 and 16, wto (Isa. 49:12): “It is said that it (|^o in the

phrase n'^PO nb>K1 [Isa. 49:12]) is one of the towns of Egypt since it says po

mn (Ezek. 30: 15); like it is nPD (Ezra 29:10),” Ali b. Siilaiman in David

b. Abraham, Agmn, II, 318 bottom. This writer suggests the identification of these place

names and indicates that the place in question was an Egyptian city, but seems to have

no inkling of the apparent fact that already in antiquity nilO was identified witlr I]vrjV7](s)

(LXX ad loc.) i.e. Syene, later Aswan. Evidently this was unknown to the Jews of

medieval Egypt: Benjamin does not identify Aswan with nPO (of. above, Section III)

nor is this identification in evidence in any of the Genizah fragments studied until now.

Ill more recent times, however, nPO has again been identified with Aswan, cf. Castelli

apwt?, Michaelis, Lex, Heb. (Helmstad 1792), p. 461, “nPD Syene vid. Eerrar, Lex Geogr.

378” (the latter book was not available to me). Cf. also BDB, pp. 692, 695 s.v. po (which

latter however is still identified by some writers with Pelusium, cf. Jerome ad he., and

Gesenius, Thesaurus etc. (Leipzig, 1835), p. 947, and comp, with the sources cited in

BDB, ibid.), and also p. 696 s.v. a’^pD; Hastings’ Dictionary of the Bible, IV, 470--71 and

Gauthier, DicMonnaire, V, 17-18.

17. pp, D‘’Pp: cf. item immediately above.

18. nso (Exod. 12:37; 13:20; Num. 33:5-6): left untranslated by Saadia, but

explained by him in his commentary as referring to al-'^Arish. At present time generally

identified with Tell el-Maskhutah, adjacent to el-Mahsamah and approximately 16 miles

W. of Ismailiah (Baed., p. 192; cf, the sources cited in BDB, p. 697, s.v. nbp, second

entry.) Cf. also below, s.v. ahp.

19. (Gen. 10:13): “Alexandrians,” Saadia ad loc. (cf. also above, s.v. pK KI

and p^?). “Locality unknowm,” BDB, p. 777; cf. the discussion in Gesenius, Thesaurus,

p. 1052.

20. np5*'*’S (Ezek. 30:1 7) : “Some say Pi Beseth is a name of Alexandria, others that it

stands for another place . . .”, Ali b. Sulaiman, in Pinsker, LQ, p. 208. Today identified

by most writers with Bubastis, modern Tell Bastah, Baed., pp. 181-82; BDB, p. 809;

Gauthier, II, 5.

21. nlTnn*'’S (Exod. 14:2, 9; Num. 33:7); Saadia translates ‘’S as “mouth,” but

leaves n*n*’nn untranslated, explaining it in his commentary, however, as nK*7niVKvi.e.

“the mountains” (for which, however, one would have expected ''Site unknown,”

BDB, p. 809. However, Gauthier, i)^c^^o?^7^a^>6, V, 23, s.v. (pa) sebti pa pni, citing

Daressy, Sphinx, 'KlY

,

168, states concerning this Eg3q)tian name: “Endroit fortifie de

Test du Delta egyptien, plac6 par Daressy aux environs du village moderne Neficheh

(pres Ismailia et le canal de Suez) et identifie avec '’Q de la Bible.”

22. * ahS (Exod. 1:11): (Madinat ah) Fayyum, cf. below. Section VI s.v. Present

identification uncertain: ^Tdentified by Naville with Tell el Maskhuta” (BDB, p. 837, cf.

how^ever above 5.'r. DSD); cf. other opinions cited by Gauthier, Dictionnaire, II, 59-60.

23. * Dlnpl (Isa. 11:11, passim): Used probably as a poetic word for Egypt or Upper

Egypt, cf. Bodl. Heb, b.3 fol. 23, noi'lHS Vd '?*’n "The wealth of all Pathros.” (Cf., how-

ever, next item.) Today generally considered to refer to Upper Egypt, cf. BDB, p. 837;

Gaiithier, D^cfema^>e, II, 155.

24. '’p’lns (Gen. 10:14): “People of Biyama,” Saadia ad loc. (for Biyama, “adjacent
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to the §a'id,” ef. Yaqiit, Mu-jam, I, 799; perhaps, however, the place meant by Saadia

is Biyahmii in the Fayjmm, ef. Baed., p. 205). For the modern interpretation of D’p'ins,

cf. item immediately above.

25. * |Si:2 (Num. 13:22, passim): al-Qahirah, cf. below Section VI s.v. al-Q. At present

identified with Tanis = San in the Delta, cf. BDB, p. 858, and sources there cited;

Gauthier, Dictionnaire, VI, 111. For the district HI® (Ps. 78 : 12 and 43) ef. Gauthier,

ibid., V, 59-60, where it is equated with Egjqit. sokhit Za (sic); cf. also ibid., p. 55, s.v.

sokhit n Zan.

26. Opapn (Exod. 1:11, passim): = "Ain al-Shams (Baed., p. 129), Saadia ad loc; cf.

Benjamin, Itinerary, p. 103. Today considered by some writers to be “near Tell el-

Maskhuta, but not certainly identified,” BDB, p. 947 (of. above, s.v. riDD and nna).

Identified with Rarae.ses [sou] Miriamon by Gardiner, JEA, \, 138 and 179-80, cl.

Gauthier, Dictiormaire, III, 129, “cette ville Ramses etait situee dans le voisinage de

I’actuelle Peluse. ...”

27. n’D") (not in the Bible, but in rabbinic literature, cf. Jer. Shebidth VI.36c; TO

ad Deut. 2:23, comp. Levy, Chalddisches Worterhuch, II, 433). A city situated on the

border between Palestine and Sinai, which at times was politically a part of Palestine

and at other times not, cf. especially the discussion in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-EncyclopckUe,

2. Reihe, I, cols. 232-33. Identified by some writers with Rafah, cf. e.g. Gauthier,

Dictionnaire, III, 118 s.v. rapouh. Cf. also above, a.u. T7S"nsn (No. 5).

28. * npy nbd n’?DtS' i.e. “the lowland ofthe door of Jacob” : A hapaxlegomenon found

only in Genizah MS T.-S. N.S. 324 no. 67.

29. * or nnsa I’TIS© (based on the Biblical Hebrew hapaxlegomenon K inD®,

Q nnSE? occurring in Jer. 43:10, the meaning of which is probably “tent,” cf. the com-

mentaries ad loc.):
— Fustat-Misr, cl. below Section VI s.v.

30. onisriFl (Jer. 43:7, 8, 9) or onipnn (Ezek.30:18): “al-Farama,” Ali b. Sulaiman in

Pinsker, LQ, p. 210 (cf. however No. 28 above). At present generally considered to be

identical with Daphnae, cf. Baed., p. 185; BDB, p. 1064 and sources there; Gauthier,

Dictionnaire, IV, 67; VI, 41 and 73.

It may be observed that, of these thirty names (slightly more if the variations be

included), only nine were evidently in use among the Jews of medieval Egypt. One of

these latter, however (No. 28), is non-Biblical; while another (No. 29) is derived only

from a Biblical common noun. Of the remaining seven (Nos. 3, 4, 6, 13, 22, 23, and 25),

not more than two could have had the same identification among the Jews of Eg5rpt in

Fatimid times that they generally bear among scholars today (Nos. 3 and 23) and these

two place-names, viz. Goshen and Pathros, are of regions rather than cities or towns. It

seems quite necessary to conclude that the Jews of medieval Egypt were no longer able

to identify correctly the Bibhcal names of specific Egyptian sites.

This conclusion, however, only re-enforces the hypothesis of Tcherikover—based

mainly on evidence in the papyri—that the Jews of Egypt suffered a dechne and a cul-

tural break with Hellenism after the revolt of the second century a.d., to emerge in

Byzantine times as a nationalistic, Palestine-oriented society whose official language was

not Greek but Hebrew (cf. esp. Tcherikover and Fuks, CPJ, I. 83-85, 101-103, 106-109).

The Jews probably began using Biblical Hebrew names for Egyptian cities during this

period of nationalistic reorientation; but of course, by this time their remembrance of

p!
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the ancient traditions had declined to the barest minimum, so that even the Nile was
no longer termed the River Gih5n as it had been in Hellenistic times, but came to be
called the Pishon (cf, above, Section IV).

This practice of giving Hebrew names to Egyptian cities was evidently kept up after

the arrival of Islam and through the beginning of the Fatimid period. Although at the
present time no certainty attaches to this observation, it may nevertheless be stafed,
especially on the basis of such considerations as have been investigated above (Section
IV) that even the relative age of these names as applied to Egyptian cities can be

i
' established. Thus, on the one hand, it seems evident that the Hebrew name Hmies was

I

applied to Tinnis at a relatively early period; we have seen that the legal formula for this

city was unique, and that the Nile was called the '^Nahal Misrayim which is called

Neilos”; furthermore, the Coptic name later (Amelineaii, Geography^

pp. 507-8) by a process of dissimilation came to be pronounced Te-hennesi (I owe this

observation to my colleague Professor Hughes), and thus to Jews who knew this pro-

,

nunciation rather than the Arabic Tinnis, a connection with the Biblical o:in would
! have seemed evident. (The name first occurs in connection with Tinnis in documents of

the tenth century.) Judging by the likewise unique legal formula attaching to Madinat
al-Fayyum (viz. '‘The City of Pithom which is situated on the Neilos of Egypt,'’ cf. above
Section IV) the Hebrew name Pithom attaching in documents from the tenth century
onward to this city must likewise be considered as an old one; the closer resemblance of
this name to the Coptic than to Arabic Fayyum is clearly evident. Perhaps No
Ammon as a name for Alexandria—which is first found in tenth-century documents from
the Genizah, and which in a letter (T.-S. 13J-15 fol. 16) is once augmented by the phrase
‘‘which is near unto Jerusalem”—was also given to this city at a relatively early period,

that is, in Byzantine times; Caphtor as a name for Damietta may also date from this

period. On the other hand, the appelation for Fustat— i.e. Shafrlr — could only

have been given to this city after its founding in the seventh century; while Sd'^an as a
name for al-Qahirah could not have been used before its founding by the Fatimids in
a.d. 969. Thereafter, this custom of calling Egyptian cities by Hebrew names, while con-
tinuing to be retained for those already in existence, rapidly dwindled: Thus, according
to the evidence in the Genizah documents, the great majority of the Egyptian cities

where Jews resided in the eleventh and twelfth centuries seem to have had no Hebrew
names at all, although there were many from which the Hebraists of the time could have
chosen had they been called upon to do so.

{To be continued)



THE VERB Sara- in ACHAEMENID ELAMITE

MICHAMI) T. HALLOCK, Oriental Institute, University of

Chicago

'VERY often in the Persepolis fortification texts and treasury texts which provide

rations for work groups (hurtas), the groups are qualified by the expressions PK-

saramana and PN sarama. Involved are two infinitives of a verb iam-, Mnm^mna belong-

ing to Conjugation Him, sarama to Conjugation Im. These expressions also, occasionally,

qualify commodities.

We can readily conclude from the contexts that the persons named in the above

expressions served some function in the management or the alimentation of the work

groups. But we cannot determine from the contexts exactly what this function was. For

this purpose it is crucial to discover, from its other occurrences, the exact meaning of the

verb Sara-.

Apparently our best opportunity to establish the literal meaning of this verb comes

from a single occurrence of sara, first singular form of Conjugation I, in DB 32^: 58:

SAG.lg af>-pi-ni sa-ra,^ ‘‘their heads I . . . ed,’^ which has no parallel in the OP^ or the

Akkadian versions. This passage occurs in the following context: “Then I impaled him

(Phraortes) at Ecbatana, and also the men that (were) his foremost followers, from

within the fortress at Ecbatana, I ... ed their heads, aU together I displayed( ?) them.*’ In

this context the most suitable meaning for SAG.lg d'P'pini hara is: “I cut off their heads.”

Weissbach and Cameron have so interpreted the passage.®

If means “to cut (off),” we can arrive at an acceptable meaning for PN ^aramana

by assuming that Sara-, (hke Akkadian par^te) developed the further meanings “to

divide, apportion.” PN Saramana, “PN apportioning,” as qualification of work groups

receiving rations can then be freely rendered “whose apportionments are set by PN.”

But we have to contend with a conflicting interpretation based upon a supposed

dimensional element Sara, “under.” Friedrich has presented a carefully argued, yet

tenuous, case for this Sara, “under.”® The crucial passage for Friedrich’s argument

occurs in an early Elamite text (copy MDP'^, V [1904], 1; photograph MDP, VIII

[1905], PI, xv) for which an approximate Akkadian parallel exists {MDP, XI [1911],

PL iii, No. 1). In the Akkadian text (lines 8 f.) appears: i-na Su-pa-al ^SamSi, “under the

sun(-god).” In the Elamite text (line 9) appears: Na-ah-hu-un-te ir-Sa-ra-ra, which,

according to Friedrich, contains an element Sara and likewise means “under the sun

(-god).” The same parallel appears in TZ 47: 10 and TZ 46: 8, M.-J, St^ve, Iranica

Antica, II (1962), 73. Though Nahhunte doubtless corresponds in some way to

ina Supal SamSi, we cannot take for granted that it expresses the same thing in exactly

^ P]?T = personal name.
^ Darius Behistun, paragraph 32. For the Achae-

menid royal inscriptions and their abbreviations see

B. Kent, Old Persian (1950), pp. 107-15.

® For my system of transliteration see JNES,
XVII (1958), 257-61.

^ OP = OJd Persian.

® F. Weissbach, Die Keilschriftt&xte der Achdmeni-

den (1911), p. 39, note h. G. Cameron, Persepolis

Treasury Tablets (1948), p. 80, No. 74.

® J. Friedrich, Orientalia, N.S., XVIII (1949), 15-

'29.>:',

MDP ~ M&moires de la DiUgaiion en Perse.
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tao same way.® Therefore we have here no real proof for the existence ofan element sara“
under.”

’

Friedrich finds his proof in the occurrence oi sarama, wliich he translates “in der
Tiefe,” in an Achaemehid text. On the face of it there is an element of implausibility
though “under” and “depth” have something in common, we hardly expect them to be
ex

2>ressed by the same word. The passage in which sarmna occurs is DSf 20 f., which is

to be reconstructed as follows: \h{^'\i^a-u]t4in-ni-ku{-ma)^-mar hu-ut-Ki + m.s-^e’'

\ti)h-he-ik du- . . . ]-ak-na sa-ra-ma h..mu-ru-un maz-zik,^° “from afar its materials were
firought. . . . earth was removed.” For the latter statement the OP version provides:
’Povmward (fravata) the earth was dug.” Relevant also is DSf 24: ap-pa h.mu-ru-un
muz-zik-ka du-[ . . . -ak-7ia\, “that the earth was removed . . where the OP version
says: “that the earth was dug downward (fravata).” A comparison of the two passages
suggests that du . . . akna is the means for expressing “downward,” since sarmna is lacking
in the second passage. Required, then, is an explanation for the presence ofsarama in the
first passage. The likely explanation is that sarama is the Im infinitive of sara-, “to cut
(oil),” meaning “(by) cutting,” and was needed here to supplement mazzik (since this
means “was removed,” not “was dug”) in order to express the full sense. If this explana-
tion is correct, the absence of sarama in the second passage (where it is not necessary to
be so explicit) is easily understood. On the other hand, if sarama meant “downward,”
its absence in the second passage would be surprising; also, in that case, we should face
the extreme difficulty of accounting for du...akna in both passages (or, rather, for
[ l-ak-na in the first and du-[ .....] in the second).

Hinz has accepted sara, “under,” and extended its application, both in the earher
Elamite and in Achaemenid Elamite. As to the passages which he cites from the earlier
Elamite, it may be said, in general, that they may permit but do not demand the
meaning “under” (or a related meaning). For instance, in MDP, III (1901), PI. 24, lines
5 f., he finds a contrast between te-ib-ba (translated “oben”) and sa-ra (translated
“unten”). But tebba is to be connected with ti-ib-be, “forth” (e.g., DB 25: 13) and ti-ib-ba,

“before” (as postposition, e.g., DB 70: 7 f.). Its literal meaning should be “before” rather
than “above” (even though it may be translated “above” in XPh 26). The contrast cited,
if not illusory, would rather suggest a meaning “behind” or “afterwards” for this sara.

In Achaemenid Elamite Hinz concludes that the verb sara- means “to down.” SAG.lg
appini sara, cited above, he translates: “die Kopfe ihnen schiug ich herunter.” For the
expression PN haramana he arrives at the translation “in Unterstellung dem N.” Such a
meaning would fit very well in the contexts in which the expression applies to workers
receiving rations (though hardly in other contexts). But it is impossible to accept such a
meaning as developing from the literal meaning, which would be (if sara- meant what
Hinz implies) “PN downing” or “PN beating down.”
The fortification texts contain various other usages of the verb sara-, most ofthem not

® It may be suggested that NahJkunte irSarctra
actually means “one of (-m) the great (irSara) Nah-
hunte/’ that is, “(as) a devotee of the great Nah-
hunto. There are difficulties with this interpretation;
it remains to be seen whether the difficulties are
insuperable.

^ The sign ma occurs in fragment /. Fragment a,
broken at this point, lacks room for it.

W. Hinz, in his original reconstruction of this
passage, IX (1950), 2, and also in his revision,
A Locust's Leg (1962), p. 113, note 2, went astray
because he failed to recognize that [. . . . .]-ki + min
in fragment a must be restored as [hu-utl-wi + min,
establishing the position of that word in the text, at
the end of line 20.

W. Hinz, Archw Orientdlni, XVIII (1950), 293-
96.

I
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hitherto mentioned in print. It seems unlikely that anyone will attempt to explain all

these occurrences as based on a meaning '*^to down,” or as connected with the supposed

“under.”

Frequently the expression PN samma is applied to materials rather than workers, as

ill PF'^2 80 (complete translation): “40 (bar of) flour, supplied by Takmabara, was

delivered (at) Liduma. Manaka (is) to apportion (it) {m,Ma~na-ha sa-ra-ma). 22nd year.”

Another example, the last sentence in PF 1941 (lines 21 f.), is: hi SE.BAR.lg m.Na-pa-'par-

tmi-na sa-ra-ma, “’(of) this grain Napapartanna (did) the apportioning.”

The Conjugation I participle samra occurs occasionally, e.g., in PP 2025: 10-14:

“They have entrusted (48 small cattle) to Umizza the herdsman (at) Hiran, in the

a/?kwa-ship of Missumanya, Harrena (being) the apportioner {m.Har-ri-e-7ia la-r[a]-m).”

The conjugation Im participle plural saramap occurs in PF 559: 7-10: PN a-ak PN2

sa-ra-'fm-ap, “PN and PN2 (are) the apportioners (of 331 bar of grain).”

The Conjugation II verbal adjective saraka occurs twice in PP 1036: 12-17: “They

received 204 (bar of grain as) advance(?) rations not (yet) portioned out (sa~mk~ha).

They received 110'| (bar for) rations (already) portioned out {sa-rah-ka)'"

The only known finite form of the verb, aside from mra, discussed above, is mrak

(Conjugation II) in PF 294 (complete translation): “50 (marri§ of) sawur (wine), (on) the

mariyam account, was apportioned (sa-rak) (in) the 15th year, supplied by Susanda, (at)

Nima.”

Whether the adverb mrak, which seems to mean “again” (e.g., DB 42: 13) and “ever”

(e.g., DB 61: 75), derives from the verb sara- remains obscure.

Finally, two other infinitives occur: sara (Conjugation I) and sara7ia (Conjugation III).

PN Sa-ra (PF 1092: 10) and PN sa-ra-na (PF 962: 6 f.), both translated “whose appor-

tionments are set by PN,” qualify work groups receiving rations. Although these forms

could represent errors (sara for sarama, mrana for saramana), there is no apparent

reason why they should not be correct. Presumably the Conjugation Im and Him
infinitives, containing the pluralic-durative element -ma-, are overwhelmingly preferred

because the function which they express is a continuing one.

So our Achaemenid texts show a variety of forms of the verb ^am-, occurring in varied

contexts. The literal sense of the contexts is usually clear. The occurrences are imbedded

in an interlocking mass of material. Consequently there is a well-defined set of con-

ditions which our interpretation of sara- and its various forms has to satisfy. If the

interpretation should be incorrect, it will not stand for long; there will be clear evidence

somewhere in our material to set it straight.

The earlier Elamite is not so well documented. There it is usually possible to achieve

only tentative conclusions. Such conclusions, no matter how attractive, must not be

forced upon Achaemenid Elamite. In the present case the supposed Mra, “under,”

cannot be allowed to control the interpretation of the Achaemenid verb fea-.

12 pjp designates Persepolis fortification tablets,

with the numbers which they will bear in my forth-

coming publication of 2087 tablets.
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I. Inteoduction

A.LLL the writings of the eleventh century scientist and historian, Abu Rayhan
al-Biruni, merit exhaustive study. The Arabic text of one of his major works, the

astronomical compendium called Al-Qdnun al-Mas^udi [2],^ has only recently been

published. Its translation into a European language, together with a technical com-

mentary, would be an important contribution to the history of the exact sciences.

Failing this, the next best thing would seem to be an attack in detail, a series of additions

to the already considerable group of studies elucidating parts of the Qanun.

This paper is a contribution along these lines. We present in Sections 3 and 4 below a

translation of and commentary upon one self-contained chapter, the sixth, of Treatise

II, a treatise devoted to calendars and chronology.

The chapter begins with a definition of the §aka Era. Biruni then states two rules, the

first (173:1-173:10®) for converting a date given in one of the three calendars common in

the countries of medieval Islam into the equivalent Indian date, the second (173:11-

174:1) for performing the inverse operation, conversion from an Indian into a Western
date. The epochs of the Arkand Zij (the Khandakhadyaka [4]) and the Kalijmga are

given in 174:2-5. In 174:6-176:16 the hierarchies of periods used in Indian chronology

are defined, and the astronomical parameters assembled by us in Section 2 below are

presented. All of the latter are from Brahmagupta’s Brahmasphutasiddhanta [3]. The
rest of the chapter consists of a detailed explanation of the rules already given, first

(177:1-179:6) for changing from Indian to Western dates, then (179:7-180:6) for the

reverse.

It is well to emphasize here, as does Olaf Schmidt in [7], that the Indian calendar

known to Biruni was the mean calendar, that is, one based on the mean motions of the

sun and moon and not on their true positions.

A preliminary version of the translation was made by Dr. Anwar Sinnu. After the

material had been studied, the translation was revised with the assistance of Mr. Fuad
I. Haddad. All of the material from untranslated Sanskrit sources has been supplied by
Dr. David Pingree, who shares, however, no responsibility for errors the paper may
contain.

II. Definitions and Paeametbes

A (sidereal) year in this paper is taken to be the mean length of time required by the

sun to pass through the twelve signs of the zodiac.

^ Study supported by the National Science
Foundation.

2 Numbers inclosed in square brackets are referen-
ces to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

3 Pairs of numbers separated by a colon are refer-

ences to page and line in [2].
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A day denotes a mean solar day, the average time between successive culminations

of the sun.

A saura day is one three hundred and sixtieth of a year. Following Schmidt [71, v'e

use the term saura, Sanskrit for “solar,'' to translate the Arabic yawm shamsi, or yaw-m

al-shams, literally “solar day." The reason for this is that the saura day is an artificial

unit of time, the beginning of which may occur at any time of the actual day. The
concept entered early Islamic astrology from India and is occasionally found in such

contexts reported simply as “days" (ayydm), where saura days are intended (e.g. in the

astrology of Ibn Hibinta, Munich Cod. arab. 852).

A month is here taken to be the duration of a mean lunation.

A saura month is a twelfth of a year. Hence a saura month contains thirty saura days.

A tithi (ilrabic yawm qarmrl, literally “lunar day") is a thirtieth of a month.

A halpa is a period of 4,320,000,000 years, in which there are 1,577,916,450,000 days

([3], I, 22), and 53,433,300,000 months ([3], I, 23), and ten thousand kaliyugas.

III. Translation of the Text

(Lines of the Arabic text are indicated by superscript figures. Words between paren-

theses have been added to clarify the text. Square brackets indicate restorations to the

text.)

Page ij2 Chapter Six (of Treatise II)

On Indian Dates and Their Extraction from the Three Calendars,

^^and the Extraction of (Dates in) the Three Calendars from Them.

^^Time in the Indian language is Mto, and the best known of the calendars current

among them, and especially with their astronomers is the Bhakakdla (i.e. the Saka Era),

that is, the time of §aka (Arabic Bhaqa), It is calculated from the year of his destruction,

for he was tyrannizing over them. Now the custom with it, and with the others, is to

cite it by its complete (i.e. elapsed) years, without

Page ly

3

^ the current (year). So when we want (to calculate) it from one of the three

calendars which we use, we change it (the latter) to ^ days, and if it is the Greek, we add

to it 1,019,273, and if it is the Arabic, we add ®to it 1,359,974, and if it is the Persian

we add to it 1,363,597. The result ^is retained, and then multiplied by 55,739, and the

result is divided by 3,5[0]6,481, and the result (of that) is added ®to the retained (amount).

Then we put the sum in two places, and multiply one ofthem by 5,311, ®and then divide

the outcome by 5,343,330, and the result is multiplied by thirty, and w© subtract what

resulted from the (number in the) other place, then divide the remainder by thirty,

and so it is changed to months, and days remain, ®Then we divide these resulting months

by twelve, and so we get years, from which we subtract ® 3,178, and it becomes complete

Shakakdla years, and there remain the months which have completely passed ^°of the

current year, and those days remaining are those that have passed of the current month.

^^And conversely, if what is given is in the ShakakMa, and we want to take (the date

in) the three calendars, ^^we add to its years, which are complete, 3,178, then multiply

the result by twelve, and add ^^to the total the months that have passed of the current

year, and multiply the result by thirty, and add to it what passed ofthe current month,

and then put the result ^^in two places, and multiply one of them by 5,311, and divide
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the product by 5,184,000. ^^The result is multiplied by thirty, and the result (of that)

is added to (the number in) the other place, and what remains ^*^18 called the base for the

intercalary (year). Then we put what resulted (there) in this other place in ^®two places,

and the lower one is multiplied by 55,739, and the result is divided by 3,562,220, ^^and

the quotient is subtracted from (the number in) the upper place, and so days remain;

subtract from them 1,019,273 for the calendar of Alexander, and 1,359,974 for the

Hijra calendar, and for the calendar of Yazdigerd

Page iy4 ^ 1,363,597, and the days in that calendar remain extended, and so we convert

it into its months and years as ^mentioned (above). When we have a known Shakakahy

and diminish from its years 587, the date remains ^on which the computation (s) in the

Arkand ZiJ are based, and if we add to the base ^of the Shakakdla 1,972,947,179 then we

obtain the date from the time of the dispersion of the planets ®and their apogees and

nodes from the first point of the sign of Aries, by the calculations of the Indians. In order

to make known the reasons {Hlal) ®for that, before (explaining) the details of the topics,

what it is needed by way of definition will be introduced. '^That is, that they express

nature as a king, Brahma, and they claim that he is created ®for a limited duration

between a beginning and an end, taken as a hundred Brahmi years, I mean (the years

are) named after him. ®And each of these years is three hundred and sixty (Brahma)

days. Now the civil day (the nychthemeron) includes a day followed ^®by a night, and

(in like manner) when nature is in action, and the heavens and the planets rotate to

produce existence and destruction, (this) is its (nature’s) day, but when the moving

bodies come to rest and are still, then is ^^its night, and every Brahmi day and night is

the time during which the seven planets conjoin with their apogees and nodes at the

vernal equinoctial point at its (the day’s) both ends. ^^This day is divided into fourteen

turns (Arabic nawhay Sanskrit manvantara); each of them is a part of thirteen and two

hundred and twenty-nine two hundred and fiftieths parts ^®of a (Brahma) day, and that

is because the completion of the fourteen is divided into fifteen sections (Arabic qataf^,

Sanskrit samdhi). Each one (of the sections) is a part of [two] thousand and five hundred

parts of that day, and these sections encompass ^®the turn, and between them are

intervals. Each turn is seventy-one cycles, ^^each cycle being a thousandth of a (Brahma)

day, and the cycle (Arabic dawr, Sanskrit caturyuga) is divided into four different

Page J75 ^divisions {Avahia jumal), their evaluation in terms of the day being that the

first division is one part in two thousand and five hundred parts ^of it, and the second

division is one part in three thousand and three hundred and thirty-three ^ parts and
one third of a part, and the third division is one part of five thousand of it,^ and the

fourth division is one part of ten thousand parts of it.

®These evaluations, when set in order, are easier to define. So we say that the ® solar

year is divided into day and night for those living below the pole, and according to them
'angels are below the northern (pole), and devils below the southern, and so the night of

these is the day ® of those, and vice versa, and that is why they call the solar year one

deva day, and so make up their ®year as three hundred and sixty of our years. One
thousand and two hundred deva years is the fourth division of the cycle, and its double

is the third division, and its triple is the second, and its quadruple is the first. And so

the total of the four divisions is twelve thousand years of those years, and it is the

cycle, in which the condition of the people reverts from the extreme of corruption ^^ to

the extreme of well-being, and each (set of) seventy-one cycles make one turn, in which
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the leadership the world changes, and between each pair of turns is an interval

(Arabic /asl, here a samdhi) equal to two fifths ofa cycle. Thus ^^the Bralimi day consists

of one thousand cycles, and its night is like that, and its year is of three hundred and
sixty of its days {ayyam, plural of yawm, hence nychthemerons), and its age is a

hundred years.

I’^As for what had passed since its beginning with them, it is eight (Brahma) years,

and five months ^®and four days, and we are now in the daytime of the fifth day of the

sixth month of its ninth year, and there has already passed of it, according to Brahma-
gupta, he being the best ^"^of their scientists, six turns with seven sections, and there

have passed of the seventh turn,

Page 176 ^twenty-seven cycles, and of the twenty-eighth cycle, nine tenths, and it is the

^ third division, and of the fourth division there has passed its beginning, being called the |
Kalihdla, until the ShakaJcdla, in ® years of (ordinary) people, three thousand and one

hundred and seventy-nine years. Thus a part of ^ their divisions of the day have been

cleared up, but there remains in between the human day and the deva day ^the lunar

I

month, and they call it one day for the people of the moon’s heaven. Their object thereby

j

®is that it is from the moon and not from the sun, and its illuminated side is at the time

: of conjunction toward them, "^and so it is their midday, and at the time of opposition the

I

dark side is toward them, ®and so it is their midnight. Thus our month comprehends one

' day for them, the beginning of its daytime being the second ^quarter, when its (the

moon’s) light is diminished until it is equaled by the darkness on its body. Behind the

day of Brahma ^°is the day of the soul, and it is in our years 432 (there being) behind it

(the Arabic text says in front) twenty-fom: zeros, so that ^^the whole (number) reaches

twenty-seven arithmetic places.

12Now this having been settled according to their knowledge, we go on to say that the

solar years in one Brahma daytime (nahdr, not yawm) are ^'^4,320,000,000, and the

J
revolutions of the moon in it are 57,753,300,000. So what remains between the two

;
luminaries is the lunar months in it, they being 53,433,300,000. ^^But the days of this

1 daytime are 1,577,916,450,000, and if we cancel from the beginning of each ^®of these

numbers four zeros, there remains one part of ten thousand parts of it, ^'^and that is the

portion of the fourth division of each cycle, and it is to make it easier (?). Now ^®the

Indian years are intercalated with months that are completed by the intervals between

the years of the two luminaries.

Page 177 ^It is known that if we multiply the revolutions of the sun by twelve, there

result its (saura) months, they being ^5,184,000. Their number is equal to the number of

the lunar months in it, without counting what is necessitated by the intercalary months.

'^So if we take the difference between it and all the lunar months in this ^period, that

(difference) being 159,330, the number of intercalary months is obtained from the

I
remainder. ®And if we multiply the saura months by thirty, then we get the saura days

;

for the ^fourth division (the kaliyuga, as) 155,520,000, and if we multiply the lunar

I

months in it by thirty, then we get for the tithis, 160,299,900. Let us call this the total,

1
to distinguish it from the partial which ^is used for any assumed time within the multi-

plied period. Now, because the fourth division ® of each cycle is called the Kaliyuga

(Arabic Kalijuka), the date extending from its beginning is called the Kalikdla, ^'^and

it precedes the Shakakala by 3179 years. If the Sbakakala is given, and this amount is

added ^Ho its years, we get the Kalikala. It (the Shakakala) is converted into it (the
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Kalikala) "because it (the Kalikala) is the beginning of two cycles : the intercalary (cycle)

and the incomplete (cycle). The two of them differ as between the Shakakala and the

other (Indian) calendars. They have in them portions which, ifwe use them, the operations

for them become partial and characterized by assumed numbers which would require

deep investigation to elucidate them, and that is why the partial is changed to the total.

^^ Then we multiply the years by twelve, and add to it (the result) the months that have

elapsed of ^®the current year, on condition that we do not count the intercalary month

(even) if it is in ^'^it (i.e., that year); then we multiply the amount by thirty and add to

this what have elapsed of the days ^®of the current month; then undoubtedly it is

resolved into saura days, but the partial remains, and its ratio ^®to the total saura days

is as the ratio of what the partial contains of intercalary months

Page lyS ^to the intercalary months in the whole period. But the number of total saura

days ^ and the total intercalary months combine in a part of thirty, and if we take a

fifth of a sixth of each ®one of them, then the total leap months become 5,311, it being the

number to be multiplied by, ^and the total saura days become 5,[1]84,000, it being the

divisor. The quotient ®is the portion of the partial saura days of the leap months, and

the remainder, ® which is called the base for the intercalation, is the (number of) days

that passed after the (above-)mentioned. It is, /^in saura days per (intercalary month),

nine hundred and seventy-six days and four hundred ®and sixty-four parts of five

thousand and three hundred and eleven parts of a ® saura day. By what has passed, the

remainder until the completion ofthe next intercalation can be determined ifwe multiply

^°the base for the intercalation by thirty, and divide the result by its quotient so that it

I
j

is changed into the days ^^of it which have passed and those that follow it, then it is

subtracted from thirty, and there remains what is remaining up to it (the next inter-

'' calation).

for the months which are the quotient of the division, if they are multiplied by

thirty, ^^then we get their tithis, and we have said that the partial saura is equal to the

lunar, less by ^^the intercalations, and if we added to it its portion from the inter-

calations, then we get the date ^^in tithis, and it is also partial, and because the tithi

is less in value than the actual (day, al-tuluH, lit. “the rising one”), ^®the saura (day) is

more in value than it, so the number of tithis in every period of time is more in number
than the actual (days) in it, and the ratio of these partial tithis to its excess over the

partial actual (days) is as the ratio of the total tithis to their excess over the total

actual (days), and this total excess is 2,508,255. However, it and the total tithis ^^have

a fifth of a ninth in common. So if we divide them by forty-five, then the days of the

excess become

Page lyg ^55,739, it being the multiplier; and the tithis become 3,562,220 ^it being the

divisor, and it is clear that when we subtract the partial remainder from ®the partial

tithis, then the remainder is the partial actual (days). It extends from the beginning of

the kalikala, and if ^we subtract from it the days that are between it and the date that

we want, it being the one whose number we proved ®for every date, its days remain.

Then we convert it into its years and months until we get ®the required date. '^And
conversely, if we want the Shakakala from one of the three calendars ®and it was deter-

mined, and changed into days, and there was added to it the excess of that date, so ® the

result will be the actual days since the kalikala, and its ratio to the difference between it

^°and its portion in tithis equals the ratio of the total actual days to the difference
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between them and the total tithis, and w^e have said that the actual (days) in the

(above-) mentioned period is [157,791],645. ^^But it is the difference betw^een the total

tithis and the total remainder, and the numbers of both ^'^are reducible by a fifth of a

ninth. So if we divide this also by forty-five, we get ^^3,506,481, it being the divisor after

multiplication by the total remainder. And when ^®its portion of the remainder is added

to the partial actual (days), then we obtain the partial tithis, ^®and its ratio to what it

has of intercalary months is as the ratio of the total tithis to ^'^wiiat it has of intercalary

months, so when we multiply these partial tithis by 5,311 which had been reduced by a

fifth of a sixth, and we divide the amount by the total tithis after its reduction also by

a fifth of a sixth, w’-hich is 5,343,330, like the number of lunar months, ^^tlien the portion

of the intercalary months is obtained, and we do not need the base for the intercalation.

Page i8o ^The multiplier of the months of the argument (is) thirty, so it is the re-

mainder of what is between the two luminaries of partial days, ^and if we diminish them

from their tithis then the (number of) saura (days) remain, and we can raise it by thirty

to months, ^and the months by twelve to years. Then if there is subtracted from it what

is betw^een the kalikdla ^and the Shakakala of years, the Shakakala remains, but the

Guptakdla is hehiiid it hj five hundred ^and eighty-seven years. The operations in the

Khandakhadyaka Zij, known to us ®as the Arkand Zij, are based upon it (the Guptakala).

IV. Commentary

The pairs of numbers separated by colons and heading paragraphs below refer to

pages and lines of the Arabic text.

iy2:i3 The three common calendars explained and used in the Islamic astronomical

handbooks are:

(1) The Seleucid, or Greek, associated also with Alexander, commencing from Julian

Day, 1,607,739 and using Julian years of 365| days each.

(2) The Arab, or Muslim, commencing either from j.d. 1,948,440, a Friday (by the

popular reckoning), or from the preceding day, a Thursday (by the astronomical reckon-

ing, [5], p. 258), and using lunar years of 354|^ days each.

(3) The Persian, or Yazdigerd, commencing from j.d. 1,952,063, and using Egyptian

years of 365 days each.

172:15 The Indians used the term Saka indiscriminately for invaders from Central

Asia. The Saka Era (of A.i). 78, as will be seen in the commentary to 176:2 below) may

mark the accession of Kanishka, of the Kushan dynasty, but the matter is uncertain

(cf. [8], p, 162). This passage in our text is reproduced in [1] (transL, Vol. II, p. 359)

together with an English translation. The corresponding section in the India ([1], transL,

Vol. II, p. 6), probably based on traditions current in Biruni's time, alleges that §aka

was kiUed by Vikramaditya (cf. [5], p. 390).

173:1 This is the first step in the process of converting a date given in one of the three

Western calendars into the ahargana, the number of saura days elapsed from the kali-

yuga (see the paragraph below) to the time in question.

If one computes the differences between pairs of the three numbers given in the text

and compares them with the differences between the pairs of Julian day numbers above,

it wiU be seen that the correspondence is exact, provided that the Friday Hijra epoch
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is chosen. Hence the numbers of the text are internally consistent, and can be regarded

as accurately transmitted. Moreover, the Indian epoch will be

j.D. 1,607,739

» 1,019,273

J.D. 588,466 = Friday, 18 February, a.d. —3101 or 3102 b.c. (Cf. [5], p. 338; [6],

p,82.)

ly'j :

4

The rule says (where t is the number of days from Kaliyuga) form

and then

t -j-

s —

55,im 55,739 \

506,481 ~ T 3,606,481/
“

5,311(30)s / 5,311(30)\

\ 5,343,330/5,343,330
e,

the required number of saura days.

That this transformation is valid in terms of the parameters given in Section II above

is demonstrated herewith. The rule asserts that

ft - (^ 4.
55J39 Wi _ 5>3n(30)\

r ^ 3,506,481/ \ 5,343,330/

Now the first of the two fractions immediately above is the ratio of tithis to days, for

tithis/kalpa _ 53,433,300,000 x 30 _ 3,562,220 x 45

days/kalpa 1,577,916,450,000
"

3,506,481 x 45*

The second of the two fractions is the ratio of saura days to tithis, for

saura days 30 saura days saura months/kalpa

tithis 30 tithis months/kalpa

12 x 4,320,000,000 518,400

53,433,300,000

So the transformation asserts that

534,333

/tithisX /saura days\

\days/ \ tithis /

which is a tautology.

173:9, 173:12 These statements utilize the fact that there are 3,179 years between the

beginning of the kaliyuga and the Saka Era. ([7], p. 151).

This rule converts from saura days to days, i.e. it is the inverse of that given in

173 : 4. The text prescribes the formation of

^ ,

5,311(30)^ J, ,

5,3n(30)\ ^
^ 6,184,000 ^0 5,184,000/

~

the “base for the intercalary year.” Then, to obtain the result, form

6 - 65,7396

3,562,220

55,739 \ ;

V 3,562,220/
“
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Thus

f ^ 4-
55,739

__ /534,333\/3,506,481\ _

\ 5,184,000/ \ 3,562,220/^ \518,400/\3,562,220/^’

which is incteed the inverse of the first transformation. This rule, with a trivial difference

in statement, is given in the India ([1], transL, VoL II, p. 27),

174'

3

The Arkand is the name of an early Arabic translation of Brahmagupta’s
Khandakhadyaka [4]. (Cf. 180:5 below). In the latter (I, 3—5) the same rule, “subtract

587 from the Saka year,” is also given. Since the Saka era begins in a.d. 78, that of the

Arkand is a.d. 78 + 587 = a.d. 665.

174:4 The number given here is the interval from the beginning of the kalpa to the

Saka Era; it is found also in the Brahmasphutasiddhanta ([3], I, 27). It is the sum of

1,972,944,000, the number of years from the beginning of the kalpa to that of the present

kaliyuga, and 3,179, the years from kaliyuga to the Saka Era (ef. 176:3).

174:8 The text says

1 lifetime of Brahma = 100 Brahma years

1 Brahma year = 360 Brahma days

174:11 1 Brahma day (or night) = 1 kalpa ([1], transL, Vol. I, pp. 334,368.)

174:14-18 The first lines of this passage being somehow garbled, it seems best to

begin with the parts which are straightforward and standard.

The kalpa is divided into fourteen “turns” (Sanskrit manvantara) of .071 kalpas each

(174:18). Since 14 x .071 = .994, the turns do not quite fiU up the span of the kalpa.

The remaining .006 is sandwiched between the turns in fifteen equal “sections” (Sanskrit

samdhi), each section therefore being .006/15 = 1/2,500 kalpas.

(174:16) The garbled passage (174:14) gives an additional definition of the “turn” as

being

1 / 250 2,500
,

13f|f \ 3479 " 71 X 14 X

Since 14 times this number exceeds unity, it cannot be correct. At the same time the

presence ofthe 2,500, 71, and 14, all appearing in the standard arrangement (cf. India [1],

transL, Vol. II, p. 369) give one the feeling that there should be some simple way to

restore the text in order that it make sense.

J74 :ig 1000 cycles (Sanskrit caturyuga) = 1 kalpa.

I7$:i-i6 Since a year is a deva day, 360 years is one deva year (175:9, cf. [1], transL

Vol. II, p. 322), and the divisions of the cycle {caturyuga, or four-fold yuga) are:

the first (or hritayuga) == kalpa — 4,800 deva years = 1,728,000 years,
A,oOU

the second (or treiai/Mg'a) = , .Li' kalpa = 3,600 deva years = 1 ,296,000 years.

the third {ot divaggara) = kalpa = 2,400 deva years = 864,000 years,
o,Uuu
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the fourth (or kaliyuga) = kalpa = 1,200 deva years = 432,000 years,

totaling

1 caturyuga = 1 mahayuga = 12,000 deva years == 4,320,000 years.

175:17-176:1 Since the beginning there have passed 8^5"^4^ of Brahma; we are in the

twenty-eighth catur3ruga of the seventh manvantara of the fifth Brahma day. Of the

current caturyuga three divisions have passed, and we are in the fourth, the kaliyuga.

176:2 Between the start of the current kaliyuga (or kalikala) and the Saka Era are

3179 years. Hence, since 3179 ~ 3101 = 78, the Saka Era commences in a.d. 78 (see

the comment above to 173:1).

176:4 A lunation is called a day of the inhabitants of the moon’s heaven, in the India

([1], transl., Vol. II, p. 328) a “nychthemeron of the forefathers.”

176:10 In the India ([1], transl., vol. II, p. 332) different numbers are given and the

concept is called the ‘‘nychthemeron of the All-soul.”

176:12 These are the parameters already given by us in Section II above, except for

the number of lunar revolutions per kalpa. Of course the difference between lunar and

solar revolutions in a given period is the number of lunations in that period.

176:16 Since each of these parameters contains ten thousand as a factor, and a

kaliyuga is one ten thousandth of a kalpa, four zeros may be discarded from each of the

parameters to give events per kaliyuga.

176:18 The rules given at the beginning of the chapter simply convert from days to

saura days. Hence there is no essential reason why units based on the moon should enter

at all. Their presence in the rules is doubtless due to the fact that the Indians used a

iuni-solar calendar as weU as the more artificial saura calendar. We sketch below the

principles upon which the former is based, drawing heavily upon the ideas explained by

0. Schmidt in [7].

The beginnings of days, tithis, months, saura months, and years may be regarded

as marked by sets of equally spaced points on a time scale, all sets beginning with the

kaliyuga (or the kalpa). The month in which any year begins is the first month of that

particular luni-solar year. The saura month, being a little longer than the month, each

luni-solar year will have at least twelve months, and occasionally the segment on the

time scale marking a particular month will lie wholly within that marking a saura month.

Such a month is an intercalated one, and the luni-solar year in which it occurs will

have thirteen months.

The situation is analogous with respect to tithis and days. The former being the shorter

unit, from time to time the segment appertaining to a particular tithi will fall entirely

within a day. Such units are called “omitted tithis.”

In his explanations Biruni continually refers to “partial” and ‘^total” numbers of

units (e.g. 177 : 7). By the former category he means aggregates of intercalary months or

omitted tithis.

jyy.'j Here it is correctly pointed out that

(432,000 years/kaliyuga) x 12 = 5,184,000 saura months/kaliyuga

subtracted from 5,343,330 months/kaliyuga give 159,330 intercalary months/kaliyuga.

Biruni then proceeds to calculate the number of saura days and the number of tithis

per kaliyuga.
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iyy:g Here he repeats the inforiBation already given twice concerning the difference

between the Saka and kaliynga epoch, his reason here probably being to make the point

that ail scales, solar and lunar, start from the latter. Hence the process of intercalation

is simpler if one reckons from the kaliynga.

j77:j5 In calculating elapsed saiira days any intercalary month in the current year is

disregarded-—only saura months count.

177:19 This passage explains the computation of the quantity we call h in the comment
to 173:12. The total number of tithis which have elapsed is the number of saura days,

plus the tithis in the intercalary months. These are found by multiplying by thirty the

ratio between the number of intercalary months in a kaliynga and the number of saura

days in the saura period. This ratio is

159,330

155,520,000

5311 X 30

5,184,000 X 30

5311

5,184,000*

178:7 The reciprocal of the above ratio is 976^3%-, which says that an intercalary

month occurs about every 976 saura days (cf. [7], p. 144).

178:15 To obtain the ratio between days and tithis we note that the excess of tithis

over days per kaliynga is

160,299,900 tithis

- 157,791,645 days

or 2,508,255

as the text states. Since all these numbers contain the factor 45, the presence of the

fraction

55,739

3,562,220

2,508,255/45 \

160,299,900/45/

in the rule of 173 :12 is explained. Since the day is a larger unit than the tithi, this fraction

is subtracted from unity.

179:7 In converting from days to saura days, again by way of intermediary tithis,

the same excess of tithis over days per kaliynga is used, this time in its ratio with days

per kaliynga, to produce

55,739 / _ 2,508/45 \

3,506,481 157,791,645/45/*

This is the fraction used in calculating s in the comment on 173:4. To take a fifth of a

ninth is, of course, to divide by forty-five.

179:18 The first part of the rule converts from days into tithis. This passage carries the

transformation from tithis into saura days by using the ratio

5311 intercalary months/kaliyuga

5,343,330
"^

months/kaliyuga

180:4 Here Biruni repeats the difference already given (see the comment on 174:3

above) between the Saka Era and that of the Khandakhadyaka. Now, however, he calls

the latter the Gupta Era. This is erroneous. As he himself says in the India ([1], transL,

Vol. II, p. 7, see also [5], p, 385), the Gupta Era follows the Saka by 241 years. In the

India he calls the Khandakhadyaka epoch "^the era of the astronomers.^’

lllfc
iilii

liai
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TIN AND LEAD: THE ADVENTURES OF
TWO VOCABLES

BBNNO LANDSBEEGME, Oriental Institute, University

of Chicago

During the last ten years of Erich Schmidt’s life, I was privileged as his

neighbor in the Oriental Institute to witness the unique conscientiousness with which he,

superbly aided in his work by his assistant of many years, Miss Edith Lindquist, carried

on his research, recording even the most inconspicuous objects; at the same time, I had

unliappiiy to observe his constant and losing battle against the ailment that took him

from us. In trying to honor his memory I deliberately do not present here either any new

results or fulminating ideas but I submit rather a simple “case history” of what may or

may not be an exemplary sample of philological approach to what used to be called

“realia.”

L Though it is true that, in the last few years, “tin” has triumphed over “lead,” one

must stiU ask—to let the late Erich speak—^what gives us any guarantee that “die

Herren Philologen” (and this to be pronounced with a mixture of awe and disdain) wiU

not, once again, change their minds? To continue in this skeptical vein: if the case of

“tin” versus “lead,” a relatively easy one, could have taken almost a century for solution,

how can we trust other identifications that have been made in the realm of “material

culture,” such as tasJcarinnu, “boxwood”; anzahhu, “frit”; surru, “obsidian” or “flint”;

and elmesu, “amber”?^ Without any intention of defending “Assyriology” (a rather

loosely knit community of scholars!) or myself against such skepticism, I can only find

refuge in the following short motto: “Without taking some risk we can go nowhere!”

2. What may be called a lexicographical optimum,^ viz. the finding of an object

bearing an inscription that discloses its material, was almost reached in one case when,

in 1854, Place found some inscribed metal plates in the palace at Dur-Sarruken. The

report, as rendered by Delitzsch {Worterhttch, 50 [1887]) and Lenormant {TSBA, VI,

337 [1878]), reads: “M. Place trouva, pendant I’^te de 1854, dans les fondations de

Khorsabad, une caisse en pierre contenant sept inscriptions sur des tablettes de differents

matieres, or, argent, antimoine,® cuivre,^ et plomb, alb^tre et marbre. Les quatres

premieres sont actuellement au Louvre, les trois autres, plus lourdes . . . sont tombes

dans le Tigre.”

^ For still another word, Old Babylonian husaru, I

proposed lapis lazuli, and J. Uewy, hematite; both are

quoted in 0.4D, B[, 257, without criticism. Inasmuch as

my proposal was tentative, I only remark that hema-
tite is now attested in Kiiltepe: hunuJcJcum ia-du-a-nu

(unpublished). It is improbable that drinking goblets

were made of hematite or that the throne of Assur

should be decorated with this stone.

® The identification of ugnu as lapis lazuli was the

result of this optimal situation, aided by “a lapis

lazuli disc bearing a cuneiform inscription” (Lyon,

Proc. Amer, Or. Soc., 1889) and by two other disks

inscribed similarly {BP, I [i8933> N'os. 58 f.).

3 So in the version of Oppert as quotedbyDelitzsch

;

Lenormant: “etain ou antimoine (deux m^taux que

Ton devait confondre alors)” (obviously anticipating

his conclusions); but **ein feiner Kreide ahnlicher

Stein, sicher nicht Antimon,” Strassmaier, Alph,

Verz. No. 40 (1886); “weisse, weiehe Steinart,” Lyon,

Sargon XIII, (1883); “carbonate de magn4sie pur et

cristallis^ (= magnesite, B. L.) according to the

analysis of Berthelot quoted by Winckler, Sargon, XI,

note 2 (1889).
* Should read: bronze- The famous French

chemist and historian of alchemy, M. Berthelot, also

provided one of the first analyses of ancient bronze;

copper 85.25; tin 10.04; oxygen 4.71 (no lead!);

quoted Winckler, Ifec.

285
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The inscriptions on the plates (Lyon, Nos. 4-6; Winckler II PL 43) read: ina tuppi

hurdsi haspi eri an.na a.bab paruti nibit sumiia aHur.^ It is true that Oppert

(quoted by Eelitzsch, Wh. 60) already guessed at tin for the fifth metal; it is also true

that Lenormant already in L878 wrote: “an.i^a ce n’est pas le plomb . . . c’est positive-

ment retain'’ and, ‘^a.bab, c'est le plomb."® But soon after this approach was swept

away by a general bias against tin. No one took into consideration that: (a) there were

available five names of metals but only four actual plates found, and that the extra

name could easily be explained by the fact that a tin plate would have disintegrated

(discussed below § 12a) (b) a careful check of the Aramaic (and Hebrew) equivalent

leads to a confirmation of Lenormant’s equation (see below in § 3); (c) if neither ahdm

nor anaJcu are to be identified with tin, then this metal, so important to bronze production,

would have been unknown to the Babylonians and Assyrians.

Whereas Delitzseh in his Wh, still maintained ‘"Blei" for ahdru, in his Handworterbuch

we find instead for abdru, *‘em Metall," and for anaku, ‘‘Blei’’ (without a question mark).

3. Anyone who would want to defend this deficiency should not use as an excuse the

idea that tin and lead were already confused by the Babylonians and Assyrians. Further-

more, anyone who has ever observed their appearance or who has considered the great

difference in their use for metallurgy, or their difference in value, cannot imagine that the

two were ever confused. Nevertheless, one must admit that there does exist some

confusion in the Syriac and Hebrew dictionaries.

Brockelmann^ lists abdrd, ‘'plumbum," which translates Heb. ^operet; dnkd, “stan-

num," which translates Heb. b^dil; also given is the derivative enaA:, “stanno obduxit,"

the technique of tin plating (English “to tin," German “verzinnen") familiar to anyone

who has lived in the Near East (Turkish kalaylamak), but unknown to the ancient

Babylonians.®

We are unable to judge how dnkd can mean at one and the same time, “plumbum et

nigrum et album."

Hebrew likewise distinguishes ‘^o^ere^, “lead," and b^dll, “tin."® But the meaning

® It is not relevant that a secondary source like the

Frunkinschrift, line 160 (Winckler, I, 128) adds

parziUu (between an.na and a.bAe) as well as the

stone (^)a8pu; the same addition is found in the

Annals, Lie, 76, 14 f., where Delitzseh (AHw) already

emended an-na-a-ku of the edition to an.na a.bAb.

® TSBA , VI, 337 f. It must be noted that, in equa-

ting the plates with the words, Lenormant made the

mistake of assuming a confiision between the alleged

antimony and tin. Sound, however, were his deduc-

tions drawn from the passage IV B 14 No. 2, rev. 17,

wherein the fire god is praised as the one who alloys

copper and tin (la eri u anahi mubaUilSunu atta) ; also

sound was his investigation into the Aramaic words

representing the two metals in question.
'5' The same would be true of the “magnesite”

plate, which should be identified as adulterated and
discolored lapis lazuli. I dismiss the fact that some
Assyriologists were led astray by identifying abaru

with magnesite (Streck, ZA, XVIII [1904], 176, and
the authorities quoted there; also Meissner, OLZ^ 1914,

52 note 2) which is (a) not a metal, (b) of no use, and
(c) a modern chemical notion that we must suppose

was not known to the ancients. It is likewise irrele-

vant, for oxir context, as to how the “mathematics” of

the non-metal plates works. We repeat the state of

affairs: five names for metals, four found, three pre-

served; three names of stones, two found, one pre-

served.

As matters now stand, the identification of gril-

nugallujparutu with alabaster is unavoidable since no

other word for this famous stone is available (see

discussion in CAD, G, 106); but “marble” may be

shaxed by parutu a,nd pelu,

® Though it is outside my competence, I feel com-

pelled to suggest this meaning also for the passages

quoted by Jastrow, p. 85, sub dnak (verb): le^ndfedn

ba^dndk^ with variant inn^^dn, “vessels that are

tinned (= plated with tin)”; and dnd^ (noun),

“nothing makes the vessels durable except tinning/tin

plating.” (Tinning invented in Gaul, tinned copper

objects found in Egypt; Forbes, History of Techno-

logy, IX, 161 f.)

® However, in the passage Isa. 1:25 a broader

meaning is required for the plural, viz. all kinds of

alloys: w^^dsird kol b^dllaik, “I shall separate all your

alloys (which are added to pure silver).” Thus ¥dll,

obviously derived from a verb, means, basically, “the

different one” (added to copper, etc.). It is hard to

follow Kohler, Lex. 109, who separates “tin,” on
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'lead” lias been nncontested thns far for its only occnrreiace in the Old Testament
j
a

hapax, though repeated four times in Amos 7:7 ff. with the traditional translation

"plummet,” "plumb line,” German “Bleilot.” Being unable to judge whether this tool of

masonry was known in antiquity, I can nevertheless state that all exegetes agree that (a)

fhomat cannot mean "a wall made with the help of a plumb line” (it should rather

indicate the material, B. L.), (b) that "to set a plumb line in the midst of my people” is

likewise an impossibility. I propose to translate by "tin,” this metal being a symbol

of (a) softness, (b) uselessness, unless alloyed to another metal, (c) perishability.

4. Up until this phase in the history of our two vocables, the indiscriminate acceptance

of the translation of the ^ndk passage in Amos was the only reason for making Akkadian
anaku "lead.” But there were two scholars who did not follow the trend of the Delitzsch

school and who anticipated the correct identification: Winckler, AfO, I, 161 and 168

(1897), in a study on metals that was otherwise in error, presents the equation mmku
(his transcription) = “tin”; Zimmern, Fremdworter (1915), p. 59, gives, wdthout any

question mark, ahdru, "Blei,” and anaku (his transcription), "Zinn.” The latter may
have been influenced in his verdict by Jensen, ZDMQ^ XLYlll (1894), 466 f., who
compared Armenian anag, "tin,” and Sanskrit ndga{m)y "tin” (but also "lead”).^°

5. The proof that had been lacking for the equation anaku = lead turned up, appar-

ently, a posteriori, when Andrae put together the lead marks and plaques that were

abundantly found in Assur and called "tesserae” by him {OLZ, 1923, 590), with the

known use of anaku as money in the Middle Assyrian period, and which was, in 1923,

unanimously translated by "lead.” But in the same breath he also happens to mention

that unmarked lead, in all forms, turned up everywhere in the area and furthermore that

enormous lead plates (weighing up to 500 kg. each) were used as "foundation documents”

{Die jilngeren lUartempel, 42-50, with illustrations) by Tukulti-Ninurta I, or as a base

for pivots. Using the same information, however, we would draw a conclusion opposite

to that of Andrae : this metal, lead, was so cheap that in no period could it be used even as

"Scheidemiinze.” Only copper could and did function as such in dijfferent periods,

whereas anaku, in value, was always between silver and copper, in the approximate

relationship (which often varied) of 1 (silver): 10 {anaku): 100 (copper): 500:1 (lead).^^

[New passages for ahdru from Mari: AHw 498 sub kubtu; ARM XIII 3: 10 talents

account of Sanskrit “tin,” from which

he derives from the well-known Heb. root bdl and
translates “Ausscheidungen” (an exact synonym of

the parallel slglm). (The article of S. Abramski, “
‘Slag’

and ‘Tin’ in the First Chapter of Isaiah,” Eretz Israel,

V, came to my attention too late. Schrader, Beall, d.

Indog. Altertumkunde,^ ed. Nehring (1929), p. 701

quotes Sort, patera and Hebr. b^dil, beide ‘Zinn,’ but
it does not list this Sanscrit word on p. 700.)

Buck, Diet. (Chicago, 1949) lists only Sanscrit

slsa~ — lead and = tin.

Though Zimmern’s decision turned but to be
correct, he must be criticized for the following: (a) he

derives the Akkadian (and by implication the other

derivatives) from Sumerian whereas actually we are

dealing with a typical “Kulturwort”
;
(b) he gives no

reason for his translation of Hebrew andJ^ by “tin.”

As to Arabic dnuk, Fraenkel, Fremdw. 153, offers

“tin,” (I was unable to find the source of Bblot’s

“lead.” Lisdn cU’^arab defines it as tin without am-

biguity, though it expUiirts it ar-rasds dl'^abj;a4y

“white lead.”)

As my colleague Stetkewycz informs me, the usual

words are ra^ds for “lead” and qasdir for “tin”; “to

cover with tin” is: lawwana bilgasdlr. For the sake of

completeness, the Egyptian word Hniwk that means
“uncertain” should be added (J. R. Harris, Studies in

Egyptian Minerals [Berlin, 1961], p. 62),

Andrae, Festungswerke, p. 26: “als Unterlage

eine . . , Bleiplatte, Gewicht von ca. 90 kg.” (Saknanas-

sar, I and III.)

Our assumption in WZKM, LVI (1960), 117,

note 27 supposed that the kinds of plates excavated

by Andrae must be the same as the pavement known
from the term kisal atari, “courtyard of lead,” i.e.

paved by lead (plates) (passages now in CAD, A/I,

p. 37; “lead courtyard”). But we must state that, as

far as we know, there is no archeological proof for this

assumption.—The only passage where the value of

lead is given is TCL, V, 6037 (Ur III: Limet 39 and

103). [But now add. to above 6.]

1
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transported in lumps (ku-ub-di) of 15 kg., price relation to silver: 1500:1; ibid. 17: 100

talents of abdru (nearly 3000 kg,). Addendum.}

6. Whereas “Realienforschung” or “material culture” had been subjects only occasion-

ally treated in Assyriology, after World Ward I Meissner and Campbell-Thompson

specialized in them. The former, still preoccupied with the “axiom,” anaku = lead,

admitted that tin was the main metal to be alloyed with copper and that it may even have

adopted the name of lead \andku, his transcription; Babylonien und Assyrien, I, 248).

Thompson, as late as 1935 in his handbook, A Dictionary of Assyria?i Chemistry, p. 66,

quotes several metallurgical authorities and presents an analysis of bronze, but still

declares, “there is no proper word for tin”; andku (his transcription) is “tin, sometimes

lead.” The reasons are: (a) “etymology,” but see above in § 3; (b) the role of anaku in

Old Assyrian commerce, not correctly understood, see below in § 7; (c) the report of

Assur-nasir-pal II (883-859) in AKA, pp. 238 and 342: “one hundred talents of

AN.NA.MEs” (received from the lands of NaTri, B. L.) prohibits tin entirely, according to

Thompson, since he is fixed on the idea that the objects of tribute must be products of

the countries from which they are received.

7. Our problem acquired importance for world history in general w^hen it became

known that a7iaku was the main article of trade in the Old Assyrian merchant colonies

in Anatolia at the begiiming of the second millennium. It quite overshadowed the other

current goods, like silver, copper, and garments. In the first stages of investigation,

everyone was under the impression that anaku had to be a product of Anatolia. Thus,

the usual rendering “lead” was accepted, with little thought given to such a question as

whether the old equation anaku == lead was ever legitimate in the first place; this was

done by me in my tentative outline “Assyrische Handelskolonien” {AO, XXIV [1925],

4);^^ by the Eisser-Lewy compendium of sources (1930 and 1935); by Goetze in his

contribution “Kleinasien” in Kulturgeschichte des alien Orients (1930), p. 73. Only one

historian of ancient civilization, Amelia Hertz, warned us by pointing out that lead could

by no means be the center of an international trade, that its value would never justify

such an extensive and difficult transport.

8. A turning point came when I, at the time working in Ankara, resumed my studies

of the Kiiltepe tablets. While visiting the Metals Institute {maden enstitusu) of Ankara I

discussed the problems of ancient international trade with the Institute’s prominent

authorities; the following facts became obvious to me: that the trade system of that day

was what one would call today arbitrage, viz. buying the metdl anaku at a low price in

Assur and selling it at a high price in Asia Minor this system provided business for the

merchants, their numerous agents, and for the lenders and bankers in Assur; it also

Winckier, AOF,I (1893), 168: “Ausdergelegent-
iiclien Erwahnuiig des Zinn {anaku) lasst sich fur

seine Herkunffc nichts aussagen, da es wohl in solchen

Fallen nur den Schatzkanamern der betreffenden

Kdnigo, welch© es durch den Handel erworben
batten, entnommen war.”

As to value, two talents of gold, 100 of tin, 200 of
bi’oiizo, 300 of iron, do not make a bad proportion.
Without even mentioning the possibility of exaggera-
tion, the kings of Na^iri had many values for exchange,
such as silver, popper, wood, resin, and animal horns.
Lead as an object for tribute is extremely rare; CAD,
A /I, 36, f. lists only three occurrences, the first (cnZy

abdrul) interpreted as “galena,” whereas Landsberger,

Sami^al, p. 32, fn. 64 speaks of an “Anerkeiinungs-

'tribut'.”.-

P. 22: ^'anakum, welches Wort aber vielleicht

auch Zinn mit umfasst.”

Unfortunately, I am unable to identify the

pertinent passage in Miss Hertz’s papers dealing with

the history of metals. Her contributions to the history

of bronze are quoted by Finet, pp. 69-61.

Now comprehensively treated and illustrated

by a chart in Garelli, Les Assyriens en Cappadoce,

pp. 279-81.
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paid for the transportation, including the many import and export taxes, fees, and toils;

I (b) that it would have been a case of “carrying coals to Newcastle” if lead were the metal
being imported into Anatoliad'^ As a result of these striking considerations, I shifted

full circle, and unconditionally, from lead to tind®

In 1940-1941 Emin Bilgi9 presented all the reasons for this change of opinion to tin

in his contribution to Sumeroloji ATa§tirmalaTi,^^ a collection containing five studies

resulting from a seminar given by me. (There is a short resume by Giiterbock in AfO,
^ XV [1944—1951], 128, and an abridged translation by Kraus in the Deuxdeme Rencontre

[1951], 99 ff.) There Bilgi9 sets up the contrasting pair, anahu, “tin,” and abaru, “lead,”

the latter occurring only once in the Kiiltepe tablets in the passage Tull, 13b, 14:

allan uhdrim mimma sanum lassu, “besides lead, there is nothing else to be found (in the

local market of an Anatolian town).”

9. The “new” identification was accepted by Giiterbock for Hittite as well (Or.,

XII [1943,] 149 f.); Friedrich, in his Hettitisches Worterbuch (1952), lists an.na (read

II a g g a) = tin (p. 287), and a.bAr = lead (p. 264); Goetze, in the new edition of his

cultural history, corrected his previous view (see above in § 7) and made annakum
(his transcription) “tin” without reservation (p. 78). No one contested these writers or

myself on those occasions where the translation “tin” was applied in several articles

from 1948 to 1954 {JNES, ArOr, JOS); even J. Lewy had not uttered any opposition.

In 1957 (Or., XXVI, 13) he wrote only: “I continue to identify this metal with plumbum
nigrum.” The only argument that he had used in favor of lead, namely the fact that in

Kiiltepe there had been found “leaden figurines and utensils but no implements made of

tin or containing considerable amounts of tin,”^^ was dropped by him a year later when
he launched into a massive counter-offensive against the identification of anahu with tin

[JAOS, LXXVIII, 91-95). Even though Lewy had been wont to isolate his Kiiltepe

material from the other Sumerian and Akkadian evidence, he chose not to isolate the

equation anahu = lead which had been abandoned for twenty years by aU his

colleagues instead, he utilized it for his general reconstruction of the commercial and

political background of the anahu trade. Though our respected colleague is no longer

with us to defend his case, it is in order to present here some of the implications which

his renewed anahu = lead equation has and to discuss the “backlash” it has stirred up.

JAOS, LXXVIII, p. 92: “The continuous exports to Asia Minor of lead ores of which we
read in hundreds of Kiiltepe texts may therefore (viz. because of the short supply of fuel) be

attributed to the necessity of desilvering the lead in a well-wooded country which, as did

Anatolia, also possessed labor skilled in the smelting of ores . .

Forbes, Ex Oriente Lux, No. 7 (1940), 501-503,

lists not less than twenty-six places in Asia Minor and
in the adjacent islands where lead was mined.

1® The first occasion in print was in my contribu-

tion to Tiirh Tarih, Arheologya ve Etmgrafya Dergisi,

IV (1940).

1® Chap. 3 bears the title “Lead and Tin”; it com-
prises pp. 915-25 of DU ve Tarih Fakiiltesi Yilhh
QaUsmalar% dergisi 1 (

= Yearbook, being a Collection

of Studies of the Faculty of Language and History

No. 1).

GAD, A/1, 36, has not added any other occur-

rence.

21 This latter statement does not agree with the

facts. Lewy himself corrected it in JAOS, LXXVIII,
94 with note 34 and p. 95 with note 42. As to the

absence of traces of raw tin in the merchants’ houses,

this is in agreement with the absence of copper, silver,

and. bronze, which has not, in my opinion, been

adequately explained.
22 He refers to the “unproved translation *tin’ ” in

JAO^Sf, LXXVIII, 91, note 11.

23 Now maintained by H. Lewy {Bivista degli

Studi OrientaU, XXXIX (1964), 182, note 1: “As was
remarked by J. Lewy, the buyers of the large quan-

tities of lead shipped from Assyria to Asia Minor

probably extracted the silver from the lead.”
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Ibidyp. 95: . it appears that, when conquering and colonizing parts of Asia Minor, the

Assyrians took precautions to prevent the natives from acquiring new weapons. It goes

without saying that such a policy was certainly accompanied by regulations which made it

unlawful for Assyrian merchants ... to engage in the bronze trade.”

Though assertions of this kind do not need refutation, GareUi, in his new book Les

Assyriensm Gappadoce, pp. 270-79, has taken pains to discuss with the greatest patience,

care, and eonclusiveness the proposal of Lewy. Therefore, I may limit myself to the

following few remarks:

(a) Lewy was not aware of the fact that the equation dfidhu = lead never had a

raison d'etre, but was only ‘‘an old ‘warhorseh’’ or (German), “an old ‘Schlendrian’.’’

There is actually nothing to “maintain.”

(b) He never raised the question: “If anaku is lead, what then is abdruV Instead, and

further distorting the picture, Lewy equated with “tin” the metal ku.an = amutu ==

d{s)Hu. But this metal is the rarest (and most expensive) by far, being traded in very

small quantities (the highest: 15| shekels). The discussion offered by me in ArOr,

XVIII, 1-2, pp. 331 f. has been scrutinized again by Garelli on pp. 275 and 284. The

proposal “iron” for Kir .an is favored by the fact that both the logogram and its two

equivalents disappear almost completely (they are not even found in HAR-r a =

huhullu). The best explanation for this is that the logogram must have been replaced by

AN.BAE, and its Akkadian equivalent by pdrzillu, which word occurs only once in the

Kiiltepe tablets.^®

amutu occurs once in the EA correspondence;

the meaning is not established, but not “iron.”

25 her© resume the inquiry into the meaning

of M.an.(na) in OAkk and in Ur III texts, a question

raised in our ArchOr contribution. The present dis-

cussion will attempt to show which word was used to

denote “iron” in Sumerian before anJbar came into

use.

We postulate the following:

(1) We exclude a limine the possibility that

Ktr.AN.(iTA) was ever a simple graphic variant of

AN.KA, since the latter was known as “tin” to the

scribes of all periods; thus we discredit the “mathe-

matical evidence” gained by passage Aa (cited below).

(2) Likewise, we reject any ambiguity for an.na;

i.e., we reject the idea that the ancient reader, upon

seeing these two signs, had to choose between iron and

tin. This axiom is valid whether we consider ajst.na,

“tin,” as a pure ideogram always to be read nagga or

whether we admit a phonetic reading anna or ana

(discussed below in § 13 d),

(3) Our old proposal in the cited contribution,

namely, to distinguish an.na, “tin” (as a raw material

for bronze), from xtr-AN, “Werkzinn,” Eng. “pewter”

= “any ofseveral tin alloys . . . inferior sorts containing

much lead,” might explain both the cheapness and
the shiny appearance of Ktr.AN, but an anachronism

remains as long as—besides passageAa— no objects of

Kir.AN are attested. (Note: Even objects made of

AN.NA, “tin,” seem to be extremely rare; leaving out

of the discussion the example Aa, and not anticipating

the article anaku of the forthcoming OAX>» I find only

;

Gudea, Statue B, VII, 50-62 u kii-nu za-gln^nu ga-bm

u urudu-nu u AN.NA-nt^ zaharmu, “[this statue] is

neither silver nor by any way lapis, neither copper nor

tin nor bronze” [weak evidence!]; 1 pu-uq-du-tum Sa

AN.NA, KAJ 310:16, “one thorn of tin.” Archeological

evidence cannot be expected, see below in § 12 a.

Forbes, Techn., IX, 149 mentions, in connection with

tin, a pilgrim bottle from Abydos [Eighteenth

Dynasty], thus supporting our proposal for amutu as

“tin [or some alloy]” in El Amarna [see note 24].)

(4)

The basic word for “silver,” M, was trans-

ferred for use in Kti.Gi, “gold” (which we consider

both an ideogram and an approach to a phonetic

rendering), using the principle that is best known
from ur “dog,” ur.gi^^ “domestic dog,” ur.mab,

“lion (giant dog),” etc. Though it is understandable

that iron could have been named the “silver of

heaven,” Ktr.AN, we cannot, in utilizing the explana-

tion given above in (3), offer any explanation of why
ku would have been transferred to any natural com-

pound or alloy of tin.

Passages

A a: Bimus boasts that he accomplished a thing

never done before his time by building a statue out of

Kt’.AN, in the Akkadian version, corresponding to

AN.NA in the Sumerian version; now re-edited by
Hirsch, A/0, XX, 68, bl2:7, 12. Wenoiongerneedthis
passage to rule out lead which is still “maintained” by

Hirsch, though with a question mark.

A b: 1 gH 12 ma-na kb-an 2 gin-ta (1st.

Ni. 1000; Ur III; communicated Arcj^Or, XYIII, 1/2,

332), “72 minas of . . . have been bought for 2 shekels

(of silver) per (mina).”

A c; 6 gin kH-an-na Chiera/?eL Temple Acc, No.

1 iii 37. For this passage, Curtis and Hallo, HUCA,
XX (1959), 112 proposed: “6 shekels of silver paid

for tin”; Limet 108 note 4 proposed: “5 sides d’argent:

etain” (follows the quantity of tin valued at 5 shekels

of silver) . We are unable to follow either of these pro-

posals.
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(o) anahu, “tin,” was the main article of commerce not only between Ass3nria and

Anatolia but also between Babylonia and Syria (10 talents transported by ship to Emar
and Halab, VAB, VI, 233; see now Leemans, Foreign Trade, p. 106); also from Assur

to Mari (AElf, V, 20) for local consumption and for export (see Bottero, AElfT, VII,

293»95).

(d) Though it is true that bronze (siparru) was not traded (and very rarely even

mentioned, see JA08, LXXVIII, 94, notes 35 and 36), a considerable number of bronze

tools and^ vessels are listed in published and unpublished Cappadocian documents

(see K. Balkan, review of IGK, II, in OLZ [1965]). [1 talent of siparrum given to a

smith in Mari for axes, crowbars, and spades: ARM XIII 54. Addendum.]

(e) The fact that, in New Ass3?xian, anaku pesu is used for the best quality of tin (see

below in § 13e) does not make anaku {^salmu) = lead, as w^as assumed by Gurney,

Anat. 8tud., VII [1957], 134 (“lead and tin”).

10. Aside from the already mentioned “backlash” against lead stirred up by Lewy’s

challenge (Garelli, see above in § 9), the following re-instatements of tin have been

published: for the Ur III period, Limet, Travail du metal (1960), “L’etain,” pp. 50-53,

“Le bronze,” pp. 58-74;^® for the Old Babylonian Mari period: Laessoe, “Akk. annakum,

‘tin’ or lead’” {Acta Or., XXIV (1959), 83-94). Forbes, Ancient Technology, IX (1960),

is, in a sense, up to date, but his “results” are so confused that they defy criticism. Here

we limit ourselves to some quotations from his work, presented in the footnote.

As the problem now stands, anaku, “tin,” is generally accepted. The exceptions are:

a d; tf-f^r-ra-an-ku-an-na-ka-H huru^’da-hi

t!>a-ba-zu, Inanna and Ebih 86 (I owe this passage to

M. Civil) (Ishtar speaks:) “Let me set out on the road

(leading to the) tin-ores; let me learn of their mines!”

Passage d is decisive for our new proposal: tin oxide

(SnOa) is a familiar commodity, also known as “black

tin” and “tin stone” (Forbes, op. cit., IX, 126). The
low value of passage b is herewith explained. The
same low rate is to be found in TCL, V, 6037 for an.na
(Limet 108). We attribute it not to a strong fluctua-

tion in prices but to a lesser quality of tin.

an.na = imlnanahku, amnakku may be a later

rendering for tin-stone; decision must be delayed until

Oppenheim’s book on ancient glass has appeared [it

is now in press].)

B a: gir-an-na ^Nin-girsu (Falkenstein, QericJUs-

urkunden, 1 66 and III 92); B b: bur-an-na Oudea Cyl.

B, V, 21, cf. Poebel, ZA, XXXIX, 163 and Limet, 62;

B c: kun-an^na Gudea Cyl. B, XXVIII 21. We cannot
accept the proposal ofthe authors quoted that, in these

passages, an.na refers to the materials, namely iron in

a, tin in bo; all the more as objects of tin are not attes-

ted (this footnote [3]). We consider anna, “heavenly,”

as a more or less poetical epithet, which, without

change of meaning, can be translated by “divine.”

C a; gir-an RTC 223, 1, 10, f. (earlier than Gudea),

“dagger of iron,” quoted by Falkenstein, loc. cit.

C b: MiaQ-ktl-an-na si-mu>un-na~ab-sd-e, Lugal-

banda and the Hurrian (Civil), 474, “he would make
ready the mace of ‘heavenly* silver** (= iron).

C c; URXTD Im-zi-in-na-ni ku-bi an-na . . . gir-^dr-ra-

ka~ni an-bar-su-{dm), ibid., 109, 112, “His (copper)

adze, its silver is the heavenly (kind) (= iron); his

belt dagger, it is iron . .
.’*

C d; 10 gin. an EA, XVIII, 63 I 18 against 6 wa-
rn AN. NA ibid. 9.

The “confusion” attributed to the ancients, which
figured so strongly in older treatments of the history

of metals, has not been completely avoided in our t

case. But, at least, simple an.na has remained f

rmambiguous. The tin-iron ambiguity is actual in only

one passage, A d. The C passages confirm my equation

of the precious kA.an metal of Kiiltepe with meteoric

iron. 3'
;

Here we quote M. Limet, p. 51: “Faire unique-

ment appel aux arguments philologiques ne suffit pas

pour trancher la question . . . un alliage de cuivre et de

plomb est dur, cassent, sans utilite pratique.” His

authority is M. E. Frenay, Professor of Metallurgy at

Li6ge. For the analyses of bronze in all periods, see

pp. 63-66.

(a) P. 161: “The finds in the Royal Cemetery of

Ur (2600 B.c.) show that the Hr smiths . . . understood

the metallurgy of bronze and copper perfectly. Where
the tin ore they used came from is still a mystery.”

(b) P. 146: “Around 1800-1500 . . . tin-metal produced

industrially to be mixed with copper to form bronze.*’

(c) P. 162: “Large quantities of tin went westwards

from the town of Assur to the trading depots in KaneS
in Asia Minor, during the second period of that settle-

ment, where the Assyrians bought their silver and

lead (!, B. L.). Assur itself obtained the tin from

Kurdistan and Caucasia or from the Kara Dagh
district in NW-Iran or maybe Chorassan.” (No

absolute data is given for the “second period of that

settlement”. But the “chronological order” of Forbes

is: Mari-age, Kiiltepe II, . . Old Babylonian Larsa.

(For the sake of those interested, the flourishing

Kflltepe II period lasted 100 years and ended 50 years

before the earliest Mari documents. B. L.) (d) P. 168:

“Sumerian n a g g a (Akk. an&ku) generally denotes tin,

but in the Cappadocian letters and some other texts
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H. Lewy (see above in not-e 23); von Soden, AHw, p. 49 sub andku, annaku, '''Zinn/

iind wolil aucb ‘Biei’ ibid. p. 184 ebuttum b) KTS 51 c 10; instead of “Blei und Stoffe als

zinsloses Darlehengab ich” read: ‘'Zinn und Gewaiider gab ich (dem PN) als Treuliaii-

der”; Hirscli (see above in note 25); Edzard (see below in note 28). Gadd, OAH^, chap,

xix, 16, ''tin or lead.” We assume that these authors will also, in time, have recon-

sidered. [Of. Falkenstein, ZA, LVI, 76.]

11. Additional evidence for the alloying ( = Sum. h i, Akk. haldlu) of copper and tin is

presented here. (The key passage that provided the first proof of “tin” [given above

sub § 2] is now included in AHw, p. 98 sub baldlu Dc.)

(a) A parallel to Gudea Cyl. A XVI 28: ([ku.]gi ku.babbar...) urud AK.NA-bi

zabar nig-dim-dfm-ma-bi anse-bar-e bi-in-la-la, A/0, XIX, 6, 14-18

(Su-Sin), “(Gold and silver . . .), copper and tin, the artifacts made out of (their) bronze,

he loaded on pack donkeys (and devoted them to Enlil).”^^

(b) "Classical” bronze consists of six parts copper and one part tin; this is expressed

in the following way: 3 ma-na zabae sa 6 ba-al4u, Y08, V, 255, 2 (OB), “3 minas of

bronze, alloyed in a ratio 1:6”; 4 dim-me zabae sa hs-sa-su-nu an.^sta (= anaka) hal-lu^

Senn., Luckenbiil 133, 84, “4 columns of bronze, alloyed with tin in a ratio 1

The same relationship is expressed differently in Ur III: zabar-bi 7 la - am;
Limet, pp. 71 and 73 comments, “qu’il y avait une partie d’etain pour 6 de cuivre.”

A larger percentage of tin was introduced by Sennacherib as a new invention:

Axr.NA ina libbi us-m-am4d (for usam^id) ina libbi annimma hikim ki pitqa su andku

usabsilu, Senn., Luckenbiil 141 :9, “I increased the amount of tin therein; on this account,

adjudge that I (was the one who) had that cast smelted!”

Lower ratios (1:7, 1:9) are registered by Limet, pp. 69 f., Forbes, op. cit., IX, 47, adds

little to Limet.'^^

12. (a) One of the obvious reasons for the tardy acceptance of tin as a commodity

was its absence, even in traces, among the finds in the excavations.^^ The following

quotation not only explains this fact but also provides the missing testimony for the

existence of commercially traded tin bars: “If much pure tin was made in antiquity, it

has perished, perhaps for two reasons: First, it has been transformed by direct inter-

crystalline oxidation to mixed stannous and stannic oxides . . . Secondly, it is sometimes

transformed by allotropic modification to powdery gray tin.

... tin ore (misprint for lead ore? B. L.—^here his note

70 should be inserted; erroneously left out, B. L.). . . .

Probably the ancient meaning was both tin and lead

which were not yet distinguished.” (e) P. 152; “The
Mari texts , . . mention quantities . . ,, (of) about 100

kg, which is bought at a rate ofA aud later at

whereas the rate in Asia Minor dropped slowly from

i to r?-” (f) P. 141: “Tin was not produced as a
separate metal on any large scale before 1500,” (g)

P. 146: “From collections of letters of this period such
as the Amarna letters we must conclude that ‘tin

trade’ was mainly in crude bronze.”
28 Edzard’s translation: “Kupfer und Blei. Bronze

und Gerat daraus hangte er ‘Sackeseln’ uber.” His
commentary, p. 14; “Bronze als Eohstoif (in Barren,
Bingen, Sj)iralen)”; but this is attested neither here
nor elsewhere: Alloying (Sumerian i = haldlu) and
casting (Sum. d e = patdqu) were generally one and
the same technical process.

It is true that, since there is nothing else but

copper-tin-bronze, the pair uru d u.AN.NA.b i could

be only a stylistic sequence, following the Gudea
passage.

For n i g . d im . (d i m).m a see now Limet, Index

p. 206; I);h, XI, 348-50 (with a new source) := Su-u,

ipMtu, bunnu.
28 These two passages are listed in AHw 79 sub

haldlu GhS; I have not seen the CA D''8 baldlu article

(now in press),

Limet, 7 4, quotes an exact Egyptian parallel : “du
bronze dans I’alliage de 6.”

80 alloy of 8|^:1 (NB period) listed by Thomp-
son, p. 67.

81 Torbes, op. cit., IX (1964), p. 141: “tin ores may
have been overlooked because of their earthy appear-

ance, but tin bars would have left behind obvious

remains of white tin-oxide powder. This may be taken

as a secondary proof that tin was not produced as a

separate metal on any large scale before 1500 B.C.”
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“Altliougii we have few objects of pure tin from remote antiquity to examine, an

impressive bit of evidence of early tin was found preserved in the Bronze Age shipweek
found off Cape Gelidony on the southwest coast ofTurkey in 1960.®^. - . The wreck yielded

the largest hoard of pre-Classical metal tools and ''oxhide” ingots of copper ever found,

In addition there were lumps of tin oxide, all that remained, it is presumed, of ingots of

tin,” Rutherford J. Gettens, The Corrosion Products of Metal Antiqidties (== 'Bmith-

soiiian Report for 1963,” Publ. 4588 [Washington, 1964]), pp. 559 f.

One case of “disappearance” of tin was already assumed above, § 2a,

(b) I am not qualified to Judge the reasons for reluctance on the part of historians of

civilization to accept the existence of tin before 1500, and that it was obtained in great

quantities and widely spread by commerce. This reluctance still prevails, in spite of

detailed philological evidence that goes back to the Eara age (Limet 67) and which is

overwhelming for the Kiiltepe period, and in spite of the numerous analyses of bronze

which have been made for ages as far removed as the early dynastic tombs of Ur

(Plenderleith, VE, II, 290).

(c) A further source of mistrust in the existence of tin is the uncertainty of whether

any of the tin mines (alleged or real) within reach of Assur or Babylon (referred to by

Forbes®^) wduM have been rich enough to yield the enormous quantities attested to in

the Kiiltepe texts, the countless bronze weapons, tools, and vessels mentioned in other

cuneiform documents and unearthed by excavation, as well as the tributes of tin im-

posed by the Ass3urians on their defeated foes. Must we be forced to make the assumption

that, albeit with many intermediaries, ancient Mesopotamian commerce had already

been extended to the “tin belt” (Burma, Siam, Malaya) which “now' produces the bulk

of the world’s tin”?®^ The two "tin mountains” listed in HAR-r a XXII have not yet

been located.*^®

13. Additions to Von Soden, Ahhadisches Handworterbuch, p. 49, article

annaku:

(a) The passage BIN, VI, 59:25 cited under annaqu, "ring”, AHw, p. 52, must be

shifted to “tin.” It reads: AN^nu^ku waqru 14 ,ta u sapli^ izazzu, "tin is expensive (on

the market of Assur) ;
it stands at 14 (shekels of tin for 1 shekel of silver) and even less.”*^®

32 George F. Bass, preliminary report, AJA, LXV
{1961), 267-76.

33 Forbes, op. cit., IX, 130 f. (Asia Minor, Caucasus,

Transcaucasus, Persia) with map Fig. 22. His sources:

p. 170. But the mere existence of the Kiiltepe com-

merce already rules out Asia Minor and the Caucasus.

Forbes’ guesses quoted above in note 27 e.

34 Forbes, op. cit.j IX, 131: “That this tin would

have reached Egypt in 2000 b.c. as Schumann said is

ridiculous”; here Forbes refers to an article by this

author which appeared in 1883 under the title (as

quoted by Forbes): “Untersuchungen iiber die

Zimtlander.”
33 KVR-Za-ar-ha-a (var. Zar-Sur) and ktjb bar-

g u n-g ii n-n u (

=

the chameleon’s mountain), Reiner,

JNES, XV, 147; Weidner, A/0, XVI, PL II, 25 f.

Inanna has to cross the Ebih mountain ( = the chains

north of the Diyala basin) in order to reach the tin

mines, see above in note 25 Ad.
36 This has already been corrected by Garelli, note

to p. 281, but the possibility “rings” was not excluded

with sufficient emphasis. The phrase anuku waqru has

its parallel in kaapu dannu, cited GAD, D, 94 sub d,

“high in price”; AHw, 159, sub G 6, “die Silberbarren

sind schwer erhaltlich.” When the situation called

kaspu dannU prevails, tin and garments must be sold

at a low price and credit must be granted. Therefor©

we assume that kaspu dannu means “silver is hard to

earn,” “prices are hard to obtain”; the expression is

on the same level as fiarranum dannat, “difficult road,”

and must be kept separate from mahlru dannu,

“strong market,” and its opposite, en§u, “weak.”

However, we cannot accept the proposal oi CAD
which follows the suggestion of Oppenheim, AfO, XII,

347 f., who translates “das Silber ist hoch (wortlich

fest) im Kurs,” thus making dannu a synonym of

waqru {haspumina WahSuJana waqar, BIN

,

IV, 6: 2—4),

with, batqu “cheap,” its opposite. We quote some

passages: KTS, IS 1 22 la taStanamm& klma kaspu

dawnwm (same as GT, 3, 49, 19 ff.) u annakam (!)

Simutn la iJbaSSPu, “haven’t you heard that silver is

hard to earn, and that there is no market here”

(similar passages: Oppenheim loc. cit., note 12). CCT
IV, 10a, 21 iS. kaspudannu ana kaapim mddim e tadgul
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(b) The reference to HAR-m given sub 7 of the AHw article is to be replaced by:

AN.NA = a-na-hu Hh, XI, 289 {M8L, VII, 138).3^

(c) One wonders why Von Soden still maintains the traditional transcription arhahu

when the short second syllable is now proved by the spelling K^-nu-hu (see above in

[a]), also in KAJ, 142, 2, and by the corresponding Hebrew and S3n:iac words. Further-

more, the overwhelming majority of writings show that a, not an, is the first syllable.

Accordingly, the basic form of our noun must be posited as anaku; the non-viable

sequence '
^ ^ resisted (unlike other examples: akalu, epem, hatanu) the sincope of the

second vowel, and instead took refuge in the phonetic lengthening of the first a (length

cannot be expressed in writing) but is indicated by the Syriac correspondent (c/. Goetze,

Or., XVI, 244 f.), or by occasionally doubling the n.

(d) As to the pronunciation of the Sumerian an.na which was also used as a logogram

in Akkadian and Hittite, we must respect the occurrence in Proto-Diri 597 (from OEGT,
IV, 153, iv, 34): [ ]

— an.na a-na-\ku\ (not preserved in canonical Diri). We cannot

restore (1) with certainty.

The late renderings n a - a g - g a and n i - i g - g i (obviously borrowed into Nabn.
from Diri), transposed into Old Babylonian school-Sumerian, would be ’^n a - a m - g a

and *n i - e m - m e. A compromise between these two candidates, *n i - 1 m - g a, is

advocated by the “unofficiar* Emesal correspondent (quoted AHw, sub 5), whereas the

“officiar’ Emesal Series {M8L, IV, 24, 179) offers em - na = an.na = [a-na-kul, As
long as there is no new source available, an.na (in capitals) must be used.

Making n a g g a a transcription of an old Sumerian text reminds one of the ugly

u k u for u n ( = u?9) ‘‘people,'’ which has not quite been overcome.

Even though the Diri entry must not be ignored, we expressed doubt above (note 25,

sub 2) as to whether an.na is a pure ideogram or whether it discloses another pronuncia-

tion that is identical with its Akkadian equivalent, but with a presupposed final -g

Bmu hatquma PN ana WaMuiana atruaaut “silver is

hard to earn, do not expect much silver; because the
market is deficient (here), I sent PN to W.”; cf. BIN
4, 12, 22-25 Summa Slmum ammakam hatiq luquti ana
PuruShatthn Utiq, “if the market there is deficient, my
merchandise should proceed to P.“ TG 3, 49, 7: (there

is no possibi lity of selling tin and garments for cash)
kaspii dannu . . . 7j ta ana AN.nJA-ki-kd, . . . ana PN
ana 4 hamSdtim niddin, “silver is hard to earn,

(therefore) we sold . . . (receiving only 1 shekel silver)

for each 7| shekels for your tin . . . for PN, payment
due in 20 days”; kima eburSununi d Mmum kassu
AN.NA patdram 'Ola amua^ BIN 4, 39, 7-10, “Because
they are harvesting, and the market is paralyzed, I
am unwilling to unseal the tin.” (Regarding your
report: “We have bought grain,”) a$amm&ma kurrum
hatiq Seam dindma Sim Seim u Sebulatla miSld kaHla,
Kienast 65, 7-11, “As I hear, the grain-bushel is in
short supply. Sell (again) the grain and keep the pro-
ceeds of it as well as my shipments, each (of you) one
half!” [The passage BIN 4, 78:10 was correctly
understood by Oppenheim, loc. cit,, note 12, and has
nothing to do with the price.] The meaning “cheap”
for batqu, accepted in AHw, 116, sub 2, is not tenable :

TO 2, 7:17-19, Jfcfmo AN.NA batquni mimma an.na okt
-aS^a?n an.na errahamma aSa^amma . . “since tin is

deficient (on the market), I did not buy it at all; as
soon as it arrives, I shall buy it . . cf. 9 f.:

an.na 13 gIn.ta d Suqlum zakutum laSSu, “tin stands
at 13 shekels (for 1 shekel silver [extremely high!])

and there is not one pure ingot (on the market)” [this

passage is quoted in GAD, Z, sub 6, see below in note
38]. TG 2, 11, 19 ff.: klma an.na batquni la niS-

amakkunuti; TG 1, 29, 30-34: “(You [plur.] sent me
silver with the order: Tt should not lie idle [literally,

“hungry”]) aSSumi tertikunu an.na batqam aS^amma it

^ammakam umam an.na 16 ofN.TA u eliS ibaSSi,

“Because you so ordered it, I bought tin when it was
in short supply, and now it lies idle over there, whereas
here (in Assur) the tin stands at 16 (for 1 shekel
silver) and even more!” [TG 3, 114:6-10: emdram . . .

asbatma emdrum 10 oiN kaspam ula ubbal, “I seized

the donkey, but it is not even worth 10 shekels of

silver!”]

We take the opportunity of presenting here
some improvements (gained from a new source) on the
metals section of Ij[|i XI {MSL, VII)

:

301. dilim.a.gar^ = [it-qur~ti ''\^ ahaH)]
of. UAD, I/J, 301, sub 3

302. gag\a.garQ — [sik-kat I’}

303. ir.a.garQ = ir-ri [”]

The restorations for lines 301/2 were already sug-

gested in MSLy VII, p. 139. The newly gained line 303

requires that GAD'^s irru C be placed to irru A {GAD,
I/J, 180), and that the translation of the passage
AMT 16, 1 offered sub irru C be adapted accordingly.
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having been dropped, and being un-restorable. There our main advocate was amnahhuy

imnanakhUy immanahhu, ex Sum. i m . n a4 . a n . n a, concerning which we postponed

any decision. We will not waste any more words on this insoluble question, which was

r', especially vexing in writing note 25 above.

;

(e) In the New Assyrian period, the best-quality tin is called anahu pesUy attested only

i in literary texts. We may add ABL, 1253, r. 8 (not a real letter!): [x aiJ]N an.na pi^si^e

(among precious tribute articles); Anat. Stud., VII, 1, 30:24 (the mock letter of Gil-

!

games): 9,000 . . . (word not deciphered; == “bars”) of white tin (an.na pi-si-e ).

i But there were no degrees of quality distinguished in the Kiiltepe texts; accordingly,

pure tin was standard. However, the occurrence of anukum zakum indicates that there

existed some guarantee against impurities. anukum massuhum is “deteriorated tin”

(TC, II, 42:7, BIN, IV, 15:17, KTS 57:7), also used of silver and copper (Kienast, p. 57

i

with references).

(f) In the present discussion, space does not allow any detailed investigation of ingots

(bars, slabs), the methods of pacldng them in sealed leather bags (also in wool sacks), and

of loading them on donkeys (occasionally also on human carriers).®^

I 14. I return to the critical question: How can we rationalize the fact that the journey

toward determining the meaning of our two vocables, anaku and abdm, has taken so

I many years, and that even today no single solution is accepted by all Assyriologists?

In answering such a question, one must try to make a sober assessment of the methods

of Ass3rriology ;
herewith, I will limit myself to some of the considerations only, and the

i reader will be rescued from what would otherwise be a too lengthy discourse.

(a) The last thirty years have seen essential improvement in the exactness of the

translations of Akkadian texts, particularly in the matter of grammar. The two dic-

tionaries, especially when used for check and balance each against the other, are mar-

I velous tools for the accomplished scholar as well as for the beginner. It may now be

proclaimed that we can distinguish between a well established translation, a proposal,

« and simple guesswork.

i (b) The translation of Sumerian is still a somewhat vague affair, and, by its very

1 linguistic nature and the foibles of transmission, it may never completely lose this

i vagueness. Nevertheless, great progress has taken place in the last few years by means of

the systematic use of the existing sources, especially the vocabularies; and our under-

standing grows continually with the almost miraculous influx of new material.

(c) The isolating of words with the neglect of viewing them within their family

(words belonging to the same generic group), a neglect harmful in the case of our pair

anakujahdrUy lam not yet been overcome. The so-caUed distribution method, namely to

apportion the available names to known objects, etc., as was first attempted in my

study, Die Fauna des alien Mesopotamiens (1932), with regard to the species of

3® Passages are listed OAD, Z, 24 sub 4, The
passage TO 3, 7:10, translated above in note 36,

should be included among them. No other metal but

amutu (iron) can be qualified as zaku in the language

of the Old Assyrian dealers. Elsewhere, the usage is

restricted to a few passages in EA where it is said of

silver; in Anat. Stud., VII, 130:26, it is said of iron.

3® Some parallels can be found in Forbes, IX, 141

and 150; see the observations of CADy E, 98 sub elttu;

also H. Lewy, RSOy XXXIX, 181-86. Note that tin

ingots are named a §uqlu and weigh 25 kg. on the

average (Lewy, EL, I, p. 100 note 6; Erenast ATHE
No. 76); this term is restricted to tin. Silver ingots are

called this meaning was first proposed by

Goetze, KleinctMeny 1st ed. 73 note 4 (now 2d ed. 78

note 16); accepted by Bilgi^, Sum. Ar. 983; Oppen-

heim, A/0, XII, 366 f, ‘Tackung” from an alleged

epSMiy “to package,’* OAD, E, 210 f.; Garelli 266:

“paquet.” Evidence for copper ingots is lacking (see,

however, OAO, E, 322 sub d).

*1
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wild animals of Mesopotamia, has not, in my opinion, been sufficiently imitated.^®

(d) The very awareness of these difficulties on the part of the scholars led to a greater

reticence in establishing meanings of words. Though it is not and should not be shameful

to admit that there are limits in our craft, this same awareness, especially where the

younger generation of Assyriologists is concerned, has swung them to an opposite

extreme, that of an almost complete lack of interest in lexical investigation, an unwiling-

ness to use all the available tools in order to fix,a meaning. The so-called critical reviews of

the two dictionaries do not, with a few exceptions, even touch upon the hundreds of

problems solved (sometimes in divergent ways) by them, or left unsolved. The bad habit

of translating Akkadian words by Akkadian words, e.g., the awate-metal,^^ the hamustu-

period, the ilku-ts^x, the aluzmnu-^Tofession, and so on, grows more widespread every

day.

(e) The so-called “etymological method,” the (fancy) name given to the act of

searching for cognate words in the Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, and Ethiopic dictionaries

(and which was also detrimental in our case),^^ is now having a recess. Though the

Ahhadisches Handworterbuch still makes ample use of it, the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary

has somehow neglected this “method” which, when critically applied, I consider to be a

most precious help not only for finding meanings but also for supporting those discovered

independently.

Oppenheim, in Or, XXXII, 407 ff., to discover that

one looks only in vain in Hh, XIV for such creatures,

because they were classified among the stones{!).

I have manufactured this example for sake of

illustration.

Perhaps the “confusion of lead and tin” would
never have entered the Akkadian lexicographical

picture if there had been available a handbook for

minerals as reliable as the one we possess for plants in

I. Low, Flora der Juden.

My attempt was, by and large, successful. But
I went astray in using the distribution method in the

case of zlhu, which was determined to be “jackal”

(now “vulture”), also in the cases of atudujSapparu,

“wild sheep” (now “wild boars of the mountain”), and
^arbabillu, “hedgehog” (now “chameleon” !). As of the

moment, we have to admit that we do not know the

names of such common animals as jackal and hedge-

hog. I trust I will be excused for my unsuccessful

attempt to find the word for “mussels”; it took
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A. Bowe, The Four Canmnite Temples of Beth-Shean,

I (1940), 22 ff,, Pis. X-XIII; for the problem of

chronology, see W. P. Albright, AASOB, XVII
(1938), 76ff.; B, Mazar: BIMJ3, XVI (1956), 14 ff.

(Hebrew).

^ Y. Aharom and Ruth Amiran; “The Excava-
tions of Tell Arad—Preliminary Report,” BIBS,
XXIII (1963), 217 if. (Hebrew); XIV (1964),

131 if.; Archaeology, XVII (1964), 43 if.

2 For the temples of Stratum V at Beth Shean, see

THE SANCTUARY OF ARAD AND THE FAMILY OF
HOBAB THE KENITE

B. MAZAR, Hebrew UnwersUy, Jerusalem

,
DtTRiisrG the archeological excavations at Tell '^Arad, conducted by Y. Aliaroni

and Mrs. Ruth Amiran in 1962 and continued in 1963 by Aharoni, most interesting

remains came to light, providing material for a more complete understanding of the

history of the eastern Negeb in general, and more specifically the history of biblical

Arad.^ The uncovering of the remains of the large town from the EB I and II, which

spread over an area of 100 dunams and was surrounded by a stone wall, was. quite a

surprise. No less surprising was the fact that no traces whatsoever were found of a

permanent settlement from between the period of the destruction of the older cit}^ and

the Early Iron Age. It would appear that from the initial Israelite settlement—probably

at the start of the tenth century b.c.—on, it had been centered on the low hillock, where

over the years layer upon layer of debris rose. In the Early Arab period the site was

abandoned, degenerating into the tell which preserves its old name—Tell ^Arad.

Aharoni ascribes six fortresses to the Israelite period (Strata XI-VI), built successively

one upon the former in the period between the tenth century and the destruction of the

Kingdom of Judah; these included dwellings, store-rooms and industrial workshops, all

rich in finds. From the aspect of the present paper, it should here be stated that at present

it is impossible to ascertain the precise character of the oldest settlement at Tell ‘^Arad.

However, from the meager data available, it may be concluded that the first fortress

was constructed on an artificial fill under which there are traces of constructions and

debris (Stratum XII). However, the most important find, in the northwestern corner

of the tell, made at the end of the second season, was a sanctuary dating from the first

quarter of the first millennium b.c. Even though only smaU portions of this building (its

area is about 200 sq. m.) have been uncovered—Strata X-VIII (Stratum XI has not yet

been touched here)—its plan may be determined with a great degree of certainty. It

included a hall with a ceUa in the back wall, built in the form of a niche paved with

stones; this was reached from the hall by means of three steps. Stone incense altars

flanked the ceUa on either side. On the floor of the cella stood three stelas, one of which

was a meter high and was painted red. Also found were several traces of the walls of the

broad but narrow hall and of the court before the building. It has become evident that

the plan of this sanctuary conforms with plans of some temples during the LB and the

El, such as of the later temples at Beth Shean; thus it would also seem that the time

separating the two temples of Beth Shean V (eleventh century) and that of Tell '^Ar^d

is not great^ (PL LI).

In view of the above, various problems arise involving biblical Arad and the sanctuary

found at Tell ‘"ArM. Glueck has already pointed out the lack of sherds on this site,
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dating from the period of the conquest and the settlement of the Israelite tribes, and on
this basis suggested that the king of Arad, mentioned in Num. 21:1, 33:40 was a nomad
prince who was not settled in a fortified town;® thus Glueck doubted the existence of a
town by the name of Arad in this period. In contrast, Aharoni suggested that LB Arad
should be identified with TeU el-Milh.^ Upon checking the biblical passages relevant to
this matter, two appear to be of utmost importance:

1 And when the king of Arad the Canaanite which dwelt in the Negeb heard that Israel

came by the way of Atharim; then he fought against Israel, and took some of them prisoners.

2 And Israel vow^ed a vow unto the Lord and said. If thou wilt indeed deliver this people
into my hand, then I will utterly destroy (*»r)12‘inn) their cities. 3 And the Lord hearkened
to the voice of Israel, and delivered up the Canaanites; and he (Israel) utterly destroyed

them and their cities: and he called the name of the place Hormah (na'in)* (Num
21:1-3.)

And the king ofArad the Canaanite which dwelt in the Negeb in the land of Canaan, heard
of the coming of the children of Israel.® (Num. 33:40.)

From these two parallel passages we learn that the king of Arad ‘'dwelt’' in the Negeb;
and that the limits of his realm were within the land of Canaan, the official name of the
Egyptian province in Palestine and Syria, the inhabitants of which were usually called

“Canaanites.”® It should be noted that in these passages, as in the others dealing with
the wanderings of the Israelites and their conquest of the south, there is no mention of a
toion called Arad or of its destruction.'^ However, the town of Hormah appears as a
political center, the name of which was connected with its destruction, both in associa-

tion with the attempts of the Israelites to penetrate into Palestine from the south and in
connection with the fate ofthe Arad region.® The author of Judg. 1 : 17 mentions Hormah
as definitely being a town, with an additional name—Zephath. Moreover, it is plausible
that, already considerably prior to the period of the Conquest, Hormah was an important
town; its name is probably mentioned in the Egyptian Execration Texts ofthe nineteenth
(or eighteenth) century b.o. and in inscriptions of Amenemhet III, found in WMi
el-Magharah in Sinai.® These data, together with the fact that Hormah (but not Arad)
is mentioned in the city-list of Simeon “till the reign of David” (I Chron. 4 : 30

) and is

included among the towns to which David sent a part of the booty taken from the
Amalekites (I Sam. 30 : 30), allow us to assume quite confidently that Hormah was
the main town of the eastern Negeb in the Canaanite period and an Israelite center in
the period of the settlement. Its identification with TeU el-Milli (the later Malatha),

^ Cf. N. Glueck: Rivers in the Desert (1959), pp.
1 14 f.; Glueck states, among other things: “It is likely
that the ‘king’ of Arad, who was in reality only a
tribal chieftain, tented with his people on and around
Tell Arad, but did not live in a fortified city there.”

^ Y. Aharoni: lEJ, XIV (1964), 144 Archae-
ology, XVII (1964), 60.

® The continuation of the episode has not been
preserved, though it was undoubtedly similar to that
contained in Numbers 21. For Numbers 33, see M.
Noth, PJB, XXXVI (1940), 6 jEf., and in contrast, B.
Mazar, Encyclopaedia Biblica, II, cols. 144-45
(Hebrew).

® Cf. B. Mazar, BIEJS, XTL (1952), 91 ff.j JBL,
LXXX (1961), 17. In the description of the Land of
Canaan, its borders include the Negeb (Numb. 34:4).

Arad is mentioned near Hormah in the summary

list of “kings” of Canaan (Josh. 12:14), though there
the intent is the realm of the king of Arad, mentioned
in Numbers, and it is not necessarily a reference to a
town named Arad, By the way, Harosheth hagg03ryim
(v. 23, LXX), Sharon (v, 18, LXX), Naphath Dor and
Carmel (v, 22) in the same list, are also names of
regions. As for Gerar, all the sources in the Bible, from
the Table of Nations (Gen. 10:19) and the Patriarchal
stories down to the information in Chronicles, indicate
a region in the western Negeb, like Saltus Gerariticus
and Qeraritike in Roman-Byzantine times, and no
mention is made of a town with this name. I will deal
with this problem further in a subsequent article.

14:41; 21:3; Deut. 1:44; Judg. 1:17; cf.

also Encyclopaedia Bihlica,, HI, s.v. Hormah (Hebrew).
® J. Cerny, Ar O, VII (1935), 384 ff.; B. Mazar,

RHJEI (1947), 53 f.
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some 12 km. southwest of Tell '"Arid, is reasonable in ^iew of the extent of, and fortifica-

tions at, this site and its command over the lines of communication, as well as from

the archeological standpoint of the eyidence of the fortifications and of the sherds

Thus it seems that the name Arad was applied to the hillock ofTell Arad only with the

start of true settlement on the site in the Early Iron Age, or with the construction of

the oldest fortress under the United Monarchy; prior to this it had been no more than the

name of the broad region of the eastern Negeb, the limits of the realm of king of Arad,

whose residence was, evidently, at Hormah (in comparison with, e.g., Og king of Baslian,

whose capital was at the town of Ashtharoth). We :
may also point out that the settlement

of Arad of the period ofthe Monarchy is mentioned only once in the Bible, in Josh. 15:21,

where the name is preserved in a defective form, ‘^Adar.^^ The city list of Shishak, in

which two fortresses, Arad Rabbath (^rd rbt) and Arad Beth Yarham (^rd n bt yrhm),

are mentioned, further enables us to conclude that the fortress of Arad Rabbath (Arad

the Great ?) was none other, than the fortress found at Tell '^Arad, while that of Arad of

I
Beth Yarham is to be found nearby, possibly within the territory of the family of Raham
or in the Negeb of the Jerahmielites,^^ maybe at Khirbet Kuseifeh to the west of Tell

I

^Arad, where sherds indicate an IA settlement.

A most important source concerning Arad is Judg. 1:16-17: ‘‘And the children' [of

I

Hobab] the Kenite, Moses’ father-in-law, went up out. of the city of palm-trees with

i the children of Judah into the wilderness of Judah, which lieth in Negeb Arad; and they

went and dwelt among the people.^^ And Judah went with Simeon his brother, and they

slew the Canaanites that inhabited Zephath, and utterly destroyed it. And the name of

the city was called Hormah.” Here we have before us an instructive picture of the

beginning of the settlement of the tribes of Judah and Simeon in the eastern Negeb. It

should be stated that in this source the intent is to Negeb Arad, for this combination has

a special connotation: a definite area of a tribe or of a clan in the Negeb. Thus in the Bible:

Negeb Judah, Negeb Caleb, Jerahmielite Negeb, Kenite Negeb, Krethite Negeb; and

evidently thus also in the Shishak lists: p§-ngb ^tnt (or ^thtl), p^-ngb §§ht (Shubite

Negeb, cf. I Chron. 4: 11).^® Thus we may assume that Arad was at first no more' than

the name of an ethnic group, or of one of the clans of nomads and semi-nomads in the

eastern Negeb, on whose name the entire region was called—Negeb AradA^ According to

This identification was suggested by J. Gar-

I

stang: Joshua-Judges (1930), p. 216; of. alsoJE'ncyclo-

I paedia Biblical III, s.v. Hormah (Hebrew).

It is mentioned among the towns of the eastern

Hegeb, such as: Kabzael, Gur, Kinah, Dimonah
(Dibon), Ararah, etc. We may also mention the pottery

bowl from the excavations at Tell ‘=ArM, which may
have had magical significance. The name Arad {^rd) is

scratched into its sides seven times, in eighth century

B.c. Hebrew script {Archaeology, XVII [1964], 50).

12 Mazar: Vetus Testamentum, Supplement 4

(1957), pp. 64-65.
4 1® This restoration, which is self-explanatory

(Judg. 4:11), is based on the LXX; cf. also C. F.

Burney. The Book ofJudges (1920), p. 14; G. F. Moore,

Judges (“ICC”), p. 32.

1* The rendering “the Amalekite” (’p^^asn,

Moore, ibid,, p. 34) is untenable for “the people”

(D»n), Judg. 1:16. For D37n m cf. Gen. 34:16:

“And we will dwell with you (DisJns lastl?’*!), and we
will become one people.”

1® B, Mazar: op, cit., n. 12.

1® Even though linguistically difficult, it may be

suggested that there is some sort of affinity between

tns? and ‘n’S? (LXX; JaipaS) in the list of descendants

of Cain, according to which Irad is the son of Enoch,

and the ancestor of I^emech, who was the “father” of

Jabal, Jubal, and Tubal Cain (Gen. 4:17-22). As the

Kenites were closely associated with Negeb Arad, it

is possible that this list is of their compilation. And
Just as biblical tradition relates Hobab the Kenite

to Reuel the Midianite (Num. 10:29), such is the case

of Enoch, once as the son of Cain (Gen. 4:17), and

once as the son of Midian (Gen. 23:4). For the many
problems concerning the Midianites, see: T. A. Mont-

gomery; Arabia and the Bible (1934), pp. 45 ff.; Y.

Liver, Encyclopaedia Biblica, IV, s.v. Midian (Hebrew).

For the Kenites in general, see, N. Glueck: PEQ
(1940), pp. 22 ff.; S. Abramsky, Ereiz-IsrcLd, III

(1954), 116 (Hebrew); R. North, JBL, LXXXIII
(1964), 378 ff.
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this source, the tribe of Judah migrated from the “city of palm-trees” to the wilderness
of Judah which is in the Negeb Arad; and it appears that the author intended to sav
that from the "city of palm-trees”—apparently Jericho the Tribe of Judah went to
the region of the Judean Desert^® and settled in Negeb Arad. Farther on, the story tells

of the destruction ofHormah by the tribes ofJudah and Simeon. However, the main con-
tent of this source is an event to which the author has put much emphasis, i.e. the
migration of the sons of Hobab the Kenite, the father-in-law of Moses, together with the
tribe of Judah and their settlement amongst them. In this source, and in Judg. 4:11
the relation of the family of Hobab the Kenite and the honorable position occupied by
it in the midst of the Israelites in the period of the settlement is emphasized, for, accord-
ing to the widespread tradition in Israel, Hobab was a very close companion to Moses
the man of God, and one who joined the Israehtes during their wanderings. In the Book
of Numbers, Moses’ words to Hobab are quoted: “Leave us not, I pray thee; forasmuch
as thou knowest how we are to encamp in the wilderness, and thou mayest be to us
instead of eyes. And it shall be, if thou go with us, yea, it shall be, that what goodness
the Lord shall do unto us, the same wiU we do unto thee” (Num. 10:31-32). Moreover
in this source Hobab is the son of Reuel the Midianite, who according to one of the
traditions, wa,s& priest of the Midianites and the father of Zipporah (Exod. 2:16-18; in
contrast to another tradition which states that Jethro was Zipporah’s father). In any
event, it is clear that this is stated of the head of the Kenite clan, of such honorable
standing, and which was initially within the framework of the tribes of Midian, who
wandered over the desert. Hobab entered into a family relationship with Moses, attached
his clan to the Israelites, guided them through the wilderness, and finally, through his

descendents, attained land inheritance within Judah in Negeb Arad.^®
The passage on Hobab the Kenite was included in Judges 1 for no reason other fiban

to emphasise the special importance of this noble family, which most likely tendered a
rehgious-cultic tradition from its nomadic days, and evidently also in order to preface
that which follows in Judges 4, concerning one branch of the elan—that of Heber the
Kenite.®® It should be remembered that in Judges 1 we find other “prefaces” to various
events which occur subsequently in the book, i.e. the section on Othniel, the son of
Kenaz (11 if.), which introduces the story in Judg. 3:7-12, or the passage on Dan (34),
which gives the background for the wanderings of the Tribe of Dan northward (Judges
17-18).

V 6 >

Doubtful is the validity of the accepted opinion
that the “city of palm-trees” mentioned
in this source is not Jericho, as in several other
sources (Deut. 34: 3; Judg. 3: 12; II Chron. 28: 15), but
rather a site in the Zoar region to the south of the
Dead Sea (on the basis of the Mishna, Yebamoth 16: 7:

“The sons of Levi went to Zoar, the city of palm-
trees”) or Tamar pssn); according to the latter
the sons of Hobab came up from the southern Dead
Sea region (see C. A. Simpson, Early Traditions
of /ATaeL [1948], p. 324). However, in Judg. 1:16,
mention is made of the coming up of the sons of
Judah, who had been joined by the sons ofHobab the
Henite, and there is no indication that they came from
the south-east.

For the “Judean Desert” or “the Desert”
(WKsn) as a geographical region, see; J, Simon, YAe
Geographical and Topographical T&xts of the Old
Testament (1959), p. 53,

After the article had been completed, W. F.
Albright’s paper, “Jethro, Hobab and Keuel . .

CHQ, XXV (1963), 1 ff., reached me. Albright
expresses the opinion that Reuel was the head of the
family to which Hobab was related and that Hobab is

not the father-in-law of Moses but Ms son-in-law
(|hn) and is called “Kenite” because of his craft and

not because of his ancestry.

_

A. Malamat, LXXXII (1962), 144 f.,

pointed out that in the Mari Documents a group of
households within the clan framework was called
liibrum, and that there even appears the combination
hibrum sha ndwim, i.e. a sort of association of house-
holds wandering together. In my opinion, the relation

between this term and the name Heber should be
closely noted.



Aead and the Family of Hobab the Kenite

Tims, we must pay special attention to what is related, in Judges 4 on the sons of the

Hobab clan. In 4; 11 it is stated: ‘‘'Now Heber the Kenite, which was of the children of

Hobab the father-in-law of Moses, had severed himself from the Kenites, and pitched his

tent unto Elon Bezaannaim, which is by Kedesh,” while farther on (17) it states: “For

there was peace between Jabin the king of Hazor and the house of Heber the Keiiite.’’

First of all, we must determine the typological relationship between these short passages

and the stories ofthe wanderings ofthe Patriarchs in the Book of Genesis. An old tradition

tells of a noble family, wandering during the early settlement period, pitching its tents on

the site of a holy terebinth, near a city, and by means of an alliance making peaceM ties

with the lords of the land. It should especially be noted that the term terebinih (p^K)

appended with a surname always refers to a holy tree; and it is a recurring theme in the

Bible that a Patriarch pitched his tent by such a tree and sanctified the spot by erecting

an altar or massehah.^'^ Also, as in Genesis, a story is related of a family .which .has left

the clan (cf. the story of Lot, Gen. 13:9) and taken itself to distant parts. Heber the

Kenite removed his family from among the clan of Hobab the Kenite, the father-in-law’’

of Moses, who dw^elt among the tribe of Judah in Negeb Arad, and settled at Elon

Bezaannaim, wdiich is by Kadesh in the north of the land, and which became known as

a holy place, under the aegis of the king of Hazor. And most probably this family which

was elevated because of its prominence expanded the tradition connected with the clan

of Hobab and with the functioning of the worship at this sanctified spot.^^

This is also the starting point for understanding the character of Jael, the wife of

Heber the Kenite. We must note the stanza in the Song of Deborah: “In the days of

Shamgar theson ofAnath, in the days of Jael, the highw^ays w^ere unoccupied” (Judg. 5:6),

for from this we definitely know^ that the period before the w^ar with Sisera was regarded

contemporaneously as the period starting in the days of Shamgar the son of Anath and

Jael, a concept which is realized in the song attributed to Deborah and Barak the son of

Abinoam (5:1). Thus, the question arises as to whether Jael did not commit her heroic

deed during some event which preceded the war against Sisera; that is, she fulfilled,

alongside Shamgar the son of Anath, the role of the charismatic figure upon whom the

spirit of the Lord had descended, and who acted out of inner compulsion in time of

Of., e.g. Gen. 12;6--7; “And Abram passed Kadesh of the Upper Galilee (Tell Qades), and it is

through the land unto the place of Shechem, unto doubtful whether it is another Kadesh in the territory

EZon iUore/i ... and there builded he an altar unto the of Naphtali, Kadesh-Naphtali, the city of Barak,

Lord”; Gen. 26:23 if.: “And he went up from thence suggested to be Khirbet Qadis near Yavneel. See,

to Beer-sheba . . . and he builded an altar there . . . most recently, Y. Kokhavi, BIES^ XXVII (196^,

and pitched his tent there.” In the Bible Elon Moreh, 166 if. (with bibliography, Hebrew). As for Kadesh,

Elon Meonenim, Elon Mussab (near Shechem, see the Levite city in Issachar (I Chron. 6:57), it would

Albright, BA80R, No. 16*9 [1963], p. 28, n. 32), seem that this is merely a copyist’s error (instead of

Elonei (LXX: Elon) Mamre (near Hebron), Allon Kishion in the parallel Josh. 21:29); see W. F.

(sic !) Bachoth (near Bethel), Elon Tabor (between Albright, L. Ginzberg Jubilee Volume (1945), p. 70.

Ramah and Gibeah)—all holy trees, and most con- 22 in this connection mention should be made first

nected with a Patriarchal tradition or a tradition of and foremost of the wanderings of the tribe of Dan in

other figures and events relating to cult. In Mncyclo- Judg. 17-18. In this narrative, Jonathan, the son of

paedia RZdZZca, I, col. 327, 1 suggested a differentiation Gershom, the son of Moses, appears as the central

betweenthe EloriBezaanannimof Josh. 19: 33 and the figure, joining the Danites in their wanderings

Elon Bezaannaim near Kadesh of Judg. 4:11, and I northward and participating in the conquest of

assumed that Elon Bezaanannim “was a holy tree near Laish: “And Jonathan, the son of Gershom, the son of

Kadesh ... like the holy trees near Shechem and Moses, he and his sons were priests to the tribe of Dan

Hebron, around which the Patriarchs of the Israelites until the day of the captivity of the land” J18: 30).

pitched their tents”; I now have doubts as to the It appears that at the holy spot at Dan, where the

validity of this differentiation and the two may descendants of Moses were priests, a temple was con-

actually be identical. As for Kadesh, at present there structed at some time or other, becoming especially

are insufficient data for its identification. It is not the famous in the days of Jeroboam I.

m



supreme test, in her raUy to the aid of her people, as did Deborah beside Barak in ti,war against Sisera. So, in Judg. 3 : 31 a very brief version of the heroics of Shamva!T
son of Anath, who smote the Philistines, six hundred men,^^ with an ox-goad “an7^®
also delivered Israel,” is preserved. This episode is an enigma, and we do mt kLwhether Shamgar was of IsraeHte origin or Canaanite, or whether he deHvered W ifrom the armies of the Sea Peoples or from a Philistine unit which had nenetratcH fi!
north of the country.^^ In any event, it is quite clear that this event took place beforethe political situation concerning Sisera’s rise to power over the northern tribes whenthe inhabitants ofthe villages ceased, they ceased in Israel, until that I Deborah arose ” 25
Ihere may be room to assume that Shamgar called upon Jael, the wife of Heber whodwelt in Elon Bezaarmaim, in order to stir the inhabitants of her region against th^invading Philistines, exactly as did Barak later summon Deborah the wife of Lanidniwho dwelt under the palm-tree of Deborah in Mount Ephraim, most probably with theintention of stirring and recruiting the tribe of Joseph for battle against the Canaanites
It may be concluded that Sisera fled from the battle to the tent of Jael not only to seedthe peace which reigned between Jabin king ofHazor and the family ofHeber the Kenitebut also because of the special exalted position of Jael, and beeruse her dwelling place’Elon Bezaannaim, was recognized as a sanctified spot and a place of refuge where pro’tection was given even to an enemy.^^ As for Sisera’s murder at a sanctified spot! inviolation of aU rules of hospitahty, it may be explained only as the fulfilment of a divineTOmmand by a charismatic woman; thus: “Blessed above women shall Jael the wife oftleber be, blessed shall she be above women in the tent” (Judg. 5:24).27

^Erom aU the above, it may be concluded that Hobab the Kenite, the father-in-law ofMoses, was the eponym of a clan which dealt not only in the traditional craft of the
enites that of the smith—but which also delved in priest-craft and ritual. From theirnoma^c period on they were intermingled with Israel, and in the period of the settle-ment they gathered in Negeb Arad, among the tribes of Judah and Simeon, and theirIpadersmay have becomeknown as possessed ofthe spirit ofGod and as holy functionaries.From this automatieaUy comes the assumption that the early sanctified spot, and themost important in the region, was at the centre of the Negeb Arad. It would seem that

me military unit of 600 men is mentioned
several times m the Bible (Judg. 18:11; I Sam. 13:15,
etc.), and the intention is evidently to a force of
regiment strength.

See Alt’s instructive discussion on Shamgar the
victory over the Philistines,

Al^ne Schriften,! (Miinchen, 1953), 261 ff.; and also:
J. Bright, A History of Israel (London, 1960), p. 157;

^ Seims: Vetus Teatamentum,
XI\ (1964), 294 ff. It is possible that this event is to
be linked with the destruction of Canaanite Megiddo.
i.e. tiieendofstratumVIIB. For this problem, sees!
Mazar, BASOB, No. 124 (1961), pp. 121 ff.; E. Q.

ond Bast (New York,*
1961), p. 94.

For the historical background of the war ofDeborah, see B. Mazar, HUCA (1963/54), pp. 80 ff.*and Y.^AharonU Mretz-Israel in the Biblical Period
(Jerusalem, 1963), pp. 188 ff. (Hebrew).

extending of authority and refuge at
sanctified spots, see the summary in Beallemicon MrAnUke und Christentum, s.v. Asylrecht; and for cities

Israel, see M. Loehr, Das Asylwesen im

foT
Oreenberg, JBL, LXXVIII (1959),

125 ff.; B. Z. Dinur, JEretz^Israel, III (1964), 136 ff.
(Hebrew).

_ 27 It should be pointed out that in the tradition on
Moses the women in his family filled an important
role in the religious and public life. Miriam, the sister
of Moses and Aaron, is a “prophetess” and among the
leaders during the Wandering (Exod. 15 : 20; Num.
y

^ while Zipporah is in an important
ritual task, suiting her status as the daughter of a
priest ^d the wife of Moses. See S. Talmon, Eretz-
Israel^ III (1964), 93 ff.; and the inclusive study by J
Morgenstern: BUGA. XXIV (1963), 36 ff. It may have
been that this tradition was current in the family of
Hobab, the father-in-law of Moses, and from this
stented Jael’s special position, she being a member of
tms family. It is worthwhile to note in this connection
what the medieval commentator Rashi has already
remarked: “

‘In the days of Shamgar the son ofAnath,
in the days of Jael’ indicates that even Jael prophe-
Sled in Israel in her days.’*
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PART TWO

PERSIAN EIRE TEMPLES OR TOMBS?

BERNARD GOLDMAN, Wayne State University, Detroit 2, Michigan

Thebe is now an overwhelming weight of scholarly opinion against Herzfeld’s

stubborn insistence that the towers of Pasargadae and Naqsh-i-Rustan—the Zinddn

and the Kd^ba i Zardasht—were royal tombs of the Achaemenians.^ Sarre (who ex-

pressed his opinion in a book co-authored by Herzfeld), Sprengling, Wachtsmuth,

Ghirshman, Erdmann, Zaehner, and Duchesne-Guillemin, to list some of the highly

qualified scholars on different aspects of ancient Persian culture, have argued from a

variety of evidence that the two towers, plus the later one at Nurabad, must be fire

altars or fire temples.^ Illustrations of this type of tower appear on Persian coinage,

labeled by Von der Osten as tower-shaped fire temples.^ Schmidt, perhaps mindful that

Herodotus said the Persians had neither temple nor altar, more cautiously calls the

similarly shaped structures found on Persian sealings ‘‘altar-shaped,'’ or“altar

Godard takes an intermediate position: the tower ".
. . was probably at first the tem-

porary tomb of Achaemenid royalty, which at a later period, perhaps, became the

official temple in which the royal standards were kept.” But the similar structures on

the coins he admits as possibly fire temples.® Frankfort says categorically that there

were no temples.®

light of ^Zoroastrianism (London, 1961), Pis. 16, 17; J.

DuchesKe-GuiUemiii, La religion de VIran ancien

(Paris, 1962), p. 160.

® H. H. von der Osten, Die Welt der Perser

(Stuttgart, 1956), p. 108.

E. F. Schmidt, FersepoUs II {'^OIP,^"^ LXIX),
,

42-43.
. i

® A. Godard, LArt de VIran (Paris, 1962), pp. 115,

168.

® H. Frankfort, The Art and Architecture of the

Ancient Orient (Harmondsworth, 1954), p. 224.

i E, Herzfeld, Iran in the Ancient East (Oxford,

1941), pp. 212-13, PL xli; E. Herzfeld, Archaeological

History of Iran (London, 1935), pp. 35-37.

^ F. Sarre and E, Herzfeld, Iranische Felsreliefs

(Berlin, 1910), p. 4; M. Sprengling, “A New' Pahlavi

Inscription,” AJ*SfLL, LIII (1937), 140; F. Wachts-

muth in A. U. Pope, A Survey of Persian Art, 1 (New
York, 1938), p. 311; R. Ghirshman, “La tour de

Nourabad,” Syria, XXIV (1944-1945), 177 ff.; K.

Erdmann, Das iranische Feuerheiligtum (Leipzig,

1941), pp. 18 ff.; R. C. Zaehner, The Dawn and Twi-
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Herzfeld refused to accept as of substantive importance the inference of fire ritual

contained in the long Pahlavi inscription found on the Ka'^ba i Zardasht: the composer

of the inscription lived too many centuries after the construction of the tower to know
or remember its original function. But Herzfeld did not comment on the numismatic

depictions of the towers, which seem to represent the all-too-familiar scene of a royal

figure sacrificing at an altar over which floats the acknowledging sky god. Herzfeld

argued that Persian temples do not resemble the towers in the least; the towers are

modeled after Vannic and Assyrian architecture, domestic or military.'^ But, in opposi-

tion, it has been pointed out that the great free-standing Tomb of Cyrus at Pasargadae,

as well as the rock-cut tombs of the Persians at Naqsh-i-Rustam are certainly not

related to the towers either.

If we would know what Persian fire altars looked like, Herzfeld pointed to the flaming

altar depicted on the rock wall of the tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam: a table-sized model

composed of stepped base, rectangular die, and broad table top. Or, there are the twin

monolithic altars on their raised platform at the same location.® It is certainly reasonable

to ask why the towers should be designated as vessels for the sacred flame when we have

these imposing altars.

The defenders of the fire temple theory demonstrate how the architectural features of

the towers militate against their being built as tombs. A tomb does not need a per-

manent masonry stairway leading to the door; an altar does. The tower door is too

small, the interior too cramped to take a royal sarcophagus for which there are no

proper accomodations inside. The narrow, winding staircase inside would hardly hold

the solemn cortege of a royal burial, but it would serve well the needs of the priests

when they went up to the roof.

Without going into the more finite, detailed argumentations, we would find these

salient points of disagreement sufficient to establish the difficulty of a question which

has important implications for the history of Iranian cultic and ritual practices. If the

Persian towers have aspects that make them neither altar temples nor tombs, and

equally strong characteristics of both, then it is proper to ask whether the designations

of altar and tomb are mutually exclusive.

Comparable material from Mesopotamia, and farther west, may shed considerable

light. While we safely assume that there can be basic differences between Indo-Iranian

and Semitic cult practices, quite the contrary is true when we compare the art and

architecture of the Achaemenids and the Assyrians. Despite lingering and important

native Iranian elements, Achaemenian material culture is strongly dependent upon

the nations to its west. The design on the Persian coins that display the tower is uniquely

Iranian, but the format and the individual elements are Assyrian stock-in-trade. A
royal figure standing before a structure composed of double-leaved doors, with banner

or insignia to one side, and winged deity overhead, is a format that has Assyrian author-

ity. The structure depicted on the early coinage of the Persian series—dated to Baga-

dates I. Oborzos, Artaxerxes I, and Autophradates I—is carefully delineated: the

])uilding stands on a stepped sockel, corner pilasters frame the large door, and the whole

is ca])})ed by a dentilated cornice which supports three small “altars” with horns.® The

Sc'o now R. D. Barnett, “PersepoUs,” Jm(?, XIX ® The coin sequence is conveniently collected in

(lOoT), 74. G. F. Hill, Catalogue of the Creek Coins of Arabia,

K. Frdmann, “Die Altare von Naqsh i Rustem,” Mesopotamia and Persia (London, 1922), Pis. xxviii-

J/DO(y, LXXXI (1949), 6ff. xxxii.
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design is an accurate copy of the actual tower, except for the use of an oversize door.

Whether the three small “altars” depicted on the coins at one time were erected on the

roof of the Persian towers cannot be proved now; however, there is no reason to doubt

the evidence provided by the coins.

The contrast in size between the door on the coins and that of the actual tower is

easily accounted for: it results from a type of pictorial shorthand in the representation

of buildings that is very common in Near Eastern art. Crenellated portals like those

depicted on the coins appear early in Mesopotamia and continue on into neo-Assyrian

times and beyond.^*^ The portal was drawn in place of, and to stand for, the building in

which it was set. In Akkadian glyptic art the portal was used to symbolize the shrine

of the deity, his dwelling place. Later, the shrine of the god and his altar were combined

in one: the altar was drawn in the form of a miniature shrine. This accounts for the

seemingly curious appearance of doors in altars
;
the altar is a model of the divine palace

on earth, and the portal is of first importance because it is the place of the epiphany.

Thus, following standard Oriental tradition, the door of the Persian tower is enlarged to

cover almost the entire facade when it is depicted on coins and sealings.

Sometimes Oriental shrines and altars omit the door leaves, representations of them

displaying only rabbeted rectangular openings w^hich stand for the portal of the god s

abode. The flaming altar over the rock-cut tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam has on the die an

opening made of inset rectangles. Erdmann quite correctly labeled this opening a

“Scheintur.” This type of “door of epiphany,” complete with crenellations, is repre-

sented on merlons of Iranian design, on Palmyrean tesserae, on Achaemenian

sealings,^® and is even adopted in the Roman East, as on a coin of Agrippa II (a.d. 85).^^

By the second half of the second century b.c., the Persian coins show the paneled door

of the tower reduced to a simple opening indicated by two vertical lines. The tower

design on the coins became more and more schematic over the years; the horned altars

on the roof were reduced to two in number, and were formed as corner merlons. The

coins of Autophradates II show a tower that is simply a rectangle with two vertical lines

inside, denoting the door, and two horns on the cornice line. This numismatic sequence

certainly documents the continuing devaluation of craftsmanship, but it also demon-

strates the several steps in the transformation of the tower into an altar pure and simple.

Altars with merlons on top are found as early as Assyrian times, and are still in use in

the Hellenized East; horned altars have an even longer history. The tower motif is

eventually abandoned on Parthian coinage, but the device of the flaming altar is re-

established in Sasanian coin designs.

The coin sequence, then, appears to indicate that the tower was a sacred shrine, a

monument under the protection of the wing-borne deity to whom offering was made on

the rooftop. It was not a temple but a place sacred to the god, a place of commemoration

where the princes of the people came to dedicate and offer up. But the coin sequence, by
j

its insistence on the importance of the portal, the “Scheintiir,” also indicates a sepulchral

12 H. Ingholt, H. Seyrig, and J. Starcky, ; i

des tesseres de Palmyre (P&TiSf 1955), No. 150.

13 Pope, op, cit., Vol. IV, Pis. 123 ff. I
j

14 A. Reifenberg, Ancient Jewish (Jeru-

salem, 1963), No. 104.

.

'

:

'

'

,
i

10 M. E. L. Mallowan, “Excavations at Brak and

Chagar Bazar,” Iraq, IX (1947), Fig. 19; E. Porada,

Corpus pj Ancient Near Eastern Seals in North

American Collections, I (Washington, 1948), No. 678.

11 D. Schlumberger, The Excavations at Surkh

Kotal and the Problem of Hellenism in Bactria and

India (London, 1961), PI. xvii, b.
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association. The burial of the mortal remains in model shrines, complete with door and
door posts, goes back to neolithic times in the East.^^ The custom of using model shrines

as funerary containers probably spread from the East westward, where the models
have been inadequately designated as ''hut urns.” These shrine urns have been found in

Crete, Greece, Central Europe, and Etruscan and Roman Italy. The Jews of Palestine

still scratched the portal on the sides of their ossuaries in the early centuries of the
Christian era, while Roman and Christian sarcophagi developed the model shrine into

an elaborately carved temple of the dead.

It is suggested, then, that the Persian towers share in this funerary tradition. Perhaps
their wooden prototypes (the towers have features that indicate wooden antecedents)

were commemorative shrines that held the dead, either inside or exposed on the roof.

By the time of Cyrus, the permanent burial was made elsewhere than in the tower, but
it may have served as a temporary repository for the body as Godard suggests. The
tower may have housed the body until it was ritually prepared for final burial. Thus
the need for a permanent means of access, roof-top altars, and shrine-like setting. The
Achaemenian rock-cut tomb at Naqsh-i-Rustam shows the royal figure mounted on
the roof of the tomb, before the fiaming altar; the god floats overhead. We may well see

in this relief a representation of the commemorative rites that took place on the roof of

that other sepulchral monument, the tower.

J. Perrot, “Une tombe a ossuaires du IV® mil- (Finland, 1925); W. R. Bryan, Italic Hut Urns and
Icnaire a Azor, pres de Tel-Aviv,” \4tiqot, III (1961), Hut UrnCemeteries (Rome, 1925); F. Behn, Hausurnen
i-13. (Berlin, 1924); A. Evans, The Palace of Minos, I

(London, 1928), 130 ff.; F. Oelmann, “Pfahlhausur-
1° For “hut urns” in general: J. Sundwall, Acta nen,” Qermania, XXXVII (1959), 205-23; F. Behn,

Acndemiac Aboensis, IV:5. Die italischen Hiittenurnen “Hausurnen,” in Ebert, PLV, V (1926).



NOTES ON SOME OBJECTS FROM MARLIK

EZAT O. NEGAHBAN, Department of Antiquities, Tehran,
Iran

Introduction

A/IlBOUT fourteen kilometers east of Rudbar in northern Iran lies the beautifui

green valley of the Gohar Rud, a tributary of the Sefid Rud which flows into the Casj3ian

Sea. Rice paddies, wheat fields, and olive groves blanket the lower vsiopes of this lovely

valley, and at higher altitudes the ground is covered with a species of evergreen tree

locally called “zarbeen.” Orchard fruits and extensive groves of wild pomegranates

thrive. To the east of the valley is the snow-covered mountain peak of Bolfak, part of

the Elborz range, which dominates the whole region, completing the picture of one of the

most beautiful and productive areas of Iran,

Apparently the Gohar Rud valley was as attractive to ancient, as it is to modern, man,

for it has proved to be not only rich agriculturally but also archeologically. Located in the

' valley are five major arclieological mounds which appear to have been culturally related

at various periods in ancient times: Zeynab Bejar, Dure Bejar, Jazim Kool, Plieh Qafieh,

and Marlik. Several of these mounds have been investigated and one, Marlik, has been

extensively excavated by an archeological expedition from the Institute of Archeology

of the University of Tehran and the Iranian Archeological Service, which worked in the

i

valley from October 1961 to November 1962.

^ We discovered, dug into the crest of Marlik tepe, fifty-three roughly constructed

1 tombs, crowded with a bewildering variety of objects including kitchen utensils, weapons,

jewelry, animal and human figurines, and elaborate ritual vessels. No preceding or

I

succeeding archeological strata lay above or below these tombs, with the exception of a

I

few miscellaneous objects in the top thirty centimeters of soil. Marlik tepe, itself a natural

hill, had been selected in ancient times as a royal cemetery by a people who had flourished

i

in the region for several centuries during the late second and early first millennium b.c*,

and when these people and their civilization disappeared from this area the site lay

^

forgotten and untouched until the present day.

j

In the construction of these tombs, a hole was first dug into the ground. Rough walls

;i of broken or slab stone and mud mortar were then built around the perimeter of the hole.

These walls had only one face, on the inside of the tomb. Often the natural rock of the

mound was incorporated into the walls, increasing the irregularity of the walls and the

: shapelessness of the tombs. On the leveled floor of the tomb the funerary objects were

placed. Objects of a similar nature were usually grouped together. Kitchen utensils and

vessels with food and sacred water would be placed in one corner, in another, weapons,

in another, ritual figurines, etc. Great variations in the quantity, quality, and nature of

;

the funerary objects in the tombs occurred. Some tombs contained a stone slab on which

lay a skeleton. All of the skeletons uncovered were badly crushed, and in many of the

! tombs no traces of a skeleton remained. After all the funerary objects and the body

had been placed in the tomb, they were covered for about twenty-five centimeters by a

brownish soil that was not from the mound itself. The tomb was then filled with the
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native soil of the mound, and stones, some from the mound and some carried from a

distance, were placed irregularly on top. After we had excavated several of these tombs,

we realized that such an irregular group of stones indicated that a tomb lay underneath.

These fifty-three tombs fall very roughly into four categories. The first type consists of

large, irregularly shaped tombs, about five by three meters in size, which apparently

belonged to warriors and warrior kings. The walls of these tombs Avere usual!}" constructed

of broken stone and mud mortar, incorporating the natural stone of the mound whenever

possible. Bronze and pottery vessels, decorative buttons, clubs, maceheads, arroArheads,

swords and daggers, bronze and pottery figurines, elaborate gold jcAAulry, and ritual

vessels filled these tombs.

One tomb of this type illustrates some of the burial customs of these people. In one

corner of the tomb AA^ere large bronze pots containing the remains of food, including the

bones of animals and birds. Nearby Avere pots and jars holding glazed beads. A group of

more than thirty small bronze animal figurines, apparently indicating that the oAvner of

the tomb was a great hunter, Avere uncovered. Along one side of the tomb a long slab

of stone had been placed on stone supports. Under this lay a bronze helmet, pottery

figurines of a dog and an archer, bronze daggers, sAvords, and arrowlieads. On the stone

slab itself daggers and spearheads had been placed pointing inAvards, and betAveen their

points lay a lancehead. Over the lancehead, dagger, and spear points lay a skeleton on

its left side. Apparently the body had AAurn full ceremonial dress Avhen it AA^as placed in

the tomb, for a long roAv of gold buttons AA'hich had been attached to the front of his

garments still remained. Behind the skeleton lay three scattered pieces of a broken gold

bowl, decorated AAith AAdnged gods and goddesses. Adjoining this tomb AA"as the small

tomb of a horse.

The second type of tomb tends to be smaller than the first and more rectangular in

shape, often with one curved Avail. These tombs AAure constructed with mud mortar and

slabs of stone ^ brought from the headwaters of the Gohar Rud. The Avails were covered

by a coat of reddish clay AAdiich still remains on some of the surfaces. This second group

of tombs apparently belonged to the queens and royal princes, for delicate ornaments,

bronze and terra cotta animal and human figurines, and toys and gaming pieces are

prominent among the funerary remains.

Tile third type of tomb is approximately square, three by three meters in size, and

more carefully constructed than the first types, of broken stone and clay mortar.

However, despite the more careful construction of these tombs, the funerary remains

contained in them are very limited, including such objects as gold forehead bands,

earrings, a few red carnelian necklaces, and bronze blades.

The fourth type of tomb, of which three examples were found, is about one meter by

tAA'o meters in size and carelessly constructed of boulders and clay mortar. The objects

discovered in each one consisted of a set of horse teeth, a bronze horse bit, and a few

simple bronze loops. These were the tombs of horses, indicating the great importance

placed upon horses and horsemanship by the people of Marlik. Apparently it was

belicAmd that the horsCj sacrificed at its owner’s death, would serve him in the next

world.

^ This i.'? only a rough division of the tombs into built partly of broken stone as in the first type and

four groups, and the characteristics assigned to each partly of slab stone as in the second type have been

group are not completely exclusive. Tombs with walls found.
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Description OE Objects

The contents of these roughly constructed tombs, from simple domestic utensils to

elaborate ritual vessels, amply demonstrate the high artistic and cultural development of

the people of Mariik. Some of their Idtchen utensils are similar to those still used today

in the area. The pottery and bronze figurines, some highly stylized, some much more

j natural in form, show great artistic ability. Their figurines, particularly the pottery ones,

probably are connected with their religious beliefs. Their weapons, which are usually

bronze, reveal a very high development of the bronze-making industry. The greatest

artistry was reserved for working in gold, of which many beautiful objects were found.

Obviously, the people of Mariik had a great appreciation of beautiful and decorative

objects. In the following pages one or two examples of various categories of these

j
objects will be briefly discussed.

Cylinder Seals '

More than a dozen cylinder seals were discovered at Mariik. The greatest number v'ere

made of frit, but others were found of gypsum, stone, and gold. On most of the frit seals

the surface is badly eroded. The gypsum or soft white lime seals, whose surfaces are also
|

worn, contain simpler and clearer designs than the gold seal, which is rather roughly
|

made. The single hematite seal found has a much more precise design and more elaborate

workmanship. Two of these seals, made with rather different techniques, will be discussed

in more detail.

A black hematite seal with gold caps at each end contains a very naturally rendered
I

hunting scene consisting of a kneeling archer aiming at a lion which is standing on its i

hind legs (Fig. 1). Between the archer and the lion is a cow or horse which is also kneeling.

Two birds fly overhead. Above the archer’s bow is the symbol of the moon and a six-
^

pointed star, and above the lion is the sun disk. The crescent moon, the star, and the
j

sun disk may have symbolized the various deities worshiped by these people, just as to 1

earlier peoples of the ancient Near East the sun disk represented old Shamash;^ the

crescent moon, Sin or the moon god or Ningal the moon goddess;^ and the star, Ishtar.
j

A kneeling archer made in the same smooth manner and with the same shape of cap or
!

helmet as on the Mariik seal can be seen on a Mitannian seal.^

Several Assyrian cylinder seals have similar kneeling archers. One, in the Pierpont
;

Morgan library, is dated between 1000 and 612 B.c.® A second seal with a particularly close

likeness in the flying birds is classified by Moortgat as Assyrian and dated to the second

half of Adadnareris I or Salmanassars A third Assyrian seal, with a kneeling archer,

is dated by Moortgat to Tikulti-Ninurtas I,® and a fourth, similar both in the position of

the archer and in his helmet, is dated by Moortgat to the first half of Adadnareris I.®

Seals of the Pierpont Morgan Library (New York,

1947), p. 65, Eig. -84. .
^ Ill

Anton Moortgat, “Assyrische Glyptik des 13.

Jahrhunderts,” Zeitschrift fUr Assyriologie und vor^

derasiatische Archciologie, Neue Folge, Band 13 (Band

47) (Berlin, 1942), p, 56, Abb. 8.

8 p. 58, Abb. 12.

8 Ibid., pp. 59-60, Abb. 17,

8 jj. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals (London, 1939),

p.''i57.,,.V

8 Jbid,, -p. 157.

Ibid., p. 253.

8 D, J. Wiseman, Cylinder Seals of Western Asia

(London, 1958), El. 51, Mitannian seal.

8 Edith PoT&da,, Alesopotamian Art in Cylinder
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Kneeling archers in a similar position appear on other neo-Assyrian and neo-Babjdo-

nian^^ cylinder seals.

From these parallels it seems that this Marlik seal falls into the period of the late

second and early first millennium b.c.

The second Marlik cylinder seal is of gypsum or frit, with a very soft surface. The

main design is composed oftwo antithetical antelopes placed symmetrically on both sides

of a plant or palmette, probably representing the tree of life. The bodies of the animals

are rather smoothly engraved in a stylized manner. Each animal has his back to the tree

and his head turned completely around to face it. The head is composed of two uni-

central parallel circles with the drill hole of the eye in the center. The horns are placed

symmetrically on the head, and on one horn a bend with deeper engraving can be seen.

An attempt has been made to indicate the ears with a short projecting line. The palmette

or plant in the center is composed, in the same smooth style, of a main stem with a

globular root. The trunk and branches are divided by two parallel horizontal lines. The

branches fan out diagonally upward, symmetrically on each side of the main stem, and

are topped by globular fruits. The design is completed by a group of three lines and two

drill holes, alternately placed to form a geometric plant band surrounding each end of

the seal. The top and bottom of the design, near the rim, are bordered by a horizontal

groove.

This Marlik seal is made in the Mitannian drill-hole technique, of which many

examples have been found in various excavations.^^ This Mitannian or Hurrian style of

cylinder seal-making spread through the Near East from the Mediterranean eastern

shores to Western Iran in Tepe Giyan.^^

The antithetical group on each side of the tree of life and the bordering plant band

have a long background in the Near East. It can be seen on seals from the middle of the

second millennium b,c. down to the early first millennium B.c. The very close similarity

of some aspects of this design found on objects in widely separated areas illustrates the

widespread dissemination of artistic influences in this period which has been demon-

strated by many archeologists. In some cases the similarity is so close that the seals can

be considered to be almost identical. Possibly they were made by the same school of

art, and spread through trade or as plunder,

A cylinder seal very similar to the Marlik example in material, composition of the

main design, position of the animals, details of the sacred tree of life, and technique of

engraving was found in Tepe Giyan.^^

Other Mitannian cylinder seals show a great resemblance to the Marlik seal. On one

such seal an antithetical group of mountain goats with their backs to a larger tree of life

Edith Porada, Corpus of Ancient Near Eastern

Seals in North American Collections^ Bollingen Series,

\'ol. XIV (Pantheon Books, 1948) “The Collection of

tlie Picrpoiit-Morgan Library,” PL LXXXVIII, 612,

G13, 614 Ah PL LXXXIX, 616-18.

PL CVIII, 725 A.
12 IVankfort, Nefds, p. 283.

Ibid., PL XLIII, c-yfc (Mitannian seals), PL
XXXI, a, c. Frankfort suggests that the Mitannian
part of the seal was cut several centuries later than
the rest (pp. 182-83). The seals here were originally of

the first dynasty of Babylon. Text FigS; 44-54.

14 lUd., pp. 279-80.

1® Fouilles de Tepe Qiyan pris de Nehavend

{Librairie Orientaliste, Paul Geuthner, 1935), PL 38,

no. 1. The seal found in Couche 1 of Tepe Giyan is

almost identical with the Marlik seal except for the

subsidiary design at the end of the main composition.

The date suggested by Contenau for this level is

1400-1100 B.C., by McCown Tate second and early

first millennium b.c. (Ehrich, Relative Chronology in

Old World Archeology [Univ. of Chicago Press, 1954],

pp. 65-67).
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and their heads turned around are made with the drill-hole technique.^® On another

winged animals are resting, facing toward a much-simplified tree of life. On the head of

one is a crescent and on the head of the other a disk or loop.^'^ Antithetical mountain

goats on either side of a paimette or stylized tree appear on still other Mitannian seals

dated to the thirteenth to tenth century b.c.^® The same antithetical group of animals

on both sides of the tree of life can be seen on seals classified by Porada under Mitannian

Elaborate Style, with use of a fine drill. Similar antithetical animals on both sides of a

tree occur on seals classified by Heidenreich as Mitannian, from the middle of the second

millennium b.c.^^ The scene can again be seen on Mitannian and Middle Assyrian

cylinder seals of the Pierpont Morgan library, dated between 1500 and 1000 B.c. Another

Mitannian seal has the same tree with a stag and a man.^®

Other seals with an antithetical group on each side of the tree of life are dated by

Weber to the late second and early first millennium b.c.^^ This antithetical composition

on each side of the tree of life can also be seen on Middle Assyrian^^ and neo-Assyrian^®

seals.

There are numerous seal impressions of Nuzi with a similar design, some with

particularly close similarities.^® Two seals found at Nuzi,^® classified by Starr as t3q)ical

products of the Hurrian inhabitants of the city of Nuzi, also exhibit a similar antithetical

composition of animals on both sides of the tree of life together with a plant band.

A tree in the same technique and form is found on seals®® classified by Moortgat as

Middle-Assyrian-Hurrian, dated to the late second millennium b.c.®^ The drill-hole

technique can be seen on seals in the collection of the Danish National Museum which are

classified by Ravn as Hurrian seals.®^

An almost identical seal®® but without the geometric plant band, made in the same

style, was discovered in the excavation of Tell Abu-Hawan.®^ There is no question that

this seal and the Marlik seal were produced by the same school of art. Another almost

identical one, which must also be part of the same school of art, with animal, tree, and

geometric plant band,®® was found in the excavation of Tell Beisan (Beth-Shan) in the

temple of Mekal at the level of Thutmose III. Both seals are dated by Nougayrol from

1600--1200 B.c. These two seals of Tell-Abu-Hawan and of Beth Shan indicate that there

Wiseman, Cylinder Seals of Western Asia, PI. 50,

Mitannian seal.

Ibid., PI. 54, Late Mitannian seal,

Frankfort, op. cit., PL XXXI c, d, Text Figs.

44, 49, 51, 52.

19 Porada, op. cit., PL CLIX, 1046 JEJ; PL CLX,
1050, 1053, Late Mitannian seals.

^9 Robert Heidenreich, Beitrdge zur Oeschichte der

Vorderasiatischen Steinschneide Kunst (Heidelberg,

1925), Abb. 13-16, pp. 36-40.

21 Porada, Mesopotamian, Art in Cylinder

Seals of the Pierpont Morgan Library, p, 50, Fig. 59.

^ Ibid., p. 52, Fig. 64.

Ibid., p. 50, Fig. 63, The techniqne is very-

similar to the Marlik seal. As Dr. Porada says, there

are two types of Mitannian seals, one characterized by
coarse designs (such as Fig* 2) used on faience or glazed

steatite; the other of more careful workmanship, used

on hard stone such as hematite or jasper (such as

Fig. 1).
, /

^
.

,,
, ^

'

24

Otto Weber, Altorientalische Siegelbilder (Leip-

zig, 1920), Figs. 478, 479, 480, 486, 487,

25 Porada, Corpus of Ancient Near Eastern Seals,

PL LXXXIII, 597; PL LXXXIV, 600.

26 Ibid., PL XC, 625; PL XCII, 637-38.

27 Edith Porada, “Seal Impressions of Fuzi,’’

Annual of the American School of Oriental Research,

VoL XXIV (1944-1945). In most of the plates there

are one or two examples.
28 Ibid., PL XXIV, 479; PL XXXIII, 656, 668.

29 Richard Starr, Nuzi, Report on the Excavation

at Yorgan Tepe near Kirkuk, Iraq, 1927—1931 (VoL

II [Harvard Univ. Press], 1937), PL 118 E, O’, p. vi.

29 Moortgat, Vorderaaiatische Rollsiegel,

StaatUche Museen zu Berlin (Berlin, 1940), Taf. 68,

568, 669.
31 Ibid., p. 61.

32 o. E. Ravn, A Catalogue of Oriental Cylinder

Seals and Seal Impressions of the Danish National

Museum (Kobenhavn, 1960), p. 83, Nos. 92, 94.

33 J. Nougayrol, Cylindres-Sceaux et Empreintes de

Cylindres Trouvis en Palestine (Librairie Orientaliste,

Paul Geuthner, 1939), PL 1, A.H. 2.

lUd., Pl. I, A.E. 211L].

3s PL VII, eB. 4 [LVI].
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must have been either close political or commercial ties between Palestine and Marlik

at this time.

Another similar scene appears on a seal found in the temple of the excavation of Beth

Shemesh.®® The only difference from the Marlik seal is that there is a man standing near

the tree instead of symmetrical animals.

A similar technique and antithetical arrangement of the design exists on another seal

excavated at Beth Shan®'^ in the site contemporary with Thutmose III, in the Temple of

Mekal, dated by Nougayrol from 1600-1200 B.o.

A seal similar in technique and composition of the design to the Marlik seal was found

at the excavation of Tell el Djezer dated by Nougayrol from 1600-1200 b.c.®® Another,

from Tell el Djezer with similar plant and animals, is dated 1000-550 b.c.®^

A seal with a similar composition of antithetical animals on each side of a decorative

tree, with their heads turned toward the tree, is preserved in the Louvre, classified by

Contenau as Kirkuk style, late second millennium b.c.^° Another seal in the Louvre,

also classified by Contenau as Kirkuk style, late second millennium b.c. has a tree

similar to that on the Marlik seal.^^ An identical tree between the animals, geometric

plant band, and similar technique in rendering the animals with drill-hole eyes and ring

heads can also be seen on another seal in the Louvre.^^

A plant band similar to that on the Marlik seal occurs on a seal in the Walters Art

Gallery, classified by Gordon as Assyrian province of Kirkuk glyptic.^*^ The date is not

certain since the seal was bought from a dealer.

Similar animals, tree and drill-hole technique are found on seals in Mr. Newell’s

collection, classified by Von der Osten as Kirkuk or Hittite seals, dated to the late

third quarter of the second millennium B.c.

A somewhat similar antithetical scene on each side of the tree of life appears on a

Hittite seal dating to the reign of Hattusil III.

A seal with drill-hole technique and somewhat similar design of animals was found at

Agha Evlar. It is compared by Schaeffer to the seals found at Ras-Shamra, dated to

1450-1365 B.c.^® A similar technique occurs also in a seal from Hassan Zamini, compared

by Schaeffer to one from Gezer.'^'^

Finally, a similar antithetical group of animals on both sides of the tree of life, with a

similar style of workmanship, appears on a cylinder seal found in the excavation of

Carchemish.^® This seal was found with objects dated by Woolley to the Late and Post

Hittites.^®

36 Ihid., p. 27, LX.
3-7 Ihid., PL VII, RB. 3 [LII] p. 24, LII.
38 Ibid., PL III, E. Q. 18 [LI], p. 24, LI.
38 Ibid., PL IV, E. <7. 30, LVII; p, 26, LVII.
*3 Georges Contenau, “Les Tablettes de Kerkouk,

et origines de la civilization Assyrienne,” extrait de
Babyloniaca, Tome IX, fasc. 2-4 (Paris, 1926), p. 66,

Fig. 82, p. 41.

Ibid., p. 72, Fig. 100, p. 41.

Louis Delaporte, Catalogue des cylindres cachets

et pieres gravees de style oriental (Musee de Louvre,
11.—Acquisitions [Hachette, 1923]), PL 97, Fig. 21
(A. 949).

*3 Oyrug Gordon, “Western Asiatic Seals in the
Walters Art Gallery,” Iraq, VI (1939), PL VII, 62,

P*

H. H. Von der Osten, Ancient Oriental Seals in

the Collection of Mr. Edward T. Newell, “OIP” VoL
XXII, PL XXI, 289-93, 296; pp. 2, 12.

^6 Louis Delaporte, Les Hittites, “L’evolution de

I’humanite,” VIII, “La Benaissance du Livre”

(Paris, 1936), Fig. 22, pp. 37-38,

Claude Schaeffer, Stratigraphic Comparee et

Chronologic de VAsie Occidentale (London: Oxford

University Press, 1948), p. 410, Fig. 30, Nos. 2, 5, 6.

47 Ibid., p. 410, Fig. 30, Nos. 1, 4.

48 Woolley, Carchemish, Report of the

Excavations at Jerablus on behalf of the British

Museum, Vol. II (Oxford Univ. Press, 1921), Fig. 17, b.

49 pp. 80, 81.
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The time range of these comparative seals extends from the middle to the end of the

second millennium B.c. with a few specimens which have been dated by their excavators

to the early first millennium b.c. The seals most closely similar to the Marlik specimen

were from Tepe Giyan and from several sites on the eastern Mediterranean shores. It

would seem that this particular technique was either widely spread and standardized

all over the ancient world, that is, from the eastern Mediterranean to Iran and possibly

even further east, or that the seals were made in a single locality and carried by trade

throughout the area. Since the technique used on this seal from Marlik is so identical

with that on the seals from the other sites, I feel that the second hypothesis is more

likely. If it is true that these seals in the popular Mitannian technique were made in a

single area, it must have been either in northern Mesopotamia or in northwestern Iran,

from which they were distributed over the Middle East.

Since the Marlik seals were found in burial and not in residential areas it is most

probable that they were buried with the owner of the seal. Therefore, since the Marlik

seal was found in a single archeological layer with articles to which a later date must be

ascribed, the most acceptable date for it 'would be toward the end of the comparative

dates, that is the late second millennium b.c. The royal cemetery of Marlik apparently

was used for a period of several centuries. This cylinder seal in the popular Mitaimian

style is one of the objects found there which helps to establish an early or beginning date

for the cemetery. Other objects, as we shall see, seem to indicate that the cemetery

continued in use down to the early first millennium B.c.

Weabons

Tremendous quantities of bronze weapons were found in the tombs of Marlik. Many

were actually used in battle. Others were highly decorated and intended for ceremonial

use only. One of these ceremonial weapons is a bronze macehead decorated with nine

projecting human heads arranged in rows with the bottom row of three heads upside

down (Fig. 3). The eyes are inlaid with bone. Two ridges surround the end of the shaft.

This macehead is hollow, with a piece of wood from the inserted handle still remaining.

Another bronze macehead whose projecting ribs are decorated with incised circles

resembles a stylized human head (Fig. 4). This design continuously repeats itself as the

macehead is revolved.

Somewhat similar maceheads, not as stylized as the Marlik one and ofpoorer workman-

ship, are in the collection of Brockelschen.^® These are classified by Calmeyer to the dark

period of the Kassites, around the sixteenth century b.c., because of the green stone

macehead with a similar type of decoration in the Museum fiir Vor- und Friihgeschichte

in Berlin.®^ The Berlin Museum macehead has an inscription of Ulamburias of the

Kassites. This inscribed macehead, dated around the middle of the sixteenth century

B.C., would seem to be earlier than the Marlik macehead, which is more highly stylized.

It is important to note that the Marlik macehead was found in Tomb XVII B®®

Peter Calmeyer, Altiranische Bronz&n der jg^at O. Negahbaii, Marlih, a preliminary

Sammlung Brockelschen (Berlin: Staatliche Museen, Beport on Marlik Excavation, Qohar Bud Expedition,

1964), Taf. 6, Nos. 12-13. Rwd6ar, (Tehran, Iran, Special Publication

51 JWd., p, 12, of the Ministry of Education, 1964), Map. No. 4,

52 p^e-fcxel, Erm^ and Alfred Distribution of Tombs on Marlik.

Mallwitz, Das Babylon der Spatzeit (Berlin, 1967), Taf.

421, p. 38.'
,
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together with many other objects of rather later date including a halberd ax, similar to

one assigned by Calmeyer to the last quarter of the second millennium and by

Vanden Berghe as equal to GiyanXevel a pottery vessel with a long spout shaped

like a crane’s head and neck;®® a large bronze sword or dagger with a crescent pommel,

decorated hilt, horizontal shoulder guard and midrib on the blade, similar to daggers

classified by Calmeyer to the last quarter of the second millennium b.c,,®® by Birming-

ham, Kennon, and Malin to 1450-1200 b.c.,®® and by Schaeffer at Djomi to 1350-1200

B.c.,®® and at Hiveri to 1350-1000 b.c.; many bronze arrowheads similar to those found

in the Talych area dated by Schaeffer to the recent bronze period, 1350-1200 b.c.; and

finally with the gold bowl of Marlik, decorated with winged bulls in relief (Fig. 24).

Finding all these objects in one tomb, side by side, suggests that either this shape of

macehead continued to be made at Marlik at a later date than the inscribed Berlin

macehead, or that the macehead, which was made earlier, had been kept for a long period

and finally buried in the tomb along with objects of a later date. Considering the vast

bronze industry which was centralized at this time in Gilan, which has also been men-

tioned by Birmingham, Kennon, and Malin, possibly this traditional shape of mace-

head was utilized by the Marlik people at a later date as an item of their immense and

varied production of bronze weapons and other objects.

Bronze Figurines

Several large and many small bronze figurines were recovered. Some of the small

bronze figurines were made with suspension loops. Two examples of the small bronze

figurines are a stag at bay (Fig. 5) and a crouching leopard (Fig. 6).

Of special interest is a small bronze model of humpbacked oxen with axle, yoke, and

plow (Fig. 7), one of three such small models found.

Pottery

The pottery found at Marlik is exceptionally attractive. Either red or gray, unpainted,

it is often polished and sometimes burnished. On some vessels the burnishing forms a

design, and on others it covers the entire surface. Sometimes pots were decorated with

impressed or dotted designs surrounding the neck, shoulder, or handle. The pottery

found ranged from simple, every-day utensils to graceful decorative vases and ritual

figurines.

A three-branched gray pottery vase found at Marlik was possibly modeled either on the

wild tulip or on the pomegranate (Fig. 9). The base of the vessel is connected by four

slender rods to the three bowls. A three-branched pot, very different in quality, shape,

and proportion, was found at the excavation of Troy, level Vases with many
branches have also been found in Sialk.®®

54 Calmeyer, op. 19, No. 46, pp, 21-22.

55 Vanden Berghe, ArcMologie de VIran ancien,
PI. 118 b, pp. 91, 275,

55 Negahban, Marlik^ Pig. 26.

Ibid., Fig. 50,

55 Calmeyer, op. ci«., Taf. 22, No. 51, pp, 21-22.

55 XXVI, 44-49.

Schaeffer, Stratigrapliie Comparee, Fig. 233,

No.'s.' .

'

Iraq, XXVI (1964), 49.

5® Helmuth Bosserfc, AUanatolia (Berlin, 1942),
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1.—-Hematite Cylinder Seal with Hunting Scene, Bordered with Gold Caps. L. 2.9 cm.

Fig, 2.—Frit Cylinder Seal with Design op Antithetical Mountain Goats. L. 2.9 cm.
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Fig. 9.—Three-branchbd Gray Fottery Vase. H. 25.5 cm.
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Fig. 13

Fig. 12.—Red Pottery Figurine op Charioteer and Horses Mounted on Four Whebds.

26.5:CM.'

Fig. IS.—Gold Disk Pendant Decorated with Seven-pointed Star. D. 5 cm.
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Fig. 18.—^Hollow Gold Bracelet with Lion-Head Finials. D. 7.3 cm.
Fig. 19.—Silver Vessel with Long Spout, Inlaid in Gold with Mythical Designs. H. 7

CM, D. OP Mouth 5 CM.
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Pig. 20.—^Mythical Winged Figure with Human Torso and Double Animal-Head and Hold-

ing Two Sphinxes. Detail op Vessel Shown in Fig. 19

Fig. 21 .--L10N Attacking a Deer. Detail op Vessel Shown in Fig. 19
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Another decorative pot found at Marlik is a well proportioned gray pottery chalice

with a long graceful spout (Fig. 8). Its rim turns inward, forming a fiat surface decorated

with three parallel grooves. The spout, which is extraordinarily long, has a slight down-
ward curve. Opposite the spout is a short curved handle shaped like a hook. The body of

the chalice tapers inward toward the bottom and sits on a broad circular base which
gives the necessary support for the imbalance of the long spout. When found the pot was
broken in many pieces.

PoTTBBY Figurines

Many pottery figurines of men and animals were found. These are usually hollow% and
on the animal figurines the muzzle often forms a spout. The ears, both animal and human,
are often pierced, and in some figurines simple bronze or gold loop earrings still remain.

One red pottery figurine represents a nude steatopygous man holding a long-spouted

jar to his chest (Fig. 10). His head is flattened and elongated, his hair indicated by short

parallel indentations, and he has pierced ears in w^hich he may originally have w^orn

earrings. His sharp nose extends in a straight line to his forehead and his teeth are

indicated by notched indentations in his open mouth. He has six toes on each foot as do

many of the human figurines. With his right hand he holds the rim of the long spouted

vessel while his left hand supports it at the bottom. There is a hole from the base of the

vessel into the hollow interior. This figurine is very well fired, burnished, and polished,

but in comparison with the animal figurines it is not well proportioned.

A crudely made painted figurine of a man holding a vase, or a vase in the shape of a

man, different in detail from the Marlik figurine, was found in Luristan,®^ It has been

dated by Ghirshman to the eighth-seventh century b.g. Another human figurine holding

a vase occurs on a kernos found at Hasanlu, now in the Tehran Museum. It is dated by

Ghirshman to the ninth-eighth century b.g.®® A similar composition of a man holding a

vessel occurs in a Luristan figurine now in a private collection which has been dated by

Ghirshman to the eighth-seventh century B.c.®®

These roughly comparable objects from other sites seem to indicate that, during the

early first millennium B.C., the figure of a man holding a vessel had some symbolic

religious meaning throughout the northern and western part of Iran. Since, according to

the dating of other comparative objects found at Marlik, the royal cemetery must be

earlier than the two examples found in Luristan, it may indicate that Luristan inherited

its art from the earlier Marlik school.

A stylized hoUow red pottery figurine of a deer shows a very graceful and natural

turning of the head and neck toward one side (Fig. 11). This red pottery deer, which has

pierced ears, long antlers, and a muzzle forming a spout, is well polished and burnished.

In addition to single figurines, a group composition in red pottery was found, con-

sisting of a charioteer standing between two horses, the whole mounted on four wheels

(Fig. 12). The nude charioteer is roughly made with short legs and a shawl wrapped

around his waist. Thrust into the shawl is a large dagger decorated with impressed

circles, possibly intended to indicate a sheath adorned with precious stones. He has short

arms, pointed breasts, and a simplified and crudely-made head which somewhat re-

sembles an eagle’s. The pair of horses are joined at the shoulder and rump, so that the

R. Ghirshman, jpersia from the Origins to JM., p. 277, Fig. 335.

Alexander the Great (London, 1964), p. 82, Fig. 108. /did., p. 320, Fig. 391.
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two horses have between them only three forelegs and three hindlegs. Each of the
horse’s legs has a hole where the axle was inserted. The original axle was apparently of
some perishable material, probably wood, which had completely disintegrated so that
modern axles have had to be inserted. The necks of the horses are exaggerated to produce
an impression of great strength. Their heads are small and highly simplified with a hole

for their mouths, and their bodies are hollow. They have upright ears but no mane. A
small bit of attached clay indicates their tails. The back wheels of the chariot are much
smaller than the front ones, suggesting a forward movement in the composition.

Although no very similar figurines have been found in neighboring areas, wheels and
axles were found at Trialeti, Kourgane XXIX, Caucausia. These are classified by
Schaeffer with the end of the bronze and the beginning of the iron period, 1200-1000

B.O.''

Jewelry

The quantity, quality, and variety of jewelry and decorative objects found at Marlik

was extraordinary. Ornaments discovered there included necklaces of gold, red carnelian,

frit, gypsum and shell, lovely gold pendants, bronze, silver and gold bracelets, bronze and
gold earrings, gold rings, gold buttons, petals and decorative pins and bronze, and gold

forehead bands and hair holders. A few of these objects which illustrate the artistry and
craftsmanship of the Marlik people will be described here.

A gold disk pendant was found, decorated with a seven pointed star in relief with a

conical boss in the center encircled by dots (Fig. 13). Each point of the star is divided by
two grooves into three rays, and between the points of the star are dotted circles. The
rim of the disk is decorated with dots. At the top on the pendant is a wide circular band
by which it could be suspended.

A similar gold pendant decorated with a high relief star with circles and dots between
the points of the main star, but without the boss in the center, was found in the excava-

tion of Ras Shamra-Ugarit by Schaeffer.®® The site at which this pendant was found has

been dated to the fourteenth-thirteenth century b.c.®® Other gold pendants found at

Ras Shamra have high relief stars with circles and dots between the points of the main
star and flatter bosses in the center. These have been dated to the fourteenth century

B.C.’^®

An almost identical pendant occurs on a necklace worn by a winged goddess, possibly

representing a form of Ishtar, on an Assyrian relief in the Northwest Palace of Assur-

nassirpal (884-859 b.c.)*^^ in Nimrud.'^^ A similar one decorated with a high relief star

can also be seen on a stone relief of Tighlathpileser III in the Southwest Palace of

Nimrud (746-727 b.c.)J® A gold button with a relief star is among the objects of the

Oxus treasure, dated by Dalton to the Achaemenid period.

Claude F. A. Bcheief^eTf Stratigraphie comparie
et chronologie de VAsie occidentals, Fig. 291, No. 3,

p. 513.

Schaeffer, Les fouittes de JRae Shamra-Ugarit
(Neuvi^me Campagne, 1937), Fig, 48, 1, 3, 4, 7* Fig.
50.

Ibid., p. 319.

70 Syria, Yol. XVIII (1937), FI. XVIII.
71 B. B. Barnett, The Assyrian Palace Meliefs and

Their Sculptures in the iHwewm (London),
PI. 5, p. 27.

72 Austen Henry Layard, Nineveh and Its Eemains,
II (New York, 1849), 303.

73 Sidney Smith, Sculptures in the British

Museum from Shalmaneser III to Sennacherib (Lon-
don, 1938), PI. VIII.

74 o. Id, Dalton, The Treasure of Oasus with Other
Objects from Ancient Persia and India (Oxford Univ.
Press, 1905), PI. XXI, 162.
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This design of a relief star began in the middle of the second millennium b.c. and
continued to be used down to the middle of the first millennium b.c. It was most popular,

however, at the end of the second and the beginning of the first millennium b.c. wlien,

apparently, it was a particularly desirable fashion.

Two other gold pendants are outstanding examples of the great inventiveness and
craftsmanship of the Marlik artists. One is a cage decorated with granulation (Pig. 14).

Suspended from a loop by four twisted gold wires soldered together is a small hollow

gold sphere encircled by a twisted cable. Attached to the bottom of this sphere by two

twisted gold wire circles is a larger half-sphere decorated with circles and lines of granu-

lation. Many slender double rods twisted in a herringbone design form the bars of the

cage. The bottom of the cage is decorated with small pyramids of granulation. A single

rod of gold connects the apex of the half-sphere to the central jyjT&mid of granulation

at the bottom.

The second pendant consists of a twisted gold loop of wire from which a double-headed

eagle is suspended by a small circular band of gold pinched in at the middle (Fig. 15).

The eagle, which is hollow, is filled with a black material.

A beautiful gold necklace found at Marlik is composed of spherical and elongated

barrel-shaped beads interspersed with spiral butterfly beads (Fig. 16). The pendant is a

cluster of gold pomegranates. These butterfly beads, made of twisted square gold wire

formed into a spiral and soldered together, exemplify the high technical development of

the Marlik people.

Similar butterfly beads of interlocked gold wire were found in the Assyrian tombs of

the Mari excavation, which have been dated to the fourteenth or thirteenth century

B.c.*^® The Marlik necklace, however, is much more elaborate.

Almost identical butterfly beads, of twisted square gold wire arranged into a spiral,

were found at Hasanlu, prior to the work of the American expedition there. Since they

were not found in any systematic excavation their date is uncertain, but they have been

assigned by Ghirshman to the ninth-eighth century b.c.'^^ Boughly similar beads were

also found at Ala9a Huytik.'^'^

Another interesting necklace consists of spherical and cylindrical gold beads with a

disk pendant (Fig. 17). A herringbone rim surrounds the plaque, which has two holes

piercing it at the top and bottom. On the disk a band of gold, one millimeter wide, is

vertically soldered in an abstract design which possibly represents flowers. Around a

central circle are three hollow pyramidal trunks topped by a small circle surrounded by

oval petals. Similar smaller designs, some with a curved trunk, fill out the disk. This is a

rather free and flowing design, quite different from the traditional symmetrical and

geometric patterns.

A very striking gold bracelet among the finds consists of a hollow, circular tube of

gold, joined at the middle, with a finial at each end in the form of a small but wonder-

fully expressive lion head (Fig. 18), An elaborate herringbone band decorates the middle

of the tube where the two parts of the bracelet join. The same decoration in two bands

surrounds the lions’ necks. The lions have open mouths with mounted teeth. Their eyes

’^'5 Andre Parrot, “Les fouilles de Mari, troisi^me

campagne,” /S'2/na, XVIII {1937), 81-82, PI. XV, 2.,

Ghirshman, Persia from the Origins to Alexander

U'reaf, p. 26, Fig. 27.

Bossert, AUanatoUa^ PL 64, Hos. 309-12, p. 36.
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and ears are indicated by circular indentations surrounded by a ring of dots. The whole
bracelet is hollow, filled with a black material which possibly is natural bitumen.

A similar inlaid gold armlet discovered at Susa was dated by De Morgan to the
Achaemenid period.'^® A bracelet with animal head finials may be observed on a relief of
Persepolis.'^^ Here the bracelet is carried in one hand by a servant. Gold bracelets with
animal-head finials are found among the treasure of the Oxus,®° which has been dated by
Dalton to the Achaemenid period, about sixth-fourth century b.c.®^ Other gold bracelets

with lion-head finials, dated to the Achaemenid period, have been found. Similar

bracelets in various collections have been discussed by Amandrj^ wlio dates them, in

development of technique, with parallels to many archeological sites, to the seventh-
fourth century b.c.®^ The Marlik bracelet may well be an ancestral type for the later

development of this design in the Achaemenid period.

Bracelets with animal-head finials have been found, made of bronze, silver, and gold,

in various parts of the Near East including Luristan and Toprakkaleh. They have been
dated by Von Georg Pudelko between the eighth and fifth centuries b.c.^^ Technically

the Marlik bracelet seems to be earlier than these.

A bracelet with lion-head finials, more highly decorated at the middle join, was found
at Ziwiye, dated to the late eighth-seventh century b.c. by Porada.®® A gold bracelet,

similar only in the lion heads at each end, is dated by Bossert to the seventh-sixth century

b.c.®® Another bracelet with animal-head finials can be seen in the Esarhaddon relief of

the Southwest Palace at Nimrud (681-669 b.c.).®*^ Similar bracelets with lion-head finials

occur on the wrists of attendants to the king in his chariot on reliefs of Assurbanipal in

Nineveh, Room C (669-633 b.c.),®® and on a relief of Assurnasirpal II (884-859 b.c.).®®*

It must be noted that bracelets with, animal-head finials have not been found attri-

buted to a date earlier than the ninth century b.c. Consequently this example found at

Marlik is an object which helps establish the cemetery of Marlik as continuing in use

down to the early first millennium b.c., although many other objects typologically

indicate an earlier time. Since the Marlik royal cemetery seems to have begun in the late

second millennium b.c., this Marlik lion head bracelet is possibly the earliest example of

the type and therefore ancestral to the Assyrian, Median, and Achaemenid bracelets.

Ritual Vessels

Many of the tombs contained elaborate ritual or libation vessels. One of the most
unusual of these is a silver vessel, similar in form to a teapot, with a long gold spout

which reproduces the shape and curve of a crane’s neck (Fig. 19). At the point at which

Dalton, op. cit., p. 4, Fig. 1.

'^9 Ibid., p. 57, Fig. 39.

80 Pis, XVIII, XIX, XX.
IUd.:pp. 18-20, 61-64.

82 Vanden Berghe, op. ai., PI. 106 5, p. 273.
88 Pierre Amandry, “Orfi^verie achemdnide,”

Antike Kunst, I (1958), No, 1, PL, Figs. 6, 11, 9, 19,

21, 23, 22, 39, 44.
84 Archiv fur OrientforscJiung, Neunter Band

{1933-1934), 85-88, Pis. IV, y, 1-12.
85 Edith Porada, Alt Iran, Die Kunst im Vor-

islamischer Zeit, “Kunst der Welt” (Baden-Baden,
1962), p. 130.

88 Bossert, AUanatolia, PL 28, No, 165, p. 26.

87 j)^ Barnett and M. Faulkner, The Sculpture
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Central and Southwest Palaces at Nimrud {hondon and
Bradlbrd, 1962), PL CXXVI.
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89 Edith Porada, The Great King . . . King of
Assyria, Assyrian Reliefs in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art (New York, 1946), Pis, III, V, XVIII.

8° Wallis Budge, Assyrian Sculptures in the British

Museum, Beign of Ashur-Nasir-Pal, 885-860 B.C
(Oxford Univ. Press, 1914), Pis. XXVII, XLIX.
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the gold spout is attached to the silver body of the vessel it swells to suggest the breast of

a crane and is decorated with grooves. The body of this bowl is inlaid with imaginative

designs in gold employing motifs from the ancient myths of the Near East. On one part

of the body of the vessel a man can be seen carrying a wild boar on his shoulder. Next to

him is an imaginary winged figure with a human torso, a double animal head and animal

legs holding a sphinx in the air with each hand (Fig. 20). On the shoulder of the vessel a

lion with a swastika engraved on his hind leg is attacking a deer (Fig. 12). Around the

rim and base of the bowl runs a coil band. On the bottom of the vessel is a simple

four-petaled geometric rosette.

Many of the motifs on the vessel have a long history in the Near East. An upright

human-headed sphinx passant, wearing the spiral lock of hair and holding two reversed

lions can be seen on the seal of Sausatar of Mitanni {ca. 1450 b.c.).®^ The composition of

the scene, although of an earlier date, can be compared to the Marlik design. This type of

composition, which continued to be used down to the eighth century, may be observed

in North Syrian, Greek, and Phrygian art.®^

A two-headed winged monster holding a pair of animals in the air (not similar in

detail, however, with the Marlik design) occurs on a gold cup found in northw^est Iran

and now in the Louvre, dated by Porada to the thirteenth-tenth century b.c,®®

A winged double-headed lion holding two griffins upside down (in contrast to the

Marlik design in which there are two upright sphinxes) is known from the imprint of a

cylinder seal in the Berlin Museum®^ which belonged to Eriba-Adad, King of Assyria

(1412-1405 B.c.).®® The Marlik design is more elaborate and more highly developed.

A winged animal holding animals upside down with both hands can be seen on an

Assyrian seal of the time of Tukulti-Ninurtas I (1260-1115 b.c.).^®

A single-headed winged lion holding two animals in both hands apj)ears on a gold cup

known as Amlash, now in a private collection in New York. It has been dated by

Ghirshman to the ninth-eighth century

On a cyhnder seal of the Achaemenid period a man is holding two lions upside down

while he stands on the backs of two opposing sphinxes.®® Thus it is evident that the

Achaemenid art was following the traditional art of the area and had been influenced in

manyways by the Marlik and other preceding schools.

A simpler arrangement of a winged lion with one head holding two griffins (mostly

reconstructed) occurs on a tablet fragment from Nippur, dated about 650 b.c.®®

A man carrying an animal on his shoulder, similar to that on the Marlik bowl, is

depicted on an Anatolian Zincirli relief dated by Bossert to the ninth century

The Marlik vessel has a lion with a swastika on his hind leg. A similar swastika appears

on the leg of the lions on the Kalar-dasht gold bowl, dated by Porada to the thirteenth-

twelfth century b.o.^®^ There is likewise a swastika on the shoulder and rump of a bronze

R. B. Barnett, The Nimrud Ivories with

Examples of Ancient Near Eastern Ivories in the

British Museum (London, 1957), p. 83, Fig. 28.

02 p. 83, Fig. 29 d.

00 Bomda,, Alt Iran, p. 91.

94 Ylehet, Altorientalische Siegelbilder, No. 316.

00 Contenau, Ees Tahlettes de Kerkouk, p. 62, Fig.
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"
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figurine of Luristan, possibly the side of a horse bit, now in the Stora collection in

Paris.

This swastika or broken cross has a long history of development in Western Asia.

Many different motifs, including circles, rosettes, geometric rosettes, concentric circles,

stars, etc., were used for shoulder decorations. As Dr. Kantor wTites, they are found as

early as the Egyptian Sixth Dynasty, at Ras Shamra, in Mesopotamia, and Iran dovm
through the ages. The swastika is found on the Hasanlu gold bowl and the Kalar-dasht

gold bowl. It continued to be employed as late as Sasannid times, for it appears on

some Sassanid silver plates.

In the Marlik vessel the body is of silver and the spout of gold. Other materials have

also been combined in this manner. A vase found at Khorvin has a pottery body and a

bronze spout, very similar to the spout of the Marlik vessel. This Khorvin pot is dated by
Ghirshman to the ninth-eighth century

On a silver dish from Ziwiye, now in the Tehran Museum, a gold design is inlaid on a

silver body as in the Marlik vessel. This silver dish is dated by Ghirshman to the seventh

century Apparently this technique was rather popular in the early first millen-

nium B.c. for it was found in Hasanlu (where a cup with an applied gold design was

discovered), in Ziwiye, and in Marlik.

Although most of the motifs on the vessel from Marlik are traditional, used over a

long period of time, some of the elements, the technique, and the shape of the vessel and

its spout indicate that it is a product of the late second and early first millennium B.c.

On one side of a tall silver cup found at Marlik a warrior with arms extended is holding

a leopard by the throat with each hand (Pig. 22). The warrior’s face is strongly delineated,

dominated by a large nose. He wears a conical helmet decorated with dotted wavy lines.

His shirt of chain armor, outlining his broad shoulders and small waist encircled with a

wide tight belt, shows to advantage his strongly-muscled body ready to battle with these

savage animals. The great strength of this hero is evident in the clearly outlined muscles

of his arms and legs, while his face expresses both his inner and outer strength. His shirt

of chain armor has a herringbone design, and with this he wears a short kilt whose folds

are indicated by vertical, parallel lines. To re-emphasize the might of the warrior, the

artist has also stressed the great power of the leopards so as to reveal the nature of a

man able to subjugate two such ferocious beasts, whose faces show clearly their innate

savagery. The bodies of the leopards are decorated with small incised circles to suggest

their spots.

On the opposite side of the cup a very peaceful scene appears. A mountain goat, his

horns forming a graceful arc, is perched atop a leafless tree (Fig. 23). The hair of the goat

is indicated by wavy lines. The artist here exhibits great versatility in producing two

such contrasting scenes. Possibly he intended to show the powerful warrior protecting

the weak mountain goat, which has fled for safety to the top of the tree to escape the

savage wild beasts. Coil bands ornament the top and bottom edges of the cup.

Costumes with tight wide belts and short skirts, different in detail from that on the

Marlik vase, appear on two reliefs found at Babylon and Zincirli, dated by Moortgat to

Hanns Potratz, “Das Kampfmotiv in der H. Kantor, “The Shoulder Ornament of Near
Luristankunst,” Orientalia, XXI (Rome, 1952), p. 20, Eastern Lions,” JNJSS, VI (1947), 250-74.
Tab. IV, No. 11. Sammlung Stora; D’Ardenne de Ghirshman, op, cit,, p. 18, Fig. 16.

Tigre, Art et Decoration (1931), p. 15; Potratz, p. 109, Fig. 142.

(1941-1942), p, 210, Abb. 63. 10® Arcteo%2/, Xin (1960), 127.
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the beginning of the first millennium The design on the silver vase of Marlik is,

however, much superior.

Another warrior wearing a skirt and tight wide belt, with a similar delineation of the

muscles of the legs, is seen on a relief of a door found at Boghazkoi, dated about the

thirteenth century

Similar costumes with tight wide belts and short skirts, not folded however, occur on

two plaques, one from Anatolia and the other found near Zincirli. The first is dated by

Bossert to the beginning of the first millennium b.c. and the second to the ninth century

Ti 109

Considering the highly developed design, the detail of the costume, and the quality of

the workmanship on this silver vessel, it would seem to belong to the early first millennium

B.c. although the costume itself is earlier.

One of the most spectacular of the gold bowls found in our excavation, which we called

the “Marlik bowl,” is decorated with a design of winged bulls in relief (Fig. 24). This vase

is of such pure gold that it is still soft and flexible. On each side of the vessel is a pair of

winged bulls climbing the tree of life. These are lively animals executed with vigor and

vitality. The bodies of the bulls are in profile while their heads are in front view and in

full relief. These heads are hollow, made in one piece with the bowl itself from which

they have been hammered outward almost two centimeters (Fig. 25). The bodies of the

bulls are decorated with dotted lines and their muscles are clearly outlined. Their wings

have long feathers decorated with short parallel lines around the shaft. The power and

strength of the winged bulls is well expressed here in figures that are full of life. The

trunk of the sacred tree is rather thick at the bottom and tapers upward. Twice, at

intervals, a cluster of decorative leaves and curling plumes branches off symmetrically

on each side of the trunk. The top of the tree is another elaborate cluster of decorative

leaves. A guilloche band decorates the rim of the vessel and a plant band, the base. On

the bottom of the base is a large geometric rosette representing the sun surrounded by

the leaves of the tree of life (Fig. 26).

Antithetical bulls climbing both sides of a decorative tree of life can be seen on two

cylinder seals in the Berlin Staatliches Museum. One, assigned to the Kassites, is dated

to the second millennium The second, which has a tree very similar to that on the

Marlik vase, is classified by Weber as an Assyrian seal of the fourth quarter of the second

millennium B.o.^^^

There is a kindred antithetical composition of bulls on either side of a similar decorative

tree of life on a ring found in Luristan, now in the City Museum of St. Louis, dated by

Porada to the twelfth-eleventh century Also dated by Porada to this period is a

bowl in the British Museum decorated with antithetical bulls and a tree of life.

A bronze arrow-holder, possibly found in Luristan, is similarly decorated.^* It is

dated by Godard to the twelfth-tenth century b.o. Alimestone relieffound at Carchemish

dated around the beginning of the first millennium b.c. also contains antithetical animals

A. Moortgat, Di€ hild&Tid6 Kunst des alien

Orients and die jBergvolker (Berlin, 1932), Taf. XLIX,

PI. XLVni, p. 110.

108 Taf. LX 112.

108 Bossert, op. cit.f PI. 199, Ho. 816, 818, p. 71.

110 A. Moortgat, op. cii., Taf. LXIV, 2, p. 112.

Ill Weber, op. cit.t PI. 96, 480.

113 Porada, op. cit., p. 70, Fig. 47.

Ibid., p. 76.

11* y. and A. Godard, Bronzes du Luristan,

Collection E. Qraeffe (Editions L. J. C. Boucher, La

Haye), PI. 19, cat. 311.
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on both sides of the tree of life, similar in composition but not in detail to the design

on the Marlik bowl.

An antithetical composition of two mountain goats climbing a decorative tree of life

occurs on designs on the borders ofthe royal garments on the stone relief of Assurnasirpal

in Nimrud (885-860

A group of two winged bulls climbing either side of the tree of life, much more stylized

and elaborate, may be observed on a gold pectoral found in Ziwiye, now in the Tehran
Museum, dated by Ghirshman to the seventh century In this plaque the general

theme, motifs, and decorative coil and leaf bands around the plaque are all somewhat
similar to designs from Marlik. This is possibly a slightly later development of the Marlik

school of art.

Another composition (similar except for the rendering of the movement of the neck)

of the two winged bulls climbing the tree of life appears on the lower row of a bronze

plaque found in Luristan, now in New York. This is dated by Ghirshman to the eighth-

seventh century b.c.^^® A later development of the same composition of winged bulls can

be seen in Luristan bronzes of the eighth-seventh century b .c .

Decorative trees similar to the one on the Marlik gold bowl occur frequently in the

ancient Near East. One of them, on an Assyrian cylinder seal in the Staatliches Museum
in Berlin, is classified by Franl?:fort to the thirteenth-tenth century b.c.^^® A cylinder

seal in the Pierpont Morgan library containing a similar decorative tree of life is con-

sidered by Porada as a mid-Ass3ncian seal of the twelfth-tenth century b.c.^^° Another

such tree occurs on a seal from Assur, dated by Frankfort about the end of the second

millennium b .c . and not much later than 1000 b .c .^^^ A cylinder seal in the Morgan
collection with a similar decorative tree has an inscription identifying it with Assur-iddin

(881 B.o.).^^^ Another decorative tree of life is depicted on an Assyrian seal in the collec-

tion of antique gems formed by James, Ninth Earl of Southesk, classified by Frankfort

as an Assyrian seal dated 750-650 B.c.^^^

A sacred tree with parallel vertical and horizontal lines dividing the trunk of the tree

into many sections is part of the decoration of an Urartian helmet found at Karmir-

Blur, belonging to King Arghisti of the eighth century b.o.^^^ This type of decorative

Urartian tree may very well be a later development of the Marlik and Assyrian tree.

A decorative tree of life with more and longer branches but with the same general

composition is found on a cylinder seal of Graz, classified by Weber as an Assyrian seal

of the second quarter of the first millennium b .c.^^^

The guilloche band which surrounds the Marlik gold bowi appears on many other

objects. Similar guilloche designs occur on cylinder seals classified by Frankfort as First

Syrian group and Second Syrian group, dated around the middle second millennium

A guilloche band forms a decorative element on seals classified by Ward as Syro-

Hittite seals of about the middle of the second millennium Another guilloche

Moortgat, op. cU,, Taf, LXIV, p. 111.

Budge, op, cit,, PI. I, 2.

Ghirshman, op. ciL, p. 104, Fig. 137.

Ibid., p. 70, Fig. 91.

Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, PI. XXXII G.
120 Porada, Corptis of Ancient Near Eastern Seals,

Pl. LXXXVII, 609 ^.

5^23 Frankfort, op. cit., PI, XXXV J.
^24 A. Belkind, Ourartou, NeapoUs des Scythes

y

Kharezm, Fig. 11,

125 Weber, op. cit.. Pi. 57, Fig. 270.
^26 Frankfort, op. cit., PI. XlA h,/.

Ibid., m. XUl m, n.

121 Frankfort, op. cit,, p. 213, Text Pig. 66. Ibid,, Chronological Index, p. 329.
^22 Fckhard Unger, Assyrische und babylonische ^^^WBivd,SealCylindersof WesternAsia,‘pp.2%0-

(Breslau, 1927), p. 110, Fig. 44, p. 78. 281, Figs. 864-55.
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design occurs on a cylinder seal in the Ashmolean Museum, classified by Hogarth as a

Hittite Seal Class III, Group I, dated to the late second millennium b.g.^®“ A cylinder

seal in the Chester collection, from Tarsus, carries a guilloche band. This seal is also

classified by Hogarth as a Hittite seal of Class III, Group I, dated to the late second

millennium b.c.^®^

A guilloche band also surrounds the rim of the Hasanlu gold bowl. This bowl has been

dated to the ninth-eighth century b.c. by Ghirshman,^®^ by Porada rather earlier, the

twelfth-tenth century b.c.^®® By Dyson, its excavator, it has been dated to the Hasanlu

Button Base phase, 1125 ± 122, 1042 b.c. ± 120.^®^ A Carbon Fourteen testing indicates

a date ranging between the thirteenth and tenth century b.c. for the layer in which it

was found. As Dyson points out, iconographieally we should accept its relation to Hurrian

tradition and assign to it a rather early date.^®®

An object with very close affinities to the Marlik gold bowl is the Kalar-dasht gold

bowl. The guilloche design decorating the rim of the latter, and the high relief technique

in which it was made, with the heads of the lions adorning it projecting outward from the

body of the bowl, show that these two bowls are part of the same school of art, although

the Marlik vase must be considered superior in technique since on it the animal-heads

are made in one piece with the body of the vessel, while on the Kalar-dasht bowl the

heads were made separately and attached. This bowl has been dated by Porada to the

thirteenth-twelfth century b.o.^®® and by Ghirshman to the eighth-seventh century

B.c.i®’' The difference in these two datings is almost half a millennium. Considering its

technique, workmanship, and the fact that it was found together with a dagger^®®

which was typical of that time, I believe that it belongs, together with the Marlik gold

bowl, between these two datings, that is to the late second or early first millennium b.c.

A unique piece of art found in the Marlik royal cemetery is a beautiful bowl formed

of tiny pieces of colored stone and frit cemented together with mortar to produce a

beautiful geometric mosaic (Fig. 27). The bottom of this lovely bowl ends in a knob

which sits on a separate stand made by the original artist. The mortar, both red and

green, has been fired in a kiln so that it has become rather glossy. The production of such

a beautiful and unusual object in this period demonstrates the amazing versatility of the

Marlik craftsmen.

Conclusion

These few examples may serve to illustrate briefly though incompletely the t3rpe8 of

objects which we found in the tombs of Marlik. The beauty of many of the objects, the

130 D. G. Hogarth, Hittite Seals, with Particular

Reference to the Ashmolean Collection (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1920), PL VI, 166, pp. 35, 95.

131 xhid„ PL VII, 196 a, pp. 38, 95.

132 Ghirshman, op. cti., pp. 28-29, Figs. 30-31.

133 Porada, AlZi Imn, p. 85.

134 B, Dyson, “Hasanlu and Early Iran,”

^rcteeoZo^t/, XIII {I960), 129.

135 There is no doubt, however, that Hurrian

elements were influential in the art of northern Ira,n

for most of the late second and early first millennia

B.c. While the Hurrian population of northern Meso-

potamia was responsible for the art of many objects

including the cylinder seals found at Nuzi and Kirkuk,

possibly some of the Hurrians who stayed in thei!r

homeland were able to develop their art in more

peaceful circumstances; that is, in southern Caucasia,

northeastern Mesopotamia, northern Iran, and

eastern Turkey where later the Manneans, Medes,

Urartians, and Assyrians who formed kingdoms there

were influenced by this school of art. It is also possible

that the Hurrians, after the defeat of the Mittanian

empire, moved or retreated eastward, joining their

own original stock, and were consequently responsible

for the great influence of Hurrian elements in this

area.

136 Porada, op. ctL, p. 93, Fig. 62.

137 Ghirshman, op. cit., p, 96, Fig. 127.

138 p, 07, Fig. 129.



elaborate technique with which they were made, and the lavish use of precious materials
such as silver, gold, and red carnelian, all suggest that this was a royal art, that Marlik
was a royal cemetery. Many of the red carnelian and frit beads and some of the cylinder
seals were bordered by gold bands, while one solid-gold cylinder seal was found. In
addition to the major items of jewelry, large quantities of smaller gold objects such as
buttons and beads were found.

The artists who produced these beautiful things must have been centered not too far
from the royal cemetery of Marlik. Only under the protection of a strong and prosperous
kingdom could they have reached such a high development of art. The richness, beauty
and vitality of the objects found are indicative of the strength, wealth, and political
stability of the kingdom whose rulers were buried at Marlik. From the tombs and the
objects buried in them we may infer that this was the royal cemetery of a kingdom which
lasted from two to three centuries in this area, with great continuity and consistency in
the development of their art.

The burial customs exhibited in these tombs show that the people of Marlik were
preat warriors and placed much emphasis upon that facet of their life. The ruler, dressed
in elaborate ceremonial garments, was buried on daggers and spearheads, eternalizing
his pride in his heroic deeds. A great quantity and variety of weapons were placed with
him in his tomb. The importance ofhunting is illustrated by the many weapons developed
for that purpose and by the quantity and variety of small bronze figurines of game
found in the tombs. Beautiful jewelry and elaborate ritual or libation vessels accom-
panied the body. Also placed in the tomb were many kitchen utensils and pots, fiUed
with food for the hereafter, including the flesh of animals and birds. Together with his
food, weapons, rich jewelry, and ritual vessels, the ruler’s horse might be sacrificed and
buried with him in an adjoining tomb, ready to serve him in the next world.
The bulk of the material comparable to Marlik comes from an extensive area from

Russian Talych to Kashan and part of the Zagros Mountains, including Northwest
Iran, the southern and northern slopes of the Elborz mountains, and the provinces of
Gilan and Mazanderan. Possibly this area was either politically or commercially domin-
ated by the kingdom of Marlik. Certainly it was greatly influenced by its art. Since the
development of such an outstanding school of art as that illustrated in the royal tombs of
Marlik required the existence of a strong and stable political power, it is possible that the
kingdom of Marlik actively controlled this vast area at the end of the second and the
beginning of the first millennium b.c. It is also possible that the Ma.rlik people were
later responsible for Sialk Cemetery B and some of the graves of Luristan when they
were forced to move southeast as a result of attacks from western powers, possibly by the
Assyrians about the ninth century b.c. or by the Urartians a little later.
We have concluded that the Marlik kingdom flourished for several centuries in the

late second and early ^first millennium B.c. Although some of the objects, such as the frit
cy inder seal with antithetical animals (Fig. 2) can be compared with objects dated earlier
than this, toward the middle of the second millennium b.c., and with other objects, such
as the hon-head bracelet (Fig. 18) can be compared with objects dated later tba.n the
ear y first millennium b.c., still the most reasonable date, considering the bulk of the
comparable material is the late second and early first miUennium B.c.

^^
The period of the Marlik kingdom seems to begin toward the end of the traditional

Mitannian art and to end before the formation of the New Assyrian and Median powers.
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The artists ofMarlik. who inherited the traditional art ofthe ancient Near East, developed

it with their own unique creative vigor to produce a supremely beautiful and vital school

of art. The influence of the Marlik artists on the Urartian, New Assyrian, Median, and
Achaemenid art was' extensive and longlasting. It now seems possible that the Marlik

people and their culture played a direct and major role in the formative stages of the

later empires of the Medes and Achaemenids.



ON ROYAL GARDENS IN MESOPOTAMIA

A. LJEO OPPENHEIM, Oriental Institute

Jn memoriam Erich Schmidt

iHE Book of Esther contains considerable information about the complex of
buddings and the arrangement of courts and gates that constitute the palace of an
Oriental potentate at the end of the first millennium b.c. We learn that there was in Susa
a Gate of the King’’ (2:19), and an “Outer” (6:4) as well as an “Inner Court” (4:11) of
the palace which is called the “King’s House” (bet hammelek). The same term also refers
to the royal chambers (2:13), whereas bet hammalkut denotes the residence of the queen
(1.19 and 2:16). Two other establishments are mentioned: the “House of the Women”
(2.9), which is provided with a court (2:11) and is supervised by an official with the title
Keeper of the Women,” and what is called the “Second House of the Women” (2:14),

where the royal concubines, entrusted to the care of the king’s chamberlain, lived.
While we remain in the dark about the details of the layout, the text makes it clear

that degrees of accessibility determined the arrangement of the palace complex. From the
King s Gate, which separates the ruler from those of his subjects who have not been
granted admission (2:21), to the Inner Court (whose sanctuary-like inaccessibility is
tellingly described by Esther in 4:11) we find an ever-increasing exclusion of the outside
world. Thus, while Mordecai could observe Esther from the court of the House of the
Women (2:11), an intermediary had to be used to exchange messages between him and
Esther when the latter was moved to the queen’s residence (4:4 f.).

In the course of the story we are led to another part of the royal palace, to a building
colled, bitan. It is mentioned twice and in each case as the place in which a feast is
arranged, m fact, a symposion. In both instances (1:5 and 7:8) the events that take place
in the bUan are dramatic and essential to the story: not only is the entire chain of events
initiated by the king’s order given in the bitan to Queen Vashti, but also the climax of the
story, the confrontation of Haman by Esther, takes place in the same building. Each
time we find the word in the phrase ginTmt bitan hammelek, “garden of the Utan of the
king.” It should be noted that the public feast (1 :5) is given in the court of the garden of
the bitan while the private affair in which only the protagonists participate seems to have
been arranged in the bitan itself. This is shown when the king, leaving the feast angrily,
goes “into the garden of the bitan of the king” (7:7) and returns there (7:8) to find the
unfortunate Haman on the queen’s couch.
Ever since the Septuagint, Utan has been translated by “house,” and when the Akkad-

ian word Utanu appeared in an Esarhaddon text^ (see below), it was connected with the
word and the translation “palace” was accepted.

^re two uses of the word Utanu in Akkadian apart from the well-attested meaning
inside (of an object or a house), interior (of a country).” One use of the word refers to

the personnel of a palace organization or a temple who are stationed, who work, and who
are provided for inside the compound; this distinguishes them from persons referred to

^ For litorature on bttdnUf of. simply Forger
Esarh. p, 62 f., note to Ep. B 32.
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by baMnu, outside.” This usage is attested in middle Babylonian texts from Nippur and
in neo-Babyloman texts from Sippar, etc.; for references see AHw. and CAD sub Mtanu
The palace population or the members of the temple organization characterized as
belonging to and constituting the bitdnu are under the responsibility of officials appro-
priately called sa bitani, Sa pan bitdni, or sa muhhi bitdni. In the other use, bitdnu seems
to denote a special building within a palace or a temple; it is restricted to texts of the
neo-Assyrian and neo-Babylonian periods.

The references to a specific building called hitann appear mainly in the inscriptions of
Sennacherib and Esarhaddon. There is an inscribed brick {KAH, I, 49 = 0/P, II,
151, No. XV) from a Utdnu (wr. which Sennacherib erected’ in Assur for his

I

ill-fated son Assur-nMin-sumi, and two stone slabs belonging to another or
I ±-a-na built by the same king for the god Assur in the same city. One of these inscrip-

tions on stone is quite short and terse {KAH, I, 44 = 0/P, II, 151, No. xi), but the
other {KAH, I, 43 = OIP^ II, 150, No. x) tells that the building was erected for the god
on behalf of the king’s younger son, sa ina Mpe ^Assur ibbanu,^ as the text adds in a
mysterious aside. While these standardized inscriptions do not shed any light on the
nature of the building, one might draw attention to two instances in which a building
called B.GAL.TXJR.RA (lit. “small palace”) is mentioned as likewise belonging to the crown
prince. They both date from the time of Esarhaddon. From the first inscription (R.
Campbell Thompson Iraq, VII, 96f., No. 11 = Borger Esarh, § 30) we learn that Esar-
haddon himself, as crown prince (bearing the name Assur-etel-ilani-mukin-apli), lived in

an E.GAL.TUR.RA. In the second inscription {MAOG, 3/1-2, 22f. = Borger Esark § 43)
we read that while Assurbanipal was heir apparent (mar sarri rabu sa Ut redlifi), and in

the very year in which the oath of loyalty to him was administered to the officials of the
realm, Esarhaddon decided to enlarge the e.gal.ttjr.ra of the crown prince which was in

the city of Tarbis. The king adds that this enlargement was made for Assurbanipal’s

personal convenience (ana multaluti PN).^

The Nineveh prisms of Esarhaddon are extant in many copies and have been assembled,
transliterated, and translated by R. Borger, “Die Inschriften Asarhaddons Konigs von
Assyrien” ( = AfO, Beiheft 9) under § 27. They tell of the building activities in the exten-

sive palace complex (ekalldte rabbdte) in Nineveh and refer to a bitdnu that was part of the

palace complex. Since the text contains the most explicit indication available of the

nature and the size of such a building, the report deserves some attention.

This is the order in which the features of the new palace in Nineveh (Borger op. cit.,

p. 61 f., Ep. 22, lines 1-34) are listed: the (with the important variant b.lxjgal),

i.e., the bitdnu, then the palace complex as such, described quite typically as regards

material used for roofs and doors, elaborate figural decorations, etc. (lines 9-29), the

garden planted around it (called fcirimahu, for which see below), and an installation

which is alluded to only in a few general terms and seems to have been intended as the

barracks of the king’s bodyguard. Esarhaddon refers to this safety measure by saying

simply that he had enlarged the yard (kisallu), made an access ramp leading up to the

terrace which harbored the entire palace, and provided a constant supply of water for

^ Though the phrase can, literally, be translated

by “who was begotten at the feet of the Assur image,”

its real meaning remains obscure,
^ As to the of the god Assur built by Senna-

cherib, one could think of an installation comparable

in function to the hltanu huilt by Esarhaddon himself

(see p, 5). The Assyrian gods are made to live very

much like the king, for which see the letter ABL 306

discussed on p, 333.
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the horses, meaning those of the chariotry and cavalry stationed at the palace (lines

32-34).

It is evident that the king put the stress on the first-mentioned building, the bitdnu,

probably because it constituted in some way a novelty in Assyrian palace architecture.

He boasts with reference to the bitdnu, “I did what no king before me had done,” a unique
statement in the inscriptions of Esarhaddon. A further indication comes from the num-
erical specifications that are given for the bitdnu rather than for the entire palace or its

terrace as is customary in texts of this type. The dimensions of the bitdnu—95 x 31 large

cubits at 0.50 m. each—are revealing inasmuch as they are small for a royal Assyrian
palace but must have been considered extraordinarily large for a building of the bitdnu
type and are for this reason expressly mentioned. This leads one to the conclusion that
the bitdnu was by definition a small building, as is also suggested by the expression
i.GAL.TUR.RA, which appears in contexts similar to those in which bitdnu occurs (see above).
To sum up the meager evidence: the term bitdnu denotes a small building used for

certain prestige purposes, in fact reserved for royalty (note the variant bit sarri in the
Esarhaddon text), such as the kings and the heirs apparent of the last Sargonids.^ It

does not seem to have served normally as a residence.

Before we attempt to link the Akkadian evidence for the word bitdnu with that for the
Hebrew hitdn of the Book of Esther, other occurrences of the word in contemporary texts

should be surveyed. Outside of the discussed royal inscriptions, bitdnu occurs only very
rarely. In fact, the passage ina pan t-tan-ni ina pan e.ki.na.mes e.ltjgal, ‘fin front

of the bitdnu (and) in front of the sleeping quarters of the royal residence” {ABL, 22,

r. 5), represents the only instance in which bitdnu is used as a designation of a building in

royal use. Possibly, the damaged text ADD, 1083 ii 10 may belong here because E-a-m
occurs there beside bit mdsarte and bit reduti. The Middle Assyrian references to an asu sa

betdni {AfO, XVII, 274:49), “physician of the inner quarter,” show that bitdnu was also

used as a designation of an inaccessible section of the palace, in this case the harem of the
Assyrian kings, which as such was centrally located. This also fits in certain passages of
the Harper letters, such as ABL, 84, r. 2 and 769:5 {dajdlija sa t-a-ni), while bitdnu
appears to denote an interior section of a temple in the small neo-Babylonian ritual

tablet, Pinches Berens No. 110:6 and 9.

Though it is difficult to disentangle homonymous expressions in the not-too-diversified
contexts in which bitdnu is attested, I propose to assume two homonyms for each of
which a number of unequivocal attestations are available, although a small group
remains which cannot be definitely assigned. The two homonyms are, first, the Akkadian
bitdnu, interior, inside, inner quarter, etc.” in a noun formation which corresponds to
bdbdnu or hlddnu for “outside,” and another word bitdnu as the designation of a small
luxury structure, an independent architectural unit for the use of the king or the heir

The latter I would interpret as a West Semitic loan in Akkadian from biton

formed from 6^^,“house,” by means of the diminutive suffix and translate it there-

It is possible that a symbolic-architectural dif- Nominalbildung in den semitischen S-prachen, 348
ference existed between the palace of an Assyrian § 212 b and c. The word seems to be troublesome for
king and that of the crown prince gal versus the Hebrew grammarians; Barth, op. c^^., p. 318 n. 1,
i:.GAL.TUR.iiA and hUdnu) md that the unprecedented rejects it as “foreign,” Bauer and Leander,
act of Esarhaddon consisted in having a structure for torische Orammatik der hebrdischen Sprache, pp.
princes incorporated in his royal palace. 498 ff., omits bUan and so does Gesenim, Hebrew

® For the typically Hebrew and Aramaic (not Grammar i2d ed. by A. E. Cowley), according to its
Akkadian) diminutive suffix -on, of. J. Barth, Die Index of Hebrew Words and Forms.
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fore by '"small house,” which fits what has just been said about the bitdnu built by
Esarhaddon, and about the corresponding Sumerogram e.gal.tub.ea.
The assumption that the Assyrian kings introduced architectural innovations from

the West has an excellent precedent in the adoption of the western bit hildiii type of
building by the Assyrian kings beginning more than half a century earlier. It demon-
strates that the West was well able to influence the development of ilssyrian palace
architecture in the period in w’hich the building t37pe called bUon- was imitated in Assyria.

The nature and function of the bitdnu becomes clearer when one finds that, in about the
same period, that of the Sargonids, another new architectural element enters into the
style of royal living. This is the garden connected with the palace. The fact that a new
term had to be used in Assyrian to refer to such an installation shows that it was novel
and of foreign origin; the artificial Sumerian loanword Jcirimdhu, which first appears in

Sargon II's inscriptions, indicates the new royal fashion of setting out gardens in or

beside royal residences. It is true that in Assyrian royal inscriptions the king’s concern

for gardens and horticulture is evident ever since Tiglath Pileser I; it is expressed in the

collecting of foreign plants and trees, the establishing of gardens outside the capital,

etc.® It is, however, important to note that, with the Sargonids, the royal interest in

gardens definitely shifts from utilitarian to display purposes, from an interest in

assembling the largest possible variety of specimens to incorporating a garden into the

palace precinct for the personal pleasure of the king. This change is expressed in the

replacement of the ancient term for garden, Jciru, by kirimdhu.

In the framework of this development, the inclusion of a bitdnu, "little house,” in the

architecture of an Assyrian palace complex fits perfectly when we assume that it denotes

a ""kiosk” or ""summerhouse.” This means that the garden together with the garden

kiosk have become an essential feature of the palace of Assyrian kings beginning with the

Sargonids. They both were taken over from the West, as was the portico-decorated

building, the bit hildni.

Before we investigate this phenomenon in more detail, it should be noted that the

proposed meaning of the West Semitic loanword bitdnu likewise fits in the passages

where the Hebrew (or Aramaic loanword in Hebrew) bUan occurs in the Book of Esther.*^

While the citizens of Susa are given a feast by King Ahasverus ‘"in the court of the

garden of the royal kiosk,” he himself has a sym'posion with the queen and Haman in this

kiosk. The ease with which the king leaves the table for the garden and re-enters the

® The interest of Tiglath-Pileser I in gardens is

clearly utilitarian and directed towards the “orchards

in my country” and the “orchards of Assyria” {AKA
91 vii 23 and 26); also, Assurnasirpal {AKA 147 v 23

and 185 r. 15, also Iraq^ XIV 33: 38 ff.) is interested in

horticulture for the sake of his subjects.

For a garden comparable in purpose and perhaps

also in time with the Hrw-gardens of the Assyrian

kings before the West exercised its influence, see the

description in the Odyssey (VII 112 ff.) of the garden

of Alcinous,

For a garden as a sacred locality, note the unique

inscription of Ibiq-Istar of Malgium, VAS 1 32,

Attention should perhaps be drawn to the desirability

of a systematic study of the garden in Mesopotamian
economics, poetry and religion. See W. Andrae, “Der
kultische Garten,” in FO I (1952) 485 ff.

The O. T. commentaries‘1 have consulted do not
seem to pay any special attention to the word bUan
(see, however, next footnote). Von Soden, however,
proposes a novel interpretation in AHw. p. 131 b by
translating ginnat bitan with ^^Innengarten,'’’ assuming
an Akkadian loan into Hebrew of a word bitdnu y

“inside, interior.” This is difficult to accept for two
reasons: (1) the Book of Esther uses the contrast

p^nimit and hisdna for “inner” and “outer (court),”

and it is therefore not likely that any need was felt to

borrow a rare Akkadian term (via Aramaic) to create

another word for “inner”; (2) the contexts in which
bitan occurs (see above, p. 2) do not fit the proposed

interpretation.
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scene of the drama is perhaps best explained by our assumption that the hUan is an open

structure, probably a colonnaded open hall.®

This leads us to an intriguing problem connected with the h3rpothesis proposed here,

that of the physical features of the kiosk. I think we are fortunate enough to have an

actual representation of such a building or of a structure of similar function on a stone

relief from the palace of Assurbanipal in Nineveh. In the upper part there is a colonnaded

low structure and a treedined aqueduct, while a park-like garden with small water-

courses, paths, and many trees extends into the foreground, giving the impression of a

summerhouse or gazebo overlooking a park; see simply R. D. Barnett and W. Forman,

Assyrian Palace Reliefs (London, no date). No. 135. Archeological evidence for such

pavilions comes from the park of the Persian king in Pasargadae for which I refer to

E. Herzfeld, Archdologische Mitteilungen aus Iran, I, 10, and to E. Schmidt, Persepolis,

I, Pis. 21 and 24, Fig. 3.® Such a kiosk may well have been a permanent feature of

sophisticated, palace architecture and may also have graced the garden of the

Achaemenian palace in Susa.

Another problem arises in this connection in the nature of the garden introduced in

Assyrian royal residences at that time. While we may assume that earlier royal gardens

in Assyria had a purely utilitarian arrangement, two possibilities have to be envisaged

for the later palace gardens: that of a formal, ornamental garden, and that of a landscaped

garden. The former is well attested in Egypt, where it appears quite early. Also, the

peristyle garden which is -characteristic of the civilizations on the shores of the Mediter-

ranean wherever an atrium-type house is found, suggests and favors a symmetrical and

centered arrangement of flowers, trees, etc. If the garden and its kiosk came to Assyria

from the West as has been surmised above, one would expect that such was the style of

the royal pleasure garden. This, however, does not seem to have been the case. The

gardens of the Assyrian kings seem to have been so arranged as to imitate a wooded and

hilly terrain with paths and watercourses. I base my theory first on the descriptive

phrase tamHl Hamdni^ “in the likeness of the Amanus mountains,” which the scribes

like to use in reference to these royal gardens, and second on the actual representation of

such a garden (c/. above). As an illustration only and by no means as evidence bearing

directly on the problem at hand, one could quote Berossus when he says {apud Josephus

Ant,, X, 11, 2) that Nebuchadnezzar erected hills of stones beside his palace in Babylon,

which looked like natural mountains and were planted with all kinds of trees, quite apart

from the “hanging gardens” alleged to have been built to give his mountain-born queen

an illusion of her native surroundings.^^

The very existence of a landscaped garden in the first centuries of the first millennium

o. in Assyria creates interesting problems of cross-cultural relations throughout Asia

8 The problem pertaining to the architectural

features of the hltdnu and the hUan as suggested by the

above-mentioned representation of one-storied colon-

naded buildings and their relation to the two-storied

]iildni type of building, which repeatedly has been the

topic of investigations by philologists and art his-

torians alike, cannot be dealt with in the present con-

text. As early as in the Journal des 6tudes juives 1888

(16) Actes p. CCLXXVII, Dieulafoy suggested, how-
ever, that the bitan of the Book of Esther corre-

onded to the characteristically royal building called

Persian appadan, and this idea is not at all fantastic

if one realizes that the appadan functions as a monu-
mental belvedere rather than as a storehouse which the

etymology of its designation (B. Gr. Kent, Old Persian

Qrammar, Texts, Lexicon* p. 168 a) seems to suggest.

8 I have to thank Dr. M. van Loon for drawing my
attention to the cited passages.

Of. simply A. Erman (neu bearbeitet von Her-

mann Banke), Aegypten und aegyptisches Lehen im
AUertum (Tubingen, 1923} p. 203 ff.

For this and similar passages, see B, Koldewey,

Das wiedererstehende Babylon (Leipzig, 1914), p. 95 ff.
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Major wmcn cannot be aiscussed here. 1 would like to offer instead a suggestion con-
cerning the origin of this particular style of garden within Assyria proper, as against the
western, formal, style in garden layout. The palace gardens with their kiosks could well

have been small-scale imitations of the out-of-town installations referred to with the
foreign word ambassu,^^ which likewise begin to be mentioned in our period. Wild animals

For amhassu, of, simply AHw. 42 b.

On the hunt and hunting in Mesopotamia, there

is still nothing more up to date than B. Meissner’s

“Assyrische Jagden” (= Der Alte Orient XIII
[1911]}, although the iconographic and epigraphio

material would certainly warrant a new study on this

subject.

Cf. A. O. Lovejoy, Essays in the History of Ideas
(New York, 1955) No. VII, “The Chinese Origin of a
Bomanticism,” 99-135. Professor H. G. Creel has
drawn my attention to this study.



THE PERSIAN ^‘OBSERVATION” OF THE SOLAR
APOGEE IN OA. A.B. 450

DAVID PlNGEEEy Oriental Institute , University of Chicago

IHE Zij al-Kabir al-Hakimi of Ibn Yunis,^ written towards the end of the

tenth century a.d., contains the statement that Persian astronomers observed the

longitude of the solar apogee to be 77;55° in about a.d. 450 and 80° in about a.d. 610.^

The second of these parameters is known to have appeared in the final version of the

Zij-i ShMi, which probably dates from the reign of Yazdijird III (a.d. 632-651), and, like

many other parameters in that work, is derived from the Old Suryasiddhanta of Lata-

deva.'^ The first, however, is used by Van der Waerden to support his theory that

Sasanian astronomy in the fifth century w^as independent of Indian influence.

The apogees of the planets as given by al-Khwarizmi in the early ninth century are:^

Sun

Saturn

Jupiter

Mars

Venus

Mercury

2® 17;55"

8® 4;55°

5® 22;32=

4® 8;24°.

2® 21;15^

7® 14;54=

It will be noticed that the longitude of the Sun’s apogee is that ascribed by Ibn Yunis

to the Persian “observation” of ca. A.D. 450.

It is known that the mean motions of the planets in the zij of al-Khwarizmi are taken

from the late eighth century Arabic translation of the Brahmasphutasiddh^nta of

Brahmagupta,® which was composed in a.d. 628.® Where were the apogees according to

this work of Brahmagupta ?

The apogees in the kalpa-system of Indian astronomy perform an integer number of

revolutions in 4,320,000,000 years; this is to make possible a true conjunction of all the

planets at Aries 0° at both the beginning and the end of a kalpa. The number of revolu-

tions of the apogees according to the Brahmasphutasiddh^nta are

:

Sun 480

Saturn 41

Jupiter 855

Mars 292

Venus 653

Mercury 332

^ See E. S. Kennedy, A Survey of Islamic Astro-

nomical Tables, TAPhS, NS, XLVI, 2 (Philadelphia,

1956), 126, No. U.
2 Kennedy and Van der Waerden in JAOS^

LXXXm (1963), 321 and 323.
3 See Kennedy in JAOS, LXXVIII (1958), 257.

The whole question of the relationship of Indian and
Sasanian astronomy is dealt with in my article,

“Astronomy and Astrology in India and Iran,’LJ5iaf,

LIV (1963), 229-46.

^A. Bjornbo, R. Besthorn, and H. Suter, “Die

astronomischen Tafeln des Muhammed ibn Mus&
al-Khw§.rizmi,’V de VAcad, Roy, des Sciences

et des Lettres de Danemark, 7”^® ser., Section des

Lettres, 3, 1 (Kebenhavn 1914), chap. 18f see also

0. Neugebauer, “The Astronomical Tables of al-

Khwarizmi,*’ Historisk-filosoflske Skrifter udgivet af

Det Kongelige Danske Videnskahernes Selskrahy lV

,

2 (Kobenhavn, 1962), 41.

® J. J. Burckhardt in Vierteljahresschrift der

naturf. Ges,, Zurich, CVI (1961), 213.
® Ed. S. Dvivedi (Benares, 1902).
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s So P. Shah, Via^udharmottara’-pur&^a: Third

Khanda^ Vol. 1, Gaekwad'a Oriental Series^ 130

(Baroda, 1968), p. xxvi.

Aryabhatiya, GoladhyS-ya, 50-

JAOS, LXXXni (1963), 320 ff'-

12 LIV (1963), 243-45.

Ed. V. P. Dvivedi in Jyauiisasiddhantasangraha,

Benares Sanskrit Series, fasG. 2 (Benares, 1912), Ft. 1.

® Published by the Srivenkatesvara Steam Press

(Bombay, 1912); the Pait5.mahasiddhlinta, in a
rather corrupt version, appears as Khanda 2, Adhy5,-

yas; 166-74,

Further, the number of years from the beginning of the present kalpa to the beginning

of A.D.. 628 (550 of the Saka Era) is 1,972,947,729. So we can find the apogees of a.d. 628
by multiplying the numbers of their revolutions in a kalpa by 1,972,947,729 and dividing

the product by 4,320,000,000. The longitudes that result are:

Sun 2® 17;54,32,54^

Saturn. gs 20;54,16,18^

Jupiter 5® 22;31,16,30^

Mars 4® 8;23,35,36"

Venus 2® 21;14,7,54'^

Mercury 7® 14;53,7,36^

Clearly al-Khwarizmt’s apogees are derived from those of the Brahmaspliutasiddhanta

by the simple expedient of converting any sexagesimal fraction after the minutes into

one minute; in the case of Saturn, at some point in the transmission of the ilrabic text a

kaf (20) was read as a dal (4). There can be no question but that the figure allegedly

arrived at by the Persians in a.d. 450—77;55®—^is derived from the Indian kalpa-system

as known from the Brahmasphutasiddh^nta.

As I have shown in an appendix to this article, the planetary parameters of the

Brahmasphutasiddhanta, including those for the motions of the apogees, are taken from

the Paitamahasiddhanta'^ (or Brahmasiddhanta) which was incorporated in the Visnu-

dharmottarapurana.® As the latter work was compiled between ca. a.d. 450 and 650,®

the Pait^mahasiddlianta must be even older; and as it is referred to by Aryabhata under

the name Svayambhu,^® it must be dated to at least a.d. 450.

The motion ofthe solar apogee according to the Paitamahasiddhanta and the Brahmas-

phutasiddhanta is 0;0,0,8,38,24° per year. Therefore, the position of the apogee in

A.D. 450—178 years before the Brahmasphutasiddhanta—would be 77;54,32,54°^

—

0;0,25,37°, or 77;54,7,17°, which would be rounded off to 77;55°. Thus, even if the

Persian ‘'observation” of a.d. 450 belongs, as Van der Waerden contends, to an early

version of the Zij-i Sh^h, it is now clear that the one known parameter of that hypo-

thetical work is taken from the Indian kalpa-system of the Paitamahasiddhanta.

Van der Waerden’s only other evidence for a Sasanian astronomical system which

might have influenced India is the so-called “Method of the Persians” of Abu Ma'^shar,^^

I have shown elsewhere that the parameters of this ninth century astrologer’s

astronomical system are taken from Indian texts. Therefore, I trust it will no longer be

necessary to write on this subject; so far as our sources permit us to reconstruct Sasanian

astronomy, it is entirely based on Sanskrit and Greek texts and had no influence

whatsoever on Indian astronomy.

The parameters of the BrAhmasphutasiddhtota (B) and the Paitamahasiddhanta

(P). Revolutions are in a kalpa; the measurements of the epicycles are the degrees of

their circumferences if the circumference of the deferent circle is 360°.
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Sun: revolutions of apogee

epicycle of apogee

Moon: revolutions

revolutions of apogee

epicycle of apogee

revolutions of node

Saturn: revolutions

revolutions of apogee

epicycle of conjunction

epicycle of apogee

revolutions of node

Jupiter: revolutions

revolutions of apogee

epicycle of conjunction

epicycle of apogee

revolutions of node

Mars: revolutions

revolutions of apogee

epicycle of conjunction

epicycle of apogee

revolutions of node

Venus : revolutions of conjunction

revolutions of apogee

epicycle of conjunction

epicycle of apogee

revolutions of node

Mercury: revolutions of conjunction

revolutions of apogee

epicycle of conjunction

epicycle of apogee

revolutions of node

Civil days:

' 480 (B 1, 19; P p. 3)

13;20-14 (mean 13;40) (B 2, 20)

13;40 (P p. 4)

57,753,300,000 (B 1, 16; P p. 2)

488,105,858 (B 1, 19; P p. 3)

30;44-32;28 (mean 31;36) (B 2, 20)

31;36 (P p. 4)

232,311,168 (B 1, 20; P p. 3)

146,567,298 (B 1
, 18; P p. 3)

41 (Bl,20;Pp. 3)

35 (B 2, 37)

40 (P p. 4)

30 (B 2, 36; P p. 4)

584 (B 1, 21; Pp, 3)

364,226,455 (B 1, 17; P pp. 2-3)

855 (B 1, 19; P p. 3)

68 (B 2, 37; P p. 4)

33 (B 2, 36; Pp. 4)

63(Bl,21;P p. 3)

2,296,828,522 (B 1, 16; P p. 2)

292 (B 1, 19; P p. 3)

243 ;40 (B 2, 39)

243 (Pp. 4)

70 (B 2, 39; P p. 5)

267 (B 1, 20; P p. 3)

7,022,389,492 (B 1, 18; P p.
3)^

‘

653 (B 1, 19; Pp. 3)

263-258 (B 2, 34-35)

258 (P p. 4)

9-11 (B 2, 34)

11 (Pp. 4)

893 (B 1, 21; Pp. 3)

17,936,998,984 (B 1, 17; P p. 2)

332 (B 1, 19; Pp. 3)

132 (B 2, 36; P p. 4)

38 (B 2, 36; P p. 4)

521 (B 1, 21; Pp. 3)

1,577,916,450,000 (B 1, 22; P p. 14)

1



THE EARLIEST ELAMITE INSCRIPTION?

#

1

EEICA REINME, Oriented Institute

A.MONG the copies published by Fran9ois Lenormant in 187S, in his Choix de

textes cuneiformes in the section Inscriptions Susiennes, in the majority drawn after

copies of Loftus or squeezes made by “M. Constantin Macridis,” of Susan bricks or stone

inscriptions, three (Nos, 41, 49, and 50) are made after an ‘'estampage provenant dea

papiers de feu M. . . . Tavernier, ancien consul de France k Baghdad.” Ail three are said

to come from the environs of Bender Bushir, ancient Liyan, on the Persian Gulf, where

the French Archeological Mission conducted excavations in 1913 and found, apart from

artifacts and painted pottery of the type known as Susiana ware, constructions both in

mudbrick and in baked bricks of Elamite kings, identified by their inscriptions as

Humbanumena, Sutruk-Nahhunte, Kutir-Nahhunte, and Silhak-Insusinak, i.e,, from

ca. 1300 to ca. 1125 b.o. While the squeezes from brick fragments published as Nos. 49

and 50 most likely represent fragments of bricks of Silhak-Insusinak, although their

tenor does not agree completely with any of the four known dedicatory bricks from

Liyan of this king, the four-line fragment of the third squeeze, No. 41, with its archaic

sign forms, has been taken to date back to the Old Akkadian period. The inscription

was included in Hiising’s Die einheimischen Quellen zur Geschichte Elams (No. 1) as the

most ancient Elamite inscription written in Mesopotamian cuneiform and has been so

considered by the later historians of Elam. Such a dating of course has affected the

reconstruction of Elamite history and has led to assumptions which to my mind are both

unacceptable and unnecessary, as I shall try to show.

Thus the dating of an Elamite royal inscription in Liyan, on the Persian Gulf, to the

middle of the third millennium b.o. has conjured up an Elamite empire extending from

the Susiana as far as the Persian Gulf as early as the middle of the third millennium, a

conveniently dark period, not only of Elamite, but also of Mesopotamian history.^ The

assertion that the inscribed brick comes from the temple of the goddess KiririSa (see

note 1) carries the historical projection even further, in that it assumes not only Elamite

rule in Liyan in this early period, but also Elamite building activities—of which the

excavators found rio trace in the early levels—and moreover projects such aspects of the

Elamite religion as the cult of the goddess Kiririsa into this remote period. But perhaps

the most daring of all the unfounded assertions stemming from the early dating of this

fragment is that Sumero-Akkadian cuneiform had been in use for writing the Elamite

language in the twenty-fourth, or even the twenty-fifth century b.c.^ though the only

inscriptions known from this period are either in Akkadian, or in the proto-Elamite

script, which is supposed to have died out only in the twenty-third century b.o. (Hinz,

op. cit:).

1

^ “Auf diese vollig in dunkel gehiillte Epoch© der

Geschichte Elams fallt nnerwartet ©in ©insamer

Lichtstreif, durch ©in Inschrift-Bruchsttick aus dem
Tempel der Gdttin Kiririsha znXijan (= Bnshehr).”

(Walther Hinz, Das Eeich Mlam [Urban Bucher;

Stuttgart, 1964], p. 58). “Elam reicht© gegen End©

des dritten Jahrtausends mindestens bis zum heutigen

BuSehr: ©in einsames Licht, das fiir diesen Altertum

in orientem fallt.” (G. Hiising, Die einheimischen

QneUen zur Geschichte Elams [Leipzig, 1916], p. 41).

2 See Hinz, Das Eeich Elamt p. 32. See also idem,

^‘Persia 0. 2400-1800 B.C.,” p. 36.
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All these assertions and hypotheses become unnecessary if, as I would like to argue,

the inscription is a fragment of a brick of Humbanumena, the founder of the temple of

Kiririsa in Liyan.

In fact, were it not for the archaic sign forms, one would unhesitatingly have attri-

buted the Lenormant fragment to one of the kings whose building activities in Liyan

are well attested (first paragraph above). The identification of the king depends on the

reading of the text and the restoration of the royal name, of which only the last sign is

preserved. Here, first, is a transliteration of the fragment:

hi sa-ak

%k 1j%

a-ak la

hi-ih

The name of the king ends with the first preserved sign on the first line, immediately

preceding the sign sa-ak, that is, “son of.” If we read this first sign, which looks like the

Old Akkadian form of the sign hi, as -hi (with Hiising, loc, cit., also Hinz, “Persia c.

2400-1800 B.c.,”® p. 5), we indeed cannot find a royal name that ends in this syllable.

The situation is the same whether we try to fit a royal name from the late or from the

early period. In the latter case, since the list of kings of a “dynasty” of the city of Awan
whom we know as having ruled in Elam in the Old Al^kadian period is completely

preserved and contains no name ending in -hi, in order to avoid having to assume still

another unknown king for this period, we might, with Hinz, “Persia c. 2400-1800 b.c.,”®

p. 5, extend the historical projection with another, or rather with a series of, unwarranted

hypotheses: that the dedicator of the temple was a “minor king of the twenty-fifth or

twenty-fourth century—either a viceroy ofElam, or more likely a governor of Sherikhum,

which can be equated with the Elamite 'Sealand’ along the Persian Gulf.” All such

hypotheses are, however, superfiuous if we take the alleged sign hi as the end of the sign

NA. With this reading, the name of the king can be restored as [Humbanumejna, the king

who founded the temple of Kiririsa in Liyan, the king whose construction of the temple

is mentioned by all his successors who made restorations on this temple. I would, there-

fore, restore the first two lines of the text as follows

:

[u '^^Hu-han-ma-n\a §a-ak [^At-]

[tar-ki4ah-gi]-ik li-\ku-me ri-sa-ah-ka . . .]

The last two lines lend themselves to various interpretations; this is due in part to the

fact that either the ancient scribe or the modern copyist must be accused of inexact

rendering of certain signs,^ and in part to our ignorance of the inscribed object itself and

hence of the disposition of the lines of the inscription. It has been assumed that the

squeeze from which Lenormant’s copy was made was taken from a brick, and this is

indeed the most likely assumption. It is, however, possible that the original inscription

was on stone or even on a terra cotta object—clay nail or sculpture—perhaps glazed;

2 Cambridge Ancient History, I (rev. ed.), chap,

xxiii.

^ The latter possibility is suggested by the remark
of Oppert, “M. Lenormant . . . a publie, souvent d’une

mani^re peu exacte, les textes de Doftus, avec quel-

ques autres que je dois a I’amitie de feu Tavernier,”

{Congrhs International des Orientalistes. Gompte rendu

de la premiere session, II [1876], 181, n. 2.). On the

other hand, the two preserved signs in the last line

do not look like any Old Akkadian sign form. The
reading hi-ih is the one most likely and was already

given by Hiising in his edition of this text. Note that

the sign read as hi in the last line is different from the

first sign, also read as hi, and which I now propose to

read as [n^a.
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the character of the material may also account for the archaic form of the signs.® If the
inscription, comes from a brick, it is still difficult to evaluate its length or tenor from the
preserved fragment, since there are, apart from bricks inscribed on their long side, also

corner bricks inscribed on two sides, where the short side contains very short lines, and
the inscription continues on the contiguous long side, both in the way that each line of
the short side continues on the long side, and that the short side contains, on siiccessive

lines, the beginning of the inscription, which then continues on the long side.

A further difficulty is presented by the sign following the signs a-ak, the third sign in

the third line, which in the copy is a clear Old Akkadian la sign. This reading is, however,
very unlikely, since, so far as I know, in no case does a word beginning with la- follow

the conjunction a-ah apart from the unique—and obscure—sequence [. . .]-pi a-ak

la-an-gi{’iyel-x in TZ 30 {Iranica Antiqim, III, 115).

In this third line, even by proposing an emendation of the la sign, several restorations

are possible, such as, e.g., [in4i-ik-ka] a-ak si(\)-[ia-an . , .], or [. . .] a-ak ta{iy[ak-ki-

me . . .] where we would emend the la sign either to si, or to one of the signs used to

write the word tak{ki)me, “for the life of,” i.e., the ta, da, tak, or dag sign; other

restorations would be equally conjectural.

For the last line, I propose two alternative restorations. Both of these are phrases well

attested in inscriptions of Untas-AN.GAL, son of Humbanumena,® and one of the phrases

occurs in the only extant inscription of Humbanumena himself.'^ First, the signs M-ih
may be restored as [tu-uryhi-ih, attested in the combination takme-ume (or sunkime)

tu-ur-hi-ih, which may have been followed by either [sitme (ume sullumeka or hienka

intikka)] or by [sitme un tunisniy^ depending on whether we consider this last line still

near the beginning of the inscription or at its end, since the first context usually appears

near the beginning, after the name and titles of the king, and the second at the end of the

votive inscriptions, following the name of the deity to whom the building was dedicated.

The alternative restoration is possible if we consider the fourth line as the last of the

inscription: the phrase which appears as the closing address of votive inscriptions:

[gi-ri-na {nu-un)] hi4h-[nalnilU],

Another closing address, which would equally fit the preserved signs of the fourth line,

namely [a-ha-an] M-ik-lsi-tu^^-uk-ti-ni], occurs only in inscriptions of Kutir-Nahhunte

and Silhak-Insusinak, about a hundred years later than the time of Humbanumena, and
hence is less likely.

There remains the problem of paleography. If the fragment is indeed to be attributed

to Humbanumena, as I suggest, for what reason does it appear to be written in these

archaic characters? One explanation would be to suggest that, possibly due to the imper-

fection of the squeeze, the copy made by Lenormant looks more archaic than the inscrip-

tion in fact is. This explanation is not satisfactory mainly because the form of the sign

-iA is the typically Old Akkadian form and even in an imperfect copy a later -ik sign

would look different.

® For such inscribed animal sculptures see M. J.

Steve, Iranica Antigua, III, 115 ff., Nos. 53-55; for

other inscribed glazed terra cotta objects see ibid.,

pp. 120 ft., Nos. 56-57.
® See the texts published by M. J. Steve, Iranica

Antigua, II, 22 ff., pamm, also idem, ibid., Ill, 102 fit..

Nos. 23-25, 27-28.

MDP 15 p. 42 line 8 = Hiising, op, cit., "No. 4.

The inscription mentioning Humbanumena on the

Luristan dagger published by Dossin, Iranica Antigua..

Ill (1962), 154 and PI, XXI, No. 10, is spurious and

thus should not be ineluded among Humbanurnena’s
inscriptions,

® In the inscription of Humbanumena, by vn
SammeMini.
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Another explanation of the archaic sign forms would be that the inscription was

written in deliberately archaized script. This supposition is more attractive because in

precisely the period I have suggested for the fragment, i.e., in Kassite Mesopotamia, it

was the fashion to compose votive inscriptions after the pattern, both in tenor and in

paleography, of Ur III royal inscriptions, as inscribed bricks of Kassite rulers from

Nippur (see, e.g., BE, I, Nos. 38, 39, etc.), Ur (e.g., UET, I, Pis. 36f.,Nos. 153-54), Uruk

(e.g., WVDOO, LI [1928], Pis. 101 c, 107 d), etc., show.® An argument in favor of this

suggestion is the fact, already mentioned (note 4)., that the Elamite fragment contains

signs which only resemble Old Akkadian signs but are not found in original Old Akkadian

inscriptions.

This explanation may not be adequate or fully convincing. Nevertheless, if my pro-

posal that the Lenormant fragment be attributed to Humbanumena is accepted, we can

place this Elamite brick in a perfectly plausible and well-documented context of Elamite

history. But if the fragment is dated in the Old Akkadian period on the flimsy evidence of

a few signs, which presumably can never be checked against the original, we are forced to

far-reaching historical reconstructions from which, with the data presently at our

disposal, I think we had better refrain.

3 Not© also the archaizing Sumerian inscription of

Sargon II of Assyria, ibid., PL 105 d.
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THE ACHAEMENIAH REMAINS AT
QASR-I-ABU NASR

CHAELES K. WILKJNSO'N, Curator Emeritus, Metropolitan
Museum of Art

VVhii.st the ruins of Persepolis were being excavated by Herzfeld on behalf
of, the Oriental Institute of Chicago University, the Metropolitan Museuin of Art
commenced to investigate a hillock, about four and a half miles to the southeast of
Shiraz, known as Qasr-i-Abu Nasr or Takht-i-Abu ISTasr. This small site has also been
called Mader-i-Suleiman. After Herzfeld’s resignation in 1934, the excavations at
Persepolis were continued by Erich Schmidt who, to our sorrow, died this past year.

The results of his work there, done in his customarily thorough way, were impressively

published in Persepolis I and Persepolis II} In view of the fact that the site of Qasr-i-

Abu Nasr is but some thirty-five miles away from Persepolis, it seems fitting to dedicate

this article on the Achaemenian remains examined there to his memory. The finds were
few in number and consisted of some architectural elements, a few objects of stone, and
one clay tablet. It is regretted that the finds were not in better condition and more
impressive. Schmidt, however, would have been the last person to dismiss them for such
reasons, as no one was more interested in recording every detail than he. Besides this,

there is reason to think that all, or most ofthem, have a direct connection with Persepolis.

Qasr-i-Abu Nasr has been visited by many famous European travelers from the

seventeenth century on who went to Shiraz. Elandin and Coste, who were there about

1840, cast doubts, however, on the three Achaemenian standing doorways that they saw
there as being in their original position.^ This opinion was not shared by all and the

matter could not be considered settled until the Metropolitan Museum had undertaken

the excavation of the site. As a result of their work, the members of the expedition,

Walter Hauser, Joseph Upton, and the writer, came to the firm conclusion that the

doubts expressed by Elandin and Coste were fully justified and that the site was essen-

tially a Sasanian one that lingered on for a little while after the Arab invasion.® The work
also seemed to bear out the observation of Ibn al-Balkhi, who lived in the first decade of

the twelfth century, that 'hn the days of the (older) Persian kings, where Shiraz now
stands, was but a (townless) district with some forts lying in the open countryside.”^

Qasr-i-Abu Nasr appears to have been one of these, perhaps the largest and the most

important, for it comprised a hillock (that on which the Achaemenian ruins stood) and a

fortress built on the top of a rocky protuberance with steep sides. The two areas were

joined and defended on the side towards the nearby mountain by a defensive waU with

projecting square towers. The fortress, after excavation, was the subject of an excellent

photograph taken from the air by Schmidt, who used it for the cover of his book Flights

over Ancient Cities of Iran, With the Sasanian remains we are not here concerned, but

only with those of the Achaemenian era.

^ University of Chicago, “Oriental Institute Pub-
lications,” Vols. LXVIII and LXIX (1953 and 1957).

® Flandin and Coste, Vot/agre en (1941), PI, 55.

® W. Hauser, Bulletin Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Sec. II (Xov. 1933),

^ G. Le Strange, Description of the Province of

Pars in Persia, from the MS. of Ibn al-Balkhi

(London, 1912), p. 35.
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s J. Dieulefoy, La Ferse, la Chaldee et la Susiane

(1887), pp. 129, 130.

When Flandin and Coste visited the site they made a drawing with some supple-

mentary details of the three standing Achaemenian doorways (Fig. 1). They observed

that the lintel of the easternmost doorway was not set correctly on the two Jambs and,

indeed, it is ten inches out though not quite in the way that they suggest in the drawing.

The lintel is not pushed over too far but is out of place because the jambs are too far

apart. This mis-setting bears out their contention, however, that the stones were not

placed there in Achaemenian times. It indicates that its present position is not due to

any earth tremor but to incorrect placement at a later date when the niceties of

Achaemenian detail were no longer a matter of concern.

By 1880 two of the doorways, seen erect by Flandin and Coste, had fallen or been

overthrown as can be seen in the poor drawing by Fursat Shirazi which is his first plate

in his book on the ancient remains of Fars (Athar-i-Ajami) published in 1896 (Fig. 2).

A clearer but less detailed version is to be seen in the lithographed Fdrs Ndmah Ndsiri

by Hajji Mirza Tabib of Shiraz printed in Teheran in 1895. The view is very similar to

that chosen by the Frenchmen and shows modern Shiraz lying in the plain in the distance

and the mountains rising behind it. It is to be noticed that more stones are lying on the

near side of the standing portal, perhaps because of the pillaging of the site by a governor

of Fars who had got to work before the arrival of Mme. Dieulefoy, who visited the site

in 1881.® She was of the opinion that the edifice was in such a state of ruin that it defied

further deterioration. This governor, who had reputedly removed one piece of stone for

his garden, had supposedly found some darics in the foundation and, because of this,

had dug under all the doorways. This story does not ring true: our excavations produced

no coins earlier than some of the Parthian period and the great majority were of the

later, Sasanian era. That he dug to find gold is very probable indeed—that he found it,

most improbable.

There is a very considerable difference between the appearance of the site in Fursat’s

drawing and immediately before the excavations of the Metropolitan Museum (Figs. 3-4).

There is no sign of the low mound that was close to the doorway, which, when cleared,

revealed a series of alcoves with plaster floors (Fig. 5). This is doubtless due to his

inaccuracy but nonetheless it was hoped to find blocks of stone with carved figures upon

them such as that indicated by him with the letter and also to find an architectural

reason for their presence. These hopes were dashed but some fragments were discovered

that came from this or from blocks ofa similar nature. Some of these fragments are shown

in Fig. 6 where a man is to be seen carrying a kid or a lamb. It is not impossible that

something like this inspired the drawing of the man with a rearing horse in front of him.

Such confusion is by no means unlikely due to the bad practice, so often employed, of an

artist handing over his rough drawing to a professional lithographer who had never seen

the original subject for drawing on the stone. When the first drawing is inaccurate the

results can be quite startling. Figures of the type shown in the retrieved fragments are

to be seen in PersepoUs /, Pis. 82 and 86 (Council Hall, southern stairway from Cotirt-

yard 4). It is to be noted, however, that the procession is not identical with the frag-

ments from Qasr-i-Abu Nasr, where the Mede carrying the animal is immediately preceded

by a Persian with a wineskin on his shoulder. This is not the case in the relief referred to

above that is at Persepolis. In that instance there are figures between.
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A block of a parapet was discoYered but only the side with the curious jointed stems
with finial palmettes, that are so t3rpical of Persepoiis, was, well preserved (Fig. 7). Just
enough of the other side was left to indicate that there were spear-carrying soldiers upon
it. Some large pieces of cornice such as were originally set above the lintels of the door-

ways were found on the surface, as shown in Flandin and Coste’s drawing and, more
indistinctly, in Fursat’s. Others, together with fragments of parapet, were beneath the

surface ill the earth fill (Fig. 8). The rectangular stone to be seen on the left in Flandin

and Coste’s drawing was not to be found.

The fallen jambs were decorated on their inner surfaces with figures in low relief just

as were the two standing ones. Each surface had but one figure. In this respect they

resemble those in the standing doorway in the ravine north of the platform at Per-

sepolis® but they do not belong there despite Stolze’s suggestion that they didJ This was
pointed out by Hauser in his report,^ and both Herzfeld and, later, Schmidt agreed with

this observation. There are only two types of attendants carved on these jambs: One
carries a censer and a bucket (Fig. 9), and the other, a small jar and a folded napkin

(Fig. 10): the requisites, that is to say, for purification. Clear representations of these two

types are to be seen in PersepoUs I in Pis. 149 and 184 A.

Various parts of a column or columns were excavated but they were very few indeed

and no trace whatsoever was found of any base. Three parts of a capital were discovered:

a large fragment of the body (Fig. 11) and a battered head of a lion (Fig. 12). It is not

possible to be sure whether they were originally together. Perhaps from the same capital

is the lower jaw of a roaring lion, and this is peculiar in that the sculptor evidently

damaged one canine tooth so badly that he had to bore a hole for the insertion of a

“false tooth^’ 13). Interestingly enough, a separate tooth for such a purpose was

found at Persepolis as well as a more complete part of a “denture.”® Various small parts

from faces of men or their beards, which had been chipped from larger blocks, were

unearthed and, in addition, and perhaps entirely unrelated to them, were two thin

fragments of stone relief sculpture brought to the expedition which were of a more

impressive nature. One of them is of a common type (Fig. 14) but the other is more

unusual in that it is unfinished. The beard has been blocked out but the curls are not

indicated except for one at the end of the mouth (Fig. 15). It is very doubtful indeed if

they were gotten from Qasr-i-Abu Nasr and much more likely that they came from

Persepolis more recently than any of the Achaemenian remains in the vicinity of Shiraz.

Both were handed over to the Antiquities Service but they have never been published or

put on exhibition. One further piece of stone, although not strictly achitectural, exca-

vated at Qasr-i-Abu Nasr undoubtedly had a connection with an Achaemenian building

(Fig. 16). It is a fragment of nearly black limestone which, when it was complete, had a

border of seven circles, struck with a compass and in low relief, forming a square. The

center would have been filled with a twelve-petaled rosette. The fragment is only a sliver

and is not offull thickness. A number of these were found at Persepolis^® but none in situ

by Schmidt, who says ofthem: “We were unable to corroborate Herzfeld’s statement that

' they were used under the pivot stones of all doors hidden from sight and with the face

downwards, i.e. facing the lower world.’”

® E, Schmidt, Persepolis I, Fig. 17, M, P, and 6^. ^ E. Schmidt, Persepolis II, PI. 41, Nos. 17 and 18.

F. Stolze, Vol. 11, Bemerkungen zu E. Schmidt, Persepolis I, Fig. 37 E; Persepolis

den Tafeln. 11, Fig. 12, A and B, p. 75.

® See footnote 3.



B, Schmidt, PersepoUs II, Pis, 59-61.

E. Porada, Alt Irani P* 126.

Haller, D^e Grdber und Grufte von Asmr^ PI.

41, a, 6, and c.

Cf. E. Schmidt, II, PI. 3, Seal No. 1,

15 I6td., of. PL 1, PT 4 403.
16 I6id., cf. PL 4, Seal No. 6.
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In addition to these architectural fragments were a few other stone objects that were

made in the Achaemenian period. The largest of these was part of a basin or mortar with

tapering sides decorated with an “arcade’' composed of double “columns” that sprout

into lotus-like forms at the upper end (Fig. 17). The two outer petals join at the tip with

those of the adjoining ones to make arches. Between each pair of petals there are three

small ones arranged fan-wise so that they give the impression of being an insertion rather

than a natural growth from the center. Another find was a polished jasper plate (Figs,

19-20) of a type with many variations found in Persepolis.^^ Some fragments of other

stone dishes were also retrieved but they were of inferior quality. A small plaque of

blackish limestone with a curved top is without any parallel at Persepolis, and its

function is not clear (Fig. 18). It is carved on one side in low relief, the decoration

consisting of a lioness in front of the trunk of a tree which has large spikes—a treatment

that is to be seen on a jar of somewhat earlier date that was reputedly found in Qaplantu

near Ziwiyeh in Kurdistan,^^ A bird’s head of green chert with eyes inlaid with red, white,

and black was probably once part of the handle of a stone dish or lamp (Fig. 21). Al-

though none like this was found at Persepolis, an earlier form was discovered at Assur^*^

and another of Achaemenian date was acquired by purchase and is now in the Metro-

politan Museum. An Achaemenian stone seal, now in the Archaeological Museum in

Teheran, was discovered, as were the plaque and above-mentioned articles, in the

fortress area (Fig. 22). It is of typical conoid shape and the matrix is cut on the base. It

shows a hero holding up a lion monster with his left hand whilst in his right, extending

downwards, is a sword (harpe). The pose is very similar to that on seal impressions

unearthed at Persepolis, though none is precisely the same.^^ The seal was recut in

Sasanian times but the original matrix was not defaced, as was sometimes the case when

seals were recut. The Sasanian cutting is on the side (Fig. 23). One clay tablet of a

common type with one rounded end was found at Qasr-i-Abu Nasr.^® It was inscribed

in Elamite cuneiform and had been impressed by a cylinder seal in a somewhat careless

way so that in no place does one get a full impression (Fig. 24). The subject was that

called by Schmidt “the triumphant hero” and shows him holding up two lion monsters

by their hindlegs, their tails curving upwards in the air.^® On the end is the very damaged

and incomplete impression of the hero who, in this instance, does not seem to wear

a crown.

These small items complete the list of the Achaemenian objects that were found in the

excavations at Qasr-i-Abu Nasr. Although they show a certain variety, the objects are so

few in number compared with those of the Sasanian period that their presence can be

looked on as intrusive, as were the scanty finds of the pre-Achaemenian era. The archi-

tectural remains came only from the vicinity of the standing and fallen doorways—none
was found in the rooms excavated in the general region nearby or in the fortress. The

nondescript collection of pieces of parapet, the parts of a capital and column without any

indication of their being used in a proper architectural manner, the mis-setting of the

doorway, and the absence of Achaemenian pottery, aU indicate that they were moved to

an alien place. The stones were used to form an archaic centerpiece in a later building,
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while the small objects were foxind and advantageously used in later days as has been,
the custom ofman from time immemorial The seal with the added inscription in Middle
Persian clearly tells the story. The one exception is the Achaemenian tablet with a
cuneiform inscription in Elamite, which can only be accounted for as an article found
and saved as a curiosity. From Qasr-i-Abu H'asr, their second home, pieces have been
taken away at various times and now a few of them rest in the Archaeological Museum
in Teheran and in the Metropolitan Museum in New York; the others are left on the site

suffering the indignities ofman and the ravages of time. The site of Qasr-i-Abu Nasr is a
memento of the early pillaging of Achaemenian sites and the re-using of the material,
even if its function was not fully understood, thus furnishing a later age with a monument
that has attracted attention until our own time.
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THE OSIGIN OF THE TERMS “CANAAN,” “PHOENICIAN,” AND
“PURPLE”^

MICHAEL C. ASTOUR, Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts

I

Jr' OR a long time the name “Canaan” was considered Semitic. Then this name

appeared in cuneiform texts from Tell el-Amarna and Bogazkoy as Ki-na-ah-ni, Ki-na-

ah-na, Ki-na-ah-hi, Ki-na-a-ah-hi, and Ki-na-M, i.e., both with the suffix -nij-na and

without it. The suffixed form, corresponding to Hebrew, Phoenician, and Egyptian

K7i^n, occurs in Amarna letters from Phoenicia (Tyre and Byblos); the non-suffixed

form, similar to Chna, the mythical ancestor of the Phoenicians in Philo of Byblos, was

used outside Canaan. Progress in grammatical analysis of the Hurrian language caused

Julius Lewy to interpret “Canaan” as a Hurrian word, formed with the Hurrian suffixes

If was also revealed that, in the Akkadian-written texts of Nuzu, a pre-

dominantly Hurrian city, the word Jcinahhu designated “red purple dye.”® E. A. Speiser

understood this term as an adjective derived from “Canaan,” the native name of

Phoenicia, a country famous for purple production.^ W. E. Albright, on the other hand,

explained the word kinahhi^ as a genuine Hurrian adjective which precisely meant

“purple,”® “Canaan” thus being a Hurrian appellative of Phoenicia as the country of

purple dye.'^

New epigraphic discoveries in Egypt, Ugarit, and Alalah revealed early occurrences

of the name “Canaan” already in its classical form KvJ^n, the spelling of which is in-

compatible with Hurrian phonetics.® S. Moscati, on the basis of the new facts, con-

cluded: ''Kn’^n is the original form dittid. hhiahhu the derived one; the name Canaan . . . is

autochthonous; the characteristic industry of dying fabrics in red took its name from

^ Read at the 174th Meeting of the American
Oriental Society New York City, April 9, 1964.

2 Julius Lewy, “Influences hurrites sur Israel,”

RES, 1938, pp. 49ff. W. F. Albright arrived in-

dependently at similar conclusions, published four

years later (cf. n, 7).

3 Cf. E. A. Speiser, in One Hundred New Selected

Nuzi Textft, transliterated by Robert H. Pfeiffer,

with translations and commentary by E. A. Speiser

i
=AASOR, XVI [1935-1936]), 49, 121 f., 143; see

also n. 4.

^ E, A. Speiser, “The Name Phoinikes,^’ Language,
XII (1936), 121-26.

® Considered as the original Hurrian form,

kinahhu being the Akkadianized nominative.
® Understood as *kna-ggi < *ikna-ggi, where

Hkna- was supposed to be the Hurrianized form of

Akkadian uknu. Ugaritic “lapis lazuli” or

“blue purple,” There were two objections to this

hypothesis: (a) double -hh- transliterated the Hurrian
voiceless velar spirant corresponding to West Semitic
h, not the voiced one rendered in Ugaritic by § {§), cf.

E. A. Speiser, /H, §§ 54-59; Albright realized this

difficulty but did not resolve it; (b) in the Nuzu texts,

kinahhu as wool coloring was clearly distinguished

from uqnu, “blue purple,” and designated a different

dye, as indicated by B. Maisler (Mazar), “Canaan and
the Canaanites” (see p. 16), p. 8.

F. Albright, “The Role of the Canaanites in

the History of Civilization,” 1st ed., in Studies in the

History of Culture (Menasha, Wisconsin, 1942), p. 25,

n. 50.

® The Hurrian explanation implied that “Canaan”
passed to the West Semites as *Kngfi before it was
spelled Kn^n in the Hebreo-Phoenician script, which
did not graphically distinguish g from In Egyptian,

the West Semitic and Hurrian g was transcribed by g
or q, so one would expect *Kngn or ^Knqn. But
although the Ugaritic script had different letters for

g and *=, nonetheless the ethnicon “Canaanite” was
spelled jfcn'ny (Gordon, UM 311:7), The Memphis
stela of Amenophis II {ca. 1430) has K^anu for

“Canaanites” just as the Karnak inscription of Seti I

has pl-Kn^n. Moreover, in so Hurrianized an environ-

ment as Alalah, “Canaan” was written Ki-in-a-nim^^

(Inscription of Idri-mi, 11, 63, 64), Ki-in^a-ni and
Ki^en-a-ni {A

T

48:5; 154:24; 181:9), transcribing

Xm'=an- with a weakly pronounced The is peculiar

to West and South Semitic and to Egyptian; it does

not occur in Hurrian.
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'‘Caeaae,'' “Phobniciak/* and “Fueplb’'

the region—as, e.g., muslin from Mossni—and not vice versa.’* ^ W. F. Albright conceded

that “the Hurrian explanation seems to be ruled out, though the ending -n{i
)
may still

be non-Semitic.**

The original non-suffixed form of “Canaan” may thus be restored as a

qital formation from the West Semitic root KN^ normally becoming Kinahhn in .Ak-

kadian transcription, with the gemination of the last consonant which frequently took

place in the spelling of non-Akkadian words and geographical names, like Amurru,
Sinmrru, Mitanni (nominative ^Mitannu), Hilakku, etc. As a geographical name, it was
regularly used in the genitive: ^^^Kinahhi, like Mitanni, ^^^Subari, etc.

Since the suffixed form Kina^-nu (in cuneiform documents written in the genitive, with

the ending -nij-na^^) was the one used in West-Semitic-speaking regions (including

Phoenicia, where no Hurrian influence can be detected), the ending -n- is to be taken

as an attested, though rare, Semitic noun-forming suffix, rather than as a Hurrian

definite article.

It remains to establish the West Semitic etymology of “Canaan.** E. A. Speiser only

noted that “the origin and etymology of Kn'^n and its cognates are not strictly relevant

to the present problem,” i.e., to the derivation of the name “Phoenicians.” According

to B. Mazar, of the two Biblical usages of k^na''an{i), the common noun “merchant” is

the original and the ethnicon “Canaanite,** the derived one, “Canaan** being “the

country of merchants.**^® However, nothing in the root KN'^ suggests any relation to

commerce, not excluding the hapax '^kin'^d or *k^7ufd (Jer. 10:17) which Mazar inter-

preted as “merchandise.” It is inherently more probable that the ethnicon “Canaanite**

acquired the connotation “merchant” in Biblical Hebrew because of the renowned

commercial activities of the Phoenicians.^® W. F. Albright now proposes either to follow

B. Mazar or to assume “a lost Semitic word "^kn"" for ‘murex,’” in order to save the

signification “purple-dye country” for Canaan.^® If such a word for “murex** ever

existed in Semitic, it has been so completely lost that no hint whatsoever allows one to

make this kind of assumption. It was formerly supposed that “Canaan** might signify

“lowland**; but the root KN^does not have the intransitive meaning “to be low.’*

S. Moscati, rejecting for good reasons all of the previously suggested etymologies of

“Canaan,” did not adduce any of his own.

® Sabatino Moscati,
^
“Sulla storia del nome

Canaan,” Studia Biblica et Orientalia, III (1959)

(— Analecta Biblica, Yol. 12), 268.

10 W. F. Albright, “The Role of the Canaanites in

the History of Civilization,” 2d ed., in The Bible and
the Ancient Near East (1961), p. 356, n. 50,

11 Cf. W, von Soden, Qrundriss der akkadischen

Qrammatik, ^ bS.

12 For numerous examples of genitive in -a, cf.

the indices of personal names in J. Nougayrol, PBU
III and IV.

10 Carl Brookelmann, Qrundriss der vergleichenden

Qrammatik der se^itischen Sprachen, I (1908), § 218.a,

lists K^na’^an among nouns with the suffix -n, along

with Hebrew sipporen, “nail,” and a few analogous

formations in other Semitic languages. Same ap-

proach in Arthur Ungnad, Hebrdische Qrammatik

(1912), § 121. III.2.b.
i<i A. Goetze, “Cilicians,” JCS, XVI (1962), 52,

still lists Kinah’-na among geographical names which

end in the Hurrian plural article -no; Albright pre-

ferred the singular form of this article, -ni.

10 E. A. Speiser, op. cit. (see n. 4), p. 123, n. 12,

10 B, Maisler (Mazar), “Canaan and the Canaan-

ites,” BASOR, No. 102 (April 1946), pp. 7-12.

i’’’ In the sentence Hspl me-'^eres kin’^dtek, “gather

up from the ground thy A:,” It is true that the Targum
renders it by s^hortd, and Symmachus by emporia.

But the Septuagint has simply hypostasis, “anything

set under, a stand, base, bottom, sediment,” which

agrees both with the meaning of the root KN^ (see

next paragraph of the text) and with the context in

which the noun occurs in Jer. 10:17, It evidently

designates any bundle, load, or burden set down from

the shoulders or animal-back to the ground.
IS As it has been generally presumed earlier and

is now stated by Moscati, op. cit. (n. 9), p. 269.

IS W. F. Albright, loc. cit. (n. 10).
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The established semantics of the root KN" provide ns, however, with an acceptable

explanation of the name '‘Canaan.’’ In Biblical Hebrew, it is found only in niphal (“to

be subdued” or “to lower oneself”) and in hiphil (“to subdue”). In Aramaic, it occurs

also in qal “to bow down, bend”). In Arabic, the verb hand'a has several semanti-

cally unconnected usages, of which those related to the Hebrew and Aramaic cognates

are: (a) “to fold wings and to descend to earth” (said of a large bird), and (b) “to bow,

to incline toward the horizon” (said of a star).^° As applied to the sun, it would be

exactly equivalent to the Latin “occidere,” the derived form Kina^'u or Kin’^anu sig-

nifying the “Occident,” the “Land of Sunset” or “Westland”—the West Semitic

translation or counterpart of Amurru. This Akkadian term for Syria, partially adopted

by the Syrians themselves, means “West.” Its ideographic writing mar.tu consists of

MAR (dialectal Sumerian for gar) == Akkadian sakdnu, “to install, to place,” and tu =
Akkadian erebu, “to enter,” and its derivations: niribu, “entrance,” erebu, “sunset.”

The terms “Canaan” and “Amurru” were largely synonymous in the Amarna Age texts

and in the Bible.^^

Of all explanations of the Greek Phoinix, “Phoenician,” (plur. Phoinikes) and Phoi-

nihe, “Phoenicia,” the most convincing is certainly the derivation from phoinix, “purple,”

referring to the characteristic Phoenician trade. Eor Ed. Meyer, the most prominent

defender of this theory, phoinix was a purely Greek word.^® E. A. Speiser also shared the

“interpretation of the Greek term as a strictly European development. That is to say,

phoinix started out as a Greek appellative, presumably based on phoinos, ‘red.’ ”^^ It

was admitted that phoinix derives (through phoinos < *pho7i4o-s, “murderous, san-

guinary, blood-red”) from phonos, “murder,” for which the Indo-European root was

restored, on the basis of numerous cognates, as '^g'^hono-s.^^ But the primitive sound

still existed in Mycenaean Greek as Now the adjective “Phoenician” for certain im-

ported goods appears already in the Linear B texts as poniha
[ = phoinika), which also

meant, along with the form ponikija, “painted crimson, dyed crimson,”^® Ventris and

Chadwick, therefore, correctly stated that ponika was “probably a loanword; not from

‘blood-red,’ which is from

If, then, phoinix can no longer be considered a Greek word, its source must be sought,

most probably, among the very people who were famous as crimson and purple dyers

and whom the Greeks called Phoinikes, Now BLobrow puwwd, Axdahio fuwwa, is the name
of Mubia tinctorum L., or dyer’s madder, a herbaceous plant at home in Syria, Palestine,

and Egypt, one of the most common sources of red dye and imitation purple in anti-

20 In the form kani^a, it means (a) “fall, or be
thrown, face-down to the ground,” (b) “approach,
arrive (said of the night).’* Of. A. de Bieberstein

Kazimirski, Dictionnaire amhe-JranQais^ II, 935 f.

21 Qf^ Labat, Manuel d’ipigrapMe akkadi&nne.

Nos. 307, 597, 58; CAD, IV, 258-69.
22 In EA 151:50, ^^^Ki-na-ah-na designates all of

Syria including Phoenicia, the Orontes valley, XJgarit,

and even Danuna (Eastern Cilicia). ^^^Ki-na-a[h^~ni
in EA 109:46 and in EA 30:lhave
the same comprehensive meaning. In the Pentateuch,

J and P call the pre-Israelite population “Canaanites,”

E and D, “Amorites.”-—“There is much confusion in

tradition between Canaanites and Amorites, whose

language and culture differed so little, that it is hard
to find a satisfactory criterion for use of these names,”
W. F, Albright, “The Biblical Period,” in The Jews:

Their History, Culture, and Eeligion, &d. by Louis

Finkelstein, I (1949), 13.

23^(1^ Meyer, Qeschichte des AUertums, I (2d and
3d ed.), 1, 97; 2, 66.

24 Speiser, op, cit, (n, 4), p. 123.

2® Exnile Boisaoq, Dictionnaire Uymologique de la

langue grecque (1923), pp. 1032 f,

26
jvf, Ventris and J. Chadwick, Documenis in

Mycenaean Creek {l95^e), pp. ZM, 40$.

^^ Ibid., p. 406,
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quity.^® Pivt appears as early as Ugarit in a context that firmly establishes its iBeaniiig

as “madder-dyed textile. ”29 A Hebrew clan of Galilee (which was contiguous to Phoe-

nicia) bore the name of Puwwd, or PiPd,^^ and is quoted next to T6ld\ “crimson”

(Gen. 46:13; Num. 26:23; I Chron. 7:1 f,).2i The gentilic of Puwwd is Punt (Num. 26:23),

and there is no need to suspect an error: this is a formation of the same aspect as the

Hebrew adjectives "^admdnt, “red,” qadmdni, “oriental,”' with the assimilation of the half-

consonant w to the corresponding vowel u into a long u. This form qiimi, adjective from

puwwd, “red dye,” provides us with the protot;^q)e of the Greek phoin4x^^ and of the

Latin Poen-us, pun-icus. It corresponds to the Greek word both phonetically and
semantically. As a Semitic loanword, it is by no means exceptional in Mycenaean Greek,

which contains several other w^ords of Semitic origin.®^

Ill

Phoinix is not the only Greek term for “purple” that can be traced back to West

Semitic. Another possible case is porphyra, the very protot3rpe of English “purple.”

It was supposed until recently that porphyra for “purple” was post-Homeric, but it

turned out that as early as in the Linear B tablets the adjective popureja ( = porphyrm)

applied to purple-dyed garments. Homer used only the vexh porphyro, “to rise seething,

to be agitated,” referring to the turbulent sea or to the restless heart.®® Was there any

relationship between these two words?

Most attempts to derive porphyra from the verb porph\jr6 were extremely contrived

and unconvincing.®'’' According to Ventris and Chadwick, “semantic connection [of

porphyra] with porphyrd, ‘swirl,’ is dubious.”®® Boisacq, earlier, was skeptical about

28 See El. J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology

^

IV (1956), 106 ff. Note in particular; “Much confusion

has been caused by the untranslatable terms used by
the ancients to design the different shades of scarlet,

purple, and crimson. ... A term like “purpura” (Gr.

porphyra) may mean anything in the violet-purple-

scarlet range. . . . Purple being so expensive (about

S7000.—lb) was of course imitated and we have

many recipes for such substitutes” (p. 119); “Vitru-

vius’ description of the imitation purple dyes made in

his days (VII, 14.1-2): ‘Purple colors are also made
by dyeing chalk with madder and hysginum’” (p.

131); dyeing with madder as reconstructed by
Beinkin from the text of the Papyrus Holmiensis:

“Dyeing purple with madder” (p. 136).

28 RS 19.66 (Ch. Virolleaud, FBXJ V, No. 61)

(4) ar6S kkrm (5) imn. mat. kbd (6) pwt (partition line)

(7) tmn. mat. pttm, “four talents eight hundred heavy

(shekels) of madder (-dyed wool), eight hundred

(heavy shekels) of linen.” The word pwt is left without

translation in PRUY.
80 The mutual relation of the forms Puwwd and

Pu'd is the same as between Ugaritic hw (pronounced

huwwd) and Hebrew hu^ (still pronounced hiPd at the

time of the Dead Sea Scrolls). The Ugaritic pers. n.

Pwn (Gordon, UM 313:8) may be related.

81 Tdld’^, properly “worm,” designated the kermes

insects from which crimson dye was extracted, and

the dye itself (also called &dni in Hebrew, tn in

Ugaritic); same use of the cognate tultu in Akkadian:

cf. hu~ru-hu-ra-ti Sa tu-ul-ti^^^ (genitive), “rouge ex-

tracted from worms,” preceded by sfG ^^4AJLqnV^^^ and

sfo ki-na-a^-hi, “blue and red purple wool,” in the

Nuzu text SMN 538 (= No. 77 of the collection by
Pfeiffer and Speiser, quoted n. 3 above), 11. 13-16. Is

it only by coincidence that the name of Mount Tabor
(Tdbdr), situated in the same territory as the two
clans Tdld^^ and Puwwd, recalls tabarru, the com-
prehensive Akkadian term for “purple, scarlet”

(probably a loanword) ?

82 The suffix -iaj ( = ik-s) is Greek. The diphthong
-oi- is due to the normal transformation '^phon4o-s

(no relation to phonos “murder”!) > phoinos. The
vowel 0 for Semitic u is quite common in Greek
transliterations (especially in the Septuagint). Latin

punicus may have retained the original vocalization

(the Romans could have borrowed the word directly

from the Carthaginians); the diphthongization in

Poentis is an inner-Latin development.
83 Ventris and Chadwick, op. cit., pp. 91, 135.

84^ Albright, in the passage referred to in n. 7

above, suggested that Greek hyanos, “lapis lazuli”

(whence kyaneos, “dark-blue”), was connected with

Akkadian ugnu (Ugaritic iqni ), same meaning.
86 -Ventris and Chadwick, op. cit., pp. 321, 406,

88 3oisacq, op. cit., pp. 806 f.

87 Xiicidel and Scott, Greek and E-nglish Dictionary,

pp. 1226f., supposed that the common semantic

element in porphyrd and porphyra was the idea of

darkness; others, conversely, tried to identify the idea

of the rapid movement of the waves with that of bril-

liance, sparkling, variation of colors (quoted in

Boisacq, Zoc. cii,),

88 Ventris and Chadwick, op. cit., p. 405.
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such a connection and even believed that '‘a Semitic origin [of porphyra] is probable,

though unknown. But Victor Berard remarked in passing that for extracting purple

from murices “il fallait deux jours de ‘bouillon’ (c’est le sens du mot porphyraY'

according to Pliny, even nine days of continuous boiling were required.^^ Thus the

technology of purple production provides us with a single and persuasive etymology of

porphyra. V, Berard, despite his love for Semitic etymologies, did not follow Boisacq’s

conjecture about the probable origin of this word. But the underlying verb porphyrS

does not seem to be of good Greek derivation; its meaning (“to swirl, whirl, flash, jerk,

seethe”) hardly allows us to consider it a reduplication oi phyro, “to knead, moisten,”

as is usually claimed in the dictionaries. Conversely, a verb of the same form and

semantics exists in Semitic languages.

This verb appears as biliteral, PUR, or geminated, PRR, or reduplicated, PRPR:
Arabic /am, “to boil, be in ebullition (a cauldron or a bubbling spring); make boil,”

farfara, “to agitate, shake”; Hebrew purlpdrar, “stir, rouse,” pdrur, “pot for boiling,”

pirper, “shake”; middle Hebrew pirper, “move convulsively,” pirpur, “writhing,

agony”; Aramaic parper, “move about restlessly.” The coincidence, both in form

and in meaning, with the Greek verb porphyro is hardly fortuitous. The noun porphyra

corresponds to West Semitic *parpur {> pirpur), a nominal formation similar to

barbur, lixirhur, Halfyul, zarzur, etc.^®

It would thus seem that the Phoenician s^ purple-fishers of the Bronze Age, who were

attracted to the Aegean by its wealth of murex and who processed their catch on the

spot,^® transferred to the natives the technological term for the operation of “boiling”

or “decoction,” parpur or parpurd, which became with them, on the one hand, the

general term for violent seething and agitation of water, on the other hand, the special

term for purple dye, obtained by prolonged boiling.

The establishment of the West Semitic origin ofphoinix and, probably, oiporphyra, is

interesting not only from the etymological point of view. It also serves as another con-

firmation of steady Greco-Semitic contacts during the Mycenaean Age, It now becomes

more difiicult to consider the toponyms and personal names Phoinix, Phoinike, Phoi-

nikus as purely Greek, without any relation to the Phoenicians,^® and to claim that the

Greek traditions on Phoenician penetration of the Aegean were based on a misinterpreta-

tion of these names.^'^ At the very least, the Greeks must have met the Phoenicians and

borrowed from them the word for “red dye” before they could use it in their onomastica.

Boisacq, Zoc. ciL

Victor Berard, Les PMniciens et VOdyssie (2d

ed., 1927), I, 409.

Forbes, ojp. IV, 114.

^2 Cf. the dictionaries by Lane, Kazimirski,

Koehler and Baumgarten, Jastrow, and Dalmann.
The word firflr for “purple, violet” exists in

Arabic but it probably has been borrowed from the

Greek.

For the Greeks of the second millennium b.c.,

the term “Phoenicians” certainly included the

Ugaritians, who possessed a thriving purple industry

and were actively engaged in commerce with the

Aegean.

45 Of. V. B<^rard, op. cii., I, 407-10.

46 Speiser, “The Name Fhoinihesi^ p. 121.

47 Beloch, “Die Phoeniker am aegaeischen

Meer,” Mheinisches Musmm filr PHlohgu,
XLIX (1894), 127; Ed. Meyer, d. Atoiwms,
11 (2d and 3d ed.), Part 1, p. 264, n. 1; and several

other authors.
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THE ELAMITE GOD d.GAL

WALTHER HINZj University of Gottingen

A.S early as in 1892, P. Jensen^ had assumed that the Elamite god written

with the sumerogram bingir.gal meaning '‘God-Great” was Humha-Ji and that, there-

fore, the name of the Elamite king Untash.d.GAL (of the thirteenth century b.g,) should

be read Untash-Humban. In 1916 G. Hiising^ discussed the problem in some detail

reaching the same conclusion. The same position was held by F. W. Konig® in 1924 as

against E. F. Weidner,^ who had proposed to equate the logogram d.GAL with god

Hutran, yet leaving the decision to the Elamologists. G. G. Cameron in his History of

Early Iran, which was first published in 1936-, had at that time without any misgivings

accepted Jensens’ and Hiising’s proposition.^

Yet this was recently called in question by Pere M,-J. Steve.® The French Archaeo-

logical Mission in Iran had unearthed in Chogha Zanbil (25 miles SSE. from Susa) a few

bricks mentioning king Untash.d.GAL as the founder of a temple dedicated to the god

d.hu-um-ban, although the main building in Chogha Zanbil, the ziqqurrat itself, had

later been dedicated by the same king Untash.d.GAL to the gods Inshushinak and d.GAL.

"From this, one could suppose that there was one temple (or several) of GAL and a

temple of Khumban,” wrote R. Labat in one of his recent contributions to the revised

edition of The Cambridge Ancient HistoryI "It should also be noted that in [the personal

name] Khumban-numena, Khumban is always written syllabically whereas in the names

of his successors Untash-(d)(TAiy and Unpatar-(d)6^AL, the divine element is always

written with the logogram GAL.'’ Nevertheless, R. Labat holds: "Despite this, Hiising’s

arguments still seem conclusive, until a more definite reason can be brought against

them, that GAL and Khumban represent one and the same god.”

In fact, we have to cope with a two-sided problem. One side of the problem is the

question: who was the Elamite god meant by the sumerogram dingir.gal? On the other

hand we must ask: how did the Elamites pronounce this sumerogram?

Since dingir.gal means "God-Great”, it stands to reason that one has to look out

for the dominant figure in the Elamite pantheon in order to equate this figure with the

god meant by our logogram. From the oldest document of Elamite history, viz., the

treaty concluded between the king of Akkade Naram-Sin and an Elamite king of Awan

(possibly Hita), which can be dated approximately 2260 b.c., there results an Elamite

pantheon of more than thirty gods and goddesses.® In this pantheon the foremost male

godhead is Humban. After more than fifteen centuries, towards 710 b.c., prince Hanne

^ Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgen-

toto, VI (Vienna, 1892), p. 61.

2 Die einheimischen Quellen zur Geschichte Elams,

(Leipzig, 1916), p. 95.

3 Archiv fur Orientforschung, II (Berlin, 1924-

1925), 130-31.

^Ihid.,^.U.

® The author consistently wrote Untash-Huban

(p. 100 ft.).

^ Iranim Antiqua, II (Leiden, 1962), 57.

'7‘^Elam c. 1600-1200 b.c.” (Cambridge, 1963),

p. 28.

® Cf- my contribution “Persia c. 2400-1800 b.c.”

to The Cambridge Ancient History, rev. ed. of Volume

I, Chapter xxiii (Cambridge, 1963), p. 21 f., and my
Das Reich Elam (Stuttgart, 1964), p. 35 ft.
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of Ayapir/Malamir (Izeh) still calls Humban “the greatest of the gods,”® It was and is,

therefore, logical to assume that Elam's Great God was no other than Humban.

This reasoning is corroborated by certain Elamite administrative documents from

Susa published by Pere V. Scheil.^® They contain eight personal names in which hu-han

interchanges with d.GAL:

Tablet No. 259, obv. line 7: d.sd-^t.d.GAL

Tablet No. 108, rev. line 9: M4i-hu-ban

Tablet No. 281, lines 7-8: d.GAn.a-7i-[p^]-n sd~ak~ri

Tablet No. 37, obv. line 9: dumu hu-han-a-h-pi

Tablet No. 282, line 6: d.GAJ^Mu-^kas

Tablet No. 4, line 2: hu-ban-nu-kaS

Tablet No. 280, line 4: d.GAL.^o^

Tablet No. 138, obv. line 9: hu-ban-tas

Since no similar combinations happen to occur with regard to names of gods other

than Humban, it seems safe to infer that the logogram d.GAL actually means god

Humban.
And now to our second question: how did the Elamites pro?^0'W?^ce the said logogram?

Curiously enough syllabic writings of Humban’s name appear more or less confined

to the beginning and to the end of Elam’s history. During the second miUennium b.c.

the name of the highest Elamite male godhead has evidently been tabooed. Exceptions

to this taboo are: a few personal names, three from Old Babylonian times (first half of

the second millennium), viz., Kuk-Humban, Simut-Humban, and Humban- [...],^^

and one from the thirteenth century, Humban-numena, the father of king Untash.d.GAL.

The taboo was again violated when the last-mentioned king started his building activities

at Chogha Zanbil. From the remnants of the first, provisional sanctuary dedicated to

Humban, which was later superseded by an elaborate temple adjoining the inner wall

of the ziqqurrat, the French Mission recovered four bricks giving the full name of the god:

d.hu-umia-an,^ But this was an exception. A century later, King Shilhak-Inshushinak

mentions a d.hu-ban-e-lu,^^ whoever this god may have been. Barring these exceptions,

the taboo was strictly observed, until it was, by the end of the eighth century B.c., more

or less disregarded.

Until some time ago I held that this tabooing of Humban was restricted to the writing

DINGIR.GAL only and that the Elamites spoke of their king Untash.d.GAL simply as of

Untash-Humban. G. G. Cameron, however, strongly doubted this in several letters, and

I now think that he is right. He kindly referred me to an immunity grant delivered by

the Elamite Grand-Regent Kuk-Nashur, a contemporary of Ammisaduqa of Babylon.

The tablet in question, found at Dilbat in Mesopotamia, was autographed and trans-

literated by A. Ungnad.^® V. ScheiU^ improved on the reading of lines 20-21, which

® Cf. my contribution “Die elamischen Insohriften

des Hanne” to A Locusfs Leg-Studies in Honour of

S. H. Taqizadeh (London, 1962), p. 107.

Mimoires de la Diligation en Perse, Vol, IX
(Paris, 1907).

Mimoires, Soh XXVIII (Paris, 1939), No.
396:4 and No. 471:11; Vol. XXIII (Paris, 1932), No.
285, rev. line 4.

12 Konig, Corpus Inscriptionum Blamicarum
(Hannover, 1923), No. 47:64. In his recently pub-

lished book, Die elamischen Konigsinschriften {^AfO,
Beiheft 16 [Graz, 1966]), F. W. Konig says (p. 39,

n. 10): “Wie der Name des Gottes ^GAL (‘der Grosse’)

ausgesprochen wurde, ist noch unbekannt, abernicht

Humban, s.S. 118, Anm.6.”

Vorderasiaiische Schriftdenhmdler, PLeft VII
(Leipzig, 1909), No. 67; Beitrage zur Assyriologie, VI
Heft 5 (Leipzig, 1909), p. 3.

Vol. XXIII (Paris, 1932), 150.
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rtm: i-na a-ma-at ra-bi-V-lim] ^ dJifiMusinak. This provides an important^
paralel to the immunity grant from Snsa published by V. Scheii/® which reads in line
24: i~na a-wa-at d.GAL n dln^uEymk. In a letter dated May 19, 1964, G. G. Cameron
wrote. It seems to me that this is just as positive (if not more so) evidence that d.GAL
was interpreted as ‘the great god' in Elam as the same writing would be in Mesopotamia."
My former reluctance to accept this inference stemmed from the fact that no Elamite

parallel to Akkadian ilu rabu (= Sumerian dingie.gal) seemed to be available. In the
Elamite language “great god" would be composed of nap or napir, “god," and ri^a or
risarra, “great." These two words occur combined for the first time under Barius the
Great, e.g. in the first lines of the Elamite version of his two tomb inscriptions at Haqs-e
Rostam near Persepolis: there d.Ma-ap4r4d4T-ra renders Old Persian haga wazrka, “the
Great God," with reference to Ahuramazda, the god of Zarathustra. In Elamite texts
proper no such term has shown up until the present day. I may safely say so having just
finished the manuscript of my Elamischer Wortschatz, which contains every single
Elamite word published so far.

While collecting, however, as an addition to my dictionary, the Elamite personal
names contained in the Akkadian documents from Susa, I came across an individual
whose name is liable to settle the dispute.

The name referred to is one of the frequent compounds of the Elamite element kuk
(meaning probably something like “cover, protection" = Akkadian puzur), with the
name of a godhead, e.g, Kuk-Simut, Kuk-Kirwesh, Kuk-Nashur, Kuk-Nahhunte, Kuk-
Inshushinak. The name occurs in two tablets from Susa which are to be dated in the early

SukkaUmahpenod (eighteenth century b.c,); it reads On this evidence
it seems necessary to read d.GAL as napiri§a and to call King Untash.d.GAL from now on
Untash-napirisha, i.e. “Me-helped-the-great-God."

Keeping this in mind, I should like to refer to an Assyrian text published in 1936 by
W. von Soden.^'^ In line 65 there occur several Elamite gods whose names he trans-

literated as follows: “^^’^[I]a-ab-ru ^'^^^^Hum-ba ^^"Nap-ru-M." Yet one might suggest a
slightly different transliteration, viz., nap-Tu-M. The same transliteration

is given by Erica Reiner, who reads in Tablet II, line 163 of the Surpu series:^® ^Hum-
ha- an^ ^Nap"^-ru-m. The sign an cannot be the dingib sign since Commentary C of her

edition^® omits in line 52 the an sign altogether, reading ^Hum-ha Nap-ru-H. Thus
NapruSu finds himself reduced from the rank of a self-supporting godhead to a mere
quahfication of god Humban. But qualification?

As W. von Soden had already surmised, Naprusu may be identical with Nap-ri-is,

Na-ap-ri§, and Na-ap-ri-si. My Ass3n*iological colleague in the University of Gdttingen,

R. Borger, has kindly supplied me with the foEowing appraisal of the relevant Akkadian
sources:

‘Tor ‘^Nap-ri-is see R. Frankena {Tdkultu [Leiden, 1954], p. 8, IX:10, cf. p. 105), for

^Ka-ap-ris and ‘^Na-ap-ri-si see L. W. King (Cumiform Texts/'P&xt XXV [London,

1909], plate 7, K 7662, lines 1 and 2, cf. C. Frank, ZA 28, p. 327). Since none of these

Ibid., No. 282, Incantations ^ AfO, Beiheft 11 (Graz, 1958), p. 17,

Vol. X (Paris, 1908), No. 100, PI. 8, line 163.

obv. line 8; No. 122, rev. line 8. Published by Gerhard Meier in AfO, XII
ZA, XLIII (Berlin/Leipzig, 1936), 1-31. (Berlin, 1937-1939), 242.

Surpu—A Collection of Sumerian and Akkadian ZA,1UIIII, SO.
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texts hints at an Elamite god being meant, it is an open question whether they belong

here at all. Yet if so, they would show that the Akkadians took Napris for a separate

godhead, distinct from Humban.

“The situation is different as regards those Akkadian sources which mention definitely

Elamite gods. For the sake of clarity I here again give the relevant quotations:

1) W. von Soden, ZA 43, p. 18, line 65: "^[IJa-ab-ru ^Hum-ba ^Nap-ru-su;

2a) E. Reiner, Surpu, plate 11:163 (p. 17, cf. p. 55): ‘^la-ab-ru ^Hum-ba-ran^ rNap"^-

ru>su;

2b) G. Meier, AfO 12, p. 242:52 = E. Reiner, loc. cit., p. 51:52: ‘^la-ab-ru ‘^Hum-ba

Nap-ru-si.

“Since in 2b) Nap-ru^si clearly lacks the divine determinative dingir (an), E. Reiner

drew in 2a) [a quotation to which 2b) gives an Ass5rrian commentary] justly the an sign

to the preceding word, reading it -an, not This is perfectly legitimate as both writings

—Humban and Humba—are vouchsafed for. In 1) one has correspondingly to read

-ha-an Nap- instead of -ha ^Nap-. Thus all of the three quotations make Naprusu/i

follow, without the divine determinative, immediately after Humba(n). The conclusion

seems, therefore, inevitable that the sources in question mention no separate godhead

Naprusu, but add only an epitheton to the name Humba(n), viz., Humban-Naprusu/i.

One may, of course, object that the Assyrian author of the text mentioned under 2b)

was of a different opinion, for in his comments he equated labru with Anu, Humba
with Ellil, and Nap-ru-sa {sic—but again without the divine determinative) with Ea.

Yet I hold that the commenting 'wisdom’ of the Assyrian priests should be outweighed

by the original text they quote.”

So far my colleague R. Borger. Summing up all the available evidence, it seems safe

to see in naprusu merely a qualification of Humban. Erica Reiner had justly remarked

that “the name may be Elamite, meaning 'great god,’”2^ in correct Elamite: napiri^a.

Seen from this angle, the Akkadian quotation ^Humban Naprusu turns out to be in

reality an Elamite compound, viz., d.Humban-napirisa, being the plain but important

statement:"Humban, the ‘Great God.’”

The solution to our problem would thus be that the Elamites wrote dingir.gal; that

they pronounced it napirim; and that they meant by it Humban, their Great God.

21 ^urpu, p. 55.
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FRUSTULA UGARITICA

JOHANNES C, HE 3J00S, Institutum Semiticum, Theologische
Hogeschoolf Oudestraat 6, Kampen^ Holland

Ihe direct cause of this note was an article on the word dgt by H. A. HoIFner
in this Journal.^ Though I agree with him as regards the non-Semitic origin of the word,
and though his fine phonological observations will equally support the view taken
below, there are some objections both to his translation of the Ugaritic passages con-
cerned and to the derivation he proposed.

To begin with the last: Hoffner holds that dgt is a loan from Hittite tuhhuwdi-jtuhhui-,

‘‘smoke,” and means in Ugarit something like “smoke-offering.” However, a loanword
seldom acquires a more specific meaning in the receiving language than in the mother-
tongue. Moreover, Ugaritic possessed already an appropriate Semitic technical term for

a smoke-offering, viz. qtr, which is used in the same Legend of Aqht. Why then should
dgt ever have been borrowed?

The Hittite tuhhueMar (an unknown substance for cultic purification) is primarily to

be connected with Hitt, tuhs-, “to purify oneself ritually (in an unknown way).” ^ Some
original relation of the root with tuhhuwdi-, “smoke,” is however, I agree, not to be pre-

cluded. This could suggest that tuhhuesmr was some special type of purifying incense,

which would fit excellently the Aqht-passages: (a) no satisfactory Semitic etymology
has been proposed for dgt;^ (b) Hitt, tuhs- and tuhhueMar have a definite cultic meaning
(as required by the Aqht-passages), this in contrast to Hitt, tuhhuwdi-; (c) as a conclusion

of the mourning-ritual in I Aqht:171-84 rites of purification may be more or less ex-

pected: death made unclean.^ The text of I Aqht: 185-87 (cf. the parallel lines 192-93)

ySHy dgth^ bSmym
dgt hrnmy [dJc]bJcbm,^

It appears that dgt in the first line is a noun: “He brought up his incense (?) of purifica-

tion,” while dgt in the second line seems to be a perfect*^ with Hrnmy, the epithet of

Danel, as its subject: “the Harnamite incensed (?) for his purification.”

^ H. A. Hoffner, “An Anatolian Cult Term in

Ugaritic,” XXIII (1964), 66-68.
^ J* Friedrich, Hethitisches Worterbuch (Heidel-

berg, 1952), p. 226, cf. p. 227,
3 Rightly stressed by Hoffner, op. cit., p. 66, n. 11,

though it is striking that Virolleaud and J. Aistleitner,

Worterbuch der ugaritischen JSprache (Berlin, 1963),

p. 81, had (independently?) the same idea.
4 Cf. Lev. 21:1; Num. 5:2; 6:8 ff.; 9:10; 19:11 ff.;

Hag. 2:13; T. Canaan, “Palastinische Sitten und
Gebrauche um den Tod,” .ZJPPF, LXXV (1959), 104.

® So we have to read according to A. Herdner,
Corpus des tablettes en cunUformes alphab4tiques

dicouvertes d Bas Shamra- Ugarit de 1929 d 1939

(“Mission de Ras Shamra,” X; Paris, 1963), p. 91,

n. 1, This work is hereafter abbreviated CTA.

® Restored from line 193.

For the practical equivalence in Ugaritic

narrative style of the perfect and the imperfect, see

line 192 SHy and more examples in E. Hammershaimb,
Das Verbum im HialeJct von Mas Schamra (Kopen-

hagen, 1941), pp. 93 ff.; U. Cassuto, Tarbiz, XII
(1940-1941), 171; UM § 13:22 and p. 54, nn. 1-2. It

is possible, however, that the forms are sometimes

not perfects but inf. abs. for verbum finitum.

'l:?

h j
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forms of Ugaritie Ht and in this short note it is proposed to take htt in VM Text 117:15

and PRTJ II, No. 13:14 as the first person singular of like Arab, lastu from laysa.

In PRU II, No. 13:12-18 the Ugaritie king speaks to his mother: hlny.^mn mlk.b.ty

ndr Htt wht [y]snyMdrh w.hmM.H wPiU ^mJc, “As to me here: I am with the

king with a present of devotion, but now he increases his pressure
,

but if the

Hittite wrongs3° (^e), I shall send®^ you a message.” A similar context is offered by

UM Text 117:14-18, where the Ugaritie king writes: bm.ty.ndr w.rgmy.

Ihlqt.w.pn mlk.nr bn, “With a present of devotion I am with the king and verily I have

made my words flattering,®® so that the face of the king is shining over us.

6. The Peonominal Suffix 3 Sg.Masc. -n

Gordon, UJf §§ 6:8, 6:16, cf. 5:22, acknowledges the existence of a suffix 3. sg. -n,

which according to him originated from assimilation of energic -an and the pronouns

hu, -hd: -anhu > -annu, -anha > -anna. In many cases this is indeed a possible and

sound explanation, though the number of real energies {UM §9:8) is perhaps much

smaller tha.n it was previously supposed to be.®^ But leaving out all forms where an

energic infix could be involved, one or two examples remain of forms apparently con-

taining pronominal -n, where an energic seems to be impossible. Above we cited Wun,

Krt :33, which, if one follows the interpretation of Gordon or Gray, cannot be an energic,

so that the -n should be an alternative suffix for normal -h. But as stated above I am

inclined to read here a 3. plur. f. impf. D-stem, without a suffix.

Much more cogent seems the case of the difficult yPa^un UM Text 67 .11.6. In the

earlier days of Ugaritie research this was derived from a root Py, to see, ®® but already

in 1936 this was rightly rejected by Ginsberg.®® No doubt it is a form of yP, to fear,

but if we take it—with e.g. Ginsberg and Aistleitner—as an imperfect, the parallel form

tPnn raises difficulties: because an “energic perfect” is inconceivable, this must be an

infinitive containing energic -anna- before pronominal suffix.®'^ Then yPa^un must be

25 For Ht meaning “to be present,” cf. W. F.

Albright, BASOR, No. 94 (1944), p. 31.

26 The Hittite king, to whom the Ugaritie vassals

had to pay tribute (cf. PRU IV passim).

27 Hebr. Hy, “tribute, gift offered as hommage,”

Soqotri se, “to give,” Syr. hayya, “hommage.”
28 Arab, sannd.
28 The word ^udr may be connected with Hittite

weSuriya-, “to press,” while the Ugaritie ^utrynhiSryn

the participle weSuTiant- of this verb (on d/jf, see F.

M. Cross, D. N. Freedman, BASORj No. 175 [1964],

49; cf. also Akkad, eseru, “to press for payment

due”). In both cases the initial w had to be avoided

In the Canaanite corrupted pronunciation of the word.

Probably the title was applied to the Hittite

Prince Royal because it was up to him to press on

assessable vassals, cf. PRU IV, No. 17,247.

30 The root Hy (Virolleaud) should have given Hy,

not ^l; a participle (Aistleitner) is possible but un-

usual. The translation given above rests on

(Arab., Hebr., Ethiop., Syr.) “to wrong.”
31 Consecutive perfect.

32 Herdner, OTA, I, No. 50, p. 140 reads mlht;

unfortunately the sign is not clear on the photograph

OTA, II, PI. XLV. In view of the similarity between

our passage and PRU II, No. 13:12-14 the reading

mlk + word divider seems preferable. For the word

divider at the end of a line, see e.g. PRU II, No.

10:2, 11, 15; 12:34; 13:16, 23.

33 Arab, hf^alaqa, Hebr, hihliq, “to make smooth,”

esp. Prov. 2:16; 7:5.

34 j. Aistleitner, “Studien zur Sprachverwandt-

schaft des Ugaritischen I,” Acta Orientalia Hung.,

VII (1957), 251-307, with the corrections by G.

Garbini, II semitico di Hord^Owst (Napoli, 1960),

pp. 143 f.

35 C. Virolleaud, Syria, XV (1934), 318; B.

Uussaud, Revue de VHistoire des Religions, CXI

(1935), 40; Hammershaimb, op. p. 158.

36 jj L, Ginsberg, Orientalia, V (1936), 170, n. 1.

37 The “energic” infix with the infinitive is

known in Sabaean (M* Hofner, AUstldarabische

Qrammatik (Leipzig, 1943), § 53; Beeston, op. cit.,

§ 19:5) and Jewish-Palestinian Aramaic (G. Balman,

Qrammatik des judisch^paldstinischen Aramdisch

(Leipzig, 21905), §§ 78:1; 83:1) before suffixes; per-

haps some traces in Hebrew, of. Beut. 4:36; 23:5;

Job 33:32.
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likewise an infinitive,'^® and both infinitives are used here to express past time.®® While

tfnn contains an energic infix, this is impossible with yfd'un, which must therefore be

yaraj'u + n. So -n is here an alternative for -A and not the result of an assimilation

-nh- > -nn-. Then the vocalization of this suffix -n could be -no, from -nahu (cf. UM
§ 5:31), a suffix which is also known in Hebrew: yiWdhuno, Prov. 5:22; qohhno. Hum.
23:13; yesnd, Deut. 29:14; I Sam. 14:39, 23:23; Esther 3:8. Compare also the Phoenician

suffix

This is the only comparatively certain example of this suffix -no; perhaps it was more

frequent—we think especially of the energies ending in double n
(
yqtlnn), where -amia +

^no seems to be more natural than -anna + another energic infix -an- + -hu (> -nu).

But this, of course, remains completely uncertain in these unvocalized texts. Perhaps it

was just as rare in Ugaritic as in Hebrew.

7. A Malicious Informer

PRU II, No. 20 is a difficult letter, or perhaps we should say a difficult note, for the

usual phraseology of courteous greetings is lacking here. Any interpretation, including

the following, is hazardous, because the scribe used no single word-divider and writes

a peculiar kind of Ugaritic. If subjected to this qualification, howwer, the following

may be of some use.

(1) gnryn

(2) Imlkytn

(3) hnny Ipn mlk

(4) SHlk^^ Htn

(5) ysfa Hdn ly

(6) Umn Htr hw{t)

(7) pHhdn gnryn

(8) Hm mlkytn yrgm

(9) ^ahnnn

(
10 ) wHM

Gunriyanu to Milkuyatin: Recommend me to the king! Your wishes I shall satisfy! My
friend" may bring about for me the dismissal of Summanu: I shall dog him and then, I,

Gunriyanu, shall catch him. If only Milkuyatin speaks, I make him (i.e. Summanu) stinking

and catch him.

The outline ofthe note may be sketched as foUows: Gunriyanu has a friend Milkuyatin,

who holds a high position at court. Now Gunriyanu would like to ingratiate himself with

the king, probably because he has an eye on the post of someone called Summanu, So

he asks Milkuyatin to put in a good word for him and to bring about at the same time

the dismissal of Summanu. He, Gunriyanu, wiU furnish the grounds for the dismissal.

As observed by Gordon, XJM § 4;5, cf. §§ 9:25;

'13:52...','

30 With H. L. Ginsberg in: ANWT^ p, 138, and

Jirku, Kanaandische Mythen und Epen aua Bos

(Giitersloh, 1962), p. 58 (punctua-

tion), we hold that in XJM Text 67:1—7 the narrator is

speaking. For the unintroduced direct speech from

line 8 onwards, cf. e.g. UM Text 51:VI.3; 62:6; II

Aqht; 1.24; I Aqht: 65, 71; the same stylistic device

occurs elsewhere, for example in Enum^i eliS, IV.

3

and 31.

40 2. S. Harris, A Orammar of the Phoenician

LangiLoye (New Haven, 1936), pp. 49 f., 53; J.

Friedrich, Phonizisch-punische Orammatik (Roma,

1951), § 190d and p. 102.

41 virolleaud: Pink; unfortunately the photo-

graph is again rather obscure, but the sign seems to be

definitely more coarse than the n in line 4. For the

proposed emendation cf. commentary above.
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As soon as Milkuyatin agrees, Gunriyanu will detect and reveal some badly incrimina-

tory facts about Summanu and will catch him. A curious piece of ancient court-intrigue,

certainly not meant to be preserved!

Remarks: (1) cf. Alalakh grMs-EN-n-m? ; (3) cf. Hebr. T),nn, etc., thehitpa. with

I Kings 8:59, 9:3; the y is a mater lectionis {*ftannin -f -ni), as repeatedly in non-

literary Ugarhic prose; (4) cf. Hebr. with ntn meaning “to satisfy someone’s

wishes,” as in I Sam. 1:17, 27; Ps. 106:15; Esther 5:6, 8; 7:2; 9:12, and also sibmiteJca

aTvaddinakku, PRU III, No. 15.24 -f 50, lines 15-17; PBU IV, No. 17.116, lines 25'-

26'; (4) Htn, with Virolleaud, from ytn. This is another example of non-literary language

(it should be "aiw); the form allows several explanations; (5) cf. Arab, '‘idn (A^tleist-

ner), also Sabaean the syntactic construction of lines 5-6 is awkward; (6) from

the verb Hr, cf. Hhd lines 7 and 10; (8) Hm is another “dialectic” or non-literary form,

near to Hebrew Hm but unique in Ugarit where hm is the normal form of this particle;

(9) ^ahnnn an energic -t- suffix of the D-stem of a root hnn, also extant in Arab., Hebr.,

Syr.

8. yA, “May He Live”

There are several indications that the Ugaritic shortened imperfect of the verbs

tertiae wjy was formed in accordance with the general rule: indicative yaqtulu, shortened

(jussive) ya^^M^.^^The dropping of the closing -u caused a contraction of the last weak

radical with the preceding vowel: yohmiyM > yahniy > yabnt (possibly shortened to

yabni). Cf. for example I Aqht: 134 td^u; I Aqht: 16 the personal name ia-ab-ni-il,

which must be pronounced yabnfil and not as if contracted yabml, because of the

Ugaritic ybnHl. This fact, however, seems to be contradicted by one irregular form, viz.

the apocopate yh of the verb i^wyjkyy, “to live.” It is assumed that here not only the

closing -u but the complete ending -iyu was dropped, whereupon yaliw developed to

yaM« or yihy to But is it really necessary to assume such an exception? The

roots hwylfiyy interchange in Ugaritic {yliwy and liy) as weU as in several other Semitic

languages. Now Arabic knows an imperfect yahxyyw,^^ if Ugaritic possessed the same,

the shortened form of this yahuyyu would be *yalMyy > *yalMy > yahe. At least this

possibility must be acknowledged too for yh; its advantage over yahu or yihi is that no

exception to the general rule that, in the shortened imperfect only the ending -u is

dropped, must be presupposed.

However, the arguments for yahi may be corroborated further, such as to rule out

practically the other possibilities. In PRU III, No. 15.119 occurs the personal name

ia-M-sar, alphabeticaUy yMr in PRU II, No. 98:11, cf. 50:5. We know that the jussive

of hwyfjiyy occurs in several theophoric names, like Phoenician Ulylyy (the last y being a

mater lectionis), yl),mlk; Hebr. fWd, y^iyyah. We further have to admit that|r is a

frequent element in Ugaritic personal names: nwrtr, Hwrtr, trttb, trdnt, etc.; perhaps it

means “duke” or “prince.”*® So there cannot be any doubt as to the construction of

the name ia-M-^arjyUr- it is the jussive yaje -b the element ir, probably h^ocoristic:

“may the prince NN (deity) live,” in full, for example: *y^trtff>, may the prince TeSsub

live.” Anyhow, the vocahzation of the shortened imperf. olJiwylJiyy seems to be yaje.

^2 A. Goetze, “The tenses in Ugaritic,” JAOS,

LVIII (1938), 294 ff.; Hammershaimb, op. cit., pp. 98 ff.

43 Gordon, TJM § 9:50.

44 Hammershaimb, op, cit.f p. 245.

45 Wright-De Goeje, op. cit., § 179, Rem. b, l;b.

46 Of. Akkad. Sarru; Eg. ir; Hurrian Sarri- (cf.

§araMi-)\ Phoen. ir; anomal Hebr. mr. Por a slightly

different interpretation cf. A. Gustavs, Namenreihen

aus den KerJcuk^Tafeln (“MAOG,” X, 3; Leipzig,

1937), p. 51.
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9. Some Garments

As far as I know, Miss Herdner and Cassuto were the first to point out that ^all must

be a garment and, according to the first mentioned, it may be related to the Akkadian

verb aldlu, “to hang.” This is indeed possible and may be supported by a reference to

Akkad. ulMu, a type of leather garment.^®

qfnSy PBU II, No. 106, line 37 is Arab, qarms, “a kind of shirt, made of materials

cheap or expensive, with a round hole for the neck and usually without an opening in

front.”

mtyn: because all other items of PRU II, No. 108 seem to be clothes, the word mtyn

in line 5 is perhaps not “sandal” (Virolleaud) but a garment too. If so, see Egyptian wdy,

borrowed by Hebrew and Hittite {masUya-): a fine veil or the like.

A piece of cloth was called pM, cf. Aiaib. falada, “cut into lengths” d^ndfildat, “piece,”

just like the French “coupon.”

For hpn cf. Arab, hafiyyat, “a redingote (?)”; Hebr. huppd, post-biblical Hebrew and

Jewish Aramaic hijppuy, Syriac huphdyd, “covering”; Akkad, huhhu, “to cover, to

plate,” and hubbipputu, a garment.

The word st occurs II Aqht: 1.14 and the parallel mHzrt suggests strongly that it is

some kind of vestiture,®^ as observed by many scholars. An etymology is perhaps

furnished by Arab. §uUiyyat, according to Dozy a striped garment.®^ But it is also

possible that there exists some relation with Phoenician swyt, swt and Hebr. a

garment; the irregular correspondence s-s has some parallels, like Ugaritic qls = Hebr.

qU,^^

10. Ill Aqht: 14-15

Among the difficult passages in the Legend of Aqht is the following ; .frm w... HWir.

bddm.tm''rs[raqht]. For trm, cf. also Hittite sarrarm-, some kind of baking. A long mis-

understood word is Hsfir-, it is now certain that it designates a food®® which may be

stored in a jar (PRU 11, No. 83:3) and which, according to our place, is probably found

in the fields. Perhaps wild honey? If so, cf. Arab. ^iStdra, “to collect honey. The word

w'rs may be connected with Arab. Vrosa, “prepare a wedding-feast,” ^urs, “wedding-

dinner” (Dozy). So we translate: “Make ready a banquet and. . .wild honey (?) from the

fislds and let us prepare a wedding-feast (for Aqht).” The explanation of the reference

to a wedding is to be sought in UM Text III Aqht (rev. ?), line 24 (see now CTA, p. 85,

with note 8), which preceded our passage: ^at.^ah.w^an.'‘a[Mk], “Thou art my brother

and I am thy sister,” which in the terminology of the ancient Near East is a formal

declaration of love,®® of course not seriously meant by Anat.

« U. Caasuto, Tarbiz, XH (1940-1941), 179; A.

Herdner, Syria, XXIII (1942-1943). 135 f.

“A. L. Oppenheim, JGS, IV (1950), 194; of. per-

haps also uM, VAB II, i, No. 14, HI.Sl and Hittite

'“cloth.”'
,

,

"
'

, .

40 Levy, Notes on Costume from Arabic

Sources, JR AiS, 1936, pp. 321 f. _
60 M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the Old

Testament (London, 1962), p. 109.

64

This presents an obstacle to other suggestions,

how ingenious they may be in themselves, e.g. those

of J. Obermann, How Daniel was Blessed with a Son

(New Haven, 1946), p. 9; Aistleitner, W^terhuch,

p, 271.

62 H. p. A. Dozy, Dictionnaire diiailU des noms

des vitements chez les (Amsterdam, 1846),

pp. 244 f.

63 Cf, H. Donher, W. Rollig, Kanaandische und

aramdische Inschriften f
II (Wiesbaden, 1964), 94. A.

Guillaume, A6r.Na/iram, I (1959-1960), 12, compares

with Arab, said, “piece of cloth.”

64So C. Rabin, Orientalia, XXXII (1963), 122;

cf. also Guillaume, op. cti., pp. 24, 29.

65 g. jE. Loewenstamm, Tarhiz, XXVIII (1968-

1969), 243.

66 ANFTf pp. 467 ff.; Song of Songs 4:9 ff.; 8:1;

Tob. 7:12 (codex Sinaiticus)

.

mm
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11. Arboriculture

The ‘^account of Ybnn” PRU II, No. 127^'^ mentions the delivery of several kinds of

trees and vegetables. The proportions between quantities and prices (e.g. a hundred

^aclrm for ten shekels and three hundred trm for the same price), and further the use of

bljjql, ‘^shoot/’ and nyn, ‘‘cultivation” (see below), suggest that saplings and seeds for

cultivation are meant.

For fisr (line 4) Virolleaud refers to Hebr. perhaps some kind of cedar;®®

both words are loans from Hittite tiessar. The word sst (line 6) reminds of Akkad.

according to Thompson, “horse-fodder.”®® Possibly tr (line 7) is Hurrian tiiari-,

also as a loanword in Akkadian:®® a species of cedar. For ^adr (line 8), again a tree, cf.

Akkad, adaru, Syr. ^ddrd, Jew. Aram, ^idd^rd. In view of the large quantity involved

(five talents), sml in line 10 may well be read sml[t] (there is a lacuna in Virolleaud’s copy

after sml) and be connected with Arab, sumaylat, “pea,” apparently for sowing. The

words dnyn in line 19 could mean “mgd-plants for cultivation,” mqd being a

77iaqtal (or the like) of a root nqd, cf. Arab, nuqd, nuqud, and Akkad. n%qdu\^'^ as for nyn,

cf. Hebr. nyn and nln.

Including dprn (line 20) and ""rgz (line 22), most items of the list seem to be saplings.

The text, then, is of some importance for the agricultural history of Syria, for it confirms

in a most remarkable way the statements of Weulersse concerning the vegetation in this

area: “Toutes les formations vegetales du pays portent la marque de Fintervention

humaine.” “Sauf de tres rares exceptions on pent done dire que toutes les associations

vegetales du pays sont des associations secondaires, degradees et en quelque sorte

artificielles.” Even those which look like really wild growths are “des formations vege-

tales d’origine essentiellement humaine et des produits de tres vieille civilisation. Ce

sont, dans leur genre, des tdmoins aussi significatifs que les ruines.”®^

The two consonants gr represent several different words in Ugaritic. First, it often

occurs parallel with gh^, “hill” or Baal’s mountain, and in a considerable number

of other passages a meaning like “rock” or “mountain” fits well.®® 77AT Text 51: VIII.2-

3, gT trgz and gf trmg^^ are explained in line 4 by tlm gsT ^ars, “the two hills at the bound-

ary of the earth” ;®^ so here too gr is “rock” or the like. Accordingly, in the almost

identical passage UM Text 67:V.12-13 gr knkny must be translated: “the two rocks of

67 M. Dahood, Bihlica, XLV (1&64), 409.

II, p. 159, followed by Aistleitner,

Worterhuch, ^2%,

69 R. C. Thompson, A Dictionary of Assyrian

Botany (London, 1949), p. 16.

60 Thompson, op. cit., p. 285.

6^ Thompson, op. cit., p. 65.

6^ J. Weulersse, Le pays des Alaouites, I (Tours,

1940), 39.

63 UM Texts 49:11.16; 51:V.77f., 93 f., 100 f.;

67:Vn.26 f.; 'nt 111.26-28.

64 XJM Texts 76:111.28-32; 125:6 f., 107; ^^nt

III.25.

65 UM Texts 6:9, 10; ‘^nt II.5; IV.70; 137:20.

66 On these names especially T. H. Gaster, J JRAS,

1944, p. 49.

67 Following Aistleitner. The entrance of the sub-

terranean tunnel by which the sun travelled eastward

during the night was marked by two hills, the

“Twins’* of the Gilgamesh Epic IX, ii, 1 ff. They are

represented on seals, e.g. W. H. Ward, The Seal

Cylinders of Western (Washington, 1910), Nos.

88, 89; Zeitschrift fur Ethnologic, 1916, p. 424; H.

Frankfort, Cylinder /SeaZs (London, 1939), Tl. XVIIIa,

XlXa,' ,
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my knkn.”^^ In spite of the objections made by Rossler,®® this gr should be derived from

*zr (or, phonetically better, Hr), cf. Akkad, surru, surtw, Hebr. stir; Arab, zirr; Syr. tura.

Second, there is a ^r, “skiii” : I Aqht: 173, 184, pzgm gr, “skin-injurers.” Aistleitner'^®

recognized this word in UM Text 67:VI.17 (cf. 62:2), but his explanation of psltm and

y^r though ingenious is doubtful. Moreover, he gives a double translation ofyMy,'’^ and

last the scratching of the skin is mentioned in lines 20-22.

In the third place, there is a word gr, hitherto unnoticed, meaning “evergreen trees,

woodland.” UM Text 51:VII.36 Hb Ul fiM.y^rm sri'u M gpt gr, “the foes of Baal did

occupy the forests, the enemies of Haddu the edges of the woodland.” UM Texts

61:VIII.6-6 and 67:V.13-14 s^agr "I ydm hlb hr rUm, “lift up the woodland with (your)

hands, the forest on to (your) palms.” In spite of the preceding gr, “rocks,” the im-

mediate parallelism with hlb {= Akkad. Mlhu, “forest”) advocates the translation given

above; to the Ugaritic people the difference between *gurru, “rock,” and *garu, “wood-

land” (see presently), was of course clear. Moreover, there is some evidence for the view

that the entrance to the underworld was thought to lie under one or more high trees.'^^

As Baal disappeared in the gr, UM Text 67:VI.17-18 may perhaps be understood as an

act of grief and wrath on the part of El against this place: gr Uabn ydy psltm hfr yhdy

Ihm wdgn, “He threw''® stone(s) at the woodland, (threw) pebbles’'^ into the

forest. He cut off side-whiskers and beard;”''® the construction of ydy with b{^abn) is

parallel to ydy with pslt -f adverbial -m. For the etymology of this gr, woodland,

cf. Arab, gar, Hebr. *%ra, Isa. 19:17 and Mic. 5:13 (unrecognized), Hebr. Var,

Jew. Aram, '^ara, ^rwn (the last in var. % on the targum of Isa. 43:14, edition A. Sperber),

Syriac "ara, perhaps Akkad, erw, aU some evergreen tree.''®

13 . =i|Z, “Spittle”?

Neither the precise meaning nor the etymology of ^itl are known. We find it a few

times in a more or less fixed formula: yiat. ..hmrh npSh hm Htl brlth km qtr Uaph mhrh,

68 The meaning of knkn is obscure but it might be

a shaft named after a pipe of baked clay (cf. Akkad.

kankannu and kannu, Mandaic fcan^ana, “pot-

stand,” but also earthenware of large size; Mishnaic

Hebrew qanqdn, “a cylindrical vessel let into the

ground of the cellar,” Jastrow). Such pipes are found

in Ugarit {Syria, XII [1931], PI- XIV). This would

also suit its usage in connection with the burial of

Aqht (I Aqht: 147, cf. now GTA, p. 90), for the

use of a shaft-grave is known archeologically, of.

C. F. A. Schaeffer, The Cuneiform Texts of Eas

Shamra-Ugarit (London, 1939), pp. 46 f., PI. XXVIII

for the earthenware and A. Jirku, Oeschichte Palastina-

Syriens im orientalischen Altertum (Aalen, 1963),

pp. 69, 120, for the shaft-graves.

Then “my shaft” would point to sps as the speaker

of this passage, which is indeed possible (compare

UM Text 67:V,6-7 with 62:17-18, where plurals are

to be read; Anat cannot be the speaker of UM Text

67 :V as she does not know what happened to Baal,

Text 67 :VI end + 62).

68 O. Bossier, ZA, XX (1961), 165 ff.; seehowevor

for a sound explanation of the phenomenon: G.

Garbini, semitico di Nord-Ovest, pp. 29 f,

Worterbuch, s.v, gr, ydy, ^ry; cf. already H. L.

Ginsberg in: ANET, p. 139 and Cassuto, op. ciL,

pp. 178 f.

Die mythologischen und kultischen Texte aus Eas

Schamra (Budapest, 1969), p. 17.

72 Cf. the Old Babylonian fragment of the Gilga-

mesh Epic, published by T. Bauer, JNES XVI

(1957), 254-62, line 38; Epic of Erra, 1.160-53; CT
XVI, No. 46, line 190. Perhaps on Mesopotamian and

Phoenician seals (Ward, op. cit.. Nos. 663 and 1165;

Goblet d’Alviella, The Migration of Symbols [West-

minster, 1894], PI. Ya). The same idea recurs else-

where; in the Old Norse poem of Grimnismdl Hel is

placed under the third root of the ash Yggdrasil (H.

B. Ellis, The Eoad to Bel [Cambridge, 1943], p. 87).

73 The root is ydy or ndy.

74 Cf. Hittite paSHla-, “pebble.”

75 Several scholars translate with “chin,”

against the meaning in the other Semitic languages,

because the same is said of Anat. But goddesses with

beards occur, e.g. Istar. Then Ihm, connected with

words for “cheek” in Akkad., Arab., Hebr., must be

“side-whiskers.”

70 In this survey the following passages were left

out of consideration because of a too fragmentary

context: UM Texts 61:VII.5, 32; 83:6, 9; 125:17;

126:IV.17; 'nt pi. ix:III.12; pi. x:V,12; PEU II,

No. 12:16,
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“like wird his soul went out, like ^itl his life,” like smoke from his nose his panting (?).’”

Ore might ask whether a loan from Hittite Mi- is not quite feasable. Usually this

word is rendered "saliva,” "spittle,"” but primanly it mwns: that which Won^ 0/

comes from the mouth,”“ so perhaps it could connote a puff of breath too. But spittle

may well be meant by the Ugaritic poet: the victim’s life flew away like spiMe fern his

mouth We find it more difficult to imagine any resemblance between yittle and the

^irits' of life, than between wind and soul, smoke and panting breath. So w. modems

.Lid have considered the paraUelism between r», ’ill and gfr complete oiJy it .fl weie

oL airy substance. Not necessarily so the ancients. To ancient man the matenahty

of the siLe "spittle” was irriJevant, because the ateociation of vital power with the

spittle was just as much a matter of course to him*' as its association with wind or

smoke.
, ..m

14 . A Case of ^ank = This

Possibly Ugaritic offers next to demonstrative hnk^^ and perhaps also a demon-

strative ^ank in PRU II, No. 21, line 6. If taken as a personal P^noun sg^,

of line 7 &m% “listen to him !” has no connection whatsoever with the preceding. Bnt the

passage becomes clear if we may take ^ank as a variant form for hnk:^ (4) wM.l uk m

Tpils) t^sdhsrd sn (6) wtb^ ^ank (7) Mth “And now there is an envoy with

2 king, Tgsdb, an ivory merchant,^^ and this man is going to leave with his mission.

Listen to him !”

77 The word hrlt too has as yet no etjonology if

we may disregard Albright’s proposal in BASOR^

No. 83 (1941), p. 41, n. 24, who connects it with

Akkad, pillurtu, “cross,” and that of F. Lokkegaard

in F F Hvidberg, Weeping and Laughter in the Old

Testament (Leiden, 1962), p. 23, n. 2, who refers to

Akkad. piriAtu or pireStu.

Tentatively it may be suggested here to derive brlt

from a qattaltu-formation (or the like) of the root blty

Akkad, baldf-u, “to live” and “life”; cognate are per-

haps Akkad, napaltu, Ugaritic, Fhoen., Hebr. and

Aram, pity “to save, escape,” which isfalata [sic I] in

Arabic. Then the supposed original form baHafiu

could develop to barlattu by consonantal dissimilation

{-ll-y-rl-, cf. R. RuKicka, Konsonantische Dissimilation

in den semitischen Sprachen [Leipzig 1909], p. 78 for

similar cases) and by assimilation of -tt- to -tt- (like

dt- to XJM § 6:27; the same kind of assimilation

occurs elsewhere, C. Brockelmann. Qrundrissyl^ 60d.

a, S, y and in Babylonian of the Kassite period).

78 It is not certain that mhrh (III Aqht:26, cf. 38)

belongs to the formula, but if so it may be a sub-

stantive from an adjective mhry “racing” (breath).

79 Friedrich, Heth, Worterbuchy p. 84; H. Kronas-

ser, Etymologie der hethitischen Sprache, Lieferung 2

(Wiesbaden, 1963), p. 212.

80 H. Ehelolf, OLZy XXXVI (1933), col. 6, n. 3.

81 To the Babylonians the uncontrolled secretion

of saliva was one of the indications that a patient lay

dying. According to them the spittle could be life

bringing or deadly. “Evil Spittle” was a demon of

sickness, which had to be neutralized by “Good

Spittle.” If a mean sorcerer took away a man’s saliva,

he took part of his life. Greek, Roman, and Jewish

healers attached miraculous curative power to the

spittle. In Christian and Arab popular belief too it

played a great part.

82 Discovered by W. F. Albright, BASORy No. 150

(1958), p. 37, n. 7; it is certainly composed of the

element huy also extant in hndy “this,” and deictic -fc.

On the morpheme -ka with pronouns, cf. Ugaritic

mnky Arab, ddkay Syriac hdnukhy Jewish Aram.

hanndkhy Hnnakh.
83 Assumed by Aistleitner.

84 Cf. for “dialectic” forms “Frustulum” No. 8.

85 Akkad. §amalliM (also in Alalakh), a com-

mercial agent; cf. W. F. Leemans, The Old-Babylonian

Merchant (Leiden, 1960), pp. 22“35.



THE EGYPTIAN SED-FESTIVAL RITES

ERIC UPHILL, University College, London

Thebe are two representations of the ceremonies celebrated by a king at liis

Sed-festival whieh are sufficiently comprehensive to be used as the basis for a study of

the purpose and meaning behind this ancient festival. These are found in the reliefs from

the chapel of the sun temple built by King Niuserre'^ at Abu Giirob and the scenes

showing King Osorkon II from the temple at Bubastis. A further series of scenes existed

in the great temple built by Amenhotep III at Soleb, but these scenes are not only in-

complete today but were also connected with the foundation and dedication of the

building as well as with the festival. Hence, while many of the scenes must have taken

place at the time of one of Amenhotep’s three Sed-festivals, they do not appear to deal

exclusively with the ceremonies themselves.

The Niuserre*^ scenes were undoubtedly once the fullest and most important repre-

sentation of which we have any evidence today, but they have unfortunately come down

in so fragmentary a state that they are now less full than those of Osorkon. Because

they were of a much earlier date they also had the additional advantage of showing the

rites in what must have been the original form, an Old Kingdom representation and not

one from the late period in whah was probably a somewhat altered form.

In the account given in the following pages the Bubastis reliefs have formed the main

source of material, but certain additional scenes and evidence have been included where

they might help in the understanding of the actual rites.

Before discussing the scenes at Bubastis a few general observations are necessary on

the layout of the reliefs in the temple. In the first place the term used to describe them

in the publication, i.e., "Festival Hall" is reaUy a complete misnomer. Naville himself

pointed out that, far from being in a hall or even a pillared court, the scenes were carved

in reality on the sides of a granite gateway constructed between the two great courts or

halls within the temple. He also compared this with the gateway between courts at

Soleb.^ This gateway of Osorkon was composed of large granite blocks, and Naville was

definite about its original form and published a restoration of the gate as it may have

looked when first completed. The position of the stones had to be worked out by a

detailed study of the scenes carved on them; it may be of interest to quote Naville s own

account of the finding of the gate. _ ,

“The form of the building could not be discovered at first sight. When its remains

were unearthed, the hall of Osorkon II was a mere heap of huge granite blocks; each

Stone had to be rolled and turned, and paper casts were made of the inscriptions en-

graved on its sides. When the inscriptions had been copied, order coidd be brought in o

this confused mass of writing and figures; the contiguous parts could be put together,

the angles, where they had been preserved, served as clues for the measures, and y

degrees the form of the edifice could be recognized.
• v + an w 190

This gateway of Osorkon gave on to a court or haU measurmg about 80 feet by

1 E. Naville, The Festival Hall of OsorJcon II

(London, 1802), p. 3 plan.

365
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feet which had been repeatedly rebuilt and which contained ancient material going

back in some cases to the time of Pepi I. The waUs of this court unlike the gateway were

of limestone, and after a careful examination of the stones themselves Naville concluded

that only the gate had had scenes illustrating the Sed-festival carved on it. The diagram

illustrates the disposition of the scenes with regard to Upper and Lower Egyptian rites.

Won

lo feet

1.

Public ceremonies

2.

Private ceremonies

3.

Secret ceremonies

Naville noted the fact that the representations on the walls marked A and D m the

diagram converged on to the east entrance through which the king would have entered.

These scenes, it should be noted, show only those rites which were of a more pubhc

nature and which were most probably performed at the beginning and end of the bed-

festival.
1 ii. j. ,1

Certain alterations have been made in this diagram with regard to the way to read

the ordering of the events shown. In general Naville’s basic order is followed; however,

the lowest scenes wiU be described first and the upper ones after, a sequence that the

Egyptians themselves would almost certainly have followed, the highest being regarded

by them as the furthest away.
^ x*

Nayille considered that the scenes should be followed in the horizontal direction by

going right round each wall continuously, thus wall A leads to B and then to G. On y

after completing this side of the gate does his method aUow him to cross to the northern

side and discuss the representation on walls D, E, and F.

This method makes no allowance for a combined set of ceremonies celebrated at the

same time, but assumes that one of the representations took place after the other. A
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comparison of the two sets of scenes on opposite walls is thus not possible in such a

reconstruction of the festival.

This argument also makes no allowance for the position of the viewer when looking

at the scenes. It would surely be more natural for an observer to take each section of the

gateway as he came to it, viewing as a whole first walls A and D on the exterior and then

proceeding inwards to walls B and E. Similarly the walls G and F would be seen after

^^Furthermore, if the scenes are followed in this order the meaning becomes clearer

and more logical in regard to the purpose of the ceremonies, and they can be more easily

compared with other representations from different periods.

It is important to remember that the scenes are not only incomplete today but in any

case never seem to have shown a complete representation of the fuU rites, but were

intended only to be a kind of synopsis of them. Hence the opposite series of scenes on

north and south waUs were, it seems, not intended to follow one another in strict chrono-

logical order, but were rather each a series of scenes selected from the mam events of

the festival. They do not duplicate one another but show on opposite walls rites that

were celebrated simultaneously on behalf of both parts of Egypt.

The public rites were succeeded by ceremonies of a much more private character,

while those on the innermost waUs were scenes showing the culmination of the whole

festival, the secret rites which were celebrated in what may have been the royal tomb.

Some further evidence has been discovered since Naville published his account of t e

Osorkon blocks. During excavations on the site of the great temple at

Habachi found some fragments of the gate which were not included m the blocks that

Naville had recovered. These are estimated to have formed only about a third of those

which were decorated with scenes. Many of these blocks were parts of statues architraves

columns that had been re-used in the gate. Some of them still

Ramesses II and earlier kings. In his reconstruction NaviUe

found concealed under a huge block. This was made of basalt and stood 80 cm. high

and 78 cm. thick.^ Another block had been formed from part of the double *

a royal statue of an earlier reign. One side of this was polishedm order ^

of the Heb-sed The king was here represented as wearing the crown o PP gJP

short Ut. The ioiiption resd,» Mows: “Th. good

A - <!r.r. nf the Sun given life.” Queen Karoama is shown behind the king

“ngslt »d 'wesSg a tea.hsM »„». Above the eopsl eoop.e »

hown 0 ro^I ioon rep—
g Inl" SeT

'It UPI^S UM of fhe gafewsp reliefsjhe

Habachi as be g y eastern projection. How-
to pl«. rt .omowhete »«“ f ^ "

.H the available material is oeceseary

ever a thorough restoration ot the gate using ''

Wnflrs

before it would be possible to state precisely the positions of individual blocks.

^Tea Ba^ (Cairo, P'pfxvt
with the material from the Festival Hall. Ot . FI. iS.

See also FI. XVI for a general view of the rums.

3 Ibid., Fig. XVI. Labib Habachi draws attention

to the similarity of this scene with one published by

Naville, op, cU,, Fl. XIV, No. 1.

nn
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I. The Preparations for the Sed-festival

For some years before the actual ceremonies were to be performed, the royal tomb

and certain temples or parts of temples were prepared in readiness.^ Again for months

before the proclamation of the festival the country must have been a hive of industry.

Small stone kiosks would have had to be constructed and decorated with scenes

and reliefs, prior to being dismantled and shipped to the various towns of the realm

where rites subsidiary to those of the capital would have taken place, there to be

reassembled.

An interesting small shrine of this type, dated to the reign of Senusret I, was

found by Chevrier inside the foundations of the third pylon at Karnak.® In form

this was simply a square shrine raised on a platform, which was approached by

eight steps leading up to front and rear entrances. The kiosk itself was open on all

sides with a number of pillars supporting the roof but with no walls. It was a monu-

mental form of the open pavilions of wood used by the king during the actual festival

ceremonies.

Hermann Kees has discussed the purpose of this type of shrine in a long article® in

which he noted that it was called “Throne (wfei) of the crowns of Horus.” He compared

this name with one written on a chapel built by Queen Hatshepsut and used for the

barque of Amun, where the determinative of the name is that used for the Sed-festival

pavilion. Borchardt had already described this type of shrine as one especially associated

with the Sed-festival.'' The piUars ofthe kiosk show Senusret with various gods, receiving

life from Atum, the kingship of the two lands from Amon-Rr, and various other gifts.

Most important of all is the reference, “He celebrates millions of Sed-festivals appearing

on the throne of Horus,” which gives strong support to the association of this tjrpe of

chapel with the Sed-festival. It has also been suggested that these open shrines were

used as temporary resting places for the sacred barque containing the image of the god;

but this occurred only after their original purpose had been served. Vandier considers

that in the first place they may have contained a double throne in the centre which

might perhaps have been used for the royal statues enthroned. These would have been

put on view during the Sed-festival period and perhaps even remained so for the rest of

the reign. If this were so then possibly one statue with the white crown faced down the

front stairway and the other with the red down the rear, or vice versa, a visible reminder

of what took place in the capital.

Obelisks would also have had to be quarried and brought downstream to the temple

in readiness for their erection at this time.® Provisions and various materials would also

^ The so-called Festival Hall of Thutmose III

provides one of the best examples of this type of

building. It was added to an existing temple as a

special unit and was not only closely connected with

the Sed-festival rites of the king but was also decor-

ated with scenes illustrating it. Many temples

contained scenes derived from certain rites of the

festival among which may be cited Karnak, Luxor,

which shows a number from the reign of Amenhotep
III, and Deir el Bahri.

5 P. Lacau and H. Chevrier, TJne Chapelle de

Sesostris I d Karnak (Cairo, 1956). See also the

article, XXXVIII (1938), 667.

® “Die weisse Kapelle Sesostris I in Karnak
und das Sedfest,” MDAIK, XVI (1968), 194-213;

PI. 16.,

See J. Vandier, Manuel d^arcMologie igyptienne,

Vol. II, Pt. II (Paris, 1952), p. 796.

® The obelisk of Senusret I at Heliopolis was

erected at the Sed-festival of Year 30, LD, II, 118i^.

See also Senmut’s description of the work of cutting

and erecting those of Hatshepsut at Karnak, LD,
III, 23-24. This task took seven months in all, from

Year 15 to Year 16.
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have to be obtained for use at the ceremonies. In both the Old and New Kingdoms

these were used on a vast scale ® and were no doubt also needed in very large quantities

for the Osorkon festival.

Officials and representatives of the two kingdoms would have to be assembled, as

described by Frankfort in his account of the Sed-festival,^“ and the gods and deities

attending the festival would arrive by barge from the many towns of Egypt.^^ In addi-

tion, during the New Kingdom, subject princes of the empire and foreign envoys would

also seem to have been invited to be present, at least at the more public rites of the

I

festival.

I The final task was the preparation of the special palace (or palaces) to be used by the

' at the Sed-festival. This building would have had all the appurtenances of a normal

I
royal palace and would have been used by the king while the most important rites were

. being enacted at the capital. Little can at present be said about Osorkon’s palace in

^ the Delta; doubtless it was within easy distance of the temple where the ceremonies took

place. The would need to retire to it between ceremonies lasting for some days’

duration. The preparation and construction of the palace used by king Niuserre", unlike

those of Osorkon, were illustrated in the representations found in the sun temple. The

I

scenes began with Niuserre' inspecting the work of building the palace and show

the king as he hoed the ground and hammered in the sticks for stretching the cord. In

the New Kingdom the small temples within the funerary temples on the western ba,nk

at Thebes may have served a similar function, and it has been suggested that the king

used these during his festival ceremonies,

These preparations are best summed up by the account of Ramesses III in Pap3n:us

Harris relating to his renewal of the Sed-festival buildings in the temple of Ptah at

Memphis.

“I celebrated for thee (i.e. Ptah) the first Sed-festival of my reign as a very great

festival of Tatjanen. ... I made a renewing of thy temple and the Houses of the Sed-

festival which were formerly in ruins since the (former) kings. I wrought upon thy

Ennead, the lords of Heb-sed, in gold, silver, and precious stones as before.

® The immensity of these can be seen from the

provisions which were obtained for use at the Sed-

festivals of Amenhotep III at Thebes. By far the

majority of the labels and jar sealings found at

. the Malkata palace complex were dated to Years 30,

34, and 37, the years of the three festivals of the king.

Among the commodities listed on these labels are

beaten (potted) meat, wine, fat, oils, honey, fruits,

1 cereals and incense. Hayes in X (1951), 35,

j 82, 156, 231 gives details of these. Probably a great

amount of public entertainment was provided by the

king at the festival, with mass meals on a scale large

enough to include the whole population of the capital.

Two interesting references in the reliefs from the

Niuserre sun-temple valley building mention the pro-

vision of “bread, beer, and offering cakes, at the New

Year festival, consisting of 100,600 rneals” and also

30,000 similar meals for another occasion. These were

provided at the Sed-festival and it is hard to imagine

that such elaborate and huge amounts of provisions

were in ordinary use in this temple. See W. Freiherr

von Hissing and H. Kees, Das Re-Heiligtum des

wsm

Kdnigs Ne-woser-re {Uathures), III (Leipzig, 1923), 54;

PI. 31, No. 461 and PI. 29, No. 446. These amounts

suggest huge public festivities such as were re-

counted in the Bible in connection with the dedication

of the temple of Solomon and the great feast cele-

brated by king Ashur-nazir-pal II at Nimrud. See

M. E. L. Mallowan, Iraq, XIV, 21.

10 Kingship and the Qods (Chicago, 1941), chap.

VI, p. 79.

11 As in the inscription mentioning the part of the

vizier Ta in the reign of Ramesses III, Brugsch,

TheacmruSfP, 1129.

12 Von Hissing and Kees, op. cit., PI. la and 6;

PL 2, Nos. 3-5.

13 A Moret, Du caract^e religieux de la royauti

pharaohique; chap, viii, sec. 4 has a discussion of this

question. ^

14 W. Erichsen, Papyrus Harris I (Bruxelles,

1933), p. 49, 11. 10 and 12.
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'

II. The Peoclamatioh of the Sed-festival and the First ''Appearance''

OF THE King

When the preparations were completed, the festival could be proclaimed. The Osorkon

reliefs begin with a scene showing the king offering to various deities, most of their

figures now destroyed and so unidentifiable. Wadjit gave the king "all life and dominion

like Re",” while another deity before her awarded the same gifts in addition to Sed-

festivals.^^ Above this scene there is one showing the king standing in a shrine on a

stepped platform, offering a clepsydra to the goddess Nekhbet.^® His queen Karoama
stood behind him holding a fly-whisk. The clepsydra provides an important link between

the Sed-festival and the measurement of time. This scene was entitled: "Giving the sheh

to his mother Nekhbet, she gives life and dominion like Re".” A priest stood behind the

queen and handed the sheh to the king.

A procession was now formed to go to the place of proclamation. At the head of this

procession walked the learned men of the scriptorium (House of Life), who carried rolls

of vHitings used for the rituals. Magicians {hrw hhlw) were also present. In the register

above two men are shown who shout: "To the ground,” and "Put (yourselves) on the

ground,” in similar fashion to the attendants shown in the Muserre" festival scenes. An
important official called the ntr r, "the god's mouth,” is shown at the head of the top

register. He wore a robe similar to the king's Sed-festival robe and carried a scepter.

Naville considered him to be the high priest of Bubastis, but this is not certain. Behind

him walked two more men shouting "to the ground.”

The procession then started to go to the first Sed-festival pavilion. The inscription

before the king reads: "Appearing in the pr wr,'' The king was therefore leaving this hall

after having celebrated the usual rites ofpr dwlt in addition to those just described, and

was then "proceeding to rest in the Sed-festival baldachino.” (This word is used as being

perhaps the best description of an open pavilion standing on a stepped platform.) An
r pH prince holding a curved wand led the procession, followed by two fan-bearers, each

of whom was called a smr, "companion." Then there came several men shouting "to the

ground” and two viziers, doubtless those of Upper and Lower Egypt. Another prince

followed, also a prophet (km-ntr) carrying an object which Naville thought might be the

leg of a bull but which was more likely to have been the half-shrouded scorpion symbol

that appears in the Niuserre" reliefs. Two companions followed bearing on their shoulders

what seem to be bags or rolls of cloth. This register ends with two fan-bearers.

At the head of the second register there is shown the"divine mother of Siut” walking

before two prophets who carried standards. After this came the shrine of "Wepwawet,
lord of Siut,” carried by six men. By the shrine walked a priest dressed in a panther-

skin. Naville suggested that this priest offered incense to the god, as was done in a

funerary procession. By the shrine there is written the legend: "Proceeding, carrying

the god to the court,” The figure of the god would therefore seem to have been removed
from the interior of the temple or shrine in which the first ceremonies were performed

and taken then to the court beyond.

In the third register a prophet is shown holding a large bow; he was followed by
several other prophets each bearing a small Wepwawet standard. One of these emblems
was called the "Northern Wepwawet.” The last prophet in the procession carried the

15 Naville, PL III, Nos. 14-15. is Jdirf., Nos. 12-13.
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^‘^Khonsii” standard.^"^ Behind walked the hry-Jih or lector-priest carrying a roll of
papyrus. At the rear came the king wearing the double cro^m, a robe with a tail attached
to it, carrying crook and flail, and followed by the queen.

In the court (of the temple?)^® there stood a platform with a pavilion on top, which
was approached by staircases at the four cardinal points of the compass, called “stair-

case of the south,’’ etc. In this pavilion there- stood a low seat or throne, upon which
the king now sat wearing the double crown. He then turned and faced in each direction,

while two deities stood near him with their hands raised above his head as if in blessing.

Tjanen and another god (perhaps Set) did this for the south. Atum and another god
(Horus?) for the north, Khepre'^ and Geb for the west, and Isis and Nephthys for the east.

Three then mounted the steps of the throne-platform bearing a ram-
standard (perhaps representing Amun) a standard of Atum and a small royal sphinx.

Behind these priests another priest recited a dd mdw formula: “Horus appears resting

on his southern throne and there occurs a uniting of the sky to the earth.” The phrase

“four times” that comes at the end of this statement shows that the speech was re-

peated for each direction when the king turned. It is evident from this formula that

some cosmic significance was attached to these rites.

In the top register queen Karoama and three princesses are shown watching, while

five prostrate figures called ^m^z-to-priests, “companions,” and the “Great Ones of

Upper and Lower Egypt” adore the king. (Naville thought that the king may have

stepped over them or between their lines, as the chieftains of certain African tribes used

to do until recently.)

Below the throne platform stood a long line of prophets. By them is a reference to

the Smsw Hr or “Followers of Horus.” They all carry standards, the first of which is

^Imiwt or the skin fastened to a pole. Then follow the standards of the nome gods, Set,

Horus, Thoth, etc., as well as the standards of the two Wepwawets (north and south)

and of “Khonsu.” In all nineteen of them are shown. The two viziers followed these.

III. The Procession Goes to the Sed-festival Palace

After this “appearance” in the baldachino in the court of the main temple of the city,

the king continued in procession to the area that had been inclosed for the main rites

of the festival. At Thebes in the New Kingdom this would have probably meant crossing

For the identification of the standard as

“Khonsu” see Pleyte, ZAS, VI (1868), 17. Von
Bissing and Kees, op. cit.. Ill, 44, connects it with

the god Dua mentioned in Pyr Texts, § 11 55a.

The term “broad hall” seems to be less likely as

a description of the whereabouts of a dais and
pavilion such as this, the translation here as “broad

court” being surely preferable. A great hall of

columns such as was suggested by Moret was not a

very suitable place for the* erection of a large con-

struction of this kind. The public nature of this kind

of royal “appearance” called for a great open space

with an unimpeded view for the onlookers. Naville

thought that at this moment the god Wepwawet was
taken into the hypostyle hall of the temple, while the

king ascended by a stairway to the roof, where the

pavilion had been erected on a platform. A more
probable explanation seems to be afforded by a

reference from the inscription of Sheshonk I at Gebel

Silsileh, which would help to clear up this point. “It

was His Majesty who gave directions to build a very

great pylon (gate) ... to illuminate Ne by erecting its

doors of millions of cubits, to make*a festival hall for

the House of his father Amunre% King of Gods, and
to surround it with statues and a colonnade.” This

inscription refers to the construction of the first great

court at Karnak and clearly links its ultimate use

with the Sed-festival of the king. A great court such

as this would have made an admirable setting for

the erection of a platform and pavilion at the pro-

clamation of the festival. A great many people would

have had a perfect view, and the setting would have

still been within a short distance of the sanctuaiy of

the temple. Osorkon II might have used the court of

a Delta temple in the same way. See R. A. Caminos,

JEA, Vol. XXXVIII (1952), 51, PI. XIII, lines

45-48.
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the river to the royal funerary temple on the western bank; at Osorkon’s festival the re-

liefs show that it only involved a walk. “The king proceeds in order to rest in the balda-

chino of the Sed-festival, the lector priest when he goes towards the baldachino of the

Sed-festival reads. . . The pavilion is here of a different type, being a square structure

ornamented with a frieze of uraeus heads.

The procession comprised much the same people as before, it was led by the ntr r and

two musicians who clapped their hands and sang. Then there came men calling out “to

the ground,” a companion, an official called “great overseer of the palace,” and a priest

called hr nws, carrying an oar (perhaps the one to be used later in the running cere-

monies). Next there came the two viziers followed by an imy-hni-priest with a lotus

scepter (?), the high priest of Heliopolis {wr mlw) and the high priest of Koptos (wsb or

slti), both of whom wore panther skins. The remainder of the procession is rriostly lost,

but it was again headed by the “divine mother of Siut” and contained the Wepwawet

shrine and the standards of Wepwawet and “Ehonsu.” The king and queen followed as

before.^®

Higher up^^ in the reliefs an a^M-sign is shown carrying a Horus standard that itself

holds a year-stick, a djed-sign follows holding a bow, and another missing sign carries a

Wepwawet standard. Figures representing the spirits of Pe sat enthroned, while Wadjit,

Nekhbet, Horus and Set appeared in the pavilion behind the king, who now wore a

false beard. On the platform before Osorkon^^ stood the ""Imiwt standard, “he who is in

his bandages.” The hr-nws-'pnest knelt at the top of the steps holding a crook and

scepters (?), while the ^w^z-^'^^-priests again brought forward the sphinx and standards.

A figure with a staff standing by the chief lector-priest then says: “The announcing of

the king by. . . The kneeling woman shown above was probably a priestess, while the

four standing women each shown holding a menit seem to be the queen and the princesses.

Naville noted that at this point in the ceremonies shown at Soleb the rite of lighting

a lamp took place. This illumination was performed at the consecration of a new religious

building.^®

At this point the Bubastis scenes turn an angle and continue along the long wall on

the southern side. (See plan on p. 366.)

IV. The Eoyal “Abfearance” ie the Sed-festival Palace (Pavilioe) and the

Visits to the Assembled Gods aed Goddesses ,

The king is now shown wearing the white crown and carrying a flail and a scepter,

outside the entrance to the palace.^^ The hieroglyphic column written by the representa-

tion of the palace reads : “The resting in the palace when (before) he goes to perform the

rites in. . . Bast is shown (as usual throughout these scenes) facing the king and

observing what went on. Osorkon still has the queen behind him. The king then made

offerings to the gods who had come to the festivai.^® There is written a short com-

mentary on this in two registers: “The offering of all things good and pure by King

Osorkon to all the gods of the Ur (row of shrines) of the north,” the same being repeated

for the itr of the south. The king afterwards burnt incense in a censer before the shrines:

Naville, op. cit., PL 1, No. 5. 23 gee J. A. Wilson, JAOS, LVI (1936), 293-96.
20 Ibid., Nos. 3-4. 24 Naville, op. ciL, PI. IV bis, Nos. 14-16.

Ibid., upper register. No. 5. Ibid., 13.
22 Ibid., Nos. 1-2.
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•|
‘The burning of incense to all the gods and goddesses who are at the SedTestival. He

I

celebrates a given life/’ While this was done Queen Karoama stood behind the king and

I shook a sistrum.

j

Above this scene four Lower Eg3rptian shrines are shown with offerings before them,

i A figure of Anubis stood in one of these, while two others contained serpent stelas.^®

:

Anubis held &n anhh-Bign and a 'U?as-scepter. Above him there is vnritten: “Anubis the

lord of light, the lord of the sky. He gives all life, dominion, and all health.”

Facing the shrines there were twelve prophets called the “spirits of Pe.” Each of

these held a small egg-shaped vase for libations. The inscription to the right reads:

“The spirits of Pe and Nekhen, the north and south rows, give millions of years to the

' king of Upper and Lower Egypt Osorkon, and very many Sed-festivals.” This text thus

shows that a similar rite was enacted for the shrines of Upper Egypt by the spirits of

Nekhen. The linking of the gift of millions of years with the gift of Sed-festivals estab-

lishes an interesting connection, which suggests the king’s desire for a means to increase

the length of his life and reign.

The king then retired to a building which was called the “Hall of Eating,” which

would therefore appear to have stood near to the court containing the shrines of the

I

gods.^"^ The bottom register has the following inscription written to the right of

Osorkon: “The appearing in the hall of eating . . ., in order to cause to appear the

majesty of the august god Amon-re", lord of Karnak, and the resting in his place (i.e. by

the king) in the palace of the Sed-festivaL”

The figures of the gods shown in the shrines seem to belong to the previous scene.^®

The queen and the three princesses Tashakheper, Karoama, and Irmer did not go into

the hall with the king but waited at the door outside.®® The order of the scenes is not

certain at the bottom of the main section of the south wall. Naville here placed some

fragmentary scenes showing Osorkon being led by the hand by Thoth and other deities.®^

The spirits of Nekhen also appear on other fragments.®®

In this hall of eating the king received gifts from the god from whom, as Frankfort

said: he “expected most.” Here the god was Amon-rr, king of the gods, whose shrine

was then removed after he had promised the king: “(I) give to thee millions of Sed-

festivals, thy years of eternity, ... on the throne of Horus.

The king himself had already left the hall before the god, and he now mounted a

portable throne similar in form to that of Seti I as shown in the Abydos temple reliefs.®^

^ He was carried by six On either side of him there is carved a most

I

important inscription which reads as folows: “Year 22, fourth month of Summer

(Khoiak), day one, the appearance (of the king) in the temple (?) of Amun which is in

the festival inclosure, sitting on his litter, assuming the protection of the Two Lands

and the kingship, the protection of the Harem of the House of Amun, and the protection

i of aH the women of his city who have been servants since the days of his fathers. They

are servants in the house of the lord who are assessed in respect of their yearly labor.

Behold his majesty is seeking a great deed of power for his father Amon-Re", according

26 Xo. 12.

27 PI. IV, Nos. 2, 4
28 Ibid.

28 Jbid., No. 3.

30 Nos. 1-2.

f

I

31 Ibid., PI. XXVI, Nos. 1-2.

32 Ibid., No. 4.

33 Ibid., No, 6.

34 PI. VT.



as he (Amun) foretold his first Sed-festival for his son who rests on his throne, and he

(Amun) foretells for him very many in Thebes, Mistress of the Nine Bows. Spoken by

the king in the presence of his father Amun: ‘I have protected Thebes in her height and

in her breadth, she being pure and ready for her lord, without interference with her by

the agents of the Palace; her inhabitants are protected forever in the great name of

the good god.’

This decree is an interesting one. In return for the benefits that Amun granted to him

at his Sed-festival, Osorkon would release the inhabitants of Thebes from their dues,

particular mention being made of women who were assessed respecting their yearly

work. The references to Thebes are clear, although Naville considered that they were

there merely because this was a copy of an old text so stereotyped that the names of

the locations had remained unaltered. But in view of the dual nature of the festival, it

would be wrong to rule out the possibility that Osorkon may have celebrated rites in

both Thebes and the Delta.

Two ^

^millions of years” signs are shown before the king. The horizontal inscription

underneath reads: . . the overseer of the palace. Bearing the king who rests upon the

litter. Proceeding to the royal palace.” This statement is then repeated. The register

below this scene shows the shrine of Amun, and by this there is a further fragmentary

inscription that states: ‘‘The appearance of the majesty of this noble god . . . upon the

road, to rest in the palace of the Sed-festival . . . Sed-festivals. His Majesty renewed ...

its walls are in fine gold, its pillars ” The king and the queen preceded the shrine

of Amun, behind which is written: “Words spoken by Amon-Re" Lord of the Thrones

the Two Lands ... for his beloved son User-ma"at-re"-(setep-en)-Amun ... thy

as reward therefor consisting of millions of Sed-festivals . . . son of Re^

Osorkon.”

There now followed that part of the festival in which the king made offerings to all

the assembled gods of both Upper and Lower Egypt, in order to obtain life and con-

tinued rule.

At this stage in the ceremonies the king must have changed into the Sed-festival robe

(probably while he was in his palace), and this seems to have been the time when he

performed the Circuit of the Wall ceremony and thereby ritually took possession of his

funerary complex. The reliefs now show the king walking in procession and entering a

pavilion that Naville thought might be one of the palaces used by the king at the

festival. But inside this structure stood the standard of Wepwawet lord of Siut, and

behind this three prophets are shown holding smaller standards of the northern Wepwa-

wet. The building shown may therefore be a religious chapel or shrine. On the right there

is a reference to the scriptorium or “House of Life,” and a statement about some persons

“going round.” At this point in the rites the magicians declaimed: “Hail to the Sed-

festivals of Horus forever,” and then repeated it. Above this a long procession of priests

dressed in panther skins (over twenty-six of them in all) are shown bearing geographical

standards.®'^

Then Osorkon again burned incense to the gods, who were this time represented by a

JMd, No. 10. known as This term may be found both at Soleb

PI. IX, Nos. 11, 12. Von Bissing and Kees, and Bubastis,

op. ctf,, III, note that the term used for the royal Naville, op. cit.. Nos. 11—13.
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group of sacred cult pillars brought from their shrines.®® The first of these is called

“Wepwawet of the south.” The explanation advanced by Naville (following Brugsoh)

that the twelve figures shown up the sides of the pillar represent the months, and the two

Wepwawets the summer and winter solstices, seems to be very speculative.

The next pillar shown has a single Wepwawet figure at the top, with two long tails

entwined t-arigmg below it. Next there is shown a pillar with two forks at the top and

with eight rams attached to it. Accompanying this there is a reference to the “great god

who is in festival . . . who gives victory.” After this there is a bull-headed pillar which

has this inscription beside it: “The bull of Heliopolis, who is in the great house (the

sanctuary of Heliopolis), the chief of aU its gods, gives aU joy like the lord Ee".” A

different type of bull-headed pillar is called: “The HA (festival) of Heliopohs which is in

the great house gives all stability and dominion to him like Ee' forever.

Next there is depicted a pillar called: “The lun (pfflar) which is in Heliopolis and

which is in the Sed-festival.” What this piUar granted to the king is lost, as are the tops

of several more pillars. Two of these were also from Heliopolis while two others granted

the king Sed-festivals and “years of eternity.” AU these emblems have offerings placed

before them, and it is significant that so many of them were connected with Heliopolis.

Naville also noted that the buU could represent Nun or water as the great fertilizing

power, which might explain the presence of the buU in this scene.

Behind Osorkon there stood the Hr'p nsty or the high priest of Thoth (from Hermo-

polis), wearing a long robe like the king’s Sed-festival robe. Next to him walked an

official called the “Overseer of the treasurers of the palace.” Above these figures appear

three prophets with standards. _

The shrines of aU the gods present at the festival are now iUustrated. These are

continued in a line round the inner face or west wall of the gate ((7).®® The reference to

suckUng and nursing the young king noted by Moret appears here.^° “I have nursed him

to be king of the Two Lands and to rule what the sun encircles. Given all life.

In the top register fifteen great shrines are shown, each of these containing a god

whose left hand is shown raised.^ Although their heads and headdresses differ these gods

are aU caUed: “The great god who is foremost within the Sed-festival,’ or. The great

god who is lord of the Sed-festival.” They must have represented various ^ms

Amon-Er, Sebek, and Horus, and they granted the king aU “life, dominion, health,

strength, victory, offerings, and provisions.

Below this register are shown twenty-nine shrines of the Upper EgyptianJer and

thirty-two shrines of the Lower Egyptian Ur. In spite of this scene’s being incomplete

today, the number of shrines shown is greatly m excess of those found in Djosers

Ibid., Nos. 7-10. These cult objects appear to

be standing outside in the court in these scenes. It is

not certain that this was so, however, given the

sacred nature and importance of s^<3h pillars, they

might have been within the chapels of the gods at

the festival.

>9 X6^d., Pis. VII, VIII, XII.

40 PL VIII, No. 27.

41 Ibid., Nos. 17, 19, 21. The form of these shrines,

erected in light materials for the duration of the

festival only, can be best illustrated by the per-

manent stone dummy buildings in the Heb-sed court

of the Step Pyramid of king Djoser. This court

measured about 100 m. N-S. by about 25 m. B-W

and contained two of the three main elements

needed for this ceremony. These were: (1) Two lines

of chapels on the east and west sides of the court;

(2) A throne dais at the south end of the court con-

sisting of a double pavilion standing on a platform

approached by steps. See the detailed description m
J -Ph. Lauer, La Pyramide d degris, Vol. 1 (Cairo,

1936), Plan IV on PL LV. The Osorkon court was

probably laid out on these lines but on a more lavish

scale as a very large number of deities are shown as

present.
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court. The Upper Egyptian Ur included the goddess Weret-Hekau, Osiris Khenti

Imentiu, Hathor of Denderah, Mut of Asher, Monthu-Re" of Medamud, Harmakhis of

(southern?) lun, Monthu of Thebes, Khonsu of Thebes, Khnum of Shashotep, Min-

Amfin, Sebek (Ombos and the Fayum), Anubis, two Horuses (Edfu?), Imiut, Bebtet,

Geb, Selket, Hor-merti, Nubti, the god of the nineteenth nome, the ‘‘South Wind” (?),

and Set.

The Lower Egyptian Ur included Ptah, Horus (of Letopolis), Depet (Wadjit?), Merky,

Sebek, Hephep (Hapi?), Isis, Anhur, Neit, several forms of Horus, Pyt (Wadjit?), Set,

Th5th, and Hekes.

All the gods present received huge quantities of offerings.

The king now went in procession to be enthroned in a baldachino which stood on a

stepped platform, for he now seems to have appeared for the last time as the old king.”^^

At the head of the procession walked a “companion” who was followed by three other

“companions” carrying materials and what seems to be the scorpion symbol. Another

man called the “divine brother” (?) carried a staff. A line of priests wearing panther-

skins followed him, among whom were the high priest of Heliopolis and the Sem. Two

men called Mp, two Sd bit (magicians), two scribes of the scriptorium, two more magicians

{hkl), and a companion complete this register. The top register once again shows the

train of the god Wepwawet of the south described above, behind which followed the

lector-priest and the king himself wearing the Sed-festival robe.

V. The Second Royal Appearance and the Granting of Up di nsw Gifts

Osorkon now approached the dais steps followed by many standards^® carried by

anhh, djed, and was signs. The Wepwawet standard was again the first of these, and it

was followed by “Khonsu,” Bast, Seshat, and several Horus standards. The spirits of

Nekhen and Be are shown seated beside the throne platforms, which are ornamented

with cobra heads. The northern Merit goddess, a figure representing “millions of years,”

and two sacred hslt cows complete this scene. At the right two great bows are shown

together with the standards of Thoth, Horus, and Wepwawet.

Having completed the examination of wall B it is necessary at this point to go over

to wall in order to reconstruct the ceremonies enacted at the second appearance.

Although these reliefs are in a much more fragmentary state than those carved on the

south wall, enough is preserved to give guidance.

The doorpost has an inscription relating to water and cultivated land.^® Above this a

procession is shown in which the king wearing the red crown is depicted followed by two

fan bearers.^® The ntr r, the “royal friends(?),” and the prophets also took part in it.

The scene above this shows Osorkon appearing enthroned for the last time, before the

most important rites were enacted, here as the king of Lower Egypt. He held a flail in

his right hand, the other hand being empty. Before the pavilion stood four standards,

of ivhich Wepwawet, Horus, and Thoth remain distinguishable. These appear to be

called the “followers of Horus.” A priest facing the king then recited a speech which

contained what seems to be a reference to the “top of the staircase.” The meaning of this

is obscure. Above this there is a scene showing a line of men bearing bird and fish offer-

42 Naville, op. cit.. Nos. 22, 23; FL XII, No. 7. Ibid., PI. XVIII, Nos. 12-13.

43 JM., PI. IX, Nos. 1-3. 46 PI. XXV, No. IIL
44 Nos. 3-6.
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ings, while some way below there was another scene whose upper register shows three

women, and whose bottom register depicts some prostrate ^Imy-hnt-'pneats and Slhw.

In the middle register three women called “singers” are shown holding lotus flowers,

and five men who appear to be magistrates are depicted with staves of oifice. The

inscription here reads: “Horus appears, he has received the two plumes, he is King

Osorkon. Hail to the Sed-festival, hail the Sed-festival of Ptah (Tatjanen) takes place.”

Some pygmies or dwarfs called “guards” or “beadles” are shown here, probably acting

as marshals during the ceremony.*®

Above this there is a scene showing a man holding a bow before two other men.*®

one of whom was the Sem-priest. His part in the ceremonies remains rather uncertain.

The accompanying text reads: “The coming of the king of Lower Eg3rpt.” Above this

representation the wp r or “opener of the mouth” appears for the first time in these

scenes. What he did now is not indicated, but his part in the funerary rites was to open

the mouth of the mummy with a magical instrument. Another man shown in this scene

was called: “The one who carries the hni (sash).”®® This scene is continued above®* and

also on the north inner face of the gate.®® The Ar-wws-priest sat holding a knife and stick

at the top of the steps of the baldachino, another role in the ceremonies that cannot be

satisfactorily explained at present. Among the figures shown before the dais were the

hry-hh (upper register), a man pouring out an oblation, two prostrate “brothers” (middle

register), the “mouth opener” and the Sem-priest (bottom register). The mouth

opener” and another figure hold hands, “standing and turning towards the north.

Naville noted that this was also done before a statue of the deceased, thus suggesting a

funerary association again. Here the rite is applied to the king now enthroned. This may

have been the time when awards were made.

The king probably spent some time seated thus, for he is again shown leaving the

“northern palace” in order to sit enthroned in the baldachino.®® Before him went a

procession consisting of the royal standards, a fan-bearer, an =/wy-A«i-priest with a

fly-whisk, and the Sem-priest. This scene is called, “Receiving the god m the hou^ oi

the staircase.” Above it there is shown what appear to be offerings of six-weave cloth.

Three men now ran shouting “To the ground” in the direction of two others who earned

maces. The princesses were also present when this episode took place.

VI. The Sboeet Rites in the Tomb

The king now went down into his tomb for what was to be the climax of the festival.

The scenes of this part of the festival appear only on the inner south wall of gate.

First Osorkon was purified “twice four times” by the Sen- and Jmy-Ajii-pnests ® He

then offered the clepsydra once more after having taken it from the Sem-priest. The

procession continued (upper register), musicians being prominent, and a man is shown

carrying a large round object that Naville identified as a drum.

prooeJoa p..»edW™ »e„ “smeliing th. gioand Eehiad these . men eehed

lUd., No. VI,
48 Ihid., PL XX, No. 5.

49 Ibid,, PL XIX, No. 6.

50 For a description of this garment see Frankfort,

op. cit., p. 134. It appears to be made from wicker-

work or some kind of woven material and is men-

tioned a number of times as part of the equipment

used in the rites recounted in the Kamesseum

Dramatic Text.

51 Naville, op. cit.t PL XX, No, 6.

52 PL XXIV.
53 Ibid., PL XXIII.

54 /bid., PL XI; lower register.
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55 m'c?., PL X, Nos. 4, 5.

56 The location of this tomb chamber raises the

question of the place in which the actual ceremonies

were conducted, at Bubastis, as Naville thought, or

elsewhere. The logical place for them to take place,

or at least the most important rites, was at the capital

itself, w'Mch at this period would appear to have been

at Tanis. The discovery at this site of Osorkon’s

burial place would tend to confirm the view set out

here that the Sed-festival was mainly celebrated at

Tanis. See Montet, Les constructions et le tomheau

(VOsorkon II a Tanis (Paris, 1947). The position of

these tombs in such close relation to the great temple

would therefore make them ideal for use at such a

time for celebration of the rites within the courts and

area of the temple. Similarly in the Old Kingdom
the pyramid of Niuserr§“ was not very far from the

sun temple in which the Heh-sed was carried out.

Montet has also identified the rebuilt temple of Tanis

with Osorkon’s “House of Millions of Years,” i.e. his

own funerary temple. See Naville, Ahnas el Medineh

(London, 1894), PL IV C3.

Subsidiary rites were no doubt enacted at Bubastis,

indeed the two towns are close enough to each other

to constitute a single district for the main festival

activities. If the festival had been entirely at Bubastis

then the reference here to the tomb must have been

purely an allusion to the actual vault at Tanis, or else

to a dummy chamber. This alternative seems to be

less probable, especially as further rites must have

been taking place at Thebes if the references quoted

above are genuine accounts of real events.

57

Yon Bissing and Kees, op. cit.. No. 56b.

“Bati” raised an object shaped like a double hoop. Above this three figures called

Nubians are shown walking behind the Wepwawet standard. Perhaps they were chief-

tains invited to the festival, for they wear the two feathers of a ruler.

Sigher up on the wall the procession is continued.®® The Sem-priest was among four

nriests who are shown here, all wearing panther-skins. Then came the chief lector-priest,

a man with a large knife and one of the men bearing a roU of cloth on his shoulders.

Before Osorkon there walked over thirty men carrying standards with large shaiti

figures or statuettes of mummies used as their emblems. In the lower two registers these

figures were given names, Nephthys, Bat, etc., but those in the upper register were not

named. Osorkon then received some form of offering. Behind him there is written this

statement: “Protection is about thee like Ee".” The king now entered the tomb, shown

here as a chapel or shrine building. Here Osorkon held a flail and a scepter and faced

twelve deities in this shrine-shaped building, possibly his real tomb chamber.®® These

deities are shown grouped in three registers, the upper one consisting of Ee', Atum, Shu,

and Tefnut (all Heliopolitan), the second of Geb, Nut, Osiris, and Horus, and the

bottom of Set or Suty, Isis, Nephthys, and the king’s own ka, which held a standard

with a aVin attached to it, perhaps representing Imiut. This scene is entitled: “Eesting

inside the tomb.” Although Naville noted the funereal character of these rites, he con-

sidered that the word used here, is, although a common word for tomb in the Old

Kingdom inscriptions, did not here apply to Osorkon’s actual grave but rather to a

shrine of similar form to the shrines of the gods. While it is possible that at this period

a shrine was used instead of the actual tomb, it would be wrong to dismiss the possibility

that the word was meant to be taken literally.

The scenes shown here are in a very curtailed form and it may be helpful to compare

them with the Niuserre^ scenes, which are more detailed at this point of the ceremonies.

These show an inclosed building®’ containing a bed ornamented with lion heads. Beside

this bed there is written this statement: “Put on the ground skin(?) and foreleg(?).”

Niuserre' having entered the room approached this bed (still holding his scepter and

flail) beside which there stood two men with arms held low before them. By this scene

there is written “ssft oil 2 jars.” This oil is often mentioned in the Pyramid Texts. Above

the bed there is written: “The birth of a god(?) giving the head ” This curious

statement recalls certain passages in the Pyramid Texts dealing with the bodily restora-

tion of a mummy. “I give to thee thy head; I fasten for thee thy head to the bones”

JOtTBNAL OF NeAE EaSTBEN StTJDIES



Ibid., m. 5S.

A similar scene exists in the tonib of Harnesses

IX. E. Lefebure, Mimoires Mission ArcMologique

Franqaise (Paris, 1890), III, Ph XXI,

(Pyx. §9b). The Ramesseum Dramatic Papyrus also mentions the restoration of the

head: ‘‘Horns says to Thoth: ‘Give him his head (again).’ The god will give him his head.

2 jars, to pour out on the floor” (Scene 12 line 43).

In the register below two men are again shown by the bed with a selection of samples

of royal linen before them. “Idmi (red) 6-weave linen.” The Sem-priest dressed in a

panther-skin stands in front of these samples of linen.®® Two prostrate '’Iwy-tejJ-priests

are shown before what appears to be the base of a statue. Unfortunately the scene breaks

off at this point before showing Muserre^’s next actions or what was the purpose of the

bed and the other objects shown.

This was the supreme moment of the Sed-festival rites and was perhaps very rarely

illustrated. A scene on the east side of the roof of the sarcophagus chamber in the tomb

of Seti I at Abydos may give some guidance as to what happened now.®® The lower

register in this shows Seti dressed in a shroudhke garment (similar in form to the Sed-

festival robe [?]) stretched out on a bed ornamented with lion heads like the one shown

in the Niuserre^ scenes. The king has turned from his back, and the posture resembles

that of a sphinx rather than a mummy or a dead person. A god presents to him the

s3nnbois of life, stability, and dominion, fixed at the end of a staff. The king’s face is

shown painted green because he was considered dead.

Over the bed stands a square pavilion ornamented with a frieze of uraeus heads. Inside

this there is written the one word, “Awake.” Below the bed there are spread out

the royal regalia, clothing, and weapons, of which the king would presently take

possession after this rebirth. Above the shrine there are shown two pavilions shaped

like the Sed festival baldachinos. Each of them contains a Horus-falcon and two eyes

(of Horus).

’Twelve figures are shown grouped at the left, in a manner very much like those shown

in the Osorkon scenes, among them being Mesti, Hapi, and Anubis. Before these deities

there is a seated Osirid figure, apparently a statue of the king of Upper Egypt dressed

in a Sed-festival robe. At the right there are twenty more deities among whom Duamutef,

Thoth, Shu, and Isis should be noticed. The writing between the two pavilions is enig-

matic but refers to the magic rites performed for king Men-ma%t-Re". Although the con-

text of this scene is undoubtedly funerary ,
it also depicts a ceremony that would be

difficult to enact unless the king was really alive. The appearance of the Sem-priest on

the left, the Osirid statue (so similar to that buried by Neb-hepet-Re"), the objects

beneath the bed; all these suggest that here is a mock funeral and burial, followed by a

reawakening ceremony, taking place after the king had entered his tomb. At this point

it may also be helpful to recall some of the series of ceremonies contained in the service

of bodily restoration set out in the Pyramid Texts.

The latter involved the opening of the mouth with the foreleg of a buU and with a

bronze adze,®® the restoration of the “Eye of Horus,” and the drinking of a jug of

milk, perhaps to symbolize the suckling by Isis,®
^ ‘ Take thou the tip of Horus s own

breast, take thou what belongs to thy mouth. A mr jug of milk of N, a jug of fine milk.

Take thou the breast of thy sister Isis, the milk provider, which thou shalttake to thy

60 Sethe, Die altaegyptischm Fyramidentexte

(Leipzig, 1910), I, § IS-l 3.

61 17-21.

^^Ibid., § 32.
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63 Ibid., § 33-39.

Ibid., § 40-49.

^^Ibid., § 50-54.
66 A. Fakhry, “A Note on the Tomb of Kheruef

at Tliebes,” ASAE, XLII (1943), Pis. 39, 40.
6"^ For an account of the Heb-sed running rite see

H. Kees, Der Opfertanz des dgyptiechen Konigs
(Leipzig, 1912).
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mouth.” Of these the foreleg appears in the Muserre'' scene, and the eye(s) of Horns in

the Seti scene.

The Pyramid Texts continue with the king receiving all kinds of food offerings,®® and

then taking a iwn.t bow, a tail, royal clothing, scepters, and maces. ®^ These objects

parallel those shown under the bed in this Seti scene, and the frequency with which

these objects appear in Sed-festival scenes also indicates a connection with funerary

rites. After this, in the P3n?amid Texts, the king was anointed with sacred oils®® and had

his face painted with cosmetic, in a similar manner to the Seti scene.

VII. The Raising of the Djed-pillar and the Concluding Rites in the

Funerary Complex

Once the king had concluded the tomb chamber ceremony, he discarded the Sed-

festival robe and once more donned the usual royal dress, then he returned from the area

of the tomb to the palace used for the festival, in order to perform rites connected with

the new reign that was now considered to be commencing.

One of the first rites to be performed was the raising of the Xyed-pillar at dawn,

w^hich is not shown at Eubastis but appears elsewhere, to symbolize the king's triumph

over death, the victory of the new Horns over Set. The pillar must have been laid on the

ground for the period when the funerary rites were enacted.®®

Also at this time the king would need to perform the four running ceremonies in order

to demonstrate his returned vigor and thus ensure continued prosperity for the country.®'^

These rites seem to have been performed in an inclosed area not far from the Sed-

festival palace.

Before the procession left the funerary complex in the Osorkon scenes the royal fans

were placed in the baldachino in which the king had last appeared before entering the

tomb, which now must have contained statues.®® These statues and others in the main

cities of Egypt seem to have remained on view for some time after the conclusion of

the ceremonies, and were, as Moret showed, objects for worship.

VIII. The Concluding Ceremonies IN City and Temple

After this the procession returned to the city for the remaining public rites, including

apparently the repetition of the coronation.®®

The only portion of the Osorkon monument that remains to be described is waU D,

the other outer face of the gate. The rites shown here were again public. In the two

lower registers the scenes are only of a general character, the king wearing the blue

crown is shown receiving life, years and Sed-festivals from Bast.'^® Between Bast and

the king there is written: ‘“^She gives thee Sed-festivals of twelve years each . . .thou

appearest on the throne of Horus . . . thou hast smitten the Libyans.” The reference to

twelve-year festivals is very interesting and bears out Moret's doubts as to the ex-

68 Naville, op. cit., PI. XXI.
68 As suggested by Moret, wbo considered that

the coronation was repeated at the Sed-festival and
that this repetition formed an essential part of the

scheme. Using the Abydos reliefs of Seti I as well as

many other sources he gave an account of the

coronation rites. Op. cit., chap, iii, p. 76.

70 Naville, op. cit., PL XVII.
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ciusiveness of the thirty-year period. The appearance on the throne of Horns suggests

that any funerary associations that these rites may have had were now a thing of the

past and that the king ruled over the living again.

The king is again depicted offering the clepsydra. Outside the shrine stand musicians

(lower register) the man carrying the drum or big roll (middle register), and the three

princesses (top register).

There now followed scenes of rejoicing in the city. The procession again passed by

men shown standing, kneeling, and prostrate before the king.'^^ Some of the men ''smell-

ing the earth” are again called Nubians. Nubian and desert chieftains were also shown

kneeling and standing.*^® Above this*^^ men called “peasants” take part in the festivities.

Some women near them are shown holding jars in a scene that recalls the princesses

shown in the tomb of Kheruef. The phrase, “go round in the fields” (bottom register),*^®

suggests some form of agricultural ceremony. A priest in a panther-skin danced and was

accompanied by a woman playing a flute.'^®

It is difficult to interpret the top registers of this waff. A large public reception appears

to have taken place at the Sed-festivals of many of the New Kingdom rulers such as

Amenhotep III, judging from scenes shown in the Theban tombs. This section of the

Osorkon scenes may be the equivalent of that reception.

Two men are shown holding hoop-shaped objects,'^'^ while behind them is a man

seated before a bull, followed by two men touching the ground with their hands

acrobats. The text above this scene says: “All their basins are of gold, their jars of fine

gold.” The words seem to refer to the vases carried by the women.

At the right a man appears kneeling and adoring a figure wearing a lion mask. Two

kneeling men and two standing (one with a scroll) are shown between. Above there is

written a reference to ''Wlwlsw wlwl'' Naville suggested that some form of magical

incantation with non-Eg3Tptian words was being used here, but the subject remains a

mystery, and the significance of this scene is utterly lost today.

The scenes shown above this are clearer in their meaning.'^® In the next register three

pairs of women kneel facing each other, chanting the words written above them, as they

wave their hands: “Given life, aU health, all joy every day, very many Sed-festivals like

Re'^ forever.”’^® Other women shown at the right clap their hands and beat a drum(?).

The occasion for this rejoicing is indicated at the left of the register above: All lands

are yours; they bring their basins and their jars of fine gold.” Next two men are shown,

by whom there is written: “The return (northern going forth) of the king.

The king now seems to have made another and final appearance in the city. The

princesses are again shown here, followed by two men on the left of whom there
^

written:®^ “The gods on their standards are on the right of the king on his great throne.’

The prostrate figures of “companions,” “great ones,” and ^Im^z-M-priests are

while behind them is written: “Hail to the baldachino, hail to the

prostrate figure is shown adoring Tatjanen four times. To complete the scene
^

women appear with vases, and “great ones” with egg-shaped vases, while women wit

northern flowers on their heads declaimed: “Horns appears, he has received
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plumes, King Osorkon, given all life.” The next occasion at which the royal appearance

shown here might have taken place would seem to be after the re-enactment of the

coronation. The festival was now at an end.

Conclusion

There remains one question to discuss, the date of Osorkon’s Sed-festivaL The chrono-

logy of the earlier kings of the Twenty-second Dynasty can be worked out with some

degree of accuracy, if evidence is considered from areas outside Egypt. In a full discus-

sion of this chronology Drioton and Vandier®^ point out the value of the synchronism

of the campaign by Sheshonk I in Palestine with the years recorded for the kings of

Israel and Judah. This campaign is described in the Biblical account as having taken

place in the fifth year of King Rehoboam and would thus have fallen within the dates

926/925 b.c.®2 The dates for the accession and death of Sheshonk I are not certain but

the date at which his account of the campaign was carved must be closely linked with

the period when the first great court and the Bubastite gate were being built at Karnak.

This event is again fixed towards the end of the reign by a reference in the great

inscription at Gebel Silsileh which recounts the fact that stone was being quarried for

this construction work in Year 21 of the reign.®^ This suggests that if this inscription

was put up fairly soon after the campaign shown at the Bubastite gate at Karnak, then

Sheshonk commenced to reign about twenty years previously, i.e. around 946/945 b.c.

This date is so close to that suggested by Blackman®^ for the beginning of the Twenty-

second Dynasty that 945 may be adopted as a convenient and probable date.

The reigns of the kings who followed Sheshonk I are known and also many of their

year dates which were found by Legrain in a series of inscriptions relating to Nile levels.

These were found on the quay wall at Karnak and from them it appears that Sheshonk I

reigned about 21 years, Osorkon I 36, Takelot I 23 ;
a total of 80 years in all.

From these data the accession of Osorkon II may be fixed at 865 b.c. with a probable

error of a year or two either way. The Sed-festival is dated to Year 22 by the Bubastis

reliefs, so that the date at which it was celebrated would fall in 844 b.c. Some further

evidence also exists which may have a bearing on the chronology of the period. Among

the dates found by Legrain at Karnak were some which mention a coregency between

Osorkon II and his successor Takelot II.®® The first year date for Osorkon in Legrain’s

list is numbered five and is for Year 3. Among the others which follow this are two of

special interest. Inscription No. 12 states:

“The Nile, Regnal Year 22 of the king of Upper Egypt, Lord of the Two Lands,

User-ma ^at-Re'^-setep-en-Amun, Son of the Sun, Lord of Diadems, Osorkon beloved of

Amun.”
The next one, No. 13, states:

“The Nile, Regnal Year 28 under the Majesty of the king of Upper and Lower Egypt,

User-ma'at-Re'^-setep-en-Amun, Son of the Sun, Osorkon, etc., divine ruler in Thebes,

f

i

t

%

^^ L^l^gypte (3d ed.; Paris, 1962), p. 566. See

table, p. 567. The date for the accession of Sheshonk I

is placed slightly earlier than in the table in this

article for reasons set out above.

So E. E. Thiele, “The Chronology of the Kings
of Judah and Israel,” JNES, III (1944); table, p. 184.

In this article the death of Solomon is placed in the

years 931/930 b.c.

Caminos, op, cit.j p. 60, PI. XIII, Nos. 39-48.

XXVn (1941), 92. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^

^^^

^^

85 0. Legrain, XXXIV (1896), 111, 119.
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which is Year 5 of his son (name missing), Son of the Sun, Takelot, etc., divine ruler in

Thebes, may he live forever.”

This is the first text which gives a double dating. The association of the son Takelot

on the throne with his father must have taken place after the Sed-festival of Year 22

when the only king mentioned was Osorkon. Another king Sheshonk II is also known
by name as a coregent but apparently he died before his predecessor. He must thus be

associated in this period as well. Osorkon’s last year at Karnak is 29.®® Using all the

evidence set out above it is possible to compile the following table:

ca. 945 B.c. Year 1 of Sheshonk I.

ca. 865 B.c. Year 1 of Osorkon II.

ca. 844 B.c. Year 22 of Osorkon II.

ca. 843 B.c. Year 23 of Osorkon II.

ca. 842 B.c. Year 24 of Osorkon II.

ca. 838 B.c. Year 28 of Osorkon II.

? 836 B.c. Year 30 of Osorkon II.

The period after a Sed-festival would have been an ideal time to associate a younger

ruler on the throne, for in a sense a new reign might have been thought to have been

starting, if the meaning of the rites discussed here is recalled.

Sed-festival celebrated.

Association of Sheshonk II. Year 1.

Association of Takelot 11. Year 1.

Year 5 of Takelot II.

Death of Osorkon II.

p. 113.

THE PREDYHASTIC CEMETERY AT HAQADA

Over many years I have built up a card index of material from the original Petrie

excavations at Naqada, and it is now planned to publish this index in the form of a tomb

I

register. Preliminary work on the register is well-advanced. It covers the large collections in

both Europe and America, and many small groups, but it is likely that further material

still exists. If, therefore, any museum or private person has objects (bearing a tomb number)

I
from the 1895 Naqada excavations, I should very much like to hear of them in time to

include them in the register. Such information should be sent to me, c/o The Ashmolean

I

Museum, Oxford, England.

I E. J. Baxjmoartel
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The Travels of Ibn Battuta, A,D. 1325-1354.

Translated with revisions and notes from
the Arabic text edited by C. Defremeby
and B. R. Sanguinbtti by H. A. R. Gibb.

VoL II [“The Halduyt Society,” Second

Series, No. CXVII.) Cambridge: Published

for the Hakluyt Society by the Cambridge
University Press, 1962. Pp. xii + 537.

S6.50.

The author of these travels was a four-

teenth-century North African who had a

modest share of learning and no pretense to

literary accomplishment- He was seized by a

passion to “travel through the earth,” and
he “encompassed the earth with attentive

mind and travelled through its cities with

observant eye.” In a somewhat superficial,

honest, strict, and narrow-minded way, he
“investigated the diversities of nations and
probed the ways of life of Arabs and non-

Arabs.” Having concluded his travels, he
returned to Fez, where he was commanded
by the sultan Abu '^Inan to dictate an account
of them to the secretary Ibn Juzayy, who
“put his work into elegant literary style”

(Yol. I, pp. ix-x, 5-6). Whatever the virtues

of the style of the original may be, there is

little room for doubt that the English

translation is a model of faithfulness,

precision, and clarity, and a scholarly

and literary accomplishment of the highest

rank.

The first volume (published in 1958)

included the account of Ibn Battuta’s

initial journey from Tangier to Egypt, and
his travels through Syria, his pilgrimage to

Mecca, and his journey from Mecca to

Kufa. The present volume includes the
account of Ibn Battuta’s travels through
Southern Persia and Iraq; Southern Arabia,
East Africa, and the Persian Gulf; and Asia
Minor and South Russia. As in the earlier

volume, the translator pursues the author as

an accomplished detective follows the move-
ments of an important suspect: he catches

and corrects errors, notes confusions, finds

and notes corroborating or divergent evidence
from other sources, and gives more precise

data on proper names and place names
whenever available. All this is of course

essential for the proper appreciation of Ibn
Battuta’s travels as a historical source.

Finally, the translator provides in an
Appendix (pp. 528-37) a provisional chron-

ology of Ibn Battuta’s travels in Asia Minor
and Russia, which involves a number of

serious inconsistencies. This and othermatters
will probably be treated at length after the

completion of the translation.

Mxjhsin Mahdi
University of Chicago

Muslim Intellectual: A Study of al-Ghazali.

By W. Montgomery Watt. Chicago:

Aldine Publishing Company, 1963. Pp. viii

+ 215. S5.00.

The author of Islam and the Integration of
Society and Islamic Philosophy and Theology

(reviewed in JNES, XXIII [1964], 285-89,
and 139) presents here a “study of the

struggle and achievement of al-GhazSli”

in an attempt “to look at his life and thought
as a whole within the context of the times in

which he lived” (p. vii). As in the earlier two
books, the author writes from the general

standpoint of “the sociology of knowledge—
a discipline which, though in its infancy, is

characteristic of our age and an expression of

its spirit” (p. viii). By “intellectuals” or

“intelligentia,” he means “men ofknowledge”
in the broadest sense, including all “journal-

ists, broadcasters or writers of books,”

“politicians and civil servants,” as well as

those engaged in the “creative handling of
ideas.” With regard to the last group, he
distinguishes three aspects, (a) The “instru-

mental intellectual” who is the scientist.

(“At the present time men are developing
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the social sciences, and thereby increasing the

possibilities of controlling society and other

men.”) (b) The “systematizing trend” repre-

sented by “the philosopher, the philosophi-

cally-minded scientist, the theologian, the

legal theorist . . . ” (c) The “intuitive intellec-

tual,” who “may be said to be concerned

with the values acknowledged in a society

and their basis in reality.” These include

certain prophetic leaders (“like Muhammad”),
poets, and other litterateurs, etc. In the

present study, the author is concerned

chiefly with the “intuitive aspect”: “so far

as the response to the situation is intuitive it

is partly unconscious; the intellectual need

not be fully aware either of that to which

he is responding or of the precise manner of

his response to it” (pp. 1~3, n. 2). The
author’s main objective is to give an account

of al-Ghazali’s conscious response to the

social situation that surrounded him, and

to explain the groimd (“the economic and

material framework”) of al-Ghazali’s un-

conscious response to that situation. His

approach to this task is a combination of a

conscious attitude to religion (p. 5) and “an

element of intuition lurking in the results of

the scientist, especially the social scientist”

(P‘2).

The work begins with a summary account

of al-Ghazali’s “world” (consisting of the

political background, beginning with the

death ofMuhammad in a.d . 632 ; the religious

and intellectual backgroimd, beginning with

the background of Muhammad in Mecca and

# Madina ; and al-Ghazali’s early life [pp. 7-24] )

.

Next, he gives an equally summary account

i

of al-Ghazali’s “encounter” with philosophy.

I
This includes short accounts of the philosphic

movement in Islam and ofthe social relevance

of philosophic ideas as a background for

j

al-Ghazali’s account of his “scepticism” in

i the Deliverer from Error and for his refuta-

f tion of the philosophers in the Incoherence of

i the Philosophers (pp. 25-41). (Al-Ghazalx

I

himself has concealed the “social” intention

of his attack on the philosophers by not

treating their views of politics and ethics in

the Incoherence. He reserved this for the

)
Criterion of Action, a book that is much

discussed but whose contents have never been
carefully studied. Al-Ghazali neither “con-

demns” nor “rejects” philosophical ethics

[p. 68].) This is followed by a short account
of al-Ghazali’s encounter with the Batinis

(pp. 74-86). Then comes a relatively long

chapter on al-Ghazali’s reappraisal of theoi- •

ogy (pp* 87-125), where the author makes a

number of interesting remarks on the relation

between theology, society, and politics in

Islam up to al-Ghazali’s time. (Unfortunately,

it is not always clear what the author means
when he speaks of “philosophical or rational

theology” [“scholar-jurists or ulema,” “the-

ologians”], “dogmatic theology,” “abstruse

rational theology,” vs. “concrete forms of

religious instruction,” etc. [pp. 21, 71, 92,

109, 117, 119, passiml.) The two chapters

that follow deal with al-Ghazali’s retirement

and return to writing and teaching (pp.

127-69), including a summary account of

al-Ghazali’s chief practical or ethical work,

the Revival of the Religious Sciences. Finally,

there is a short chapter on al-Ghazali’s

achievement, “based on the perusal of a few !

well-known xvorks and on some obvious

historical facts ...” (pp. 171 ff.).

Muslim Intellectual is the latest installment

of a series of studies by the author on al-

Ghazali’s works and thought (see JRAS,

1949, pp. 5-22; 1952, pp. 23-45). These

studies attempt to solve what has come to be

known as the “Ghazali-problem” (see, e.g.,

W. H. T. Gairdner, “Al-Ghazali’s Mishkat

al-Anwar and the Ghazali-Problem,” Der

Islam, V [1914], 121-53). Initially, the solu-

tion was based on rejecting all of al-Ghazali’s

works and statements that do not harmonize

with three “general principles” that the

author proposed in JRAS, 1952, pp. 25-30.

But these general principles were clearly

insufficient for solving the entire range of the

difficulties presented by al-Ghazali’s works.

“A little additional light on these questions

of authenticity may come from further

detailed studies, especially from the dis-

covery of parallel passages. But much more

is to be expected from an attempt to give an

account of al-Ghazali’s intellectual and

religious development as a whole” {ibid., p.

1



31). The attempt has now been made, but
the expected results have not materialized.

Muhsin Mahdi
University of Chicago

amusement, suspense, surprise, to bring about a
satisfactory ending? Those are the literary
problems it poses. And it is this kind of investiga-
tion that literary criticism must undertake
(P.6.)

The Art of Storytelling: A Literary Study of
the Thousand and One Nights, By Mia I.

Gerhardt. Leiden; E. J. Brill, 1963. Pp.
xi + 500. 52 guilders.

Mia Gerhardt is an intelligent, perceptive,
and sympathetic reader of the vast and
unwieldy literature on the 1001 Nights that
Orientalist scholarship has produced in the
past hundred and fifty years. Not being an
Orientalist or an Arabist, she is neither
annoyed nor discouraged by scandalous
editions, barberous translations, dull annota-
tions, and idle historical speculations. She
divines the predominently historical orienta-
tion of Orientalist scholarship. Without
intending to be rude to anyone, she states
that Orientalist scholarship is concerned
with “origin, sources, dating, locating,

filiation and transmission of the stories . . . ”;

it is not concerned with literature as litera-

ture; and it does not deal with “purely
literary problems’’ (pp. 5-6). As for the
Arabist, he is allotted a “rewarding” and
‘

‘ intriguing’ ’ pastime—the study of ‘

‘words, ’ ’

“the choice and arrangement of words,”
“the use of stock descriptions and of standing
formulas,” and “the manner in which
opening and closing formulas are chosen and
worded” (p. 377). Whatever the role of
innocence and ignorance in the 1001 Nights
may be, it is not necessary to praise them in
the student of the 1001 Nights,

The author formulates her critique of
earlier studies and the justification of her
own task clearly and convincingly:

If Oriental scholarship could tell us exactly
when, by whom and in what circumstances for
instance THE HUNCHBACK in its present
version was written and its amazing central
character, the barber, invented, the information
would not bring us nearer to realizing why
THE HUNCHBACK is so fine a story. On what
does its effectiveness depend? How is it put
together? What are the means it uses to create

She then proceeds to “grapple with the
stories” in six chapters. Chapters i-iv (pp.
7-374) give a summary of the contents of the
stories, present a broad outline of the
historical and literary problems they pose,
characterize various translations, and offer
a classification of their material. These
chapters address themselves only incidentally
and in passing (cf. p. 377, n. 1) to the literary

problems posed by the stories. They con-
tain frequent methodological remarks and
clarifications of concepts. And one finds
numerous suggestive impressions and re-

flections on individual stories, plots, charac-
ters, and other details. The author succeeds
in presenting a vast amount of material
with considerable taste and good judgment.
Chapters v-vi (pp. 375-470) investigate
“structure” and “The Harun Cycle” respec-
tively. Again, a considerable number of
pages is devoted to summaries and the
study of historical background. Nevertheless,
the discussion of “structural proceedings,”
the classification of frame stories, and the
remarks on the significant traits of “The
Harun Cycle” are a welcome contribution
and deserve to be read carefully. Taken
as a whole, the book is at once an intelligently

designed handbook and the best available
introduction to the study of the 1001 Nights,

In the Epilogue the author confesses that
she is aware that not all has been said. “In
fact, almost any ‘1001 Nights’-story which I
discussed left me with the impression that
there was more, and perhaps something more
essential, to be said about it” (p. 471). This
could hardly be avoided given the scope of
the book, the novelty of its perspective, and
the fact that it is based on Littmann’s
translation. (It is not always easy to see, let

alone touch, “den Leib einer Tanzerin durch
ihr Gewand.”)

The question is whether the more essential

thing about these stories will be said by formal
literary analysis, however extensive. This
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book proves, if proof was needed, the

presence of an extremely complex art of

.

storytelling in the 1001 Nights, and it deals a

deathblow to the reaction of those Oriental-

ists who refuse to take these stories seriously

on the ground that they are popular in

origin, vulgar in character, and lacking in the

finish, that one normally associates with

literary Arabic. Furthermore, it argues

convincingly that the student of literature

can learn a great deal from the 1001 Nights

about the various ways in which a story can

be narrated, related, or reported: “For the

book is not only a story-book, but also, in

many respects, a book about story-telling”

(p. 378). But the author is also interested in

“what a story is about” and in “the basic

notion governing a story” (p. 45). It is

reasonable to say that “the critic does not

aim to extract from the work of art a hidden

meaning or transcendental significance which

it might he supposed to contain” (p. 63; italics

supplied)
;
and one must indeed be weary of

“anthropological, symbolical . . . ,
psycho

-

analitical and anthroposophical interpreta-

tions” (^5td.). It is also reasonable to say:

“To read them [the stories] simply for their

own sake, scrutinizing what they say and

how they say it, without forcing them to

mean something more, is, however, rewarding

enough” (pp. 63-64; italics supplied). In

practice, however, one meets a somewhat

limited view of “what” a story says and of

the “basic notion governing a story”; and an

excessive exposition of the contents and the

material of the 1001 Nights, a tendency to

break up the analysis by announcing that the

result is “satisfying” and “pleasant,” and a

willingness to solve difficulties by reverting

to possible sociological and historical ex-

planations.

By way of illustrating this dilemma, one

may cite the author’s comments following

her analysis of “The Harun Cycle”: “No
wider views, no profound philosophy, not

even a very definite outlook on life—except

for the basic principles of religion-—^govern

this consummately realistic picture of

Baghdad’s humanity. The incidental prevails

over the general; no conclusions except the

most obvious are ever drawn, no moral
pointed” (pp. 469-70; cf. 472). Reflecting on
some of the same stories in the section on
“Mahomet” in “Noten und Abhandlungen
zur besserem Verstandnis des West-Oslichen

Divans,” Goethe perceived a deeper purpose

in the amoral atmosphere and w^as much less

impressed by the apparant espousal of the

“basic principles of religion”: “Ihr eigent-

licher Charakter ist, dass sie keinen sittlichen

Zweck haben und daher den Menschen
nicht auf sich selbst zuriick, sondern ausser

sich hinaus ins unbedingte Freie fuhren und
tragen. Gerade das Entgegengesetzte wollte

Mahomet bewirken.” The question “What
these stories are about?” is as elusive as the

art of storytelling through which the answer

to this question is communicated.

This book and the perspective it represents

have been long overdue. The author’s

central thesis is well documented, her

enthusiasm is contagious, and her style

(despite occasional Germanisms and collo-

quialisms) is fresh and clear.

Muhsin Mahoi

University of Chicago

Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets

in the British Museum: Part XIII-

Reprinted by the Trustees of the British

Museum. London: The British Museum,

1962 (outside cover: 1963). Pp. vii -f 50

pis. 255.

First published in 1901 and then reprinted

in 1910, this volume is now reprinted for the

second time without substantial alteration.

It contains cuneiform copies of various

Akkadian epics and legends: Enuma eliS

(Pis. 1-28, 31), other creation legends and

sundry myths (Pis. 29-38), and historical

legends and chronicles, a fragment of the

Code of flE^mmurapi, and prophecies (Pis.

39-50). Readers wishing an up-to-date

catalogue of the individual texts in the

volume or basic bibliographical information

about them may consult W. Rollig's

iiii
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review in Bibliotheca Orientalis, XX (1963),

. '162.V .

In addition, an Old Babylonian text

similar to the Naram-Sin legend (Pis. 39-41,

44) has been published by J. J. Finkelstein

in the Journal of Cuneiform Studies, XI
(1957), 83-88; and further comments on the

Assyrian version of the text were made by
O. R. Grurney in Anatolian Studies, VI

(1956), 163-64 [supplementing his edition in

ibid., V (1955), 93-113]. The poetic account

concerning Nebuchadnezzar I (PL 48) was

first published independently by A. Boissier

in Revue Simitique, II (1894), 76-78 (trans-

literation, translation) and by H. Winckler

in Sammlung von Keilschrifttexten, II (1894),

PL 72 (copy) and in Altorientalische Fors-

chungen, I (1897), 542-43 (transliteration,

translation). Recent observations on this

text and on the whole Nebuchadnezzar I

epic cycle have been made by W. G. Lambert,

“The Reign of Nebuchadnezzar I,” in The

Seed of Wisdom (Toronto, 1964), pp. 3-13.

The two prophecy texts (Pis. 49-50) have

now been incorporated into a new edition of

the Akkadian prophecies by A. K. Grayson

and W. G. Lambert in the Journal of Cunei-

form Studies, XVIII (1964), 7-30.

J. A. Brinkman
Oriental Institute

University of Chicago

^ English translations and additional bibliography

for Enuina eli§ and other creation legends are furnished

by Alexander Heidel in The Babylonian Genesis

{2d ed.; Chicago, 1951) and by E. A. Speiser in

Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old
Testament (2d ed.; Princeton, 1966), pp. 60-72; the

Legend of Sargon [0 T, XIII, 42-43) is also translated

by Speiser, op. cit., p. 119.

j!
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Papyrus Bodmer XVI: Exode I-XV, 21 en

sahidique. Publie par Rodolphe Kasser.

Cologny-Geneve; Bibliotheca Bodmeriana,

1961. Pp. 198 + 43 pis.

This is one volume in a growing series of

handsome publications through which the

Bibliotheca Bodmeriana makes available its

treasures of Biblical and other manuscripts.

The production of the volumes is uniformly

excellent, from both the editing and book-

making points of view. Papyrus Bodmer
XVI is a parchment codex in very good state

of preservation. On the basis of its hand-

writing, Dr. Kasser dates it tentatively to

the fourth century, and he suggests that it

was probably written in the neighborhood

of Thebes.

This particular section of the Sahi. ic Old
Testament has previously been found only

in small fragments; the integral text is thus

a most valuable addition. The editor remarks

that the codex gives the classic Sahidic

version, to the extent that comparison with

the existing fragments allows this conclusion.

The printed Coptic text is accompanied by a

literal French translation. In the introduc-

tion Dr. Kasser describes the physical

appearance of the codex and discusses its

handwriting and orthography. He also

draws attention to the curious colophon.

“The First Part of the Law,” which appears

at the bottom of the last page. The editor

and the publishers deserve our unstinting

praise and gratitude.

' Miriam' Lightheim :

University of California

Los Angeles
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